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The Advanced Workflow Engine 
With EFT's Event Rules, you can configure EFT to perform an action automatically when a specific event 
occurs. You can use AWE workflows to design scripts, batch files, macros, or any other code-intensive 
process using an easy drag-and-drop interface. 

Similar to EFT's Commands, EFT's Advanced Workflows add additional automation capabilities, allowing 
you to add scripting and variables to workflows, then add these reusable workflows to Event Rules. A 
workflow is a series of steps that can perform file transfers, batch data processing, application testing, 
and so on, set to run automatically when started by some event. A workflow can be composed of a single 
step or hundreds of steps. 

You create a workflow, set priorities, security, error handling, and other properties for workflows from 
within the AWE interface. A workflow can be run, changed, or deleted through the AWE interface. 

When you click the Advanced Workflows node in the Server tree, the right pane displays a list of 
defined workflows sorted in alphabetical order. If no workflows are defined, you can right-click the 
Advanced Workflows node to create a new workflow. You can edit or remove workflows in the right 
pane. 

 
You can insert Expressions into a workflow to resolve dynamic data at runtime. Expressions can include 
functions, variables, constants, and operators. The Server reads the text found between percentage signs 
and then replaces the Expression (including the percentage signs) at runtime. For example, the 
expression %USER.LOGIN% is replaced with the user logon name. 

The basic steps of creating an Advanced Workflow are simple: 

1. Create a workflow. 

2. Add steps to the workflow in the AWE Task Builder. 

3. Add the workflow to one or more Event Rules. 

 

The Advanced Workflow module provides a 30-day trial during which can create, edit, and execute 
powerful workflows using EFT's Event Rule system. After the 30-day trial has expired, you can still 
create new workflows and edit existing ones; however, you will no longer be able to execute the 
workflows with EFT's Event Rules. After you purchase and activate a serial number for the 
Advanced Workflow module, you will once again be able to use the workflows in Event Rules. The 
workflows are not deleted until you delete them. 
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What’s New in AWE 8 
FTP Action 

• FTP Sync, FXP, compression 
• SSL CCC and FIPS 140 mode 
• SFTP host key validation, KIA 
• Advanced FTP actions extended 
• Proxy support to SFTP 

SharePoint Action 

• Upload and download files 
• Check in and check out files 
• Manage list, groups, roles, etc. 
• Get information about files 

Dialog Action 

• Combined info and common in Dialog 
• Full description in visual mode 
• Scrolling for lengthy text 

Web Services Action 

• Support for proxy added 
• Soap 1.2 protocol support 

Email Actions 

• Now supports Exchange 2010 
• Improved Imap and Webdav filtering 
• Ability to set custom headers before send 
• Expression button for attachments 

Compression Action 

• Support for 7zip compression 
Run Action 

• Folder launch support 
• Piped command line support 
• Additional details in visual mode 

File Actions 

• UTF-8 support for file actions 
• Encoding for both ANSI and Unicode for loop and read from file actions 
• Retrieve file AND folder information 

Improved Workflow, Debug 

• New regions for optimizing flow 
• Variables /regions scope aware 
• Improved execution speed 
• New ribbon panel 
• Many more UI changes 

Other Changes: 

• Removal of IM action 
• Ability to save, save as 
• Automatic window resizing 
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What's New in AWE 8 

• Automatic task indenting 
• Save bookmarks and breakpoints in separate XML file 
• Ability to auto-fill HTTP post fields 
• Actions favorite, recent, popular 
• Search for activities in .NET actions 
• Switch between new Ribbon and menu (classic) interfaces 
• Search for legacy action names 
• Make all operations on the Steps panel undoable 
• Ability to provide custom twitter application keys 
• Services action allows remote management of services (install, removal, start, stop, etc. 

Installing the Advanced Workflow Engine 
The Advanced Workflow Engine (AWE) is installed with EFT and is available in the 30-day trial during 
which you can create, edit, and execute powerful workflows using EFT's Event Rule system. After the 30-
day trial has expired, you can still create new workflows and edit existing ones; however, you will no 
longer be able to execute the workflows with EFT's Event Rules. After you purchase and activate a serial 
number for the Advanced Workflow module, you will once again be able to use the workflows in Event 
Rules. The workflows are not deleted until you delete them. 

Refer to the EFT Enterprise EULA for information about Advanced Workflow Engine licensing. 

System Requirements 
AWE v8 requires Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0 and EFT v6.3 or later. 
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The Task Builder (AWE Interface) 
This section provides details of the main AWE interface. 

• Task Builder Quick Tour 

• Task Builder Ribbon 

• Available Actions Pane 

• About the Steps Pane 

• About the Debug Pane 

• Customizing Task Builder 

Task Builder Quick Tour 
The Task Builder is used to visually construct and examine the steps that a task should carry out when it 
is run. Task steps are created by visually dragging-and-dropping AWE Actions from an actions palette 
and placing them in the sequence desired for execution. This eliminates the need to write code or create 
batch files. A task can be composed of a single action or hundreds of actions, depending on what it is 
designed to perform. 

Actions are used to instruct AWE how to carry out a task in EFT's Event Rule system. Actions are the 
available processes that can be used to build the steps to be carried out when a task is run. These 
actions are assembled visually (without the use of code) via drag-and-drop in the Task Builder interface. 
Each action used to construct the task becomes a step. Upon execution, these steps are performed in a 
sequential order. 

To ensure that newly created tasks are working properly before they are put into production, the Task 
Builder includes a variety of testing and debugging features that provide detailed, real-time information 
about a task, which aids a developer in monitoring and debugging tasks as they are being constructed. 

Sections of the Task Builder 
The Task Builder's layout includes three panes along with a ribbon that can be fully customized. 

Available Actions Pane 

The Available Actions pane encompasses all of the actions available in AWE used to construct the steps 
of a task. Actions are assembled visually by dragging them from the Available Actions pane onto the 
Steps pane or by double-clicking the desired action. To provide an easy way to search for actions, the 
foot of the Available Actions pane contains a search box which provides dynamic filtering, allowing entry 
of part or all of an action's name and view only actions that contain matching text. The list is updated as 
each character is typed. 

Actions are typically categorized into expandable folders arranged in a logical sequence. Alternately, they 
can be viewed with all actions listed individually (without the folders they normally reside in) in 
alphabetical order. For more information regarding how to customize the Available Actions pane, see 
Customizing the Available Actions Pane. 

Steps Pane 

The Steps pane displays the actions selected from the Available Actions pane that will be carried out 
when the task is performed. When an action is dragged from the Available Actions pane into the Steps 
pane, the properties dialog box for the selected action opens and settings can be viewed, set or modified 
for the task step. The action and its properties are then displayed in the Steps pane. When the task runs 
(either automatically with the use of a trigger or manually run by the user), the steps of the task are 
executed in a sequential order. Many options and adjustments can be performed on any action once they 
are added to the steps pane. For more details, see Editing Task Steps. 
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Multiple tasks can be opened within the same Task Builder interface at the same time. When more than 
one task is open, tabs are created at the bottom of the Steps pane representing each task. Each tab is 
labeled with the name of the corresponding task. The steps of the desired task can be viewed by 
selecting the proper tab. When a task is selected, the Steps pane becomes populated with steps of that 
task and the Status bar and Debug pane show data for that task. 

Debug Pane 

The Debug pane supplies a wealth of information about a task as it executes. Its purpose is to assist a 
developer during task construction to properly monitor and examine a running task and more importantly, 
to diagnose a task that generates an error or is generally not running properly. This is an excellent way to 
test newly created tasks before they are put into production. 

The Debug pane contains eight views which are separated by tabs. Various options are available and 
vary depending on which Debug view (tab) is currently focused. 

 

Task Builder Ribbon 
Rather than the standard menus and toolbars, the Task Builder has ribbon, a contextual interface 
designed to help you quickly find the commands that you need to perform during task construction. The 
ribbon spans the top of Task Builder and is filled with graphical representations of control elements that 
are grouped by different functionality. Commands are organized in logical groups that are collected under 
operation-related tabs. Enlarging or maximizing the Task Builder auto-expands the ribbon vertically. 

 

Contextual Tabs 
The Task Builder ribbon is categorized into two contextual tabs, the Home tab and Available Actions 
tab. Each represents an activity area. Each tab has several groups that show related commands together. 
A command is a control, button, or menu that represents the operation to perform. To view a description 
of each command and associated hot-keys (if any), place the cursor directly above the desired command.  

The tables below describe the available commands contained within each tab. 

Home Tab Commands 

The following table details each command found in the ribbon's Home tab along with their associated 
controls and keyboard hot-key combinations (if applicable). Each command is categorized by the group 
they reside in. 
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Group Control Command Description Hot-Key 

Document 

 

Save and 
Close 

Saves the current task and closes the Task 
Builder. CTRL+A 

 

Save 

Saves the current task. If the task being saved 
is a managed task, it will be saved to its 
present location. If saving an unmanaged task 
(i.e. creating a task using the New option), a 
standard Windows Explorer dialog appears 
allowing you to select the folder in which to 
save the task (.AML) file. 

CTRL+S 

 

Save Copy 
As... 

Saves a copy of the task as an AML (AWE 
Markup Language) file.   

Clipboard 

 

Cut 

Cuts the selected step(s). To select multiple 
steps, hold down CTRL during selection. To 
select all steps, press CTRL+A or click Select 
All from the Find group. 

CTRL+X 

 

Copy 
Copies the selected step(s) to the clipboard. 
To select multiple steps, hold down CTRL 
during selection. 

CTRL+C 

 

Copy 
Description 

Copies the text description of the selected 
step(s). The description can then be pasted 
into another document such as Notepad. To 
select multiple steps, hold down CTRL during 
selection. 

  

 

Paste 
Pastes the previously copied or cut step(s). 
The step(s)s are pasted directly below the 
currently highlighted line in the Steps pane. 

CTRL+V 

 

Delete 
Deletes the selected step(s). To select 
multiple steps, hold down CTRL during 
selection. 

(DEL) 

Find 

 

Find Finds a specific word or phrase within the 
task.   

 

Find Next Finds the next instance of a word or phrase.   

 

Find Previous Finds the previous instance of a word or 
phrase.   

 

Replace Replaces an occurrence of the selected text 
string. CTRL+H 

 

Replace Next Replaces the next occurrence of the selected 
text string.   

 

Select All Selects all steps included in the Steps pane. CTRL+A 

 

Select Step 
Number 

Opens a dialog box allowing entry of the 
desired step to select. Mainly used to quickly 
navigate to a specific step within a task that 
includes a significantly large amount of steps. 

CTRL+G 

 

Select Label 
Opens a dialog box allowing entry of the 
desired label to go to. Used to jump to another 
section of the task defined by a Label. 

CTRL+L 

Layout 

 

Step Numbers 
On/Off 

Turns step numbers On/Off as they appear on 
the Steps pane (On by default).   

 

Word Wrap 

Turns word wrap On/Off. When set to ON, the 
text becomes wrapped in the Steps pane so it 
doesn't scroll across the entire screen (On by 
default). 
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Group Control Command Description Hot-Key 

 

Status Bar 

Turns the status bar display On/Off (On by 
default). The status bar is seated along the 
bottom of the Task Builder GUI and provides 
the following information about a running task: 

• The step number currently running or 
selected 

• The status of the step, such as 
Running, Finished, or Error 

• The percent completion of a running 
step 

• The action being executed by a 
running step 

  

 

Icon Size 

Specifies how the unique icons associated to 
each action should appear in the Steps pane. 
The available options are: 

• None - Icons will not be displayed in 
the Steps pane. 

• Small (Default) - Small icons will be 
displayed in the Steps pane. 

• Large - Large icons will be displayed 
in the Steps pane. 

  

 

Windows Shows/Hides specific Task Builders. All 
windows are shown by default.   

Task 

 

Run Runs the steps of the current task 
sequentially.  F5 

 

Run All Runs all the steps of the current task 
sequentially.  F5 

  Step 
Runs the task one step at a time starting from 
the highlighted step. Click this each time you 
want to run the next step.  

F9 

 

Pause Pauses a running task. F6 

 

Stop Stops/resets a running task.  CTRL+F2 

Step 

 

Edit Opens the properties of the selected step for 
editing.   

 

Up Arrow 
Moves the selected step(s) up one line. To 
select multiple steps, hold down CTRL during 
selection. 

  

 

Down Arrow 
Moves the selected step(s) down one line. To 
select multiple steps, hold down CTRL during 
selection. 

  

 

Left Arrow 
Decreases indentation of the selected step(s). 
To select multiple steps, hold down CTRL 
during selection. 

CTRL+LEFT 

 

Right Arrow 
Increases indentation of the selected step(s). 
To select multiple steps, hold down CTRL 
during selection. 

CTRL+RIGHT 

 

Create Region Creates a region.   
 

Clear Region Clears the selected region.   

 

Expand All 
Regions Expands all regions. Shift+E 
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Group Control Command Description Hot-Key 

 

Collapse All 
Regions Collapses all regions. Shift+C 

 

Format Steps 

Enables/Disables Auto-formatting of steps. 
When enabled, blocks of steps contained 
within a conditional (If) statement or Loop 
process are formatted (indented) to improve 
distinction (Enabled by default). 

  

 

Enable/Disable 

Enables/Disables execution of the selected 
step(s). To select multiple steps, hold down 
CTRL during selection. Disabled steps appear 
grayed out and are ignored during task 
execution. Newly added steps are enabled by 
default. 

  

 

Bookmark 

Adds a bookmark to the selected step(s). To 
add to multiple steps, hold down CTRL during 
selection. Bookmarks are a means of marking 
steps so you can find them easily when 
constructing or editing a task. 

CTRL+F3 

 

Next Bookmark Goes to the next step that contains a 
bookmark. F3 

 

Previous 
Bookmark 

Goes to the previous step that contains a 
bookmark. SHIFT+F3 

 

Breakpoint 

Adds a breakpoint to the selected step(s). To 
add a breakpoint to multiple steps, hold down 
CTRL during selection. A breakpoint is a 
debug tool that pauses task execution at the 
specific step to allow you time to examine 
particular data that may change during the 
course of the task (i.e. variables or datasets). 

F8 

View 

 

Display 
Indicates how the data located in the Steps 
pane should be displayed. The following 
options are: 

  

 

Visual Mode 
The steps of the task are displayed in Visual 
Mode which displays a plain English text 
description of each step. 

  

 

AML Mode 
The steps of the task are displayed in AML 
(AWE Markup Language) mode, the internal 
language used by AWE. 

  

Insert 

 

Actions 

Allows you to select an action to insert into the 
Steps pane. Clicking Actions will display a 
drop-down list of all available actions housed 
by categorized folders (in the same manner 
that they appear in the Available Actions 
pane). 

  

 

Add Variable Adds a variable to the highlighted section of 
the Steps pane. CTRL+ALT+V 

 

Add Comment Adds a comment to the highlighted section of 
the Steps pane. CTRL+ALT+C 

 

Add 
Attachment 

Adds an attachment to the highlighted section 
of the Steps pane.   

 

Add Label Adds a label to the highlighted section of the 
Steps pane.   
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Available Actions Tab Commands 

 
The following table details each command found in the ribbon's Available Actions tab along with their 
associated controls and keyboard hot-key combinations (if applicable). Each command is categorized by 
the group they reside in. 

Group Control Command Description 

Operation 

 

Add Step Gets the action selected from the Available Actions pane and 
places it as the last step on the Steps pane. 

 

Insert Step Gets the action selected from the Available Actions pane and 
places it in the specified location on the Steps pane. 

 

Sort A to Z Changes the sort order of the current Available Actions view to 
alphabetical A to Z. Click again to reverse the sort order. 

 

Expand All Expands all folders in the Available Actions pane. 

 

Collapse All Collapses all folders in the Available Actions pane. 

 

Categories Enables/Disables categorized folders in the Available Actions 
Toolkit (Enabled by default). 

 

Reset Available 
Actions 

Resets the Available Actions Toolkit to its original state. All 
previous modifications will be discarded. 

My 
Actions 

  Clear Popular Clears the Available Actions pane's popular list of actions. 

  Clear Favorites Clears the Available Actions pane's favorite actions list. 

  Clear Recent Clears the Available Action's recent list of actions. 

  Clear All My 
Actions Clears the My Actions list. 

  Remove from 
Favorites Removes the selected action from the Favorites list. 

  Add to Favorites Adds the selected action to the Favorites list. 

Application Button 
The Application Button is located in the upper-left corner of the Task Builder and presents a menu of 
commands that mainly involve doing something to or with a task file, such as commands that traditionally 
reside in the File menu of older versions of the Task Builder (i.e. Open, Save, Print, Close). The right 
side of the menu lists your recently opened tasks. These are always conveniently visible so that you don't 
have to search your computer for a task you frequently work on. In addition, the bottom right corner of the 
menu contains the Preferences button, which opens the Preferences dialog box in which you can 
customize all aspects of the Task Builder. 
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Application Button Commands 

The following table provides a description for each command found when clicking the Application button 
along with their associated controls and keyboard hot-keys (if applicable). 

Control Command Description Hot-Key 

 

New 

Creates a new task. Selecting this option adds a 
new tab in the Steps pane. 
NOTE: Using this option creates an unmanaged 
task. 

CTRL+N 

 

Open... 
Opens an existing task. A standard Windows 
Explorer dialog appears allowing you to navigate to 
the task (.AML) file to open. 

CTRL+O 

 

Save 

Saves the current task. If the task being saved is a 
managed task, it will be saved to its present location. 
If saving an unmanaged task (i.e. created using the 
New option), a standard Windows Explorer dialog 
appears allowing you to select the folder in which to 
save the task (.AML) file. 

CTRL+S 

 

Save As... 

Saves a copy of the task file or saves the task file in 
another format. A standard Windows Explorer dialog 
appears allowing you to navigate to the location in 
which to save the task (.AML) file. 

SHIFT+CTRL+S 

 

Save All Save all open tasks   

 

Print Prints the steps of the current task as they appear in 
the Steps pane.   
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Control Command Description Hot-Key 

 

Send 

E-mails the current task to the specified recipient. 
The available send options are: 

• Mail Recipient - Sends the displayed task in 
the body of an e-mail 

• Mail Recipient (As Attachment) - Ssends 
the displayed task as an e-mail attachment. 

• Mail All to Recipient (As Attachment) - 
Sends all open tasks as e-mail 
attachments. 

  

 

Tools 

Operates a specific Task Builder operation. 
The available options are: 

• Expression Builder - Opens the 
Expression Builder 

• Reset - Resets the Task Builder interface 
to its original form. Selecting this option 
opens a dialog box warning you that all 
customizations will revert to default. Click 
Yes to proceed. 

• Import Steps - Imports steps from another 
task to the current task. 

  

 

Close 
Closes the current task file. If changes were made, a 
dialog box will appear prompting whether to save the 
changes. Click Yes to proceed. 

  

 

Close All 

Closes all currently opened tasks. If changes were 
made to one or more tasks, a dialog will appear 
prompting whether to save the changes. Click Yes to 
proceed. 

  

 Preferences 
Opens the Preferences dialog box in which you can 
change the default settings for the Task Builder. 
Refer to Customizing the Task Builder - Overview. 

 

Quick Access Toolbar 
The Quick Access Toolbar is the small area to the upper left of the ribbon and provides you with one-click 
shortcuts to commonly used commands that are independent of the ribbon tabs that are currently 
displayed. You can add your favorite commands to it so that they are available no matter which tab you 
are on. Additionally, you can move the Quick Access Toolbar from one of two possible locations. 
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Default Quick Access Toolbar Commands 

By default, the Quick Access Toolbar exposes single-click buttons that represent the most often used 
commands, such as Open, Save, Undo and Redo. The table below provides a description of those 
commands. 

Control Command Description Hot-Key 

 

Open 
Opens an existing task. A standard Windows Explorer dialog 
appears allowing you to navigate to the task (.AML) file to 
open. 

CTRL+O 

 

Save 

Saves the current task. If the task being saved is a managed 
task, it will be saved to its present location. If saving an 
unmanaged task (i.e. created using the New option), a 
standard Windows Explorer dialog appears allowing you to 
select the folder in which to save the task (.AML) file. 

CTRL+S 

 

Find 

Finds a specific word or phrase. 
Sub-commands include: 

• Find Next - Finds the next instance of a word or 
phrase. 

• Find Previous - Finds the previous instance of a 
word or phrase. 

CTRL+F 

 

Run 

Runs the steps of the current task sequentially.  
Sub-commands include: 

• Run All - Runs all the steps of the current task 
sequentially. 

• Run Selected - Runs the selected steps. 
• Run From Here - Runs the task from the selected 

step. 
• Step - Runs the task step by step. 

F5 

 

Undo 
Closes the current task file. If changes were made, a dialog 
box will appear prompting whether to save the changes. Click 
Yes to proceed. 

CTRL+Z 

 

Redo 
Closes all currently opened tasks. If changes were made to 
one or more tasks, a dialog will appear prompting whether to 
save the changes. Click Yes to proceed. 

SHIFT+CTRL+Z 

Hiding Default Quick Access Toolbar Commands 

The Customize Quick Access Toolbar menu contains the list of popular commands. By default, all of 
these commands are displayed on the toolbar. 

To hide or display a command: 

1. Click the down arrow at the right of the Quick Access Toolbar. 

2. To hide a command, click selected items that you want to hide. This will remove its corresponding 
check mark indicating that it is now hidden from the toolbar. 

3. To display a command, click unselected items that you want to add to the toolbar. 

Adding Commands to the Quick Access Toolbar 

You might see a command on a particular tab that you would like to add to the Quick Access Toolbar. 
This way, you could have access to that command all the time, regardless of what tab you are currently 
in. You can add a group of commands to the toolbar as well. 
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To add a command to the Quick Access Toolbar: 

1. Right-click any item anywhere on the ribbon that you want to add to the toolbar. 

2. Choose Add To Quick Access Toolbar from the shortcut menu. 

3. To reverse the process, find and right-click the command on the Quick Access Toolbar and select 
Remove From Quick Access Toolbar. 

To add a group of commands to the Quick Access Toolbar: 

1. On the ribbon, right-click the section that displays the name of the group that you want to add to 
the toolbar. 

2. Choose Add to Quick Access Toolbar from the shortcut menu. 

3. To reverse the process, right click the group on the Quick Access Toolbar and select Remove 
From Quick Access Toolbar. 

Displaying the Quick Access Toolbar Below the Ribbon 

In addition to adding and removing commands, you can also customize the Quick Access Toolbar to be 
displayed below the ribbon. There is an option to select which accomplishes this on the Customize 
Quick Access Toolbar panel (at the bottom). (The Quick Access Toolbar is only available when the 
Ribbon is displayed.) 

 
To show the Quick Access Toolbar below the ribbon: 

1. Click the down arrow to the right of the Quick Access toolbar, then click Show Quick Access 
Toolbar Below the Ribbon. 

2. To reinstate the toolbar above the ribbon, click Show Quick Access Toolbar Above the 
Ribbon. 

Using Access Keys 
If you prefer to use the keyboard instead of the mouse, the ribbon provides keyboard shortcuts called 
Access Keys that enable you to quickly perform operations without reaching for the mouse. Access keys 
provide a quick and convenient way to use a command by pressing a few keystrokes, no matter where 
you are in the program. 

NOTE: Along with the new Access Keys, original keyboard shortcuts (or hot-keys) found in older versions 
of Task Builder can also be used. To view the name of each command and determine associated hot-
keys (if applicable), hover the mouse directly above the desired command. 
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To use the Access Keys 

1. Press and release the ALT key. The KeyTips are displayed over each feature that is available in 
the current view. 

2. Press the letter/number shown in the KeyTip over the feature that you want to use. Depending on 
which letter/number you pressed, you may be shown additional KeyTips. 

3. Continue pressing letters/numbers until you press the letter of the specific command or option 
that you want to use. 

NOTE: To cancel the action that you are taking and hide the KeyTips, press and release the ALT key. 

Another way to use the keyboard to work with the ribbon is to move the focus among the tabs and 
commands until you find the feature that you want to use. The following table lists some ways to move the 
keyboard focus without using the mouse. 

To Do This Press 
Select the active tab of the ribbon and activate 
the access keys. 

ALT or F10. Press either of these keys again to move back 
to the document and cancel the access keys. 

Move to another tab of the ribbon. ALT or F10 to select the active tab, and then LEFT ARROW 
or RIGHT ARROW 

Minimize or restore the ribbon. CTRL+F1 

Move the focus to each command in the 
ribbon, forward or backward. ALT or F10, and then TAB or SHIFT+TAB 

Move down, up, left, or right among the items 
in the ribbon. 

DOWN ARROW, UP ARROW, LEFT ARROW, or RIGHT 
ARROW 

Activate the selected command or control in 
the ribbon. SPACE BAR or ENTER 

Open the selected menu or gallery in the 
ribbon. SPACE BAR or ENTER 

Available Actions Pane 
Actions (also known as activities or steps) are specific commands, procedures or instructions that are 
performed during task execution. A task consists of a series of actions that are assembled sequentially in 
order to perform a process. Each action represents one step in the process. Actions are assembled 
visually by dragging them from the Available Actions pane onto the Steps pane or by double-clicking the 
desired action. For more details, see Adding Task Steps. 

The Available Actions pane is comprised of over 300 built-in actions and activities, which range from 
starting an application, opening a web page, focusing on a window, uploading or downloading files, 
sending and receiving e-mail, simulating mouse or keyboard activity and much more. The Available 
Actions pane contains two views separated by tabs which are titled Available Actions (left illustration) and 
My Actions (right illustration). 
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Available Actions View 

The top section of the Available Actions pane contains an intuitive search dialog that provides dynamic 
filtering, allowing you to enter all or part of an action's name and view only actions that contain matching 
text. The list is updated as you type. 

To search for an action: 

1. Click inside the search dialog box or press CTRL+SHIFT+F to automatically place the cursor 
inside the dialog box. 

2. Type all or part of the action name you want to search for. The list of relevant actions narrow as 
you type each letter. 

3. Use the UP or DOWN arrows to navigate to the desired action then press ENTER or click and 
drag the action to the Steps pane. 

4. To clear the search, click "X" located on the right side of the search dialog or press ESC. 

By default, AWE Actions are placed in expandable folders that are categorized in a logical format inside 
the Available Actions pane. Alternately, actions can be viewed individually (without the folders they 
typically reside in) in ascending or descending alphabetical order. All options that assist in locating and 
administering AWE Actions as well as customizing the Available Actions pane are contained in a pop-up 
menu that you can open by right-clicking a specific action or an empty spot inside the window pane. 

Available Actions Right-Click Menu 

Menu 
Item Description 

Add Step Adds the selected action to the Steps pane and automatically places it at the end of the task. 
This option is available only when a right-click is performed on a specific action. 
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Menu 
Item Description 

Insert Step Inserts the selected action directly above the currently highlighted step in the Steps pane. This 
option is available only when a right-click is performed on a specific action. 

Sort A to Z Sorts the individual folders and/or actions in ascending or descending alphabetical order. 

Categories 
If enabled (selected), actions are placed in folders that are categorized in a logical format. If 
disabled (not selected), folders are removed and actions appear individually in ascending or 
descending alphabetical order. This option is enabled by default. 

Reset 
Available 
Actions 

Removes all previous customizations and resets the Available Actions pane to its original format. 

Expand All Expands all categorized folders. This option is available only if the Categories option is enabled. 

Collapse 
All 

Collapses all categorized folders. This option is available only if the Categories option is 
enabled. 

Add to 
Favorites 

Adds the selected action to your Favorites list. This option is available only when a right-click is 
performed on a specific action. 

Help (F1) Opens the selected action's help topic. This option is available only when a right-click is 
performed on a specific action. 

My Actions View 

The My Actions view puts recently used actions, your favorite actions and actions you use the most often 
within easy reach. That way, you don't have to remember or type anything. Just select the action from the 
appropriate list. 

To add an action to your Favorites list: 

1. Select the Available Actions tab. 

2. Search for or navigate to the action you want to add to your favorites. 

3. Right-click the action and select Add to Favorites. 

My Actions Right-Click Menu 

Menu Item Description 
Remove from 
Favorites 

Removes the selected action from your Favorites list. This option is available only if a right-
click is performed on an action from your Favorites list. 

Clear 
Favorites Removes all actions from the Favorites list. 

Clear Recent Removes all actions from the Recent list of actions. 

Clear 
Popular Removes all actions from the Popular list of actions. 

Clear All My 
Actions Removes all Favorite, Popular and Recent actions. 

About the Steps Pane 
The Task Builder's Steps pane displays the actions selected from the Available Actions pane that will be 
carried out when the task executes. During task construction, actions are dragged from the Available 
Actions pane onto the Steps pane. During this process, a dialog box displaying the properties of the 
selected action opens and specific parameters and requirements can be viewed or modified. Once the 
parameters are set, the action and its properties are then displayed in the Steps pane (as shown below) 
and the action becomes a task "step." These steps run automatically in a sequential order when the task 
is triggered by some event or condition or when started manually by the user. 
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When creating/debugging tasks, a single instance of the Task Builder can open multiple tasks, each 
separated by tabs located at the bottom of the Steps pane. Each tab is labeled with the name of the 
corresponding task. The steps of the desired task can be viewed by selecting the proper tab. When a task 
is selected, the Steps pane becomes populated with steps of that task and the Status Bar and Debug 
Pane show data for that task. 

 
By default, a task step is comprised of the step number, the unique icon associated with the action used 
to create the step and detailed information about the step and its properties (as shown above). 
Alternatively, step (or line) numbers can be omitted, icon sizes can be modified or step descriptions can 
be fully customized. 

Task Functions and Variables Table 

To make the creation and maintainability of tasks easier and safer, AWE now supports variable scoping, 
variable accessibility, as well as external tasks and function declarations and execution. The top portion 
of the Steps pane contains the Task Functions and Task Variables pane. This drop-down pane is used to 
create Task Functions and Variables and display their properties in a clear and concise manner so the 
user understands the steps being displayed at any given time are associated with the function/variable 
being modified. 

Other Steps Pane Operations 

Many more operations can be performed from the Steps pane. Right-clicking one or more lines of code 
on the Steps pane opens a submenu that displays a list of available options you can perform for those 
steps (as shown below). Other operations include editing steps, adding comments, copying, importing 
and reusing task steps. 
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Steps Pane Right-Click Menu 

Menu Item Description Hot-Key 
Cut Cuts the selected step(s). To select multiple steps, hold down CTRL 

during selection. To select all steps, press CTRL+A or click Select All. 
CTRL+X 

Copy Copies the selected step(s) to the clipboard. To select multiple steps, 
hold down CTRL during selection. 

CTRL+C 

Paste Pastes the previously copied or cut step(s). The step(s)s are pasted 
directly below the currently highlighted line in the Steps pane. 

CTRL+V 

Delete Deletes the selected step(s). To select multiple steps, hold down CTRL 
during selection. 

DEL 

Select Selects the specified steps according to the option you choose. The 
available options are: 

• Select All - Selects all steps included in the Steps pane. 
• Select Step Number- Opens a Select Step Number dialog 

box prompting you to enter the step number to select. 
• Select Label - Opens a Go to Label dialog box prompting you 

to enter the label to go to. 

  

Enable Toggle to enable or disable the step.   
Edit Step Opens the properties dialog box for the step.   
Clear Region Clears a selected Region.   
Clear All Regions Clears all Regions in the task.   
Move Steps Up Move a selected step up in the task.   
Move Steps Down Move a selected step down in the task.   
Increase Indent Indent the selected step. CTRL+Right 
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Menu Item Description Hot-Key 
Decrease Indent Decrease the indent of the selected step. CTRL+Left 

Add to Watchlist Add the step to the Watchlist.   
Add to Favorites Add the step to Favorites.   

About the Status Bar 
A comprehensive Status Bar is located on the foot of the Task Builder interface, directly below the Debug 
Pane (highlighted below). The Status Bar displays real-time progress and detailed information regarding 
the running task, which can be very helpful and convenient during testing periods. 

 
The Status Bar is divided into sections, each of which displays particular information about the running 
task. The available items are detailed below 

Section Description 
Current 
Step/Total 
Steps 

Displays the current step being executed as well as the total number of steps the task 
contains. 

Run Status 

Displays the status of the currently running task. For Example: 
• Running - Task is currently in a running state. 
• Completed - Task completed. 
• Error - Task generated an error. 

Progress Bar Displays total progress of the current step being executed. 

Running 
Action Icon Illustrates the icon associated with the action currently running. 

Step 
Execution 
Details 

Displays details of what the task is currently performing. This section updates step by step 
information about the task during execution. 

 

 

The Auto-hide button (top/left corner of debug pane) allows the Debug pane to be auto-hidden, 
providing a larger Steps pane viewing area, which is useful when viewing tasks that contain a 
large amount of steps. 

See Also 

Task Builder ribbon 

Available Actions Pane 
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About the Steps Pane 

About the Debug Pane 

About the Debug Pane 
This section provides details about the Debug pane. 

• About the Debug Pane 

• Output Debug Pane 

• Variables Debug Pane 

• Breakpoints Debug Pane 

• Watches Debug Pane 

• Labels Debug Pane 

• Comments Debug Pane 

• Stack Debug Pane 

• Regions Debug Pane 

To ensure that newly created tasks are working properly before they are put into production, the Task 
Builder encompasses a variety of testing and debugging features that provide verbose, real-time 
information about a running task, allowing you to easily monitor and examine many aspects of your 
project as it is being constructed. With the use of the Debug pane (shown below), you can perform a 
series of “test runs” within the Task Builder interface and use a variety of intuitive debugging and 
diagnostic features to determine the cause of a problematic task. 

The Debug pane contains several views which are separated by tabs. Different functions are available for 
each Debug view and can be accessed by right-clicking anywhere inside the Debug pane. A different 
pop-up menu will appear for each tab displaying the commands and options available for that particular 
debug tool. 

Autohide (top/right) allows the Debug pane to be auto-hidden providing a larger Steps pane viewing 
area, which is useful when viewing tasks that contain a large amount of steps. 

Close (X) can close the currently focused debug tool, removing its associated tab from the Debug pane. 

Available Debug Tools 

The available debug tools are listed below in alphabetical order. For more details regarding a particular 
debugging tool, click the associated link. 

Debugger 
Name Description 

Breakpoints Lists all breakpoints contained in the task and their corresponding steps. 

Comments Displays each comment in the task along with its step number. 

Labels Lists all labels in the task, including the label name and corresponding step number. 

Output Shows detailed step by step information about the task during execution. 

Regions 

Displays the list of regions contained in the task, including region name and corresponding step 
number. 

Stack 

Displays the depth of the currently running task. When a sub-task is running, its immediate 
parent is listed below it. 

Variables 

Lists variables and datasets that are contained in the task as well as their initial and current 
values. 
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Debugger 
Name Description 

Watches 

Shows all currently set watches and displays the evaluated values for the watched variables 
and expressions as the task runs. 

Output Debug Pane 
The Output debug pane (shown below) contains detailed information about a running task and usually 
provides the best indication of why a task failed. As a task executes, information about each step is 
logged to the Output tab in real-time, including: 

• Step number 

• Action being performed 

• Completion or failure status of each step 

• Extended information on task failure (if a step fails) 

Furthermore, each step may have its own debugging information that is written to the Output tab. For 
example, the Copy Files action outputs the name of each file being copied while it is executing. The 
Output tab is a very useful debugging tool because it can contain invaluable information about what a 
task is doing at any given time. 

Right-click anywhere inside the Output pane to view the following items. 

Menu 
Item Description 

Copy Copies the highlighted data to the clipboard. 

Select All Selects all data that appears in the Output tab. 

Clear Clears the data that currently appears in the Output tab. 

Save As Saves output data as the specified file type/name (usually saved as a text file). 

Stay On 
Top 

If enabled, after undocking this panel, it will stay on top of all other undocked panels. This option 
is disabled by default. 

Dockable If enabled, allows the panel to be docked to its base once it is undocked. If disabled, you will not 
be able to re-dock the panel once it is undocked. This option is enabled by default. You can 
undock a panel by holding down and dragging its title bar away from the main window or double-
clicking the title bar. 

Managing Output Data 
The contents of the Output window can be handled in several different ways. New output can be 
appended to the existing data in the Output window, or the window can be cleared before additional data 
is entered. Output data can be copied to the clipboard, and the contents can then be pasted into any 
application or window that accepts standard text. You can also save the contents of the Output tab to a 
standard text file. 

To copy the contents of the Output tab: 

• Right-click anywhere in the Output window and select Copy. Then open the application of your 
choice (usually a text file) and use the Paste function. 

To clear the contents of the Output tab: 

• Right-click anywhere in the Output window and select Clear. 

- or -  

• On the Task Builder ribbon, click the Application button and navigate to Editor Options. Then 
click the Debugger tab and ensure Clear Output tab on run is selected. This will clear the 
Output window at the start of running any task. This option is enabled by default. 
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To save output data to a text file: 

• Right-click anywhere in the Output window and select Save As. Then select a file location 
(usually a text file), enter a file name, and click Save. The contents are saved as a standard 
Windows text file. 

Variables Debug Pane 
The Variables debug tool is ideal in debugging objects that may contain dynamic data, such as variables, 
arrays, and datasets. When a task runs, the Variables tab generates real-time information about such 
objects including their initial and current value. You can examine the content without inserting additional 
steps to output the values. Similarly, you can insert breakpoints at certain points in your task to halt 
execution and view the Variables tab to determine if the current values have been properly set or 
modified. 

 
The Variables pane generates information divided into seven columns: 

Column 
Name Description 

Name The name of the selected variable, array or dataset. 

Type The type of data being displayed. This can be either a variable, array, dataset or field 
(associated to a dataset). 

Initial 
Value 

Before the task is run for the first time in a Task Builder session, this field contains the initial 
value of the variable as set in the variable's / array's properties. If no value was set, this field is 
blank. An array or dataset can contain multiple rows and columns. During runtime, this section 
will list the initial value of the rows and columns associated to each array/dataset. 

Current 
Value 

This field reflects the current value of the variable, array or dataset during task execution. 
NOTE: If Real-Time Variable Insight is enabled in the Debugger Preferences, the value is 
updated after each step executes. If Real-Time Variable Insight is not enabled, the variable 
Current Value field is updated only when the task is paused, when a breakpoint is encountered 
or when the task ends. 

Description A description of the variable or array as set in the associated Create Variable or Create Array 
properties dialog. The description does not affect variable/array performance at runtime. 

Access Whether the object public or private. Controls how variables are accessed externally. 

Scope Whether the item is Local or Task. Local is local to the used function, Task is a task variable 
which is considered global to the whole task. 

Right-click anywhere inside the Variables pane to view the following menu items. 

Menu 
Item Description 

Properties Opens the properties dialog of the selected object for viewing or editing purposes. 

Inspect Opens a dialog box allowing you to better inspect the selected object. 
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Menu 
Item Description 

Add 
Variable 

Adds a variable to the current task (the same as selecting Create Variable from the Available 
Actions pane). 

Add Array Adds an array to the current task (the same as selecting Create Array from the Available Actions 
pane). 

Rename Renames the selected object. 

Delete Deletes the selected object. 

Delete 
Locals 

Deletes all local variables. 

Delete All Deletes all objects listed in the Variables pane. 

Stay On 
Top 

If enabled, after undocking this panel, it will stay on top of all other undocked panels. This option 
is disabled by default. 

Dockable If enabled, allows the panel to be docked to its base once it is undocked. If disabled, you will not 
be able to re-dock the panel once it is undocked. This option is enabled by default. You can 
undock a panel by holding down and dragging its title bar away from the main window or double-
clicking the title bar. 

Managing Variables 

Variables can be added, edited, or deleted directly from the Variables Debug pane. When you edit 
variables in this way, Create Variable steps are added, changed, or deleted in the task. 

To edit an existing variable: 

• In the Variables Debug pane, double-click the variable. Then edit the properties in the dialog box 
and click OK. 

To add a variable: 

• Right-click anywhere in the Variables Debug pane and select Add. Then enter the variable 
properties in the dialog box and click OK. 

To delete a variable: 

• In the Variables Debug pane, right-click the variable and select Delete. 

- or -  

• In the Variables Debug pane, select the variable and then press the Delete key on your 
keyboard. 

NOTE: As with all Debug panes, selecting Stay On Top from the right-click menu causes the view to 
remain on top of all other Task Builder panes. Selecting Dockable allows the view to be docked along the 
bottom of the Task Builder below the Steps pane. If Dockable is not selected, the window will not dock to 
any other views or panes. 
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Breakpoints Debug Pane 
The Breakpoints tab of the Task Builder Debug pane (shown below) is used for viewing and managing 
breakpoints. It lists all breakpoints currently set for the task and allows you to jump to any breakpoint 
step. You can also have the option to remove a specific breakpoint or all breakpoints. More on 
breakpoints 

 
The Breakpoints pane includes the following fields (columns). 

Column 
Name Description 

Step The step number where the breakpoint resides. 

Text The text description of action where the breakpoint resides. 

Right-click the inside the Breakpoints pane to view the following menu. 

Menu 
Item Description 

Jump To Jumps to the step where the selected breakpoint resides. 

Remove Removes the selected breakpoint(s). To select multiple items, hold down CTRL during selection. 

Remove 
All 

Removes all breakpoints. 

Stay On 
Top 

If enabled, after undocking this panel, it will stay on top of all other undocked panels. This option 
is disabled by default. 

Dockable If enabled, allows the panel to be docked to its base once it is undocked. If disabled, you will not 
be able to re-dock the panel once it is undocked. This option is enabled by default. You can 
undock a panel by holding down and dragging its title bar away from the main window or double-
clicking the title bar. 
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Watches Debug Pane 
The Watches debug pane displays all the watches currently active for the task. After each step executes, 
the watches listed are re-evaluated and updated with their current values. You can use the Watches 
Debug view to add, remove, or change watches. For more information, see Using Watches. 

 
The Watches pane includes the following fields (columns). 

Column 
Name Description 

Expression The syntax of the watch. This can be a variable name, or a complex expression. 

Value The result of the watch expression. This is updated with each step execution while the task is 
running. 

Right-click the inside the Watches pane to view the following menu items. 

Menu 
Item Description 

Change Renames the selected variable or modifies the selected expression. 

Remove Removes the selected item. To select multiple items, hold down CTRL during selection. 

Remove 
All Removes all items listed. 

Stay On 
Top 

If enabled, after undocking this panel, it will stay on top of all other undocked panels. This option 
is disabled by default. 

Dockable If enabled, allows the panel to be docked to its base once it is undocked. If disabled, you will not 
be able to re-dock the panel once it is undocked. This option is enabled by default. You can 
undock a panel by holding down and dragging its title bar away from the main window or double-
clicking the title bar. 
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Labels Debug Pane 
A Label is an action under the Flow group of actions that you can use to create bookmarks in your tasks. 
You can place labels at one or more points in your task steps and use them as reference points for Goto 
actions. Labels can be used in step level error handling by setting up a Goto action to be executed if a 
step error occurs. 

The Task Builder Labels debug pane (illustrated below) shows all labels in the task, including the label 
name and corresponding step number. This tool also allows you to create labels to add to the task. 

 
The Labels pane includes the following fields (columns). 

Column 
Name Description 

Step The step number where the label resides. 

Name The name of the label. 

Right-click anywhere inside the Labels tab to view the following properties. 

Menu 
Item Description 

Add Adds a label to the task. To add a label to a specific step, highlight the step from the Steps pane, 
then right-click inside the Labels tab and select Add. 

Modify Opens the properties dialog box associated to the label you want to modify. 

Remove Removes the selected label(s). To select multiple items, hold down CTRL during selection. 

Jump To Jumps to the step where the selected label is located. 

Stay On 
Top 

If enabled, after undocking this panel, it will stay on top of all other undocked panels. This option 
is disabled by default. 

Dockable If enabled, allows the panel to be docked to its base once it is undocked. If disabled, you will not 
be able to re-dock the panel once it is undocked. This option is enabled by default. You can 
undock a panel by holding down and dragging its title bar away from the main window or double-
clicking the title bar. 
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Comments Debug Pane 
The Comments debug pane (shown below) reveals a list of all comments used in the task along with their 
step number. You can use this list to quickly jump to any step of the task that includes a comment. You 
can also use it to add, modify, or remove a comment. More on comments 

 
The Comments pane includes the following fields (columns). 

Column 
Name Description 

Step The step number where the comment resides. 

Comment The text description of the comment. 

Right-click anywhere inside the Comments pane to view the following properties. 

Menu 
Item Description 

Add Adds a comment to the task. 

Properties Opens the selected comment's dialog box allowing you to view or modify the comment. 

Remove Removes the selected comment(s). To select multiple items, hold down CTRL during selection. 

Jump To Jumps to the step where the selected comment is located. 

Stay On 
Top 

If enabled, after undocking this panel, it will stay on top of all other undocked panels. This option 
is disabled by default. 

Dockable If enabled, allows the panel to be docked to its base once it is undocked. If disabled, you will not 
be able to re-dock the panel once it is undocked. This option is enabled by default. You can 
undock a panel by holding down and dragging its title bar away from the main window or double-
clicking the title bar. 
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Stack Debug Pane 
The Stack is a dynamic data structure that stores information about the active task and any sub-tasks. 
The Stack debug pane can be used for several related purposes, but one substantial reason is to keep 
track of the point at which each active sub-task should return control to the main task when it finishes 
executing. 

 
Right-click the inside the Stack pane to view the following menu items. 

Menu 
Item Description 

Stay On 
Top 

If enabled, after undocking this panel, it will stay on top of all other undocked panels. This option 
is disabled by default. 

Dockable If enabled, allows the panel to be docked to its base once it is undocked. If disabled, you will not 
be able to re-dock the panel once it is undocked. This option is enabled by default. You can 
undock a panel by holding down and dragging its title bar away from the main window or double-
clicking the title bar. 

 

Regions Debug Pane 
A Region is a tool that can be used to add clarity to your task. It lets you specify a block of steps that you 
can expand or collapse via the Steps pane of the Task Builder. By default, all steps are displayed in the 
Steps pane but you can choose to hide some steps from view. The Task Builder allows you to select a 
region of steps and make it collapsible, so that it appears under a (>) symbol. You can then expand or 
hide the region by clicking the right-facing angle bracket (>). Steps contained in a Region is not deleted, 
but rather hidden from view. With the use of regions, you can expand the sections you want to work on, 
collapse them when you are done, and then move to other sections. When you are through constructing 
your task, you can use the Clear Regions command to remove previously created regions. All regions 
are ignored when the task is triggered or ran manually outside the Task Builder. 
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The Regions pane generates information divided into the following columns: 

Column 
Name Description 

Region The name of the selected region. 

Starting 
Step The step where the selected region starts. 

Ending 
Step The step where the selected region ends. 

Right-click anywhere inside the Regions pane to view the following properties. 

Menu 
Item Description 

Jump To Jumps to the step where the selected region is located. 

Remove Removes the selected region(s). To select multiple items, hold down CTRL during selection. 

Remove 
All Removes all regions. 

Stay On 
Top 

If enabled, after undocking this panel, it will stay on top of all other undocked panels. This option is 
disabled by default. 

Dockable If enabled, allows the panel to be docked to its base once it is undocked. If disabled, you will not 
be able to re-dock the panel once it is undocked. This option is enabled by default. You can 
undock a panel by holding down and dragging its title bar away from the main window or double-
clicking the title bar. 

Customizing Task Builder 
• Customizing the Task Builder - Overview 

• Changing the Task Builder Display 

• Customizing the Available Actions Pane 

• Customizing the Debug Pane 

• Viewing and Hiding Panes in Task Builder 

• Task Builder General Preferences 

• Task Builder Color Preferences 

• Task Builder Debug Toolbar Preferences 

• Task Builder Debugger Preferences 

• Task Builder Font Preferences 

• Task Builder Formatting Preferences 

Many sections of the Task Builder can be fully customized to cater to your task development and 
debugging needs. Various views and step displays can be modified. Fonts, colors and other Task Builder 
behavioral settings can be altered. Additionally, panes can be docked, hidden, or attached from the main 
Task Builder interface. If you want to revert back to the default view, an option to reset the Task Builder 
interface to its original state is included as well. 
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For details, refer to the following topics: 

• Changing the Task Builder Display 

• Customizing the Available Actions Pane 

• Customizing the Debug Pane 

• Viewing and Hiding Panes in Task Builder 

• Task Builder General Preferences 

• Task Builder Color Preferences 

• Task Builder Debug Toolbar Preferences 

• Task Builder Debugger Preferences 

• Task Builder Font Preferences 

• Task Builder Formatting Preferences 

Changing the Task Builder Display 
There are a number of different ways to customize the visual steps added to a task. Steps can be viewed 
in AML or plain text format. 

Switching from Visual to AML View 

Task Builder offers two ways in which to view the steps of a task. The default visual view shows a plain 
English text description of each step. The AML view shows the actual AML code for each step, which is 
the internal language used by AWE. If you understand AML, you can edit the code directly in the Steps 
pane when set to AML view. In either view, double-clicking any step will open its properties dialog box. 

To change the Task Builder view: 

• On the View menu, click  AML to switch to code view or Visual to switch to plain text view. This 
option is set to Visual by default. 

To edit code in AML view: 

1. In the Steps pane, select the step to edit. 

2. Click the step again to make the code editable. 
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Changing the Steps Display 

By default, numbers are displayed for each step in the Task Builder's Steps pane along with an icon 
designating the type of action used. Also the text (or AML code) that appears in the Task Builder's Steps 
pane is word wrapped by default allowing all text to be visible in the window regardless of its size. 
However, these options can be customized according to each user's preference. 

To turn Word Wrap off/on 

• Click the Application button, then click Preferences. On the Formatting tab, select or clear the 
Wrap step text check box. 

- or - 

• Click File > View, and then click Word Wrap. 

To disable/enable step numbers 

• In the Layout ribbon, click Step Numbers . 

- or - 

• Click File > View, and then click Line Numbers. 

To change the Icon display 

• Click the Application button, then click Preferences. On the General tab, in the Icons list, click 
None, Small or Large. 

- or - 

• Click File > View, and then click Icon Size and click None, Small or Large. 

Resetting the Interface 

To reverse the changes made to the Task Builder interface, you can reset to the default settings. This 
returns all views, toolbars, and options to their original settings. 

To return the interface to the default configuration: 

• On the View menu, click Reset. 

Customizing the Debug Pane 
Each Debug pane can be individually customized, removed, or floated by holding the left mouse button 
over the page tab and dragging it out of the Debug pane. Additionally, clicking Stay on Top on the right-
click menu causes the view to remain on top of all other Task Builders. Clicking Dockable allows the view 
to be docked along the bottom of the Task Builder below the Steps pane. If Dockable is not selected, the 
pane will not dock to any other views or windows. If you want to revert to the default view, click View > 
Reset Interface. 
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Viewing and Hiding Task Builder Panes 
In the Task Builder, the Available Actions pane and the Debug pane can be displayed in various ways or 
can be hidden depending on your preference. Either pane can be dragged off and used as a floating 
window, repositioned in the pane, or set to auto-hide. Additionally, each of the eight different views of the 
Debug pane can be individually dragged off and repositioned. The Status bar at the bottom of the pane 
can also be displayed or hidden depending on your preference. 

To show or hide selected panes: 

• In the Menu/Toolbar Interface view, click View > Windows. This will reveal the available Task 
Builder panes. All panes are selected by default indicating that they are enabled. Clear the check 
box for a particular pane to disable or hide it from view. To view a currently hidden pane, select its 
check box. 

To auto-hide a pane: 

• Click the pushpin icon in the upper right corner of the pane. A tab for the pane is displayed. When 
you roll over the tab, the pane is visible. Click the pushpin icon again to return the pane to the 
normal display. 

To move a pane: 

• Click and drag the title bar of the pane you want to move. A gray outline displays the position of 
the pane as you drag. 

To move a view of the Debug pane: 

• Click and drag the tab of the view you want to move. The Status bar along the bottom of the Task 
Builder displays the progress of the task as it runs. It displays the currently selected or currently 
running step number, the status of the step (running, finished, or error), plus, if the step is 
running, the percent of progress and the action being performed. 

To turn the Status bar on or off: 

• On the View menu, click Status Bar. 

NOTE: To return to the original default settings, in the Menu/Toolbar Interface View, click View > Reset. 
A message appears asking whether you want to continue with resetting the interface. Click Yes. This 
returns all views, toolbars, and options to their original settings. All custom views will be lost. 

To choose the Menu/Toolbar Interface View, click the Application button, click Preferences, then on the 
General tab, click Menu/Toolbar Interface View. 
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Task Builder General Preferences 
The Task Builder General tab preferences control how tasks are displayed in the Steps pane. This 
includes the indentation, word wrapping, icons, and error description. 

 

Property Description 
On startup, open When opening the task from the EFT administration interface, the selected task appears, 

regardless of this setting. 

Double-clicking 
adds to end of 
task 

If enabled, double-clicking an action from the Available Actions pane adds the new step 
to the end of the task. If this is not enabled, the step is inserted above the currently 
selected step. In either case, a new step can be inserted at a desired position by 
dragging an action from the Available Actions pane into the position. This option is 
enabled by default. 

Show dialogs for 
actions that have 
no parameters. 

If enabled, a dialog will appear for actions that gave no parameters. 

Default Task 
location 

By default, all Tasks are saved in C:\ProgramData\Globalscape\EFT Server 
Enterprise\AWE. 

Icons This option controls the identifying icons displayed next to each step in the Steps pane. 
The available options are: 

• Small icons (default): Small icons (16x16) will appear next to each step. 
• Large icons: Large icons (32 x 32) will appear next to each step. 
• No Icons: No icons will appear next to each step. 

Include error 
handling 
descriptions 

Controls when the visual view in the Steps pane displays descriptive text about each 
step's error handling along with descriptive text about the step itself. Every AWE step 
performs default error handling if the step fails. Select from the following: 

• Only when different from default (default): Appends descriptive text about the 
step's error handling only when an error handling option has been set that is 
different from the default. This will cause the error description to be omitted in 
the majority of cases because the default error handling is sufficient for most 
steps. 

• Always: Always appends the error handling description to each step. This can 
cause extra, redundant text to be displayed in the Steps pane. 

• Never: Never appends the error handling description. The error handling can 
only be viewed by opening the properties dialog box for the step. 
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See Also 

Setting Task Builder Fonts 

Setting Task Builder Colors 

Task Builder Color Preferences 
The Task Builder can be configured to use color schemes, which are collections of colors used for various 
steps and conditions in the Steps pane. A color scheme allows different users of the Task Builder to 
create their own custom "look and feel" when creating editing and debugging tasks. 

 

Property Description 
Color Scheme The name of the color scheme. To create a new color scheme, select the desired colors, 

click Save As and enter the desired name. To delete a scheme, select the name from the 
drop-down list and click Delete. 

Steps The color of an active, recognized step. The default color is black. 

Highlight The background color of a highlighted, or currently selected, step. This is typically a color 
that contrasts with the highlight text color. The default color is navy. 

Background The background color of the Steps pane. The default value is Window. 

Comment The color of a comment. Comments, or remarks, are ignored at runtime, and provide a 
means for documenting or placing notes into your task. The default color is green. 

Step Number 
Text 

The color of the step numbers. Line numbers appear in a column along the left-hand side 
of the Steps pane. The default color is black. 

Step Number 
Text 

The color of the step numbers. Line numbers appear in a column along the left-hand side 
of the Steps pane. The default color is black. 

Step Number 
Background 

The background color of the step numbers column. The default color is light gray. 
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Property Description 
Breakpoint Text color of a step that has a breakpoint set on it. Task execution pauses at a breakpoint 

step when running the task from the Task Builder. The default color is teal. 

Running The background color of the currently running step during task execution. This color allows 
easy tracking of the step currently being processed while debugging a task in the Task 
Builder. The default color is green. 

Error The background color to use when highlighting a step that has caused an error. When 
debugging a task, this color will show the step that caused the task to fail. The default 
color is red. 

Highlight Text The text color of a highlighted, or currently selected, step. This should be a color that 
contrasts with the highlight color. The default color is white. 

Regions The color of a region. The default color is blue. 

Disabled The color of a disabled step. Disabled steps are not executed at runtime. The default color 
is dark gray. 

See Also 

Setting Task Builder General Options 

Setting Task Builder Fonts 
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Task Builder Debug Toolbar Preferences 
The Debug toolbar (illustrated below) is a small floating bar that appears when a task is run In the Task 
Builder. It contains buttons to stop, pause, re-run and step through an active task to aid task developers 
during development stage. The Debug toolbar displays in a separate window while the task runs. There's 
also a set of shortcut keys that can be used when testing a task. You can change the toolbar shortcut 
keys to any desired key combinations not already in use, and you can change the position of the Debug 
toolbar on the screen. 

 

Property Description 
Show 
toolbar at 

If enabled (enabled by default), specifies the location of the debug toolbar (shown below). If 
disabled, the toolbar will be hidden from view. The available options are: 

• Upper left: Upper left corner of the screen. 
• Upper right: Upper right corner of the screen. 
• Lower left: Lower left corner of screen. 
• Lower right (default): Lower right corner of screen. 

Always on 
Top 

If enabled, the toolbar will always be on top (in the foreground) in front of other windows. This 
parameter is enabled by default. 
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Property Description 
Toolbar 
Hotkeys 

Allows selection of hot-keys to run, stop, pause or step through a task. The available options 
(along with their default hot-key parameters) are: 

• Run: Ctrl + Alt + F5 
• Stop: Ctrl + Alt + F2 
• Pause: Ctrl + Alt + F9 
• Step: Ctrl + Alt + F6 

Task Builder Debugger Preferences 
The Task Builder includes settings that affect its behavior while running and debugging tasks. In some 
cases you may want to change these settings to help you debug a task. For instance, you can choose to 
minimize the Task Builder during task execution to better test interactive tasks, play a custom sound upon 
error, clear the Output Debug pane after each run and more. 

 

Property Description 
Save task on 
run 

If enabled, saves any changes made to a task before the task starts running. If the task has 
not been saved yet, AWE will prompt the user for a filename before running. This parameter 
is disabled by default. 

Minimize on 
run 

If enabled, the Task Builder minimizes to the system tray before starting the task. When the 
task ends, the Task Builder restores itself and highlights the current step, or displays 
Finished as the step status in the status bar. This parameter is disabled by default. 
NOTE: The default behavior of the Task Builder is to stay on the desktop (does not minimize 
or hide itself) while a task is running. Therefore, when testing tasks that include interactive 
actions (i.e. Send Keystrokes, Move Mouse to Object actions) or actions that interact with 
other windows (i.e. Maximize Window, Minimize Window actions), the Task Builder may 
interfere with the actions being performed by a task. For example, this may result a Send 
Keystrokes step failing to send keystrokes to the proper window or application. Enabling the 
Minimize on run option will remedy such an issue. 
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Property Description 
Restore on 
pause and/or 
breakpoint 

When the task is manually paused or pauses at a breakpoint, the Task Builder restores itself 
and highlights the current step. 

Clear Output 
tab on run 

Clears the contents of the Debug Output Window before the task starts executing. If this is 
not selected, new debugging output is appended to information accumulated from the 
previous task run. 

Real-time 
variable insight 

The Task Builder maintains a list of variables in the current task which can be viewed in the 
Variables tab of the Debug pane. At runtime, the view also shows the current value of these 
variables. When this option is selected, the variable view is updated after each step is 
executed to show the current variable value. When this option is not selected, the variable 
view is updated only when the task is paused (by clicking the Pause button or when a 
breakpoint is encountered), while stepping through the task, and when the task ends. Note 
that selecting this option could cause tasks to execute somewhat slower while debugging (it 
does not affect execution speed when not debugging, however). 

Inspect entire 
dataset 

Datasets contain a number of properties that are not usually displayed in the Variable 
Window. These properties are used, for example, to view the date/time the dataset was 
created, the total number of rows in the dataset, etc. Select this option to display these 
extended dataset properties in the Variables view when the task is run. 

Show initial 
variable value 

Causes the Variables tab to include a column for initial value in addition to the Current Value 
column. If this is not selected, only the current value is shown. 

Play sound on 
error 

Selects whether to play a sound when the task stops as a result of an error. Regardless of 
this setting, when a step fails, it is always colored using the Error color set in the Color 
Options (usually red). Also, task execution stops, and the error is written to the Output view. 
The selections are: 

• Never: Do not play a sound when an error occurs. 
• Use default sound: Use the default system error sound, as specified in Window's 

Control Panel. 
• Use this sound: Specify a valid path and filename of a.wav file to use. 

Task Builder Font Preferences 
Use this option to select a customized font to be used for the Visual view and the AML view of the Task 
Builder's Steps pane. A different font can be used for each view. The default fonts used in the Task 
Builder interface are Segoe UI 9 pt. regular for the Visual view and Courier New 10 pt. regular for the 
AML view. There are a variety of other fonts to choose from if you want. For the best appearance, use 
True Type fonts. 
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Property Description 
Visual 
View 

The font to be used when Visual mode is selected from the View menu. We suggests an easy to 
read font for this view, such as Tahoma, since Visual mode is meant to provide a clear, natural-
language description about the task's steps. Click the Change button to select a new font name, 
size and style. 

• Visual view default font name: Segoe UI 
• Visual view default font size: 9 
• Visual view default font style: Regular 

AML 
View 

The font to be used when AML mode is selected from the View menu. A fixed-width font, such as 
Courier, for this view is suggested, since AML view is typically used for fine, programmatic 
refinements to task steps. Click the Change button to select a new font name, size and style. 

• AML view default font name: Courier New 
• AML view default font size: 10 
• AML view default font style: Regular 

Name The name of the font. 

Size The size of the font. 

Style The style of the font. 

See Also 

Setting Task Builder General Options 

Setting Task Builder Colors 

Changing the Task Builder Display 
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Task Builder Formatting Preferences 
Task Builder formatting preferences allow you to modify how steps are formatted in the Steps pane. You 
can choose to automatically add closing steps to those that require one (i.e. Loop actions should 
automatically be followed by an End Loop actions or If actions should automatically be followed by End If 
actions) or you can choose to add these steps manually as you construct the task. 

 

Property Description Default 
Wrap step text If enabled, the steps that appear in the Steps pane of the Task Builder 

will automatically wrap itself so as not to run off the right edge of the 
window. This allows you to see all text without scrolling. This parameter 
is enabled by default. 

Enabled 

Automatically close If 
statements 

If enabled, any If statements added to a task will automatically be 
followed by an End If Statement. If disabled, you must manually add an 
End If step. This parameter is enabled by default. 

Enabled 

Automatically close 
Loop actions 

If enabled, any Loop actions added as a step to a task will automatically 
be followed by an End Loop action. If disabled, you must manually add 
an End Loop step. This parameter is enabled by default. 

Enabled 

Automatically close 
Case Statements 

If enabled, any Case statements added to a task will automatically be 
followed by an End Case Statement. If disabled, you must manually add 
an End Case step. This parameter is enabled by default. 

Enabled 

Automatically build 
Select/Case 
structures 

If enabled, Select/Case structures will be built automatically. This 
parameter is enabled by default. 

Enabled 

Suggest Indent If enabled, allows steps to be indented. The default indent value can be 
entered in the Indent text box. This parameter is enabled by default. 

Enabled 

Indent Specifies the indent value. This parameter set to 5 by default and only 
available if the Suggest Indent parameter is enabled. 

5 
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Creating and Managing Workflows 
This section provides the procedures for creating and managing workflows in the AWE Task Builder to be 
used in Event Rules in the EFT administration interface. 

About Creating Tasks 
Tasks (or workflows) are the primary objects in AWE. A task is a series of steps designed to achieve 
some result. A task can be built to automate almost any business process. Tasks can perform file 
transfers, batch data processing, application testing, e-mail transmissions and much more. A task can be 
composed of a single step or hundreds of steps. Tasks can be started by a user or set to run 
automatically when triggered by a particular event. 

A task is created in the EFT administration interface's Advanced Workflows node by clicking New. 
Priorities, security, error handling, and other properties for the new task can then be set in the Task 
Builder. 

Basic steps of creating a task are: 

• Giving the task a name. 

• Selecting actions and assigning properties to make up the steps of the task. 

Refer to other topics in this section for details. 

Adding Task Steps 
Task steps (built from actions) are the core of a task. They define the "work" the task will perform. When 
creating a managed task, the EFT administration interface is used to initially create and name a new task. 
Actions can then be added to this new task In the Task Builder. 

Once in the Task Builder, task construction can start by dragging the desired action from the Available 
Actions pane onto the Steps pane (as shown below). Doing so will open a properties dialog box for that 
action where parameters and specifications can be defined. Each type of action has its own set of 
properties. 

 
Along with properties exclusive to each action, there are default properties that are included in all actions 
separated by the following tabs. 

• Descriptions 

• Error Causes 

• On Error 

To add steps to a task: 

1. In the Available Actions pane, find the first action you want to use. You can find an action by 
clicking the plus signs (+) on any of the categorized folders, or by entering the name of the action 
in the Search for action box at the bottom of the pane. When you use the Search for action 
box, the Actions list is filtered as you type to include only those actions that contain a match for 
the entered text (See Finding Actions for more details). 

2. Drag the action into the right pane or double-click the action. The properties dialog box for that 
action opens. 

3. Enter the properties for the task step and click OK. (For further information, go to Available 
Actions and follow the link for the specific action you are entering.) 
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4. Repeat this process to add each additional step in sequence. 

5. If you want to enter comments for a step, select the step you want to comment, click the Add 
Comment button and type the comment. (Comments are displayed in green in the Steps pane. 
They are ignored at runtime.) 

6. If you need to change the sequence of the steps, select the step you want to move and use the 
arrow buttons on the toolbar to move it up or down. 

7. If you need to delete a step, right-click it, and select Delete. 

8. When you are finished adding steps, click Run to test the task. For information on debugging 
tasks, see Debugging Tasks Overview. 

9. When you are finished, click Save and then click the close box to close the task. 

Setting Action Properties 
Tasks are one of the primary elements in AWE's structure and design. A task is essentially a series of 
steps that are assembled sequentially to complete a certain goal. The major point of task construction is 
selecting the appropriate actions to add as steps to the task. This can be accomplished within the Task 
Builder by dragging the desired action from the Available Actions pane into the Steps pane. During this 
process, a dialog appears displaying the selected action’s main properties which are categorized into 
different tabs (the General tab appearing first by default). For example, selecting the Run action from the 
Available Actions pane causes the Run action's Properties dialog box to appear. 

 
Depending on the action being chosen, certain parameters must be entered with valid data in order to 
properly add the action to the Steps pane. For instance, the Run action is used to run a specified 
program or document. This action requires information to be entered in its General tab properties under 
the Run parameter, which should specify the full path and file name to the EXE, COM, BAT, or CMD file 
you want to run. 
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After the action’s properties are set and the proper parameters assigned, clicking OK saves the settings 
and closes the properties dialog box. The action then becomes a step and its settings are then displayed 
in the Steps pane. 

NOTE: To find more information regarding the parameters of each action, click the More Info link in the 
Properties dialog box or press F1. 

Setting a Custom Step Description 
When an action is selected In the Task Builder's Available Actions Pane and the user completes the 
parameters on the General tab, its properties are displayed in the Steps Pane. All actions and activities 
encompass a Description tab within its properties that allows you to modify and fully customize the 
description of any step when it appears in the Steps Pane. This feature can be used to convey more 
detailed information or operation instructions to other team members. Adding a custom description 
overwrites the general description in the Steps pane. 

 

Custom step description is only supported in Visual mode, not in AML mode, which displays the 
steps in AML (AutoMate Markup Language) view. 

To specify a custom description for a step: 

1. Suppose you have added a Dialog action with the message "This is my message" in the message 
box. 

 
2. Double-click the step. The Properties dialog box appears. 

3. Click the Description tab. 
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4. Select the Use custom description check box and then type the desired description. 

5. Click OK. The new description is then displayed in the Steps pane in place of the original 
description. 

 
6. The step functions the same way as before, it's only the description of the step in the Steps pane 

that has changed. 

 

A similar way to document instructions, enter notes, reminders or other important information 
directly onto the steps of a task is by adding Comments. 
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Adding Comments 
Comments provide a means for documenting instructions, entering notes, reminders or other important 
information directly onto the steps of a task. Comments are ignored by AWE during runtime. For 
debugging convenience, the Comments Debug Tab located in the Task Builder's Debug pane will display 
all comments and their associated step number. The default color for an added comment is green, 
however, this can be easily modified via the Task Builder Color Preferences. 

To add a comment: 

1. From the Steps pane, highlight the step in which to place the comment. 

2. From the ribbon's Insert command group, select More -> Add Comment or press CTRL+ALT+C. 
A dialog box titled Comment will appear as shown below. 

 
3. Enter the desired comment in the Comment Text field. 

4. To automatically add this comment at the end of the task, enable the Add to bottom of task 
parameter. Otherwise, the comment will be placed in the step currently highlighted. 

5. Click OK when finished. The new comment is then displayed in the Steps pane (as shown below 
circled in red). 
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Comments can be added from the Debug pane as well by clicking the Comments tab and 
selecting Add from the right-click menu. 

Finding and Organizing Actions 
Task Builder provides a number of different features to help you quickly find the action or activity you 
need. The Available Actions Search function provides dynamic filtering that allows you to enter all or part 
of an action name and view only actions that contain matching text. The list is updated as you type. 

To search for an action: 

1. Click the Search box at the top of the Available Actions pane, or press CTRL+ALT+F to place the 
cursor in the box. 

2. Type all or part of the text you want to search for. 

3. To select from the filtered list, you can press the up or down arrow keys and then press ENTER 
when the action is selected, or you can click and drag the desired action. 

4. To clear the search, click Cancel in the search box or press ESC. 

By default, actions in the Available Actions pane are categorized in folders arranged in a logical 
sequence. Alternately they can be viewed with all actions listed alphabetically or with folders listed in 
ascending or descending alphabetical order. 

To change the sort order of the available actions folders: 

• Right-click in the Available Actions pane and select Sort A to Z. 

To display actions without the folders they reside in: 

• Right-click in the Available Actions pane and select Categories. 

The My Actions View can be used to easily toggle through a list of the most used and most recently used 
actions and activities. In addition, you can create a list of your most favorite actions. 

To add an action to your Favorites list: 

1. From the Available Actions palette, right-click the action you want to add to your favorites. 

2. Select Add to Favorites. 
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Searching Within Tasks 
Task Builder includes search capabilities and bookmarks that allow you to find specific text or steps within 
your tasks. This can be particularly helpful with long tasks. There is also a Replace function that you can 
use to replace a string of text in one or more places in the task. 

To find text in a task: 

1. In the Steps pane, click the step from which you want to start the search. (You can search up or 
down in the task.) 

2. Click the Find button  or click Find on the Search menu. 

3. In the Find what box, type the text to search for. 

4. Under Conditions, select any conditions you want to use: 

• Match whole words: matches only if text is surrounded by spaces or no character. A 
search for date would not find dates. 

• Match case: matches only if case is the same 

• Regular expression: uses Regular Expression syntax. 

• Wrap searches: wraps to include whole task rather than stopping at the end (or at the 
beginning, if searching up) 

5. Under Direction, select Up or Down. 

6. Click Find Next. The text is highlighted in the task. 

7. Click Find Next again to find additional instances of the text. 

Note: You can close the dialog box, and find the next instance by clicking Find Next on the Search 
menu. 

To replace text in a task: 

1. On the Search menu, click Replace. 

2. In the Find what box, type the text to search for. 

3. In the Replace with box, type the replacement text. 

4. Select any other options that you want. 

5. Click Find Next, Replace, or Replace All. 

Using Bookmarks 
Bookmarks are a means of marking steps in a task so you can find them easily when building or editing 
the task. 

To set or remove a bookmark: 

1. In the Steps pane, select the step where you want to place or remove the bookmark. 

2. On the Search menu, click Toggle Bookmark. 

To go to a bookmark: 

• On the Search menu, click Next Bookmark or Previous Bookmark. 
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Finding Comments 
If you have included comments in your task, you can use the Comments debug view to jump to any 
comment. 

To jump to a comment: 

1. In the Debug pane, click the Comments tab. 

2. Right-click the comment you want to go to and click Jump to. 

Using the Expression Builder 
The Expression Builder is a valuable tool used to assist in the creation and examination of expressions. In 
programming, an expression is a combination of variables, constants, functions, and operators that 
represents a particular value. Many procedures or actions that one might want to perform with 
expressions are already contained in AWE's list of available actions. However, expressions can be used 
to further expand the capabilities of an action or add more intelligence to a task due to its ability to resolve 
dynamic data during task execution. The Expression Builder essentially incorporates all of the elements 
needed in order to create a properly formatted expression for use in any step of an AWE task. 

The Expression Builder provides a hierarchical view of all supported functions, constants, datasets, 
variables, and arrays. It also provides a list of system objects, such as AMError, which can be used to 
determine a variety of key elements that occur during runtime. For instance, when a task is triggered, it 
automatically creates an AMTrigger object which can be used to determine the name of the event or 
condition that initially triggered the task, the date and time of when the trigger occurred and which 
computer it occurred on. If an error occurs, an AMError object can be used to determine detailed 
information about the error that occurred, such as corresponding error code. Additionally, if a task 
generates an error, the Error object can be used to acquire a description of the error that occurred, which 
step it occurred on and which task generated the error. 

The Expression Builder also allows for the creation of arrays and variables directly from its UI (User 
Interface). Double-clicking the Add Variable or Add Array option located in the bottom part of the 
Expression Builder's left window pane will open the Create Variable or Create Array properties dialog. 
These are identical dialog boxes that normally appear when selecting the Create Variable or Create Array 
action In the Available Actions pane. 

Accessing Expression Builder 

The Expression Builder interface can be accessed In the Task Builder by clicking the percent sign 
which is available while editing the steps of a task. In the Properties dialog box of any action, clicking 
inside any text box that accepts an expression will allow the percent sign  to appear to the right of the 
box. Click the icon (or the F2 key) while in an action’s properties to open the Expression Builder interface. 
An expression may then be visually constructed and inserted into the step parameter. 

The Expression Builder can also be accessed from the Task Builder ribbon by pressing the Application 
Button and navigating to Tools > Expression Builder. 
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Sections of the Expression Builder 

The Expression Builder is arranged in four primary sections as illustrated above. Each section plays an 
important role in the creation of an expression. Each section is described in further detail below: 

1. Folders Pane: The lower left window pane includes folders containing all available functions, 
extended function, variables, datasets, constants, etc. This section also includes the ‘Create 
Variable’ and ‘Create Array’ options, which allows for the creation of variables and arrays directly 
from the Expression Builder interface. 

2. Contents Pane: The lower right window pane displays the contents of a folder selected from the 
lower left Folders pane. Help for each function can be found by selecting the desired function 
from this window pane and pressing the F1 key, or by right-clicking and selecting Help from the 
popup menu that appears. 

3. Expression Pane: When double-clicking an item from the Contents pane, the expression is 
displayed in the upper Expression pane. Help can also be found for a function from this pane by 
placing the insertion cursor inside a function name and pressing F1. 

4. List of Operators: Operators which can be added to the expression are shown just below the 
Expression pane. 
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Help for each function can be found by selecting the desired function from the right-hand side of the 
window and pressing the F1 key, or by right-clicking and selecting Help. Help can also be found for a 
function by placing the insertion cursor inside a function name in the upper expression pane and pressing 
F1. 

Viewing Expressions 

The Expression Builder can be used to view specific objects that are created as a result of specific 
events. The Variables folder located in the Folders pane of the Expression Builder becomes populated if 
a Create Variable action is used to create the specified variable(s) in an earlier step. Additionally, the 
datasets folder becomes populated when the specified datasets are initially created by running the step 
that creates and populates a dataset names and its contents, however, the dataset name itself is 
available in the Expression Builder if a step that creates the dataset appears in the task. 

For example, imagine creating a task that includes a 'POP3 Email' action as the first step to retrieve email 
messages from a POP3 mail box. The General tab of this action contains a parameter labeled Create 
and populate dataset with which specifies the name of the dataset that should be created and populated 
with the mail message data upon execution as shown in Figure 1-2. 

During task construction, one may want to view the variables or datasets created by the Get Email 
action.To display the created datasets from the Expression Builder interface in a subsequent step, the 
Get Email action must initially be executed in order properly create those datasets. This can be 
accomplished by highlighting the Get Email step (or any step which creates and populates a dataset) In 
the Task Builder Steps pane and clicking the Run button or hitting CTRL+F5. This will run only the 
highlighted step. 

Building Expressions 

To build an expression via the Expression Builder: 

1. Open Expression Builder from an action dialog box by clicking the percent sign (%). 

2. Add elements to your expression as follows: 

• Click a folder in the left pane to reveal its contents in the right pane. 

• Double-click elements in the right pane to add them to your expression. 

• Select and replace characters in the expression as needed. 

• Click operators below the expression pane to add them to the expression. 

3. When satisfied with the expression, click the Insert button to insert it into the specified action’s 
properties. When the expression is added to the action parameter, the percentage signs (%) will 
automatically be added to the beginning and end of the expression. 

Creating Variables 
Variables can be used to represent data in a task that might be different from computer to computer. 
Variables can be modified during a task's execution and can be used to represent and store data that 
might be different each time the task is run. Once you have created a variable, it becomes available for 
use in other steps of the task. It also appears in drop-down lists in places where a variable can be 
entered, and it can be used in expressions by placing the variable name between percent signs (%). 

To create a variable 

1. In the EFT administration interface, connect to EFT and click the Server tab. 

2. In the left pane, expand the Site node for the Site that you want to configure, then click the 
Advanced Workflows node. 

3. Edit a task or create a new task to open the AWE interface. The Task Builder appears. 
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4. Do one of the following in the Task Builder: 

• On the toolbar click Insert > % More > Create Variable. 

• In the Available Actions pane, double-click the Create Variable action. 

• Press CTRL+ALT+V. 

The Create Variable dialog box appears. 

 
• In the Variable Name box, type the name of the variable or click the Expression Builder 

icon  to define an expression. Names must begin with a letter, can contain only 
alphanumeric characters, and cannot contain spaces. Place a percentage sign (%) at the 
beginning and end of the variable name. Be careful that variable names used do not 
conflict with a BASIC keyword, function, or instruction. A way to avoid this is to insert 
unique text to the beginning of all variables names. For example, type My in front of all 
variables so that %DATE% (which is a BASIC keyword) would become %MyDATE% thus 
avoiding any name conflict. 

• In the Initial Value box, type the initial value of the variable or leave it blank for null. The 
value can be literal or an expression, if surrounded by percent % signs. For example, 
%Date%. 

• In the Description box, type a description of the variable to remind yourself and others 
what the variable is used for. 

5. Click the Advanced tab 
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6. In the Variable type area, specify whether the variable is Text or a Number, or leave the default 

of Auto. 

7. Select or clear the check boxes as needed: 

• Variable is read only (Optional): Specifies that the variable is not able to be set to a 
value other than that specified in the Initial Value parameter. Selecting this option is 
equivalent to creating a task specific constant. 

• Variable is private (Optional): Specifies that the variable is only available to the current 
task and not to sub tasks started with the Start task action. If this value is left unselected 
(default) the specified variable will be available to sub tasks. 

• Treat as parameter (Required): Specifies that the variable will only be created if it does 
not already exist. This is particularly useful when a task may have parameters passed to 
it at runtime (that is, variables of the same name will be created automatically) but a 
default value should be assumed when debugging and parameters are not present. 

• Disguise initial value (Optional): Specifies the value that the variable should be set to 
initially. As with all parameters, this value may be literal or an expression (if surrounded 
by percent % signs). 

8. Click the Error Causes tab. 
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• Specify what to do in case of certain errors. In the following problems should cause this 

step to error box, click the down arrow and click All problems, Selected problems, or 
All except selected. 

• If you chose Selected problems, or All except selected, in the Problem Text area, 
select the check box(es) for the situation(s) that could cause an error, such as Could not 
create variable or Missing variable name. 

• Select the If step takes more than this many milliseconds to complete check box if 
you want to trigger an error when the step takes longer to process than the number of 
milliseconds that you specify. 300 milliseconds is the default. 

9. Click the On Error tab. 
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10. If you want to try the step again on errors, select the Retry the step check box, then specify the 
number of times to retry the step, and the error actions: 

a. Beneath the Execute the following error actions box, click Add. The Error Action 
dialog box appears. 

 
b. In the Error Action box, click an action to perform. The Task to start box changes 

depending on your selection in the Error Action box. For example, if you specify Write 
to Windows Event Log, the Task to start box changes to Text, and you can specify the 
text that is to appear in the Windows Event Log when this task errors. 

11. In the After error event box, specify the action to carry out if the step errors: Stop task, 
continue to next step, Break loop, goto label, or goto step. 

12. Click OK to create the variable. 

Editing Task Steps 
Many adjustments can be performed on any action once they are added to the Steps pane. Right-clicking 
one or more lines of code on the Steps pane opens a pop-up menu that displays a list of available options 
you can perform for those steps (as shown below). The same options can be found on the ribbon. 

The Task Builder can be used to move, modify, disable, or delete one or more existing steps of a task. It 
also contains Undo and Redo commands that apply to the various edit operations allowing you to undo 
an operation in case you make a mistake or redo an operation in case you change your mind. 

To move one or more steps up or down in the step sequence: 

1. In the Steps pane of the Task Builder, select the step or steps you want to move. To select a 
block of steps, hold down CTRL during selection. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• Click the Move Steps Up or Move Steps Down button located on the ribbon or right-click 
menu. 

• Click the Cut button located on the ribbon or right-click menu, then click the step where you 
want to place the cut step, and click the Paste button. The step(s) will be placed above the 
selected step. 
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To increase or decrease indentation: 

1. In the Steps pane of the Task Builder, select the step or steps you want to indent. To select a 
block of steps, hold down CTRL during selection. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• Click the Increase Indent button on the ribbon or right-click menu to increase indentation. 

• Click the Decrease Indent button on the ribbon or right-click menu to decrease indentation. 

To modify the properties of a step: 

1. In the Steps pane of the Task Builder, double-click the step you want to modify or right-click the 
step and select Edit Step. The properties of that step appear. 

2. Enter your changes in the properties dialog box. 

3. Click OK to save changes and close the properties dialog box. If you decide not to save changes, 
click Cancel. 

To delete a step: 

1. In the Steps pane of the Task Builder, select the step or steps you want to delete. 

2. Click the Delete button located on the ribbon or right-click menu. 

Steps of a task can be disabled or enabled so that you can use or test different versions of the same task. 
The Enable button on the toolbar acts as a toggle to enable and disable the selected task step. When a 
step is disabled, it is treated as a comment and ignored when the task runs. 

To disable or enable a task step: 

1. In the Steps pane of the Task Builder, select the step you want to disable or enable. 

2. Click the Enable button  on the toolbar. 

To allow easy creation and editing of tasks, an Undo and Redo option is included as well. 

To undo a change: 

• Click the Undo button . You can undo multiple times. 

To redo a change after undo: 

• Click the Redo button . 

Printing or Sending Tasks 
You can use Task Builder to print out a task or to send it in an e-mail message. You can send a single 
task in the body of an e-mail message or as an attachment, or you can send all open tasks as 
attachments to a single message. In e-mail messages, the task is sent in AML format. Printed tasks 
match the display visible at the time the task prints. 

To print a task: 

1. In the Task Builder, click the View menu and select the display you want to print (Visual or AML). 

2. On the File menu, click Print. Enter the print specifications in the Print dialog box, then click OK.  
To print one copy to the default printer, click the Print button . 

To send a task by e-mail: 

1. In the Task Builder, open the task or tasks to be sent. 

2. On the File menu, point to Send and click one of the following: 

• Mail Recipient: sends the displayed task in the body of an e-mail message 
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• Mail Recipient (As Attachment): sends the displayed task as an e-mail attachment 

• Mail All to Recipient (As Attachment): sends all open tasks as e-mail attachments 

or 

To send the task in the body of an e-mail message, click the Mail Recipient button . 

If Microsoft Outlook is installed, an Outlook message window opens with the task or tasks 
included. The Subject line displays the path and file name for the task. 

3. Enter the e-mail address or addresses and click Send. 

The message is sent according to your existing Outlook settings. 

Copying, Importing and Reusing Task Steps 
There are several different ways to copy or reuse steps from existing tasks. In Task Builder, use Copy 
and Paste to copy task steps within a task or from one task to another. The Copy function copies the 
.AML code associated to the step(s), which can then be pasted into any task or into documents outside of 
AWE such as Notepad. To reuse all steps of a task, use the Save As to save a copy of the task under a 
new name, or you can import all of the steps of one task into another. 

To copy and paste task steps: 

1. In the Steps pane, click the tab for the task that has the steps to be copied. 

2. Select the steps you want to copy. To select a group of steps, hold down the SHIFT key and click 
the first and the last step in the group. To select multiple separate steps, hold down CTRL while 
you click the desired steps. To select all steps, press CTRL+A or click Select All from the Edit 
menu. 

3. Click the Copy  button. 

4. In the Steps pane, click the tab for the task in which you want to place the steps. 

5. Select the step where you want to place the copied steps, and click the Paste button. 
 
The selected step is moved down and the copied steps are pasted above it. 

Note: You can also paste copied steps or step descriptions in other documents such as e-mail messages 
or text files. 

To copy and paste step descriptions: 

1. In the Steps pane, select the step(s) in which to copy the description from. To select more than 
one step, press CTRL during selection. 

2. On the Edit menu, click Copy Description. 

3. Go to the location where you want to place the copied descriptions, and press CTRL+V or select 
Paste from the right-click menu. 

To save a copy of a task: 

1. Open the task you would like to save a copy of. 

2. On the File menu, click Save As. 

3. Navigate to the desired location, enter a name for the new task, and click Save. 

To import all steps of a task: 

1. Open the desired task. 

2. On the Edit menu, click Import Steps. 
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3. Navigate to the task (.aml file) that has the steps you want to import, and click Open. (By default 
tasks are stored under Documents and Settings\All Users\Shared Documents\My AWE tasks; On 
Windows 2008, Application Data files for all users are in a hidden folder named 
%systemroot%\ProgramData instead of under Documents and Settings\All Users\Application 
Data.)  
 
All the steps of the task are imported into the end of your open task. 

NOTE: You can change the placement of any step by selecting it and clicking the Move Up  or Move 
Down  buttons on the toolbar. 

Importing Workflows (Tasks) 
Although creating an Advanced Workflow is quick and easy, you might want to share workflows between 
Sites, import them from other users, or import them from GlobalSCAPE Customer Support. When you 
create a workflow, the Advanced Workflow Engine creates a file with an extension of .aml and saves it in 
EFT's AWE folder. The filename is the name of the workflow, prepended with an underscore and the 
name of the Site. 

Importing workflows into EFT 

1. In the EFT administration interface, connect to EFT and click the Server tab. 

2. In the left pane, click the Advanced Workflows node. The Advanced Workflow manager 
appears in the right pane. 

 
3. In the right pane, click Import. The Open dialog box appears. 

4. Navigate to the workflow that you want to import (an .aml file), then click Open. The imported 
workflow appears in the list of workflows. 

Importing Multiple Workflows 

You can also "import" multiple workflows at once by copying their .aml files to the AWE folder and 
prefacing each file name with the Site's name. For example, suppose you have created a workflow called 
FTP on a Site called Boston, and the workflow's filename is Boston_FTP.aml. You can import the .aml 
file into Advanced Workflow by saving it in the AWE folder then changing the filename to include the 
name of the Site that you want to use it in. (e.g., C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application 
Data\GlobalSCAPE\EFT Server Enterprise\AWE; On Windows 2008, Application Data files for all users 
are in a hidden folder named %systemroot%\ProgramData instead of under Documents and Settings\All 
Users\Application Data.)  

 

You must preface the file name with the name of the Site and an underscore, e.g., 
Boston_FTP.aml, and then restart the Server service for the workflows to appear in the Advanced 
Workflows node. 
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To import Advanced Workflows 

1. In the AWE directory, do one of the following: 

• Copy the .aml file into the AWE folder. 

• Create a new text file, copy and paste the text from the .aml file to the text file, then save 
the new file with an extension of .aml. 

• Copy the steps in the imported .aml file and paste them into an existing .aml file. 

2. Rename the file by prepending the filename with the name of the Site and an underscore. For 
example, if the workflow is named FTP and the Site is named Boston, name the workflow 
Boston_FTP.aml. (You do not have to keep the original name of the workflow.) 

3. Restart the EFT service, then log in to the EFT administration interface. 

4. Expand the Advanced Workflows node of the Site. The imported workflow appears in the tree. 

Testing Tasks 
When you click Run in the AWE interface to test the task, the EFT variables in the task have no value. 
Variables used in tasks are placeholders that will be defined in EFT when the task is processed in the 
Event Rule. When a task uses EFT variables, you need set test values in the variables at the start of the 
task by inserting a Set Variable step for each variable in the task. After a successful test, you then disable 
the Set Variable steps. You can also see the progress of the test run by setting Watches for each 
variable. (Refer to Debugging workflows for more debug/test information.) 

To test a task that contains EFT variables 

1. At the top of the task, insert a step to set the value of the variable for each variable used: 

a. In the Available Actions tree, expand the Variables node, then click and drag the Set 
Variable action to the top of the Steps pane. The Set Variable dialog box appears. 

 
b. In the Variable Name box, click the down arrow to specify the variable to set. For 

example, if you are using the EFT variable %USER_LOGIN% in the task, click 
USER_LOGIN. 
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c. In the New Value box, specify the value of the variable. For example, for the 
%USER_LOGIN% variable, type a valid username that can be authenticated when you test 
the task. 

d. If you do not want the value to appear, such as for a password, select the Disguise 
initial value check box. 

e. Click OK to save the step. 

f. Insert additional Set Variable steps for each variable in the task. For example, if want to 
test FTP login, specify test variables for the username and password. 

 
2. Click Run. 

3. After a successful test, disable the Set Variable steps. (You could delete them, but you just 
disable them, you can use them again for future testing and even copy them to other tasks.) If 
you do not disable the Set Variable steps, when EFT runs the task, the Set Variable steps will 
override any values that EFT set with the variables that you have specified in the Set Variable 
steps. 

• To disable the step, right-click the Set Variable step, then click Enable. The steps are grayed 
out, indicating that they are disabled. 

 
The task is now ready to be inserted into an EFT Event Rule. 

Test Options 
Several features help you test and debug your tasks as you build them. The Run icon allows you to run 
all steps of the task, run only a selected step, or run the task from a selected point. You can also pause a 
running task by clicking the Pause icon, and you can stop a running task at any point using the Reset 
icon. Also, the Step icon allows you to run a task one step at a time. 

To run the entire task 

• Click Run. 

To run a selected step 

• Select the step, click the down arrow on the Run icon, and then click Run Selected. 

To run the task from a selected step 

• Select the step to run from, click the down arrow on the Run icon, and then click Run From Here. 

To run a task step by step 

1. Click the Step icon . The first step of the task runs. 

2. Check any output data you want to check and then click the Step icon again to run the next step. 
If the interface is minimized, use the Debug task toolbar. 

3. Continue clicking Step until you reach the end of the task or until you have seen what you need 
to see. You can click the Reset icon at any time to stop the step process. 
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To pause a running task 

• Click the Pause icon . 

To stop a running task 

• Click the Reset icon . 

Backing Up Tasks 
If you create numerous, complex tasks, it is a good idea to back them up to another location, in case they 
are accidentally deleted in EFT. You can also create backups to share workflows between Servers and 
Sites. You can create an Event Rule to back the files up periodically by creating a task using the Copy 
File Action. Or, you can create a .zip file of all of the .aml files. 

To backup workflows 

1. Define a Timer Rule. Specify the frequency depending on how often you create new tasks. 

2. Add the Copy/Move (push) file to host Action to the Rule. 

• For the Source path, specify the location of the task (.aml) files. (Do NOT select the 
Delete source file check box!) The default location is C:\Documents and Settings\All 
Users\Application Data\GlobalSCAPE\EFT Server Enterprise\AWE; On Windows 
2008, Application Data files for all users are in a hidden folder named 
%systemroot%\ProgramData instead of under Documents and Settings\All 
Users\Application Data. 

• For the Destination path, specify a location on a remote drive (in case the local drive 
fails). 

3. Click Apply. 

Auditing Workflows 
As with other Event Rule Actions, AWE Workflows are audited to the Auditing and Reporting Module 
(ARM) database and can appear in logs and reports--regardless of the type of database you use*. 

 

* For EFT to connect to any database, the proper drivers need to be installed on the EFT computer. 
If the correct client-side software (drivers) is installed on the EFT computer, AWE can make the 
database connection string to get to that database. Refer to the EFT System Requirements for 
information about Oracle drivers. 

For all Event Actions, the following items are audited: 

• Time stamp 

• Site Name 

• Event Name 

• Action Types such as move, copy, OpenPGP, and send e-mail. 

• Action Parameters - These are runtime values passed to the action, not the replacement 
variables. For AWE workflows, this is the path to the temporary file associated with the workflow 
executed. This file contains more detailed debug logging if enabled for that particular workflow. 

• Failed Action Flag - This is captured if this action is the result of a FAILURE sequence on a prior 
action. 

• Action Result Code 

• Result 
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Using Regular Expressions 
Several AWE Actions, notably the Find Text and Replace Text actions, allow the use of "regular 
expressions." Regular expressions are powerful notations that allow a wide range of text searching using 
formulas specific to string manipulation. This article describes the regular expression syntax used in 
AWE, whether you are searching for text or replacing text. 

Searching for Text 
Text can be found in a string using a regular expression by specifying a "match expression". A Match 
expression operates on a single line of text at one time. No match can span multiple lines of text. Match 
regular expressions are composed of the following: 

• Period ('.') Matches any single character except newline. A newline (internally) is really two 
characters in a specific order -- <carriage return> followed by <linefeed>. To match a newline, 
you must always explicitly specify a newline. 

• Caret (^) Matches at the beginning of a line only. A ^ occurring ANYWHERE in the match 
expression (except within a character class) is interpreted in this manner. This allows meaningful 
use of ^ in combination with grouping or alternation (see below). 

• Dollar sign ($) Matches at the end of a line only. As with ^ the $ character retains its special 
meaning anywhere within the expression (except in a character class). 

• Backslash (\) Followed by a single character matches that character. For example, '\*' matches 
an asterisk, '\\' matches a backslash, '\$' matches a dollar sign, etc. 

The following sequences have special meaning: 

• \s space (ASCII #32) 

• \t tab (ASCII #9) 

• \b backspace (ASCII #8) 

• \r return (ASCII #13) 

• \l linefeed (ASCII #10) 

• \n newline (#13 followed by #10) 

• \p pipe character | 

• \w word delimiter. Matches any of \t\s!"&()*+,-./:;<=>?@[\]^`{|}~ 

• \h hex character. Matches any of 0123456789ABCDEF 

The special characters above should be used to produce instances of blanks and tabs. Case is ALWAYS 
significant when using the special characters. Thus \s matches a space while \S matches a capital letter 
S. A single character not otherwise endowed with special meaning matches that character. Thus z 
matches a single instance of the letter z. 
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A string enclosed in brackets [] specifies a character class. Any single character in the string is matched. 
For example, [abc] matches an a, b, or c. Ranges of ASCII letters and numbers can be abbreviated as, 
for example, [a-z0-9]. If the first symbol following the [ is a caret (^) then a negative character class is 
specified. In this case, the string matches all characters EXCEPT those enclosed in the brackets. For 
example, [^a-z] matches everything except lower case characters (and newlines) 

The special characters defined above may be used inside of character classes with the exception of \n, \w 
and \h, which are shorthand for their own character classes. If the characters - or ] are to be used literally 
inside of a character class, they should be preceded by the escape character \. Note that *?+(){}!^$#& are 
not special characters when found inside a character class. 

Using Closures 

A regular expression followed by * matches zero or more matches of the regular expression. This is 
referred to as a closure. Thus ba*b matches the string bb (no instances of a), bab (one instance), or 
baaaaaab (several instances). 

A regular expression followed by a + matches one or more matches of the regular expression. This is 
another type of closure. In this case ba+b will not match bb, but it will match bab, or baaaaaab. 

A regular expression followed by a ? matches zero or one matches of the regular expression. This is 
another closure. Here, ba?b will match bb or bab, but not baaaaaab. 

Concatenated Expressions 

Two regular expressions concatenated match a match of the first followed by a match of the second. 
Thus (abc)(def) matches the string abcdef. 

Alternation 

Two regular expressions separated by | match either a match of the first or a match of the second. This is 
referred to as alternation. Any number of regular expressions can be strung together in this way. 
Alternation matches are tested in order from left to right, and the first match obtained is used. Then the 
remaining alternate expressions are skipped over. 

Grouping Expressions 

A regular expression enclosed in parentheses () matches a match of the regular expression. Parentheses 
are used to provide grouping, and may be nested to arbitrary depth. Open and close parentheses must 
be balanced. For example, the following two expressions are not equivalent, and the second probably 
expresses what was intended: 

• PROCEDURE|FUNCTION 

(PROCEDURE)|(FUNCTION) 

• The first expression is equivalent to 

PROCEDUR(E|F)UNCTION 

The second expression matches either of the two words in their entirety. 
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Tagged Matches 

A regular expression enclosed in curly braces {} forms a tagged match word. Whatever was matched 
within the braces may be referred to by a Replace expression in a manner to be described. Tagged 
match words may not be nested. Open and close braces must be balanced. A maximum of nine tagged 
match words can be referenced by the Replace expression. Note that the use of curly braces in 
expressions is meaningless. However, these expressions share an expression interpreter with the Match 
expressions, so no exception is raised. For example, consider the expression 

• b{a*}b. 

If the string being tested is 'bab', then the tagged match word contains a single 'a'. If the string being 
tested is 'baaaaaab', then the tagged match word contains 'aaaaaa'. If the string tested is 'bb', then the 
tagged match word is empty. 

Order of Precedence 

Regular expressions are interpreted from left to right. The order of precedence of operators at the same 
parenthesis level is [], then *+!, then |, and then concatenation. 

Tag braces are interpreted strictly from left to right and do not control precedence in any way. The first 
tagged match word found is given a tag of 1, the second a tag of 2, and so on up to a maximum tag of 9. 
The tag number that each word receives is based on when it is encountered in the line. If tags are 
skipped over as a result of alternation, then any remaining tags in a line receive shifted tag numbers. For 
example, consider the expression: 

• (FUNCTION)|({PROCEDURE})\s+{[^\s(]+} 

If a line contains the word PROCEDURE then the word following PROCEDURE has a tag number of 2. If 
a line contains the word FUNCTION, then the word following FUNCTION has a tag number of 1. It is up to 
the user to take advantage of this behavior. Generally, it is good practice to surround an entire set of 
alternates with tag markers: 

• {(FUNCTION)|(PROCEDURE)}\s+{[^\s(]+} 

Replacing Text 
Replace regular expressions are constructed the same way as Match regular expressions, but the 
number of operators is reduced. The replacement process occurs in the following manner: 

The Match expression finds a string of text that starts at the left-most position in the input line that 
matches, and continues to the right-most position that matches. The string of matched text is operated 
upon by the Replace expression. The Match expression is then tried again on the input, starting at the 
first position beyond the previous match string. This recurs until the end of line is found. 

Replace expressions are composed of the following: 

• No spaces : The regular expression may NOT contain any blank space. The special characters 
below should be used to produce instances of blanks, tabs and the null expression. 

• Null replace : If a null Replace expression is desired, the special symbol \z is used to indicate a 
null expression. Null Replace expressions are used to delete text strings. 

• Single character : A single character not otherwise endowed with special meaning. 

• Backslash (\) : Followed by a single character matches that character. For example, '\*' matches 
an asterisk, '\\' matches a backslash, '\$' matches a dollar sign, etc. A '\' followed by a single 
character sends that character to the output. In this way a '\&' writes an ampersand and '\\' writes 
a backslash. 
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The following sequences have special meaning: 

• \s space (ASCII #32) 

• \t tab (ASCII #9) 

• \b backspace (ASCII #8) 

• \r return (ASCII #13) 

• \l linefeed (ASCII #10) 

• \n newline (#13 followed by #10) 

• \z null expression 

Unless a newline combination is explicitly matched in the Match expression, it is not necessary to 
explicitly specify newlines in the Replace expression. Each newline of the input text line is written out in 
the unmatched category of output using the specified line terminator. 

Another special case occurs when '\' is followed by a single digit in the range of 1 through 9. In this case 
the tagged match word found by the Match expression is sent to the output. If a tagged match word for 
that tag number was not defined, or if the tagged match word doesn't match anything, then nothing is 
output. The tagged match words cab be output in any order and can be repeated any number of times. 

An ampersand ('&') appearing in the Replace expression causes all text matched by the match 
expression to be sent to the output. The ampersand can appear in the Replace expression as many times 
as desired. 

Examples: 

Return the first letter of the input line: 

• ^[A-B] 

Return everything in the line except for the first word 

• \s.* 

Return the number 123 from the text: This is the number 123 

• [0-9] 

Percent Signs in AWE 
A percent sign is used as a special character to indicate the beginning and end of an expression. This 
allows variables, constants and other expressions to be entered in any parameter of a task's properties 
that accepts expressions. For example: %1+1% inside a task will resolve to 2 at runtime. Below are some 
common scenarios which involve the use percent signs. 

Sending Literal Percent Sign 

To send a literal percent sign escape the percent character. Doubling the percent sign is known as 
"escaping" the percent sign. For example, to send the literal text 5%, specify 5%%. At runtime the double 
percentage signs will be recognized and converted into one. 

All percent signs are recognized and evaluated by AWE that are contained in any parameter that accepts 
expressions. For example, if an 'Open Webpage' action contained the URL: 

http://www.networkautomation.com/urc%admin%/kb_add.cfm 

During runtime, AWE will detect the percent signs contained in the URL (%admin%) and automatically 
classify admin as an expression, which eventually fails the task with the error "A variable in the 
expression does not exist or is misspelled". In such cases, doubling the percent signs will resolve the 
issue as shown below: 
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http://www.networkautomation.com/urc%%admin%%/kb_add.cfm 

Concatenating Two Values in an Expression 

In some cases, it is necessary to concatenate two variables, functions, or some combination thereof. In 
this case it is critical to remember that two percent signs always mean a literal percent. So the following 
will NOT work: 

%variable1%%variable2% 

(INCORRECT) 

At runtime, AWE would actually see the expression as variable1%variable2 which would result in a 
Syntax Error. The proper way to combine two values in an expression is to use the ampersand (&) 
character as follows: 

%variable1 
& 
variable2% 

(CORRECT) 

Common Misconception 

A common misconception is that percentage signs are required anytime a variable is used. This is not 
always the case because percentages surround expressions which may or may not contain variables. For 
example, in situations where AWE requires a variable name (i.e. in the 'Set Variable' action), only the 
variable name is required. It is permissible, however, to use an expression to specify the variable name 
so the resolved variable is used. 

For example, assume we created a named Var1 with an initial value of Scott. If we wanted to change the 
value of this variable from Scott to Muscle, we would use a Set Variable action with the properties shown 
below. 

If we add another variable named Var2 and set its initial value to Var1, we could set the Var1 variable to 
Muscle as we did above by using the expression shown below. 

This is because at runtime the %Var2% expression will be evaluated to Var1 before the Set Variable 
action is executed. The code that executes this example is below. 

<AMVARIABLE NAME="Var1">Scott</AMVARIABLE> 
<AMVARIABLE NAME="Var2">Var1</AMVARIABLE> 
<AMSET VARIABLENAME="%Var2%">Muscle</AMSET> 

 

 

The code can be copied and pasted directly into the Steps pane of the Task Builder. 

About Breakpoints 
During task execution, each step may take only a second or two to complete, therefore, it may be difficult 
to debug certain steps that you suspect are not running properly. Breakpoints provide a means of pausing 
execution at a specified point in order for you to examine certain aspects of the task. It can be set at any 
step and can be used as many times as needed in a single task. Breakpoints take effect only when a task 
is run from the Task Builder. They are ignored when the task is triggered or executed outside of Task 
Builder. 

When execution reaches a breakpoint step, the Task Builder pauses the task, at which point, you can 
verify proper completion of a particular step or inspect the data produced by the assortment of tabs 
located in the Debug pane. Depending on what you determine from the data displayed, you can then click 
Run to continue the task, click Step to continue the task step by step, or click Reset to stop the task in 
order to edit the steps. Additionally, the Breakpoints Debug tab can be used to examine and manage 
breakpoints within a given task. 
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To debug a task using breakpoints 

1. In the Steps pane of the Task Builder, set breakpoints in one of the following ways: 

• On the step where you want the task to pause, click just to the left of the step in the 
space between the step and step number. 

• Select the step where you want the task to pause. Then on the Edit menu, click Toggle 
Breakpoint. 

• Select the step where you want the task to pause, and press F8. 

• A breakpoint is indicated by hand icon located to the left of the step. The step is also 
colored the Breakpoint color as set in the Color Preferences. An example of task steps 
that include breakpoints is displayed below. 

 
2. In the Task Builder toolbar, click Run to run the task. The task runs and stops at the first 

breakpoint. 

3. In the Task Builder Debug pane, click the Variables tab to check the current value of your 
variables. You may also want to check the Output view in the Debug pane. 

4. Depending on what you determine from the data displayed, you can then click Run to continue 
the task, click Step to continue the task step by step, or click Reset to stop the task and edit the 
steps. 

About Watches 
A Watch is a debugging feature that can be used in the Task Builder for examining the state of variables 
and conditions within a running task. You can set a watch on a variable used in the task, or you can enter 
an expression to create a more complex watch. When a task is run, Watches are re-evaluated after each 
step is executed.  

A watch can be the name of a variable. For example, to watch the value of a variable named TotalCount, 
add a watch that contains TotalCount. 

Embedded expressions can also be used within a watch, using the same syntax as a standard embedded 
expression. For example, to watch the length of a variable called " myName", add a watch Len(myName) 

The Watches Tool of the Debug pane displays a list of all watches and updates the value of each watch 
as the task runs. Watches can be added, removed, or modified using the Watches Tool. 

To watch a variable: 

1. Enter the variable to watch in one of the following ways: 

• In the Steps pane of the Task Builder, right-click the Create Variable step associated to 
the variable you want to watch and select Add to watchlist. 

- or - 

• Type the name of the variable in the provided entry box and click Watch to add to the 
watchlist. 

2. The variable and its current value (if applicable) is added to the Watches debug pane. 
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To watch an expression: 

1. In the Watches debug pane, enter the expression to watch in one of the following ways: 

• Type the expression into the entry box. For example, to evaluate the length of a variable 
named myName, enter Len(myName). 
 
- or - 

• Click Gear to the right of the Watches entry box. Then use the Expression Builder to 
create an expression to watch. Click Insert when you are finished. 

2. Click Watch to add to the watchlist. 

3. The variable and its current value (if applicable) is added to the Watches debug pane. 

To modify a watch: 

1. In the Watches Debug pane, right-click the watch and select Change. 

2. Type the new variable or expression for the watch and press Enter. 

To remove a watch: 

• Select the watch to be removed and press DELETE or right-click and then click Remove. 

• To remove all watches, select Remove All from the right-click menu. 

NOTE: Using watches can affect runtime performance in the debugger on slower computers. If 
debugging speed becomes a factor, try removing watches that are no longer needed. This does not apply 
to runtime performance outside the debugger, as watches are ignored outside Task Builder. 

Debugging Tasks Overview 
The AWE interface provides several features that can be used to help debug a task that is not working as 
expected. 

Stepping through the task 

"Stepping" is the process of executing a task one step at a time. When you click the Run icon (or press 
F5), task execution may occur so quickly that it is impossible to tell what is happening. Instead, try clicking 
the Step icon , located to the far right of the Run icon (or press F9). This will execute the step, then 
wait. This gives you a chance to evaluate the task in several ways: 

• Examine the contents of your variables by looking at the Variable View of the Debug pane 

• Examine the states of any watches you have set, using the Watches View of the Debug pane 
(see below for more information on watches) 

• Observe what the previous step may (or may not) have done by reading the contents of the 
Output View. 

To execute the next step, click the Step icon again. You can also run the rest of the task at regular speed 
from this point forward by clicking the Run icon. 

Setting a breakpoint 

Breakpoints are very useful for larger tasks where stepping from the beginning of the task to a point of 
interest may be tedious and time consuming. Instead, you can tell the task to pause at a specific step by 
creating a breakpoint at that step. When the breakpoint is encountered, the task will pause. From here, 
you can follow the recommendations above, including stepping from this point forward by clicking the 
Step icon, or continuing normal execution by clicking the Run icon. 
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Setting a watch 

Watches provide a powerful means for watching the state of variables and expressions in your task. In 
larger tasks, where script steps, multiple Set Variable steps, or other more complex steps are involved, 
watches are invaluable for seeing where and how variable values change. A watch can be a variable 
name to be examined, or it can be a complex expression that is reevaluated as the step executes. 

On Error 
On every Action, the On Error tab specifies what AWE should do if this step encounters an error as 
defined in the Error Causes properties. The default behavior is that task execution stops in the 
immediate step that encounters the error; the On Error properties allow you to designate how AWE 
should respond upon the occurrence of an error. For example, a step can send an email, execute another 
task, or log specific text to the Windows Event Log upon error. In addition, a step can be set to continue 
to the next step in spite of an error. 

NOTE: All On Error properties are optional entries. 

 

To send an email on error, the default mail server must be defined in the registry. Refer to 
Sending E-Mails with Workflows for details. 

  
Property Type Default Markup Description 
Retry the 
step x times 

Number (Disabled) AM_RETRY="6" Indicates the amount of 
times execution of this 
step should be retried if it 
encounters an error as 
defined in the Error 
Causes properties. This 
property is disabled by 
default. 

Pausing x 
milliseconds 

Number (Disabled) AM_RETRYDELAY="3000" Specifies the amount of 
milliseconds this step 
should wait between 
retries as defined in the 
Retry the step x times 
parameter. This property is 
disabled by default. 

Execute the 
following 
error actions 

Text (Empty) a) AM_RUNTASK="Task1" (Start 
Task) 
b) AM_SETVAR="Var1;0" (Set 
Variable) 
c) 
AM_EMAIL="mm@netauto.com;
Task2" (Send Email) 
d) 
AM_WRITETOEVENTLOG="0" 
(Write to Event Log) 
e) AM_WRITETOAMLOG="Error 
Task 2" (Write to Log) 
f) 
AM_PLAYSOUND="c:\temp\error
.wav" (Play Sound) 

Allows a variety of actions 
to be executed upon the 
occurrence of an error. 
Click Add to add a new 
error action. This property 
is disabled by default. 
The available options are: 

• Start Task - 
Starts another 
task upon error. 

• Set Variable - 
Sets the value of 
an existing 
variable upon 
error. 

• Send E-mail - 
Sends an e-mail 
upon error. 

• Play Sound - 
Plays the 
selected sound 
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Property Type Default Markup Description 
(.wav) file upon 
error. 

• Write to Windows 
Event Log - 
Writes the 
specified 
message to the 
Widows Event 
Log upon error. 

• Write to Log - 
Writes the 
specified 
message to the 
Event Log upon 
error. 

After error 
event 

Text (Empty) a) 
AM_ONERROR="BREAKLOOP" 
b) AM_ONERROR="CONTINUE" 

  

Include 
Subfolders 

Yes/No (Empty) SUBFOLDERS="YES" When set to YES, 
specifies that, if present, 
subfolders should be 
searched for files matching 
the mask specified in the 
Remote Files parameter. 
The default value is NO. 

Match Case Yes/No No MATCHCASE="YES" Indicates whether the 
properties set within this 
activity should be case 
sensitive in relation to the 
FTP server. The default 
value is NO. 

Exclude 
Mask 

Text (Empty) EXCLUDE="*.txt" Causes this activity to omit 
any files matching the 
mask(s) specified. 
Filenames or wildcard 
masks (i.e. * or ?) may be 
used.  

Regular 
Expression 

Yes/No No RE="YES" Specifies whether the 
value in the Exclude Mask 
parameter is a regular 
expressions. Regular 
Expression, also referred 
to as regex or regexp, 
provide a concise and 
flexible means for 
matching strings of text. 

If the step errors, carry out the following actions: 

If enabled, this allows the task developer to specify that the step should be retried a chosen number of 
times along with a chosen amount of time to wait between retries, before actually considering it a true 
step failure, in which case, the remainder of the error actions will be carried out (option disabled by 
default). 
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Execute the following error actions 

On Error allows a variety of actions to be executed upon the occurrence of an error. Click Add to open 
the Error Action dialog box and specify one of the following actions to take when an error occurs: 

• Start Task—Start another task upon error. Select the task from the drop-down menu. This action 
can be used to start a task to rectify the error. In the Task to start field, select the drop-down list 
of currently available set of tasks. 

• Set Variable—Sets the value of an existing variable. Can be used to set a variable with the return 
code. Select the variable in the Variable name box, and enter the value in the Variable value 
field. 

• Send E-mail—Sends an e-mail upon error. Useful way to alert the proper recipient(s) of the 
problem. The message will be populated with information about the specific error that occurred as 
well as other important task information. In the To and From boxes, enter the recipient e-mail 
address and an e-mail address to be used in the From header. (Many SMTP mail servers require 
a valid From address.) 

• Play sound—plays a specified sound file. In the Sound File box, click the Open Folder button 
and navigate to the sound file to be played. 

• Write to Windows Event Log—Writes the specified message to the Widows Event Log upon 
error. In the Text box, enter the text or specify the variable to be written to the log. 

• Write to Log—Writes the specified message to the AWE Event Log upon error. In the Text box, 
enter the text or specify the variable to be written to the log. 

After Error Event 

Specifies what the step should do regarding execution directly after the error event occurs. 

• Stop task—Stops the task and initiates task level error handling. This is the default setting. 

• Continue to next step—Continues the task in spite of the step error. Use this option if the error 
is non-critical or if additional error handling steps are specified in a subsequent step. 

• Break Loop—Specifies that if the step is inside a loop, it should stop looping and go to the step 
(if any) following the End Loop. 

• Goto label—Goes to the specified label. The label must be created in and earlier step using the 
'Label' action. In the Label box, select the label. If the task has been saved, existing labels 
appear on the drop-down list. Labels can be viewed under the Labels tab of the Debug pane. 

• Goto step—Specifies that AWE should skip to another step in the task. In the Step box, specify 
the step number to go to. 
NOTE: Too many Goto instructions can produce extremely unmanageable tasks. It is usually 
better to create a separate task and use Start Task instead. 

Sending E-Mails with Workflows 
On the On Error tab of any AWE action, you can specify that an email be sent when the step encounters 
an error. AWE does not access the SMTP information defined in EFT. Instead, you must add the registry 
entry below to define the default mail server for AWE. 

For EFT v6.3 and later on a 32-bit computer: 
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Network Automation\Automate 8\TaskService] 
"SMTPServer"="mail.mydomain.com" 
"SMTPPort"=dword:00000019 
"SMTPUser"="" 
"SMTPPassword"="" 
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For EFT v6.3 and later on a 64-bit computer: 
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Network Automation\Automate 8\TaskService] 
"SMTPServer"="mail.mydomain.com" 
"SMTPPort"=dword:00000019 
"SMTPUser"="" 
"SMTPPassword"="" 

(For the registry value for earlier versions of EFT, refer to Knowledgebase article #10594, Could not send 
“On Error” email for AWE action default mail server not defined.) 

Step Error Handling 
AWE provides a variety of ways to automatically respond to errors in task steps. These errors can include 
files or windows not being found at runtime and other more subtle, unexpected conditions that can cause 
a step to fail. 

Step level error handling can be set in the properties dialog box of an action. Every action in the available 
actions library contains two special tabs related to error handling, Error Causes and On Error. 

The Error Causes properties allow selection of specific types of errors that will cause the step to fail. The 
default behavior is to monitor for all errors, however, the properties can be set in order for the step to 
ignore certain errors or only react to specific errors. 

The On Error tab is used to designate how AWE should respond to an error. The default behavior is that 
task execution stops in the immediate step that encounters the error, however, properties can be set to 
continue to the next step in spite of the error. An assortment of other on error options can be chosen as 
well (i.e. send email, play a sound, write to log, set variable, etc.). 

Error Causes Tab 

The Error Causes tab allows the task developer to determine what conditions AWE should consider an 
error for each step. During task execution, if one of these conditions is met, the specified actions in the 
On Error Tab are carried out. (Properties are illustrated below). 

• The following problems should cause this step to error—Allows selection of specific types of 
errors that will cause the step to fail. The default behavior is to monitor for all errors, however, the 
properties can be set in order for the step to ignore certain errors or only react to specific errors. 
The available options are: 

o All Problems—Any problem encountered during this steps execution will cause the 
instructions specified in the On Error tab to be carried out. 

o Selected Problems—A list of errors that the step can generate is displayed. Only the 
selected errors will cause the instructions specified in the On Error tab to be carried out. 
Non-selected errors are ignored. 

o All except Selected—The non-selected errors will cause the instructions specified in the 
On Error tab to be carried out. Selected errors are ignored. 

• Custom Problem Code—This allows a custom error code to be entered in case it does not 
appear in the list of errors. Variables can be used in this parameter. NOTE: Use AMError to 
determine specific information about an error. 

• Time-out and error after this period of time—When enabled, this parameter acts as a time-out 
value for the step. For example, if a SQL Query step is being executed and this value is set to 30 
seconds, if the query took longer than 30 seconds to complete, then the step would generate a 
time-out error and the instructions in the On Error tab would be carried out (disabled by default). 
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On Error Tab 

The On Error tab allows the task developer to determine what AWE should do if a particular step 
encounters an error as defined in the Error Causes tab (Properties are illustrated below). Three sections 
are provided in the On Error properties, each containing its own set of error procedures or actions. 

• If the step errors, carry out the following actions—If enabled, this allows the task developer to specify 
that the step should be retried a chosen number of times along with a chosen amount of time to wait 
between retries, before actually considering it a true step failure, at which case, the remainder of the 
error actions will be carried out. 

 
• Execute the following error actions—Allows a variety of error actions to be executed. Clicking the 

Add button opens the Error Action dialog box. 

o Start Task—Starts another task upon error. This action can be used to start a task to rectify the 
error. In the Task to start field, select the drop-down list of currently available set of tasks. 

o Set Variable—Sets the value of an existing variable. Can be used to set a variable with the return 
code. Select the variable in the Variable name box, and enter the value in the Variable value 
field. 

o Send E-mail—Sends an e-mail upon error. Useful way to alert the proper recipient(s) of the 
problem. The message will be populated with information about the specific error that occurred 
and other task information. In the To and From boxes, enter the recipient e-mail address and an 
e-mail address to be used in the From header. (Many SMTP mail servers require a valid From 
address.) 

o Play sound—Plays a specified sound file. In the Sound File box, click the Open Folder button 
and navigate to the sound file to be played. 

o Write to Windows Event Log—Writes the specified message to the Widows Event Log upon 
error. Writes error data to the Windows event log. In the Text box, enter the text to be written to 
the log. 

o Write to Log—Writes the specified message to the AWE Event Log upon error. In the Text box, 
enter the text or specify the variable to be written to the log. 

o After Error Event—Specifies what the step should do regarding execution directly after the error 
event occurs. 
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o Stop task—Stops the task and initiates task level error handling. This is the default setting. 

o Continue to next step—Continues the task in spite of the step error. You can use this option if 
the error is non-critical or if additional error handling steps are located below this step. 

o Break Loop—Specifies that if the step is inside a loop, it should stop looping and go to the step 
(if any) following the End Loop. 

o Goto label—Goes to the specified label. (the label must be created in and earlier step using the 
Label action.) In the Label box, select the label. If the task has been saved, existing labels appear 
on the drop-down list. 

o Goto step—Specifies that AWE should skip to another step in the task. In the Step box, specify 
the step number to go to. NOTE: Too many Goto instructions can produce extremely 
unmanageable tasks. It is usually better to create a separate task and use Start Task instead. 

Error Causes Tab 
The Error Causes properties allow you to modify how this step should behave upon the occurrence of an 
error. The default behavior is to monitor for the occurrence of all errors, however, these properties can be 
set in order for this step to ignore certain errors or only react to specific errors. It also allows you to set the 
length of time this step should be permitted to execute before causing a timeout error. If any Error 
Causes conditions are met during task execution, the procedures set under the On Error properties are 
carried out. 

NOTE: All Error Causes properties are optional entries. 

Can be used to ignore non-critical errors to allow task execution to proceed without interruption. Can also 
be used to set a timeout value for time-sensitive steps. 
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Property Type Default Markup Description 
The 
following 
problems 
should 
cause 
this step 
to error 

Text All 
Problems 

AM_ERRORS="18999,18998,20008" Allows you to select / de-
select specific errors that will 
cause this step to fail. 
The available options are: 

• All Problems 
(Default) - Any 
problem 
encountered during 
execution of this 
step will cause the 
instructions 
specified in the On 
Error properties to 
be carried out. 

• Selected Problems 
- Only the selected 
errors will cause the 
instructions 
specified in the On 
Error properties to 
be carried out. Non-
selected errors are 
ignored. 

• All except 
Selected - All non-
selected errors will 
cause the 
instructions 
specified in the On 
Error properties to 
be carried out. 
Selected errors are 
ignored. 

Custom 
problem 
codes 

Text (Empty) AM_ERRORS="18999,18998,20008" Allows a custom error code 
to be entered in case it does 
not appear in the list of 
errors. This parameter will 
adhere to the specifications 
set under the parameter 
labeled The following 
problems should cause 
this step to error. Variables 
can be used in this 
parameter. 
NOTE: Use AMError to 
determine specific 
information about an error. 
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Property Type Default Markup Description 
Timeout 
and error 
after this 
period of 
time 

Number (Empty) AM_TIMEOUT="20" 
AM_TIMEOUTSCALE="seconds" 

Allows you to set the total 
amount of time this step 
should be allowed to execute 
before generating a timeout 
error. For example, a SQL 
Query step is set to timeout 
after 30 seconds. If the query 
took longer than 30 seconds 
to complete, the step would 
generate a timeout error and 
the instructions set in the On 
Error properties would be 
carried out. This parameter 
is disabled by default. 

Using AMError 
When a task generates an error, it automatically creates a dataset called AMError. This dataset can be 
used within the task to determine specific characteristics about the error that occurred, including 
information such as error number, error description, step that generated the error, and other values. If a 
subtask fails, AMError values can be passed to the parent task. 

AMError is a standard dataset and can be used much like the datasets created by the SQL Query and 
Get E-Mail action. The fields of AMError can be used to examine properties of the specific error that failed 
the task.  

For example, using a 'Message Box' action with the Message to display parameter set to: 
%AmError.ErrorDesc% 

would display a message dialog during task execution returning a text description of the error. 

Every instance of AMError is populated with the following fields: 

Name Data 
Type 

Return Value 

AMError.ErrorDesc String Returns a description of the error. 

AMError.ErrorNumber String Returns the error number associated with the error text. 

AMError.IPAddress String Returns the Address of the computer which generated an error. 

AMError.ParentTaskName String Returns the name of the parent task (if the task that failed was a child 
or sub-task). 

AMError.StepNumber String Returns the step number that generated an error. 

AMError.StepText String Returns the step text in AML format. 

AMError.TaskName String Returns the name of the task that generated an error. 

AMError.TagLine String Returns the AML tagline of the step that failed with an error. 

Creating Tasks (Workflows) for Use in Event Rules 
Similar to Commands, tasks are used in Event Rules as Actions or triggers. When you create a task, the 
Advanced Workflow Engine creates a file with an extension of .aml and saves it in EFT's AWE folder (by 
default, C:\Program Files\GlobalSCAPE\EFT Server Enterprise\AWE). The filename is the name of the 
task, prepended with an underscore and the name of the Site. For example, if you create a task called 
FTP on a Site called Boston, the task's filename is Boston_FTP.aml. 
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When a new task is created, a message appears (prior to the Create a workflow dialog box) 
informing you that the Advanced Workflow module is an optional module and that the 30-day trial 
begins when the first task is created. 

To create a task 

1. In the EFT administration interface, connect to EFT and click the Server tab. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• On the main menu, click Configuration > New Workflow. 

• In the left pane, click the Advanced Workflow node. 

The Advanced Workflow pane appears. 

 
3. In the right pane, click New. The Create a Workflow dialog box appears. 

 
4. In the What do you want to call this workflow box, specify a name for the workflow. When you 

add the workflow to Event Rules, the name you specify here appears in the Rule. 

5. (Optional) Provide a description of the workflow, then click OK. The AWE interface appears. 

The tree in the left pane lists the steps that you can add to the task. The right pane displays the 
steps in the task. 

6. Double-click or drag items from the Available Actions list to the Steps pane to create your task. 
(Refer to these Examples.) 

7. Use the Run icon on the Debug toolbar to test the steps. You can run it all at once, run only a 
selected step, or a portion of the task starting with a step other than the first step. 

The Output tab displays the result of each step. For example: 
Executing line 5 
Starting Input Box with message "What is your name?" 
Creating message box "What is your name?" > 
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Populating variable "theUserName" 
Finished Input Box "What is your name?". 
The step was okay. 

8. After you have created your task, click Update and Close. The workflow appears in the 
Advanced Workflows node of the Site tree and is ready to be used in Event Rules. 

 
9. (Optional) In the Advanced Options area, specify the number of seconds after which to 

terminate the workflow if it fails to execute. The Terminate the process check box is selected by 
default. If you clear the check box, the process will run indefinitely, which is probably not the 
desired behavior. 

10. (Optional) Specify the level of debug logging in the Debug log level box, None, Minimal, 
Normal, or Verbose (None is the default). Click View log folder to view the CSV logs created by 
this workflow, saved in <installation_folder>\AWE\Temp. If you enable logging, you should 
manually delete the files after you're done with them or create a Scheduled event in EFT to delete 
them automatically. 

11. Click Apply to save changes on EFT. 

Your workflow is now ready to insert into an Event Rule. Refer to Using Advanced Workflows in Event 
Rules for more information. 

Using Advanced Workflows in Event Rules 
After you create Advanced Workflows, you can add them to Event Rules. AWE workflow names can 
appear in reports and logs. 

 

If a workflow that is used in an Event Rule is removed from the Advanced Workflows node, any 
Event Rule that includes that workflow will continue to execute, but will fail when trying to execute 
the deleted workflow (similar to Commands). 

To add a workflow to an Event Rule 

1. Create an Event Rule. 

2. In the Actions list, click Execute Advanced Workflow. The Action is added to the Rule. 

 
3. In the Rule pane, click the Advanced Workflow link. The Advanced Workflow dialog box 

appears. 
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4. The defined workflows appear in alphabetical order in the Choose a workflow to execute box. 

Click the down arrow and click a workflow. 

5. (Optional) When you create a new workflow, you can also create new variables. Alternatively, you 
can pass one or more custom parameters/variables to the Workflow "on the fly" in the Optional 
customer parameters area of the Advanced Workflow dialog box. When you click Add, the top 
row in the Name column becomes editable. Provide the name of the variable, then press TAB or 
click in the Value column and provide its value. The Value column can be a defined EFT variable, 
but the Name column cannot contain a defined EFT variable. For example, the Name field can be 
"any text" and the Value field can be "FS.PATH%". (The GUI translates the periods to 
underscores in variables that you type here.) AWE variable names are limited to 128 characters. 

• If you add a parameter and later decide you do not need it, click the row in the table, then 
click Remove. 

• To edit a custom parameter, just click it to make it editable and then type the changes. 

The Advanced Workflow link in the Rule pane updates with the name of the workflow. 

 
6. Add other Actions as needed, then click Apply to save the changes on the Server. 

Deleting Workflows in EFT 
You can delete the workflows that you no longer need and are not being used in Event Rules. 

 

If the workflow is used in an Event Rule and the workflow is deleted from the Advanced Workflow 
node, the Event Rule will fail when it attempts to execute the workflow. 

To delete workflows 

1. In the left pane, expand the Advanced Workflows node. 

2. Right-click the workflow you want to delete, then click Delete. The workflow is removed from the 
tree. 
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Examples 
The section below provides examples of how to define workflows in the AWE interface. 

Example Workflows 
The Advanced Workflow Engine comes with several sample workflows to demonstrate how to create a 
workflow. The comments in the workflow provide instructions. The sample files are stored in 
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\GlobalSCAPE\EFT Server Enterprise\AWE; 
On Windows 2008, Application Data files for all users are in a hidden folder named %systemroot%\ 
ProgramData instead of under Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data. When you create a 
Site, a copy of the sample file is saved prepended with the Site's name. For example, on Site "MySite," 
Sample - _README FIRST_.aml is saved as MySite_Sample - _README FIRST_.aml. 

To view the sample workflows 

1. In the EFT administration interface, connect to EFT and click the Server tab. 

2. In the left pane, expand the Site node for the Site that you want to configure, then click the 
Advanced Workflows node. The node expands to show the Sample Workflows. 

 
3. In the left pane, click a sample workflow. The right pane displays the properties of the selected 

workflow. 

4. Do one of the following to open the workflow in the Task Builder: 

• In the right pane, click Edit. 

• In the left pane, double-click the workflow. 
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5. View the comments in the Steps pane for instructions on how to configure the workflow. Use this 

guidance to create similar workflows. 

6. If you want to save your changes, do one of the following: 

• Click Update and Close. The .aml file is overwritten with your changes. 

• Click the Application Button  in the upper-left corner, then click Save Copy As to 
create a new copy of the workflow. 

• Copy and paste the steps from one workflow into another. 

If you have accidentally overwritten a sample workflow and you want to revert to the Site's version of the 
sample file, you can copy the original in and save it with the Site's name, as described above. You can 
also create an Event Rule to periodically back up the folder that contains your custom workflow. 
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Example: Downloading Files from a Remote Server 
The following workflow will download files from a folder on a remote FTP server and send an e-mail that 
they were downloaded. 

To move a file 

1. In the EFT administration interface, connect to EFT and click the Server tab. 

2. In the left pane, expand the Site node for the Site that you want to configure, then click the 
Advanced Workflows node. 

3. In the left pane, click the Advanced Workflows node. The right pane displays details of defined 
workflows. 

 
4. In the right pane, click New. The Create a Workflow dialog box appears. 

 
5. In the What do you want to call this workflow box, specify a name for the workflow. When you 

add the workflow to Event Rules, the name you specify here appears in the Rule. 

6. (Optional) Provide a description of the workflow, then click OK. The interface appears. 

7. The tree in the left pane lists the steps that you can add to the workflow. The right pane displays 
the steps in the workflow. In the Available Actions tree, expand the Network and FTP nodes. 
The list of FTP Actions appears. 
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8. Drag the FTP Log on Action to the steps pane. The FTP Log On dialog box appears. 

9. Provide the connection information, then click OK. (If you need a certificate and/or connection 
through a proxy, specify that information also.) 

10. Drag FTP Advanced to the steps pane. The FTP Advanced dialog box appears. 

11. Specify any required FTP server commands and parameters, then click OK. 

12. Drag FTP Download to the steps pane. The FTP Download dialog box appears. 

13. In the Remote File box, specify the file to download. For example, to download all files, type *.  

• Click the Expression Builder icon  to define an expression. 

• Click the open icon  to open the FTP Browser dialog box. In the FTP Browser 
dialog box, you can connect to the FTP Server and view the file list, which will allow you 
to specify a particular directory, as well as verify that your connection information is 
correct. 
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14. In the Local Files box, specify the destination at which to save the files. (EFT must have 

permission to write to the folder.) If you type a folder that does not exist, EFT will create it. 

15. Click OK to close the FTP Download dialog box. 

16. Drag Send E-mail to the steps pane. The Send E-Mail dialog box appears. 

17. Define the To, From (on the Advanced tab), Subject, and Body of the e-mail, then click OK. 

18. Click Update and Close to save the workflow. The workflow is now ready to be used in Event 
Rules. For example, you could create a Timer Rule and add this workflow as an Action to 
download all of the files from a specific folder on an FTP Server every day at 8 a.m., and send an 
e-mail notification that the files were downloaded. 

Example: Archiving Files 
This example describes how to create an Advanced Workflow that zips a group of documents together 
into one file and places it onto a shared drive. The Advanced Workflow can then be inserted into an Event 
Rule to execute the workflow on a regular schedule. 

To define the workflow and insert it into an Event Rule 

1. Open the AWE interface. 

2. Drag the Compress Files action to the right pane. The Compress Files dialog box appears. 

3. First, select the files you want to zip. 

• To zip just one file, click the open folder button to the right of the Files to compress box. 
Browse to your My Documents folder, select a document, then click OK. The full path to 
that document appears in the Files to compress box. 

• To zip multiple files you need to use a wildcard. A wildcard character causes the Server 
to use any file that matches a mask, replacing an asterisk with any characters required to 
make the file match. In this example, we want to match any file that ends with .doc or a 
.txt in our My Documents folder. Start by highlighting all the text that appears after the 
path to My Documents. In the Files to compress box, type *.doc, and then *.txt. 
(The asterisk means to match any filename, in this case ending in .doc or .txt.) 
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4. Next, specify where to place the zip file, and what to name it. In this example, call it 
archive.zip, and place it in your My Documents folder. Click the open folder icon to the right of 
the Destination file box, and browse to My Documents. 

 
5. In the File name box, type archive.zip, then click Open. Your Compress Files dialog box 

should now look like this: 

6. Select the text in the Files to compress box, right-click the selection, then click Copy. Copy 
places the full path to the zip file on the clipboard so that you can use it in the next step. Click OK 
to save the Compress Files step. 

When the workflow runs, the Server zips the specified documents into a zip file named 
archives.zip. Now we need to move it from our My Documents folder and onto the shared drive. 

7. In the Available Actions tree, expand the File node, then drag the Move File action to the right 
pane. The Move File dialog box appears. 

8. In the Move Files dialog box, you need to specify which file should be moved, and where to 
move it. Right-click in the Source box, then click Paste. The path to archive.zip appears. 

9. In the Destination box, browse to or type the shared drive location (be sure that the Server has 
write permission to the location) and type what you want to name the file that you are moving, in 
this case, archive.zip. (You can have it renamed it in the Destination, if you want.) 

10. Those two simple steps will compress all of the files in your My Documents folder into a .zip file, 
and then copy the zip file to the shared drive. The workflow is complete, but now you have to 
insert the workflow into an Event Rule. 

11. Click Update And Close to save your changes and close the interface. The workflow appears in 
the Advanced Workflows node and in the right pane. 
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12. (Optional) In the Advanced Options area, select the Terminate the process check box and 

specify the number of seconds after which to terminate the workflow if it fails to execute. 

13. (Optional) Specify the level of debug logging in the Debug log level box, None, Minimal, 
Normal, or Verbose (None is the default). 

• When you are logged in to the Server computer, you can click View log folder to view 
the logs created by this workflow. 

14. Finally, create the Scheduler (Timer) Rule in the EFT administration interface to execute the 
workflow on a schedule. The completed Event Rule should look similar to the illustration below. 

 

Excel Actions Example 
This example demonstrates the use of various Excel actions: 

<AMEXCELCREATEWORKBOOK WORKBOOK="c:\sampledoc.xls" OVERWRITE="YES" /> 
<AMEXCELADDWORKSHEET WORKSHEETNAME="My New Sheet" LASTWORKSHEET="YES" /> 
<AMEXCELACTIVATEWORKSHEET WORKSHEET="My New Sheet" /> 
<AMEXCELSETCELL NEWVALUE="Set this data here" CELLROW="1" CELLCOLUMN="1" /> 
<AMPAUSE ACTION="waitfor" SCALAR="3" /> 
<AMEXCELSETCELL NEWVALUE="and this here" CELLROW="2" CELLCOLUMN="1" /> 
<AMPAUSE ACTION="waitfor" SCALAR="3" /> 
<AMEXCELCLOSEWORKBOOK SAVE="NO" /> 

Below is a description of each step of the task, including the action used and details about that action: 

1. Create Workbook Action - Create new Excel workbook "C:\Temp\sampledoc.xls". Overwrite file if 
it already exists. 

2. Add Worksheet Action - Add new Excel worksheet "My New Sheet" to workbook open in session 
"ExcelSess1". New worksheet will be the last one of the workbook. 

3. Activate Worksheet Action - Activate Excel worksheet "My New Sheet" in workbook open in 
session "ExcelSess1". 

4. Set Cell Action - Write text "Set this data here" in Excel cell located at row:1 and column:1. 
5. Pause Task Action - Pause task for 3 seconds. 
6. Set Cell Action - Write text "and this here" in Excel cell located at row:2 and column:1. 
7. Pause Task Action - Pause task for 3 seconds. 
8. Close Workbook Action - Close Excel workbook. Do not save workbook before closing. 
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Actions 

Available Actions 
AWE provides an incredibly easy-to-use, intuitive interface for developing automation applications. The 
basic building blocks are called actions, which are plain-English, drag-and-drop, fill-in-the-blank dialog 
boxes you can use to build AWE tasks. Actions enable the development of sophisticated automation 
processes, and eliminate the need for code. You could think of them as the steps that do the actual work 
of a task. You can drag-and-drop actions in the Task Builder to build a series of AWE steps that 
collectively make up the task. You can view all available actions in the Task Builder's Available Actions 
pane, categorized into folders. You build a task by dragging actions from the Available Actions pane into 
the Steps pane of the Task Builder. For more information, see Adding Task Steps. 

AWE's pre-built actions include starting applications, sending keystrokes, clicking controls, uploading 
files, and much more. These actions can be further expanded by the use of variables, constants, and 
expressions. 

AWE Actions are organized in groups (or categories) to facilitate the development process: 

Action Group Description 

Active Directory Allows automation of common Active Directory operations. 

Advanced Allows you to edit the computer registry, event logging, and the addition of VB script to a 
task. 

AutoMate These actions allow for control of task execution within the scope of a task. For example, 
a subtask could be started within the scope of the main task. 

Compression Allow for automatic compression/decompression of files using commonly-used formats. 

Cryptography Provides encryption automation to secure files before they are transported. 

Database Enable the execution of SQL queries and stored procedures on any ODBC database. 
Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, mySQL, and more are supported. 

Excel Allow for automation of data input and retrieval from Microsoft Excel spreadsheets and 
templates. 

File File actions enable automation of file and folder commands such as copy, move, rename, 
delete, etc. These actions also allow data to be read from and written to files. 

Flow Flow actions enable complex decision making based on variable data in the context of a 
task. 

Loop Provide the ability to loop through data sets, files, processes, lists, and more for dynamic 
automation. 

Network Network actions enable drive mapping and the sending of network messages. 

Security Security actions allow for user authentication in the context of a task. 

Session Session actions enable automatic shutdown, startup, logging off, locking of workstations 
and servers. 

SNMP Allow for automatic processing of SNMP (simple network messaging protocol) events 
that occur on the network. 

System System actions enable execution and termination of executables, as well as printer and 
display control. 

Terminal Enable automation of all terminal emulation and Telnet processes. 
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Action Group Description 

Text Text actions enable the manipulation and parsing of textual data. 

Timer Used to gauge the execution time between selected steps. 

Variables Provide the ability to create and perform complex programming elements such as 
creating and running variables and datasets. 

Wait Wait actions provide the ability to pause task execution until a specified system event 
(e.g., the appearance of a file) transpires. 

Window Window actions enable interaction with and control of windows. 

XML Allows XML parsing and manipulation. 

The sections below describe each action and how to use it. 

Active Directory Actions 
• Active Directory Object to Dataset 

• Create Active Directory Group  

• Create Active Directory Object 

• Create Active Directory User  

• Delete Active Directory Object  

• Get Active Directory Group Members  

• Get Active Directory Object Path  

• Get Active Directory Object Property  

• If Active Directory Object Exists  

• List Active Directory Object Paths  

• Modify Active Directory Group  

• Modify Active Directory User  

• Move Active Directory Object  

• Rename Active Directory Object  

• Set Active Directory Object Property 

• Active Directory Actions 
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Active Directory Object to Dataset 
Creates a dataset that contains all the properties of the specified Active Directory object (i.e. user, group, computer, etc.). Each property of the 
object becomes a column of the dataset, with the first row containing the property value. A Loop Dataset action can be used in subsequent steps 
to loop through the properties. Used to retrieve the properties of a specific Active Directory object. 

Declaration 
<AMCREATEADPROPERTYDATASET LDAPPATH="text" USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="text" RESULTDATASET="text" /> 

See Also 

AD Object to Dataset, Create AD Group, Create AD Object, Create AD User, Delete AD Object, Get AD Group Members, Get AD Object Path, 
Get AD Object Property, If AD Object Exists, List AD Object Paths, Modify AD Group, Modify AD User, Move AD Object, Rename AD Object, Set 
AD Object Property, About Datasets 

 

To properly use AWE's Active Directory actions, you should have a basic understanding of Active Directory and related components (e.g., 
domain controllers, trust relationships, forests, OUs, LDAPs, etc.) Also, to ensure that these actions function appropriately, the target 
system must be part of a domain. 

General Tab 

Parameter Type Required Default Markup Description 

LDAP Path Text Yes (Empty) LDAPPATH= 
LDAP://DC=netauto,DC=com" 

The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) path of the 
Active Directory object to retrieve. LDAP is an application 
protocol for querying and modifying data of directory services 
implemented in IP networks. 
Click Select Object to launch a standard Windows Active 
Directory dialog box that allows for the selection an Active 
Directory object. 
Click Select Container to select the parent container from the 
domain from which to select an Active Directory object. 

Create and 
populate 
dataset 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="theDataset" The name of the dataset to be created that will be populated 
with the Active Directory object's Property Name and Property 
Value. More on the field names that this dataset creates can be 
found below. 

This action creates and populates a dataset with the following fields (rows): 

Name Type Return Value 
theDataset.PropertyName Number Returns the Active Directory Object's Property Name. 

theDataset.PropertyValue Number Returns the Active Directory Object's Property Value. 
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Credentials Tab 

Parameter Type Required Default Markup Description 

Username Text No (Empty) USERNAME="username" The username of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank to use the 
logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory information, 
then any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain Administrator is 
required in order to modify an Active Directory user or group. We 
recommend using the credentials of a Domain Administrator for all 
Active Directory actions. 

Password Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="encrypted" The password of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to 
use the logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory 
information, then any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain 
Administrator is required in order to modify an Active Directory user or 
group. We recommend using the credentials of a Domain 
Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 
Error Causes properties  
On Error properties 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent sign % next to 
the field or pressing F2. 

Variables 
Expressions 
The expression builder 

Create Active Directory Group 
Creates a new Active Directory Group in the specified parent container. Groups are Active Directory (or local computer) objects that can contain 
users, contacts, computers, and other groups that can be managed as a single unit. Often used to create an Active Directory Group in which to 
add group members to. Users and computers that belong to a particular group are referred to as group members. 
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Declaration 
<CREATEADGROUP LDAPPATH="text" USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="text" GROUP="text" DISPLAYNAME="text" DESCRIPTION="text" 
GROUPTYPE="text(options)" GROUPSCOPE=""text(options)" /> 

Example 
Create an Active Directory group of type "SECURITY" by the name of "administrator". The path of the new group's parent is "LDAP://servername.com". 

<CREATEADGROUP LDAPPATH="LDAP://servername.com" USERNAME="administrator" PASSWORD="AM2LRnogx3fFdk=aME" 
GROUP="administrator" DISPLAYNAME="mycompany" DESCRIPTION="Local Security" GROUPTYPE="SECURITY" 
GROUPSCOPE="DOMAINLOCAL" /> 

See Also 
AD Object to Dataset, Create AD Object, Create AD User, Delete AD Object, Get AD Group Members, Get AD Object Path, Get AD Object Property, If AD Object 
Exists, List AD Object Paths, Modify AD Group, Modify AD User, Move AD Object, Rename AD Object, Set AD Object Property 

 

To properly use AWE's Active Directory actions, you should have a basic understanding of Active Directory and related components (e.g., 
domain controllers, trust relationships, forests, OUs, LDAPs, etc.) Also, to ensure that these actions function appropriately, the target 
system must be part of a domain. 

General Tab 

Property Type Require
d 

Default Markup Description 

Parent 
Path 

Text Yes (Empty) LDAPPATH= 
"LDAP://DC=netauto,D
C=com" 

The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) path of the 
parent Active Directory container. This is usually the top most 
container or rootDSE path, the root of the directory data tree on a 
directory server. 
Click Select Container to launch a standard Windows Active 
Directory dialog box that allows for the selection an Active 
Directory container. 

Name Text Yes (Empty) GROUP="Group1" The name of the Active Directory group to be created. 

Display 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) DISPLAYNAME="Deve
lopers" 

The display name of the Active Directory group to be created. 

Descripti
on 

Text Yes (Empty) DESCRIPTION= 
"Automate Developers" 

A description of the Active Directory group to be created. 
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Property Type Require
d 

Default Markup Description 

Group 
Type 

Text 
(Option

s) 

No Security GROUPTYPE="Distrib
ution" 

The type of Active Directory group to be created. Sending an e-
mail message to a group sends the message to all members of the 
group. The available options are: 

• Security - Security groups allow you to manage user and 
computer access to shared resources. You can also 
control who receives group policy settings. This simplifies 
administration by allowing you to set permissions once on 
multiple computers, then to change the membership of 
the group as your needs change. The change in group 
membership automatically takes effect everywhere. You 
can also use these groups as e-mail distribution lists. 

• Distribution - Distribution groups are intended to be used 
solely as email distribution lists. These lists are for use 
with email applications such as Microsoft Exchange or 
Outlook. You can add and remove contacts from the list 
so that they will or will not receive email sent to the 
distribution group. You can't use distribution groups to 
assign permissions on any objects, and you can't use 
them to filter group policy settings. 
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Property Type Require
d 

Default Markup Description 

Group 
Scope 

Text 
(Option

s) 

No Domainlocal GROUPSCOPE="Glob
al" 

The scope of the Active Directory group to be created. Group 
scopes normally describe which type of users should be clubbed 
together in a way which is easy for their administration. The 
available options are: 

• Domain Local Group - Use this scope to grant 
permissions to domain resources that are located in the 
same domain in which you created the domain local 
group. Domain local groups can exist in all mixed, native 
and interim functional level of domains and forests. 
Domain local group memberships are not limited as you 
can add members as user accounts, universal and global 
groups from any domain. 

• Global Group - Users with similar function can be 
grouped under global scope and can be given permission 
to access a resource (like a printer or shared folder and 
files) available in local or another domain in same forest. 
In other words, Global groups can be used to grant 
permissions to gain access to resources which are 
located in any domain but in a single forest as their 
memberships are limited. 

• Universal Group Scope: (This option is available only 
when Distribution is selected in the Group Type 
parameter). These groups are precisely used for e-mail 
distribution and can be granted access to resources in all 
trusted domain as these groups can only be used as a 
security principal (security group type) in a windows 2000 
native or windows server 2003 domain functional level 
domain. 

Credentials Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Username Text No (Empty) USERNAME="username" The username of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to 
use the logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory 
information, then any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain 
Administrator is required in order to modify an Active Directory user or 
group. We recommend using the credentials of a Domain 
Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Password Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="password" The password of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to 
use the logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory 
information, then any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain 
Administrator is required in order to modify an Active Directory user or 
group. We recommend using the credentials of a Domain 
Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Causes properties 

On Error properties 

Expressions, Variables and Functions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions such as variables, functions or extended functions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression 
in percentage signs (example: %FileDateTime(myVar)% or %myVar%, % Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open 
Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent (%) sign or by pressing F2. 

Expressions 

Variables 

Function 

Extended functions 

The expression builder 

 

Create Active Directory Object 
Creates an Active Directory object of the specified type and name (i.e. computer, organizational unit). Commonly used to initially create a new 
Active Directory OU (Organizational Unit), a container into which one can place objects such as users, groups, computers or other organizational 
units with the use of subsequent Active Directory actions. 
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Declaration 
<AMCREATEADOBJECT LDAPPATH="text" USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="text" ADOBJECT="text(options)" OBJECTNAME="text" /> 

Example 

Create an Active Directory COMPUTER object with the name of "serverprinter" (full path is "LDAP://servername.com"). 
<AMCREATEADOBJECT LDAPPATH="LDAP://servername.com" USERNAME="Dave" PASSWORD="AM2LRnogx3fFdk=aME" ADOBJECT="COMPUTER" 
OBJECTNAME="serverprinter" /> 

See Also  

AD Object to Dataset, Create AD Group, Create AD User, Delete AD Object, Get AD Group Members, Get AD Object Path, Get AD Object 
Property, If AD Object Exists, List AD Object Paths, Modify AD Group, Modify AD User, Move AD Object, Rename AD Object, Set AD Object 
Property 

 

To properly use AWE's Active Directory actions, you should have a basic understanding of Active Directory and related components (e.g., 
domain controllers, trust relationships, forests, OUs, LDAPs, etc.) Also, to ensure that these actions function appropriately, the target 
system must be part of a domain. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Parent 
Path 

Text Yes (Empty) LDAPPATH= 
"LDAP://DC=netauto,DC=com" 

The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) 
path of the parent Active Directory container. This is 
usually the top most container or rootDSE path, the 
root of the directory data tree on a directory server. 
Click Select Container to launch a standard 
Windows Active Directory dialog box that allows for 
the selection an Active Directory container. 

Type Text 
(Options) 

Yes OrganizationalUnit ADOBJECT="Computer" The Active Directory Object Type to create. The 
available options are: 

• Computer 
• Organizational Unit (default) 

Name Text Yes (Empty) OBJECTNAME="serverprinter" The name of the Active Directory object to create. 
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Credentials Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Username Text No (Empty) USERNAME="username" Specifies the username of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to 
use the logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory 
information, then any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain 
Administrator is required in order to modify an Active Directory user or 
group. We recommend using the credentials of a Domain 
Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 

Password Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="password" Specifies the password of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to 
use the logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory 
information, then any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain 
Administrator is required in order to modify an Active Directory user or 
group. We recommend using the credentials of a Domain 
Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Causes properties 

On Error properties 

Expressions, Variables and Functions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions such as variables, functions or extended functions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression 
in percentage signs (example: %FileDateTime(myVar)% or %myVar%, % Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open 
Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent sign (%) or by pressing F2. 

Expressions 

Variables 

Function 

Extended functions 

The expression builder 
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Create Active Directory User 
Creates a new user at the specified Active Directory location. Commonly used to automate the normally tedious process of creating new Active 
Directory users. Use the Create Active Directory Group action to create a group in which to add users to. 

Declaration 
<CREATEADUSER LDAPPATH="text" FIRSTNAME="text" INITIALS="text" LASTNAME="text" FULLNAME="text" USER="text" 
PREWINDOWLOGONUSERNAME="text" NEWPASSWORD="text" EMAIL="text" MUSTCHANGEPASSWORD="Yes/No" /> 

Example 

Create user "PParker" (full name: Peter Parker) at location "LDAP://mycompanyserver.com". 
<CREATEADUSER LDAPPATH="LDAP://mycompanyserver.com" FIRSTNAME="Peter" INITIALS="S" LASTNAME="Parker" FULLNAME="Peter 
S. Parker" USER="PParker" PREWINDOWLOGONUSERNAME="PParker" NEWPASSWORD="AM2KhmMg3vfZtsoGZuDe99x2z8Z6IMd3xXZaME" 
EMAIL="PParker@mycompany.com" MUSTCHANGEPASSWORD="YES" USERNAME="username" 
PASSWORD="AM2LRmbg3zfZtstGZuDfN9m20wZ6IMd3xXbaME" /> 

See Also 

AD Object to Dataset, Create AD Group, Create AD Object, Delete AD Object, Get AD Group Members, Get AD Object Path, Get AD Object 
Property, If AD Object Exists, List AD Object Paths, Modify AD Group, Modify AD User, Move AD Object, Rename AD Object, Set AD Object 
Property 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Parent 
Path 

Text Yes (Empty) LDAPPATH= 
"LDAP://DC=netauto,DC=com" 

The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) path of the parent 
Active Directory container. This is usually the top most container or 
rootDSE path, the root of the directory data tree on a directory server. 
Click Select Container to launch a standard Windows Active 
Directory dialog box that allows for the selection an Active Directory 
container. 

First 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) FIRSTNAME="Mike" The first name of the Active Directory user to be created. 

Initials Text No (Empty) INITIALS="R" The initials of the Active Directory user to be created. 

Last 
Name 

Text No (Empty) LASTNAME="Rogers" The last name of the Active Directory user to be created. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Full 
Name 

Text Yes First 
Name, 
Initial & 

Last Name 
property 

combined 

FULLNAME="Mike R. Rogers The full name of the Active Directory user to be created. 
This property defaults to the data entered in the First Name, Initial 
and Last Name parameters combined. 

Login Details Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
User 
Logon 
Name 
(@domain 
is 
allowed) 

Text Yes (Empty) USER="MRogers@netauto.com" The logon name of the Active Directory user to be 
created. 

User 
Logon 
Name 
(Pre-
Windows 
2000) 

Text Yes (Empty) PREWINDOWLOGONUSERNAME="MRogers" The Pre-Windows 2000 logon name of the Active 
Directory user to be created. This defaults to the data 
entered in the User Logon Name (@domain is 
allowed) property minus the @domain parameter (if 
applicable). 

Password Text Yes (Empty) NEWPASSWORD="password" The logon password of the Active Directory user to be 
created. 

E-mail Text No (Empty) EMAIL="mike@netauto.com" The e-mail address of the Active Directory user to be 
created. 

User must 
change 
password 
at next 
login 

Yes/No No No MUSTCHANGEPASSWORD="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the user must modify 
his/her password at next login session. If set to NO, 
the user must use the password specified in the 
Password parameter. The default value is NO. 

User 
cannot 
change 
password 

Yes/No No No USERCANNOTCHANGEPASSWORD="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the user cannot change 
the assigned password. The default value is NO. This 
parameter is available only if the User must change 
password at next login parameter is set to NO. 

Password 
never 
expires 

Yes/No No No PASSWORDNEVEREXPIRES="YES" If set to YES, indicates that the assigned password 
never expires. The default value is NO. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Account is 
disabled 

Yes/No No No DISABLEACCOUNT="YES" If set to YES, indicates that the account to be created 
is in a disabled state. The default value is NO. 

Credentials Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Username Text No (Empty) USERNAME="username" The username of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to use 
the logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory 
information, then any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain 
Administrator is required in order to modify an Active Directory user or 
group. We recommend using the credentials of a Domain Administrator 
for all Active Directory actions. 

Password Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="password" The password of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to use 
the logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory 
information, then any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain 
Administrator is required in order to modify an Active Directory user or 
group. We recommend using the credentials of a Domain Administrator 
for all Active Directory actions. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 
Error Causes properties 
On Error properties 

Expressions, Variables and Functions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions such as variables, functions or extended functions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression 
in percentage signs (example: %FileDateTime(myVar)% or %myVar%, % Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open 
Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent sign (%) or by pressing F2. 

Expressions 
Variables 
Function 
Extended functions 
The expression builder  
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Delete Active Directory Object 
Deletes an explicit Active Directory object (i.e. user, computer, printer, etc.) at the specified path. Generally used to delete an Active Directory 
object that's no longer needed or used, such a user that no longer works for the company or a printer that is no longer in service. 

Declaration 
<AMDELETEADOBJECT LDAPPATH="text" USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="text" /> 

Example 

Delete Active Directory object "LDAP://mycompany.com/CN=Guest,CN=Users,DC=mycompany,DC=com". 
<AMDELETEADOBJECT LDAPPATH="LDAP://mycompany.com/CN=Guest,CN=Users,DC=mycompany,DC=com" USERNAME="administrator" 
PASSWORD="AM2PBnogx3fFdk=aME" /> 

See Also 

AD Object to Dataset, Create AD Group, Create AD Object, Create AD User, Get AD Group Members, Get AD Object Path, Get AD Object 
Property, If AD Object Exists, List AD Object Paths, Modify AD Group, Modify AD User, Move AD Object, Rename AD Object, Set AD Object 
Property 

 

To properly use AWE's Active Directory actions, you should have a basic understanding of Active Directory and related components (e.g., 
domain controllers, trust relationships, forests, OUs, LDAPs, etc.) Also, to ensure that these actions function appropriately, the target 
system must be part of a domain. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Parent 
Path 

Text Yes (Empty) LDAPPATH= 
"LDAP://DC=netauto,DC=com" 

The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) path of the parent 
Active Directory container to delete. This is usually the top most 
container or rootDSE path, the root of the directory data tree on a 
directory server. 
Click Select Container to launch a standard Windows Active Directory 
dialog box that allows for the selection an Active Directory container. 
Click Select Object to launch a standard Windows Active Directory 
dialog box that allows for the selection of an Active Directory object (i.e. 
user, computer, printer, etc.) to delete. 
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Credentials Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Username Text No (Empty) USERNAME="username" Specifies the username of the Active Directory user. 

NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to use the 
logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory information, then 
any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain Administrator is required in 
order to modify an Active Directory user or group. We recommend using the 
credentials of a Domain Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 

Password Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="encrypted" Specifies the password of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to use the 
logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory information, then 
any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain Administrator is required in 
order to modify an Active Directory user or group. We recommend using the 
credentials of a Domain Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Causes properties 

On Error properties 

Expressions, Variables and Functions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions such as variables, functions or extended functions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression 
in percentage signs (example: %FileDateTime(myVar)% or %myVar%, % Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open 
Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent sign (%) or by pressing F2. 

Expressions 

Variables 

Function 

Extended functions 

The expression builder 
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Get Active Directory Group Members 
Allows an administrator to retrieve and view all members of a particular Active Directory Group. Along with a Loop Dataset action, subsequent 
Active Directory actions can be performed to rename, modify, or delete one or more members.  

This action creates and populates a dataset with the following fields (assuming the dataset name is theDataset): 

Name Type Return Value 
theDataset.MemberName Text Returns the Active Directory group member's username. 

theDataset.LDAPPath Date Returns the Active Directory group member's LDAP path. 

Declaration 
<AMGETGROUPMEMBERS GROUP="LDAP://OU=TestCases,DC=networkautomation,DC=com" RESULTDATASET="datasetName" 
USERNAME="userName" PASSWORD="AM18cWtIJAA3Cw=aME" /> 

Example 

Get Members of Active Directory Group "LDAP://OU=TestCases,DC=mycompany,DC=com" and populate AWE Dataset "theGroupMembers". 
<AMGETGROUPMEMBERS GROUP="LDAP://OU=TestCases,DC=mycompany,DC=com" RESULTDATASET="theGroupMembers" 
USERNAME="userName" PASSWORD="AM2PBnogx3fFdk=aME" /> 

See Also 

AD Object to Dataset, Create AD Group, Create AD Object, Create AD User, Delete AD Object, Get AD Object Path, Get AD Object Property, If 
AD Object Exists, List AD Object Paths, Modify AD Group, Modify AD User, Move AD Object, Rename AD Object, Set AD Object Property 

Retrieves all members of a specific Active Directory Group and populates a dataset with the results. 

 

To properly use AWE's Active Directory actions, you should have a basic understanding of Active Directory and related components (e.g., 
domain controllers, trust relationships, forests, OUs, LDAPs, etc.) Also, to ensure that these actions function appropriately, the target 
system must be part of a domain. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Parent 
Path 

Text Yes (Empty) LDAPPATH= 
"LDAP://DC=netauto,DC=com" 

The LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) path of the parent 
Active Directory container. This is usually the top most container or 
rootDSE path, the root of the directory data tree on a directory 
server. 
Click Select Container to launch a standard Windows Active 
Directory dialog box that allows for the selection an Active Directory 
container. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Populate 
dataset 
with group 
members 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="myDataset" The name of the dataset in which to populate the members of the 
chosen Active Directory group. More details regarding the fields that 
this dataset creates is entered below. 

Credentials Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Username Text No (Empty) USERNAME="username" Specifies the username of the Active Directory user. 

NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to use the 
logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory information, then 
any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain Administrator is required in 
order to modify an Active Directory user or group. We recommend using the 
credentials of a Domain Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 

Password Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="password" Specifies the password of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to use the 
logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory information, then 
any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain Administrator is required in 
order to modify an Active Directory user or group. We recommend using the 
credentials of a Domain Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step when it appears in the Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

More about error causes 

On Error properties 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 
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Get Active Directory Object Path 
Populates a variable with the LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) path of the specified Active Directory object (i.e. user, computer, OU, 
etc.). Gets the path of a specific Active Directory object. The path can be specified in subsequent Active Directory operations. 

Declaration 
<AMGETADOBJECT LDAPPATH="text" ADOBJECT="text [options]" OBJECTNAME="text" RESULTVARIABLE="text" USERNAME="text" 
PASSWORD="text"/> 

Example 

Get the path of the USER Active Directory object with the name of "G*" and store it in variable "ObjectPath". 
<AMGETADOBJECT LDAPPATH="LDAP://OU=My Company Employees,DC=mycompany,DC=com" ADOBJECT="USER" OBJECTNAME="G*" 
RESULTVARIABLE="ObjectPath" /> 

See Also 

AD Object to Dataset, Create AD Group, Create AD Object, Create AD User, Delete AD Object, Get AD Group Members, Get AD Object Property, 
If AD Object Exists, List AD Object Paths, Modify AD Group, Modify AD User, Move AD Object, Rename AD Object, Set AD Object Property 

 

To properly use AWE's Active Directory actions, you should have a basic understanding of Active Directory and related components (e.g., 
domain controllers, trust relationships, forests, OUs, LDAPs, etc.) Also, to ensure that these actions function appropriately, the target 
system must be part of a domain. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Parent 
Path 

Text Yes (Empty) LDAPPATH= 
"LDAP://DC=netauto,DC=com" 

The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) path of the 
parent Active Directory container. This is usually the top most 
container or rootDSE path; the root of the directory data tree on a 
directory server. Click Select Container to launch a standard 
Windows Active Directory dialog that allows for the selection an 
Active Directory container. 

Name Text Yes (Empty) OBJECTNAME="Scott" The name of the Active Directory object in which to retrieve the 
path from. Wildcards such as * and ? can be used to filter the 
name. For example, entering S* will filter all Active Directory object 
names starting with the letter S. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Type Text 

(Options) 
Yes User ADOBJECT="GROUP" The Active Directory object type in which to retrieve the path from. 

The available options are: 

• User (default) 

• Computer 

• Group 

• Organization Unit 

• Printer 

Populate 
variable 
with path 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="varname" Indicates the variable to be populated with the first object's LDAP 
path found in the Active Directory matching the name. 

Credentials Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Username Text No (Empty) USERNAME="username" Specifies the username of the Active Directory user. 

NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to use the 
logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory information, then 
any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain Administrator is required in 
order to modify an Active Directory user or group. We recommend using the 
credentials of a Domain Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 

Password Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="password" Specifies the password of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to use the 
logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory information, then 
any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain Administrator is required in 
order to modify an Active Directory user or group. We recommend using the 
credentials of a Domain Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

More on setting custom step description 

Error Causes properties 

On Error properties 
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Expressions, Variables and Functions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions such as variables, functions or extended functions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression 
in percentage signs (example: %FileDateTime(myVar)% or %myVar%, % Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open 
Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent sign (%) or by pressing F2. 

Expressions 

Variables 

Function 

Extended functions 

The Expression Builder 

Get Active Directory Object Property 
Retrieves and populates a variable with the value of the specified property of the requested Active Directory object at the provided path. Gets the 
property of a specific Active Directory object. The property can be specified in subsequent Active Directory operations. 

Declaration  
<AMGETADPROPERTY LDAPPATH="text" PROPERTYNAME="text" RESULTVARIABLE="text" USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="text"/> 

Example 

Get Active Directory object property "givenName" and populate variable "PropertyValue" with its value. The object's path is 
"LDAP://mycompanyname.com/CN=Robin Hood,OU=Development,OU=My Company, Inc. Employees,DC=networkautomation,DC=com". 

<AMGETADPROPERTY LDAPPATH="LDAP://mycompanyname.com/CN=Robin Hood,OU=Development,OU=My Company, Inc. 
Employees,DC=networkautomation,DC=com" USERNAME="username" PASSWORD="AM2PBmJg27fZts7GZqDct982ygZ6IMd3xXZaME" 
PROPERTYNAME="givenName" RESULTVARIABLE="PropertyValue" /> 

See Also 

AD Object to Dataset, Create AD Group, Create AD Object, Create AD User, Delete AD Object, Get AD Group Members, Get AD Object Path, If 
AD Object Exists, List AD Object Paths, Modify AD Group, Modify AD User, Move AD Object, Rename AD Object, Set AD Object Property 

 

To properly use AWE's Active Directory actions, you should have a basic understanding of Active Directory and related components (e.g., 
domain controllers, trust relationships, forests, OUs, LDAPs, etc.) Also, to ensure that these actions function appropriately, the target 
system must be part of a domain. 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Path Text Yes (Empty) LDAPPATH= 

"LDAP://DC=netauto,DC=com" 
Specifies the LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) path of 
the Active Directory object to retrieve the property from. 
Click Select Object to launch a standard Windows Active Directory 
dialog box that allows for the selection an Active Directory object. 
Click Select Container to select the parent container from the 
domain in which to select an Active Directory object from. 

Property 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) PROPERTYNAME="CommonName" The property name of the Active Directory object in which to 
retrieve its value from (i.e. cn, CommonName, dn, 
distinguishedName, etc.). 

Populate 
variable 
with 
property 
value 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="varname" The AWE variable to be populated with the active directory object's 
property value. 

Credentials Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Username Text No (Empty) USERNAME="username" The username of the Active Directory user. 

NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to use the 
logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory information, then 
any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain Administrator is required in 
order to modify an Active Directory user or group. We recommend using the 
credentials of a Domain Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 

Password Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="password" The password of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to use the 
logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory information, then 
any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain Administrator is required in 
order to modify an Active Directory user or group. We recommend using the 
credentials of a Domain Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Causes properties 

On Error properties 
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Expressions, Variables and Functions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions such as variables, functions or extended functions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression 
in percentage signs (example: %FileDateTime(myVar)% or %myVar%, % Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open 
Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent sign (%) or by pressing F2. 

Expressions 

Variables 

Function 

Extended functions 

The Expression Builder 

If Active Directory Object Exists 
Allows task execution to continue to the next step if the Active Directory object at the specified path exists. Otherwise, task execution flows to the 
next Else or End If step. Used as a conditional step to determine what the task should do depending on whether the selected active directory 
object exists. 

Declaration 
<AMIF LDAPPATH="text" TYPE="text [options]" ADOBJECT="USER" OBJECTNAME="text" USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="text"/> 

Example 
<AMIF TYPE="ADOBJECTEXIST" LDAPPATH="LDAP://112.334.34.44" USERNAME="ronak" PASSWORD="AM1sDn64e7/Tzk=aME" 
ADOBJECT="USER" OBJECTNAME="Cindy" /> 

See Also 

AD Object to Dataset, Create AD Group, Create AD Object, Create AD User, Delete AD Object, Get AD Group Members, Get AD Object Path, 
Get AD Object Property, List AD Object Paths, Modify AD Group, Modify AD User, Move AD Object, Rename AD Object, Set AD Object Property 

 

To properly use AWE's Active Directory actions, you should have a basic understanding of Active Directory and related components (e.g., 
domain controllers, trust relationships, forests, OUs, LDAPs, etc.) Also, to ensure that these actions function appropriately, the target 
system must be part of a domain. 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Parent 
Path Text Yes (Empty) 

LDAPPATH= 
"LDAP://DC=netauto,DC=com" 

The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) path of the 
parent Active Directory container. This is usually the top most 
container or rootDSE path, the root of the directory data tree on a 
directory server. Click Select Container to launch a standard 
Windows Active Directory dialog box that allows for the selection an 
Active Directory container. 

Type Text 
(Options) Yes User ADOBJECT="Computer" 

The Active Directory object to search for. The available options are: 

• User (Default) 

• Computer 

• Group 

• Organization Unit 

• Printer 

Name Text Yes (Empty) OBJECTNAME="printer" 
The name of the Active Directory object to search for. You can use * 
and ? to filter the name. For example, S* will give you any user 
whose name starts with S in the active directory. 

Credentials Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Username Text No (Empty) USERNAME="username" 

Specifies the username of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to use the 
logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory information, then 
any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain Administrator is required in 
order to modify an Active Directory user or group. We recommend using the 
credentials of a Domain Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 

Password Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="password" 

Specifies the password of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to use the 
logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory information, then 
any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain Administrator is required in 
order to modify an Active Directory user or group. We recommend using the 
credentials of a Domain Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 
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Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Causes properties 

On Error properties 

Expressions, Variables and Functions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions such as variables, functions or extended functions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression 
in percentage signs (example: %FileDateTime(myVar)% or %myVar%, % Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open 
Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent sign (%) or by pressing F2. 

Expressions 

Variables 

Function 

Extended functions 

The Expression Builder 

List Active Directory Object Paths 
Retrieves a list of the paths for all the Active Directory objects (i.e. computers, users, groups, etc.) at and below the specified path and populates a 
dataset with resulting values. Results can be filtered by object type and/or a filter string. Can be used along with other Active Directory actions to 
create a report with essential information on Active Directory infrastructure and objects. Reports can be created for management, distribution 
and/or auditing purposes. 

Declaration 
<AMGETADOBJECTSLIST GETADOBJECTSUSING="text [options]" LDAPPATH="text" ADOBJECT="text" OBJECT "text [options]" 
FILTER="text" CUSTOM FILTER="text" QUERY="text" RESULTDATASET="text" USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="text"/> 

Example 

List all Active Directory object paths and populate dataset "ADObjects" with the results. 
<AMGETADOBJECTSLIST GETADOBJECTSUSING="CUSTOMFILTER" LDAPPATH="LDAP://servername.com" CUSTOMFILTER="(&amp; 
(objectCategory=user) (name=*) )" RESULTDATASET="ADObjects" USERNAME="administrator" 
PASSWORD="AM2PBmJg27fZts7GYeDb99x20wZ6IMd3xXbaME" /> 

See Also 

AD Object to Dataset, Create AD Group, Create AD Object, Create AD User, Delete AD Object, Get AD Group Members, Get AD Object Path, 
Get AD Object Property, If AD Object Exists, Modify AD Group, Modify AD User, Move AD Object, Rename AD Object, Set AD Object Property 
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To properly use AWE's Active Directory actions, you should have a basic understanding of Active Directory and related components (e.g., 
domain controllers, trust relationships, forests, OUs, LDAPs, etc.) Also, to ensure that these actions function appropriately, the target 
system must be part of a domain. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Get 
Active 
Directory 
Using 

Text 
(options) 

No Simple 
Filter 

ACTION="CUSTOMFILTER" The manner in which to retrieve the Active Directory 
object's LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) 
paths. The available options are: 

• Simple Filter (Default): Selects the Active 
Directory objects using simple filter. 

• Custom Filter: Selects the Active Directory 
objects using more advance custom filter. 

• ADO Query (SQL or LDAP syntax): 
Selects the Active Directory objects using 
more advanced SQL or LDAP query. 

Parent 
Path 

Text Yes (Empty) LDAPPATH= 
"LDAP://DC=networkautomation,DC=com" 

The LDAP path of the parent Active Directory 
object. Usually the top most container or rootdse 
path. 

Click Select Container to select the parent 
container from the domain. When doing so, this 
launches a standard Windows Active Directory 
dialog box that allows for selection of the container. 

NOTE: The Parent Path parameter is available 
only if Simple Filter or Custom Filter is selected 
from the Get Active Directory Using parameter. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Object Text 

(options) 
No User ADOBJECT="GROUP The type of object in which to retrieve its path from. The 

available options are: 

• User 

• Computer 

• Group 

• OrganizationUnit 

• Printer 

Filter Text Yes (Empty) FILTER="R*" Provides the filter string to search for specific Active 
Directory objects. 

Custom 
Filter 

Text Yes (Empty) CUSTOMFILTER="(&amp; 
(objectCategory=user) (name=*) )" 

Allows you to enter custom filter string. 

NOTE: This parameter is available only if the 
Custom Filter option is selected from the Get 
Active Directory Using parameter. 

Query 
statement 
(SQL or 
LDAP 
syntax) 

Text Yes (Empty) QUERY="SELECT ADsPath FROM 
'LDAP://networkautomation.com' WHERE 
objectCategory='organizationalUnit'" 

Allows you to enter a SQL or LDAP ADO query string. 

NOTE: This parameter is available only if the ADO 
Query (SQL or LDAP syntax) option is selected 
from the Get Active Directory Using parameter. 

For more details regarding ADO Query, refer to: 
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/aa996205.aspx. 

Create 
and 
populate 
dataset 
with 
paths 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="ADObjects" The name of a dataset in which to create and populate 
with the results. 
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Credentials Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Username Text No (Empty) USERNAME="username" 

The username of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to use the 
logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory information, then 
any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain Administrator is required in 
order to modify an Active Directory user or group. We recommend using the 
credentials of a Domain Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 

Password Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="password" 

The password of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to use the 
logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory information, then 
any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain Administrator is required in 
order to modify an Active Directory user or group. We recommend using the 
credentials of a Domain Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 

Description 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Handling Options 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 
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Modify Active Directory Group 
Allows an administrator to rename or delete an existing Active Directory group, as well as add users to, or delete users from a specific Active 
Directory group. Can be used as a batch Active Directory administration tool to add multiple users to, or remove multiple users from an existing AD 
group. Also ideal for renaming or deleting an AD group. 

Declaration 
<AMMODIFYADGROUP LDAP="text" ACTION="text [options]" GROUP="text" 
User LDAP="text" NEWUSERNAME "text" NEWUSERPASSWORD "text" USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="text"/> 

Examples 

Example 1 - Rename Active Directory group at "LDAP://mycompany.com/CN=Guests,CN=Builtin,DC=mycompany,DC=com" to "GuestOne'. 
<AMMODIFYADGROUP GROUP="LDAP://mycompany.com/CN=Guests,CN=Builtin,DC=mycompany,DC=com" ACTION="RENAME" 
NEWGROUPNAME="GuestOne" /> 

Example 2 - Delete Active Directory group at path "LDAP://mycompany.com/CN=Managers,CN=Users,DC=mycompany,DC=com". 
<AMMODIFYADGROUP GROUP="LDAP://mycompany.com/CN=Managers,CN=Users,DC=mycompany,DC=com" ACTION="DELETE" /> 

See Also 

AD Object to Dataset, Create AD Group, Create AD Object, Create AD User, Delete AD Object, Get AD Group Members, Get AD Object Path, 
Get AD Object Property, If AD Object Exists, List AD Object Paths, Modify AD User, Move AD Object, Rename AD Object, Set AD Object Property 

 

To properly use AWE's Active Directory actions, you should have a basic understanding of Active Directory and related components (e.g., 
domain controllers, trust relationships, forests, OUs, LDAPs, etc.) Also, to ensure that these actions function appropriately, the target 
system must be part of a domain. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Path Text Yes (Empty) LDAPPATH= 

"LDAP://DC=netauto,DC=com" 
The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) path of 
the Active Directory group to modify. 

Clicking Select Group launches a standard Windows Active 
Directory dialog box that allows for the selection of a group. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Action Text 

(Options) 
Yes AddUser ACTION="rename" The action to perform on the Active Directory group. The 

available options are: 

• Add User(s) (default): Adds one or more users to 
the specified Active Directory group. 

• Remove User(s): Removes one or more users from 
the specified Active Directory group. 

• Rename: Rename the Active Directory group. 

• Delete: Delete an existing Active Directory group. 

New 
Name 

Text No (Empty) NEWGROUPNAME="printer" The new name of the Active Directory group. This parameter 
is only available if the Rename option is selected in the 
Action drop-down. 

Users Tab 

NOTE: This option is only available if the Add user(s) or Remove user(s) option is selected in the Action drop-down. 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
User's 
LDAP 
Path 

Text Yes (Empty) LDAPPATH= 
"LDAP://DC=netauto,DC=com" 

Specifies the LDAP path of the Active Directory user(s) to 
add/remove. 
Add a user by clicking Add User(s). You can also add a user 
manually by entering the user's CN (Common Name) in the 
provided field and clicking Add. 

New user 
name 

Text 
(Options) 

Yes User NEWUSERNAME="Ronald" Specifies the name of the new Active Directory user to be created. 
This parameter is only available if the Rename option is selected 
from the Action drop-down. 

New 
Password 

Text No (Empty) NEWPASSWORD="password" Specifies the password of the new Active Directory user to be 
created. This parameter is only available if the Rename option is 
selected from the Action drop-down. 
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Credentials Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Username Text No (Empty) USERNAME="username" Specifies the username of the Active Directory user. 

NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to 
use the logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory 
information, then any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain 
Administrator is required in order to modify an Active Directory user or 
group. We recommend using the credentials of a Domain 
Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 

Password Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="password" Specifies the password of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to 
use the logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory 
information, then any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain 
Administrator is required in order to modify an Active Directory user or 
group. We recommend using the credentials of a Domain 
Administrator for all Active Directory actions 

Root LDAP 
to search 
user 
Common 
Name 
(CN) 

Text No (Empty) LDAP= 
"LDAP://DC=netauto,DC=com" 

The root LDAP path to search for the Active Directory user(s) CN 
(Common Name). 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Causes properties 

On Error properties 

Expressions, Variables and Functions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions such as variables, functions or extended functions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression 
in percentage signs (example: %FileDateTime(myVar)% or %myVar%, % Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open 
Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent sign (%) or by pressing F2. 

Expressions 

Variables 

Function 
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Extended functions 

Expression builder 

Modify Active Directory User 
Enables, disables, deletes, or renames an existing Active Directory user. This action can also be used to change or reset the password of an 
Active Directory user. May be used in combination with other Active Directory actions to locate user accounts and disable, delete, enable or 
rename them as well as reset their passwords in seconds 

Declaration 
<AMMODIFYADUSER LDAPPATH="text" ACTION="text" NEWUSERNAME "text" 
NEWUSERPASSWORD "text" USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="text"/> 

Example 

Change the Active Directory user's password at "LDAP://mycompany.com/CN=Guests,CN=Builtin,DC=mycompany,DC=com". 
<AMMODIFYADUSER LDAPPATH="LDAP://mycompany.com/CN=Guests,CN=Builtin,DC=mycompany,DC=com" ACTION="RESETPWD" 
NEWPASSWORD="one" /> 

See Also 
AD Object to Dataset, Create AD Group, Create AD Object, Create AD User, Delete AD Object, Get AD Group Members, Get AD Object Path, Get AD Object 
Property, If AD Object Exists, List AD Object Paths, Modify AD Group, Move AD Object, Rename AD Object, Set AD Object Property 

 

To properly use AWE's Active Directory actions, you should have a basic understanding of Active Directory and related components (e.g., 
domain controllers, trust relationships, forests, OUs, LDAPs, etc.) Also, to ensure that these actions function appropriately, the target 
system must be part of a domain. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Path Text Yes (Empty) 
LDAPPATH="LDAP://netauto.com/CN=Tac 
Shore,OU=Sales,OU=Network Automation 
Employees,DC=networkautomation,DC=com" 

Specifies the LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access 
Protocol) path of the Active Directory group to modify. 
Clicking Select Group launches a standard Windows 
Active Directory dialog box that allows for the 
selection of a group. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Type Text 
(Options) Yes Enable ACTION="rename" 

Specifies the action to perform on the Active 
Directory user. The available options are: 

• Enable (Default) - Enables the Active 
Directory user. 

• Disable - Disables the Active Directory user. 
• Delete - Deletes the Active Directory user. 
• Rename - Renames the Active Directory 

user. 
• Reset Password - Resets the Active 

Directory user's password. 

New 
User 
Name 

Text No (Empty) NEWUSERNAME="Dallas" 
Specifies the new name of the Active Directory user. 
Only available if the Rename option is selected in the 
Action drop-down. 

Credentials Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Username Text No (Empty) USERNAME="username" 

Specifies the username of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to 
use the logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory 
information, then any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain 
Administrator is required in order to modify an Active Directory user or 
group. We recommend using the credentials of a Domain 
Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 

Password Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="password" 

Specifies the password of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to 
use the logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory 
information, then any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain 
Administrator is required in order to modify an Active Directory user or 
group. We recommend using the credentials of a Domain 
Administrator for all Active Directory actions 

Root LDAP 
to search 
user 
Common 
Name 
(CN) 

Text No (Empty) 
LDAP= 
"LDAP://DC=netauto,DC=com" 

The root LDAP path to search for the Active Directory user(s) CN 
(Common Name). 
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Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Causes properties 

On Error properties 

Expressions, Variables and Functions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions such as variables, functions or extended functions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression 
in percentage signs (example: %FileDateTime(myVar)% or %myVar%, % Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open 
Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent sign (%) or by pressing F2. 

Expressions 

Variables 

Function 

Extended functions 

Expression builder 

Move Active Directory Object 
Moves the specified Active Directory object to the selected parent container. Conceptually used to move bulk Active Directory users from one OU 
to another OU. Also ideal in moving a user account from one OU to another when the user transfers from one department to another in your 
organization. 

Declaration 
<AMMOVEADOBJECT LDAPPATHOBJECT="text" LDAPPATHPARENT="text" USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="text"/> 

Example 

Move Active Directory object at "LDAP://servername.com" to "LDAP://servername.com/CN=Harry,OU=companyUsers,DC=servername,DC=com". 
<AMMOVEADOBJECT LDAPPATHPARENT="LDAP://servername.com" 
LDAPPATHOBJECT="LDAP://servername.com/CN=Harry,OU=companyUsers,DC=servername,DC=com" USERNAME="administrator" 
PASSWORD="AM2PBmJg27fZts7GYeDb99x20wZ6IMd3xXbaME" /> 

See Also 

AD Object to Dataset, Create AD Group, Create AD Object, Create AD User, Delete AD Object, Get AD Group Members, Get AD Object Path, 
Get AD Object Property, If AD Object Exists, List AD Object Paths, Modify AD Group, Modify AD User, Rename AD Object, Set AD Object 
Property 
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To properly use AWE's Active Directory actions, you should have a basic understanding of Active Directory and related components (e.g., 
domain controllers, trust relationships, forests, OUs, LDAPs, etc.) Also, to ensure that these actions function appropriately, the target 
system must be part of a domain. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Path Text Yes (Empty) LDAPPATHOBJECT= 
"LDAP://OU=TestCases,DC=netauto,DC=com" 

Specifies the LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access 
Protocol) path of the Active Directory object to 
move. 
Click Select Object to launch a standard Windows 
Active Directory dialog box that allows you to select 
the object (i.e. user, computer, group or contact). 
Click Select Container to select any container or 
organization unit. 

Move to 
this 
container 

Text Yes (Empty) LDAPPATHPARENT= 
"LDAP://DC=networkautomation,DC=com" 

The LDAP path in which to move the object to. 
Click Select Container to select the parent 
container from the domain. 

Credentials Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Username Text No (Empty) USERNAME="username" 

Specifies the username of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to use the 
logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory information, then 
any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain Administrator is required in 
order to modify an Active Directory user or group. We recommend using the 
credentials of a Domain Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 

Password Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="password" 

Specifies the password of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to use the 
logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory information, then 
any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain Administrator is required in 
order to modify an Active Directory user or group. We recommend using the 
credentials of a Domain Administrator for all Active Directory actions 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Causes properties 
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On Error properties 

Expressions, Variables and Functions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions such as variables, functions or extended functions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression 
in percentage signs (example: %FileDateTime(myVar)% or %myVar%, % Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open 
Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent sign (%) or by pressing F2. 

Expressions 

Variables 

Function 

Extended functions 

Expression builder 

Rename Active Directory Object 
Renames the Active Directory object at the specified path to the provided name. Can be used to rename a specific AD object such as a user 
account or printer. 

Declaration 
<AMRENAMEADOBJECT LDAPPATH="text" OBJECTNAME="text" USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="text"/> 

Example 
<AMRENAMEADOBJECT LDAPPATH="LDAP://servtest.com/OU=TestUsers,DC=servtest,DC=com" OBJECTNAME="AutomateUsers" 
USERNAME="administrator" PASSWORD="password" /> 

See Also 

AD Object to Dataset, Create AD Group, Create AD Object, Create AD User, Delete AD Object, Get AD Group Members, Get AD Object Path, 
Get AD Object Property, If AD Object Exists, List AD Object Paths, Modify AD Group, Modify AD User, Move AD Object, Set AD Object Property 

 

To properly use AWE's Active Directory actions, you should have a basic understanding of Active Directory and related components (e.g., 
domain controllers, trust relationships, forests, OUs, LDAPs, etc.) Also, to ensure that these actions function appropriately, the target 
system must be part of a domain. 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Path Text Yes (Empty) LDAPPATH= 
"LDAP://OU=TestCases,DC=netauto,DC=com" 

The LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) 
path of the Active Directory object to rename. 
Click Select Object to launch a standard 
Windows Active Directory dialog box that allows 
you to select the object (i.e. user, computer, group 
or contact). 
Click Select Container to select any container or 
organization unit. 

New 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) OBJECTNAME="Scott" The new name of the active directory object. 

Credentials Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Username Text No (Empty) USERNAME="username" Specifies the username of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to 
use the logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory 
information, then any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain 
Administrator is required in order to modify an Active Directory user or 
group. We recommend using the credentials of a Domain 
Administrator for all Active Directory actions. 

Password Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="password" Specifies the password of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to 
use the logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory 
information, then any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain 
Administrator is required in order to modify an Active Directory user or 
group. We recommend using the credentials of a Domain 
Administrator for all Active Directory actions 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Causes properties 

On Error properties 
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Expressions, Variables and Functions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions such as variables, functions or extended functions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression 
in percentage signs (example: %FileDateTime(myVar)% or %myVar%, % Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open 
Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent sign (%) or by pressing F2. 

Expressions 

Variables 

Function 

Extended functions 

Expression builder 

Set Active Directory Object Property 
Sets the specified property of the selected Active Directory object to the desired value. Can be used to modify specific properties of an AD object. 
For example, when you rename Active Directory user accounts, you can rename properties such as Common Name (CN), Distinguished Name 
(DN) and Last Name (SN). 

Declaration 
<AMSETADPROPERTY LDAPPATH="text" PROPERTYNAME="text" PROPERTYVALUE="text" USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="text" /> 

Example 

Set Active Directory property "mail" of object "LDAP://mycompany.com/CN=Harry,OU=mycompanyUsers,DC=mycompanyDC=com" to 
"harry@mycompany.com". 

<AMSETADPROPERTY LDAPPATH="LDAP://mycompany.com/CN=Harry,OU=mycompanyUsers,DC=mycompanyDC=com" 
USERNAME="administrator" PASSWORD="AM2PBmJg27fZts7GYeDb99x20wZ6IMd3xXbaME" PROPERTYNAME="mail" 
PROPERTYVALUE="harry@mycompany.com" /> 

See Also 

AD Object to Dataset, Create AD Group, Create AD Object, Create AD User, Delete AD Object, Get AD Group Members, Get AD Object Path, 
Get AD Object Property, If AD Object Exists, List AD Object Paths, Modify AD Group, Modify AD User, Move AD Object, Rename AD Object, Set 
AD Object Property 

 

To properly use AWE's Active Directory actions, you should have a basic understanding of Active Directory and related components (e.g., 
domain controllers, trust relationships, forests, OUs, LDAPs, etc.) Also, to ensure that these actions function appropriately, the target 
system must be part of a domain. 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Path Text Yes (Empty) LDAPPATH= 
"LDAP://OU=TestCases, 
DC=networkautomation,DC=com" 

Specifies the LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access 
Protocol) path of the Active Directory object whose 
property to set. 
Click Select Object to launch a standard Windows Active 
Directory dialog box that allows you to select the object 
(i.e. user, computer, group or contact). 
Click Select Container to select any container or 
organization unit. 

Property 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) PROPERTYNAME="mail" The Active Directory object's property name. 

Property 
Value 

Text Yes (Empty) PROPERTYVALUE="dli@netauto.com" The Active Directory object's property value. 

Credentials Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Username Text No (Empty) USERNAME="username" Specifies the username of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to use 
the logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory 
information, then any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain 
Administrator is required in order to modify an Active Directory user or 
group. We recommend using the credentials of a Domain Administrator 
for all Active Directory actions. 

Password Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="password" Specifies the password of the Active Directory user. 
NOTE: Leave the Username and Password fields blank in order to use 
the logon user's credentials. If only accessing Active Directory 
information, then any Domain user is valid. However, a Domain 
Administrator is required in order to modify an Active Directory user or 
group. We recommend using the credentials of a Domain Administrator 
for all Active Directory actions 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Causes properties 
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On Error properties 

Expressions, Variables and Functions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions such as variables, functions or extended functions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression 
in percentage signs (example: %FileDateTime(myVar)% or %myVar%, % Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open 
Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent sign (%) or by pressing F2. 

Expressions 

Variables 

Function 

Extended functions 

Expression builder 

Advanced Actions 
• BASIC Script 

• Execute DLL Function  

BASIC Script 
Runs an embedded or external BASIC script or creates a user defined function which may be called in subsequent expressions or BASIC scripts. 
BASIC scripting can be used for advanced flow, COM objects, API calls and the creation of custom dialog boxes. This action includes a BASIC 
Script IDE which is an Interactive Design Environment used for developing, examining, testing and executing BASIC scripts. To access the BASIC 
Script IDE, click Edit Script located in the BASIC Script action's General tab properties. AWE's built-in AML language is easy to use, includes 
drag-and-drop functionality and very robust, however there may be occasions when it is necessary to use BASIC scripting to access advanced 
objects or increase execution time. This action is ideal for such occasions. 

Declaration 
<AMSCRIPT FILENAME="text"></AMSCRIPT> OR <AMSCRIPT>Script text</AMSCRIPT> 

Example 
<AMSCRIPT FILENAME="C:\Logs\Macro.bas"></AMSCRIPT> 

- or - 
<AMSCRIPT>Sub Main MsgBox(&quot;Hi&quot;)End Sub </AMSCRIPT> 

See Also 

Introduction to Scripting, BASIC_Script_IDE, Execute DLL, Run, Create Array, Create Variable 
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To enter Basic Script properties: 

1. In the Available Actions pane, expand the Advanced folder and double-click the 'Basic Script' action or drag this action onto the Steps 
pane.  

2. In the Location of script parameter of the General tab, select one of the following drop-down options then enter the applicable 
properties: 

• Script is embedded in task file. If this option is selected, click Edit Script to open the BASIC Script IDE, which helps in writing, 
debugging, and testing your AWE BASIC script. 

• Script is located in an external file: If this option is selected, click Open Folder  and navigate to the script (.bas) file. 

3. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

4. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

5. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Location 
of script 

Text Yes (Empty) FILENAME= 
"C:\Temp\myScript.bas" 

Specifies where the script is located. The available options are: 

• Script is embedded in task file 

• Script is located in an external file. 

Click the Folder icon to navigate to the desired external .BAS file or 
manually enter the full path and filename of the.BAS file in the provided 
text-box. 

Click Edit Script to access the BASIC Script IDE, an Interactive Design 
Environment used for developing, examining and testing BASIC scripts. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step when it appears in the Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Causes properties 

On Error properties 
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Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

See Also 

About Actions 

BASIC Scripts and Custom Functions 

Introduction to Scripting 

The BASIC Language, All Groups 

Execute DLL Function 
Executes the specified method in a dynamic-link library (DLL) and stores the return value of the method in a variable. 

 

Declaration 
<AMEXECUTEDLLFUNCTION DLLFILEPATH="text" METHODENAME="text" RETURNTYPE="text" RESULTVARIABLE="text [variable name]" 
/> 

Example 

Execute DLL function "%AMTrigger.Value%" from "%AMTrigger.TaskLate%". Return type is "Single". Place the return value into variable 
"newvariable". 

<AMEXECUTEDLLFUNCTION DLLFILEPATH="%AMTrigger.TaskLate%" METHODENAME="%AMTrigger.Value%" RETURNTYPE="Single" 
RESULTVARIABLE="newvariable" /> 

See Also 

BASIC Script, List Environment Variables, Set Environment Variable, Append Environment Variable, Delete Environment Variable, Get 
Environment Variable 

 

 

 Incorrect usage of this action can cause the task to fail or act erratically. Caution should be exercised when calling functions in this manner. 
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To set Execute DLL Function Properties: 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Advanced folder and double-click the Execute DLL Function action or drag it into the Steps 
pane. The Action Properties dialog box appears. 

2. In the Dynamic-link library field, enter the name of the library to use. Use the icons to the right of the field to use the Expression Builder 
or to browse to a specific location. 

3. In the Method Name field, enter the name of the method you want to execute. 

4. In the Method return value type dropdown, select a return value type. 

5. In the Variable to populate with return value, enter a variable name. 

6. In the Arguments tab, select the type of argument you want to assign a value to from the dropdown. 

7. Click Add when you are ready to add the value to the argument list. 

8. To set the Description tab properties, please refer to Description Tab Options. 

9. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, please refer to Step Error Handling. 

10. When finished, click OK to save settings. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Dynamic-
link library 

Text Yes (Empty) DLLFILEPATH= 
"newlib.dll" 

Specifies the DLL to perform the action on. Click the Folder icon to 
navigate to the appropriate DLL file. Thereafter, click Go to populate the 
Type (for managed DLL), Method Name and Method Return Value 
fields with the queried values. 

Type 
(managed 
dll) 

Text Yes (Empty) TYPE="newlib.dll" Specifies the DLL class which contains the available methods. After 
specifying a DLL file in the Dynamic-link library parameter, clicking Go 
will attempt to query available DLL types. Upon a successful query, all 
discovered types will be populated into this field. Clicking the down arrow 
corresponding to this field will display a full list of queried type names in 
which to select from. 
NOTE: This option is available only for managed DLLs. 

Unload 
DLL after 
execution 

Yes/No No Yes UNLOADDLL="NO" If set to YES, Enabling this option allows the DLL in use to be unloaded 
(so it is accessible to other programs or system resources) directly after 
this action is executed. If this option is disabled, the DLL will not be 
unloaded until the task has completed (either successfully or 
unsuccessfully). 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Method 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) METHODENAME="name" Indicates the DLL method (or operation) to invoke. Upon selection of an 
available class as specified under the Type parameter, all discovered 
methods relating to that class will be populated into this field. Clicking the 
down arrow corresponding to this field will display a full list of queried 
method names in which to select from. 

Method 
return 
value 
type 

Text 
Options 

Yes (Empty) RETURNTYPE="void" Specifies the type of the return value for the method. The available 
options are: 

• Boolean 
• Byte 
• Char 
• Decimal 
• Double 

• Int16 
• Int32 
• Int64 
• SByte 
• Single 

• String 
• UInt16 
• UInt32 
• UTint64 
• Void 

Variable 
to 
populate 
with 
return 
value 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE= 
"myVar" 

Specifies the name of an existing variable to be populated with the return 
value of the selected method. 

Create 
return 
complex 
type 
structure 

Text No (Empty) RESULTSTRUCTURE= 
"structname" 

Specifies the name of the structure created by the user. 

Arguments Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Type Text 

Options 
No (Empty) ArgType="Int16" Allows you to select the type of argument you want to assign and its value. The 

available drop-down options are: 

• Boolean 
• Byte 
• Char 
• Decimal 
• Double 

• Int16 
• Int32 
• Int64 
• SByte 
• Single 

• String 
• UInt16 
• UInt32 
• UTint64 
• Void 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Value Text No (Empty) ArgValue="theValue" Allows you to assign a value to the argument. Click Add then enter a value to 

the argument list. 
Other options: 

• Move up - Moves the argument up the list. 
• Move down - Moves the argument down the list. 
• Add - Adds a new argument type and value. 
• Modify - Edits an existing argument. 
• Remove - Deletes an existing argument. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step when it appears in the Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder  

See Also 

About Actions 

Adding Task Steps 
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AutoMate Actions 
• Start Task 

• Stop Task 

Start Task 
Starts another task using the task name specified. When the sub-task starts, the parent task will wait for it to complete before continuing. Public 
variables from the parent task are available to the newly started sub-task (see Create Variable action for more details). Used to start a secondary 
task (or sub-task) from a "parent" task. Especially useful for code reuse so the same code does not have to be written over and over again. 
Rather, one task can be created and called repeatedly. 

Declaration 
<AMSTARTTASK TASKFILE="text" /> 

Example 1 - Start a task file 
<AMSTARTTASK TASKFILE="C:\Temp\Task1.aml" /> 

Example 2 - Start a password protected managed task 
<AMSTARTTASK MANAGEDTASK="Task2" TASKID="{64E417BC-613B-4303-B23A-93420B42FE04}" 
PASSWORD="AM1J0nE7Y6UQP/qp+Ajw5KWSA==aME" /> 

See Also 
Stop Task 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Run a 
task file 

Text No (Empty) TASKFILE=C:\ProgramData\Network 
Automation\AutoMate 
8\Tasks\Task1.aml 

If set to YES, specifies the task file to run, which is usually an 
unmanaged or external task. 

Start a 
managed 
task 

Text No (Empty) a)MANAGEDTASK="Task1" 
b)MANAGEDTASK="Folder1\Task1" 

If set to YES, specifies the name of the managed task to start.  
NOTE: Later moving the task to another folder or modifying the 
task name or parent folder name can break this linkage once 
created. 

Password 
(Optional) 

Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="password" If the task has been encrypted this parameter indicates the 
password that should be used to decrypt it so that it can start. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step when it appears in the Steps Pane. 
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Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Stop Task 
Stops execution of the current task. Supports status code output, including success, aborted or error. If the status code is set to Error, this action 
supports output of a custom error number and/or text. Commonly used inside an IF action to immediately stop execution of the current task if a 
certain condition is met. Conveniently returns a status, error number, or error text to output to other applications. 

Declaration 
<AMSTOPTASK STATUSTYPE="text (options)" ERRORNUMBER="number" ERRORTEXT="test" /> 

Example 
Stop this task and throw an error using custom error text "ErrorBad" and custom error code 8080. 

<AMSTOPTASK STATUSTYPE="ERROR" ERRORNUMBER="8080" ERRORTEXT="ErrorBad" /> 

See Also 
Start Task 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Returned 
status 
code 

Text 
(options) 

No Success STATUSTYPE="SUCCESS" The type of status code to return when the task stops. The selected 
status will appear in the AWE Event Log. The available options are: 

• Success - The task will return a success status. 

• Aborted - The task will return an aborted status. 

• Error - The task will return a user defined error number 
and/or text. 

Error 
Number 

Number No (Empty) ERRORNUMBER="123" The custom error number that should be returned when the task stops. 
This parameter is available only if the Returned status code 
parameter is set to Error. 

Error 
Text 

Text No (Empty) ERRORTEXT="ErrorBad" The custom error text that should be returned when the task stops. 
This parameter is available only if the Returned status code 
parameter is set to Error. 

No parameters available for this action. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step when it appears in the Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 
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Compression Actions 
• Compress Files 

• Decompress Files 

Compress Files 
Compresses one or more files into the file specified. To specify more than one file to compress use wildcards (i.e. * or ?). Generally used to 
compress files before backing them up or in preparation for transfer over the Internet via FTP or E-mail. 

Declaration 
<AMCOMPRESS SOURCE="text" ARCHIVEFILE="text" TYPE="text (options)" COMPRESSION="text (options)" PATHINFO="text 
(options)" OVERWRITE="YES/NO" ISNEWER="YES/NO" ISNEWERTHAN="text (date expression)" ISOLDERTHAN="text (date 
expression)" ARCHIVETURNOFF="YES/NO" PASSWORD="text (encrypted)" DOSFORMAT="YES/NO" ATTRFILTER="text" /> 

Example 

Compress file(s) from "c:\sourcefolder\*.*" into the file "c:\targetfolder\targetfilename.zip". Use Zip compression. Use fast compression. Overwrite 
existing files. Exclude the file mask(s) "*.txt". 

<AMCOMPRESS SOURCE="c:\sourcefolder\*.*" ARCHIVEFILE="c:\targetfolder\targetfilename.zip" TYPE="zip" 
COMPRESSION="fast" EXCLUDE="*.txt" OVERWRITE="YES" /> 

See Also: Decompress Files, Encrypt, Decrypt, Calculate File Checksum, Split File, Read from File, Get File(s) information, Join File 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Files to 
Compress 

Text Yes (Empty) a)SOURCE="c:\sourcefolder\file.txt" 
b)SOURCE="c:\sourcefolder\*.txt" 
c)SOURCE="file.txt" 

Specifies the file(s) to compress. This can be a fully 
qualified path and filename (preferred) or a single file 
(requires use of the Change Folder action). Wildcards 
(i.e. * or ?) may be used to compress all files matching a 
certain mask.  

Destination 
File 

Text Yes (Empty) a)ARCHIVEFILE="c:\destfolder\file.zip" 
b)ARCHIVEFILE="c:\destfolder\*.zip" 
c)ARCHIVEFILE="file.zip" 

Indicates the destination folder and file name for the 
file(s) being compressed. This should be a fully qualified 
path with a file name. Folders that do not exist will be 
automatically created at runtime. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Compression 
Type 

Text 
Options 

Yes Zip TYPE="tar" Specifies the type of compression that should be used for 
the file(s) being compressed. AWE supports the following 
compression types: 

• Zip (Default) 
• Cab 
• LHA 
• Jar 
• GZip 
• Tar 

Level of 
Compression 

Text 
Options 

Yes Normal DESTKEY="keyName" Indicates the level of compression that should be used for 
the file(s) being compressed. The more compression that 
is used, the slower the process. No Compression is the 
fastest option. 
The available options are: 

• Max: The highest level of compression, resulting 
in the smallest files but slower operation. 

• Normal: Standard compression algorithm used, 
offers a good balance of speed and file size. 

• Fast: Faster operation, less compression and 
slightly larger target file. 

• Superfast: Even faster operation, even less 
compression and larger target file. 

• No Compression: Fastest, no compression 
applied whatsoever. Useful for combining files 
into a package quickly when size is not a 
concern. 

Options Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Subfolders 

Yes/No No Yes SUBFOLDERS="no" When set to YES, specifies that, if present, subfolders should be 
searched for files matching the mask specified in the Files to 
compress parameter. The default value is set to YES. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Preserve 
Folder 
Structure 

Text No Relative PATHINFO="absolute" Specifies how path information should be stored in the compressed 
file that is created. Valid only if the Include Subfolders parameter is 
set to YES. If set to NO, this parameter is ignored. The available 
options are: 

• Do not store path: Folder information is not preserved. 
• Store relative path: Folder information relative to 

(beneath) the current folder is stored in the compressed 
file. Folders above the current source directory will not be 
stored. For example, if compressing 
c:\documents\folder\*.*, the path of \folder\ will be stored in 
the file. 

• Store absolute path: Full folder information is stored in the 
compressed file, including folders above the current source 
folder. For example, if compressing c:\documents\folder\*.*, 
the full path of \documents\folder\ will be stored in the file. 

Overwrite 
if exist 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITE="yes" If set to YES, indicates that, if matching file(s) already exist in the 
compressed file, they will be overwritten. The default value is NO. 

Only if 
newer 

Yes/No No No ISNEWER="yes" If set to YES, specifies that only matching files that are newer than 
those in the compressed file will be overwritten. The default value is 
NO. Valid only if the Overwrite if exist parameter is set to YES. 

Turn 
archive 
attribute 
off 

Yes/No No No ONLYFOLDERSTRUCT="yes" If set to YES, denotes that the "archive" attribute of the source file(s) 
should be switched OFF. The Windows "archive" attribute is 
generally used to track whether a file has been backed-up. By 
turning the source file's archive attribute off - this indicates to many 
backup programs that the file has already been backed-up. The 
default value is set to NO. 

Store files 
in DOS 
8.3 format 

Yes/No No No DOSFORMAT="yes" If set to YES, specifies that the filenames in the compressed file 
should be truncated to their 8.3 DOS style equivalents. 
NOTE: Should only be enabled if the compressed file will be used on 
an older operating system that does not support long filenames. 

Password 
protect 
files 

Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="mypassword" If specified, causes the compressed file to be password protected - 
thus the user will be prompted for a password upon extraction. 

Exclude 
Mask 

Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="*.txt" Causes the action to omit compressing files matching the mask(s) 
specified. Wildcard masks (i.e. * or ?) may be used.  
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Only if 
newer 
than 

Date No (Empty) ISNEWERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2001,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

Causes the action to only compress files if the source is newer than 
the date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or not included, 
the date of the files will be ignored (excluding Only if newer 
parameter). 

Only if 
older than 

Date No (Empty) ISOLDERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2001,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

Causes the action to only compress files if the source is older than 
the date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or not included, 
the date of the files will be ignored (excluding Only if newer 
parameter). 

Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Attributes Text 

Options 
No (Empty) ATTRFILTER="+R+A-

H" (compress read-only 
& archive files but not 
hidden files) 

This group of settings causes the action to filter which files are compressed 
based on the attribute settings of the source file(s). In visual mode, a group 
of controls are provided to assist in the selection of this parameter. In 
markup mode, a single text item must be specified that contains the 
attributes of the files you want to compress. Available Options: 

• R— Read-only: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-R" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

• A— Archive: Specifying "+A" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-A" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• S— System: Specifying "+S" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-S" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• H— Hidden: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-H" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• C— Compression: Specifying "+C" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-C" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 
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Decompress Files 
Decompresses one or more compressed files into the destination folder specified. Wildcards (i.e. * or ?) may be used to decompress files 
matching a certain mask. Usually used to decompress files received from the Internet via FTP or when restoring from a backup. 

Declaration 
<AMDECOMPRESS ARCHIVEFILE="text" DESTINATION="text" TYPE="zip" OVERWRITE="Yes/No" PASSWORD="text" EXCLUDE="text" /> 

Example 

This sample step decompresses file(s) located in compressed file "c:\temp\ArchiveFile.zip" to "c:\TargetFolder\". It is set to overwrite existing files 
and exclude the file mask(s) "*.jpg". 

<AMDECOMPRESS ARCHIVEFILE="c:\temp\ArchiveFile.zip" DESTINATION="c:\TargetFolder\" TYPE="zip" OVERWRITE="YES" 
PASSWORD="AM1TLax4GRtZO1P9mYTOXoER2pY3uoOmE4TaME" EXCLUDE="*.jpg" /> 

See Also 

Compress Files, Encrypt, Decrypt, Calculate File Checksum, Split File, Sign, Verify 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Archive 
File(s) 

Text Yes (Empty) a)FILE="c:\source\zipfile.zip" 
b)FILE="c:\sourcefolder\*.zip" 

Specifies the file(s) to decompress. This can be a fully qualified 
path and filename (preferred) or a single file (requires use of the 
Change Folder action). Wildcards (i.e. * or ?) may be used to 
specify all files matching a certain mask. 

Extract to 
Folder 

Text Yes (Empty) DESTINATION="c:\destination\" Specifies the destination folder for the file(s) being 
decompressed. This should be a fully qualified path. Folders that 
do not exist will be automatically created at runtime. 

Compression 
Type 

Text 
Options 

Yes Zip TYPE="zip" Indicates the compression type of the file(s) to be 
decompressed. The available options are: 

• Zip (Default) 
• Cab 
• LHA 
• Jar 
• GZip 

• Tar 
• Ace 
• Arj 
• Arc 
• 7Zip 
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Options Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Restore 
Folder 
Structure 

Yes/No No Yes CREATEFOLDERS="no" If set to YES, specifies that subfolders present in the archive file should 
be automatically created and files should be placed in their 
corresponding subfolders upon decompression. This parameter is set 
to YES by default. 

Overwrite 
if exists 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITE="yes" If set to YES, indicates that if matching file(s) already exist in the 
destination folder, they should be overwritten. This parameter is set to 
NO by default. 

Use this 
password 
if needed 

Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="mypassword" If specified, uses the password entered to decompress a password 
protected file. 

Exclude 
Mask 

Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="*.txt" Causes this action to omit decompressing files from the archive 
matching the mask(s) specified. Wildcard masks (i.e. * or ?) may be 
used.  

Cryptography Actions 
• Create Key Container 

• Decrypt  

• Delete Key Container  

• Encrypt  

• Generate Key Files  

• Sign 

• Verify 

Create Key Container 
Creates a new Computer-Level or User-Level key container. A Key container is a part of the key database in Windows that contains all the key 
pairs (public and private keys) belonging to a specific user or computer. Creates a new user or computer level key container used to encrypt or 
decrypt information for applications that run under the specific user or computer identity. Other cryptography actions (i.e. Encrypt, Sign, Verify 
actions) can be used in subsequent steps allowing the procedure of encrypting and decrypting files to be fully automated. 

Declaration 
<AMCREATEKEYCONTAINER KEYCONTAINERNAME="text" KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="text" KEYSIZE="text" /> 

Example 1 - Create USER-Level Key Container 
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<AMCREATEKEYCONTAINER KEYCONTAINERNAME="AMTrigger.Action" KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="USER" KEYSIZE="2048" /> 

Example 2 - Create COMPUTER-Level Key Container 
<AMCREATEKEYCONTAINER KEYCONTAINERNAME="AutoMate" KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="MACHINE" KEYSIZE="8192" /> 

See Also 
Delete Key Container, Generate Key Files, Sign, Verify, Encrypt, Decrypt 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Key 
Container 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) KEYCONTAINERNAME="Automate" Specifies the name of the key container to be created. 

Key 
Container 
Level 

Text 
Options 

No User KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="machine" Specifies whether the new key container should be set to User-
Level or Computer-Level. Microsoft Windows makes Computer-
Level key containers available to all users, whereas a User-
Level key container is available only to the user that created (or 
imported) the key container. The available options are: 

• User (Default) 
• Machine 

More details regarding Computer-Level and User-Level key 
containers can be found below under Comparing Computer-
Level and User-Level RSA Key Containers. 

Key Size Text 
Options 

Yes 2048 KEYSIZE="8192" Indicates the size or length of the key (in bits) used in a 
cryptographic algorithm. AWE uses standardized key sizes 
based on the asymmetric (RSA) system. The available options 
are: 

• 1024 (Default) 
• 2048 
• 4096 
• 8192 

NOTE: The amount of time it takes to generate a key container 
is dependent on the key size selected. 

Comparing Computer-Level and User-Level RSA Key Containers 

User-level RSA key containers are stored with the Windows user profile for a particular user and can be used to encrypt and decrypt information 
for applications that run under that specific user identity. User-level RSA key containers can be useful if you want to ensure that the RSA key 
information is removed when the Windows user profile is removed. However, because you must be logged in with the specific user account that 
makes use of the user-level RSA key container in order to encrypt or decrypt protected configuration sections, they are inconvenient to use. 
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Computer-level RSA key containers are available to all users that can log in to a computer, by default, and are the most useful as you can use 
them to encrypt or decrypt protected configuration sections while logged in with an administrator account. A computer-level RSA key container can 
be used to protect information for a single application, all the applications on a server, or a group of applications on a server that run under the 
same user identity. Although computer-level RSA key containers are available to all users, they can be secured with NTFS Access Control Lists 
(ACLs) so that only required users can access them. 

Decrypt 
Decrypts one or more previously encrypted files. This action supports decrypting any cipherfile provided the file was encrypted using one of the 
supported types and algorithms (not limited to files encrypted by AWE). Also, supports both symmetric (passphrase) and asymmetric 
(public/private key) modes. If PGP is installed, this action can optionally use the PGP engine for both passphrase and public/private key decryption 
and support for a wide variety of encryption algorithms. Can be used to decrypt files encrypted by the Encrypt action or by an external encryption 
tool. 

 

 AWE comes bundled with the OpenPGP engine which is based on PGP as originally developed. OpenPGP is installed on the system 
during installation 

Declaration 
<AMDECRYPT ENCRYPTTYPE="PASSPHRASE" INPUTFILE="text" OUTPUTFILE="text" SUBFOLDERS="Yes/No" KEEPFOLDERSTRUCT="Yes/No" 
OVERWRITE="Yes/No" EXCLUDE="text" ISNEWERTHAN="text%" ENCRYPTALGO="text(options)" PASSWORD="text" /> 

Examples 

Example 1 - Passphrase Decryption 
<AMDECRYPT ENCRYPTTYPE="PASSPHRASE" INPUTFILE="C:\Test\encr*.doc" OUTPUTFILE="C:\Test\decr*.doc" SUBFOLDERS="YES" 
KEEPFOLDERSTRUCT="YES" OVERWRITE="YES" EXCLUDE="*pri" ISNEWERTHAN="%DateSerial(2010,06,14)+TimeSerial(08,30,38)%" 
ENCRYPTALGO="DES" PASSWORD="AM1czBCMWFYJo4=aME" /> 

Example 2 - Public/Private Key Decryption 
<AMDECRYPT ENCRYPTTYPE="KEY" INPUTFILE="C:\Test\encr*.doc" OUTPUTFILE="C:\Test\decr*.doc" SUBFOLDERS="YES" 
KEEPFOLDERSTRUCT="YES" OVERWRITE="YES" EXCLUDE="*pri" ISNEWERTHAN="%DateSerial(2010,06,14)+TimeSerial(08,30,38)%" 
CRYPTUSING="KEYCONTAINER" KEYCONTAINERNAME="Microsoft Enhanced Cryptographic Provider v1.0" KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="USER" 
/> 

See Also 
Delete Key Container, Generate Key Files, Sign, Verify, Encrypt 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Source Text Yes (Empty) a)INPUTFILE="c:\source\file.txt" 

b)INPUTFILE="c:\source\*.txt" 
Indicates the path and filename of the file(s) to decrypt. 
Wildcard characters (i.e. * or ?) can be used to decrypt 
files matching a certain mask. 

Destination Text 
Options 

Yes User a)OUTPUTFILE="c:\destfile.txt" 
b)OUTPUTFILE="c:\dest\ 

Specifies whether the new key container should be set to 
User-Level or Computer-Level. Microsoft Windows makes 
Computer-Level key containers available to all users, 
whereas a User-Level key container is available only to 
the user that created (or imported) the key container. The 
available options are: 

• User (Default) 
• Machine 

More details regarding Computer-Level and User-Level 
key containers can be found below under Comparing 
Computer-Level and User-Level RSA Key Containers. 

Type Text 
Options 

Yes Passphrase ENCRYPTTYPE="key" Specifies the type of encryption used to initially encrypt 
the file(s) to decrypt. Parameters vary depending on 
which decryption type is selected. The available options 
are: 

• Passphrase (Default): A proper passphrase 
must be entered to decrypt. 

• Public/Private key: A private key must be used 
to decrypt. 

• PGP Passphrase: A proper PGP passphrase 
must be entered to decrypt. This option is 
available only if PGP is installed on the system. 

• PGP Public/Private key: A PGP private key 
must be used to decrypt. This option is available 
only if PGP is installed on the system. 

• OpenPGP Passphrase: A proper OpenPGP 
passphrase must be entered to decrypt. 

• OpenPGP Public/Private Key: An OpenPGP 
private key must be used to decrypt. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Algorithm Text No Rijndael ENCRYPTALGO="DES" Indicates the encryption algorithm that was used to 

initially encrypt the file(s) to decrypt. This parameter is 
active only if the Type parameter is set to Passphrase. 
The available Passphrase algorithms are: 

• Rijndael (Default) 
• DES 
• RC2 
• TripleDES 

NOTE: If the Type parameter is set to PGP Passphrase 
or OpenPGP Passphrase, there is no need to manually 
select the encryption algorithm used. The built-in 
OpenPGP engine will automatically select the correct 
algorithm during runtime. 

Passphrase 
/Confirm 
Passphrase 

Text Yes if 
decryption 
requires a 

passphrase 

(Empty) PASSWORD="g9tc745yuig3j9t" Specifies the passphrase needed to decrypt the selected 
file(s). This parameter is available only if the Type 
parameter is set to Passphrase, PGP Passphrase or 
OpenPGP Passphrase. 

Key E-mail 
Address 

Text Yes if PGP 
Public/Private 

Key 
decryption is 

selected 

(Empty) EMAIL="john@netauto.com Specifies the e-mail address used to identify the PGP 
public/private keys. This parameter is available only if the 
Type parameter is set to PGP Public/Private Key. 

Secret Key 
Pass 
Phrase 
/Verify 
Pass 
Phrase 

Text Yes if PGP 
Public/Private 

Key 
decryption is 

selected 

(Empty) PASSWORD="g9tc745yuig3j9t" Specifies the PGP secret key pass phrase needed to 
validate and decrypt the selected file(s). This parameter is 
available only if the Type parameter is set to PGP 
Public/Private Key. 

Options Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Subfolders 

Yes/No No No SUBFOLDERS="YES" If set to YES, specifies that, if present, subfolders should be 
searched for files matching the mask specified in the Source 
parameter. The default value is set to NO. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Preserve 
Folder 
Structure 

Yes/No No Yes KEEPFOLDERSTRUCT="NO" If set to YES, specifies that subfolders found in the source folder 
should be created in the destination folder, and source files 
should be decrypted into their respective folders rather than 
directly into the root of the folder specified in the Destination 
parameter. Valid only if the Include subfolder parameter is set 
to YES. 

Overwrite if 
Exists 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that, if destination files already exist, they 
should be overwritten. The default value is set to NO. 

Only if 
Newer 

Yes/No No No ISNEWERTHAN="YES" If set to YES, indicates that only files that are newer than those in 
the destination folder will overwrite existing files. Valid only if the 
Overwrite if Exists parameter is set to YES. 

Only if 
Exists in 
Destination 

Yes/No No No ONLYIFEXIST="YES" If set to YES, specifies that only files that already exist in the 
destination will be decrypted from the source. All other files, 
regardless of whether they match the mask or other parameter 
settings will be bypassed. Valid only if the Overwrite if Exists 
parameter is set to YES. 

Overwrite 
Read-Only 
Files 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEREADONLY="YES" If set to YES, indicates that already existing files should be 
overwritten even if the file in the destination is marked with the 
"read-only" attribute. By default, read only files are not 
overwritten. Valid only if the Overwrite if Exists parameter is set 
to YES. 

Overwrite 
Hidden 
Files 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEHIDDEN="YES" If set to YES, specifies that already existing files should be 
overwritten even if the file in the destination is marked with the 
"hidden" attribute. By default, hidden files are not overwritten. 
Valid only if the Overwrite if Exists parameter is set to YES. 

Turn 
Archive 
Attribute 
Off 

Yes/No No No ARCHIVETURNOFF="YES" If set to YES, denotes that the "archive" attribute of the source 
file should be switched OFF. The Windows "archive" attribute is 
generally used to track whether a file has been backed-up. By 
turning the source file's archive attribute off — this indicates to 
many backup programs that the file has already been backed-up. 

Exclude 
Mask 

Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="*.txt" Causes this action to omit decrypting files matching the mask(s) 
specified. Filenames or wildcard masks may be used.  

Regular 
Expression 

Yes/No No No RE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that a regular expression is used in the 
Exclude Mask field. 

Only if 
Newer 
Than 

Date No (Empty) ISNEWERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2007,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

Causes this action to only decrypt files if the source is newer 
than the date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or not 
included, the date of the file(s) will be ignored (excluding Only if 
newer parameter). 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Only if 
Older Than 

Date No (Empty) ISOLDERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2007,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

Causes this action to only decrypt files if the source is older than 
the date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or not 
included, the date of the file(s) will be ignored (excluding Only if 
newer parameter). 

Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Attributes Text 

Options 
No (Empty) ATTRFILTER="+R+A-

H" (decrypt read-only & 
archive files but not 
hidden files) 

This group of settings causes the action to filter which files are decrypted 
based on the attribute settings of the source file(s). In visual mode, a group 
of controls are provided to assist in the selection of this parameter. In 
markup mode, a single text item must be specified that contains the 
attributes of the files you want to decrypt. 
Available Options: 

• R — Read-only: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-R" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

• A — Archive: Specifying "+A" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-A" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• S — System: Specifying "+S" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-S" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• H — Hidden: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-H" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• C — Compression: Specifying "+C" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-C" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 
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Key Options Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Public 
Keyring 
File 

Text Yes (Empty) PUBKEYRINGPATH="c:\foldername\file.pkr" Specifies the path and filename of the PGP, 
OpenPGP or GnuPG Public Keyring file. Entering a 
valid Public Keyring file along with a matching Secret 
Keyring file will populate the PGP tab with the 
appropriate signature information. This parameter is 
active only if the Type parameter located in the 
General tab is set to PGP Public/Private Key or 
OpenPGP Public/Private Key. 

Secret 
Keyring 
File 

Text Yes (Empty) SECKEYRINGPATH="c:\foldername\file.skr" Specifies the path and filename of the PGP, 
OpenPGP or GnuPG secret keyring file. Entering a 
valid Public Keyring file along with a matching Secret 
Keyring file will populate the PGP tab with the 
appropriate signature information. This parameter is 
active only if the Type parameter located in the 
General tab is set to OpenPGP Public/Private Key. 

Decrypt 
using 

Text 
Options 

No Key 
Container 

DECRYPTUSING="KEYCONTAINER" Indicates the procedure to be used to authenticate 
and decrypt the specified file(s). Parameters vary 
depending on the option selected. 
The available options are: 

• Key Container: Specifies that a key 
container will be used to decrypt the file(s). 

• Key File: Specifies that a private key file will 
be used to decrypt the file(s). Click the 
Folder icon to navigate to the appropriate 
private key (.pri) file or enter the full path and 
filename of the private key file in the 
provided text-box. 

Key 
container 
name 

Yes/No No (Empty) KEYCONTAINERNAME= 
"Microsoft Enhanced Cryptographic Provider 
v1.0" 

Specifies the name of the key container to be used. 
Clicking Select Key Container will open a Key 
Container browser allowing selection from a list of 
cryptographic provider names. This parameter is 
active only if the Decrypt using parameter is set to 
Key Container. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Key 
container 
level 

Text 
Options 

No User KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="USER" Specifies whether the new key container should be 
set to User-Level or Computer-Level. Microsoft 
Windows makes Computer-Level key containers 
available to all users, whereas a User-Level key 
container is available only to the user that created (or 
imported) the key container. The available options 
are: 

• User (Default) 
• Machine 

More details regarding Computer-Level and User-
Level key containers can be found below under 
Comparing Computer-Level and User-Level RSA 
Key Containers. 

PGP Tab 

These parameters relate to the recipient's OpenPGP key ID (normally an e-mail address or name) and the password that associates with that ID. 
These parameters are available only when OpenPGP Public/Private Key is selected under the Type parameter located in the General tab. 

NOTE: The parameters of the PGP tab have no relation to PGP Encrypt/Decrypt type, only OpenPGP. 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Email or 
Name 

Text No (Empty) KEYID=John@netauto.com Specifies the OpenPGP key ID (normally an email address or name) 
used to decrypt the file(s). If more than one Email/Name is entered 
(along with the associated password), during runtime, this action will 
read through the list and select the appropriate one. 
NOTE: The User section becomes populated with the user information 
associated with the Public Keyring File and Secret Keyring File 
entered under the Key Options tab. This will allow for choosing users 
during design time. The User portion is only helpful during design if 
referencing a keyring that is available. 

Passphrase Text No (Empty) PASSWORD=password Specifies the passphrase related to the information entered under the 
Email or Name field. 
NOTE: The User section becomes populated with the user information 
associated with the Public Keyring File and Secret Keyring File 
entered under the Key Options tab. This will allow for choosing users 
during design time. The User portion is only helpful during design if 
referencing a keyring that is available. 
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Comparing Computer-Level and User-Level RSA Key Containers 

User-level RSA key containers are stored with the Windows user profile for a particular user and can be used to encrypt and decrypt information 
for applications that run under that specific user identity. User-level RSA key containers can be useful if you want to ensure that the RSA key 
information is removed when the Windows user profile is removed. However, because you must be logged in with the specific user account that 
makes use of the user-level RSA key container in order to encrypt or decrypt protected configuration sections, they are inconvenient to use. 

Computer-level RSA key containers are available to all users that can log in to a computer, by default, and are the most useful as you can use 
them to encrypt or decrypt protected configuration sections while logged in with an administrator account. A computer-level RSA key container can 
be used to protect information for a single application, all the applications on a server, or a group of applications on a server that run under the 
same user identity. Although computer-level RSA key containers are available to all users, they can be secured with NTFS Access Control Lists 
(ACLs) so that only required users can access them. 

Delete Key Container 
Deletes a previously created User-Level or Computer-Level key container. 

Declaration 
<AMDELETEKEYCONTAINER KEYCONTAINERNAME="NAME" KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="USER" /> 

Example 1 - Delete USER Level Key Container 
<AMDELETEKEYCONTAINER KEYCONTAINERNAME="marie.black" KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="USER" /> 

Example 2 - Delete MACHINE Level Key Container 
<AMDELETEKEYCONTAINER KEYCONTAINERNAME="JavaWebStart" KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="MACHINE" /> 

See Also 
Generate Key Files, Sign, Verify, Encrypt, Decrypt 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Key 
Container 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) KEYCONTAINERNAME="Automate" Indicates the name of the key container to identify which private 
or public key to use. You must select the key container by 
clicking Select Key Container. 

Key 
Container 
Level 

Text No User KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="MACHINE" Specifies whether the key container to delete is set to User-
Level or Computer-Level. 
The available options are: 

• User (Default) 
• Machine 

More details regarding Computer-Level and User-Level key 
containers can be found below under Additional Notes 
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Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step when it appears in the Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Comparing Computer-Level and User-Level RSA Key Containers 

User-level RSA key containers are stored with the Windows user profile for a particular user and can be used to encrypt and decrypt information 
for applications that run under that specific user identity. User-level RSA key containers can be useful if you want to ensure that the RSA key 
information is removed when the Windows user profile is removed. However, because you must be logged in with the specific user account that 
makes use of the user-level RSA key container in order to encrypt or decrypt protected configuration sections, they are inconvenient to use. 

Computer-level RSA key containers are available to all users that can log in to a computer, by default, and are the most useful as you can use 
them to encrypt or decrypt protected configuration sections while logged in with an administrator account. A computer-level RSA key container can 
be used to protect information for a single application, all the applications on a server, or a group of applications on a server that run under the 
same user identity. Although computer-level RSA key containers are available to all users, they can be secured with NTFS Access Control Lists 
(ACLs) so that only required users can access them. 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Encrypt 
Encrypts one or more files using the specified encryption method and algorithm. This action supports both symmetric (passphrase) and 
asymmetric (public/private key) encryption types. If PGP is installed, this action can optionally use the PGP engine for both passphrase and 
public/private key encryption and support for a wide variety of encryption algorithms. Used for security purposes to encrypt any type of file. Ideal 
for keeping sensitive and confidential information private. 

 

 PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) is a popular program used to encrypt and decrypt e-mail over the Internet. It can also be used to send an 
encrypted digital signature that lets the receiver verify the sender's identity. AWE comes bundled with the OpenPGP engine which is based 
on PGP as originally developed. OpenPGP is installed on the system during installation. 
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Declaration 
<AMENCRYPT ENCRYPTTYPE="PASSPHRASE" INPUTFILE="text" OUTPUTFILE="text" SUBFOLDERS="Yes/No" KEEPFOLDERSTRUCT="Yes/No" 
OVERWRITE="Yes/NoS" ISNEWER="Yes/No" ATTRFILTER="text" ENCRYPTALGO="text(options)" PASSWORD="text" /> 

Example 1 - Passphrase Encryption 
<AMENCRYPT ENCRYPTTYPE="PASSPHRASE" INPUTFILE="C:\SourceFolder\*.DOC" OUTPUTFILE="C:\DestinationFolder\encr*.doc" 
SUBFOLDERS="YES" KEEPFOLDERSTRUCT="YES" OVERWRITE="YES" ISNEWER="YES" ATTRFILTER="+r" ENCRYPTALGO="Rijndael" 
PASSWORD="AM1cLtbaERPTWrKiRxt4KF/Bg==aME" /> 

Example 2 - Public/Private Key Encryption 
<AMENCRYPT ENCRYPTTYPE="KEY" INPUTFILE="C:\SourceFolder\*.DOC" OUTPUTFILE="C:\DestinationFolder\encr*.doc" 
SUBFOLDERS="YES" KEEPFOLDERSTRUCT="YES" OVERWRITE="YES" ISNEWER="YES" ATTRFILTER="+r" CRYPTUSING="KEYCONTAINER" 
KEYCONTAINERNAME="Microsoft Enhanced Cryptographic Provider v1.0" KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="USER" /> 

See Also 
Delete Key Container, Generate Key Files, Sign, Verify, Decrypt, Calculate File Checksum, Get File(s) information, Touch File, Set Attributes 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Source Text Yes (Empty) a) INPUTFILE="c:\ 

folder\file.txt" 
b) INPUTFILE="c:\ folder\*.txt" 

The path and file name of the file(s) to encrypt. 
Wildcard characters such as asterisk (*) and 
question mark (?) can be used to encrypt files 
matching a certain mask. 

Destination Text Yes (Empty) a) OUTPUTFILE="c:\ 
folder\file.txt" 
b) OUTPUTFILE="c:\folder\" 
c) DEST="c:\ folder\*.txt" 

The destination folder and (optional) filename of 
the file(s) being encrypted. 
NOTE: Folders that do not exist will be 
automatically created at runtime. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Type Text 

(Options) 
No passphrase ENCRYPTTYPE="KEY" The type of encryption to be performed. 

Parameters vary depending on which encryption 
type is selected. The Available options are: 

• Passphrase (Default): Requires a 
particular passphrase to verify and 
encrypt the specified file(s). 

• Public/Private Key: An asymmetric 
form of encryption that relies on a 
cryptographically generated 
public/private key pair. Encryption is 
performed with the public key and can 
only be encrypted with the 
corresponding private key. 

• PGP Passphrase: Require a particular 
PGP passphrase to encrypt. 

• PGP Public/Private Key: PGP uses a 
system which binds the public keys to a 
an e-mail address. Requires the 
associated PGP private key to encrypt. 

• OpenPGP Passphrase: Requires a 
particular OpenPGP passphrase to 
encrypt. 

• OpenPGP Public/Private Key: 
Encryption is performed using 
OpenPGP public key and can only be 
encrypted with the corresponding 
private key. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Algorithm Text 

(Options) 
No Rijndael ENCRYPTALGO="DES" The encryption algorithm to use. This parameter 

is active only if Passphrase, PGP Passphrase 
or OpenPGP Passphrase is selected from the 
Type parameter. Available encryption algorithm 
options for Passphrase are: 

• Rijndael (Default) 
• DES 
• RC2 
• TripleDES 

Available encryption algorithm options for PGP 
Passphrase and OpenPGP Passphrase are: 

• IDEA (PGP Only) 
• 3DES 
• CAST5 
• Blowfish 
• AES128 
• AES192 
• AES256 
• Twofish256 

Passphrase/Confirm 
Passphrase 

Text Yes for 
passphrase 
encryption 

(Empty) PASSWORD="g9tc745yuig3j9t" The passphrase to use in order to encrypt the 
file(s). This parameter is available only if the 
Type parameter is set to Passphrase, PGP 
Passphrase or OpenPGP Passphrase. 

Key email address Text Yes for PGP 
Public/Private 

Key 
encryption 

(Empty) EMAIL="admin@netauto.com" Specifies the e-mail address in which to bind the 
PGP public key to. This parameter is active only 
if the PGP Public/Private Key option is selected 
from the Type parameter. 

Key name or email 
address 

Text Yes for 
OpenPGP 

Public/Private 
Key 

encryption 

(Empty) EMAIL="admin@netauto.com" Indicates the e-mail address and/or unique 
name in which to bind the OpenPGP public key 
to. Multiple names/e-mail addresses can be 
entered by separating each entry with a semi-
colons (;). This parameter is active only if the 
PGP Public/Private Key option is selected from 
the Type parameter. 
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Options Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Subfolders 

Yes/No No No SUBFOLDERS="YES" If set to YES, specifies that, if present, subfolders should be 
searched for files matching the mask specified in the Source 
parameter. The default value is set to NO. 

Preserve 
Folder 
Structure 

Yes/No No Yes KEEPFOLDERSTRUCT="NO" If set to YES, specifies that subfolders found in the source folder 
should be created in the destination folder, and source files 
should be encrypted into their respective folders rather than 
directly into the root of the folder specified in the Destination 
parameter. Valid only if the Include subfolder parameter is set 
to YES. 

Overwrite if 
Exists 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that, if destination files already exist, they 
should be overwritten. The default value is set to NO. 

Only if 
Newer 

Yes/No No No ISNEWERTHAN="YES" If set to YES, indicates that only files that are newer than those in 
the destination folder will overwrite existing files. Valid only if the 
Overwrite if Exists parameter is set to YES. 

Only if 
Exists in 
Destination 

Yes/No No No ONLYIFEXIST="YES" If set to YES, specifies that only files that already exist in the 
destination will be encrypted from the source. All other files, 
regardless of whether they match the mask or other parameter 
settings will be bypassed. Valid only if the Overwrite if Exists 
parameter is set to YES. 

Overwrite 
Read-Only 
Files 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEREADONLY="YES" If set to YES, indicates that already existing files should be 
overwritten even if the file in the destination is marked with the 
"read-only" attribute. By default, read only files are not 
overwritten. Valid only if the Overwrite if Exists parameter is set 
to YES. 

Overwrite 
Hidden 
Files 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEHIDDEN="YES" If set to YES, specifies that already existing files should be 
overwritten even if the file in the destination is marked with the 
"hidden" attribute. By default, hidden files are not overwritten. 
Valid only if the Overwrite if Exists parameter is set to YES. 

Turn 
Archive 
Attribute 
Off 

Yes/No No No ARCHIVETURNOFF="YES" If set to YES, denotes that the "archive" attribute of the source 
file should be switched OFF. The Windows "archive" attribute is 
generally used to track whether a file has been backed-up. By 
turning the source file's archive attribute off— this indicates to 
many backup programs that the file has already been backed-up. 

Exclude 
Mask 

Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="*.txt" Causes this action to omit encrypting files matching the mask(s) 
specified. Filenames or wildcard masks may be used.  

Regular 
Expression 

Yes/No No No RE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that a regular expression is used in the 
Exclude Mask field. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Only if 
Newer 
Than 

Date No (Empty) ISNEWERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2007,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

Causes this action to only encrypt files if the source is newer 
than the date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or not 
included, the date of the file(s) will be ignored (excluding Only if 
newer parameter). 

Only if 
Older Than 

Date No (Empty) ISOLDERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2007,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

Causes this action to only encrypt files if the source is older than 
the date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or not 
included, the date of the file(s) will be ignored (excluding Only if 
newer parameter). 

Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Attributes Text 

Options 
No (Empty) ATTRFILTER="+R+

A-H" (encrypt read-
only & archive files 
but not hidden files) 

This group of settings causes the action to filter which files are encrypted 
based on the attribute settings of the source file(s). In visual mode, a group of 
controls are provided to assist in the selection of this parameter. In markup 
mode, a single text item must be specified that contains the attributes of the 
files you want to encrypt. 
Available Options: 

• R— Read-only: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-R" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

• A— Archive: Specifying "+A" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-A" causes files with this attribute turned off to be 
included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute to be 
ignored. 

• S— System: Specifying "+S" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-S" causes files with this attribute turned off to be 
included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute to be 
ignored. 

• H— Hidden: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-H" causes files with this attribute turned off to be 
included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute to be 
ignored. 

• C— Compression: Specifying "+C" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-C" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 
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PGP Tab 

These parameters relate to the recipient's OpenPGP key ID (normally an e-mail address or name) and the password that associates with that ID 
and are available only when OpenPGP Public/Private Key is selected under the Type parameter located on the General tab. 

NOTE: The parameters of the PGP tab has no relation to PGP Encrypt/Decrypt type, only OpenPGP. 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Public 
Keyring 
File 

Text Yes for PGP 
or OpenPGP 
Public/Private 
Key encryption 

method 

(Empty) PUBKEYRINGPATH= 
"c:\foldername\file.pkr" 

Specifies the path and filename of the PGP, OpenPGP or GnuPG 
Public Keyring file. Entering a valid Public Keyring file along with a 
matching Secret Keyring file will populate the Choose Recipients 
section with the appropriate signature information. This parameter is 
active only if the Type parameter located in the General tab is set to 
PGP Public/Private key or OpenPGP Public/Private Key. 

Secret 
Keyring 
File 

Text Yes for PGP 
or OpenPGP 
Public/Private 
Key encryption 

method 

(Empty) SECKEYRINGPATH= 
"c:\foldername\file.skr" 

Specifies the path and filename of the PGP, OpenPGP or GnuPG 
secret keyring file. Entering a valid Public Keyring file along with a 
matching Secret Keyring file will populate the Choose Recipients 
section with the appropriate signature information. This parameter is 
active only if the Type parameter located in the General tab is set to 
PGP Public/Private key or OpenPGP Public/Private Key. 

Armor 
Data 

Yes/No No No ARMOR="YES" If set to YES, causes PGP, OpenPGP or GnuPG to enable ASCII 
Armor output, a form of encoding binary data in a sequence of ASCII-
printable characters. Binary to text encoding is necessary for 
transmission of data when the channel or the protocol only allows 
ASCII-printable characters, such as transporting through E-mail 
channels. If you intend to use PGP primarily for e-mail purposes, we 
suggest enabling this option. This parameter is active only if the Type 
parameter located in the General tab is set to PGP Passphrase, PGP 
Public/Private key, OpenPGP Passphrase or OpenPGP 
Public/Private Key. 

Compress 
data 
before 
encryption 

Yes/No No Yes COMPRESS="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the file(s) will be initially compressed before 
encryption is performed. This parameter is active only if the Type 
parameter located in the General tab is set to PGP Passphrase, PGP 
Public/Private key, OpenPGP Passphrase or OpenPGP 
Public/Private Key. 

Choose 
Recipients 

Text No (Empty) KEYID="PGP Global 
Directory Verification 
Key" 

Specifies the recipient(s) in which to bind the OpenPGP public key to. 
To select a recipient, check the corresponding check-box. This 
parameter is active only if the Type parameter located in the General 
tab is set to OpenPGP Public/Private Key. 
NOTE: Selection from the Choose Recipients section overrides the 
General tab entries specified in the Key name/e-mail address 
parameters. 
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Key Options Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Encrypt 
using 

Text 
(Options) 

Yes for 
Public/Private 

Key 
encryption 

method 

Key 
Container 

ENCRYPTUSING="KEYCONTAINER" Indicates the encryption procedure to be used to 
encrypt the specified file(s). This parameter is active 
only if the Type parameter located in the General tab 
is set to Public/Private Key. The available options 
are: 

• Key Container: A key container will be used 
to encrypt the file(s). 

• Key File: A key file will be used to encrypt 
the file(s). Click the Folder icon to navigate to 
the appropriate private key (.pri) file or enter 
the full path and filename of the private key 
file in the provided text-box. 

Key 
container 
name 

Text Yes (Empty) KEYCONTAINERNAME= 
"Microsoft Enhanced Cryptographic 
Provider v1.0" 

Specifies the name of the key container to be used. 
Clicking Select Key Container will open a Key 
Container browser allowing selection from a list of 
cryptographic provider names. This parameter is 
active only if the Encrypt using parameter is set to 
Key Container. 

Private 
Key File 

Text Yes (Empty) KEYCONTAINERNAME= 
"C:\Temp\filename.pri" 

Specifies the path and filename of the public key file to 
be used. Click the Folder icon to navigate to the 
appropriate private key (.pri) file or enter the full path 
and filename of the private key file in the provided text-
box. This parameter is active only if the Encrypt using 
parameter is set to Key File. 

Key 
container 
level 

Text 
(Options) 

No User KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="USER" Specifies whether the key container should be set to 
User-Level or Computer-Level. Microsoft Windows 
makes Computer-Level key containers available to all 
users, whereas a User-Level key container is available 
only to the user that created (or imported) the key 
container. The available options are: 

• User (Default) 
• Machine 
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Comparing Computer-Level and User-Level RSA Key Containers 

User-level RSA key containers are stored with the Windows user profile for a particular user and can be used to encrypt and encrypt information 
for applications that run under that specific user identity. User-level RSA key containers can be useful if you want to ensure that the RSA key 
information is removed when the Windows user profile is removed. However, because you must be logged in with the specific user account that 
will make use of the user-level RSA key container in order to encrypt or decrypt protected configuration sections, they are inconvenient to use. 

Computer-level RSA key containers are available to all users that can log in to a computer, by default, and are the most useful as you can use 
them to encrypt or decrypt protected configuration sections while logged in with an administrator account. A computer-level RSA key container can 
be used to protect information for a single application, all the applications on a server, or a group of applications on a server that run under the 
same user identity. Although computer-level RSA key containers are available to all users, they can be secured with NTFS Access Control Lists 
(ACLs) so that only required users can access them. 

Generate Key Files 
Generates public and private key files from the specified key container. This action can be used as a task step following Create Key Container 
action to properly generate public and private key files. Other cryptography actions (i.e. Sign and Encrypt actions) can follow this step allowing the 
procedure of encrypting and decrypting files to be fully automated. 

Declaration 
<AMGENERATEKEYFILES KEYCONTAINERNAME="Filename"KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="text [options]" PRIKEYFILE="Keyname" 
PUBKEYFILE="Keyname"/> 

Examples 

Example 1 - Generate USER Level Key Files 
<AMDELETEKEYCONTAINER KEYCONTAINERNAME="marie.black" KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="USER" /> 

Example 2 - Generate COMPUTER Level Key Files 
<AMDELETEKEYCONTAINER KEYCONTAINERNAME="JavaWebStart" KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="MACHINE" /> 

See Also 
Delete Key Container, Sign, Verify, Encrypt, Decrypt 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Key 
Container 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) KEYCONTAINERNAME="Automate" Specifies the name of the key container to identify which 
public/private key to use. Clicking Select Key Container will 
open a key container browser in which to select a container 
from. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Key 
Container 
Level 

Text 
(Options) 

Yes User KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="MACHINE" Specifies whether to use a computer-level or user-level RSA 
key container. Microsoft Windows makes computer-level key 
containers available to all users, whereas a user-level key 
container is available only to the user that created (or 
imported) the key container. This parameter is active only if 
the Decrypt using parameter is set to Key Container. The 
available options are: 

• User (Default) 
• Machine 

Public 
key file 

Text Yes (Empty) PUBKEYFILE="c:\publicfile.pub" Specifies the path and file name of the public key to be 
generated. 

Overwrite 
if public 
key file 
exists 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEPUBKEYFILE="YES" If set to YES, Indicate that if a public key file with the same 
name already exists within the location where the new public 
key will be stored, the existing key will be overwritten. 

Private 
key file 

Text Yes (Empty) PRIKEYFILE="c:\privatefile.pri" Specifies the path and file name of the private key to be 
generated. 

Overwrite 
Private 
key file 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEPRIKEYFILE="YES" If set to YES, indicate that if a private key file with the same 
name already exists within the location where the new 
private key will be stored, the existing key will be overwritten. 

Comparing Computer-Level and User-Level RSA Key Containers 

User-level RSA key containers are stored with the Windows user profile for a particular user and can be used to encrypt and decrypt information 
for applications that run under that specific user identity. User-level RSA key containers can be useful if you want to ensure that the RSA key 
information is removed when the Windows user profile is removed. However, because you must be logged in with the specific user account that 
makes use of the user-level RSA key container in order to encrypt or decrypt protected configuration sections, they are inconvenient to use. 

Computer-level RSA key containers are available to all users that can log in to a computer, by default, and are the most useful as you can use 
them to encrypt or decrypt protected configuration sections while logged in with an administrator account. A computer-level RSA key container can 
be used to protect information for a single application, all the applications on a server, or a group of applications on a server that run under the 
same user identity. Although computer-level RSA key containers are available to all users, they can be secured with NTFS Access Control Lists 
(ACLs) so that only required users can access them. 

Sign 
Digitally signs a file using private keys. The files can be signed by multiple keys. Protects files from being tampered with by digitally signing them. 
Digital signing uses a key pair and encrypts the message to be signed with the private key to produce a signature file. The Verify action can later 
be used to validate and decrypt the signature. 
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Declaration 
<AMSIGN INPUTFILE="text" OUTPUTFILE="text" SUBFOLDERS="Yes/No" OVERWRITE="Yes/No" ISNEWER="Yes/No" 
PUBKEYRINGPATH="text" SECKEYRINGPATH="text"><SIGNATURE KEYID="text" PASSWORD="text" /></AMSIGN> 

Example 

Sign file(s) "C:\Temp\File.txt".Save signed file(s) at "C:\Destination\". Use account(s) "joe@mycompany.com" for the key. 
<AMSIGN INPUTFILE="C:\Temp\File.txt" OUTPUTFILE="C:\Destination\" PUBKEYRINGPATH="C:\Temp\pubring.pkr" 
SECKEYRINGPATH="C:\Temp\secring.skr"><SIGNATURE KEYID="joe@mycompany.com" 
PASSWORD="AM1x0Rx3fdK69IS3DxCeTETzrB39vWw8bCt21xzAk26Acw=aME" /></AMSIGN> 

See Also 

Delete Key Container, Generate Key Files, Verify, Encrypt, Decrypt 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Source Text Yes (Empty) a)INPUTFILE="c:\sourcefolder\file.txt" 

b)INPUTFILE="c:\sourcefolder\*.txt" 
Specifies the path and file name of the file(s) to be 
digitally signed. Wildcard characters such as asterisk (*) 
and question mark (?) can be used to encrypt files 
matching a certain mask. 

Destination Text Yes (Empty) a)OUTPUTFILE="c:\destfolder\file.txt" 
b)OUTPUTFILE="c:\destfolder\ 

Specifies the destination folder and (optional) filename 
of the file(s) to be digitally signed. Folders that do not 
exist will be automatically created at runtime. 

Public 
Keyring 
File 

Text Yes (Empty) PUBKEYRINGPATH="c:\foldername\file.pkr" Specifies the path and filename of the PGP, OpenPGP 
or GnuPG public keyring file. Entering a valid Public 
Keyring file along with a matching Secret Keyring file will 
populate the Signatures tab with the appropriate 
signature information. 

Secret 
Keyring 
File 

Text Yes (Empty) SECKEYRINGPATH="c:\foldername\file.skr" Specifies the path and filename of the PGP, OpenPGP 
or GnuPG secret keyring file. Entering a valid Public 
Keyring file along with a matching Secret Keyring file will 
populate the Signatures tab with the appropriate 
signature information. 

Options Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Subfolders 

Yes/No No No SUBFOLDERS="YES" If set to YES, specifies that, if present, subfolders should be 
searched for files matching the mask specified in the Source 
parameter. The default value is set to NO. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Preserve 
Folder 
Structure 

Yes/No No Yes KEEPFOLDERSTRUCT="NO" If set to YES, specifies that subfolders found in the source folder 
should be created in the destination folder, and source files 
should be decrypted into their respective folders rather than 
directly into the root of the folder specified in the Destination 
parameter. Valid only if the Include subfolders parameter is set 
to YES. 

Overwrite if 
Exists 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that, if destination files already exist, they 
should be overwritten. The default value is set to NO. 

Only if 
Newer 

Yes/No No No ISNEWERTHAN="YES" If set to YES, indicates that only files that are newer than those in 
the destination folder will overwrite existing files. Valid only if the 
Overwrite if Exists parameter is set to YES. 

Only if 
Exists in 
Destination 

Yes/No No No ONLYIFEXIST="YES" If set to YES, specifies that only files that already exist in the 
destination will be decrypted from the source. All other files, 
regardless of whether they match the mask or other parameter 
settings will be bypassed. Valid only if the Overwrite if Exists 
parameter is set to YES. 

Overwrite 
Read-Only 
Files 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEREADONLY="YES" If set to YES, indicates that already existing files should be 
overwritten even if the file in the destination is marked with the 
"read-only" attribute. By default, read only files are not 
overwritten. Valid only if the Overwrite if Exists parameter is set 
to YES. 

Overwrite 
Hidden 
Files 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEHIDDEN="YES" If set to YES, specifies that already existing files should be 
overwritten even if the file in the destination is marked with the 
"hidden" attribute. By default, hidden files are not overwritten. 
Valid only if the Overwrite if Exists parameter is set to YES. 

Turn 
Archive 
Attribute 
Off 

Yes/No No No ARCHIVETURNOFF="YES" If set to YES, denotes that the "archive" attribute of the source 
file should be switched OFF. The Windows "archive" attribute is 
generally used to track whether a file has been backed-up. By 
turning the source file's archive attribute off — this indicates to 
many backup programs that the file has already been backed-up. 

Exclude 
Mask 

Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="*.txt" Causes this action to omit decrypting files matching the mask(s) 
specified. Filenames or wildcard masks may be used.  

Regular 
Expression 

Yes/No No No RE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that a regular expression is used in the 
Exclude Mask field. 

Only if 
Newer 
Than 

Date No (Empty) ISNEWERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2007,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

Causes this action to only decrypt files if the source is newer 
than the date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or not 
included, the date of the file(s) will be ignored (excluding Only if 
newer parameter). 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Only if 
Older Than 

Date No (Empty) ISOLDERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2007,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

Causes this action to only decrypt files if the source is older than 
the date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or not 
included, the date of the file(s) will be ignored (excluding Only if 
newer parameter). 

Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Attributes Text 

Options 
No (Empty) ATTRFILTER="+R+A-

H" (decrypt read-only & 
archive files but not 
hidden files) 

This group of settings causes the action to filter which files are decrypted 
based on the attribute settings of the source file(s). In visual mode, a group 
of controls are provided to assist in the selection of this parameter. In 
markup mode, a single text item must be specified that contains the 
attributes of the files you want to decrypt. 
Available Options: 

• R — Read-only: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-R" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

• A — Archive: Specifying "+A" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-A" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• S — System: Specifying "+S" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-S" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• H — Hidden: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-H" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• C — Compression: Specifying "+C" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-C" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 
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Signatures Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Email or 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) KEYID="John@netauto.com" Specifies the name or e-mail address used to locate the private key. 
Existing signatures (populated using the Public Keyring File and 
Secret Keyring File parameters located in the General tab) can be 
added by selecting the signature and clicking Add or double-clicking 
the signature. 
To manually enter an e-mail address or name along with keyring 
passphrase, click Create and enter the e-mail address or unique name 
and associated passphrase in the appropriate fields. 
To remove a signature, select it from the list and click Remove. 
NOTE: At least one signature is required. Therefore, one e-mail 
address or name from the keyring along with its keyring passphrase 
needs to be entered. If there is no password associated with the e-mail 
address or name in the keyring, then the Passphrase field can be left 
blank. Additionally, if no name or e-mail address is used to identify the 
key, make sure to empty the Email or Name field of any contents. 

Passphrase Text Yes (Empty) PASSWORD="password" Specifies the passphrase to be added to the private key. Existing 
signatures (populated using the Public Keyring File and Secret 
Keyring File parameters located in the General tab) can be added by 
selecting the signature and clicking Move Up or double-clicking the 
signature. 
To manually enter an e-mail address or name along with keyring 
passphrase, click Add and enter the e-mail or name and passphrase in 
the appropriate fields. 
To remove a signature, select it from the list and click Remove. 
NOTE: At least one signature is required. Therefore, one e-mail 
address or name from the keyring along with its keyring passphrase 
needs to be entered. If there is no password associated with the e-mail 
address or name in the keyring, then the Passphrase field can be left 
blank. Additionally, if no name or e-mail address is used to identify the 
key, make sure to empty the Email or Name field of any contents. 

Verify 
Verifies the signature attached to a file to validate authenticity of the sender. Used to verify a file for a valid signature and decrypts the file upon 
proper authentication. 

Declaration 
<AMVERIFY INPUTFILE="text" OUTPUTFILE="text" SUBFOLDERS="Yes/No" OVERWRITE="Yes/No" ISNEWER="Yes/No" 
PUBKEYRINGPATH="text" SECKEYRINGPATH="text" OUTPUTDATASET="text"><AUTOVERIFY /></AMVERIFY> 
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Example 

Verify file(s) "C:\Temp2\SignedFile".Save verified signatures in dataset "theDataset".Save verified file(s) at "C:\Temp2\theFile3".Auto verify using 
all keys in keyring. Include subfolders. Overwrite existing file(s). Only if newer. 

<AMVERIFY INPUTFILE="C:\Temp2\SignedFile" OUTPUTFILE="C:\Temp2\theFile3" SUBFOLDERS="YES" OVERWRITE="YES" 
ISNEWER="YES" PUBKEYRINGPATH="C:\Temp\pubring.pkr" SECKEYRINGPATH="C:\Temp\secring.skr" 
OUTPUTDATASET="theDataset"><AUTOVERIFY /></AMVERIFY> 

See Also 

Delete Key Container, Generate Key Files, Sign, Encrypt, Decrypt, Create Key Container 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Source Text Yes (Empty) a)INPUTFILE="c:\sourcefolder\file.txt" 

b)INPUTFILE="c:\sourcefolder\*.txt" 
Specifies the path and file name of the file(s) to be 
verified. Wildcard characters such as asterisk (*) and 
question mark (?) can be used to encrypt files matching 
a certain mask. 

Destination Text Yes (Empty) a)OUTPUTFILE="c:\destfolder\file.txt" 
b)OUTPUTFILE="c:\destfolder\ 

Specifies the destination folder and (optional) filename 
of the file(s) to be digitally signed. Folders that do not 
exist will be automatically created at runtime. 

Public 
Keyring 
File 

Text Yes (Empty) PUBKEYRINGPATH="c:\foldername\file.pkr" Specifies the path and filename of the PGP, OpenPGP 
or GnuPG public keyring file. Entering a valid Public 
Keyring file along with a matching Secret Keyring file will 
populate the Signatures tab with the appropriate 
signature information. 

Secret 
Keyring 
File 

Text Yes (Empty) SECKEYRINGPATH="c:\foldername\file.skr" Specifies the path and filename of the PGP, OpenPGP 
or GnuPG secret keyring file. Entering a valid Public 
Keyring file along with a matching Secret Keyring file will 
populate the Signatures tab with the appropriate 
signature information. 

Create and 
populate 
dataset 

Text No (Empty) OUTPUTDATASET="theDataset" Allows entry of a dataset name in which to populate 
signatures and verification results. 

Options Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Subfolders 

Yes/No No No SUBFOLDERS="YES" If set to YES, specifies that, if present, subfolders should be 
searched for files matching the mask specified in the Source 
parameter. The default value is set to NO. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Preserve 
Folder 
Structure 

Yes/No No Yes KEEPFOLDERSTRUCT="NO" If set to YES, specifies that subfolders found in the source folder 
should be created in the destination folder, and source files 
should be decrypted into their respective folders rather than 
directly into the root of the folder specified in the Destination 
parameter. Valid only if the Include subfolder parameter is set 
to YES. 

Overwrite if 
Exists 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that, if destination files already exist, they 
should be overwritten. The default value is set to NO. 

Only if 
Newer 

Yes/No No No ISNEWERTHAN="YES" If set to YES, indicates that only files that are newer than those in 
the destination folder will overwrite existing files. Valid only if the 
Overwrite if Exists parameter is set to YES. 

Only if 
Exists in 
Destination 

Yes/No No No ONLYIFEXIST="YES" If set to YES, specifies that only files that already exist in the 
destination will be decrypted from the source. All other files, 
regardless of whether they match the mask or other parameter 
settings will be bypassed. Valid only if the Overwrite if Exists 
parameter is set to YES. 

Overwrite 
Read-Only 
Files 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEREADONLY="YES" If set to YES, indicates that already existing files should be 
overwritten even if the file in the destination is marked with the 
"read-only" attribute. By default, read only files are not 
overwritten. Valid only if the Overwrite if Exists parameter is set 
to YES. 

Overwrite 
Hidden 
Files 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEHIDDEN="YES" If set to YES, specifies that already existing files should be 
overwritten even if the file in the destination is marked with the 
"hidden" attribute. By default, hidden files are not overwritten. 
Valid only if the Overwrite if Exists parameter is set to YES. 

Turn 
Archive 
Attribute 
Off 

Yes/No No No ARCHIVETURNOFF="YES" If set to YES, denotes that the "archive" attribute of the source 
file should be switched OFF. The Windows "archive" attribute is 
generally used to track whether a file has been backed-up. By 
turning the source file's archive attribute off — this indicates to 
many backup programs that the file has already been backed-up. 

Exclude 
Mask 

Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="*.txt" Causes this action to omit decrypting files matching the mask(s) 
specified. Filenames or wildcard masks may be used.  

Regular 
Expression 

Yes/No No No RE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that a regular expression is used in the 
Exclude Mask field. 

Only if 
Newer 
Than 

Date No (Empty) ISNEWERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2007,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

Causes this action to only decrypt files if the source is newer 
than the date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or not 
included, the date of the file(s) will be ignored (excluding Only if 
newer parameter). 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Only if 
Older Than 

Date No (Empty) ISOLDERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2007,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

Causes this action to only decrypt files if the source is older than 
the date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or not 
included, the date of the file(s) will be ignored (excluding Only if 
newer parameter). 

Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Attributes Text 

Options 
No (Empty) ATTRFILTER="+R+A-

H" (decrypt read-only & 
archive files but not 
hidden files) 

This group of settings causes the action to filter which files are decrypted 
based on the attribute settings of the source file(s). In visual mode, a group 
of controls are provided to assist in the selection of this parameter. In 
markup mode, a single text item must be specified that contains the 
attributes of the files you want to decrypt. 
Available Options: 

• R — Read-only: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-R" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

• A — Archive: Specifying "+A" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-A" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• S — System: Specifying "+S" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-S" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• H — Hidden: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-H" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• C — Compression: Specifying "+C" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-C" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 
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Signatures Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Signatures Text No (Empty) KEYID="Test2 

&lt;test2@test.com&gt" 
The Signatures tab allows the selection of a signature to verify. Existing 
signatures will be populated in this section which includes the following 
details: 

• User: The name or e-mail address specified in the signature. 
• Key: The signature algorithm. 
• Bits: The signature strength measured in bits. 

Auto select 
verifying 
keys 

Yes/No No No AUTOVERIFY="Yes" If set to YES, specifies that signatures will be auto-selected at runtime. 
NOTE: Selecting this option overrides all other options. 

Description 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Handling Options 

Datasets 

A dataset is a multiple column, multiple row container object. This activity creates and populates a dataset containing a specific set of fields in 
addition to the standard dataset fields. The table below describes these fields (assuming the dataset name assigned was theDataset). 

Name Type Return Value 
theDataset.Signature Text Contains the signature user information. The returned dataset signature may contain the following values: 

• The name associated with the Key 
• No Name: The dataset will return "No Name" if there are empty identifiers for the key (i.e. Name, e-mail) 

in the specified keyring. 
• Unknown Key: The dataset will return "Unknown Key" if the key has no identifier in the available keyring. 

theDataset.Validity Text Contains the signature's verification results. The returned verification results may contain the following values: 
• Valid: Specifies that the key is valid. 
• Invalid: Specifies that the key is invalid. 
• Corrupted: Specifies that the key is corrupt. 
• KeyNotFound: Specifies that there were no valid keys found. This result can occur when a 

Key/Passphrase combination set does not match the one contained in the keyring. 
• UnknownAlgorithm: Specifies an unknown or unsupported algorithm type. 
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Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Database actions 
• Close SQL Connection 

• Open SQL Connection  

• SQL Query  

• Stored Procedure  

Close SQL Connection 
Closes a previously established connection created by an Open SQL Connection step and ends the session. Used to terminate a previously 
opened SQL session. 

Declaration 
<AMSQLCLOSECONNECTION SESSION="Text" /> 

Example 
Close SQL connection open in session "SQLSession2". 

<AMSQLCLOSECONNECTION SESSION="SQLSession2" /> 

See Also 

Open SQL Connection, Execute SQL Query, Execute Stored Procedure, Execute Web Service, FTP, HTTP 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Session 
Name 

Text Yes SQLSession1 SESSION="SQLSession2" Specifies the session name of the SQL connection to close. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step when it appears in the Steps Pane. 
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Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Open SQL Connection 
Opens a database connection using the specified custom connection string or predefined connection string. The connection is identified by a 
unique session name, which can be referenced by subsequent SQL steps. This allows multiple SQL connections to run simultaneously. Use the 
Close SQL Connection action to close a SQL connection that is currently open. This action also provides the option to create and name a new pre-
defined connection string that can be used in subsequent steps and tasks. Used to establish a persistent connection for use with other Database 
steps. 

Declaration 
<AMSQLOPENCONNECTION SESSION="text" PREDEFINEDCONNECTION="text%" /> 

Example 

Establish SQL connection using predefined connection string named "%theconnection%". SQL session name is "SQLSession10". 
<AMSQLOPENCONNECTION SESSION="SQLSession10" PREDEFINEDCONNECTION="%theconnection%" /> 

See Also 

Close SQL Connection, Stored Procedure, Loop Dataset, Data Link Properties 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Session 
Name 

Text Yes SQLSession1 SESSION="SQLSession2" Specifies the session name of the SQL connection 
to open. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Connection 
String - 
Custom 

Text Yes (Empty) CONNECTIONSTRING= 
"AM1P2qCkbYiFHdqWN7qDphOEw==aME" 

Specifies a custom OLEDB connection string. The 
connection string provides driver, server, username, 
password and other important information to the 
OLEDB subsystem so that the connection can be 
made. The easiest way to generate a proper 
connection string is by clicking New in the visual 
step editor. This opens the Data Link Properties 
Wizard allowing you to setup a custom connection 
string. 

Connection 
String - 
Pre-
defined 

Text Yes (Empty) PREDEFINEDCONNECTION= 
"%MyPreDefinedConnection%" 

Specifies a pre-defined OLEDB connection string. 
An existing pre-defined connection string can be 
specified by name, or a custom connection string 
can be defined as above, named, and stored. A 
newly created pre-defined connection string will be 
available for use in subsequent steps of the task. 

SQL Query 
Passes an SQL (Structured Query Language) statement including queries to the data source specified via OLEDB. If a query is specified, a 
Dataset with the name you indicate is created and populated with the query results. Useful for automated retrieval, update and management of 
data. Could also be used to test database response times and size quotas. Given that this action provides the full power of SQL, which is a 
powerful database language itself - the possibilities are limitless. A working knowledge of SQL will help get the most out of this action. 

Declaration 
<AMSQLQUERY CONNECTIONSTRING="text" RESULTDATASET="text" TIMEOUT="number" MEASURE="text(options)">SELECT firstname, 
lastname from customer where city='San Diego'</AMSQLQUERY> 

Example 

This example demonstrates using SQL query with a Loop Dataset action. It retrieves all customers where the 'City' field is 'San Diego' and 
populates a dataset with the results. A Loop Dataset action is used to loop through the rows of the dataset. During each iteration, a message box 
appears showing the current result. To make this task work, change the SQL Query connection string and query to match your database. 

<AMSQLQUERY CONNECTIONSTRING="AM2y0llIsSVZ0/xcPsmhQdF/yyyXTZF+2yHRFF0mXdC0/BfctA==aME" RESULTDATASET="theDataset" 
TIMEOUT="2" MEASURE="minutes">SELECT firstname, lastname from customer where city='San Diego'</AMSQLQUERY> 
<AMLOOP TYPE="DATASET" DATASET="theDataset"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>First Name - %theDataset.firstname% 
Last Name - %theDataset.lastname% 
</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMLOOP> 
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See Also 

Open SQL Connection, Close SQL Connection, Stored Procedure, Loop Dataset, Data Link Properties 

 

 Because the results retrieved may contain multiple records (rows) and multiple fields (columns) - to access data retrieved from SQL Query 
you must use the Loop Dataset action to iterate the records and embedded expressions in order to extract the data from the individual fields 
(i.e. %datasetname.fieldname%). See notes below for more information. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Connection 
String 
Type 

        Indicates where this action's connection string 
should originate from. The connection string 
includes the source database name, driver, 
username, password and other properties needed 
to establish the initial connection. Different 
parameters are available depending on the option 
selected. The available options are: 

• Use custom connection string 
(Default) - Specifies that a custom 
OLEDB connection string will be set for 
this action. Select this option if performing 
a single query. 

• Use existing SQL connection from a 
session - Specifies that a connection 
string should derive from a session 
created by a previous Open SQL 
Connection step. This allows several 
queries to be linked to a specific session. 

• Use pre-defined connection string - 
Specifies that the connection should 
derive from a variable or constant. 

NOTE: This is a visual mode parameter only 
used during design time. It contains no 
markup. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Connection 
String 

Text Yes if 
connection 

type is 
custom 

(Empty) a)CONNECTIONSTRING= 
"AM1NGBAj8FWs8hn9B2/DA0A" 
b)CONNECTIONSTRING="%varName&" 

Specifies an OLEDB connection string. Click New 
in the visual step editor to open the Data Link 
Properties Wizard allowing you to setup a custom 
connection string. Valid only if Use custom 
connection string is selected in the Connection 
String Type parameter. For more details, see 
Data_Link_Properties_Wizard. 

Session 
Name 

Text Yes if 
connection 
is from a 
session 

SQLSession1 SESSION="Session10" Indicates the session name that this connection 
should derive from. Valid only if Use existing SQL 
connection from a session is selected in the 
Connection String Type parameter. 

Pre-
defined 
Connection 
String 

Text Yes if 
connection 

is pre-
defined 

(Empty) a)PREDEFINEDCONNECTION= 
"%varName%" 
b)PREDEFINEDCONNECTION= 
"AM1NGBAj8FWs8hn9B2/DA0A" 

Indicates the pre-defined connection string that 
should be used. Valid only if Use pre-defined 
connection string is selected in the Connection 
String Type parameter. 

Prompt 
user for a 
name and 
password 

Yes/No No No LOGIN="YES" Specifies that the user should be prompted to 
enter a username and password for the database 
server each time the task is run. Valid only if Use 
custom connection string or Use pre-defined 
connection string is selected in the Connection 
String Type parameter. 

Create and 
populate 
dataset 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="theDataset" The name of the dataset that should be created 
and populated with the results (if any) of the SQL 
Statement upon execution. To access the data in 
subsequent steps specify 
%datasetname.fieldname% (where datasetname 
specifies the name of the dataset and fieldname 
specifies the name of the dataset field) inside a 
Loop Dataset action (to recurse the rows). 
More details regarding datasets 

SQL 
Statement 

Text Yes (Empty) SQLSTATEMENT="SELECT * FROM 
CUSTOMER WHERE CITY='Los 
Angeles'" 

Specifies the SQL statement that should be 
executed. 
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Cache Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Use 
cached 
query 
data if 
execution 
date is 
after 

Date No (Empty) CACHEDAFTER="%DateSerial(2010,06,14) 
+ TimeSerial(11,41,44)%" 

If enabled, specifies a date/time after which the query 
should use cached data instead of contacting the 
database. Usually this would be a calculated value using 
an expression containing DateAdd. 
The default option is Never use cached data which 
specifies that cached data will not be used for this 
connection. 

Advanced Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Maximum 
number of 
rows 
returned 
(optional) 

Number No (Empty) MAXROWS="500" The maximum number of rows that should be returned by the database 
server. 

The query 
times out 
after 
(optional) 

Number No (Empty) TIMEOUT="2" The amount of time that the query should be allowed before timing out at 
the server level. 

Measure Text 
(options) 

No Seconds MEASURE="minutes" Enter a value and select from the following time intervals: 
• Milliseconds 
• Seconds (default) 
• Minutes 
• Hours 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 
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Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (Example: %myVariable% or 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent sign (%) or 
pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Stored Procedure 
Executes the selected stored procedure via OLEDB on the datasource specified. Stored procedures are configured on the database server and 
are often faster than repeated SQL calls. Some key benefits include: 

• Precompiled execution - SQL Server compiles each stored procedure once and then reutilizes the execution plan. This results in 
tremendous performance boosts when stored procedures are called repeatedly. 

• Reduced client/server traffic - If network bandwidth is a concern in your environment, you'll be happy to learn that stored procedures 
can reduce long SQL queries to a single line that is transmitted over the wire. 

• Efficient reuse of code and programming abstraction - Stored procedures can be used by multiple users and client programs. If you 
utilize them in a planned manner, you'll find the development cycle takes less time. 

• Enhanced security controls - You can grant users permission to execute a stored procedure independently of underlying table 
permissions. 

Useful for automated retrieval, update and management of data. Could also be used to test database response times and size quotas. A working 
knowledge of SQL will help most people get the most out of this action. 

Declaration 
<AMSQLSTOREDPROC PROCEDURE="text" NAMES="text" VARIABLES="text" TYPES="text" DIRECTIONS="text" VALUES="text" 
PRECISIONS="number" NUMSCALES="number" SIZES="number" ATTRIBUTES="text" /> 

Example 

Execute the stored procedure: "EXECUTE sp_GetInventory 'FL'". The parameters are: "Name" (names), "var_1" (variables to hold the values), 
"String" (types), "Input" (directions), "Value" (values), "2" (max. number of characters that can appear to the right of the decimal place), "22" (max. 
number of digits allowed in the parameter), "2" (sizes), "Signed" (type of values accepted by the parameter). 

<AMSQLSTOREDPROC PROCEDURE="EXECUTE sp_GetInventory 'FL'" NAMES="Name" VARIABLES="var_1" TYPES="String" 
DIRECTIONS="Input" VALUES="Value" PRECISIONS="2" NUMSCALES="22" SIZES="2" ATTRIBUTES="Signed" /> 

See Also 

Open SQL Connection, Close SQL Connection, Loop Dataset, Data Link Properties, About Datasets 
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 Because the results retrieved may contain multiple records (rows) and multiple fields (columns) - to access data retrieved from SQL Query 
you must use the Loop Dataset action to iterate the records and embedded expressions in order to extract the data from the individual fields 
(i.e. %datasetname.fieldname%). See notes below for more information. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Connection 
String Type 

        Indicates where this action's connection string 
should originate from. The connection string 
includes the source database name, driver, 
username, password and other properties 
needed to establish the initial connection. 
Different parameters are available depending on 
the option selected. 
The available options are: 

• Use custom connection string 
(Default) - Specifies that a custom 
OLEDB connection string will be set for 
this action. Select this option if 
performing a single query. 

• Use existing SQL connection from a 
session - Specifies that a connection 
string should derive from a session 
created by a previous Open SQL 
Connection step. This allows several 
queries to be linked to a specific 
session. 

• Use pre-defined connection string - 
Specifies that the connection should 
derive from a variable or constant. 

Connection 
String 

Text Yes if 
custom 
connection 
string is 
selected 

(Empty) CONNECTIONSTRING= 
"Encrypted_data" 

Specifies an OLEDB connection string. Click 
Data Link Properties to open the Data Link 
Properties Wizard allowing you to setup a 
custom connection string. Valid only if Use 
custom connection string is selected in the 
Connection String Type parameter. For more 
details on setting, see 
Data_Link_Properties_Wizard. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Session 
Name 

Text Yes if 
connection 
string 
originates 
from a 
session 

SQLSession1 SESSION="Session10" Indicates the session name that this connection 
should derive from. Valid only if Use existing 
SQL connection from a session is selected in 
the Connection String Type parameter. 

Pre-defined 
Connection 
String 

Text Yes if pre-
defined 
connection 
string is 
selected 

(Empty) PREDEFINEDCONNECTION="connection" Indicates the pre-defined connection string that 
should be used. Valid only if Use pre-defined 
connection string is selected in the 
Connection String Type parameter. 

Prompt 
user for a 
name and 
password 

Yes/No No No LOGIN="YES" Specifies that the user should be prompted to 
enter a username and password for the 
database server each time the task is run. Valid 
only if Use custom connection string or Use 
pre-defined connection string is selected in 
the Connection String Type parameter. 

Stored 
Procedure 

Text Yes (Empty) PROCEDURE="EXECUTE 
sp_GetInventory 'FL'" 

Specifies the stored procedure to execute. 

Parameters Text No (Empty) NAMES="Name" 
VARIABLES="var_1" 
TYPES="String" DIRECTIONS="Input" 
VALUES="Value" 
PRECISIONS="2" 
NUMSCALES="22" 
SIZES="2" 
ATTRIBUTES="Signed" 

Specifies the parameters of the stored 
procedure to execute. Click Add to add 
parameters. 

Advanced Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
The 
query 
times out 
after 
(optional) 

Number No (Empty) TIMEOUT="2" 
MEASURE="minutes" 

Specifies the amount of time that the query should be allowed 
before timing out at the server level. Enter a value and select from 
the following time intervals: 

• milliseconds 
• seconds (default) 
• minutes 
• hours 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Create 
and 
populate 
dataset 
(optional) 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="theDataset" Indicates the name of the dataset that should be created and 
populated with the results (if any) of the stored procedure upon 
execution. To access the data in subsequent steps, specify 
%datasetname.fieldname% (where datasetname specifies the 
name of the dataset and fieldname specifies the name of the 
dataset field) inside a Loop Dataset action (to recurse the rows). 
More on datasets. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (Example: %myVariable% or 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent sign (%) or 
pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 
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Excel Actions 
• Activate Cell 

• Activate Worksheet  

• Add Worksheet  

• Cells to Dataset  

• Close Workbook  

• Create Workbook 

• Dataset to Cells 

• Get Active Cell 

• Get Active Worksheet 

• Get Cell  

• Open Workbook 

• Set Cell 

• Excel Actions Example 

Activate Cell Action 
Activates a cell or range of cells within the currently active worksheet in an established Excel session. Used to activate a cell or range of cells in 
the active worksheet of a Microsoft Excel document that was previously created using the Create Workbook action or opened using the Open 
Workbook action. Ideal for selecting a cell or cells in order to perform an action, such as formatting the cells or entering values in them. Be aware 
that this action works only on the active worksheet. To activate a specific worksheet, use the Activate Worksheet action. 

Declaration 
<AMEXCELACTIVATECELL SESSION="text" ACTION="text" CELLROW="number" CELLCOLUMN="number" /> 

Example 1 - Activate a single cell by position. 
<AMEXCELACTIVATECELL SESSION="ExcelSess10" ACTION="cellbyposition" CELLROW="2" CELLCOLUMN="3" /> 

Example 2 - Activate a range of cells by position. 
<AMEXCELACTIVATECELL SESSION="ExcelSess10" ACTION="rangebyposition" UPPERLEFTROW="2" UPPERLEFTCOLUMN="3" 
LOWERRIGHTROW="5" LOWERRIGHTCOLUMN="5" /> 

See Also 

Create Workbook, Open Workbook, Close Workbook, Add Worksheet, Activate Worksheet, Set Cell, Cells to Dataset, Dataset to Cells, Get Active 
Worksheet, Get Cell 

 

 AWE's Excel actions use Microsoft's Excel automation engine to perform their work. Therefore, Microsoft Excel must be licensed and 
installed on the system in order for these actions to work. This action is only useful in conjunction with other Excel actions. It is not possible 
to use AWE's Excel actions on a spreadsheet that was not opened by the Open Workbook action or created by the Create Workbook 
action. 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Session 
Name 

Text Yes ExcelSess1 SESSION="Session7" Specifies the session name to identify which document should be 
acted on. Numerous sessions can exist within a single task 
allowing several spreadsheets to be open simultaneously. If 
working with only one document, this can remain at the default 
name, which is Excelsess1. 

Activate Text Yes Cell By 
Reference 

ACTION= "rangebyposition" Specifies the cell selection method. The available options are: 

• Cell by reference (Default): Activates a single cell, 
selected by its cell reference such as A1 or B3. 

• Cell by position: Activates a single cell, selected by 
its row and column position. 

• Range by reference: Range of cells by reference. 
Activates a range of cells, selected by the cell 
reference for the upper left and lower right cells in 
the range. 

• Range by position: Range of cells by position. 
Activates a range of cells selected by the row and 
column positions of the upper left and lower right 
cells in the range. 

Cell 
reference 

Text Yes if 
activate 
method is 
Cell by 
Reference 

(Empty) CELLREF="B3" The reference of the cell to activate. Active only if Cell by 
reference is the selected Activate parameter. 

Row Number Yes if 
activate 
method is 
Cell by 
position 

1 CELLROW="3" The row of the cell to activate. Active only if Cell by position is 
the selected Activate parameter. 

Column Number Yes if 
activate 
method is 
Cell by 
position 

1 CELLCOLUMN="2" The row of the cell to activate. Active only if Cell by position is 
the selected Activate parameter. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Upper 
Left Cell 

Text Yes if 
activate 
method is 
Cell by 
reference 

(Empty) UPPERLEFTREF="A1" The reference of the upper left cell in the range of cells to activate. 
Active only if Range by reference is the selected Activate 
parameter. 

Lower 
Right 
Cell 

Text Yes if 
activate 
method is 
Cell by 
reference 

(Empty) LOWERRIGHTREF="C5" Specifies the reference of the lower right cell in the range of cells 
to activate. Active only if Range of cells by reference is the 
selected Activate parameter. 

Upper 
Left Cell 
Row 

Number Yes if 
activate 
method is 
Cell by 
position 

(Empty) UPPERLEFTROW="1" Specifies the row of the upper left cell in the range of cells to 
activate. Active only if Range of cells by position is the selected 
Activate parameter. 

Upper 
Left Cell 
Column 

Number Yes if 
activate 
method is 
Cell by 
position 

(Empty) UPPERLEFTCOLUMN="1" Specifies the column of the upper left cell in the range of cells to 
activate. Active only if Range of cells by position is the selected 
Activate parameter. 

Lower 
Right 
Cell Row 

Number Yes if 
activate 
method is 
Cell by 
position 

(Empty) LOWERRIGHTROW="14" The row of the lower right cell in the range of cells to activate. 
Active only if Range of cells by position is the selected Activate 
parameter. 

Lower 
Right 
Cell 
Column 

Number Yes if 
activate 
method is 
Cell by 
position 

(Empty) LOWERRIGHTCOLUMN="3" The column of the lower right cell in the range of cells to activate. 
Active only if Range of cells by position is the selected Activate 
parameter. 
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Activate Worksheet 
Activates a worksheet in a workbook from an established Excel session. Used to activate an existing worksheet inside a Microsoft Excel document 
that was previously created or opened using AWE's Create Workbook or Open Workbook actions. Other Excel actions such as Activate Cell or 
Get Active Cell can be used in subsequent steps. 

Declaration 
<AMEXCELACTIVATEWORKSHEET WORKSHEET="number" BYINDEX="YES/NO" /> 

Example 
See Excel Actions Example 

See Also 
Create Workbook, Open Workbook, Close Workbook, Add Worksheet, Get Cell, Set Cell, Cells to Dataset, Dataset to Cells 

 

AWE's Excel actions use Microsoft's Excel automation engine to perform their work. Therefore, Microsoft Excel must be licensed and 
installed on the system in order for these actions to work. This action is only useful in conjunction with other Excel actions. It is not possible 
to use AWE's Excel actions on a spreadsheet that was not opened by the Open Workbook action or created by the Create Workbook 
action. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Session 
Name 

Text Yes ExcelSess1 SESSION="ExcelSess7" The name of the session to associate with this Excel action. 
Numerous sessions can exist within a single task allowing 
several spreadsheets to be open simultaneously. If working with 
only one document, this can remain at the default name, which is 
Excelsess1. 

Activate 
worksheet 
by name 

Text Yes Sheet1 a)WORKSHEET="SheetName" 
b)WORKSHEET="3" 

If enabled, specifies the name of the worksheet that should be 
activated. By default this is the text caption on the worksheet, 
however if the By Index parameter is enabled, this value can be 
a number (starting at 1). 

Activate 
worksheet 
by index 

Yes/No No No BYINDEX="YES" If enabled, specifies that the WORKSHEET parameter is a 
number and not a text caption. An index number is a sequential 
number assigned to a sheet, based on the position of its sheet 
tab (counting from the left) among sheets of the same type. 
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Add Worksheet 
Adds a new Excel worksheet to a workbook in an established Excel session. Used to create a new worksheet to be added to an Excel document 
that was previously created using the Create Workbook action or opened using the Open Workbook action. 

Declaration 
<AMEXCELADDWORKSHEET SESSIONNAME="text" WORKSHEETNAME="text" LASTWORKSHEET="yes/no" TEMPLATENAME="text"> 

Example 
See Excel Actions Example. 

See Also 
Create Workbook, Open Workbook, Close Workbook, Activate Worksheet, Get Cell, Set Cell, Cells to Dataset, Dataset to Cells 

 

AWE's Excel actions use Microsoft's Excel automation engine to perform their work. Therefore, Microsoft Excel must be licensed and 
installed on the system in order for these actions to work. This action is only useful in conjunction with other Excel actions. It is not possible 
to use AWE's Excel actions on a spreadsheet that was not opened by the Open Workbook action or created by the Create Workbook 
action. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Session 
Name 

Text Yes ExcelSess1 SESSION="ExcelSess7" The name of the session to associate with this Excel action. 
Numerous sessions can exist within a single task allowing 
several spreadsheets to be open simultaneously. If working 
with only one document, this can remain at the default name, 
which is Excelsess1. 

Worksheet 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) WORKSHEETNAME="c:\file.xls" The path and file name of the new worksheet that will be 
created. 
NOTE: Any subsequent actions performed on the worksheet 
will be saved to memory. The file will not be changed on the 
hard disk until it is saved either manually or with the use of 
the Close Workbook action (with the Do not save changes 
parameter disabled). 

Insert 
before / 
Add 
worksheet 
at the end 

Yes/No No No LASTWORKSHEET="yes" If Insert worksheet before active one is enabled, the new 
worksheet will be added before the currently active 
worksheet. If Add worksheet at the end is enabled, the 
worksheet will be added after the active worksheet. when 
working with the workbook, the Microsoft Excel Window will 
not be displayed (processing will occur in the background). 
Usually this option should be left unchecked when 
building/debugging, but enabled for production. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Sheet 
Type 

Text 
(options) 

No Worksheet SHEETTYPE="chart" The type of worksheet that should be added. The available 
options are: 

• Worksheet (Default) - A new blank worksheet will 
be added to the workbook. 

• Chart - A new chart will be added to the workbook. 
• Macro - A new macro will be added to the workbook. 
• Dialog - A new dialog will be added to the workbook. 
• Specific template: A new template should be used 

when adding a worksheet to the workbook. 

Template 
Name 

Text No (Empty) TEMPLATE="c:\mytemplate.xlt" The path and file name of a template that should be used 
when adding the worksheet. Excel Templates have the file 
extension.xlt. This parameter is available only if Specific 
template is selected from the Sheet Type parameter. 

Cells to Dataset 
Populates a dataset with a selected range of cells in an established Excel session. When performing Excel related tasks, you often need to run the 
same block of actions on each cell in a range of cells. You can use the 'Cells to Dataset' action to retrieve the contents of a range of cells in a 
Microsoft Excel document and combine a looping statement using the Loop Dataset action to identify each cell, one at a time, and run the 
operation. 
Declaration 

<AMEXCELCELLSTODATASET RESULTDATASET="text" STARTCELLROW="number" STARTCELLCOLUMN="number" ENDCELLROW="number" 
ENDCELLCOLUMN="number" /> 

Example 

This example opens an existing spreadsheet, retrieves the data contained in the first 3 rows of column A and populates a dataset with the results. 
The data is then looped through. A message box is contained inside the loop to display the value of the current row. In order for this task to work, 
make sure to edit the properties of the 'Open Workbook' action (step 1) to point to a valid Excel file that contains data in the first 3 rows and 
columns. 

<AMEXCELOPENWORKBOOK WORKBOOK="C:\Temp\myexceldocument.xlsx" /> 
<AMEXCELCELLSTODATASET RESULTDATASET="mydataset" STARTCELLROW="1" STARTCELLCOLUMN="1" ENDCELLROW="3" 
ENDCELLCOLUMN="1" /> 
<AMLOOP TYPE="DATASET" DATASET="mydataset"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>The value of row %mydataset.CurrentRow%, column A is %mydataset.A%. 
</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMLOOP> 
<AMEXCELCLOSEWORKBOOK SAVE="NO" /> 
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See Also 
Create Workbook, Open Workbook, Close Workbook, Add Worksheet, Activate Worksheet, Get Cell, Set Cell, Dataset to Cells, About Datasets 

 

AWE's Excel actions use Microsoft's Excel automation engine to perform their work. Therefore, Microsoft Excel must be licensed and 
installed on the system in order for these actions to work. This action is only useful in conjunction with other Excel actions. It is not possible 
to use AWE's Excel actions on a spreadsheet that was not opened by the Open Workbook action or created by the Create Workbook 
action. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Session 
Name 

Text Yes ExcelSess1 SESSION="ExcelSess7" The name of the session to associate with this Excel action. 
Numerous sessions can exist within a single task allowing 
several spreadsheets to be open simultaneously. If working 
with only one document, this can remain at the default 
session name, which is Excelsess1. 

Create 
and 
Populate 
Dataset 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="datasetname" The name of the dataset that should be populated with the 
contents of the desired cells at runtime. 
More on datasets 

Start Row Number No 1 STARTCELLROW="3" The start row of the cells where the data should be 
retrieved. If a value is entered in this parameter, you must 
also enter a value in the STARTCELLCOLUMN, 
ENDCELLCOLUMN and ENDCELLROW parameters. 
This parameter is available only if the Cell by position 
option is enabled. If the Cell by reference option is 
enabled, this parameter is ignored. 

End Row Number No 2 ENDCELLROW="4" The end row of the cells where the data should be retrieved. 
If a value is entered in this parameter, you must also enter a 
value in the STARTCELLCOLUMN, ENDCELLCOLUMN 
and STARTCELLROW parameters. 
This parameter is available only if the Cell by position 
option is enabled. If the Cell by reference option is 
enabled, this parameter is ignored. 

Start 
Column 

Number No 1 STARTCELLCOLUMN="2" The start column of the cells where the data should be 
retrieved. If a value is entered in this parameter, you must 
also enter a value in the ENDCELLCOLUMN, 
STARTCELLROW and ENDCELLROW parameters. 
This parameter is available only if the Cell by position 
option is enabled. If the Cell by reference option is 
enabled, this parameter is ignored. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
End 
Column 

Number No 3 ENDCELLCOLUMN="5" The end column of the cells where the data should be 
retrieved. If a value is entered in this parameter, you must 
also enter a value in the STARTCELLCOLUMN, 
STARTCELLROW and ENDCELLROW parameters. 
This parameter is available only if the Cell by position 
option is enabled. If the Cell by reference option is 
enabled, this parameter is ignored. 

Start Cell 
Reference 

Text No A1 STARTCELLREF="C1" The start cell reference of the cells where the data should 
be retrieved. This is an alternate method to specifying the 
row and column of the desired cell. If specified, the 
STARTCELLCOLUMN, ENDCELLCOLUMN, 
STARTCELLROW and ENDCELLROW parameters are 
ignored. If specified, the ENDCELLREF parameter must 
also be specified. 

End Cell 
Reference 

Text No C2 ENDCELLREF="E3" Specifies the end cell reference of the cells where the data 
should be retrieved. This is an alternate method to 
specifying the row and column of the desired cell. If 
specified, the STARTCELLCOLUMN, ENDCELLCOLUMN, 
STARTCELLROW and ENDCELLROW parameters are 
ignored. If specified, the STARTCELLREF parameter must 
also be specified. 

Use 
specific 
worksheet 

Text No Sheet1 WORKSHEET="Sheet3" If enabled, indicates that the data will be retrieved from a 
specific worksheet instead of the currently active worksheet. 
Enter the name of the appropriate worksheet in the text box. 
If left blank or omitted, the current active worksheet will be 
used. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Description 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description. 

More about setting custom step description 

Error Handling Options 
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Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

Close Workbook 
Closes a Microsoft Excel workbook previously created or opened in an established Excel session. If modifications have been made, the document 
will be saved when closed. Mainly used to save and close an Excel document that was modified with prior Excel steps and ends the associated 
session. 

Declaration 
<AMEXCELCLOSEWORKBOOK SESSIONNAME="text" SAVE="yes/no"> 

Example 
See Excel Actions Example. 

See Also 
Create Workbook, Open Workbook, Add Worksheet, Activate Worksheet, Get Cell, Set Cell, Cells to Dataset, Dataset to Cells 

 

AWE's Excel actions use Microsoft's Excel automation engine to perform their work. Therefore, Microsoft Excel must be licensed and 
installed on the system in order for these actions to work. This action is only useful in conjunction with other Excel actions. It is not possible 
to use AWE's Excel actions on a spreadsheet that was not opened by the Open Workbook action or created by the Create Workbook 
action. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Session 
Name 

Text Yes ExcelSess1 SESSION="ExcelSess7" The session name to identify which document should be 
closed from prior Excel steps. Numerous sessions can exist 
within a single task allowing several Excel documents to be 
open simultaneously. If working with only one document, this 
can remain at the default session name, which is Excelsess1. 

Do not 
save 
changes 

Yes/No No No RESULTDATASET="datasetname" If set to YES, the document should be closed but not saved. 
The default behavior is to save the document when it is 
closed. 
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Create Workbook 
Creates a Microsoft Excel workbook and attaches a session name for use in other Excel actions. Commonly used to create a new Microsoft Excel 
document and associate it with a session to allow other Excel actions to be performed by linking those actions to the specified session. The newly 
created workbook automatically becomes the active workbook. Any modifications made to the workbook is saved to memory and not saved to the 
hard disk until the Close Workbook action is used or if the workbook is saved manually by a user. 

Declaration 
<AMEXCELCREATEWORKBOOK WORKBOOK="text" SESSIONNAME="text" VISIBLE="yes/no" OVERWRITE="yes/no" TEMPLATENAME="text"> 

Example 
See Excel Actions Example. 

See Also 
Open Workbook, Close Workbook, Add Worksheet, Activate Worksheet, Get Cell, Set Cell, Cells to Dataset, Dataset to Cells 

 

AWE's Excel actions use Microsoft's Excel automation engine to perform their work. Therefore, Microsoft Excel must be licensed and 
installed on the system in order for these actions to work. This action is only useful in conjunction with other Excel actions. It is not possible 
to use AWE's Excel actions on a spreadsheet that was not opened by the Open Workbook action or created by the Create Workbook 
action. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Workbook Text Yes (Empty) WORKBOOK="c:\file.xls" The path and file name of the Excel workbook that should be created. 

NOTE: The file will initially be saved to memory. It will not be saved to the 
hard disk until the file is saved either manually or by using the Close 
Workbook action. 

Session 
Name 

Text Yes Sheet1 SESSION="mySession" The session name to establish and identify the newly created document in 
subsequent Excel steps. This allows several Excel files to be open 
simultaneously. If only working with one document at a time, this value 
should not be changed from it's default. 

Create 
from 
Template 

Text No (Empty) TEMPLATE= 
"c:\temp\template.xlt" 

If enabled, specifies that a template should be used when creating the file. 
Enter the path and file name of the desired template in the text box. Excel 
templates have the file extension.xlt. 

Workbook 
is invisible 

Yes/No No No VISIBLE="NO" If enabled, specifies that the Microsoft Excel Window will not be displayed 
and all processing will occur in the background. This option should be left 
unchecked during task construction and debugging, but enabled for 
production. The workbook is visible by default. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Overwrite 
if 
workbook 
already 
exists 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITE="YES" If enabled, specifies that if the file specified in the Workbook parameter 
already exists, it will be overwritten. 

Dataset to Cells 
Sets the text of a selected cell range in an established Excel session with the values contained in a dataset. Mainly used to enter data onto an 
Excel document that was previously created or opened using AWE's Create Workbook or Open Workbook actions. 

Declaration 
<AMEXCELDATASETTOCELLS DATASET="text" CELLREF="text" WORKSHEET="text" /> 

Example 
<AMEXCELOPENWORKBOOK WORKBOOK="c:\excellfile.xls" /> 
<AMEXCELDATASETTOCELLS DATASET="mydataset" CELLREF="A1" WORKSHEET="Sheet1" /> 
<AMEXCELCLOSEWORKBOOK /> 

See Also 
Open Workbook, Close Workbook, Add Worksheet, Activate Worksheet, Get Cell, Set Cell, Cells to Dataset, Create Workbook, About Datasets 

 

AWE's Excel actions use Microsoft's Excel automation engine to perform their work. Therefore, Microsoft Excel must be licensed and 
installed on the system in order for these actions to work. This action is only useful in conjunction with other Excel actions. It is not possible 
to use AWE's Excel actions on a spreadsheet that was not opened by the Open Workbook action or created by the Create Workbook 
action. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Session 
Name 

Text Yes ExcelSess1 SESSION="ExcelSess7" The name of the session to associate with this Excel action. 
Numerous sessions can exist within a single task allowing 
several spreadsheets to be open simultaneously. If working 
with only one document, this can remain at the default 
session name, which is Excelsess1. 

Dataset Text Yes (Empty) DATASET="mydatasetname" The name of the dataset holding the data that should be set 
to the desired cell or range of cells at runtime. 
More on datasets 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Row Number No 1 STARTCELLROW="3" The row of the upper left cell where the data should be set. 

If specified, the CELLCOLUMN parameter must also be 
specified. 

Column Number No 1 CELLCOLUMN="2 The column of the upper left cell where the data should be 
set. If specified, the CELLROW parameter must also be 
specified. 

Cell 
Reference 

Text No A1 CELLREF="B3" Specifies the reference of the upper left cell (i.e. B3 or C2) 
where the data should be set. This is an alternate method to 
specifying the row and column of the desired cell. If this 
parameter is used, the CELLROW and CELLCOLUMN 
parameters are ignored. 

Use 
Specific 
Worksheet 

Text No 3 WORKSHEET="Sheet1" If enabled, indicates that the data will be set to a 
specified worksheet. The worksheet name can be 
entered in the provided text box. If left blank or 
omitted, the current active worksheet will be used. 

Include 
Column 
Names 

Yes/No No No INCLUDECOLUMNNAMES="YES" If enabled, output will include the dataset column names 
(i.e. the text contained in the column headers) as the first 
row. The dataset values are then output in subsequent 
rows. This option is disabled by default. 

End Cell 
Reference 

Text No C2 ENDCELLREF="E3" Specifies the end cell reference of the cells where the data 
should be retrieved. This is an alternate method to 
specifying the row and column of the desired cell. If 
specified, the STARTCELLCOLUMN, ENDCELLCOLUMN, 
STARTCELLROW and ENDCELLROW parameters are 
ignored. If specified, the STARTCELLREF parameter must 
also be specified. 

Use 
specific 
worksheet 

Text No Sheet1 WORKSHEET="Sheet3" If enabled, indicates that the data will be retrieved from a 
specific worksheet instead of the currently active worksheet. 
Enter the name of the appropriate worksheet in the provided 
textbox. If left blank or omitted, the current active worksheet 
will be used. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

More about setting custom step description 
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Error Handling Options 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Get Active Cell Action 
Retrieves the position of the currently active cell or range of cells in an established Excel session and populates one or more variables with the cell 
reference or position coordinates. Use the Activate Cell action to activate a cell or range of cells in an established worksheet. Used to get the 
currently active cell or range of cells associated with the active worksheet in a Microsoft Excel document that was previously created using the 
Create Workbook action or opened using the Open Workbook action. 

Declaration 
<AMEXCELGETACTIVECELL SESSION="text" ACTION="text(options)" UPPERLEFTROWVARIABLE="text" 
UPPERLEFTCOLUMNVARIABLE="text" LOWERRIGHTROWVARIABLE="text" LOWERRIGHTCOLUMNVARIABLE="text" /> 

Example 

Get active cell in workbook open in session "Session 102". Populate variable "topLeftRow" with the row of the cell in the upper left corner of the 
selection. Populate variable "topLeftColumn" with the column # of the cell in the upper left corner of the selection. Populate variable 
"bottomRightRow" with the row of the cell in the lower right corner of the selection. Populate variable "bottomRightColumn" with the column # of 
the cell in the lower right corner of the selection. 

<AMEXCELGETACTIVECELL SESSION="Session 102" ACTION="rangebyposition" UPPERLEFTROWVARIABLE="topLeftRow" 
UPPERLEFTCOLUMNVARIABLE="topLeftColumn" LOWERRIGHTROWVARIABLE="bottomRightRow" 
LOWERRIGHTCOLUMNVARIABLE="bottomRightColumn" /> 

See Also 
Create Workbook, Open Workbook, Close Workbook, Add Worksheet, Activate Worksheet, Set Cell, Cells to Dataset, Dataset to Cells 

 

AWE's Excel actions use Microsoft's Excel automation engine to perform their work. Therefore, Microsoft Excel must be licensed and 
installed on the system in order for these actions to work. This action is only useful in conjunction with other Excel actions. It is not possible 
to use AWE's Excel actions on a spreadsheet that was not opened by the Open Workbook action or created by the Create Workbook 
action. 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Session 
Name 

Text Yes ExcelSess1 SESSION="ExcelSess7" The name of the session to associate with this Excel 
action. Numerous sessions can exist within a single task 
allowing several spreadsheets to be open 
simultaneously. If working with only one document, this 
can remain at the default session name, which is 
Excelsess1. 

Get Active Text 
(options) 

Yes Cell by 
Reference 

ACTION="rangebyposition" Specifies the method in which this action retrieves the 
active cell or range of cells. The available options are: 

• Cell by reference (Default) - Returns a single 
cell using a reference such as A1 or B3. If more 
than one cell is active, this action returns the 
upper left cell. 

• Cell by position - Returns row and column 
positions for a single cell. If more than one cell 
is active, this action returns the upper left cell. 

• Range of cells by reference - Returns a range 
of cells using the reference designations for the 
upper left and lower right cells in the active 
range of cells. 

• Range of cells by position - Returns the row 
and column positions of the upper left and lower 
right cells in the active range of cells. 

Populate 
Variable 
with Cell 
Reference 

Text No (Empty) CELLREFVARIABLE="refVar" The name of the variable to populate with the cell 
reference. Active only if Cell by reference is the selected 
Activate parameter. 

Populate 
Variable 
With Row 

Number No (Empty) CELLROWVARIABLE="rowVar" The variable to populate with the cell row. Active only if 
Cell by position is the selected Get Active parameter. 

Populate 
Variable 
With 
Column 

Number No (Empty) CELLCOLUMNVARIABLE= 
"columnVar" 

The variable to populate with the cell column. Active only 
if Cell by position is the selected Get Active parameter. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Populate 
Variable 
With 
Upper 
Left Cell 

Text No (Empty) UPPERLEFTREFVARIABLE= 
"upperLeftVar" 

The variable to populate with the row number of the 
upper left cell in the range of active cells. Active only if 
Range of cells by reference is the selected Get Active 
parameter. 

Populate 
Variable 
With 
Lower 
Right Cell 

Text No (Empty) LOWERRIGHTREFVARIABLE= 
"lowerRightVar" 

The variable to populate with the row number of the lower 
right cell in the range of active cells. Active only if Range 
of cells by reference is the selected Get Active 
parameter. 

Populate 
Variable 
With 
Upper 
Left Cell 
Row 

Yes/No No (Empty) UPPERLEFTROWVARIABLE= 
"upLeftCellRow" 

The variable to populate with the row number of the lower 
right cell in the range of active cells. Active only if Range 
of cells by position is the selected Get Active 
parameter. 

Populate 
Variable 
With 
Upper 
Left Cell 
Column 

Text No (Empty) UPPERLEFTCOLUMNVARIABLE= 
"upLeftCellColumn" 

The variable to populate with the row number of the 
upper left cell in the range of active cells. Active only if 
Range of cells by position is the selected Get Active 
parameter. 

Populate 
Variable 
With 
Lower 
Right Cell 
Row 

Text No (Empty) LOWERRIGHTROWVARIABLE= 
"lowRightCellRow" 

The variable to populate with the row number of the lower 
right cell in the range of active cells. Active only if Range 
of cells by position is the selected Activate parameter. 

Populate 
Variable 
With 
Lower 
Right Cell 
Column 

Text No Sheet1 LOWERRIGHTCOLUMNVARIABLE= 
"lowRightCellColumn" 

The variable to populate with the column number of the 
lower right cell in the range of active cells. Active only if 
Range of cells by position is the selected Activate 
parameter. 
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Get Active Worksheet Action 
Retrieves the name or index of the currently active worksheet in an established Excel session. The action populates either or both of two 
variables, one for the worksheet name and the other for the index. Used to find the currently active worksheet in a Microsoft Excel document that 
was previously created using the Create Workbook action or opened using the Open Workbook action. Other Excel actions such as Get Active 
Cell can be used in subsequent steps. 

Declaration 
<AMEXCELGETACTIVEWORKSHEET SESSION="text" WORKSHEETNAMEVARIABLE="text" WORKSHEETINDEXVARIABLE="text" /> 

Example 

Get active worksheet in workbook open in session "mySession". Populate variable "theName" with the worksheet name. Populate variable 
"theIndex" with the worksheet index. 

<AMEXCELGETACTIVEWORKSHEET SESSION="mySession" WORKSHEETNAMEVARIABLE="theName" WORKSHEETINDEXVARIABLE="theIndex" /> 

See Also 
Create Workbook, Open Workbook, Close Workbook, Add Worksheet, Activate Worksheet, Set Cell, Cells to Dataset, Dataset to Cells 

 

AWE's Excel actions use Microsoft's Excel automation engine to perform their work. Therefore, Microsoft Excel must be licensed and 
installed on the system in order for these actions to work. This action is only useful in conjunction with other Excel actions. It is not possible 
to use AWE's Excel actions on a spreadsheet that was not opened by the Open Workbook action or created by the Create Workbook 
action. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Session 
Name 

Text Yes ExcelSess1 SESSION="ExcelSess7" The name of the session to associate with this Excel action. 
Numerous sessions can exist within a single task allowing 
several spreadsheets to be open simultaneously. If working with 
only one document, this can remain at the default session name, 
which is Excelsess1. 

Populate 
Variable 
with 
Worksheet 
Name 

Text Yes if 
Index 

variable 
is ignored 

(Empty) WORKSHEETNAMEVARIABLE= 
"theName" 

The name of the variable to be populated with the worksheet 
name. 

Populate 
Variable 
With 
Worksheet 
Index 

Text Yes if 
Name 

variable 
is ignored 

(Empty) WORKSHEETINDEXVARIABLE= 
"theIndex" 

The name of the variable to be populated with the worksheet 
index. An index number is a sequential number assigned to a 
sheet, based on the position of its sheet tab (counting from the 
left) among sheets of the same type. 
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Get Cell 
Returns the text contained in a specified cell of a worksheet from an established Excel session. Used to retrieve the contents of a cell in a 
Microsoft Excel document that was previously created using the Create Workbook action or opened using the Open Workbook action. 

Declaration 
<AMEXCELGETCELL SESSIONNAME="text" RESULTVARIABLE="text" CELLROW="text" CELLREF="text" CELLCOLUMN="text" 
WORKSHEET="text"> 

Example 

This example opens an existing Excel document, retrieves the data contained in row 1/column1 of the active worksheet and populates a variable 
with the results. A message box is then used to display the value. In order for this task to work, make sure to edit the properties of the 'Open 
Workbook' action (step 2) to point to a valid Excel file that contains data in row 1 / column 1. 

<AMVARIABLE NAME="myVar"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMEXCELOPENWORKBOOK WORKBOOK="C:\Temp\myexceldocument.xlsx" /> 
<AMEXCELGETCELL RESULTVARIABLE="myVar" CELLROW="1" CELLCOLUMN="1" /> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG WINDOWTITLE="CELL VALUE">The value of Row 1 / Column 1 is %myVar%.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 

See Also 
Create Workbook, Open Workbook, Close Workbook, Add Worksheet, Activate Worksheet, Set Cell, Cells to Dataset, Dataset to Cells 

 

AWE's Excel actions use Microsoft's Excel automation engine to perform their work. Therefore, Microsoft Excel must be licensed and 
installed on the system in order for these actions to work. This action is only useful in conjunction with other Excel actions. It is not possible 
to use AWE's Excel actions on a spreadsheet that was not opened by the Open Workbook action or created by the Create Workbook 
action. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Session 
Name 

Text Yes ExcelSess1 SESSION="ExcelSess7" The name of the session to associate with this Excel action. 
Numerous sessions can exist within a single task allowing several 
spreadsheets to be open simultaneously. If working with only one 
document, this can remain at the default session name, which is 
Excelsess1. 

Populate 
Variable 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="myvar" The name of the variable that should be populated with the 
contents of the desired cell at runtime. 

Row Number No 1 CELLROW="3" The row of the cell where the data should be retrieved. If this 
parameter is specified, the CELLCOLUMN parameter must also be 
specified. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Column Number No 1 CELLCOLUMN="2 The column of the cell where the data should be retrieved. If this 

parameter is specified, the CELLROW parameter must also be 
specified. 

Cell 
Reference 

Text No A1 CELLREF="B3" Specifies the reference of the cell (i.e. B3 or C2) where the data 
should be retrieved. This is an alternate method to specifying the 
row and column of the desired cell. If this parameter is used, the 
CELLROW and CELLCOLUMN parameters are ignored. 

Use 
Specific 
Worksheet 

Text No 3 WORKSHEET="Sheet4" If enabled, indicates that the data will be retrieved from a specific 
worksheet. The worksheet name can be entered in the provided 
text box. If disabled or omitted, the current active worksheet will be 
used. The default option is set to Use Active Worksheet. 

Use 
Formatted 
Value 

Yes/No No No FORMATTEDVALUE="YES" Excel allows you to use formatting on individual cells or rows 
allowing you to apply a defined format to cells that meet specific 
criteria (i.e. date, time or currency formats). If set to YES, specifies 
that formatted values will be retrieved. If set to NO (default),the 
non-formatted the text value will be retrieved. 

Open Workbook 
Opens a Microsoft Excel workbook and establishes a session name for use in subsequent Excel actions. Used to open an existing Microsoft Excel 
document and create an associated session for manipulating it. 

Declaration 
<AMEXCELOPENWORKBOOK WORKBOOK="text" VISIBLE="YES/NO" /> 

Example 

This example opens an existing spreadsheet, retrieves the data contained in the first 3 rows of column A and populates a dataset with the results. 
The data is then looped through. A message box is contained inside the loop to display the value of the current row. In order for this task to work, 
make sure to edit the properties of the 'Open Workbook' action (step 1) to point to a valid Excel file that contains data in the first 3 rows and 
columns. 

<AMEXCELOPENWORKBOOK WORKBOOK="C:\Temp\myexceldocument.xlsx" /> 
<AMEXCELCELLSTODATASET RESULTDATASET="mydataset" STARTCELLROW="1" STARTCELLCOLUMN="1" ENDCELLROW="3" 
ENDCELLCOLUMN="1" /> 
<AMLOOP TYPE="DATASET" DATASET="mydataset"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>The value of row %mydataset.CurrentRow%, column A is %mydataset.A%. 
</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMLOOP> 
<AMEXCELCLOSEWORKBOOK SAVE="NO" /> 
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See Also 
Create Workbook, Close Workbook, Add Worksheet, Activate Worksheet, Get Cell, Set Cell, Cells to Dataset, Dataset to Cells, About Datasets 

 

AWE's Excel actions use Microsoft's Excel automation engine to perform their work. Therefore, Microsoft Excel must be licensed and 
installed on the system in order for these actions to work. This action is only useful in conjunction with other Excel actions. It is not possible 
to use AWE's Excel actions on a spreadsheet that was not opened by the Open Workbook action or created by the Create Workbook 
action. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Workbook Text Yes (Empty) WORKBOOK="c:\filename.xls" The path and file name of the Excel document that should be 

opened. 

Session 
Name 

Text Yes ExcelSess1 SESSION="ExcelSess7" The session name to be created. The session name is used to 
identify which document subsequent Excel actions should be 
linked to. Numerous sessions can exist within a single task 
allowing several Excel documents to be open simultaneously. If 
working with only one document, this can remain at the default 
session name, which is Excelsess1. 

Workbook 
is 
Invisible 

Yes/No No No VISIBLE="NO" If enabled, specifies that the Microsoft Excel Window will not be 
displayed during execution (processing will occur in the 
background). Usually, this option should be left unchecked during 
task construction to allow for easy debugging. Once the task is 
working properly and ready for production, this option can be 
enabled. 

Set Cell 
Sets the text of a selected cell in an established Excel session. Used to set or modify the contents of a cell in a Microsoft Excel document that was 
previously created using the Create Workbook action or opened using the Open Workbook action. 

Declaration 
<AMEXCELSETCELL SESSIONNAME="text" NEWVALUE="text" CELLROW="text" CELLREF="text" CELLCOLUMN="text" WORKSHEET="text"> 

Example 

See Excel Actions Example. 

See Also 

Create Workbook, Open Workbook, Close Workbook, Add Worksheet, Activate Worksheet, Get Cell, Cells to Dataset, Dataset to Cells 
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AWE's Excel actions use Microsoft's Excel automation engine to perform their work. Therefore, Microsoft Excel must be licensed and 
installed on the system in order for these actions to work. This action is only useful in conjunction with other Excel actions. It is not possible 
to use AWE's Excel actions on a spreadsheet that was not opened by the Open Workbook action or created by the Create Workbook 
action. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Session 
Name 

Text Yes ExcelSess1 SESSION="mySession" The name of the session to associate with this Excel action. 
Numerous sessions can exist within a single task allowing several 
spreadsheets to be open simultaneously. If working with only one 
document, this can remain at the default session name, which is 
Excelsess1. 

New Value Text Yes (Empty) NEWVALUE="Set text 
to this value" 

The text value to set to the desired cell at runtime. 

Row Number No 1 CELLROW="3" The row of the cell where the data should be set. If this parameter is 
specified, the CELLCOLUMN parameter must also be specified. 

Column Number No 1 CELLCOLUMN="2 The column of the cell where the data should be set. If this parameter 
is specified, the CELLROW parameter must also be specified. 

Cell 
Reference 

Text No A1 CELLREF="B3" Specifies the reference of the cell (i.e. B3 or C2) where the data 
should be set. This is an alternate method to specifying the row and 
column of the desired cell. If this parameter is used, the CELLROW 
and CELLCOLUMN parameters are ignored. 

Use 
Specific 
Worksheet 

Text No 3 WORKSHEET="Sheet4" If enabled, indicates that the data will be set to a specific worksheet. 
The worksheet name can be entered in the provided text box. If 
disabled or omitted, the current active worksheet will be used. The 
default option is set to Use Active Worksheet. 

Excel Actions Example 
This example demonstrates the use of various Excel actions: 

<AMEXCELCREATEWORKBOOK WORKBOOK="c:\sampledoc.xls" OVERWRITE="YES" /> 
<AMEXCELADDWORKSHEET WORKSHEETNAME="My New Sheet" LASTWORKSHEET="YES" /> 
<AMEXCELACTIVATEWORKSHEET WORKSHEET="My New Sheet" /> 
<AMEXCELSETCELL NEWVALUE="Set this data here" CELLROW="1" CELLCOLUMN="1" /> 
<AMPAUSE ACTION="waitfor" SCALAR="3" /> 
<AMEXCELSETCELL NEWVALUE="and this here" CELLROW="2" CELLCOLUMN="1" /> 
<AMPAUSE ACTION="waitfor" SCALAR="3" /> 
<AMEXCELCLOSEWORKBOOK SAVE="NO" /> 

Below is a description of each step of the task, including the action used and details about that action: 
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1. Create Workbook Action - Create new Excel workbook "C:\Temp\sampledoc.xls". Overwrite file if it already exists. 

2. Add Worksheet Action - Add new Excel worksheet "My New Sheet" to workbook open in session "ExcelSess1". New worksheet will be the 
last one of the workbook. 

3. Activate Worksheet Action - Activate Excel worksheet "My New Sheet" in workbook open in session "ExcelSess1". 

4. Set Cell Action - Write text "Set this data here" in Excel cell located at row:1 and column:1. 

5. Pause Task Action - Pause task for 3 seconds. 

6. Set Cell Action - Write text "and this here" in Excel cell located at row:2 and column:1. 

7. Pause Task Action - Pause task for 3 seconds. 

8. Close Workbook Action - Close Excel workbook. Do not save workbook before closing. 

File Actions 
• Calculate File Checksum 

• Change Folder 

• Concatenate Files 

• Copy File 

• Create Folder 

• Delete File 

• Get File(s) information  

• Join File 

• Move File  

• Read from File 

• Remove Folder  

• Rename File  

• Set Attributes  

• Split File  

• Synchronize Folders  

• Touch File  

• Write to File  

Calculate File Checksum 
Generates a hash (checksum) value for a file and places it into the specified variable. While CRC is the default algorithm, this action also supports 
MD5 and several SHA variants (in order from quickest but least efficient to slowest but most efficient). Commonly used to validate the integrity of 
data by calculating a checksum using the selected algorithm. The result is placed in a variable, which can be stored for later validation of the file or 
compared with an earlier checksum to verify the file's integrity. 

Declaration 
<AMCALCHASH FILE="Text" HASHTYPE="Text" RESULTVARIABLE="Text" /> 
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Example 

Calculate the checksum of file "C:\FolderName\FileName.doc" using the "MD5" algorithm and store the result in variable "VariableName". 
<AMCALCHASH FILE="C:\FolderName\FileName.doc" HASHTYPE="MD5" RESULTVARIABLE="VariableName" /> 

See Also 
Split File, Move File, Create Folder, Delete File, Delete Folder, Rename Folder, Remove Folder, Touch File, Set Attributes, Read from File, Write to File, 
Synchronize Folders, Concatenate Files 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
File Text Yes (Empty) FILE="c:\folder\file.txt" Specifies the path and file name of the file to check. 

Algorithm Text 
(Options) 

No CRC HASHTYPE="MD5" Indicates the algorithm to use during calculation. The available 
options are: 

• CRC (default): Cyclical Redundancy Checking. 
Fastest and least secure. 

• MD5: Message Digest 5. Slower and more secure 
than CRC. 

• SHA1: Secure Hash Algorithm-1. Slower and more 
secure than MD5. 

• SHA256: Secure Hash Algorithm-256. Slower and 
more secure than SHA1. 

• SHA384: Secure Hash Algorithm-384. Slower and 
more secure than SHA256. 

• SHA512: Secure Hash Algorithm-512. Slowest and 
most secure. 

Populate 
Variable 
with the 
Checksum 

Text No (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="VarName" Specifies the name of an existing variable in which to populate 
with the checksum result. The variable must be created in a 
previous step using the Create Variable action. 

 

Change Folder 
Changes the current folder for the running task. Useful in eliminating the need to specify folder locations in subsequent file related steps. Mainly 
used to change the "current working directory". Required when using relative paths and file names. 
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Declaration 
<AMCHANGEFOLDER FOLDER="text" /> 

Example 
Change to folder "c:\documents\folder1". 

<AMCHANGEFOLDER FOLDER="c:\documents\folder1" /> 

See Also 
Split File, Move File, Create Folder, Delete File, Delete Folder, Rename Folder, Remove Folder, Touch File, Set Attributes, Read from File, Write to File, 
Synchronize Folders, Concatenate Files, Calculate File Checksum 

 

Use this action only when necessary, otherwise utilize fully qualified path names such as 'c:\foldername\filename.txt' when performing file 
related actions. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Folder Text Yes (Empty) FOLDER="C:\Temp\FolderName" Specifies the path and name of the folder to change to. 

Concatenate Files 
Concatenates the contents of two or more files and outputs the result to a single destination file. If the destination file does not exist, it will be 
created. You can specify more than one file name with the use of wildcard characters (i.e. * or ?). If entering a list of file names, the files will be 
concatenated in the order they are entered. Generally used to quickly join a group of files (typically text based files such as log files) together into 
a single file. 

Declaration 
<AMCONCATENATEFILE FILEA="Text" FILEB="Text" CONCATENATEDFILE="Text" OVERWRITEFILE="Text" /> 

Example 
<AMCONCATENATEFILE FILEA="C:\FolderA\FileName1.DOC" FILEB="C:\FolderB\FileName2.doc" 
CONCATENATEDFILE="C:\FolderC\NewConcatenatedFile" OVERWRITEFILE="YES" /> 

See Also 
Touch File, Get File(s) information, Move File, Split File, Rename File, Write to File 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
File A Text Yes (Empty) a)FILEA="c:\FolderA\FileA.txt" 

b)FILEA="c:\FolderA\*.txt" 
The path and file name of the first file to 
concatenate. To specify more than one file, use 
wildcard characters (i.e. * or ?).  

File B 
(Optional) 

Text No (Empty) a)FILEA="c:\FolderA\FileA.txt" 
b)FILEA="c:\FolderA\*.txt" 

The path and file name of the second file to 
concatenate. To specify more than one file, use 
wildcard characters (i.e. * or ?).  
NOTE: Since multiple files are supported, you 
can specify all files you want to concatenate in 
the File A parameter using the appropriate 
wildcards and skip this parameter altogether. 

Concatenated 
File 

Text Yes (Empty) CONCATENATEDFILE="C:\Temp\FileB.txt" The path and file name of the output 
(concatenated) file. If this file does not exist, it 
will be created during runtime. 

Overwrite if 
file exists 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEFILE="YES" If set to YES, output (concatenated) files that 
already exist will be overwritten. This parameter 
is set to NO by default. 

Encoding for 
concatenated 
file 

Text 
(Options) 

No Default ENCODING="UTF8" The encoding method set for the output 
(concatenated) file. 
The available options are: 
• Default - The default text file encoding of 

the host operating system. 
• Unicode - Encoding set to Unicode. 
• UTF8 - Encoding set to UTF8. 
• ASCII - Encoding set to ASCII. 
NOTE: Most of the time, using the default 
encoding scheme for the locale of the host 
operating system is good enough. However, this 
parameter is useful if you are working with files 
that originate from another source. 

Options Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Subfolders 

Yes/No No No SUBFOLDERS="YES" If set to YES, specifies that, if present, subfolders should be searched for 
files matching the mask specified in the File A and/or File B parameters. 
This parameter is set to NO by default. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Exclude 
Mask 

Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="*.txt" Causes this action to omit files matching the mask(s) specified. File names 
or wildcard masks may be used.  

Regular 
Expression 

Yes/No No No RE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the data entered under the Exclude Mask field 
is a regular expression. 

Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Attributes Text 

Options 
No (Empty) ATTRFILTER="+R+A-

H" (concatenate read-
only & archive files but 
not hidden files) 

This group of settings causes the action to filter which files are concatenated 
based on the attribute settings of the source file(s). In visual mode, a group 
of controls are provided to assist in the selection of this parameter. In 
markup mode, a single text item must be specified that contains the 
attributes of the files you want to compress. 
Available Options: 

• R — Read-only: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-R" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

• A — Archive: Specifying "+A" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-A" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• S — System: Specifying "+S" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-S" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• H — Hidden: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-H" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• C — Compression: Specifying "+C" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-C" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 
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Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (Example: %myVariable% or 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent sign (%) or 
pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Copy File 
Copies one or more files from the source path to the destination path. To specify more than one file, use wildcard characters (i.e. * or ?). 
Commonly used to back-up files or complete directory structures. Could also be used to send files to other computers across a network.  

This activity creates and populates a dataset containing a specific set of fields. The table below describes these fields (assuming the dataset name 
assigned was theDataset). 

Name Type Return Value 
theDataset.Source Text The path and file name of the source file. 

theDataset.Destination Text The path and file name of the destination file. 

theDataset.Result Number The result of this operation - 0 for success, or the corresponding error code (number) for failure. 

theDataset.Message Text The textual information associated to the result. 

Declaration 
<AMFILECOPY SOURCE="text" DEST="text" SUBFOLDERS="yes/no" EMPTYFOLDERS="yes/no" OVERWRITE="yes/no" ISNEWER="yes/no" 
ONLYFOLDERSTRUCT="yes/no" OVERWRITEREADONLY="yes/no" OVERWRITEHIDDEN="yes/no" ONLYIFEXIST="yes/no" 
ISNEWERTHAN="date" ISOLDERTHAN="date" ARCHIVETURNOFF="yes/no" EXCLUDE="text" ATTRFILTER="text"RESULTDATASET="text"> 

Example 

This example performs a copy operation and saves results to a dataset. A Loop Dataset action then loops through the dataset and displays 
information about the copied files in a message box. 

<AMFILECOPY SOURCE="C:\Folder1\*.*" DEST="C:\Folder2" SUBFOLDERS="YES" OVERWRITE="YES" ISNEWER="YES" 
OVERWRITEREADONLY="YES" ONLYIFEXIST="YES" ISNEWERTHAN="%DateSerial(2007,02,24) + TimeSerial(15,40,34)%" 
ARCHIVETURNOFF="YES" EXCLUDE="*.pri" ATTRFILTER="+a-s" RESULTDATASET="FileCopyDataset" /> 
<AMLOOP TYPE="DATASET" DATASET="FileCopyDataset"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG WINDOWTITLE="Results of copy file operation.">Source - %FileCopyDataset.Source% 
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Destination - %FileCopyDataset.Destination% 
Result - %FileCopyDataset.Result% 
Message - %FileCopyDataset.Message%</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMLOOP> 

See Also 
Split File, Join File, Move File, Create Folder, Delete File, Delete Folder, Rename Folder, Remove Folder, Touch File, Set Attributes, Read from File, Write to File, 
Synchronize Folders, Concatenate Files, Calculate File Checksum 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Source Text Yes (Empty) a)SOURCE="c:\sourcefolder\file.txt" 

b)SOURCE="c:\sourcefolder\*.txt" 
c)SOURCE="file.txt" 

Specifies the file(s) to copy. This can be a fully qualified 
path and file name (preferred) or a file name only 
(requires use of the Change Folder action). Wildcard 
characters (* or ?) may be used to copy files matching a 
certain mask. 

Destination Text Yes (Empty) a)DEST="c:\destfolder\file.txt" 
b)DEST="c:\destfolder\*.*" 

Indicates the destination folder and (optionally) file name 
that the file(s) should be copied to. This can be a fully 
qualified path or a file name. Folders that do not exist will 
be automatically created at runtime. 

Create and 
populate dataset 
with result 
information 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="DatasetName" Specifies the name of a dataset to be created and 
populated with the results of this operation. 
More on datasets 

Options Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Subfolders 

Yes/No No No SUBFOLDERS="YES" If set to YES, denotes that, if present, subfolders should be 
searched for files matching the mask specified in the Source 
parameter. If set to NO (default), subfolders are ignored. Only 
files that exist in the root of the source folder will be searched. 

Preserve 
Folder 
Structure 

Yes/No No Yes KEEPFOLDERSTRUCT="NO" If set to YES (default), subfolders found in the source folder will 
be created in the destination folder and source files will be copied 
into their respective folders. If set to NO, subfolders will not be 
created. Files that exist in these subfolders will be copied into the 
root of the source folder instead. This parameter is active only if 
the Include Subfolders parameter is set to YES. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Empty 
Subfolders 

Yes/No No No EMPTYFOLDERS="YES" If set to YES, subfolders found in the source folder will be 
created in the destination folder even if they do not contain any 
files. If set to NO (default), empty subfolders are ignored. This 
parameter is active only if the Include Subfolders parameter is 
set to YES. 

Only 
Folder 
Structure 

Yes/No No No ONLYFOLDERSTRUCT="YES" If set to YES, subfolders found in the source folder will be 
created in the destination folder but files that reside in these 
subfolders will not be copied. This parameter is set to NO by 
default and is active only if the Include Subfolders parameter is 
set to YES. 
NOTE: Setting this option to YES causes all other folder-specific 
parameters to be ignored. 

Overwrite if 
Exist 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITE="YES" If set to YES, matching files found in the destination folder are to 
be overwritten. If set to NO (default), an error will occur as a 
result of a matching file found. 

Only if 
Newer 

Yes/No No No ISNEWER="YES" If set to YES, only source files that are newer than those that 
match in the destination are to be overwritten folder will overwrite 
existing files. If set to NO (default), all matching files found in the 
destination folder will be overwritten regardless of their date 
properties. This parameter is active only if the Overwrite if 
Exists parameter is set to YES. 

Only if 
Exist in 
Destination 

Yes/No No No ONLYIFEXIST="YES" If set to YES, only files that already exist in the destination folder 
will be copied from the source folder. All other files, regardless of 
whether they match the mask or other parameter settings will be 
bypassed. This parameter is set to NO by default and becomes 
active only if the Overwrite if Exist parameter is set to YES. 

Overwrite 
Read-Only 
Files 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEREADONLY="YES" If set to YES, matching files found in the destination folder will be 
overwritten even if they are marked with the read-only attribute. If 
set to NO (default), read-only files are not overwritten. This 
parameter is active only if the Overwrite if Exist parameter is set 
to YES. 

Overwrite 
Hidden 
Files 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEHIDDEN="YES" If set to YES, matching files found in the destination folder will be 
overwritten even if they are marked with the hidden attribute. If 
set to NO (default), hidden files are not overwritten. This 
parameter is active only if the Overwrite if Exist parameter is set 
to YES. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Turn 
Archive 
Attribute 
Off 

Yes/No No No ARCHIVETURNOFF="YES" If set to YES, archive attribute of the source files will be switched 
OFF. The Windows archive attribute is generally used to track 
whether a file has been backed-up. Turning the source file's 
archive attribute off indicates to many backup programs that the 
file has already been backed-up. This parameter is set to NO by 
default. 

Exclude 
Mask 

Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="*.txt" Causes this action to omit files matching the mask(s) specified. 
File names or wildcard masks may be used.  

Only if 
Newer 
Than 

Date No (Empty) ISNEWERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2001,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

If enabled, causes this action to only act on files that are newer 
than the date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or 
disabled (default), file dates are ignored. 
Click Custom to select from a list of pre-defined date 
parameters. Enable the Expression option to allow entry of a 
date/time expression. 

Only if 
Older Than 

Date No (Empty) ISOLDERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2001,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

If enabled, causes this action to only act on files that are older 
than the date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or 
disabled (default), file dates are ignored. 
Click Custom to select from a list of pre-defined date 
parameters. Enable the Expression option to allow entry of a 
date/time expression. 
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Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Attributes Text 

(Options) 
No (Empty) ATTRFILTER="+R+A-

H" (copy read-only & 
archive files but not 
hidden files) 

This group of settings causes the action to filter which files are affected by 
the attribute change based on the original attribute settings of the source 
files. 
In visual mode, a group of controls are provided to assist in the selection 
of this parameter. In AML mode, a single text item must be specified that 
contains the original attribute mask of the files you want to affect. 
Available Options: 

• R — Read-only: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-R" causes files with this attribute 
turned off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes 
this attribute to be ignored. 

• A — Archive: Specifying "+A" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-A" causes files with this attribute 
turned off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes 
this attribute to be ignored. 

• S — System: Specifying "+S" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-S" causes files with this attribute 
turned off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes 
this attribute to be ignored. 

• H — Hidden: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-H" causes files with this attribute 
turned off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes 
this attribute to be ignored. 

• C — Compression: Specifying "+C" causes files with this 
attribute turned on to be included, "-C" causes files with this 
attribute turned off to be included, not specifying the letter 
(default) causes this attribute to be ignored. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 
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Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Create Folder 
Creates a folder. If the folder specified is a sub-folder and the parent folder(s) do not exist, then they will also be created. Commonly used to 
automate the creation of a single folder. It can also create multiple folders that are numbered/named sequentially with the use of the Loop action. 

Declaration 
<AMCREATEFOLDER FOLDER="text" /> 

Examples 

Example 1 - Create folder "C:\Temp\Folder1". 
<AMCREATEFOLDER FOLDER="C:\Temp\Folder1" /> 

Example 2 - Create subfolder "C:\Temp\Folder1\Subfolder1". 
<AMCREATEFOLDER FOLDER="C:\Temp\Folder1\Subfolder1" /> 

Example 3 - This sample demonstrates how to create 10 separate folders (named folder1 - folder10) using a Loop action that increments a 
variable by one during each iteration. 

<AMVARIABLE NAME="counterVariable" TYPE="NUMBER">0</AMVARIABLE> 
<AMLOOP TOTALLOOPS="10" RESULTVARIABLE="counterVariable"> 
<AMCREATEFOLDER FOLDER="C:\Temp\Folder%counterVariable%" /> 
</AMLOOP> 

See Also 
Split File, Move File, Delete File, Delete Folder, Rename Folder, Remove Folder, Touch File, Set Attributes, Read from File, Write to File, Synchronize Folders, 
Concatenate Files 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Folder Text Yes (Empty) a)FOLDER="c:\foldername\" 

b)FOLDER="c:\foldername\subfoldername" 
The full path and name of the folder to create. 
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Delete File 
Deletes the file or files specified. To specify more than one file, use wildcard characters (i.e. * or ?). Commonly used to automate the removal of 
one or more redundant or unnecessary files. You can permanently delete the files or send them to the Recycle Bin. You can also retrieve 
information about the deleted files for reporting purposes. 

Declaration 
<AMFILEDELETE SOURCE="text" SUBFOLDERS="yes/no" TORECYCLE="yes/no" ISNEWERTHAN="date" ISOLDERTHAN="date" 
EXCLUDE="text" ATTRFILTER="text" RESULTDATASET="Text" /> 

Example 1 - This example deleted all files in "c:\folder1" to the recycle bin and creates and populate a dataset named "theDataset" with details of 
the file(s). A Loop Dataset action is then used to loop through the files that were deleted. Within each loop process, details about each deleted file 
(i.e. source location, result) is displayed in a message box. 

<AMFILEDELETE SOURCE="c:\folder1\*.*" TORECYCLE="YES" RESULTDATASET="theDataset" /> 
<AMLOOP TYPE="DATASET" DATASET="theDataset"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG WINDOWTITLE="Results of the delete operation.">The path and file name of the source file - 
%theDataset.Source% 
The result of this operation - 0 for success - %theDataset.Result% 
The textual information associated to the result - %theDataset.Message%</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMLOOP> 

Example 2 - One line task that deletes all text files in a specified directory, including files found in any sub-directories. 
<AMFILEDELETE SOURCE="c:\folder1\*.*" SUBFOLDERS="YES" /> 

See Also 
Split File, Move File, Create Folder, Delete File, Delete Folder, Rename Folder, Remove Folder, Touch File, Set Attributes, Read from File, Write to File, 
Synchronize Folders, Concatenate Files, About Datasets 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Source Text Yes (Empty) a)SOURCE="c:\foldername\file.txt" 

b)SOURCE="c:\foldername\*.txt" 
c)SOURCE="file.txt" 

The path and file name of the file(s) to delete. 
This can be a fully qualified path and file name 
(preferred) or a file name only (requires use of 
the Change Folder action). Wildcard 
characters (i.e. * or ?) may be used to delete 
files matching a certain mask.  

Place in Recycle Bin Yes/No No No TORECYCLE="YES" If set to YES, deleted files are sent to the 
Recycle Bin. If set to NO (default), files are 
deleted permanently. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Create and Populate 
Dataset with Result 
Information 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="DatasetName" Specifies the name of a dataset to be created 
and populated with information pertaining to 
this operation. More about datasets 

Options Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Subfolders 

Yes/No No No SUBFOLDERS="YES" If set to YES, denotes that, if present, subfolders should be searched 
for files matching the mask specified in the Source parameter. If set 
to NO (default value), subfolders are ignored. 

Exclude 
Mask 

Text No (Empty) ARCHIVETURNOFF="YES" Causes this action to omit files matching the mask(s) specified. File 
names or wildcard masks may be used.  

Only if 
Newer 
Than 

Date No (Empty) ISNEWERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2001,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

If enabled, causes this action to only act on files that are newer than 
the date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or disabled 
(default), file dates are ignored. 
Click Custom to select from a list of pre-defined date parameters. 
Enable the Expression option to allow entry of a date/time 
expression. 

Only if 
Older 
Than 

Date No (Empty) ISOLDERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2001,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

If enabled, causes this action to only act on files that are older than 
the date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or disabled 
(default), file dates are ignored. 
Click Custom to select from a list of pre-defined date parameters. 
Enable the Expression option to allow entry of a date/time 
expression. 

Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Attributes Text 

Options 
No (Empty) ATTRFILTER

="+R+A-H" 
(delete read-
only & archive 
files but not 
hidden files) 

This group of settings causes this action to filter which 
files are deleted based on the attribute settings of the 
source file(s). In visual mode, a group of controls are 
provided to assist in the selection of this parameter. In 
markup mode, a single text item must be specified that 
contains the attributes of the files you want to delete. 
Available Options: 

• R — Read-only: Specifying "+R" causes files 
with this attribute turned on to be included, "-
R" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) 
causes this attribute to be ignored. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
• A — Archive: Specifying "+A" causes files 

with this attribute turned on to be included, "-
A" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) 
causes this attribute to be ignored. 

• S — System: Specifying "+S" causes files 
with this attribute turned on to be included, "-
S" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) 
causes this attribute to be ignored. 

• H — Hidden: Specifying "+R" causes files 
with this attribute turned on to be included, "-
H" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) 
causes this attribute to be ignored. 

• C — Compression: Specifying "+C" causes 
files with this attribute turned on to be 
included, "-C" causes files with this attribute 
turned off to be included, not specifying the 
letter (default) causes this attribute to be 
ignored. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 
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Get File(s) Information 
Retrieves information (i.e. File Name, Extension, Creation time, Modified time) regarding one or more files and stores the results into a variable or 
dataset. To specify more than one file, use wildcard characters (i.e. * or ?). Commonly used to gather data about one or more files and perform 
conditional actions depending on the information. 

Declaration 
<AMGETFILEINFO FILE="text" RESULTVARIABLE="text" FILEPROPERTY="Text(options)" ISNEWERTHAN="date" /> 

Example 1 - Simple copy file operation. 
<AMFILECOPY SOURCE="C:\Folder1\*.*" DEST="C:\Folder2" SUBFOLDERS="YES" KEEPFOLDERSTRUCT="NO" OVERWRITE="YES" 
RESULTDATASET="FileCopyDataset" /> 

Example 2 - Copy file(s) from "C:\Folder1\*.*" to "C:\Folder2\". Include sub folders. Exclude the file mask(s) "*.pri". Overwrite read-only files and 
files that exist in the destination. Create and populate dataset "FileCopyDataset" with details of the file(s) to be copied. 

<AMFILECOPY SOURCE="C:\Folder1\*.*" DEST="C:\Folder2" SUBFOLDERS="YES" OVERWRITE="YES" ISNEWER="YES" 
OVERWRITEREADONLY="YES" ONLYIFEXIST="YES" ISNEWERTHAN="%DateSerial(2007,02,24) + TimeSerial(15,40,34)%" 
ARCHIVETURNOFF="YES" EXCLUDE="*.pri" ATTRFILTER="+a-s" RESULTDATASET="FileCopyDataset" /> 

See Also 
Touch File, Copy File, Move File, Delete File, Delete Folder, Rename Folder, Write to File, Join File, Concatenate Files, About Datasets 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Source Text Yes (Empty) a)SOURCE="c:\sourcefolder\file.txt" 

b)SOURCE="c:\sourcefolder\*.txt" 
c)SOURCE="filename.txt" 

The file(s) from which information should be retrieved. This 
can be a fully qualified path and file name (preferred) or a file 
name only (requires use of the Change Folder action). 
Wildcard characters (* or ?) may be used to specify files 
matching a certain mask.  

Populate 
variable 
with 
result 

Text No (Empty) a)RESULTVARIABLE="theFileName.txt 
b)RESULTVARIABLE="fileA.txt;fileB.txt" 

If enabled, specifies the name of the variable to populate with 
the chosen file's information as specified in the File property 
parameter. If multiple files are specified, the variable will be 
populated with file property of each file separated by a semi 
colon. For example, if the file property selected is Filename, 
the variable will store information in this manner: 
fileA.txt;fileB.txt;fileC.txt, etc. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
File 
Property 

Text No Fullname FILEPROPERTY="Size" The file property with which to populate the variable. This 
parameter is available only when the Populate variable with 
result parameter is enabled. The available options are: 

• Fullname - The full path and file name of the file 
(i.e. C:\Temp\FileName.txt) 

• Parent - The parent folder (i.e. C:\Temp) 
• Filename - The file name and extension, excluding 

path (i.e. FileName.txt) 
• Extension - The file's extension (i.e..txt) 
• Size - The size of the file in KB (i.e. 1592) 
• IsReadOnly - Whether the file is Read Only (i.e. 

True or False) 
• CreationTime - The file's creation date/time (i.e. 

3/20/2010 9:20:20 AM) 
• LastAccessTime - The date/time the file was last 

accessed (i.e. 3/20/2010 9:20:20 AM) 
• LastWriteTime - The date/time the file was last 

written to (i.e. 3/20/2010 9:20:20 AM) 
• Attributes - The file's attribute (i.e. Archive) 

Dataset 
to 
populate 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="DatasetName" If enabled, specifies the name of the dataset to populate with 
all available information about one or more files. More about 
datasets 

Options Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Subfolders 

Yes/No No No SUBFOLDERS="YES" If set to YES, denotes that, if present, subfolders should be searched 
for files matching the mask specified in the Source parameter. If set to 
NO (default value), subfolders are altogether ignored. 

Exclude 
Mask 

Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="*.txt" Causes this action to omit files matching the mask(s) specified. File 
names or wildcard masks may be used.  

Regular 
Expression 

Yes/No No No RE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the data entered in the Exclude Mask field 
is a regular expression. 

Only if 
Newer 
Than 

Date No (Empty) ISNEWERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2001,10,12) 
+ TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

Causes this action to only include files if the source is newer than the 
date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or not included, the 
date of the files will be ignored. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Only if 
Older Than 

Date No (Empty) ISOLDERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2001,10,12) 
+ TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

Causes this action to only include files if the source is older than the 
date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or not included, the 
date of the files will be ignored. 

Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Attributes Text 

(Options) 
No (Empty) ATTRFILTER="+R+A-

H" (copy read-only & 
archive files but not 
hidden files) 

This group of settings causes the action to filter which files should 
information be retrieved from based on the attribute settings of the source 
file(s). In visual mode, a group of controls are provided to assist in the 
selection of this parameter. In markup mode, a single text item must be 
specified that contains the attributes of the files you want to copy. 
Available Options: 

• R— Read-only: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-R" causes files with this attribute 
turned off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes 
this attribute to be ignored. 

• A— Archive: Specifying "+A" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-A" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

• S— System: Specifying "+S" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-S" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• H— Hidden: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-H" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• C— Compression: Specifying "+C" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-C" causes files with this attribute 
turned off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes 
this attribute to be ignored. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 
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On Error properties 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Join File 
Joins together (merges) a file previously split into pieces using the Split File action. This action can merge split files to the original file name or join 
to a path and file name of your choice. Commonly used to merge large files that were originally split to pieces in order to make the original file 
easier to distribute or transport, such as via FTP or as e-mail attachments. 

Declaration 
<AMMERGEFILE FILE="text" DESTINATIONTYPE="text" DESTINATION="text" OVERWRITEFILE="Yes/No" 
ALLFILEPIECESMUSTEXIST="Yes/No" RECYCLEFILEPIECES="Yes/No" /> 

Example 
Join parts of source file "C:\Temp\splitfile.txt.0" into "Different" file. New filename is "C:\Temp\Temp\mergedfile.txt". Overwrite if file already exists. All file pieces in 
span must exist. Recycle all file pieces after join is complete. 

<AMMERGEFILE FILE="C:\Temp\splitfile.txt.0" DESTINATIONTYPE="Different" DESTINATION="C:\Temp\Temp\mergedfile.txt" 
OVERWRITEFILE="YES" ALLFILEPIECESMUSTEXIST="YES" RECYCLEFILEPIECES="YES" /> 

See Also 
Split File, Move File, Create Folder, Delete File, Delete Folder, Rename Folder, Remove Folder, Touch File, Set Attributes, Read from File, Write to File, 
Synchronize Folders, Concatenate Files 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Source 
File 

Text Yes (Empty) FILE="C:\Temp\filename.txt" Indicates the files to join that were originally split using 
the Split File action. Files created as a result of a split will 
include a period followed by a number appended to the 
original file name starting with 0 (i.e. file.txt.0, file.txt.1, 
file.txt.2, etc.). This parameter requires the path and file 
name of the first split file with the extension *.0 (i.e. 
C:\Temp\filename.txt.0). 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Join to 
original 
filename 

Text No Enabled DESTINATIONTYPE="Original" If enabled, the files that were created as a result of the 
Split File action will be joined to the original file name. 
When this option is enabled, the Join to different 
filename option is ignored. This option is enabled by 
default. 

Join to 
different 
filename 

Text No Disabled DESTINATIONTYPE="Different" If enabled, the files that were created as a result of the 
Split File action will be merged to a specific path and file 
name. When this option is enabled, the Join to original 
filename parameter is ignored. 

Destination Text No (Empty) DESTINATION="C:\Temp\mergedfile.txt" Indicates the path and file name that the originally split 
files will be merged onto. If the file does not exist, it will 
automatically be created during runtime. This parameter 
is available only if the Join to different filename 
parameter is enabled. 

Overwrite 
Existing 
File 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEFILE="YES" If set to YES, matching destination files will be 
overwritten with the newly merged file. This parameter is 
set to NO by default. 

All file 
pieces in 
span must 
exist 

Yes/No No No ALLFILEPIECESMUSTEXIST="YES" If set to YES, all files that were originally created by the 
Split File action must exist during the merge, otherwise, 
an error will occur. If set to NO (default), the merge will 
proceed despite any missing files. 

Send file 
pieces to 
recycle bin 
after join is 
complete. 

Yes/No No No RECYCLEFILEPIECES="YES" If set to YES, the split files will be sent to the recycle bin 
when the merge is completed. This parameter is set to 
NO by default. 

Move File 
Moves one or more files from the source path to the destination path. To specify more than one file, use wildcard characters (* or ?). If an attempt 
is made to move a file or directory inside a directory that does not exist, the target directory will be created during runtime. This action includes 
functionality to allow files to be overwritten in the destination directory if the source directory contains files with the same name. Usually used to 
move a single file, multiple files, or complete directory structures to another location, drive, or computer on a local network. This action can 
optionally rename and move a file by specifying a new destination path and file name. 

Declaration 
<AMFILEMOVE SOURCE="text" DEST="text" SUBFOLDERS="YES/NO" OVERWRITE="YES/NO" ISNEWER="YE/NOS" 
OVERWRITEREADONLY="YES/NO" OVERWRITEHIDDEN="YES/NO" ONLYIFEXIST="YES/NO" ISOLDERTHAN="date" ARCHIVETURNOFF="YES/NO" 
EXCLUDE="text" ATTRFILTER="text" RESULTDATASET="text" /> 
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Example 1 - Rename File action used to rename all files from one directory to the another. Matching files will be overwritten. 
<AMFILERENAME SOURCE="c:\sourcefolder\*.*" DEST="c:\destfolder\*.*" SUBFOLDERS="YES" OVERWRITE="YES" /> 

Example 2 - Rename File action used to rename a file and at the same time, move that file to a new directory. If the file exists in the destination 
directory, it will be overwritten. 

<AMFILERENAME SOURCE="C:\FolderName\FileName1.doc" DEST="C:\FolderName\FileName2.doc" SUBFOLDERS="YES" /> 

See Also 
Join File, Copy File, Rename File, Delete File, Delete Folder, Create Folder, Touch File, Calculate File Checksum, Concatenate Files, Get File(s) information, 
About Datasets 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Source Text Yes (Empty) a)SOURCE="c:\sourcefolder\file.txt" 

b)SOURCE="c:\sourcefolder\*.txt" 
c)SOURCE="sourcefile.txt" 

Specifies the path and file name of the file(s) to move. 
This can be a fully qualified path and file name 
(preferred) or a single file (requires use of the Change 
Folder action). Wildcard characters (* or ?) may be used 
to move files matching a certain mask.  

Destination Text Yes (Empty) a)DEST="c:\destfoldername\file.txt" 
b)DEST="c:\destfoldername\*.txt" 
c)DEST="file.txt" 

Indicates the destination folder and (optionally) file name 
in which to move the file(s). This can be a fully qualified 
path or a file name. If the target structure does not exist, 
it will be created during runtime. 

Create and 
Populate Dataset 
with Result 
Information 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="DatasetName" The name of a dataset to be created and populated with 
results of this operation. 
More on datasets 

This activity creates and populates a dataset containing a specific set of fields. The table below describes these fields (assuming the dataset name 
assigned was theDataset). 

Name Type Return Value 
theDataset.Source Text The path and file name of the source file. 

theDataset.Destination Text The path and file name of the destination file. 

theDataset.Result Number The result of this operation - 0 for success, or the corresponding error code (number) for failure. 

theDataset.Message Text The textual information associated to the result. 
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Options Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Subfolders 

Yes/No No No SUBFOLDERS="YES" If set to YES, denotes that, if present, subfolders should be 
searched for files matching the mask specified in the Source 
parameter. If set to NO (default value), subfolders are altogether 
ignored. 

Preserve 
Folder 
Structure 

Yes/No No Yes KEEPFOLDERSTRUCT="NO" If set to YES (default value), subfolders found in the source folder 
will be created in the destination folder and source files will be 
moved into their respective folders rather than directly into the 
root of the target folder specified in the Destination parameter. If 
set to NO, source files will be moved into the root of the target 
folder instead. This parameter is active only if the Include 
Subfolder parameter is set to YES. 

Include 
Empty 
Subfolders 

Yes/No No No EMPTYFOLDERS="YES" If set to YES, subfolders found in the source folder will be 
created in the destination folder even if they do not contain any 
files. If set to NO (default value), empty subfolders are ignored. 
This parameter is active only if the Include Subfolder parameter 
is set to YES. 

Only 
Folder 
Structure 

Yes/No No No ONLYFOLDERSTRUCT="YES" If set to YES, subfolders found in the source folder will be 
created in the destination folder but no files will be moved. 
Enabling this option causes all other file-specific parameters to 
be ignored. This parameter is set to NO by default and active 
only if the Include Subfolder parameter is set to YES. 

Overwrite if 
Exist 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITE="YES" If set to YES, matching destination files will be overwritten. This 
parameter is set to NO by default. 

Only if 
Newer 

Yes/No No No ISNEWER="YES" If set to YES, only source files that are newer than those that 
match in the destination folder will overwrite existing files. Set to 
NO by default. This parameter is active only if the Overwrite if 
Exist parameter is set to YES. 

Only if 
Exist in 
Destination 

Yes/No No No ONLYIFEXIST="YES" If set to YES, only files that already exist in the destination will be 
moved from the source. All other files, regardless of whether they 
match the mask or other parameter settings will be bypassed. 
This parameter is set to NO by default and is active only if the 
Overwrite if Exist parameter is set to YES. 

Overwrite 
Read-Only 
Files 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEREADONLY="YES" If set to YES, already existing files should be overwritten even if 
the file in the destination is marked with the read-only attribute. 
By default, read-only files are not overwritten. This parameter is 
active only if the Overwrite if Exist parameter is set to YES. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Overwrite 
Hidden 
Files 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEHIDDEN="YES" If set to YES, specifies that already existing files should be 
overwritten even if the file in the destination is marked with the 
hidden attribute. By default, hidden files are not overwritten. This 
parameter is active only if the Overwrite if Exist parameter is set 
to YES. 

Turn 
Archive 
Attribute 
Off 

Yes/No No No ARCHIVETURNOFF="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the archive attribute of the source 
files should be switched OFF. The Windows archive attribute is 
generally used to track whether a file has been backed-up. 
Turning the source file's archive attribute off indicates to many 
backup programs that the file has already been backed-up. This 
parameter is set to NO by default. 

Exclude 
Mask 

Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="*.txt" Causes this action to omit files matching the mask(s) specified. 
File names or wildcard masks may be used.  

Only if 
Newer 
Than 

Date No (Empty) ISNEWERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2001,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

Causes the action to only move files if the source is newer than 
the date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or not 
included, the date of the files will be ignored (excluding Only if 
newer parameter). 

Only if 
Older Than 

Date No (Empty) ISOLDERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2001,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

Causes the action to only move files if the source is older than 
the date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or not 
included, the date of the files will be ignored (excluding Only if 
newer parameter). 
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Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Attributes Text 

(Options) 
No (Empty) ATTRFILTER="+R+A-

H" (move read-only & 
archive files but not 
hidden files) 

This group of settings causes the action to filter which files are moved 
based on the attribute settings of the source file(s). In visual mode, a group 
of controls are provided to assist in the selection of this parameter. In 
markup mode, a single text item must be specified that contains the 
attributes of the files you want to copy. 
Available Options: 

• R — Read-only: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-R" causes files with this attribute 
turned off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes 
this attribute to be ignored. 

• A — Archive: Specifying "+A" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-A" causes files with this attribute 
turned off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes 
this attribute to be ignored. 

• S — System: Specifying "+S" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-S" causes files with this attribute 
turned off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes 
this attribute to be ignored. 

• H — Hidden: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-H" causes files with this attribute 
turned off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes 
this attribute to be ignored. 

• C — Compression: Specifying "+C" causes files with this 
attribute turned on to be included, "-C" causes files with this 
attribute turned off to be included, not specifying the letter 
(default) causes this attribute to be ignored. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 
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Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Read From File 
Reads data from a file (usually a text file) and places the data in a variable. Commonly used to read data from a text file. For example, a user may 
want to read a list of names from a text file and use that data with the Send Keystrokes action to send the data to another application or use the 
Write to File action to write the data to another file. To do this, start with the Create Variable action. Then, use a Read From File action to place all 
the data into a variable. Thereafter, use the Loop List action to loop through the data. Inside the loop use the Write to File action. 

Declaration 
<AMFILEREAD FILE="text" RESULTVARIABLE="text" MAXBYTES="number" BYTESVARIABLE="text" NEWPOSITIONVARIABLE="text" 
POSITION="number" /> 

Example 1 - This sample task reads data from "C:\Temp\monthlyreport.txt" starting at position 120 and reading 2360 bytes. The variable named 
"datavar" is populated with the text. The variable "bytesvar" is populated with the with the number of bytes read. And the variable named 
"positionvar" is populated with the new position in the file after reading. The last step of the task writes the variable contents to a new file. 

<AMVARIABLE NAME="datavar"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMVARIABLE NAME="bytesvar"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMVARIABLE NAME="positionvar"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMFILEREAD FILE="C:\Temp\monthlyreport.txt" RESULTVARIABLE="datavar" MAXBYTES="2360" BYTESVARIABLE="bytesvar" 
NEWPOSITIONVARIABLE="positionvar" POSITION="120" /> 
<AMFILEWRITE FILE="c:\temp\statusfile.txt">File contents - %datavar% 
Number of bytes read - %bytesvar% 
Current position in file - %positionvar%</AMFILEWRITE> 

Example 2 - This task writes contents to C:\Temp\TestFile.txt using the Write to File action and reads the contents into a variable using a Read 
from File action. 

<AMVARIABLE NAME="TheData"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMFILEWRITE FILE="C:\Temp\TestFile.txt" APPEND="NO">I love AWE!!!</AMFILEWRITE> 
<AMFILEREAD FILE="C:\Temp\TestFile.txt" RESULTVARIABLE="theData" /> 

See Also 
Split File, Move File, Create Folder, Delete File, Delete Folder, Rename Folder, Remove Folder, Touch File, Set Attributes, Write to File, Synchronize Folders, 
Concatenate Files 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
File Text Yes (Empty) a)SOURCE="c:\sourcefolder\file.txt" 

b)SOURCE="filename.txt" 
The path and file name of the file containing the data that 
should be read. This can be a fully qualified path and file 
name (preferred) or a file name only (requires use of the 
Change Folder action). 

Populate 
Variable 
with 
Data 

Text Yes (Empty) a)DEST="c:\destfolder\file.txt" 
b)DEST="c:\destfolder\*.*" 

The name of the variable to populate with the text contents 
of the file. The variable must be created in a previous step 
using the Create Variable action. 

Read 
Entire 
File 

Null Null Null Null If enabled, the entire contents of the file will be read to a 
variable, If this option is selected, the Read File Partially 
parameter is ignored. This parameter is enabled by default. 

Read 
File 
Partially 

Null Null Null Null The default behavior is to read the entire file. However, you 
can set this action to read only a section of the file by 
enabling the Read File Partially option. This is useful if the 
file being read is particularly large in size. If this option is 
enabled, other parameters become active. 

Read 
from 
position 

Number No (Empty) POSITION="34" The position in the text file that this action should start 
reading from. Using this option along with the Limit number 
of bytes read to parameter can limit the amount of system 
memory used, thus speeding up execution. 

Limit 
number 
of bytes 
read to 

Number No   MAXBYTES="7777" If enabled, specifies the maximum number of bytes that 
should be read from the text file. This limit is important 
because it prevents AWE from taking up a virtually unlimited 
amount of system memory depending on the size of the file. 
Text beyond this amount of space is truncated. 

Populate 
variable 
with new 
position 
in file. 

Number No (Empty) NEWPOSITIONVARIABLE="positionvar" The name of the variable to populate with the new position in 
the file. This allows you to retrieve data from a large file in 
sections. 
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Advanced Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Populate 
Variable 
with number 
of bytes 
read 

Number Yes (Empty) BYTESVARIABLE="bytesvar" If enabled, specifies the name of the variable to populate with the 
total number of bytes read. 

Remove Folder 
Removes a single folder or tree of folders. If the folder specified contains sub-folders, they will also be removed. Commonly used to automate the 
process of removing empty, unused or old folders. 

Declaration 
<AMREMOVEFOLDER FOLDER="test" TORECYCLE="YES/NO" RESULTDATASET="text" /> 

Example 

In this example, the Remove Folder action removes folder "C:\Temp\FoldertoDelete" to the recycle bin. A dataset named "myData" is created with 
status of this operation. A Send Email action sends information to the administrator regarding task result status (as returned by the dataset). 

<AMREMOVEFOLDER FOLDER="C:\Temp\New folder" TORECYCLE="YES" RESULTDATASET="theDataset" /> 
<AMSENDEMAIL TO="admin@netauto.com" SUBJECT="Task Status" FROM="jo@netauto.com" REPLYTO="jo@netauto.com">Task 
Results - %myDatas.Result% Result text - %myData.Message%</AMSENDEMAIL> 

See Also 
Split File, Move File, Create Folder, Delete File, Delete Folder, Rename Folder, Remove Folder, Touch File, Set Attributes, Read from File, Write to File, 
Synchronize Folders, Concatenate Files, About Datasets 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Folder Text Yes (Empty) a)FOLDER="c:\foldername\" 
b)FOLDER="c:\foldername\subfoldername" 

The path and name of the folder to remove. This can be 
a fully qualified path and file name (preferred) or a file 
name only (requires use of the Change Folder action). 
Wildcard characters (i.e. * or ?) may be used to delete 
files matching a certain mask.  

Place in 
Recycle 
Bin 

Yes/No No No TORECYCLE="YES" If set to YES, folders are sent to the Recycle Bin. If set to 
NO (default), folders are deleted permanently. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Create and 
Populate 
Dataset 
with Result 
Information 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="DatasetName" The name of a dataset to be created and populated with 
information pertaining to this operation. 
More about datasets 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Rename File 
Renames one or more files from a source path to a destination path. This action supports multiple file renaming, such as adding a date or 
changing the extension on a group of files. To specify more than one file, use wildcard characters (* or ?). Commonly used as an organization tool 
to automate the renaming of multiple files. For instance, files can be renamed to include the current date/time, the parent folder name, department 
name, etc. Files can also be renamed to a new location. 

Declaration 
<AMFILERENAME SOURCE="text" DEST="text" SUBFOLDERS="yes/no" KEEPFOLDERSTRUCT="yes/no" OVERWRITE="yes/no" 
ISNEWER="yes/no" OVERWRITEREADONLY="yes/no" OVERWRITEHIDDEN="yes/no" ONLYIFEXIST="yes/no" ISNEWERTHAN="date" 
ISOLDERTHAN="date" ARCHIVETURNOFF="yes/no" EXCLUDE="text" ATTRFILTER="text" RESULTDATASET="Text" /> 

Example 1 - Move File action used to rename an entire directory (including all sub-directories) to another location. 
<AMFILERENAME SOURCE="c:\sourcefolder\*.*" DEST="c:\destfolder\*.*" SUBFOLDERS="YES" OVERWRITE="YES" 
ISNEWERTHAN="%DateAdd( &quot;d&quot;, 30, CStr( Now() )%" /> 
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Example 2 - Move File action used to rename only files that are newer than 30 days excluding text files and overwrite existing files. The action will 
also create and populate a dataset with details of the files being moved. 

<AMFILEMOVE SOURCE="c:\folder1\*.*" DEST="c:\folder2\" OVERWRITE="YES" ISNEWERTHAN="%DateAdd( &quot;h&quot;, -24, 
CStr( Now() ))%" EXCLUDE="*.txt" RESULTDATASET="MoveFileDataset" /> 

Example 3 - Move File action used to rename the file being moved. 
<AMFILEMOVE SOURCE="c:\folder1\originalfilename.txt" DEST="c:\folder2\newfilename.txt" OVERWRITE="YES" /> 

See Also: Split File, Move File, Create Folder, Delete File, Delete Folder, Rename Folder, Remove Folder, Touch File, Set Attributes, Read from 
File, Write to File, Synchronize Folders, Concatenate Files, About Datasets 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Original File 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) a)SOURCE="c:\sourcefolder\file.txt" 
b)SOURCE="c:\sourcefolder\*.txt" 
c)SOURCE="sourcefile.txt" 

Specifies the file(s) to rename. This can be a fully qualified 
path and filename (preferred) or a file name only (requires 
use of the Change Folder action). Wildcard characters (* or 
?) may be used to rename files matching a certain mask.  

New File Name Text Yes (Empty) a)DEST="c:\destfolder\newfilename.txt" 
b)DEST="c:\destfolder\*.txt" 
c)DEST="c:\destfolder\" 
d)DEST="newfilename.txt" 

Indicates the destination folder and (optionally) the filename 
for the files being renamed. This can be a fully qualified 
path or a filename. Folders specified that do not exist will be 
automatically created at runtime. Wildcard characters (* or 
?) may be used. 

Create and 
Populate 
Dataset with 
Result 
Information 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="DatasetName" The name of a dataset to be created and populated with 
status regarding this operation. 
More about datasets 

Options Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Subfolders 

Yes/No No No SUBFOLDERS="YES" If set to YES, denotes that, if present, subfolders should be 
searched for files matching the mask specified in the Source 
parameter. If set to NO (default value), subfolders are altogether 
ignored. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Preserve 
Folder 
Structure 

Yes/No No Yes KEEPFOLDERSTRUCT="NO" If set to YES (default value), subfolders found in the source folder 
will be created in the destination folder and source files will be 
moved into their respective folders rather than directly into the root 
of the target folder specified in the Destination parameter. If set to 
NO, source files will be moved into the root of the target folder 
instead. This parameter is active only if the Include Subfolder 
parameter is set to YES. 

Include 
Empty 
Subfolders 

Yes/No No No EMPTYFOLDERS="YES" If set to YES, subfolders found in the source folder will be created 
in the destination folder even if they do not contain any files. If set 
to NO (default value), empty subfolders are ignored. This 
parameter is active only if the Include Subfolder parameter is set 
to YES. 

Only 
Folder 
Structure 

Yes/No No No ONLYFOLDERSTRUCT="YES" If set to YES, subfolders found in the source folder will be created 
in the destination folder but no files will be moved. Enabling this 
option causes all other file-specific parameters to be ignored. This 
parameter is set to NO by default and active only if the Include 
Subfolder parameter is set to YES. 

Overwrite if 
Exist 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITE="YES" If set to YES, matching destination files will be overwritten. This 
parameter is set to NO by default. 

Only if 
Newer 

Yes/No No No ISNEWER="YES" If set to YES, only source files that are newer than those that match 
in the destination folder will overwrite existing files. Set to NO by 
default. This parameter is active only if the Overwrite if Exist 
parameter is set to YES. 

Only if 
Exist in 
Destination 

Yes/No No No ONLYIFEXIST="YES" If set to YES, only files that already exist in the destination will be 
moved from the source. All other files, regardless of whether they 
match the mask or other parameter settings will be bypassed. This 
parameter is set to NO by default and is active only if the 
Overwrite if Exist parameter is set to YES. 

Overwrite 
Read-Only 
Files 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEREADONLY="YES" If set to YES, already existing files should be overwritten even if the 
file in the destination is marked with the read-only attribute. By 
default, read-only files are not overwritten. This parameter is active 
only if the Overwrite if Exist parameter is set to YES. 

Overwrite 
Hidden 
Files 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEHIDDEN="YES" If set to YES, specifies that already existing files should be 
overwritten even if the file in the destination is marked with the 
hidden attribute. By default, hidden files are not overwritten. This 
parameter is active only if the Overwrite if Exist parameter is set 
to YES. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Turn 
Archive 
Attribute 
Off 

Yes/No No No ARCHIVETURNOFF="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the archive attribute of the source files 
should be switched OFF. The Windows archive attribute is 
generally used to track whether a file has been backed-up. Turning 
the source file's archive attribute off indicates to many backup 
programs that the file has already been backed-up. This parameter 
is set to NO by default. 

Exclude 
Mask 

Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="*.txt" Causes this action to omit files matching the mask(s) specified. File 
names or wildcard masks may be used.  

Only if 
Newer 
Than 

Date No (Empty) ISNEWERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2001,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

If enabled, causes this action to only act on files that are newer 
than the date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or 
disabled (default), file dates are ignored. 
Click Custom to select from a list of pre-defined date parameters. 
Enable the Expression option to allow entry of a date/time 
expression. 

Only if 
Older Than 

Date No (Empty) ISOLDERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2001,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

If enabled, causes this action to only act on files that are older than 
the date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or disabled 
(default), file dates are ignored. 
Click Custom to select from a list of pre-defined date parameters. 
Enable the Expression option to allow entry of a date/time 
expression. 
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Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Attributes Text 

(Options) 
No (Empty) a)ATTRFILTER="+R+A-

H" 
b)ATTRFILTER="-S" 

This group of settings causes the action to filter which files are moved based 
on the attribute settings of the source file(s). In visual mode, a group of 
controls are provided to assist in the selection of this parameter. In markup 
mode, a single text item must be specified that contains the attributes of the 
files you want to move. 
Available Options: 

• R — Read-only: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-R" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

• A — Archive: Specifying "+A" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-A" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• S — System: Specifying "+S" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-S" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• H — Hidden: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-H" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• C — Compression: Specifying "+C" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-C" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 
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Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Rename Folder 
Renames a directory or folder. This action can optionally move the renamed folder to a new location. If the folder specified contains sub-folders 
and files, they will also be included during runtime. Commonly used to rename and/or move a single directory and all of its subdirectories. 

Declaration 
<AMRENAMEFOLDER FOLDER="text" NEWNAME="text" RESULTDATASET="text" /> 

Example 1 - Rename Folder action used to move a folder and its files from one directory to the another. The original folder name is specified. 
<AMRENAMEFOLDER FOLDER="C:\FolderName" NEWNAME="C:\NewFolderName" RESULTDATASET="FolderRenameDS" /> 

Example 2 - Rename Folder action used to rename a folder to a new name as well as move it to another location. 
<AMRENAMEFOLDER FOLDER="C:\FolderName" NEWNAME="C:\NewFolderName" RESULTDATASET="FolderRenameDS" /> 

See Also: Join File, Copy File, Delete File, Delete Folder, Create Folder, Touch File, Calculate File Checksum, Concatenate Files, Get File(s) 
information, About Datasets 

 

Only user-created folders can be renamed. System or special folders cannot be renamed. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Original 
Folder 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) 
a)FOLDER="c:\sourcefolder\" 
b)FOLDER="c:\sourcefolder\subfolder" 

Specifies the path and folder name of the folder(s) to 
rename. 

New 
Folder 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) 
a)NEWFOLDER="c:\destfolder\" 
b)NEWFOLDER="c:\destfolder\subfolder" 

The new destination and/or folder name or the new 
destination folder and (optionally) Folders specified that do 
not exist will be automatically created at runtime. Wildcard 
characters (* or ?) may be used. 

Create and 
Populate 
Dataset 
with Result 
Information 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="DatasetName" 
The name of a dataset to be created and populated with 
status regarding this operation. 
More about datasets 
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Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 
Error causes properties 
On Error properties 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 
Expressions 
The Expression Builder 

Set Attributes 
Sets the attributes of one or more files specified. To specify more than one file, use wildcards (Example: * or ?).  Used to set the attributes of one 
or more files. More on RASH File Attributes. 

Declaration 
<AMSETATTRIBUTES SOURCE="text" SUBFOLDERS="yes/no" ISNEWERTHAN="date" ISOLDERTHAN="date" ATTRIBUTES="text (+/-RASH 
combination)" ATTRFILTER="text (+/-RASH combination)" EXCLUDE="text" RESULTDATASET="text" /> 

Example 1: Set Attributes for file(s) "c:\myfile.txt". System on. 
<AMSETATTRIBUTES SOURCE="c:\myfile.txt" ATTRIBUTES="+s" /> 

Example 2: Set Attributes for file(s) "C:\SourceFolder\*.*". Exclude the file mask(s) "*.pri". Archive on. Include sub folders. Only if older than 
"2/26/2007 11:41:46 PM". Only if system is not set. Only if hidden is not set. Create and populate dataset "SetAttrDataset" with query results. 

<AMSETATTRIBUTES SOURCE="C:\SourceFolder\*.*" SUBFOLDERS="YES" ISOLDERTHAN="%DateSerial(2007,02,26) + 
TimeSerial(23,41,46)%" ATTRIBUTES="+a" ATTRFILTER="-s-h" EXCLUDE="*.pri" RESULTDATASET="SetAttrDataset" /> 

See Also: Split File, Join File, Move File, Create Folder, Delete File, Delete Folder, Rename Folder, Remove Folder, Touch File, Set Attributes, 
Read from File, Write to File, Synchronize Folders, Concatenate Files, Calculate File Checksum, About Datasets 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Source Text Yes (Empty) a)SOURCE="c:\sourcefolder\file.txt" 

b)SOURCE="c:\sourcefolder\*.txt" 
c)SOURCE="file.txt" 

The files that should be affected by the attribute change. This 
can be a fully qualified path and file name (preferred) or a file 
name only (requires use of the Change Folder action). Wildcard 
characters (* or ?) may be used to specify files matching a 
certain mask.  

Attributes Options Yes (Empty) a)ATTRIBUTES="+A+H" (archive, 
hidden attrib on) 
b)ATTRIBUTES="-S-H" (system, 
hidden attrib off) 
c)ATTRIBUTES="-R-A+S+H" (read-
only and archive attrib off, system & 
hidden attrib on) 

The attribute combination that the files should be modified to. In 
Visual mode select from the drop-down lists. In AML mode, use 
the RASH attribute system as outlined below. 

Create 
and 
Populate 
Dataset 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="DatasetName" The name of a dataset to be created and populated with the 
results of this operation. 
More about datasets 

Options Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Subfolders 

Yes/No No No SUBFOLDERS="YES" If set to YES, denotes that, if present, subfolders should be searched for 
files matching the mask specified in the Source parameter. If set to NO 
(default value), subfolders are altogether ignored. 

Exclude 
Mask 

Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="*.txt" Causes this action to omit files matching the mask(s) specified. File 
names or wildcard masks may be used.  

Only if 
Newer 
Than 

Date No (Empty) ISNEWERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2001,10,12) 
+ TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

If enabled, causes this action to only act on files that are newer than the 
date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or disabled (default), 
file dates are ignored. 
Click Custom to select from a list of pre-defined date parameters. 
Enable the Expression option to allow entry of a date/time expression. 

Only if 
Older Than 

Date No (Empty) ISOLDERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2001,10,12) 
+ TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

If enabled, causes this action to only act on files that are older than the 
date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or disabled (default), 
file dates are ignored. 
Click Custom to select from a list of pre-defined date parameters. 
Enable the Expression option to allow entry of a date/time expression. 
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Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Attributes Text 

(Options) 
No (Empty) ATTRFILTER="+R+A-

H" (copy read-only & 
archive files but not 
hidden files) 

This group of settings causes the action to filter which files are copied based 
on the attribute settings of the source file(s). In visual mode, a group of 
controls are provided to assist in the selection of this parameter. In markup 
mode, a single text item must be specified that contains the attributes of the 
files you want to act on. 
Available Options: 

• R — Read-only: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-R" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

• A — Archive: Specifying "+A" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-A" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• S — System: Specifying "+S" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-S" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• H — Hidden: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-H" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• C — Compression: Specifying "+C" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-C" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 
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RASH File Attributes - Overview 

File attributes can be specific characteristics or certain permissions set for a file. Every file on your hard disk has one or more attributes; usually, 
these attributes are turned on and off by system components or external applications. The Set Attributes action allows you to set the attributes if 
one or more files. Moreover, many file-related actions include attribute properties allowing a way to filter which files worked on based on the 
current attribute settings of the source file(s). Up to four attributes can be assigned to each file at any one time. They start with the letters R, A, S, 
H: 

R - Read-Only - Files with this attribute cannot be overwritten or erased by standard programs or users. 

A - Archive - A system or program uses this attribute to determine which files changed since they were last copied or backed up. Similarly, 
backup programs like Seagate Backup Exec, Microsoft Backup, etc. all use this attribute to handle what files need to be backed up. 

S - System - A file with this attribute is usually one that is an integral part of your operating system. This attribute has a special meaning for DOS 
and Windows systems. 

H - Hidden - A file having this attribute cannot be seen by a normal DOS directory search or cannot be seen if Windows Explorer or similar 
programs aren't specifically set up to see them. 

In visual mode, a group of controls are provided to assist in setting attributes for a file. 

The available options are: 

• Do not modify - no actions taken (default) 

• Turn On - Turn on attribute 

• Turn Off - Turn off attribute 

In markup mode, a single text item must be specified that contains the attributes of the files you want to modify. 

To turn an attribute on/off use the + and - sign: 

• + = Turn on attribute 

• - = Turn off attribute 

For example: 

• Use +R to turn on the read-only attribute and - R to turn it off. Not specifying R as a part of the text would ignore it. 

• Use +A to turn on the archive attribute and - A to turn it off. Not specifying A as a part of the text would ignore it. 

• To change several attributes in a single pass, put them together: 

• +R-A-S+H would turn on the read-only and hidden attributes and turn off archive and system. 

• +R+S+H would turn on the read-only, hidden, and system attributes. Archive would be left as is. 
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Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Split File 
Splits the specified file into pieces (or sections) of a fixed size. The pieces can later be re-joined using the Join File action. Commonly used to split 
a particularly large file into sections in order to make the original file easier to distribute or transport, such as through FTP or as e-mail 
attachments. 

Declaration 
<AMSPLITFILE FILE="text" DESTINATION="text" SIZETYPE="text(options)" SIZE="number" BYTETYPE="text(options)" /> 

Example 
Split file "C:\FolderName\FileName.txt" into parts of "OTHER" and place the parts into directory "C:\Folder2". Each file size is "20 MB". 

<AMSPLITFILE FILE="C:\FolderName\FileName.txt" DESTINATION="C:\Folder2" SIZETYPE="OTHER" SIZE="20" BYTETYPE="MB" /> 

See Also: Join File, Copy File, Rename File, Delete File, Delete Folder, Create Folder, Touch File, Calculate File Checksum, Concatenate Files, 
Get File(s) information, Move File 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
File to 
Split 

Text Yes (Empty) a)FILE="c:\foldername\file.txt" 
b)FILE="file.txt" 

Indicates the file to split. The size of the file must be larger than 4 
KB in order for it to be split. You can enter a fully qualified path 
and file name (preferred) or a file name only (requires use of the 
Change Folder action). 
NOTE: If the size selected in the Individual file piece size 
parameter is greater than the size of the file to split, an error will 
occur. 

Folder for 
split files 

Text Yes (Empty) DESTINATION="C:\FolderName" The destination folder in which to place the newly split files. Files 
created as a result of the split will include a period followed by a 
number added to the original file name starting with 0 (i.e. 
file.txt.0, file.txt.1, file.txt.2, etc.) 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Individual 
file piece 
size 

Text 
(Options) 

Yes Floppy SIZETYPE="FLOPPY" The size of each individually split file. The number of split file 
pieces that are created is determined by the individual file piece 
size specified. The available drop-down list options are: 

• Floppy Disk (1.44 MB) (Default) 
• CD-R 74-min (640 MB) 
• CD-R 80-min (700 MB) 
• DVD single layer (4.7 GB) 
• DVD double layer (8.5 GB) 
• Other 

NOTE: The minimum file piece size is 4 KB. If the individual file 
piece size selected is more than the size of the file specified, an 
error will occur. 

Size Number No (Empty) SIZE="5"" The size of each individually split file. This parameter is available 
only if Other is selected from the Individual file piece size 
parameter. It is used in conjunction with the Byte Type 
parameter. 

Overwrite 
Existing 
File 

Yes/No No Bytes BYTETYPE="MB" The type of byte that should be used to measure the value 
specified in the Size parameter. The available options are: 

• Bytes (Default) 
• KB 
• MB 
• GB 

This parameter is available only if Other is selected for the 
Individual file piece size parameter. 
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Synchronize Folders 
Synchronizes two folders either unidirectionally (one-way) or bidirectionally (both ways). Usually used to replicate folders between a computer and 
the local network or to backup one or more folders. 

Declaration 
<AMSYNCFOLDERS FOLDER1="text" FOLDER2="text" INCLUDE="text" EXCLUDE="text" METHOD="text [options]" 
EXACTCOPY="yes/no" SUBFOLDERS="yes/no"> 

Example 
Synchronize folder "C:\Dev" bi-directionally with "C:\Dev2". Process sub folders. 

<AMSYNCFOLDERS FOLDER1="C:\Dev" FOLDER2="C:\Dev2" SUBFOLDERS="YES" INCLUDEREADONLY="YES" /> 

See Also: Split File, Move File, Create Folder, Delete File, Delete Folder, Rename Folder, Remove Folder, Set Attributes, Read from File, Write to 
File, Synchronize Folders, Concatenate Files 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Folder 1 Text Yes (Empty) FOLDER1="c:\firstfoldername\" The folder that should be synchronized. If 

synchronization method is set Unidirectional, then files 
from this folder that do not exist or are newer than their 
counterparts in Folder 2 will be transferred to the folder 
specified in the Folder 2 parameter. If synchronization 
method is set to Bidirectional, then files from folder 2 
that are newer or do not exist will be transferred into 
this folder as well. 

Folder 2 Text Yes (Empty) FOLDER2="c:\otherfoldername\" The destination folder and (optionally) file name that the 
file(s) should be copied to. This can be a fully qualified 
path or a file name. Folders that do not exist will be 
automatically created at runtime. 

Synchronization Text 
(Options) 

Yes bidirectional METHOD="uni" The method by which the files should be synchronized. 
The available options are: 

• Bidirectional (Default) - The files will be 
synchronized both ways, from folder1 to 
folder2 and from folder2 to folder1. 

• Unidirectional - The files will be synchronized 
one way, from folder1 to folder2. 
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Advanced Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Mask(s) 

Text No *.* INCLUDE="*.txt" The wildcard mask(s) (such as * or ?) representing the files that 
should be synchronized. The default of *.* includes all files. 

Exclude 
Mask(s) 

Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="*.doc" The wildcard mask(s) (such as * or ?) representing the files that 
should not be synchronized. If left blank no files are ignored. 

Process 
Subfolders 

Yes/No No No SUBFOLDERS="YES" Specifies whether subfolders and files inside them should be 
included in the synchronization. If set to YES, subfolders will be 
included in the synchronization. If set to NO (default), subfolders will 
not be included. 

Exact 
Copy in 
Folder 2 

Yes/No No No EXACT="YES" If set to YES, an exact copy of files in Folder1 will be created in 
Folder2. Files and folders that exist in Folder2 but do not exist in 
Folder1 are removed. If a newer version of the file or folder exists in 
Folder1, it will be copied to Folder2. This parameter is set to NO by 
default. 

Include 
Read Only 

Yes/No No No INCLUDEREADONLY="YES" Specifies whether files and folders marked as read-only are 
synchronized. If set to YES, read-only files and folders are 
overwritten by the proper source file before the read-only attribute is 
reset. This parameter is set to NO by default. 

 

Touch File 
"Touches" one or more files in order to update their creation, last modified and/or last accessed date and time with the selected date/time. To 
specify more than one file, use wildcard characters (* or ?). Often useful to categorize dates/times over a range of files. If your output is a whole 
tree of files, it can be quicker and more convenient to update the date/time of all files rather than it is to navigate through the whole tree looking at 
update times. 

Declaration 
<AMTOUCHFILE FILE="text" CREATIONTIME="date" LASTACCESSTIME="date" LASTWRITETIME="date" TOUCHDATE="YES/NO" /> 

Example 

Touch file(s) "C:\Temp\*.txt". Touch date only. Change creation time to "%DateAdd( "d", -30, CStr( Now() ))%". Change last access time to 
"%DateSerial(2010,06,01)+TimeSerial(12,06,22)%". Change last write time to "%DateSerial(2010,06,01)+TimeSerial(12,06,22)%". Skip read only 
file(s). 
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<AMTOUCHFILE FILE="C:\Temp\*.txt" CREATIONTIME="%DateAdd( &quot;d&quot;, -30, CStr( Now() ))%" 
LASTACCESSTIME="%DateSerial(2010,06,01)+TimeSerial(12,06,22)%" 
LASTWRITETIME="%DateSerial(2010,06,01)+TimeSerial(12,06,22)%" TOUCHDATE="YES" /> 

See Also: Split File, Move File, Create Folder, Delete File, Delete Folder, Rename Folder, Remove Folder, Set Attributes, Read from File, Write to 
File, Synchronize Folders, Concatenate Files, Change Folder 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
File Text Yes (Empty) a)FILE="C:\foldername\file.txt" 

b)FILE="C:\foldername\*.txt" 
c)FILE="file.txt" 

The file(s) that should be affected by the update. This can be 
a fully qualified path and file name (preferred) or a file name 
only (requires use of the Change Folder action). Wildcard 
characters (* or ?) may be used to specify files matching a 
certain mask.  

Creation Time Text No Disabled CREATIONTIME= 
"%DateSerial(2009,01,01) 
+TimeSerial(01,10,00)%" 

If enabled, indicates the creation date/time that the specified 
file(s) should be updated to. Click Custom to select from a list 
of pre-defined date/time ranges. Enable the Expression 
parameter to enter a date/time expression. 

Last Accessed 
Time 

Text No Disabled LASTACCCESSTIME= 
"%DateSerial(2009,01,01) 
+TimeSerial(01,10,00)%" 

If enabled, indicates the last accessed date/time that the 
specified file(s) should be updated to. Click Custom to select 
from a list of pre-defined date/time ranges. Enable the 
Expression parameter to enter a date/time expression. 

Last Write Time Text No Disabled LASTWRITETIME= 
"%DateSerial(2009,01,01) 
+TimeSerial(01,10,00)%" 

If enabled, indicates the last write (or last modified) date/time 
that the specified file(s) should be updated to. Click Custom 
to select from a list of pre-defined date/time ranges. Enable 
the Expression parameter to enter a date/time expression. 

Advanced Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Touch 
Date 

Yes/No No Yes TOUCHDATE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the date portion of the date/time value will be 
updated. If set to NO, the date portion will be ignored and only the time 
portion will be updated. This parameter is set to YES by default. 

Touch 
Time 

Yes/No No Yes TOUCHTIME="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the time portion of the date/time value will be 
updated. If set to NO, the time portion will be ignored and only the date 
portion will be updated. This parameter is set to YES by default. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
If file is 
read-only 

Text No Disabled READONLYFILE="touch" Specifies the action that should be performed if the file's attribute is set to 
read-only. The available options are: 

• Skip - If a file is read-only, it will be skipped. 
• Error - The step will generate an error if a file is read-only. 
• Touch - The file will be touched regardless of whether it is read-

only. 

Options Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Subfolders 

Yes/No No No SUBFOLDERS="YES" If set to YES, denotes that, if present, subfolders should be searched 
for files matching the mask specified in the File parameter. If set to 
NO (default), subfolders are ignored. 

Exclude 
Mask 

Text No (Empty) ARCHIVETURNOFF="YES" Causes this action to omit files matching the mask(s) specified. File 
names or wildcard masks may be used.  

Only if 
Newer 
Than 

Date No Disabled ISNEWERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2001,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

If enabled, causes this action to only act on files that are newer than 
the date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or disabled 
(default), file dates are ignored. 
Click Custom to select from a list of pre-defined date parameters. 
Enable the Expression option to allow entry of a date/time 
expression. 

Only if 
Older 
Than 

Date No Disabled ISOLDERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2001,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

If enabled, causes this action to only act on files that are older than 
the date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or disabled 
(default), file dates are ignored. 
Click Custom to select from a list of pre-defined date parameters. 
Enable the Expression option to allow entry of a date/time 
expression. 
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Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Attributes Text 

Options 
No (Empty) ATTRFILTER="+R+A-

H" (delete read-only & 
archive files but not 
hidden files) 

This group of settings causes this action to filter which files are deleted 
based on the attribute settings of the source file(s). In visual mode, a group 
of controls are provided to assist in the selection of this parameter. In 
markup mode, a single text item must be specified that contains the 
attributes of the files you want to delete. 
Available Options: 

• R — Read-only: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-R" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

• A — Archive: Specifying "+A" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-A" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• S — System: Specifying "+S" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-S" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• H — Hidden: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-H" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• C — Compression: Specifying "+C" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-C" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

Write To File 
Writes the text string specified to a file. If the file does not exist, it will be created at runtime. If the files exists and already contains data, this action 
can be set to either overwrite the current data or append the new data directly below the existing one. Execution is performed in the background, 
therefore, the file does not have to be open in order for data to be written to it. Commonly used to write specific text onto a new text file or modify 
an existing text file by appending text to existing data or writing new text over the original data contained in that file. 

Declaration 
<AMFILEWRITE FILE="text" APPEND="YES/NO" RESULTVARIABLE="text">text</AMFILEWRITE> 
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Example 

This task writes contents to C:\Temp\TestFile.txt using the Write to File action and reads the contents into a variable using a Read from File action. 
The contents are then displayed in a message box. 

<AMVARIABLE NAME="TheData"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMFILEWRITE FILE="C:\Temp\TestFile.txt" APPEND="NO">I love AutoMate!!!</AMFILEWRITE> 
<AMFILEREAD FILE="C:\Temp\TestFile.txt" RESULTVARIABLE="theData" /> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>%TheData%</AMSHOWDIALOG> 

See Also: Split File, Move File, Create Folder, Delete File, Delete Folder, Rename Folder, Remove Folder, Touch File, Set Attributes, Read from 
File, Write to File, Synchronize Folders, Concatenate Files 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
File Text Yes (Empty) FILE="c:\sourcefolder\file.txt" The text file that the data should be written to. If the file does not exist, it 

will be created and written to at runtime. As with every text parameter, if 
the data you want to write to is contained in a variable, enter the 
variable name surrounded by percentage signs to resolve it to it's 
contents at runtime (i.e. %VarName%). 

Method Yes/No No Yes APPEND="NO" Indicates how the data should be written. The available options are: 
• Overwrite File - Existing data will be overwritten. 
• Append at the end of the file (default) - The data will be 

written to the end of the file as a new line. 

Data to 
write 

Text Yes (Empty) a)DATA="The text to write" 
b)DATA="%varName%" 

Specifies the data to write to the file. As with every text parameter, if the 
data you want to write is contained in a variable, enter the variable 
name surrounded by percentage signs to resolve it to it's contents at 
runtime (i.e. %VarName%). 

Advanced Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Populate 
variable with 
the number 
of bytes 
written 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="totalBytes" The name of the variable to populate with the number of bytes that 
were written to the file. 
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Flow Actions 

• Else 

• End If  

• End Select/End Case  

• Goto  

• If  

• If Compare Files  

• If File Exists 

• If Folder Exists 

• If Last Step  

• If Pixel Exists 

• If Process Running  

• If Text Contains  

• If Window Exists  

• Label 

• Select/Case 

Else 
Declaration 

<AMELSE> 

Example 

Simple If/Else Statement that displays the answer in a message box. 
<AMIF EXPRESSION="2 &lt; 1"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>The result is TRUE.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMELSE /> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>The result is FALSE.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMIF> 

End If 
Used along with an If action to provide an alternate code block to execute only if the condition is false. Very often when you create a task, you 
want it to perform different actions for different decisions. You can use conditional statements in your code to do this. If combined with Else is an 
extremely useful combination. These actions are conditional statements that can perform different actions during the course of a task depending 
on the result of an expression evaluation. If the result evaluates to TRUE, AWE will execute the block of steps immediately following the If action 
up until an End If step is encountered, otherwise the block will be skipped (or if an Else statement is encountered it will execute that block of 
steps). Marks the end of the block of steps that should be executed if a previous If condition is true. Used to terminate the If...Else block of steps. 

Declaration 
</AMIF> 

Example 

Simple If/Else Statement that displays the answer in a message box. 
<AMIF EXPRESSION="2 &lt; 1"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>The result is TRUE.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMELSE /> 
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<AMSHOWDIALOG>The result is FALSE.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMIF> 

See Also 
If, If Compare Files, If File Exists, If Folder Exists, If Last Step, If Pixel Exists, If Process Running, If Text Contains, If Windows Exists, End If, End Select/Case, 
Goto, Label, Select/Case 

 

All If actions must be followed at some point with an End If step to mark the end of the code block that is to be executed if the 
expression is true. Whenever an If step is used in a task, an End If must be used to mark the end of the block of steps that are to be 
executed conditionally.  

End Select / End Case 
The End Select action ends a block of Select/Case steps. The End Select action must be used with a Select step in order to end the block of 
Select/Case steps. The End Case action ends a block of steps started by a preceding Case action. The End Case action must be used with a 
Case step in order to end a block of steps started by a preceding Case action. 

Declaration 
</AMCASE> 
</AMSELECTCASE> 

Example 

 This example uses a Select/Case combination along with a Weekday() function to determine the day of the week. 
<AMSELECTCASE EXPRESSION="%Weekday(Now())%"> 
<AMCASE CONSTANT="1"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>Today is Sunday.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMCASE> 
<AMCASE CONSTANT="2"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>Today is Monday.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMCASE> 
<AMCASE CONSTANT="3"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>Today is Tuesday.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMCASE> 
<AMCASE CONSTANT="4"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>Today is Wednesday.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMCASE> 
<AMCASE CONSTANT="5"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>Today is Thursday.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMCASE> 
<AMCASE CONSTANT="6"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>Today is Friday.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMCASE> 
<AMCASE CONSTANT="7"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>Today is Saturday.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
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</AMCASE> 
<AMCASE CONSTANT="8"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>Something went horribly wrong.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMCASE> 
</AMSELECTCASE> 
</AMIF> 

See Also 
If, If Compare Files, If File Exists, If Folder Exists, If Last Step, If Pixel Exists, If Process Running, If Text Contains, If Windows Exists, End If, Goto, Label, 
Select/Case 

Goto 
Sends task flow to the label indicated. Used to direct the task to jump to a labeled section defined by the Label action. 

Declaration 
<AMGOTO LABELNAME="text [label name]"> 

Example 

This example uses an If File Exists action to determine if a specific file does not exist in the system. If TRUE, the task will perform a one-way jump 
to the line where the Label action is located. 

<AMIF ACTION="not_exist" FILE="C:\Temp\test.txt"> 
<AMGOTO LABELNAME="bugHandler" /> 
</AMIF> 
<AMFILECOPY SOURCE="C:\Temp\test.txt" DEST="C:\\Monthly_Backup\Archive\test.txt"/> 
<AMSTOPTASK STATUSTYPE="SUCCESS" /> 
<AMLABEL LABELNAME="bugHandler" /> 

See Also 
If, If Compare Files, If File Exists, If Folder Exists, If Last Step, If Pixel Exists, If Process Running, If Text Contains, If Windows Exists, End If, End Select/Case, 
Label, Select/Case 

 

Make the Goto dependent on an If action or some other condition to avoid an endless loop between Goto and the Label. Excessive use of 
Goto can create tasks that are difficult or impossible to debug. If your task requires more than a few Goto steps it is recommended to 
consider re-structuring with Sub-tasks (using the Start Task action).  

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Label to 
Goto 

Text Yes (Empty) LABEL="bugHandler" The name of a pre-existing label in the task in which to jump to. To create a label 
in a task, use the Label Action. 
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Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

If 
Begins a block of steps that are executed conditionally. Very often when you create a task, you want it to perform different actions for different 
decisions. You can use conditional statements in your code to do this. The If action along with the Else action are conditional statements that can 
perform different actions during the course of a task depending on the result of an expression evaluation. If the result evaluates to TRUE, AWE will 
execute the block of steps immediately following the If action up until an End If step is encountered, otherwise the block will be skipped (or if an 
Else statement is encountered it will execute that block of steps). 

Declaration 
<AMIF EXPRESSION="text"> 

See Also 
If Compare Files, If File Exists, If Folder Exists, If Last Step, If Pixel Exists, If Process Running, If Text Contains, If Windows Exists, End If, End Select/Case, 
Goto, Label, Select/Case 
 

 

All If actions must be followed at some point with an End If step to mark the end of the code block that is to be executed if the expression is 
true. 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Expression Text Yes (Empty) EXPRESSION="1 

> 2" 
Indicates a valid BASIC expression. The Simple method allows you to enter 
simple expressions. The Complex method allows entry of more elaborate 
expressions. 
NOTE: All literal strings (strings to be taken as themselves) must be enclosed in 
double quotes. Example: "string literal". 

If Compare Files 
Compares two files using the specified criteria and returns TRUE or FALSE depending on the outcome. Very often when you create a task, you 
want it to perform different actions for different decisions. You can use conditional statements in your code to do this. The If Compare Files is a 
conditional statements that can perform different actions during the course of a task depending on the result of an expression evaluation. If the 
result evaluates to TRUE, AWE will execute the block of steps immediately following the If action up until an End If step is encountered, otherwise 
the block will be skipped (or if an Else statement is encountered it will execute that block of steps). 

Declaration 
<AMIF TYPE="COMPAREFILES" FILEA="FilenameA" FILEB="FilenameB" COMPARETYPE="" HASHTYPE="CRC" /> 

Example 
<AMIF TYPE="COMPAREFILES" FILEA="C:\Documents and Settings\marie.black\My Documents\dungeon.txt" FILEB="C:\Documents 
and Settings\marie.black\My Documents\bpaserver.txt" COMPARETYPE="CRC" HASHTYPE="CRC" /> 

See Also 
If, If File Exists, If Folder Exists, If Last Step, If Pixel Exists, If Process Running, If Text Contains, If Windows Exists, End If, End Select/Case, Goto, Label, 
Select/Case 

 

All If actions must be followed at some point with an End If step to mark the end of the code block that is to be executed if the expression is 
true. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
File A Text Yes (Empty) FILEA="C:\FolderA\FileA.txt" The file to compare against the one specified in the File B field. You may 

enter the path and file name manually or click the Folder icon and 
navigate to the desired file. 

File B Text Yes (Empty) FILEB="C:\FolderB\FileB.txt" The file to compare against the one specified in the File A field. You may 
enter the path and file name manually or click the Folder icon and 
navigate to the desired file. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Compare 
Type 

Text Yes Size COMPARETYPE="CRC" The criteria to use when comparing the two files. The available options 
are: 

• Size (Default) 
• CRC/Hash 
• Creation Date 
• Modified Date 
• Last Accessed Date 
• Attributes 

Algorithm Text Yes if 
compare 
type is 
CRC/Hash 

CRC HASHTYPE="MD5" The Algorithm to use when comparing the two files. Valid only if the 
Compare Type option selected is CRC/Hash. The available options are: 

• CRC 
• MD5 
• SHA1 
• SHA256 
• SHA356 
• SHA512 

If File Exists 
Causes the steps following this action to execute if the specified file is in the specified state. If not, execution follows the next Else or End If action, 
whichever comes first. Wildcard characters (i.e. * or ?) are supported. Used to execute conditional actions based on the state of a file. 

The following dataset fields are created only for this action: 

Name Data Type Return Value 
theDataset.Name Text The name of the file 

theDataset.Size Number The size of the file 

theDataset.CreatedOn Date The file creation date 

theDataset.ModifiedOn Date The date the file was last modified 

theDataset.AccessedOn Date The date the file was last accessed 

theDataset.IsFolder Yes/No Whether the file is a folder 

theDataset.IsReadOnly Yes/No Whether the file's attribute is Read Only 

theDataset.IsArchive Yes/No Whether the file's attribute is Archive 

theDataset.IsSystem Yes/No Whether the file's attribute is System 
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Name Data Type Return Value 
theDataset.Hidden Yes/No Whether the file's attribute is Hidden 

theDataset.IsCompressed Yes/No Whether the file is compressed 

theDataset.IsAccessible Yes/No Whether the file is accessible 

Declaration 
<AMIF ACTION="text(options)" FILE="text" ISNEWERTHAN="date" ATTRFILTER="text" RESULTDATASET="text"> 

See Also 

If, If Compare Files, If Folder Exists, If Last Step, If Pixel Exists, If Process Running, If Text Contains, If Windows Exists, End If, End Select/Case, 
Goto, Label, Select/Case, Else 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
If Text Yes Exists ACTION="not_exist" Specifies the type of evaluation to be performed. The available 

options are: 
• File exists: Results to TRUE if the file exists. 
• File does not exist: Results to TRUE if the file does not 

exist. 
• File is accessible: Results to TRUE if the file exists and is 

not in a locked state (i.e. in use by another application). 
• File is not accessible: Results to TRUE if the file exists 

and in a locked state. 

File Text Yes (Empty) a)FILE="c:\folder2\fileA.txt" 
b)FILE="c:\folder2\*.txt" 

Indicates the full path and file name of the file in which to evaluate. 
Wildcard characters (i.e. * or ?) are supported. 

Create and 
Populate 
Dataset 
with Result 
Information 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="theData" Specifies the name of a dataset to be created and populated with 
the file data for the file that caused the If block to be executed. 
About Datasets 

Create and 
populate 
dataset 
with ACL 
info 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="myDataset" Specifies the name of a dataset with which to create and populate 
the ACL information. This activity creates and populates a dataset 
containing a specific set of fields. 
About Datasets 
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Advanced Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Exclude 
Mask 

Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="*.txt" Causes this action to omit files matching the masks specified. File names 
or wildcard masks may be used.  

Only if 
Newer 
Than 

Date No (Empty) ISNEWERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2007,02,01) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

Causes this action to evaluate only files newer than the date/time 
specified. If this parameter is left blank or not included, the file date will be 
ignored. 

Only if 
Older 
Than 

Date No (Empty) ISOLDERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2007,02,01) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

Causes this action to evaluate only files older than the date/time specified. 
If this parameter is left blank or not included, the file date will be ignored. 
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Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Attributes Text 

Options 
No (Empty) ATTRFILTER="+R+A-

H" (compress read-only 
& archive files but not 
hidden files) 

This group of settings causes the action to filter which files to look for based 
on the attribute settings of the source files. In visual mode, a group of 
controls are provided to assist in the selection of this parameter. In markup 
mode, a single text item must be specified that contains the attributes of the 
files you want to look for. 
Available Options: 

• R — Read-only: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-R" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

• A — Archive: Specifying "+A" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-A" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• S — System: Specifying "+S" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-S" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• H — Hidden: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-H" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• C — Compression: Specifying "+C" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-C" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 
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Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (Example: %myVariable% or 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent sign (%) or 
pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

If Folder Exists 
Causes the steps following this action to execute if the specified folder is in the specified state. If not, execution follows the next Else or End If 
action, whichever comes first. This action accepts wildcard masks (i.e. * or ?). Generally used to check if a folder exists (or does not exist) and 
execute conditional actions depending on the result. 

Declaration 
<AMIF FOLDER="text" ISNEWERTHAN="date" ATTRFILTER="text"> 

See Also 

If, If Compare Files, If Last Step, If Pixel Exists, If Process Running, If Text Contains, If Windows Exists, End If, End Select/Case, Goto, Label, 
Select/Case, Else 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
If Text 

(Options) 
Yes Folder 

exists 
ACTION="not_exist" Specifies the type of check to be performed. The available options are: 

• Folder exists: the IF block will be executed if the specified 
folder exists. 

• Folder does not exist: the IF block will be executed if the 
specified folder does not exist. 

Folder Text Yes (Empty) a)FOLDER="c:\foldername" 
b)FOLDER="c:\folder*" 

Specifies the folder to check. This action accepts wildcard masks (i.e. * 
or ?). 

Advanced Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Exclude 
Mask 

Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="folder1*" Causes this action to omit folders matching the masks specified. File 
names or wildcard masks may be used.  
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Only if 
Newer 
Than 

Date No (Empty) ISNEWERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2007,02,01) 
+ TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

Causes this action to evaluate only folders newer than the date/time 
specified. If this parameter is left blank or not included, the folder date will 
be ignored. 

Only if 
Older 
Than 

Date No (Empty) ISOLDERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2007,02,01) 
+ TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

Causes this action to evaluate only folders older than the date/time 
specified. If this parameter is left blank or not included, the folder date will 
be ignored. 

Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Defau
lt Markup Description 

Attributes Text 
Options 

No (Empt
y) 

ATTRFILTER="
+R+A-H" 
(compress 
read-only & 
archive files but 
not hidden files) 

This group of settings causes the action to filter which files to look for based on the 
attribute settings of the source files. In visual mode, a group of controls are provided to 
assist in the selection of this parameter. In markup mode, a single text item must be 
specified that contains the attributes of the files you are looking for. 
Available Options: 

• R — Read-only: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute turned on to 
be included, "-R" causes files with this attribute turned off to be included, not 
specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute to be ignored. 

• A — Archive: Specifying "+A" causes files with this attribute turned on to be 
included, "-A" causes files with this attribute turned off to be included, not 
specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute to be ignored. 

• S — System: Specifying "+S" causes files with this attribute turned on to be 
included, "-S" causes files with this attribute turned off to be included, not 
specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute to be ignored. 

• H — Hidden: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute turned on to be 
included, "-H" causes files with this attribute turned off to be included, not 
specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute to be ignored. 

• C — Compression: Specifying "+C" causes files with this attribute turned on 
to be included, "-C" causes files with this attribute turned off to be included, 
not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute to be ignored. 

If Last Step 
Controls task flow depending on whether the last step was a success, general failure, or failed because of a specific error. Causes the steps 
following this action to execute if the previous step meets the specified condition. If not, execution follows the next Else or End If action, whichever 
comes first. Mainly used to provide custom error handling on steps that are set to ”continue on error”. This action introduces conditional steps 
depending on the outcome of the previous step. It is commonly used to introduce a block of steps to be carried out if the previous step fails. 
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Declaration 
<AMIF LASTSTEP="text(options)" RESULTCODE="number"> 

See Also 

If, If Compare Files, If Folder Exists, If Last Step, If Pixel Exists, If Process Running, If Text Contains, If Windows Exists, End If, End Select/Case, 
Goto, Label, Select/Case, Else 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
If last 
step 

Text 
(Options) 

Yes Succeeded LASTSTEP="failed" Specifies the condition to be met. The available options are: 
• Succeeded (default): the IF block will be executed if 

the last step succeeded 
• Failed: the IF block will be executed if the last step 

failed in general (with or without any error message 
generated). 

• Failed with specific error code(s): the IF block will be 
executed if the last step failed with one of the error 
codes specified in the Error codes parameter. 

Error 
Codes 

Text Yes if last 
step 
failed 
with 

specific 
error 

code was 
selected 

(Empty) RESULTCODE="24007,30098" Specifies the error codes to match. Multiple error codes can be 
entered by delimiting each with a comma (i.e. 24007, 30098, 
20074). This parameter is available only if the option selected in 
the If last step parameter is Failed with specific error 
code(s). 
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If Pixel Exists 
Causes the steps following this action to execute if the specified pixel(s) is(are) in the specified state. If not, execution follows the next Else or End 
If action, whichever comes first. Commonly used to check if a graphic or area of the screen matches (or stops matching) a "checksum" of pixel 
colors. Very useful for detecting subtle changes in a window's contents that cannot be measure by any other means. In visual mode, it is easy to 
create the checksum values, while in the properties of the action, move the mouse pointer around the target window while repeatedly pressing the 
INSERT key. 

Declaration 
<AMIF XPOS="number" YPOS="number" COLOR="number" RELATIVE="YES/NO"> 

See Also 

If, If Compare Files, If Folder Exists, If Last Step, If Process Running, If Text Contains, If Windows Exists, End If, End Select/Case, Goto, Label, 
Select/Case, Else 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
If Text 

(Options) 
Yes Pixel(s) 

Matches 
ACTION="differ" Specifies the type of pixel check to be performed. The available options 

are: 
• Pixel(s) matches: the IF block will be executed if the pixels 

match. 
• Pixel(s) is(are) different: the IF block will be executed if the 

pixels are different. 

X Position Number Yes (Empty) XPOS="36" Specifies the X coordinate of the pixel(s) to watch for. To capture pixel 
coordinates, click Add, place the cursor over the desired area on the 
screen and press INSERT. Multiple pixels/color pairs may be specified. 

Y Position Number Yes (Empty) XPOS="360" Specifies the Y coordinate of the pixel(s) to watch for. To capture pixel 
coordinates, click Add, place the cursor over the desired area on the 
screen and press INSERT. Multiple pixels/color pairs may be specified. 

Color Number Yes (Empty) COLOR="13160660" Specifies the color(s) that the corresponding pixels specified in XPOS and 
YPOS should match. To capture pixel coordinates, click Add, place the 
cursor over the desired area on the screen and press INSERT. Multiple 
pixels/color pairs may be specified. 

Coordinates 
relative to 
foreground 
window 

Yes/No No Yes RELATIVE="NO" If enabled, pixel coordinates will be relative to the foreground window. If 
this parameter is selected, the Coordinates relative to screen parameter 
is ignored. This parameter is enabled by default. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Coordinates 
relative to 
screen 

Yes/No No No RELATIVE="NO" If enabled, pixel coordinates will be relative to the size of the screen. If 
this parameter is selected, the Coordinates relative to foreground 
window parameter is ignored. 

If Process Running 
Executes the steps immediately following this step if the specified process is in the specified state. Otherwise, step execution follows the next Else 
step, or End If step. Wildcards can be used to specify the process to look for. Optionally populates a dataset with the process and window data for 
a running process. Commonly used to check if a particular process is running or is not running and performs conditional actions depending on the 
result. This action creates and populates a dataset with the following fields (rows): 

Name Type Return Value 
theDataset.ProcessName Text Returns the path and file name of the process's.exe file. 

theDataset.ProcessID Text Returns the ID of the process. 

theDataset.WindowTitle Text Returns the title of the process's main window 

theDataset.WindowClass Text Returns the class of the process's main window. 

theDataset.WindowHandle Number Returns the handle of the process's main window. 

Declaration 
<AMIF PROCESS="text" PROCESSID="text" RESULTDATASET="text"> </AMIF> 

Example 
<AMIF ACTION="end" PROCESS="C:\Program Files\Internet Explorer\iexplore.exe" RESULTDATASET="ProcessDataset"> 
<AMSPEAK ENGINE="automatic">Process is not running</AMSPEAK> 
<AMELSE /> 
<AMSPEAK ENGINE="automatic">Process is running</AMSPEAK> 
</AMIF> 

See Also 

If, If Compare Files, If Folder Exists, If Last Step, If Pixel Exists, If Text Contains, If Windows Exists, End If, End Select/Case, Goto, Label, 
Select/Case, Else 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
If Text 

(Options) 
Yes Process 

is 
running 

ACTION="end" Specifies the type of check to be performed. The available 
options are: 

• Process is running: the IF block will be executed if 
the process is running. 

• Process is not running: the IF block will be 
executed if the process is not running. 

Use 
Process 
Name 

Text No (Empty) a)PROCESS="c:\folder\iexplore.exe" 
b)PROCESS="iexplore.exe" 

If enabled, specifies the executable of the process that AWE 
should look for. Partial matches are allowed (either the full 
path or the EXE name only may be specified). If this 
parameter is enabled, the Use Process ID parameter is 
ignored. 

Use 
Process 
ID 

Text No (Empty) PROCESSID="3648" If enabled, specifies the process ID matching the process that 
AWE should look for. If this parameter is enabled, the Use 
Process Name parameter is ignored. 

Create 
and 
Populate 
Dataset 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="DatasetName" The name of a dataset to be created and populated with 
process data for a running process. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step when it appears in the Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 
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If Text Contains 
Executes the steps immediately following this step if the specified text is (or is not) contained within the target text. Otherwise, step execution 
follows the next Else step, or End If step. Commonly used to check the contents of a piece of text and perform conditional actions depending on 
whether it is found. 

Declaration 
<AMIFCONTAINS ACTION="text [options]" TEXT="text" SUBSTRING="text" USERE="YES" USECASE="YES" FOUNDTEXTVARIABLE="text 
[variable]" INDEXVAR="text [variable]"> 

See Also 

If, If Compare Files, If Folder Exists, If Last Step, If Pixel Exists, If Process Running, If Windows Exists, End If, End Select/Case, Goto, Label, 
Select/Case, Else 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
If Text 

(Options) 
Yes Text 

Contains 
ACTION="not_contain" Specifies whether the condition should check for the characters to be 

contained or not contained within the text. The available options are: 
• Text contains: The IF block will be executed if the characters 

are contained in the text. 
• Text does not contain: The IF block will be executed if the 

characters are not contained in the text. 

Target text Text Yes (Empty) TEXT="The target 
text" 

The text to search from. As with every text parameter, if the data you want 
to write is contained in a variable, enter the variable name surrounded by 
percentage signs to resolve it to it's contents at runtime (i.e. 
%VarName%). 

Text to 
look for 

Text Yes (Empty) SUBSTRING="target" The text to search for inside the target text. As with every text parameter, 
if the data you want to write is contained in a variable, enter the variable 
name surrounded by percentage signs to resolve it to it's contents at 
runtime (i.e. %VarName%). 

Case 
Sensitive 

Yes/No No No USECASE="YES" Specifies whether the search performed should be case sensitive. If set to 
YES, case sensitivity is turned on. If set to NO (default) case sensitivity is 
turned off. 

Regular 
Expression 

Yes/No No No USERE="YES" If set to YES, specifies whether the data entered in the Text to look for 
parameter is a regular expression. If set to NO (default), Text to look for 
parameter contains literal text. 
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Advanced Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Place 
matched 
text into 
variable 

Text No (Empty) FOUNDTEXTVARIABLE="varname" Specifies the variable to receive the text that was found. This 
parameter is useful if a regular expression was used for the find 
text. 

Index of 
matched 
text into 
variable 

Text No (Empty) INDEXVAR="varname" Specifies the variable to receive the index position of the text that 
was found. 

If Window Exists 
Causes the steps following this action to execute if the specified window is in the specified state. If not, execution follows the next Else or End If 
action, whichever comes first. Commonly used to set up conditional steps to be executed if a specified window is opened, closed, focused or in the 
background. 

This action creates and populates a dataset with the following fields (rows): 

Name Type Return Value 
theDataset.Title Text Returns the title of the window that caused this step to execute. 

theDataset.Class Text Returns the class of the window that caused this step to execute. 

theDataset.Handle Number Returns the handle of the window that caused this step to execute. 

Declaration 
<AMIF ACTION="text" WINDOWTITLE="text" WINDOWCLASS="text" WINDOWHANDLE="number" ALLOWHIDDEN="yes/no" 
WINDOWHANDLEVARIABLE="text [variablename]" WINDOWCLASSVARIABLE="text [variablename]" WINDOWTITLEVARIABLE="text 
[variablename]" RESULTDATASET="text" CHILDWINDOW="yes/no" {Also accepts all standard Window Dissection parameters}> 

Example 
This example task will determine if a window with the word "Google" in its title is currently open. If it is, a Speak action will speak the words "The window is open." 
If it is not, the Speak action will speak the words "The window is not open" instead. 

<AMIF WINDOWTITLE="*Google*" RESULTDATASET="DatasetName"> 
<AMSPEAK>The window is open</AMSPEAK> 
<AMELSE /> 
<AMSPEAK>The window is not open</AMSPEAK> 
</AMIF> 
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See Also 

If, If Compare Files, If Folder Exists, If Last Step, If Pixel Exists, If Process Running, If Text Contains, If Windows Exists, End If, End Select/Case, 
Goto, Label, Select/Case, Else, About Datasets 

General Tab 

The General tab allows you to select the window to watch for. To specify a currently open window, select the window title from the Window Title 
must be drop-down list or drag the hand icon onto the desired window. 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
If Text 

(Options) 
Yes Window 

Exists 
ACTION="close" Specifies the window state to check. The available options are: 

• Window exists: The If block will be executed if the window 
exists (or is open) 

• Window does not exist: The If block will be executed if the 
window does not exist (or is closed). 

• Window is focused: The If block will be executed if the 
window is open and focused. 

• Window is not focused: The If block will be executed if the 
window is open but unfocused (or in the background). 

Window 
Title 
Must Be 

Text Yes (Empty) a)WINDOWTITLE="Untitled - 
Notepad" 
b)WINDOWTITLE="*Internet 
Explorer*" 

Specifies the title of the window to look for. This parameter is not 
case sensitive and supports wildcard characters (* and ?). For 
example "*Internet Explorer*" would include all windows containing 
Internet Explorer as part of the title. 

Window 
Class 
Must Be 

Text No (Empty) WINDOWCLASS="Outlook 
Express Browser Class" 

Specifies the class of the window to look for. This parameter is not 
case sensitive and supports wildcard characters (* and ?). For 
example "*Explore*" would include all window classes containing 
Explore. If omitted, this parameter is ignored. 

Window 
Handle 
Must Be 

Text No (Empty) WINDOWHANDLE="555735" Specifies the handle of the window to look for. A window handle is a 
reference for the operating system. It allows system resources to 
know what you are referring to when it is passed in an API call. If set 
to 0 or omitted, this parameter is ignored. 

Window 
is a Child 
Window 

Yes/No No No CHILDWINDOW="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the window to look for is a child window. 
This option is useful for Multi-Document Interface (MDI) applications, 
which include a series of windows contained within one parent 
window. 
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Contents Tab 

The Contents tab contains standard window dissection parameters used to describe controls or text inside a window. It can be used to define 
additional windows characteristics used to determine a matching window. These parameters are the same on every action that specifies a window 
and are documented under Window Dissection Parameters. To specify additional windows characteristics, toggle the option Window must 
contain the object(s), click Add and drag the hand icon onto the desired window object. Click OK when finished. Follow the above instructions to 
add other characteristics. (Initially, you must drag the hand icon from the General tab to a window/dialog box.) 

Advanced Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Hidden 
Windows 

Yes/No No No ALLOWHIDDEN="YES" If set to YES, indicates that hidden (non-visible) windows 
should be included in the window search. By default, 
hidden windows are considered unavailable. 

Populate 
Variable 
with 
Window 
Title 

Text No (Empty) WINDOWTITLEVARIABLE="varName" The name of an already existing variable that should be 
populated with the title of the window that caused this step 
to execute. 

Populate 
Variable 
with 
Window 
Class 

Text No (Empty) WINDOWCLASSVARIABLE="varName" The name of an already existing variable that should be 
populated with the class of the window that caused this 
step to execute. 

Populate 
Variable 
with 
Window 
Handle 

Text No (Empty) WINDOWHANDLEVARIABLE="varName" The name of an already existing variable that should be 
populated with the handle of the window that caused this 
step to execute. 

Create 
and 
Populate 
Dataset 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="DatasetName" The name of a dataset to be created and populated with 
data from the window that caused this step to execute. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step when it appears in the Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 
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Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Label 
Labels a point in a task with a specific name. Can be used with the Goto action or On Error Goto to direct task execution to a different point of the 
task. This action does not have an effect on task execution, it only defines a point in a task. Please see, Goto Action for usage information. 

Declaration 
<AMLABEL LABELNAME="text"> 

See Also 

If, If Compare Files, If Folder Exists, If Last Step, If Pixel Exists, If Process Running, If Text Contains, If Windows Exists, End If, End Select/Case, 
Goto, Select/Case, Else 

 

Excessive use of Goto can create tasks that are difficult or impossible to debug. If your task requires more than a few Goto steps it is 
recommended to consider re-structuring with "Sub-tasks" (using the Start Task Action). In many programming languages, the use of even 
one Goto statement is considered bad programming practice. Use at your own risk! 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Label Name Text Yes (Empty) LABELNAME="problemhandler" The name of the label. 

Select / Case 
The "Select" action executes the block of steps following the case step matching the result of the specified expression. 

The "Case" action executes the steps following this step if the Case matches the expression result of an enclosing Select step. 

The "Select/Case" action combination is a very useful alternative to using IF. Like the If Action, Select/Case allows decisions to be made during 
the execution of the task depending on the result of an expression evaluation; the difference is the speed and readability of the resulting task when 
one of several decisions can be reached. For example, for a simple expression such as 1=1 (true) or 1>2 (false), it would be best to use the IF 
action. For more complex decisions where there are several possible answers such as favoritecolor=red, blue, green or yellow, Select/Case would 
be a better choice. This is because Select/Case presents the task steps in a manner that is more readable, and at runtime, the evaluation of the 
expression occurs only once rather than needing repeated If Actions with individual comparison. 
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Select/Case works by first using a Select step with the expression to evaluate, for example %Day()% which returns 1 through 7 depending on the 
current day. Immediately following the Select step are the individual Case steps which segregate the task steps to run for each Case that the 
Select expression could return. The last Case block can optionally be what is called a "default case" which defines a block of steps to execute if 
anything other than the defined cases are returned. 

All Select actions must be followed at some point with an End Select action to mark the end of a block of Select/Case steps. Additionally, all Case 
actions must use an End Case action to end a block of steps started by a preceding Case action. 

Declaration 
<AMSELECTCASE EXPRESSION="text"> 
<AMCASE CONSTANT="text"> 
</AMCASE> 
</AMSELECTCASE> 

Example 
This example uses a Select/Case combination along with a Weekday() function to determine the day of the week. 

<AMSELECTCASE EXPRESSION="%Weekday(Now())%"> 
<AMCASE CONSTANT="1"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>Today is Sunday.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMCASE> 
<AMCASE CONSTANT="2"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>Today is Monday.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMCASE> 
<AMCASE CONSTANT="3"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>Today is Tuesday.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMCASE> 
<AMCASE CONSTANT="4"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>Today is Wednesday.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMCASE> 
<AMCASE CONSTANT="5"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>Today is Thursday.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMCASE> 
<AMCASE CONSTANT="6"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>Today is Friday.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMCASE> 
<AMCASE CONSTANT="7"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>Today is Saturday.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMCASE> 
<AMCASE CONSTANT="8"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>Something went horribly wrong.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMCASE> 
</AMSELECTCASE> 
</AMIF> 

See Also 
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If, If Compare Files, If Folder Exists, If Last Step, If Pixel Exists, If Process Running, If Text Contains, If Windows Exists, End If, End Select/Case, 
Goto, Label 

General Tab (Select) 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Goto case 
matching result 
of 

Text Yes (Empty) EXPRESSION="%Day()%" Specifies a valid BASIC expression. 

General Tab (Case) 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Case Text No (Empty) CONSTANT="text" 
Used to separate the task steps to run for each Case that the Select expression 
could return. Otherwise, select Default Case, which defines a block of steps to 
execute if anything other than the defined cases are returned. 

Loop Actions 
• Break  

• End Loop 

• Loop 

• Loop Array 

• Loop Dataset 

• Loop Expression 

• Loop File Contents 

• Loop Files 

• Loop List 

• Loop List Control 

• Loop Processes Action 

• Loop Tree Control 

• Loop Windows 

• Loop Actions 

Break 
Breaks out of a Loop or If statement. Commonly used inside an IF action within a Loop to check for a condition and break out of the loop if the 
condition is true. 

Declaration 
<AMBREAK /> 

See Also 
Loop, End Loop, Loop Files, Loop Windows, Loop Expression, Loop Dataset, Loop List, Loop List Control, Loop Tree Control 
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End Loop 
Marks the end of the block of steps that is to be looped by any of the Loop actions. Must be used with any Loop step to mark the end of the block 
of steps that is to be looped. 

Declaration 
</AMLOOP> 

See Also 

Loop, Loop Files, Loop Windows, Loop Expression, Loop Dataset, Loop List, Loop List Control, Loop Tree Control 

Loop 
Loops through the range of numbers specified. With each successive loop, a block of steps are executed. An index variable can optionally update 
the current loop count. The loop ends after the counter has reached the number specified or when a Break is encountered. This action is often 
distinguished by an explicit loop counter or loop variable allowing the body of the for loop (the steps that are being repeatedly executed) to know 
about the sequencing of each iteration. Frequently used in to loop a series of steps a number of times. 

Declaration 
<AMLOOP FROM="number" TO="number" STEP="number" RESULTVARIABLE="text"> 

See Also 

End Loop, Loop Files, Loop Windows, Loop Expression, Loop Dataset, Loop List, Loop List Control, Loop Tree Control 

To set Loop properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Loop folder and double-click the Loop action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• Select Loop a number of times and enter the number in the Total loops box. 
 
- or - 

• Select Loop through a range and enter a Starting index and an Ending index. 

3. Click the Advanced tab. 

4. If you want to increment the loop count by something other than one, select Increment by step and enter the increment value. For 
example if you enter 2 and you have a starting index of 1 and an ending index of 6, there will be three loops, and the index counts will be 
2, 4, and 6. 

5. To populate a variable with the loop count, select Populate variable with index count and then select the variable from the drop-down 
list. (The variable must be created in an earlier step using the Create Variable action.) 
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6. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

7. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

8. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

To auto-indent after all steps are added 

1. In the Steps pane, hold down SHIFT and click the first and last steps in the block so that the complete block of steps is selected. 

2. Click Format . 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Total 
Loops 

Number Yes if FROM 
and TO 

parameters 
are not 

specified 

1 TOTALLOOPS="10" The number of loops to be performed. If the Starting Index and Ending 
Index parameters are specified, this parameter is ignored. 
NOTE: Specifying TOTALLOOPS="10" is the same as specifying FROM="1" 
and TO="10" 

Starting 
Index 

Number Yes if 
TOTAL 
LOOPS 

parameter is 
not specified 

1 FROM="3" The number to start counting from when determining the number of times to 
loop. This value will be reflected in the index value returned as well. If the 
Total Loops parameter is specified, this parameter is ignored. 

Ending 
Index 

Number Yes if 
TOTAL 
LOOPS 

parameter is 
not specified 

1 TO="10" The number to count up to when determining the number of times to loop. If 
the Total Loops parameter is specified, this parameter is ignored. 

Advanced Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Increment 
by step 

Number No 1 STEP="2" The number by which the index is incremented by when looping 
through the Starting Index and Ending Index parameters. For 
example, if FROM="1", TO="10" and STEP="2" then the action would 
loop 5 times, if STEP="1" then it would loop 10 times. 

Populate 
variable 
with index 
count 

Text No 1 RESULTVARIABLE="theVar" The name of the variable to populate with the current counter value. 
This number starts at the value entered in the Starting Index 
parameter and is incremented by the value entered in the Increment 
by step parameter until it reaches the value entered in the Ending 
Index parameter. 
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See Also 

About Actions 

Adding Task Steps 

Loop Array 
Loops through a array, populating the specified variable with the current element. This action supports looping the array “horizontally” (row by row, 
column by column) or “vertically” (column by column, row by row). It also supports any size array of any dimensions and can optionally populate a 
dataset with the array name and current index. Mainly used to perform an action on each element of data in an array. 

Declaration 
<AMLOOP TYPE="ARRAY" ARRAY="Text" RESULTVARIABLE="Text" DIRECTION="Text" DATASET="Text"> 

Example 
<AMLOOP TYPE="ARRAY" ARRAY="myarray" RESULTVARIABLE="ArrayElement" DIRECTION="vertical" DATASET="ArrayIndexDS"> 

See Also 

Loop, End Loop, Loop Files, Loop Windows, Loop Expression, Loop Dataset, Loop List, Loop List Control, Loop Tree Control 

To set Loop Array properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Loop folder and double-click the Loop Array action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. In the Array name box, select the array to loop. 

3. In the Populate variable with current element value box, select the variable to populate. 

4. To populate a dataset with an array index, enter a name for the dataset in the Create and populate dataset with current indexes box. 
(Dataset names must be alphanumeric, begin with a letter, and contain no spaces.) 
 
For a two-dimensional array, the dataset Dimension field is populated with either the column or row index depending on the selection 
made under Ordering (see below). 

5. For a multi-dimensional array, under Ordering, select First dimension first to loop horizontally (dataset is populated with column index), 
or Last dimension first to loop vertically (dataset is populated with row index). 

6. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

7. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

8. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

To auto-indent after all steps are added 

1. In the Steps pane, hold down SHIFT and click the first and last steps in the block so that the complete block of steps is selected. 
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2. Click Format . 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Array 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) ARRAY="myarray" The name of the array to loop. The array must be created and 
populated in earlier steps using the Create Array action and the Set 
Variable action. 

Populate 
Variable 
with 
Current 
Element 
Value 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="varname" The variable that should be populated with the next data element 
on each successive loop. The variable must be created in an earlier 
step using the Create Variable action. 

Create 
and 
Populate 
Dataset 
with 
Current 
Indexes 

Text No (Empty) DATASET="ArrayIndex" The name of a dataset to be created and populated with the array 
name and current index. 

Ordering Number No Horizontal DIRECTION="vertical" The direction of the loop. The available options are: 
• First dimension first (Horizontal Looping) (default) - 

Row by row, column by column. 
• Last dimension first (Vertical Looping) - Column by 

column, row by row. 

See Also 

About Actions 

Adding Task Steps 
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Loop Dataset 
Loops through the rows of the dataset specified. With each successive loop a series of steps are executed and the current row of the dataset is 
incremented. The loop ends when it reaches the end of the dataset or when a Break is encountered. Commonly used to loop a block of steps 
through the records (rows) in a dataset (which is a multi-column, multi-row variable). With each loop the current record (row) in the dataset is 
incremented until the last record is reached, at which point the loop ends. 

Declaration 
<AMLOOP TYPE="DATASET" DATASET="text" FROM="number" TO="number" SORT="text(options)" SORTEDCOLUMN="text"> 

See Also 

Loop, End Loop, Loop Array, Loop Files, Loop Expression, Loop Dataset, Loop List, Loop List Control, Loop Tree Control, Loop Windows, About 
Datasets 

To set Loop Dataset properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Loop folder and double-click the Loop Dataset action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. In the Dataset name box, select the dataset. 

3. If you want to specify a series of rows to be looped, select Optional parameters, and enter a start row and an end row. If this is not 
selected all rows are looped. 

4. If you want to loop the records in an alphabetical sort order other than what exists in the dataset, click the Advanced tab and enter the 
properties as follows: 

• In the Output list box, select the sort order. 

• In the Column to sort on box, select the column of the dataset to use. 

5. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

6. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

7. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

To auto-indent after all steps are added 

1. In the Steps pane, hold down SHIFT and click the first and last steps in the block so that the complete block of steps is selected. 

2. Click Format . 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Dataset 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) DATASET="datasetname" The name of a previously created dataset in which to loop through. Example 
actions that create a dataset are SQL Query, Get E-mail, Stored Procedure 
and Excel Cells to Dataset. 
About Datasets 

Start 
Row 

Text No (Empty) FROM="20" The record (row) to start on when looping through the dataset. 

End Row Text No (Empty) TO="82" The record (row) to stop on when moving through the dataset. If omitted or 
set to 0, the End Row is set to the last row in the dataset. 

Advanced Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Output 
List 

Text 
(options) 

No None DATASET="datasetname" Specifies whether a sort order should be applied to the dataset 
values before the loop begins. If using this action with a SQL Query 
action, in most cases it will be more efficient to perform the sorting 
as part of the query instead of using this option. If ascending or 
descending is specified, a valid column name to sort on must also 
be specified. 
The available options are: 

• Do not sort the list (default). 
• Sort the list in ascending alphabetical order. 
• Sort the list in ascending alphabetical order. 

Sort on 
Column 

Text No (Empty) SORTEDCOLUMN="LastName" The dataset column to sort on. This parameter is active only if the 
Output List parameter selected is Sort the list in 
ascending/descending alphabetical order. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 
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Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

See Also 

About Actions 

Adding Task Steps 

Loop Expression 
Loops while or until the expression specified is true. With each successive loop, the expression is re-evaluated. The loop ends after the condition 
is met or when a Break is encountered. Used to continue executing a block of steps while or until a condition is met. 

Declaration 
<AMLOOPEXPRESSION EXPRESSION="text [valid BASIC expression]" CONDITION="text [options]"> 
(block of steps to loop) 

See Also 

Loop, End Loop, Loop Array, Loop Files, Loop Windows, Loop Expression, Loop Dataset, Loop List, Loop List Control, Loop Tree Control 

To set Loop Expression properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Loop folder and double-click the Loop Expression action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. Select Loop while the expression is true or Loop until the expression is true. 

3. In the Expression box, type the expression, or click the percent sign (%) and use the Expression Builder to create it. 

4. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

5. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

6. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

To auto-indent after all steps are added 

1. In the Steps pane, hold down SHIFT and click the first and last steps in the block so that the complete block of steps is selected. 

2. Click Format . 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Condition Text 

(options) 
Yes While CONDITION="until" Specifies whether the loop should continue while the expression 

is true or until it is true. The available options are: 
• Loop while the expression is true (default). 
• Loop until the expression is true. 

Expression Text Yes (Empty) EXPRESSION="thenumber=55" Specifies a valid BASIC expression that should be evaluated on 
each loop. 

Description 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Handling Options 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

See Also 

About Actions 

Adding Task Steps 

Loop File Contents 
Loops through the contents of the specified text file and populates a variable with the current string of delimited text. The loop ends at the end of 
the file or if a Break step is encountered. This action wraps the functionality of a Read from File action and a Loop List action into one concise loop 
structure. Used to perform one or more actions on each item in a delimited text file. 

Declaration 
<AMLOOP TYPE="FILECONTENTS" FILE="text" RESULTVARIABLE="text" DELIMITER="text(options)"> 
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See Also 

Loop, End Loop, Loop Array, Loop Files, Loop Windows, Loop Expression, Loop Dataset, Loop List, Loop List Control, Loop Tree Control 

To set Loop File Contents properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Loop folder and double-click the Loop File Contents action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. In the File box, click Open Folder  and navigate to the file. 

3. In the Populate variable with file data box, select the variable to populate. 

4. In the Delimiter box, select the delimiter. If you select Custom, enter the delimiter in the Custom delimiter text box. 

5. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

6. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

7. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

To auto-indent after all steps are added 

1. In the Steps pane, hold down SHIFT and click the first and last steps in the block so that the complete block of steps is selected. 

2. Click Format . 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
File Text Yes While FILE="C:\Temp\FileName.txt" The file that contains the text to loop through. 

Populate 
Variable 
with file 
data 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="varname" The name of the variable that should be populated with the next 
delimited string on each successive loop. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Delimiter Text 

(options) 
No New 

Line 
DELIMITER="comma" The character that delimits the text in the file. The available options 

are: 
• Comma: The delimiter is a comma (Example: 

item1,item2,item3). 
• New line: The delimiter is a new line (default). 
• Semi colon: The delimiter is a semi colon (Example: 

item1;item2;item3). 
• Space: The delimiter is a space (Example: item1 item2 

item3). 
• Tabulation: The delimiter is a tab character. 
• Custom: The delimiter is another character as specified 

(enter the character in the provided text-box). 

See Also 

About Actions 

Adding Task Steps 

Loop Files Action  

Loop Files 
Loops through the file names contained in the folder specified. The variable specified is updated with the current file name. With each successive 
loop, the next file name is retrieved. The loop ends after all the file names have been retrieved or when a Break is encountered. This action 
accepts wildcards (* and ?). Ideally used to perform an action on every file in a folder or perform actions on files in batches, such as re-sizing all 
image files in a folder. 

Declaration 
<AMLOOP TYPE="FOLDER" FOLDER="text" ONLYFILENAME="Yes/No" SUBFOLDERS="Yes/No" EXCLUDE="text" SORT="test(options)" 
ISNEWERTHAN="date" ATTRFILTER="text" RESULTDATASET="text"> 

See Also 

Loop, End Loop, Loop Array, Loop Windows, Loop Expression, Loop Dataset, Loop List, Loop List Control, Loop Tree Control, About Datasets 

To set Loop Files properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Loop folder and double-click the Loop Files action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. In the Folder box, click Open Folder  and navigate to the folder that contains the files. 
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3. In the Populate variable with file name box, select the variable to populate. 

4. To populate a dataset with the file data, enter a name for the dataset in the Create and populate dataset with result information box. 
(Dataset names must be alphanumeric, begin with a letter, and contain no spaces.) 
 
The dataset will show the file's name, size, date created, date modified, date last accessed, plus the state of various attributes. 

5. If you want to use only the file names without the paths, select Do not include path information. 

6. To set additional masks and specifications for the file selection, click the Advanced tab, and enter the properties as follows: 

• To include files within subfolders, select Loop through subfolders. 

• Use either the Include mask or the Exclude mask box to enter all or part of the file names that you want to include or ignore. If 
you make entries in the Include mask box, all files that do not match your entries will be ignored. If you make entries in the 
Exclude mask box, only the specified files will be ignored and all others will be included. You can use asterisk (*) and question 
mark (?) as wildcard characters. 

• If you want to perform the action on folders as well as files, select Include folders. If you want to perform the action only on 
folders and not on files, clear the Include files check box. 

• If you want the files looped in ascending or descending alphabetical order, make your selection in the Sorting box. By default files 
are looped in the order they appear in the folder. 

7. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

8. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

9. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

To auto-indent after all steps are added 

1. In the Steps pane, hold down SHIFT and click the first and last steps in the block so that the complete block of steps is selected. 

2. Click Format . 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Folder Text Yes While C:\FolderName\SubfolderName" The folder that should be scanned for files. This parameter also 

acts as an Include Filter and accepts wildcard characters such 
as * and ?.  

Populate 
variable 
with file 
data 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="varname" The name of the variable that should be populated with the next 
file name on each successive loop. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Create 
and 
populate 
dataset 
with 
result info 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="DatasetName" The name of a dataset to be created and populated with specific 
information regarding the files being looped through. About 
Datasets 

Do not 
include 
path info 

Yes/No No No ONLYFILENAME="yes" If set to YES (enabled), only the file name and not the path 
information (drive and folder name) will be returned in the 
variable or dataset. If set to NO (default), the full path and file 
name will be returned. 

This action creates a dataset with the following fields (assuming the name of the dataset is theDataset): 

Name Data Type Return Value 
theDataset.Name Text Returns the name of the file. 

theDataset.Size Number Returns the file size. 

theDataset.CreatedOn Date Returns the file creation date. 

theDataset.ModifiedOn Date Returns the date the file was last modified. 

theDataset.AccessedOn Date Returns the date the file was last accessed. 

theDataset.IsFolder Yes/No Returns whether the file name is a folder (yes/no). 

theDataset.IsReadOnly Yes/No Returns whether the file attribute is read-only (yes/no). 

theDataset.IsArchive Yes/No Returns whether the file attribute is archive (yes/no). 

theDataset.IsSystem Yes/No Returns whether the file attribute is system (yes/no). 

theDataset.IsHidden Yes/No Returns whether the file attribute is hidden (yes/no). 

theDataset.IsCompressed Yes/No Returns whether the file is compressed (yes/no). 

theDataset.IsAccessible Yes/No Returns whether the file is accessible (yes/no). 

Advanced Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Exclude 
Mask 

Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="*.txt" Indicates a wildcard mask to designate files that should be omitted from the 
loop. Asterisk (*) or question mark (?) can be used as wildcard characters. 
For example, if *notepad* was specified, the loop would ignore file that 
included the text notepad in its name. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Subfolders 

Yes/No No No SUBFOLDERS="yes" If set to YES (or enabled), specifies that the loop will include files or folders 
inside subfolders of the folder specified. By default, subfolders are not 
included. 

Include 
Folders 

Yes/No No No FOLDERS="yes" If set to YES (or enabled), specifies that the loop will include folders as an 
item to loop. By default folders are not looped. 

Include 
Files 

Yes/No No Yes FILES="yes" If set to YES, specifies that the loop will include files as an item to loop. By 
default, files are looped. 

Sorting Text 
(options) 

No Do not 
sort list 

SORT="ascending" Specifies whether a sort order should be applied towards the list of 
processes before the loop begins. The available options are: 

• Do not sort list (default) 
• Sort the list in ascending alphabetical order 
• Sort the list in descending alphabetical order 

Field to 
sort on 

Text 
(options) 

No File 
Name 

SORTON="size" The field to use in sorting the files. Valid only if the Sorting parameter is set 
to Ascending or Descending. The available options are: 

• File Name: The name of the file. 
• CDate Created: The date the file was created. 
• Date Modified: The date the file was last modified. 
• File Size: The size of the file. 

Date Filter Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Only if 
Newer 
Than 

Date No (Empty) ISNEWERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2001,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

If enabled, causes this action to only act on files that are newer than the 
date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or disabled (default), file 
dates are ignored. 
Click Custom to select from a list of pre-defined date parameters. Enable 
the Expression option to allow entry of a date/time expression. 

Only if 
Older 
Than 

Date No (Empty) ISOLDERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2001,10,12) + 
TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

If enabled, causes this action to only act on files that are older than the 
date/time specified. If this parameter is left blank or disabled (default), file 
dates are ignored. 
Click Custom to select from a list of pre-defined date parameters. Enable 
the Expression option to allow entry of a date/time expression. 
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Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Attributes Text 

(Options) 
No (Empty) ATTRFILTER="+R+A-

H" (copy read-only & 
archive files but not 
hidden files) 

This group of settings causes this action to filter which files are affected by 
the attribute change based on the original attribute settings of the source 
files. 
In visual mode, a group of controls are provided to assist in the selection of 
this parameter. In AML mode, a single text item must be specified that 
contains the original attribute mask of the files you want to affect. 
Available Options: 

• R — Read-only: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-R" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

• A — Archive: Specifying "+A" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-A" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

• S — System: Specifying "+S" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-S" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• H — Hidden: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-H" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• C — Compression: Specifying "+C" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-C" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

Description 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Handling Options 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 
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Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

See Also 

About Actions 

Adding Task Steps 

Loop List 
Loops through items in a list (comma, carriage return, or other delimited text). With each successive loop a block of steps is executed and the 
current index variable is updated with the next item in the list. The loop ends when at the end of the list or when a Break is encountered. To loop a 
block of steps through the records (rows) in a list (which is a variable containing multiple rows of data). With each loop the current record (row) in 
the list is incremented, until the last row is reached at which point the loop is ended. 

Declaration 
<AMLOOP TYPE="LIST" LIST="text(delimited list)" RESULTVARIABLE="text" DELIMITER="text(options)" 
SORT="text(options)"> 

See Also 

Loop, End Loop, Loop Array, Loop Windows, Loop Expression, Loop Dataset, Loop List Control, Loop Tree Control 

To set Loop List properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Loop folder and double-click the Loop List action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. In the List box, type or paste the list, type a variable name between percent signs (%), or click the percent sign (%) and use the 
Expression Builder to select a variable or create an expression. (The variable must be created in an earlier step using the Create Variable 
action.) 

3. In the Populate variable with list item box, select the variable to be populated with the list items. 

4. In the Delimiter box, select the delimiter used in the text list. If the delimiter is not on the drop-down list, select custom and then enter the 
delimiter in Use the following character(s) as delimiter(s) box. 

5. If you want to sort the list items alphabetically, click the Advanced tab and then select a sort order in the Output list box. 

6. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

7. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

8. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 
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To auto-indent after all steps are added 

1. In the Steps pane, hold down SHIFT and click the first and last steps in the block so that the complete block of steps is selected. 

2. Click Format . 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
List Text Yes (Empty) LIST="Item1,Item2,Item3" The list of data to Loop through. The List can be delimited by a 

variety of characters. 

Populate 
variable 
with list 
item 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="varname" The name of the variable to populate with the current list item. With 
each successive loop, this variable will be populated with the next 
item in the list. 

Delimiter Text 
(options) 

No Comma DELIMITER="semi_colon" Specifies the character that delimits the items in the list. The 
available options are: 

• Comma: The delimiter is a comma (Example: 
item1,item2,item3). 

• New line: The delimiter is a new line. 
• Semi colon: The delimiter is a semi colon (Example: 

item1;item2;item3). 
• Space: The delimiter is a space (Example: item1 item2 

item3). 
• Tabulation: The delimiter is a tab character. 
• Custom: The delimiter is another character as specified 

(enter the desired character). 

Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Output 
List 

Text 
(options) 

No Do not 
sort the 
list 

SORT="ascending" Specifies whether a sort order should be applied towards the list before the 
loop begins. The available options are: 

• Do not sort list (default) 
• Sort the list in ascending alphabetical order 
• Sort the list in descending alphabetical order 

See Also 

About Actions 
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Loop List Control 
Loops through the items of a list box or list view. The variable specified is updated with the current item text. With each successive loop, the next 
item is retrieved. The loop ends after all the elements have been browsed or when a Break is encountered. Used to perform some action an all 
items in a list box or list view. 

Declaration 
<AMLOOP TYPE="LISTCONTROL" WINDOWTITLE="text" WINDOWCLASS="text" WINDOWHANDLE="number" OBJECTNAME="text" 
OBJECTVALUE="text" OBJECTCLASS="text" OBJECTTYPE="text" CHECKOBJECTNAME="yes/no" CHECKOBJECTVALUE="yes/no" 
CHECKOBJECTCLASS="yes/no" CHECKOBJECTTYPE="yes/no" CHECKOBJECTPOSITION="yes/no" OBJECTXPOS="number" 
OBJECTYPOS="number" RESULTVARIABLE="text [variablename]" INCLUDE="text" EXCLUDE="text" SORT="text [options]" 
RESULTDATASET="text"> 

Example 
<AMVARIABLE NAME="VariableName1"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMSPEAK ENGINE="automatic">These are the items on the list</AMSPEAK> 
<AMLOOP TYPE="LISTCONTROL" WINDOWTITLE="My Documents" OBJECTCLASS="SysListView32" OBJECTTYPE="List" 
CHECKOBJECTCLASS="YES" CHECKOBJECTTYPE="YES" CHECKOBJECTPOSITION="YES" OBJECTXPOS="204" OBJECTYPOS="119" 
RESULTVARIABLE="VariableName1" EXCLUDE="*.txt" SORT="ascending" RESULTDATASET="DatasetName"> 
<AMSPEAK ENGINE="automatic">%VariableName1%</AMSPEAK> 
</AMLOOP> 

See Also 

Loop Tree Control 

 

Only standard Windows list controls will work with the Loop List Control action. Many applications use images or other controls that may act 
like list controls but they are not native Windows controls— the Loop List Control Action will not work with these controls. 

To set Loop List Control properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Loop folder and double-click the Loop List Control action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. In the Populate variable with item text box, select the variable to populate. 

3. Open the window that contains the control, and display the list control you want to use. 

4. Drag the icon  from the Loop List Control dialog box into the list control. 
 
A black outline appears around the list control when it is selected. When you release the mouse, the dialog box is automatically populated 
with the list control specifications. 

5. To change any of the list control specifications, click Edit and edit the specifications as needed. 
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6. To sort or limit the output from the list, click the Advanced tab and enter the properties as follows: 

• Use either Include items or Exclude items to enter all or part of the list items that you want to include or ignore. If you make 
entries in the Include items box, all items that do not match your entries will be ignored. If you make entries in the Exclude items 
box, only the specified items will be ignored and all others will be included. You can use asterisk (*) and question mark (?) as 
wildcard characters. 

• To populate a dataset with the list control data, select Create and populate dataset and enter a name for the dataset in the box. 
(Dataset names must be alphanumeric, begin with a letter, and contain no spaces.) 
 
The dataset fields will match the columns of the list control, with an additional field for the current index. 

• If you want the items looped in ascending or descending alphabetical order, make your selection in the Sorting box. By default 
items are looped in the order they appear in the list. 

7. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

8. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

9. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

To auto-indent after all steps are added 

1. In the Steps pane, hold down SHIFT and click the first and last steps in the block so that the complete block of steps is selected. 

2. Click Format . 
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General Tab 

Populate Variable With Item Text 

Variable, Required 
MARKUP: RESULTVARIABLE="myvariablename" 

Specifies an existing AWE variable that should be populated with the contents of the specified control at runtime. 

Object Description 

Select the target control by dragging the icon. Then click Edit to access these properties. 

• Window Title Must Be 

Text, Required 
MARKUP: 
a) WINDOWTITLE="Untitled - Notepad" 
b) WINDOWTITLE="*Internet Explorer*" 

Specifies the title of the window to act on. The value is not case sensitive. This parameter supports wildcard characters (* and ?). For 
example "*Internet Explorer*" would include all windows containing Internet Explorer. 

Note: A Window title is required because without this parameter, the action would have to search every control of every window on the 
system, which would take an unacceptable amount of time. To ignore the window title, use a wildcard character (* or ?); if this parameter 
is left blank, the action assumes it is searching for a window title that is blank. 

• Window Class Must Be 

Text, Required 
MARKUP: WINDOWCLASS="Outlook Express Browser Class" 

Specifies the class of the window to act on. The value is not case sensitive. This parameter supports wildcard characters (* and ?). For 
example "*Explore*" would include all window classes containing Explore. 

Note: If this parameter is left blank the action assumes it is searching for a window class that is blank; to ignore the window class, use a 
wildcard character (* or ?). 

• Window Handle Must Be 

Number, Optional, Default: 0 
MARKUP: WINDOWHANDLE="555735" 

Specifies the handle of the window to act on. If set to 0 or omitted, this parameter is ignored. 

• Object Type Must Be 
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Yes/No, Optional, Default: NO 
MARKUP: CHECKOBJECTTYPE="YES" 

When set to YES, specifies that the object type parameter will be used to identify the control. If set to NO, the type of the control is 
ignored. 

• Object Type 

Text, Optional, Default: (blank) 
MARKUP: OBJECTTYPE="List" 

Specifies the type of control that should be used in the action. Valid only if Object type must be [CHECKOBJECTTYPE] is set to YES. 

• Object Class Must Be 

Yes/No, Optional, Default: NO 
MARKUP: CHECKOBJECTCLASS="YES" 

When set to YES, specifies that the object class parameter will be used to identify the control. If set to NO, the class of the control is 
ignored. 

• Object Class 

Text, Optional, Default: (blank) 
MARKUP: OBJECTCLASS="SysListView32" 

Specifies the class of control that should be used in the action. Valid only if Object class must be [CHECKOBJECTCLASS] is set to 
YES. 

• Object Name Must Be 

Yes/No, Optional, Default: NO 
MARKUP: CHECKOBJECTNAME="YES" 

When set to YES, specifies that the object name parameter will be used to identify the control. If set to NO, the name of the control is 
ignored. 

• Object Name 

Text, Optional, Default: (blank) 
MARKUP: OBJECTNAME="Cancel" 

Specifies the name of the target control. Valid only if Object name must be [CHECKOBJECTNAME] is set to YES. 

• Object Value Must Be 

Yes/No, Optional, Default: NO 
MARKUP: CHECKOBJECTVALUE="YES" 
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When set to YES, specifies that the object value parameter will be used to identify the control. If set to NO, the value of the control is 
ignored. 

• Object Value 

Text, Optional, Default: (blank) 
MARKUP: OBJECTVALUE="1" 

Specifies the value of the target control. Valid only if Object value must be [CHECKOBJECTVALUE] is set to YES. 

• Object Position Must Be 

Yes/No, Optional, Default: NO 
MARKUP: CHECKOBJECTPOSITION="YES" 

When set to YES, specifies that the Position X and Position Y parameters will be used to identify the control. If set to NO, the position of 
the control is ignored. The X and Y coordinates specified are relative to the window specified in the Window Title [WINDOWTITLE] 
parameter (not the screen). 

• Object Position X 

Text, Optional, Default: (blank) 
MARKUP: OBJECTXPOS="80" 

Specifies the X coordinate position of the control relative to the window specified in the Window Title [WINDOWTITLE] parameter. The 
parameter is ignored if Position must be [CHECKOBJECTPOSITION] is set to NO. 

• Object Position Y 

Text, Optional, Default: (blank) 
MARKUP: OBJECTYPOS="90" 

Specifies the Y coordinate position of the control relative to the window specified in the Window Title [WINDOWTITLE] parameter. The 
parameter is ignored if Position must be [CHECKOBJECTPOSITION] is set to NO. 

Advanced Tab 

• Include 

Text, Optional, Default: (blank) 
MARKUP: INCLUDE="d*" 

Specifies a wildcard mask representing the items to include in the loop. For example, specifying D* returns only items that begin with the 
letter "D". 

• Exclude 
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Text, Optional, Default: (blank) 
MARKUP: EXCLUDE="z*" 

Specifies a wildcard mask representing the items to exclude from the loop. For example, specifying Z* returns no items that begin with the 
letter "Z". 

• Create and Populate Dataset 

Text, Optional, Default: (blank) 
MARKUP: RESULTDATASET="DatasetName" 

Specifies the name of a dataset to be created and populated with data from the looped list. The dataset will contain a column for each 
column in the list control plus an index column for the index number of the list item. 

• Sorting 

Text [options], Optional, Default: ("none") 
MARKUP: SORT="ascending" 

Specifies the sort order to be applied to the values before the loop begins. 

The available options are: 

• none: results left in their natural order and not sorted 

• ascending: results sorted in ascending alphabetical order (A to Z) 

• descending: results sorted in descending alphabetical order (Z to A) 

Description Tab 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Handling Options 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 
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See Also 

About Actions 

Adding Task Steps 

Loop Processes 
Loops through the file names of the processes (applications) that are currently running on the system. The variable specified is updated with the 
process file name. With each successive loop, the next process file name is retrieved. Optionally, a dataset can be populated with extended 
process information. The loop ends after all the process file names have been retrieved or when a Break is encountered. Mainly used to perform 
one or more actions on every process (application) open on the system. 

Declaration 
<AMLOOP TYPE="PROCESSES" RESULTVARIABLE="text" INCLUDE="text" EXCLUDE="text" RESULTDATASET="text"> 

Example 
This example closes all currently open Notepad processes. In order for this task to work properly, make sure to have one or more instances of Notepad open on 
the desktop. 

<!-- Closes all Notepad processes --> 
<AMVARIABLE NAME="currentprocess"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMLOOP TYPE="PROCESSES" RESULTVARIABLE="currentprocess" INCLUDE="*notepad.exe" RESULTDATASET="ProcessDataset"> 
     <AMENDPROCESS PROCESS="%currentprocess%" /> 
</AMLOOP> 

See Also 

Loop, Loop Files, Loop Windows, Loop Processes, Loop Expression, Loop Dataset, Loop List, Loop List Control, Loop Tree Control 

To set Loop Processes properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Loop folder and double-click the Loop Processes action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. In the Populate variable with process name box, select the variable to populate. 

3. If you want to use the file name only, without the path, select Do not include path information. 

4. To populate a dataset with process and window data, enter a name for the dataset in the Create and populate dataset with extended 
process information box. (Dataset names must be alphanumeric, begin with a letter, and contain no spaces.) 
 
The dataset will contain: Process name, Process ID, Main window title, Main window class, and Main window handle. 

5. Click the Advanced tab. 
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6. Use either the Include processes or the Exclude processes box to enter all or part of the application file names that you want to include 
or ignore. If you make an entry in the Include processes box, all processes that do not match your entry will be ignored. If you make an 
entry in the Exclude processes box, the specified processes will be ignored and all others will be included. You can use asterisk (*) and 
question mark (?) as wildcard characters. For example * MS* would specify all applications with MS in the file name. 

7. If you want to loop the processes in ascending or descending alphabetical order, make your selection in the Output list box. 

8. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

9. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

10. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

To auto-indent after all steps are added 

1. In the Steps pane, hold down SHIFT and click the first and last steps in the block so that the complete block of steps is selected. 

2. Click Format . 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Populate 
Variable with 
process 
name 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="varname" Specifies an already created variable name that should be 
populated with the next process name on each successive loop. 
The variable must be created in an earlier step using the Create 
Variable action. 

Do Not 
Include Path 
Information 

Yes/No No No KEEPPATHS="yes" If set to YES, the folder path is removed from the return value so 
that a file name only (the process name) is returned. 

Create and 
Populate 
Dataset with 
extended 
process 
information 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="DSName" The name of a dataset to be created and populated with process 
data. In addition to the standard dataset fields, this dataset will 
contain the fields specified below. 

Advanced Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Processes 

Text No (Empty) INCLUDE="*Explorer" Indicates a wildcard mask to designate the process names to be included in 
the loop. Asterisk (*) or question mark (?) can be used as wildcard 
characters. For example, if *notepad* was specified, the loop would only 
include processes that include the text notepad in its name.  
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Exclude 
Processes 

Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="*Explorer" Indicates a wildcard mask to designate the process names to omit in the 
loop. Asterisk (*) or question mark (?) can be used as wildcard characters. 
For example, if *notepad* was specified, the loop would omit processes that 
include the text notepad in its name.  

Output 
List 

Text 
(options) 

No None SORT="ascending" Specifies whether a sort order should be applied towards the list of 
processes before the loop begins. The available options are: 

• Do not sort list (default) 
• Sort the list in ascending alphabetical order 
• Sort the list in descending alphabetical order 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Datasets 

A dataset is a multiple column, multiple row container object. This action creates a dataset table with the information listed below (assuming the 
dataset name selected is theDataset): 

Name Data Type Return Value 
theDataset.ProcessName Text Returns the path and file name of the.exe file of the process. 

theDataset.ProcessID Text Returns the unique ID of the process. 

theDataset.WindowTitle Text Returns the title of the main window associated to the process. 

theDataset.WindowClass Text Returns the class of the process's main window. A window class is a set of attributes that the system uses as a 
template to create a window. 

theDataset.WindowHandle Number Returns The handle of the process's main window. A window handle is a code that uniquely identifies the 
window. 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 
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The Expression Builder 

See Also 

About Actions 

Adding Task Steps 

Loop Tree Control 
Loops through the items of a tree view. The variable specified is updated with the current item text. With each successive loop, the next item is 
retrieved. The loop ends after all the elements have been browsed or when a Break is encountered. Used to perform actions on all items in a tree 
view control. 

Declaration 
<AMLOOP TYPE="TREECONTROL" WINDOWTITLE="text" OBJECTCLASS="text" OBJECTTYPE="text" CHECKOBJECTCLASS="YES/NO" 
CHECKOBJECTTYPE="YES/NO" CHECKOBJECTPOSITION="YES/NO" OBJECTXPOS="number" OBJECTYPOS="number" EXCLUDE="text" 
SORT="text(options)" RESULTVARIABLE="text" ITEMLEVELVARIABLE="text" ITEMLEVEL="number" RESULTDATASET="text"> 

Example 
<AMVARIABLE NAME="VariableName1"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMVARIABLE NAME="VariableName2"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMSPEAK ENGINE="automatic">These are the items on the list</AMSPEAK> 
<AMLOOP TYPE="TREECONTROL" WINDOWTITLE="Desktop" OBJECTCLASS="SysTreeView32" OBJECTTYPE="TreeStructure" 
CHECKOBJECTCLASS="YES" CHECKOBJECTTYPE="YES" CHECKOBJECTPOSITION="YES" OBJECTXPOS="4" OBJECTYPOS="143" 
EXCLUDE="*04*" SORT="ascending" RESULTVARIABLE="VariableName1" ITEMLEVELVARIABLE="VariableName2" ITEMLEVEL="1" 
RESULTDATASET="DatasetName"> 
<AMSPEAK ENGINE="automatic">%VariableName1%</AMSPEAK> 
</AMLOOP> 

See Also 

Loop, Loop Files, Loop Windows, Loop Expression, Loop Dataset, Loop List, Loop List Control, Loop Tree Control 

 

Only standard Windows tree controls will work with the Loop Tree Control Action. Many applications use images or other controls that may 
act like tree controls but they are not native Windows controls — the Loop Tree Control Action will not work with these controls. 

To set Loop Tree Control properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Loop folder and double-click the Loop Tree Control action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. In the Populate variable with item text box, select the variable to populate. 

3. Open the window that contains the control, and display the tree control you want to use. 
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4. Drag the icon from the Loop Tree Control dialog box into the tree control. A black outline appears around the tree control when it is 
selected. When you release the mouse, the dialog box is automatically populated with the tree control specifications. 

5. To change any of the tree control specifications, click Edit and edit the specifications as needed. 

6. Click the Advanced tab and enter the properties as follows: 

• Use either Include items or Exclude items to enter all or part of the tree items that you want to include or ignore. You can use 
asterisk (*) and question mark (?) as wildcard characters. If you make entries in the Include items box, all items that do not match 
your entries will be ignored. If you make entries in the Exclude items box, only the specified items will be ignored and all others 
will be included.   

• If you want specify a single level of the tree to be included, select Loop exclusively through items at level, and then enter the 
level in the box below. Zero is root level. 

• If you want to populate a variable with the tree level for each item, select the variable in the Populate variable with item level 
box. The variable must be created in an earlier step using the Create Variable action. 

• To populate a dataset with the tree control data, select Create and populate dataset and enter a name for the dataset in the box. 
(Dataset names must be alphanumeric, begin with a letter, and contain no spaces.) The dataset fields will show the index, level, 
and text of the current node, as well as the parent index and text. Additionally, an IsExpanded field shows whether or not the node 
has children and is expanded. 

• If you want the items looped in ascending or descending alphabetical order, make your selection in the Sorting box. By default, 
items are looped in the order they appear in the tree structure. 

7. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

8. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

9. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

To auto-indent after all steps are added 

1. In the Steps pane, hold down SHIFT and click the first and last steps in the block so that the complete block of steps is selected. 

2. Click Format . 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Populate 
Variable 
with Item 
Text 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="varname" The variable that should be populated with the current 
item from the specified tree control. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
After selecting the target control by dragging the icon to the desired object, the "Object Description" section will be populated with the characteristics of the 
control. Click Edit to access/edit the following properties: 

Window 
Title must 
be 

Text Yes (Empty) WINDOWTITLE="Microsoft Internet 
Explorer" 

If enabled, specifies the title of the Window that the control 
search should be restricted to. This value is case-insensitive. A 
Window title is required because without this parameter the 
action would have to search every control of every single 
Window on the system which would take an unacceptable 
amount of time. This parameter supports wildcards (* and ?), 
for example "*Internet Explorer* would include all Windows 
containing that text. 
NOTE: If this parameter is left blank, the action assumes it is 
searching for a Window title that is blank - to ignore the Window 
title, use *. 

Window 
Class must 
be 

Text No (Empty) WINDOWCLASS="Outlook Express 
Browser Class" 

If enabled, specifies the class of the Window to act on. This 
value is case-insensitive. This parameter supports wildcards (* 
and ?), for example "*Internet Explorer* would include all 
window classes containing that text. 
NOTE: If this parameter is left blank, the action assumes it is 
searching for a Window class that is blank - to ignore the 
Window class, use *. 

Window 
Handle 
must be 

Number No (Empty) WINDOWHANDLE="555735" If enabled, specifies the handle of the Window to act on. If set 
to 0 or omitted, this parameter is ignored. 

Object type 
must be Yes/No Yes Yes CHECKOBJECTTYPE="YES" 

If set to YES, specifies that the type parameter will be checked 
against the control when determining a matching control. If set 
to NO the type of the control is ignored. 
NOTE: This action requires an object type, therefore, this 
parameter must be set to YES. 

Object type 
(Text-box) Text Yes (Empty) OBJECTTYPE="PushButton" 

Specifies the type of control that should be acted on. This 
parameter is ignored if the Object type must be parameter is 
set to NO. 

Object 
class must 
be 

Yes/No No No CHECKOBJECTCLASS="YES" 
If set to YES, specifies that the class parameter will be checked 
against the control when determining a matching control. If set 
to NO the class of the control is ignored. 

Object 
class (text-
box) 

Text No (Empty) OBJECTCLASS="SysTreeView32" 
Specifies the class of the control that should be acted on. This 
parameter is ignored if the Object class must be parameter is 
set to NO. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Object 
name must 
be 

Yes/No No No CHECKOBJECTNAME="YES" 
If set to YES, specifies that the name parameter will be 
checked against the control when determining a matching 
control. If set to NO, the name of the control is ignored. 

Object 
name (text-
box) 

Text No (Empty) OBJECTNAME="Cancel" 
Specifies the name of control that should be 
checked/unchecked/toggled. This parameter is ignored if the 
Object name must be parameter is set to NO. 

Object 
value must 
be 

Yes/No No No CHECKOBJECTNAME="YES" 
If set to YES, specifies that the value parameter will be checked 
against the control when determining a matching control. If set 
to NO, the value of the control is ignored. 

Object 
value (text-
box) 

Text No (Empty) OBJECTVALUE="1" 
Specifies the value of control that should be acted on. This 
parameter is ignored if the Object value must be parameter is 
set to NO. 

Object 
position 
must be 

Yes/No No No CHECKOBJECTPOSITION="YES" 

If set to YES, specifies that the X and Y coordinates will be 
checked against the position of the control when determining a 
matching control. If set to NO, the position of the control is 
ignored. 
NOTE: The X and Y coordinates specified are relative to the 
Window specified in the Window Title Parameter (not the 
screen). 

Position X Text No (Empty) OBJECTXPOS="80" 

Specifies the X coordinate position of the control relative to the 
Window specified in the Window title must be parameter. To 
specify variable coordinates, use wildcard characters (i.e. * or 
?). This parameter is ignored if the Object position must be 
parameter is set to NO. 

Position Y Text No (Empty) OBJECTYPOS="90" 

Specifies the Y coordinate position of the control relative to the 
Window specified in the Window title must be parameter. To 
specify variable coordinates, use wildcard characters (i.e. * or 
?). This parameter is ignored if the Object position must be 
parameter is set to NO. 

Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Include 
Windows Text No (Empty) INCLUDE="*Explorer" 

Indicates a wildcard mask representing the items to include in 
the loop. Asterisk (*) or question mark (?) can be used as 
wildcard characters. For example, specifying D* returns only 
items that begin with the letter "D". 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Exclude 
Windows Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="*Explorer" 

Specifies a wildcard mask representing the items to exclude 
from the loop. Asterisk (*) or question mark (?) can be used as 
wildcard characters. For example, specifying Z* returns no 
items that begin with the letter "Z". 

Loop 
Exclusively 
Through 
Items at 
Level 

Yes/No No No ITEMLEVEL="2" 

Specifies an indent level that should be looped through 
exclusive of all other levels of the tree. Omitting this parameter 
or specifying -1 causes the action to Loop through all levels 
(default). 
NOTE: Specify 0 for root level 

Populate 
Variable 
with Item 
Level 

Text No Disabled WITEMLEVELVARIABLE="Var1" 

If enabled, indicates the name the variable that should be 
populated with the level of indentation for the current item on 
the selected tree control. 
NOTE: Specify 0 for root level 

Create and 
Populate 
Dataset 

Text No Disabled RESULTDATASET="theDataset" 

If enabled, indicates the name of a dataset to be created and 
populated with data about the looped items. In addition to the 
standard dataset fields, this dataset contains specific fields 
which are listed below. 

Sorting Text 
(options) No None SORT="ascending" 

Specifies whether a sort order should be applied to the window 
titles before loop begins. The available options are: 

• Do not sort list (default) 
• Sort the list in ascending alphabetical order 
• Sort the list in descending alphabetical order 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Dataset 

A dataset is a multiple column, multiple row container object. This action creates a dataset table with the information listed below (assuming the 
dataset name selected is theDataset): 

Name Data Type Return Value 
theDataset.Level Number Returns the level of the current node 
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Name Data Type Return Value 
theDataset.Text Text Returns the caption text of the current node 

theDataset.Index Number Returns the index of the current node (0 based) 

theDataset.ParentText Text Returns the caption text of the node's parent (returns nothing if there is no parent) 

theDataset.ParentIndex Number Returns the index of the current node's parent. 

theDataset.IsExpanded Boolean returns true if the node has children and is in an expanded state. 

Description 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Handling Options 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

See Also 

About Actions 

Adding Task Steps 

Loop Windows 
Loops through all of the Windows that are currently open on the system. The variable specified is updated with the current window title. With each 
successive loop, the next window title is retrieved. The loop ends after the window title of all the open windows have been retrieved or when a 
Break is encountered. Ideally used to perform one or more actions on every window that is open on the system. 

Declaration 
<AMLOOP TYPE="WINDOWS" RESULTVARIABLE="text" ALLOWHIDDEN="YES/NO" EXCLUDE="text" SORT="text(options)" 
WINDOWHANDLEVARIABLE="text" RESULTDATASET="text"> 

See Also 

Loop, Loop Files, Loop Windows, Loop Expression, Loop Dataset, Loop List, Loop List Control, Loop Tree Control 
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To set Loop Windows properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Loop folder and double-click the Loop Windows action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. In the Populate variable with window title box, select the variable to populate. 

3. If you want to include invisible windows, select Include hidden windows. 

4. Click the Advanced tab. 

5. Use either the Include windows or the Exclude windows box to enter all or part of the window titles that you want to include or ignore. 
You can use asterisk (*) and question mark (?) as wildcard characters. For example *Microsoft Word would specify all MS Word windows. 
 
If you make an entry in the Include windows box, all windows that do not match your entry will be ignored. If you make an entry in the 
Exclude windows box, the specified windows will be ignored, and all other open windows will be included.   

6. If you want to populate a variable with window handle data, select Populate variable with window handle, and then select the variable 
from the drop-down list. (The variable must be created in an earlier step using the Create Variable action.) 

7. To place the window title, class, and handle in a dataset, select Create and populate dataset, and then enter a name for the dataset in 
the box below. (Dataset names must be alphanumeric, begin with a letter, and contain no spaces.) 

8. If you want the windows looped in ascending or descending alphabetical order, make your selection in the Sorting box. 

9. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

10. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

11. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

To auto-indent after all steps are added 

1. In the Steps pane, hold down SHIFT and click the first and last steps in the block so that the complete block of steps is selected. 

2. Click Format . 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Populate 
Variable 
with 
Window 
Title 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="varname" The name of the variable that should be populated with the current 
window title upon each successive loop. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Hidden 
Windows 

Yes/No No No ALLOWHIDDEN="yes" If set to YES, invisible (or hidden) windows should be included in 
the loop results. 

Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Windows 

Text No (Empty) INCLUDE="*Explorer" Indicates a wildcard mask to designate the titles of windows 
to be included in the loop. For example, if "*Internet Explorer" 
was specified, the loop would only include window titles 
ending with the text Internet Explorer. Asterisk (*) or question 
mark (?) can be used as wildcard characters. 

Exclude 
Windows 

Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="*Explorer" Specifies a wildcard mask to designate the titles of the 
windows to be excluded from the loop. For example, if 
"*Internet Explorer" was specified, the loop would include all 
window titles except those ending with the text Internet 
Explorer. Asterisk (*) or question mark (?) can be used as 
wildcard characters. 

Populate 
Variable 
with 
Window 
Handle 

Text No Disabled WINDOWHANDLEVARIABLE="Var1" If enabled, indicates the name of the variable that should be 
populated with the current window handle upon each 
successive loop. This parameter is disabled by default. 

Create 
and 
Populate 
Dataset 

Text No Disabled RESULTDATASET="theDataset" If enabled, indicates the name of a dataset to be created and 
populated with data about each window being looped. In 
addition to the standard dataset fields, this dataset contains 
specific action specific fields entered below. This parameter 
is disabled by default. 

Sorting Text 
(options) 

No None SORT="ascending" Specifies whether a sort order should be applied to the 
window titles before loop begins. The available options are: 

• Do not sort list (default) 
• Sort the list in ascending alphabetical order 
• Sort the list in descending alphabetical order 
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Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Dataset 

A dataset is a multiple column, multiple row container object. For example, in a SQL Query action, the fields contained within the created dataset 
are determined by the query that was executed. For example if the following query is executed: 

SELECT firstname, lastname, company from customer where city='Los Angeles'; 

Then the following dataset would be generated (where datasetname specifies the name of the dataset): 

datasetname.firstname 

datasetname.lastname 

datasetname.company 

A record (row) is created for each record (row) that is retrieved from the server. To access this data use the Loop Dataset Action to loop through 
the records, inside the loop you can extract the data from the field of your choice (from the current record) by using an embedded expression such 
as the one that follows: 

%datasetname.firstname% 

or you could combine two fields together like this: 
%datasetname.firstname + " " + datasetname.lastname% 

Embedded Expressions such as these can be used in any parameter in any action.  

At runtime the text %datasetname.firstname% is replaced by the contents of the subject of the current record. 

This action creates a dataset with the following fields (assuming the name of the dataset is theDataset): 

Name Data Type Return Value 
theDataset.Title Text Returns the window title. 

theDataset.Handle Number Returns the window handle. 

theDataset.Class Text Returns the window class. 
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There are standard fields included in every dataset. The table below describes these fields (assuming the name of the dataset is theDataset): 

Name Data Type Return Value 
theDataset.CurrentRow Number The current row that will be accessed in the dataset by an expression that does not contain a specific row 

index. 

theDataset.TotalRows Number The total number of rows in the dataset 

theDataset.TotalColumns Number The total number of columns (not including the static columns) in the dataset. 

theDataset.ExecutionDate Date The date and time the dataset was created and populated 

theDataset.RowsAffected Number The number of rows affected by an update. 

theDataset.SQLQuery Text The SQL Query that was used to generate this dataset (If a SQL Query was not used, this value is empty). 

theDataset.Datasource Text The datasource used for the SQL Query, if applicable. 

theDataset.ColumnNames Text A comma-delimited list of the column names in the dataset 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (Example: %myVariable% or 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent sign (%) or 
pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

See Also 

About Actions 

Adding Task Steps 
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Network Actions 
• Connect to Network 

• Exchange 

• Execute Web Service  

• FTP 

• Get Email 

• HTTP 

• MSMQ 

• Map Drive 

• Ping Machine  

• Send E-mail  

• SharePoint 

• Twitter 

Connect to Network 
Establishes a connection to another network using a VPN (Virtual Private Network) or dial-up connection. This action can also be used to 
disconnect a specific VPN or dial-up connection or all presently established connections. Used to connect to the Internet with a modem or other 
network device if needed before executing Internet actions. (NOTE: This does not take on the redial properties that are specified in the phone 
book entry.) 

Declaration 
<AMDIALUP ACTION="connect_manual" NUMBER="number" USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="encrypyed text" REDIAL="number" 
REDIALTIME="number" WAITTYPE="text (options)"/> 

Example1 - Establish a dialup connection using manual settings. Attempt to redial a total of 5 times. Pause 1 minute between attempts.   
<AMDIALUP ACTION="connect_manual" NUMBER="555-867-5309" USERNAME="theUserName" 
PASSWORD="AM1TLax4GRtZO1qWN7qDphOEw==aME" REDIAL="5" REDIALTIME="1" WAITTYPE="minutes" /> 

Example 2 - Disconnect a previously established dialup connection named "myDialupConnection." 
<AMDIALUP ACTION="disconnect_phone_book" ENTRY="myDialupConnection" REDIAL="5" REDIALTIME="1" /> 

See Also 

Exchange, Execute Web Service, Get Email, HTTP, Map Drive, MSMQ, Send E-mail, Twitter 

To set Connect to Network properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Network folder and double-click the Connect to Network action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. On the General tab, specify the properties that appear as described below. 

3. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

4. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

5. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Connections Text Yes (Empty) ENTRY="theConnection" Allows the selection of an existing phone book entry created during 

Dial-Up Networking (DUN) configuration. To select an existing 
entry, click the Down arrow or manually enter the name in the 
provided text box. 

Action Text 
(options) 

Yes (Empty) ACTION="disconnect_all" Specifies the action that should take place. The available options 
are: 

• Establish a connection - Establish a dial-up or VPN 
connection. 

• Disconnect a specific connection - Disconnects the 
phone book connection specified in the Connections 
parameter if it is active. 

• Disconnect all connections: Disconnects all active 
connections. 

Use manual 
settings 

Yes/No No No ACTION="connect_manual" If set to YES, allows manual entry of a dial-up number, user name 
and password in which to establish a connection with, bypassing 
the Windows phone book. The connection will be established based 
on the information entered in the Phone Number, User name and 
Password parameters. This parameter is valid only if the Action 
parameter is set to Establish a connection. 

Phone 
number 

Number No (Empty) a)NUMBER="555-867-
5309" 
b)NUMBER="7145551212" 

The phone number that should be used to establish a DUN 
connection. This option is valid only if the Usparameter is selected 
in conjunction with the Establish a connection parameter.e 
manual settings 

User name Text No (Empty) USERNAME="joe" The user name to use when establishing a remote connection. This 
option is valid only if the Use manual settings parameter is 
selected in conjunction with the Establish a connection 
parameter. 

Password Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="encrypted" The password to use when establishing a remote connection. This 
option is valid only if the Use manual settings parameter is 
selected in conjunction with the Establish a connection 
parameter. 

Redial 
Settings 

        If enabled, allows redial settings to take place as specified via the 
Redial Attempts and Time Between Attempts parameters. 

Redial 
Attempts 

Number No (Empty) REDIAL="3" Specifies the amount of times that the connection should be re-
dialed before an error is generated. This option is valid only if the 
Action parameter is set to Establish a connection. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Time 
Between 
Attempts 

Text No 0 REDIALTIME="30" Specifies the amount of time to wait before attempting to redial the 
connection. The Wait Type parameter specifies whether this value 
is referring to seconds or minutes. This option is valid only if the 
Action parameter is set to Establish a connection. 

Wait Type Text 
(options) 

No Seconds WAITTYPE="minutes" Specifies whether the number entered in Time Between Attempts 
parameter is in seconds or minutes. This option is valid only if the 
Action parameter is set to Establish a connection. The available 
options are: 

• Second (default) - The wait time specified is in seconds. 
• Minutes - The wait time specified is in minutes. 

Exchange Action 
Microsoft Exchange is an enterprise messaging solution that provides improved e-mail security and enhanced operational efficiency for members 
of the IT staff. The Exchange action contains a variety of activities that one can use to automate the most common operations on Exchange 
objects, like appointments, contacts, tasks and e-mails. These activities allow you to create, get, move, delete or modify Exchange objects. This 
action supports Exchange 2003 which uses the WebDav protocol and Exchange 2007/2010 which uses the EWS (Exchange Web Service) 
protocol. 

See Also 

Send E-mail, Get Email, HTTP, FTP, MSMQ, Twitter 

 

The Exchange activities use Microsoft's Exchange engine to perform their work. Because of this, you must have a valid copy of Exchange 
Server installed in order to use these activities. 

Properties Tab 

In the Activity to perform box, select an activity, then configure the properties for that activity. The available properties depend on the activity 
selected.  

To set properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Network folder and double-click the Exchange action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. On the Properties tab, select an Activity to perform. 

3. Specify the properties that appear, depending on the activity selected. 

4. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

5. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

6. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 
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Available Activities 

The following table briefly describes the available activities that can be performed on Exchange objects along with the object types supported and 
some AML examples. 

Activity Description Supported 
Object Types Examples 

Create 
Exchange 
Object 

Creates a 
new 
Exchange 
object. This 
activity 
supports 
creation of a 
task, 
appointment 
or contact. 

• Tasks 
• Appointm

ents 
• Contacts 

Example 1 - Create Contact: 
<AMEXCHANGE EXCHANGEOBJECTTYPE="Contact" RESULTVARIABLE="theVar" 
EMAILADDRESS="test.exchange@netauto.com" SERVER="servername.netauto.com" 
DOMAINNAME="netauto" USERNAME="test.exchange" 
PASSWORD="AM1/M9fgpoQkU1a9P85M3OojA==aME"><Property Name="First" 
Value="Peter" /><Property Name="Last" Value="Parker" /><Property 
Name="Company" Value="Network Automation" /><Property Name="JobTitle" 
Value="Sales" /><Property Name="Email" Value="pp@netauto.com" /><Property 
Name="BusinessPhone" Value="323-555-1234" /><Property Name="Street" 
Value="1234 West St." /><Property Name="City" Value="Los Angeles" 
/><Property Name="ZIPOrPostalCode" Value="90005" /><Property 
Name="CountryOrRegion" Value="USA" /></AMEXCHANGE> 

Example 2 - Meeting Request: 
<AMEXCHANGE EXCHANGEOBJECTTYPE="Appointment" RESULTVARIABLE="a" 
EMAILADDRESS="test.exchange@networkautomation.com" 
SERVER="indra.networkautomation.com" DOMAINNAME="netauto" 
USERNAME="test.exchange" 
PASSWORD="AM1/M9fgpoQkU1a9P85M3OojA==aME"><Property Name="Subject" 
Value="BPA" /><Property Name="StartTime" Value="12/8/2008 1:26:41 PM" 
/><Property Name="EndTime" Value="12/9/2008 2:26:43 PM" /><Property 
Name="Body" Value="All the new Features" /><Property Name="Location" 
Value="Scott's Office" /><Property Name="AllDayEvent" Value="true" 
/><Property Name="Body" Value="Meeting" /><Property 
Name="RequiredAttendees" Value="mm@netauto.com" /></AMEXCHANGE> 

Example 3 - Create Task: 
<AMEXCHANGE EXCHANGEOBJECTTYPE="Task" RESULTVARIABLE="theVar" 
EMAILADDRESS="test.exchange@networkautomation.com" 
SERVER="indra.networkautomation.com" DOMAINNAME="netauto" 
USERNAME="test.exchange" 
PASSWORD="AM1/M9fgpoQkU1a9P85M3OojA==aME"><Property Name="Subject" 
Value="Complete Monthly Report" /><Property Name="StartDate" 
Value="12/8/2008 4:00:00 PM" /><Property Name="DueDate" Value="12/8/2008 
5:00:00 PM" /><Property Name="Body" Value="Complete Monthly Sales Report " 
/></AMEXCHANGE> 

Delete 
Exchange 

Deletes one 
or more 
existing 

• Tasks 
• Appointm

Example 1 - Delete all appointments 
<AMEXCHANGE ACTIVITY="delete" EXCHANGEOBJECTTYPE="Appointment" 
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Activity Description Supported 
Object Types Examples 

Object(s) Exchange 
objects of 
the specified 
type. 

ents 
• Contacts 
• E-mails 

RESULTDATASET="theDataset" EMAILADDRESS="test.exchange@netauto.com" 
SERVER="server.netauto.com" DOMAINNAME="netauto" USERNAME="test.exchange" 
PASSWORD="AM1/M9fgpoQkU1a9P85M3OojA==aME" /> 

Example 2 - Delete all appointments that contain attachments 
<AMEXCHANGE ACTIVITY="delete" EXCHANGEOBJECTTYPE="Appointment" 
RESULTDATASET="theDataset" EMAILADDRESS="test.exchange@netauto.com" 
SERVER="server.netauto.com" DOMAINNAME="netauto" USERNAME="test.exchange" 
PASSWORD="AM1/M9fgpoQkU1a9P85M3OojA==aME"><Property Name="HasAttachments" 
Value="true" Operator="Equals" /></AMEXCHANGE> 

Delete 
Single 
Exchange 
Object 

Deletes an 
individual 
Exchange 
object of the 
specified 
type. 

• Tasks 
• Appointm

ents 
• Contacts 
• E-mails 

Example 1 - Delete single Exchange contact 
<AMEXCHANGE ACTIVITY="delete_single" 
EXCHANGEOBJECTADDRESS="https://domain.com/exchange/Contacts/Contact.Name.E
ML" EMAILADDRESS="test@netauto.com" SERVER="domain.netauto.com" 
DOMAINNAME="netauto.com" USERNAME="test" 
PASSWORD="AM1+D+CW7k/sepW0nRCPDzNcZBWjE8XXD4XaME" /> 

Example 2 - Delete single Exchange appointment 
<AMEXCHANGE ACTIVITY="delete_single" 
EXCHANGEOBJECTADDRESS="https://domain.com/exchange/Calendar/appointment.Na
me.EML" EMAILADDRESS="test@netauto.com" SERVER="domain.netauto.com" 
DOMAINNAME="netauto.com" USERNAME="test" 
PASSWORD="AM1+D+CW7k/sepW0nRCPDzNcZBWjE8XXD4XaME" /> 

Get 
Exchange 
Object(s) 

Retrieves 
information 
about one or 
more 
Exchange 
objects and 
places the 
results in a 
dataset. 

•  Tasks 
• Appointm

ents 
• Contacts 
• E-mails 

Get exchange object of type Email and populate the dataset name "theDataset" with results. Save 
attachments to C:\Temp\. 

<AMEXCHANGE ACTIVITY="get" EXCHANGEOBJECTTYPE="Email" 
RESULTDATASET="theDataset" ATTACHMENTDEST="C:\Temp\" SAVEMODE="overwrite" 
EMAILADDRESS="test.exchange@netauto.com" SERVER="server.netauto.com" 
DOMAINNAME="netauto" USERNAME="test.exchange" 
PASSWORD="AM1/M9fgpoQkU1a9P85M3OojA==aME" /> 

Modify 
Exchange 
Object 

Alters the 
properties of 
an existing 
Exchange 
object. 

• Tasks 
• Appointm

ents 
• Contacts 
• E-mails 

This sample step modifies the following properties of an appointment object: 
• Location = Conference Room 
• Start Time = 8/23/2010 09:00:00 AM 
<AMEXCHANGE ACTIVITY="modify" EXCHANGEOBJECTTYPE="Appointment" 
EXCHANGEOBJECTADDRESS="https://domain.com/exchange/Calendar/appointment.Na
me.EML" EMAILADDRESS="test@netauto.com" SERVER="domain.netauto.com" 
DOMAINNAME="netauto.com" USERNAME="test" 
PASSWORD="AM1+D+CW7k/sepW0nRCPDzNcZBWjE8XXD4XaME"><Property 
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Activity Description Supported 
Object Types Examples 

Name="Location" Value="Conference Room" /><Property Name="StartTime" 
Value="8/23/2010 09:00:00 AM" /></AMEXCHANGE> 

Move 
Exchange 
Object(s) 

Moves one 
or more 
Exchange 
objects to 
the folder 
specified. 

• Tasks 
• Appointm

ents 
• Contacts 
• E-mails 

This sample step moves all Exchange objects of type "task" that has a completed date of 08-29-2010 or 
later to a folder named "My Tasks". 

<AMEXCHANGE ACTIVITY="move" EXCHANGEOBJECTTYPE="Task" 
RESULTDATASET="theDataset" FOLDER="My Tasks" 
EMAILADDRESS="test@netauto.com" SERVER="domain.netauto.com" 
DOMAINNAME="netauto.com" USERNAME="test" 
PASSWORD="AM1+D+CW7k/sepW0nRCPDzNcZBWjE8XXD4XaME"><Property 
Name="DateCompleted" Value="8/29/2010 12:00:00 AM" 
Operator="LessThenOrEquals" /></AMEXCHANGE> 

Move 
Single 
Exchange 
Object 

Moves an 
individual 
Exchange 
object to the 
folder 
specified. 

• Tasks 
• Appointm

ents 
• Contacts 
• E-mails 

This sample step moves a single Exchange e-mail object. The Exchange object id is 
"https://domain.com/exchange/mail@netauto.com/Inbox/No%20Subject-38.EML". 

<AMEXCHANGE ACTIVITY="move_single" 
EXCHANGEOBJECTADDRESS="https://domain.com/exchange/mail@netauto.com/Inbox/
No%20Subject-38.EML" FOLDER="FolderName" EMAILADDRESS="test@netauto.com" 
SERVER="domain.netauto.com" DOMAINNAME="netauto.com" USERNAME="test" 
PASSWORD="AM1+D+CW7k/sepW0nRCPDzNcZBWjE8XXD4XaME" /> 

General Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Create and 
populate 
dataset 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="theDataset" The dataset to create and populate with 
information regarding the Exchange 
object(s) to delete. More about the dataset 
fields that this activity creates are detailed 
below. 

Destination 
folder 

Text Yes (Empty) FOLDER="folderName" The destination folder in which to move the 
desired object(s). Click the provided down 
arrow to query available Exchange server 
folders. 

Exchange 
object ID 

Text Yes (Empty) EXCHANGEOBJECTADDRESS="https://domain.co
m/ 
exchange/mail@netauto.com/Contact/ContactName.
EML" 

The object ID (Exchange object address 
or.EML file) of the Exchange object to 
delete. For example, the object ID of a 
particular contact would look like similar to: 
https://domain.com/exchange/ 
mail@netauto.com/Contact/ContactName.E
ML 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
If filename 
already 
exists 

Text 
(options
) 

No Do not 
save 

SAVEMODE="overwrite" Indicates what this activity should do if a file 
with the same name already exists in the 
attachment location. The available options 
are: 

• Do not save (Default) 
• Save with unique file name 
• Overwrite existing file 

Populate 
variable 
with 
Exchange 
object ID 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="theVar" The name of an already created variable to 
populate with the object ID of the newly 
created Exchange object. 

Save 
attachment
s 

        If enabled, attachments will be saved to the 
specified location. This parameter is 
disabled by default. 

Save 
attachment
s in folder 

 Yes if Save 
attachment
s is enabled 

(Empty) ATTACHMENTDEST="C:\Temp\" The folder in which to save attachments to. 
This parameter is available only if the Save 
attachments parameter is enabled. 

Exchange Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Filter 
type 

        The filter type to use. This allows you to include/exclude specific items based on 
the query or custom filter that you set. To delete all instances of the specified 
object, omit any queries or filters. The available options are: 

• Custom 
• Query 

Property Text Yes (Empty) Name="Subject" The property name associated to the Exchange object to create. More on 
Property Name/Value Specifications can be found below. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Operator Text 

(options) 
No (Empty) Operator="Equals" Built in operators that allow you to filter data. The available options are: 

• Contains 
• Not Contain 
• Equals 
• Less Than 
• Greater Than 
• Less than or equal to 
• Greater than or equal to 

Value Text Yes (Empty) Value="BPA" The value corresponding to the property name. More on Property Name/Value 
Specifications can be found below. 

Query Text No (Empty) QUERY="theQuery" The query to perform. This parameter is available only if the Filter type 
parameter is set to Query. 

Server Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Protocol Text 

(options) 
Yes WEBDAV PROTOCOLTYPE="ews2007" The Exchange server protocol to communicate with. 

The available options are: 
• Exchange 2003 (WEBDAV) 
• Exchange 2007 (EWS) 
• Exchange 2010 (EWS) 

The WebDav filter is query-based and any filtering on 
Exchange 2010 in either the Exchange or other email 
actions (Get Email and Send E-mail) uses the query 
based approach.   

Email address Text Yes (Empty) EMAILADDRESS="test@netauto.com" The e-mail address to perform the selected activity on. 

Exchange 
server 

Text Yes (Empty) SERVER="server.domain.com" The name of the Exchange server to perform the 
selected activity on. 

HTTPS/HTTP Yes/No No HTTPS USEHTTP="yes" Indicates whether to use HTTP or HTTPS as the 
Exchange server protocol type. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Autodiscover 
service URL 

Yes/No No No AUTODISCOVERURL="yes" If set to YES, turns on Autodiscover service. The 
Autodiscover service makes it easier to configure 
Outlook 2007 or Outlook 2010 and some mobile phones 
by using a user's e-mail address and password to 
automatically configure a user's profile. This parameter 
is set to NO by default and only available if the Protocol 
parameter is set to EWS2007 or EWS2010. 

Allow 
redirection 

Yes/No No No ALLOWREDIRECTION="yes" If set to YES, allows redirection of incoming requests to 
another file or URL. This parameter is set to NO by 
default and only available if the Autodiscover service 
URL parameter is set to YES. 

Ignore invalid 
server 
certificates 

Yes/No No No IGNOREINVALIDCERTIFICATE="yes" If set to YES, invalid server certificates are ignored. In 
some cases the SSL certificate may be expired or 
become invalid and an exception is thrown due to 
invalid SSL certificate. You may avoid such SSL 
certificate errors by choosing to ignore invalid server 
certificates. This parameter is set to NO by default and 
only available if the Protocol parameter is set to 
EWS2007 or EWS2010. 

Current folder Text Yes (Empty) CURRENTFOLDER="Contact" The Exchange folder in which to perform the selected 
activity on. 

Timeout Number No 100 TIMEOUT="120" The total amount of time in seconds that this activity 
should be allowed to execute before a time out error 
occurs. 

Authentication 
type 

Text 
(options) 

No Basic AUTHTYPE="Default" The Exchange server authentication type. The available 
options are: 

• Basic 
• Default 
• Form (Exchange 2003 (WEBDAV) only) 

Domain name Text Yes (Empty) DOMAINNAME="domain" The domain name corresponding to the e-mail address 
to perform the selected action on. 

Username Text Yes (Empty) USERNAME="username" The username corresponding to the e-mail address to 
perform the selected action on. 

Password Text Yes (Empty) PASSWORD="password" The password corresponding to the e-mail address to 
perform the selected action on. 
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Proxy Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Proxy 
type 

Text 
(options) 

No System 
default 

PROXYTYPE="http" The proxy protocol that should be used. If you are unsure of the 
value to use in this parameter, contact your network 
administrator. The available options are: 

• System default 
• None 
• HTTP 

Proxy 
host 

Text No (Empty) PROXYSERVER="proxy.host.com" The hostname (server.domain.com) or IP address 
(xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx) of the proxy server. 

Proxy 
username 

Text No (Empty) PROXYUSERNAME="username" The username that should be used to authenticate when 
connecting through the proxy server. This option is only valid if 
the Use authentication parameter is enabled. 

Proxy 
password 

Text No (Empty) PROXYPASSWORD="encrypted" The password that should be used to authenticate when 
connecting through the proxy server. This option is only valid if 
the Use authentication parameter is enabled. 

Proxy 
port 

Number No 1028 PROXYPORT="3000" The port that should be used to connect to the proxy server. 
Most proxy servers operate on port 1028 (the default) however 
the proxy server can be customized to operate on other ports 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Property Name/Value Specifications 

The Property and Value parameters can differ depending on the combination of options selected from the Action and Exchange object type 
parameters. If the Action parameter is set to Create Exchange Object, the Property/Value table indicates the properties and values to set for 
the new object to be created. Click Load required properties to load all required properties for the Exchange object to be created. Required 
properties vary depending on the type of Exchange object selected. For example, creating an appointment, required properties such as 
StartTime, EndTime and Location will load. If creating a contact, required properties such as Organization, Street, City and Postal Code will 
load. To specify other properties, click Click here to add a new item. Click the newly created Property/Value fields and select the desired object 
property and value from the drop-down list. 
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If the Action parameter is set to Get Exchange object(s), Move Exchange object(s) or Delete Exchange object(s), the Property and Value 
parameters along with the Operator parameter act as a filtering feature to filter specific property/value combinations. Clicking the option Click 
here to add a new item or clicking inside the Property/Value fields will allow for the selection of a property name/value to be entered. Clicking 
the down arrow under the Property field will show a drop-down list of available properties to choose from. Click the Value field to select from the 
available options you can set (if applicable) for the selected property. 

If the Action parameter is set to Modify Exchange object, the Property and Value parameters are used to specify the property name and value 
to modify. 

Click X to remove an existing property name/value from the list. 

Property Names and Datasets 

The available property names and dataset fields that are populated vary depending on the object type specified. 

Appointments 

If the Exchange object type parameter is set to Appointment, the following property names and/or dataset fields are populated. The bold items 
are the required properties needed to create a new appointment. 

Property Name/Dataset Field Type Description 
AllDayEvent True/False Specifies whether the appointment or meeting is scheduled for an entire day. Return values are True or 

False 

AllowNewTimeProposals True/False Indicates whether a new meeting time can be proposed for a meeting by an attendee. Return values are 
True or False. 

AppointmentType Text 
(options) 

Specifies the type of an appointment. The available options are: 
• Single 
• Occurrence 
• Exception 
• Recurring Master 

Attachments Text Specifies the collection of attachments for this message. This property is read-only. 

Body Text Indicates the text body. 
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Property Name/Dataset Field Type Description 
BusyStatus Text 

(options) 
The busy status of this messaging user for this appointment. The available options are: 

• Free - The messaging user has no conflicting commitments during the time span of this 
appointment. 

• Tentative - The messaging user has at least one tentative commitment during the time span of this 
appointment. 

• Busy - The messaging user has at least one confirmed commitment during the time span of this 
appointment. 

• OOF (Out of Office)  - The messaging user is to be considered out-of-office (OOF). 
• No Data - Left Blank 

Categorize Text   

EndTime Date/Time Contains the time an appointment ends. Either a Duration Property or an EndTime is required. 

EndTimeZone Text The time zone related to the end time. 

HasAttachments True/False Indicates whether the item has attachments. True if the item has attachments; otherwise, false. 

Id (Dataset only) Number The ID of this item. Only populated in a dataset. 

Importance Text 
(options) 

An Importance enumeration value indicating the importance of the item. The available options are: 
• Low 
• Normal 
• High 

Location Text The location of this appointment. 

IsMeeting True/False Indicates whether the appointment is a meeting. True if the appointment is a meeting; otherwise, false. 

OptionalAttendees Text A list of optional attendees for the meeting. 

Reminder Date/Time The date and time when the reminder is due for this item. 

RequestResponses True/False Whether a response is requested. True or False 

RequiredAttendees Text A list of required attendees for the meeting. 

Resources Text A list of resources for the meeting. 

Sensitivity Text 
(options) 

The sensitivity of this item. The available options are: 
• Normal 
• Personal 
• Private 
• Confidential 

StartTime Date/Time The start time of the appointment. 
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Property Name/Dataset Field Type Description 
StartTimeZone Text The time zone related to the start time. 

Subject Text The subject of this item. 

Contacts 

If the Exchange object type parameter is set to Contact, the following property names and/or dataset fields are populated. The bold items are 
the required properties needed to create a new appointment. 

Property Name/Dataset Field Type Description 
AddressType Text The type of address. 

Anniversary Date The contact's anniversary date. 

AssistantName Text The name of the contact's assistant. 

Birthday Date The birthday of the contact. 

Body Text The body of this item. 

BusinessFax Number The recipient's business fax number. 

BusinessPhone Number The recipient's business phone number. 

Categorize Text The list of categories that are associated with this item. 

City Text The city where the contact resides. 

Company Text The company for which the recipient works. 

Country Text The country where the contact resides. 

CountryOrRegion Text The country or region where the contact resides. 

DateTimeCreated Date/Time The date/time when the contact was created. 

Department Text The department in which the recipient works. 

Email Text The recipient's e-mail address. 

FileAs Text The name under which this contact is filed. 

First Text The recipient's first name. 

FullName Text The recipient's full name. 

HasAttachments True/False Indicates whether the item has attachments. True if the item has attachments; otherwise, false. 

HomePhone Number The recipient's home phone number. 

Id Text The unique ID of this item. 

JobTitle Text The job title of the contact. 

Last Text The last name of the contact. 
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Property Name/Dataset Field Type Description 
ManagerName Text The name of the contact's manager. 

Middle Text The contact's middle initial. 

MobilePhone Number The contact's cell phone number. 

NickName Text The contact's nick name 

Office Text The office location for the recipient. 

Profession Text The contact's profession. 

Spouse Text The name of the contact's spouse. 

State Text The state where the contact resides. 

Street Text The contact's street. 

ZIPOrPostalCode Number The ZIP code or the postal code where the contact is located. 

Tasks 

If the Exchange object type parameter is set to Contact, the following property names and/or dataset fields are populated. The bold items are 
the required properties needed to create a new appointment. 

Property Name/Dataset Field Type Description 
ActualWork Number The actual work in hours. 

Attachments Text Specifies the collection of attachments for this message. This property is read-only. 

BillingInformation Text The billing information set for the item. 

Body Text The body of this item. 

Categorize     

Company Text The company name the task is referencing. 

DateCompleted Text The completion date of the task 

DueDate Text The due date of the task. 

HasAttachments True/False Indicates whether the item has attachments. True if the item has attachments; otherwise, false. 

Id Text The unique ID of this item. 

Importance Text 
(options) 

An Importance enumeration value indicating the importance of the item. The available options are: 
• Low 
• Normal 
• High 

IsComplete True/False Indicates whether the task is complete. True if completed; otherwise, false. 
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Property Name/Dataset Field Type Description 
Mileage Number The number of miles used to for the task. 

Mode Text The modes of a Task. 

Owner Text The owner of the task. 

PercentComplete Text The completion percentage of the task. 

Reminder Text Reminders entered for the task. 

Sensitivity Text 
(options) 

The sensitivity of this item. The available options are: 
• Normal 
• Personal 
• Private 
• Confidential 

StartDate Date/Time Start date of the task. 

Status Text Defines the status of a task. 

Subject Text The subject of the task. 

To Text The primary recipients of the task. 

TotalWork Number The total number of hours for the task. 

E-mail 

If the Exchange object type parameter is set to E-mail, the following property names and/or dataset fields are populated. 

Property Name/Dataset Field Type Description 
Attachments Text Specifies the collection of attachments for this message. This property is read-only. 

Bcc Text The hidden recipients of the message. 

Body Text The primary content of an e-mail message. 

Cc Text The secondary recipients of the message. 

DateReceived Date The date and time that the message was received. 

From Text The author(s) of the message. 

HasAttachments True/False Indicates whether the item has attachments. True if the item has attachments; otherwise, false. 

HasBeenRead True/False Indicates whether the message has been read. True if the item has attachments; otherwise, false. 

Headers Text Returns the panel that contains the form header. 

ID (Dataset only) Text The unique ID of the message. 
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Property Name/Dataset Field Type Description 
Importance Text 

(options) 
An Importance enumeration value indicating the importance of the item. The available options are: 

• Low 
• Normal 
• High 

MessageID Text  The identifier string for the message. This is Read Only 

ReplyTo Text Represents the recipients to whom the message is addressed. 

RequestDeliveryReceipt True/False Indicates whether a delivery receipt is requested. True or False. 

RequestReadReceipt True/False Indicates whether a read receipt is requested. True or False. 

Sensitivity Text 
(options) 

Represents the sensitivity of the message. The available options are: 
• Normal 
• Personal 
• Private 
• Confidential 

Subject Text The subject of the message. 

To Text The primary recipients of the message. 

Expressions, Variables and Functions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions such as variables, functions or extended functions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression 
in percentage signs (example: %FileDateTime(myVar)% or %myVar%, % Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open 
Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent sign (%) or by pressing F2. 

Expressions 

Variables 

Function 

Extended functions 

The Expression Builder 
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Execute Web Service 
Executes a web service call using the provided WSDL URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) and parameters. Provides an automated means of calling 
a Web service method by way of a WSDL document or URI. This action supports variables, static values and standard parameter types (such as 
strings and numbers) as well as support for structure information. Data can be returned into a corresponding structure or a specified variable. 

Declaration 
<AMEXECUTEWEBSERVICE WSDLURL="asa" TYPENAME="text" METHODNAME="text" RESULTVARIABLE="text" RESULTSTRUCTURE="text" 
PROTOCOL="text (options)" AUTHENTICATIONTYPE="text (options)" USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="text" CERTIFICATE="text" 
PASSPHRASE="text"><Argument ArgType="text" ArgValue="text" /></AMEXECUTEWEBSERVICE> 

Example 
<AMEXECUTEWEBSERVICE WSDLURL="asa" TYPENAME="text" METHODNAME="text" RESULTVARIABLE="text" RESULTSTRUCTURE="text" 
PROTOCOL="Soap12" AUTHENTICATIONTYPE="Basic" USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="AM14X/Mzt7l1ZJKI5puXATapg==aME" 
DOMAINNAME="text" CERTIFICATE="text" PASSPHRASE="AM1A1ccLj1w0WwPoNgZM+UvjQ==aME"><Argument ArgType="text" 
ArgValue="text" /></AMEXECUTEWEBSERVICE> 

See Also 

Automating Web Service Execution, Send Email, Get Email, Map Drive, MSMQ, Ping Machine, Twitter 

 

Before continuing, you should have a basic understanding of HTML, XML, Web service and related platform elements, such as WSDL, 
SOAP and UDDI. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
WSDL 
URI 

Text Yes (Empty) WSDLURL= 
"http://example.com/ 
services/stockquote/wsdl" 

The location to a WSDL (Web Services Description Language) 
URL or a file location to a WSDL file. After entering the WSDL 
URL or file, clicking Go to query available WSDL methods. 

Web 
Service 
Type 

Text Yes (Empty) TYPENAME="StockQuote" The web service class which contains the available methods. 
After entering a WSDL location in the WSDL URI parameter, 
clicking Go will attempt to query available Web Service Types 
specified in the WSDL URL or file. Upon a successful query, all 
discovered Web Service Types will be populated into the Web 
Service Type field. Clicking the down arrow corresponding to this 
field will display a full list of queried type names from which to 
select. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Method Text Yes (Empty) METHODNAME="InvertStringCase" The WSDL method (or operation) to invoke. Upon selection of an 

available class as specified under the Web Service Type 
parameter, all discovered methods relating to that class will be 
populated into the Method field. Clicking the down arrow 
corresponding to this field will display a full list of queried method 
names from which to select. 

Populate 
variable 
with 
return 
value 

Text No (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="theVar" The name of an existing variable to be populated with the return 
value of the selected method. 

Create 
structure 
with 
returned 
complex 
type 

Text No (Empty) RESULTSTRUCTURE="theStructure" The name of the structure created by the user. A Web Service call 
may require the use of one or more structures as parameters. If 
such structures are required, the user must initially create them in 
prior steps during design time using the Define Type and Create 
Object action. The Define Type action defines a custom object 
type or types defined in a Web service. The Create Object action 
creates an AWE Object from custom type(s) defined by the Define 
Type action. The structure contents can then be defined in this 
parameter with the returned user defined object’s properties. 
Structures can be saved to a variable which can be specified in 
this parameter. 

Arguments Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Type Text No (Empty) ARGTYPE="string" The WSDL method argument type. If clicking Go accomplished a successful query 

of the WSDL document/URI and one or more methods were selected from the 
Method field, this column becomes pre-populated with any corresponding 
parameter types in the order in which they were selected. This allows the user to 
enter the necessary parameter values under the Value column. 

Value Text No (Empty) ARGVALUE="Hello" The value to enter corresponding to the argument type populated under the Type 
column. 
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Authentication Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Authentication 
Type 

Text 
(options) 

No None AUTHENTICATIONTYPE="Digest" The type of authentication required (if any). Different 
parameters may become available depending on the option 
selected. The available options are: 

• None (default) - No authentication. 
• Default - Default authentication. 
• Basic - Uses a user name and password to 

authenticate a service client to a secure endpoint. 
• Digest - Authentication scheme based on 

cryptographic hashes. 
• Windows (NTLM or Kerberos) - Windows 

standard authentication types. 

Domain Text No (Empty) DOMAINNAME="mydomain.com" The domain name used for authentication. This parameter 
is available only if the Authentication Type parameter is 
set to Basic, Digest or Windows (NTLM or Kerberos). 

Username Text No (Empty) USERNAME="theuser" The user name used for authentication. This parameter is 
available only if the Authentication Type parameter is set 
to Basic, Digest or Windows (NTLM or Kerberos). 

Password Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="encrypted" The password used for authentication. This parameter is 
available only if the Authentication Type parameter is set 
to Basic, Digest or Windows (NTLM or Kerberos). 

Client 
Certificate 

Text No (Empty) CERTIFICATE="C:\Temp\Cert" The path to a valid client certificate used for authentication. 
This parameter is available only if the Authentication 
Type parameter is set to Basic, Digest or Windows 
(NTLM or Kerberos). 

Passphrase Text No (Empty) PASSPHRASE="encrypted" The passphrase used for authentication. 

Protocol Text 
(options) 

No SOAP PROTOCOL="Soap12" The protocol version. The available options are: 
• SOAP (default) 
• SOAP 1.2 

Description Tab 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Handling Options 
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Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

FTP (File Transfer Protocol) Action 
FTP (File Transfer Protocol) is the most widely used method for transmitting files between two Internet sites. It is a common way to log onto 
another Internet site for the purposes of retrieving and/or sending files. AWE's internal FTP engine is compatible with all FTP connection methods, 
particularly security-based connections, including: 

• FTP (Standard) 

• FTP with SSL.TLS (Implicit) 

• FTP with SSL/TLS (Explicit 

• SFTP (Password) 

• SFTP (Key) 

Certificate Authenticity is supported for those servers that require clients to authenticate themselves using a certificate. 

See Also 

HTTP, MSMQ, Send E-mail, Get Email, Web Browser, Twitter, Connect Terminal 

Properties Tab 

On the Properties tab, select the Activity to perform and then configure the properties described below. The available properties depends on 
which activity is selected. 

Advanced 

FTP Advanced 

Credentials 

File 

File Attributes 

File Options 

Folder 

Proxy 

Session 

To set FTP properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Network folder and double-click the FTP action or drag it into the Steps pane. 
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2. In the Activity to perform box, specify the type of FTP activity you want to do, then specify the properties. The available properties 
depend on the activity selected. 

3. Specify the properties that appear, depending on the activity selected. 

4. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

5. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

6. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 
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Available Activities 

The following table briefly describes the available activities for this action arranged in alphabetical order as specified in the Activity to perform 
parameter.  

Activity Description Declaration Example 
Advanced Sends specific customized 

commands to an FTP server. 
For most transactions, use the 
standard FTP Upload/Download 
actions. 

The standard FTP Download 
and FTP Upload commands 
send predetermined 
command sequences to the 
server. FTP Advanced is 
useful when it is necessary to 
create or perform a 
customized sequence of 
commands. For example, the 
FTP Advanced action could 
be used to return a folder 
listing. This list could then be 
looped using the Loop List 
action to "examine" each file 
(such as the date) before 
performing some other action 
for each individual file based 
on the result. 

 

Advanced FTP can also be 
used to perform commands 
that are server specific and/or 
not supported by other FTP 
actions such as "Move" 
(moves the file on the FTP 
Server without downloading it 
first). 

<AMFTP 
ACTIVITY="advanced" 
FTPCOMMAND="long_list" 
PARAMETER="text" 
SENTDATAVARIABLE="text" 
RESULTVARIABLE="text" 
FTPLONGLISTDATASET="text" 
MATCHCASE="YES/NO" /> 

This example will demonstrate how AWE can delete files older 
than 30 days via FTP. It will do the following: 

1. Logon to a FTP server. 

2. Execute the "Get long file list" command using the 
FTP Advanced action and populate a dataset with 
the results. 

3. Loop through the dataset FileList, which has a list of 
files and folders on the FTP server. 

4. An expression is then used in the If action to get a 
day differential between today's date and the date of 
the file on the FTP server. If the file is older than 30 
days, it is then deleted. 

The %DateDiff()% function returns the number of intervals 
between two dates. 

<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logon" SERVER="YourFTPHost" 
USERNAME="YourUsername" 
PASSWORD="AM1NYGaQ+SuSz0MaN4SJbOlag==aME" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="advanced" 
FTPCOMMAND="long_list" PARAMETER="*.*" 
FTPLONGLISTDATASET="FileList" /> 
<AMLOOP TYPE="DATASET" DATASET="FileList"> 
<AMIF EXPRESSION="%DateDiff(&quot;d&quot;, 
DateValue(FileList.FTPFileDate), Now())% &gt; 
30"> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="delete" 
SOURCE="%FileList.FTPFileName%" /> 
</AMIF> 
</AMLOOP> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logoff" /> 
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Activity Description Declaration Example 
Change 
Folder 

Changes the current "working 
folder" on the FTP server so 
that relative paths may be used. 
It is not necessary to use this 
action if "absolute paths" are 
used (this is the preferred 
method). 

<AMFTP 
ACTIVITY="change_folder" 
FOLDER="text (remote 
folder location)" 
SESSION="text" /> 

This example performs the following steps: 

1. Log on to FTP host "ftp.mycompany.com". User 
name "Godzilla". Session "MyFTPSession". 

2. Change to folder "/home/ftp" via FTP. Session 
"FTPSession". 

3. Log off of FTP host. Session "MyFTPSession". 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logon" SESSION="MyFTPSession" 
SERVER="ftp.mycompany.com" USERNAME="Godzilla" 
PASSWORD="AM2WknKdIcXr7JaScp05hfctg==aME" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="change_folder" 
FOLDER="/home/ftp/myRemoteFolder" 
SESSION="MyFTPSession" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logoff" 
SESSION="MyFTPSession" /> 

 
Create 
Folder 

Creates a folder on the FTP 
server. Subsequent FTP 
operations can be performed 
such as uploading files to the 
newly created folder. 

<AMFTP 
ACTIVITY="create_folder" 
FOLDER="text" /> 

This example logs onto an FTP site, creates a "/home/ftp" 
folder and logs out. 

<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logon" SERVER="YourFTPHost" 
USERNAME="YourUsername" 
PASSWORD="AM1MoyAfpKHilpraHBIX6ei1E/2ZhM5egRHa
lje6g6YThM=aME" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="create_folder" 
FOLDER="/home/ftp" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logoff" /> 
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Activity Description Declaration Example 
Delete Deletes one or more files that 

reside on the FTP server. To 
specify more than one file, use 
wildcards (Example: * or ? ).  
This activity can be used to 
delete files from the FTP server 
after they have been 
downloaded using the FTP 
Download activity. 

<AMFTPDELETE 
SOURCE="text" 
EXCLUDE="text" 
SUBFOLDERS="yes/no" 
SESSION="text"> 

This example will demonstrate how AWE can delete files older 
than 30 days via FTP. It will do the following: 

1. Logon to a FTP server. 
2. Execute the "Get long file list" command using AWE's 

FTP Advanced action and populate a dataset with the 
results. 

3. Loop through the dataset FileList, which has a list of files 
and folders on the FTP server. 

4. An expression is then used in the If action to get a day 
differential between today's date and the date of the file 
on the FTP server. If the file is older than 30 days, it is 
then deleted. 

The %DateDiff()% function returns the number of intervals 
between two dates. 

<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logon" SERVER="YourFTPHost" 
USERNAME="YourUsername" 
PASSWORD="AM1NYGaQ+SuSz0MaN4SJbOlag==aME" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="advanced" 
FTPCOMMAND="long_list" PARAMETER="*.*" /> 
<AMLOOP TYPE="DATASET" DATASET="FileList"> 
<AMIF EXPRESSION="%DateDiff(&quot;d&quot;, 
DateValue(FileList.FTPFileDate), Now())% &gt; 
30"> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="delete" 
SOURCE="%FileList.FTPFileName%" /> 
</AMIF> 
</AMLOOP> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logoff" /> 
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Activity Description Declaration Example 
Download Downloads the file(s) specified 

from the FTP server. To specify 
more than one file, use 
wildcards (i.e. * or ?). 
Automated download of files 
from an FTP Server such as 
program updates, databases, 
reports, etc. 

<AMFTPDOWNLOAD 
SOURCE="text" DEST="text" 
EXCLUDE="text" 
TRANSFERTYPE="ASCII" 
SUBFOLDERS="yes/no" 
KEEPFOLDERSTRUCT="yes/no" 
ONLYFOLDERSTRUCT="yes/no" 
OVERWRITE="yes/no" 
ONLYIFEXIST="yes/no" 
SESSION="text"> 

Example Task 1 - This task will log onto an FTP site, download a 
single file and log off. 
NOTE: This example uses a file that is assumed to already exist. If 
you have not done so, please modify this task to point to a file 
which already exists on the server. 

<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logon" SERVER="YourFTPHost" 
USERNAME="YourUsername" 
PASSWORD="AM1MoyAfpKHilpraHBIX6ei1E/2ZhM5egRHa
lje6g6YThM=aME" /> 
<AMFTP SOURCE="/home/ftp/filename.txt" 
DEST="C:\Temp\*.*" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logoff" /> 

Example 2 - This task will demonstrate how AWE can download a 
file via FTP that contains a date string in the name. AWE creates a 
date variable and passes the variable into an FTP Download action 
to download a file by date. 
NOTE: This example uses a file that is assumed to already exist. If 
you have not done so, please modify this task to point to a file 
which already exists on the server. 

<AMVARIABLE NAME="dtmdate">%Format(Now, 
&quot;mmdd&quot;)%</AMVARIABLE> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logon" SERVER="YourFTPHost" 
USERNAME="YourUsername" 
PASSWORD="AM1MoyAfpKHilpraHBIX6ei1E/2ZhM5egRHa
lje6g6YThM=aME" /> 
<AMFTP SOURCE="test%dtmdate%" 
DEST="c:\temp\test%dtmdate%" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logoff" /> 
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Activity Description Declaration Example 
FXP File eXchange Protocol (FXP) 

allows you to copy files from 
one FTP server to another FTP 
server (two remote hosts). FXP 
removes the middle step of 
transferring files from one FTP 
server to your local computer 
then to the second FTP server. 
The data transfer rate is also 
independent of your own 
Internet connection speed as it 
is based on the connection 
speed between the two hosts, 
which is usually faster than a 
user's own Internet connection. 
NOTE: This activity is supported 
only in normal or SSL/TLS FTP 
connection types. To use this 
activity, you must first log on to 
the both the source and 
destination FTP server using 
the FTP Log On activity and 
create a separate session name 
for each. 

<AMFTP ACTIVITY="fxp" 
SOURCE="text" DEST="text" 
SUBFOLDERS="YES/NO" 
KEEPFOLDERSTRUCT="YES/NO" 
OVERWRITE="YES/NO" 
ONLYIFEXIST="YES/NO" 
MATCHCASE="YES/NO" 
CHECKSUM="YES/NO" 
EXCLUDE="text" 
RE="YES/NO" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
SESSION="text" 
DESTINATIONSESSION="text" 
/> 

This example demonstrates the activities used to download files 
from one FTP server to another. The first two steps logs onto two 
separate FTP hosts and creates a unique session name for each 
connection. The third step performs the file transfer from one 
server to another. The last two steps are used to log off each FTP 
server. In order for this task to work in your environment, please 
make the appropriate modifications in the properties of each 
activity. 

<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logon" 
SESSION="Server1Session" 
SERVER="ftp.server1.com" USERNAME="theuser" 
PASSWORD="AM2WknKdIcXr7JaSdh0lRfctA==aME" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logon" 
SESSION="Server2Session" 
SERVER="ftp.server2.com" USERNAME="theuser" 
PASSWORD="AM2WknKdIcXr7JaSdh0lRfctA==aME" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="fxp" 
SOURCE="/Server1/myFolder/*.*" 
DEST="/Server2/myFolder/*.*" SUBFOLDERS="YES" 
KEEPFOLDERSTRUCT="YES" OVERWRITE="YES" 
RESULTDATASET="theDataset" 
SESSION="Server1Session" 
DESTINATIONSESSION="Server2Session" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logoff" 
SESSION="Server1Session" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logoff" 
SESSION="Server2Session" /> 

Log Off Ends a transaction with an FTP 
server that was previously 
started with an FTP Log On 
step.  FTP transactions should 
always end with an FTP Log Off 
step. 

<AMFTPLOGOFF 
SESSION="text"> 

This example will log onto an FTP site, download a single file, and 
log off. 

<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logon" 
SERVER="YourFTPHost" 
USERNAME="YourUsername" 
PASSWORD="AM1MoyAfpKHilpraHBIX6ei1E/2ZhM5eg
RHalje6g6YThM=aME" /> 
<AMFTP SOURCE="/home/ftp/filename.txt" 
DEST="C:\Temp\*.*" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logoff" /> 
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Activity Description Declaration Example 
Log On Starts a transaction with a File 

Transfer Protocol (FTP) server 
and creates a session for the 
current connection. Other FTP 
related actions can follow this 
step. This activity allows 
simultaneous FTP connections 
using the same 
username/password. 
NOTE: Be sure to end FTP 
sessions with an "FTP Log Off" 
step. 

<AMFTPLOGIN SERVER="text" 
USERNAME="text" 
PASSWORD="text" 
PORT="number" 
LOGFILE="text" 
PASSIVEMODE="yes/no" 
PROXYTYPE="text 
[options]" 
PROXYSERVER="text" 
PROXYPORT="text" 
PROXYUSERNAME="text" 
PROXYPASSWORD="text" 
SESSION="text"> 

This example will log onto an FTP site, download a single file and 
log off. 

<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logon" 
SERVER="YourFTPHost" 
USERNAME="YourUsername" 
PASSWORD="AM1MoyAfpKHilpraHBIX6ei1E/
2ZhM5egRHalje6g6YThM=aME" /> 
<AMFTP 
SOURCE="/home/ftp/filename.txt" 
DEST="C:\Temp\*.*" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logoff" /> 

 

Remove 
Folder 

Deletes the folder(s) specified 
from the FTP server. To specify 
more than one folder, use 
wildcards (Example: * or ?). 
NOTE: If any files are contained 
in the folder(s) to be deleted, 
those files will be deleted along 
with the folder. 

<AMFTP 
ACTIVITY="remove_folder" 
FOLDER="text" 
SESSION="text" /> 

This example  deletes folder "/home/ftp/" via FTP, session name 
"FTPSession2". 

<AMFTP ACTIVITY="remove_folder" 
FOLDER="/home/ftp/" SESSION="FTPSession2" 
/> 

 

Rename Renames the file(s) specified on 
the FTP server. To specify more 
than one file, use wildcards (i.e. 
* or ? ). NOTE: All files must be 
located in the same folder and 
must be renamed in the same 
folder. 

<AMFTPRENAME 
SOURCE="text" DEST="text" 
SUBFOLDERS="yes/no" 
SESSION="text" 
OVERWRITE="yes/no" 
ONLYIFEXIST="yes/no" 
EXCLUDE="text"> 

<AMFTPRENAME SOURCE="/Temp/Book1.xlsx" 
DEST="/Temp/Book2.xlsx" /> 
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Activity Description Declaration Example 
Synchronize 
Folders 

Synchronizes folders located on 
the FTP server with folders 
located on the local computer. 
Folders can be synchronized 
either uni-directionally (one-
way) or bi-directionally (both 
ways). 
Usually used replicate folders 
between an FTP server and a 
local computer or to backup 
specific folders. 

This example logs onto an FTP 
site, synchronizes the remote 
folder /home/ftp (including 
subfolders) with the local folder 
C:\Temp and logs off. 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logon" 
SERVER="YourFTPHost" 
USERNAME="YourUsername" 
PASSWORD="AM1MoyAfpKHilpr
aHBIX6ei1E/2ZhM5egRHalje6
g6YThM=aME" /> 
<AMFTP 
ACTIVITY="synchronize_fol
der" 
REMOTEFOLDER="/home/ftp" 
LOCALFOLDER="C:\Temp" 
FTPSERVERTIMEZONE="(UTC-
11:00) Coordinated 
Universal Time-11 [UTC-
11]" SUBFOLDERS="YES" 
ISNEWERTHAN="%DateAdd( 
&quot;h&quot;, -24, CStr( 
Now() ))%" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logoff" 
/> 

This task logs onto an FTP site, synchronizes the remote folder 
"/home/myFolders/FTPFolder1" with the local folder 
"C:\myFolders\Folder1" and logs off. In order for this task to work in 
your environment, please make the appropriate modifications in 
the properties of each activity. 

<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logon" 
SESSION="YourFTPSession" SERVER="YourFTPHost" 
USERNAME="YourUsername" 
PASSWORD="AM2Ykm5dOYX3LA=aME" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="synchronize_folder" 
REMOTEFOLDER="/home/myFolders/FTPFolder1" 
LOCALFOLDER="C:\myFolders\Folder1" 
RESULTDATASET="theDataset" 
FTPSERVERTIMEZONE="(UTC-11:00) Coordinated 
Universal Time-11 [UTC-11]" SUBFOLDERS="YES" 
SESSION="YourFTPSession" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logoff" 
SESSION="YourFTPSession" /> 
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Activity Description Declaration Example 
Upload Uploads the specified local 

file(s) to the FTP server. To 
indicate more than one file, use 
wildcards (Example: * or ?).  
Commonly used to send files to 
other computers across the 
network or Internet. Can also be 
used to back-up files or 
complete directory structures. 

<AMFTPUPLOAD 
SOURCE="text" DEST="text" 
EXCLUDE="text" 
TRANSFERTYPE="text" 
SUBFOLDERS="yes/no" 
KEEPFOLDERSTRUCT="yes/no" 
ONLYFOLDERSTRUCT="yes/no" 
OVERWRITE="yes/no" 
ISNEWERTHAN="date" 
ISOLDERTHAN="date" 
ONLYIFEXIST="yes/no" 
ARCHIVETURNOFF="yes/no" 
ATTRFILTER="text" 
SESSION="text"> 

Example Task 1 - This example logs onto an FTP site, uploads a 
single file and logs off. 

<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logon" SERVER="YourFTPHost" 
USERNAME="YourUsername" 
PASSWORD="AM1MoyAfpKHilpraHBIX6ei1E/2ZhM5egRHa
lje6g6YThM=aME" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="upload" 
SOURCE="C:\Temp\Book1.xlsx" 
DEST="/home/ftp/Book1.xlsx" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logoff" /> 

Example 1 - This example logs onto an FTP site, uploads all text 
files located in the C:\Temp directory that are newer than 24 hours 
and logs off. 

<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logon" SERVER="YourFTPHost" 
USERNAME="YourUsername" 
PASSWORD="AM1MoyAfpKHilpraHBIX6ei1E/2ZhM5egRHa
lje6g6YThM=aME" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="upload" 
SOURCE="C:\Temp\*.txt" 
DEST="/home/ftp/Book1.xlsx" 
ISNEWERTHAN="%DateAdd( &quot;h&quot;, -24, 
CStr( Now() ))%" /> 
<AMFTP ACTIVITY="logoff" /> 

 
Advanced Properties 

Advanced properties are active only if Custom is selected in the Credentials section in the Provide credentials list box. 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Connection 
Type 

Options Yes FTP 
(Standard 
FTP) 

TYPE="ftps_implicit" Specifies the type of FTP connection that should be 
used. 
The available options are: 
• FTP (Standard FTP): Connect using standard FTP. 
• FTP with SSL (Implicit): Connect using FTPS 

(also known as FTP Secure or FTP-SSL). This 
connection type adds support for the Secure 
Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security 
(TLS) cryptographic protocols. In Implicit mode, a 
client immediately sends the FTPS server a 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
TLS/SSL "ClientHello" message. If such a message 
is not received by the FTPS server, the connection 
is dropped. 

• FTP with SSL (Explicit): Connect using FTPS 
(also known as FTP Secure or FTP-SSL). This 
connection type adds support for the Secure 
Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security 
(TLS) cryptographic protocols. In Explicit mode, a 
client must "explicitly request" security from a FTPS 
server and then use a mutually agreed encryption 
method. 

• SFTP (Password): Connect using SFTP (also 
known as Secure FTP). SFTP uses SSH (Secure 
Shell) protocol to transfer files. Unlike standard 
FTP, it encrypts both commands and data, 
preventing sensitive information from being 
transmitted in the clear over the network. In 
Password mode, a password is used to 
authenticate the SFTP connection. 

• SFTP (Public Key File): Connect using SFTP (also 
known as Secure FTP). SFTP uses SSH (Secure 
Shell) protocol to transfer files. Unlike standard 
FTP, it encrypts both commands and data, 
preventing sensitive information from being 
transmitted in the clear over the network. In Public 
Key File mode, connection is validated via a 
specified public key. 

Port Text Yes 210 PORT="1000" Specifies the port that should be used to connect to 
the FTP server. Most standard FTP servers operate on 
port 21 (the default port specified) however, this 
parameter can be customized in case the FTP server 
operates on other ports. 
NOTE: Other default ports may be assigned 
depending on the server connection type selected. 

FTP Log File Text No (Empty) LOGFILE="c:\temp\error.log" Specifies the location of a detailed FTP log file. This 
log file contains the exact text of the FTP session 
which can be useful in diagnosing particular errors or 
elusive problems. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Overwrite 
Existing Log 
File 

Yes/No No Yes OVERWRITELOG="NO" If YES, specifies that the log file should be overwritten 
if the same file already exists. The default value is 
YES. 

Timeout Number Yes 30 
Seconds 

TIMEOUT="60" Indicates a connection timeout to customize how long 
AWE will wait before aborting a connection attempt. If 
connection is not established within the timeout value 
specified, it is automatically aborted. The default value 
is 30 seconds. 

Upload Buffer 
Size 

Number Yes 65536 
Bytes 

UPLOADBUFFERSIZE="54443" Specifies the upload buffer size value for files being 
uploaded. In some cases changing the upload buffer 
size can make a difference; particularly in transfers 
over high loss, high speed connections where latency 
plays an important role. The default value is 65536 
bytes, which is the maximum buffer size. 
NOTE: Setting the Upload Buffer Size value too high 
for slow connections might cause time-outs and the 
transfer speed calculation becomes inaccurate. 

Passive 
Mode (For 
Firewalls) 

Yes/No No No PASSIVEMODE="YES" Determines how an FTP data connection is made. If 
set to YES, AWE issues the PASV command and the 
server tells AWE where to establish the data 
connection. AWE initiates both connections to the 
server, solving the problem of firewalls filtering the 
incoming data port connection to the client from the 
server. If set to NO, the PORT method is used. AWE 
listens for a data connection which is established by 
the server and the PORT command tells the server 
where to connect to. AWE then connects to the server 
where the server indicated. This method is sometimes 
used with some proxy configurations. However, some 
proxy configurations require PORT transfers and some 
FTP servers do not support PASV transfers. 
This option is available only if the FTP (Standard 
FTP), FTP with SSL (Implicit) or FTP with SSL 
(Explicit) option is selected from the Server 
Connection Type parameter. 

Enable FIPS 
mode 

Yes/No No No   Uses FIPS-certified cryptographic modules and 
algorithms of Microsoft Windows. 

Use 
compression 

Yes/No No No     
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Encrypt data 
channel 

Yes/No No No ENCRYPTDATACHANNEL="YES" If YES, specifies that all data channel communication 
between the FTPS client and server are to be 
encrypted. The default value is NO. 
It may NOT be advantageous to use data channel 
encryption when performing transfers under the 
following scenarios: 

• Files being transferred are of a non-sensitive 
nature, making encryption unnecessary. 

• Files being transferred are already encrypted 
at the file level, making encryption redundant. 

This option is available only if the FTP with SSL 
(Implicit) or FTP with SSL (Explicit) option is 
selected from the Server Connection Type 
parameter. 

Ignore invalid 
server 
certificates 

Yes/No No No IGNOREINVALIDCERTIFICATE="YES" If YES, specifies that this action will ignore invalid 
certificates when connecting to an FTP server using 
SSL. The default value is NO. 
This option is available only if the FTP with SSL 
(Implicit) or FTP with SSL (Explicit) option is 
selected from the Server Connecti on Type 
parameter. 

Clear 
Command 
Channel 

Yes/No No No CLEARCOMMANDCHANNEL="YES" If YES, this option enables support for the Clear 
Command Channel (CCC) functionality. The CCC 
command can be issued by a remote FTPS client and 
will cause AWE's FTP client to fall out of secure mode 
and back in to unsecure mode. This option is useful for 
clients who only need to secure the authentication 
portion of the session. Once the USER/PASS has 
completed, some clients will use CCC to return to 
unsecure mode, which is faster. The default value is 
NO. 
This option is available only if the FTP with SSL 
(Implicit) or FTP with SSL (Explicit) option is 
selected from the Server Connection Type 
parameter. 

Enable 
Tumbleweed 
compatibility 
mode 

Yes/No No No TUMBLEWEEDSERVER="YES" If set to YES, allows compatibility with Tumbleweed 
Secure Content Delivery. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Client 
Certificate 
Source 

Options No No 
Certificate 

CERTIFICATESOURCE="file" FTP over SSL allows sessions to be encrypted 
between an FTP client and server. This property is 
used to select the source of the certificate. A certificate 
is a digitally-signed statement that binds the value of a 
public key to the identity of the person, device, or 
service that holds the corresponding private key. One 
of the main benefits of certificates is that hosts no 
longer have to maintain a set of passwords for 
individual subjects who need to be authenticated as a 
prerequisite to access. Instead, the host merely 
establishes trust in a certificate issuer. 
The available options are: 

• No Certificate (Default) 
• Certificate Store - Allows selection of a 

certificate using the Window's trusted 
certificate store for certificate approval. 

• File(s) - Allows selection of a certificate file. 
• Automatically select certificate - AWE will 

select the best suitable certificate from the 
user store that matches the FTP server 
request. 

This option is available only if the FTP with SSL 
(Implicit) or FTP with SSL (Explicit) option is 
selected from the Server Connection Type 
parameter. 

Certificate 
Issuer 

Text No (Empty) CERTIFICATEISSUERID="Name" Specifies information regarding the certification 
authority that issued the certificate. 
This parameter is available only when Certificate 
Store option is selected from the Client Certificate 
Source parameter. 

Certificate 
Serial 
Number 

Number No (Empty) CERTIFICATESERIAL= 
"c7 f5 fa f8 6d ab 77 87 43 4a 11 43 f1 
cd 3c 0f" 

Specifies the unique serial number that the issuing 
certification authority assigns to the certificate. The 
serial number is unique for all certificates issued by a 
given certification authority. 
This parameter is available only when Certificate 
Store option is selected from the Client Certificate 
Source parameter. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Certificate 
File 

Text No (Empty) CERTIFICATE= 
"C:\Temp\Certificate_Location" 

Specifies the path and filename of the certificate file. 
This parameter is available only when the File(s) 
option is selected from the Client Certificate Source 
parameter. 

Passphrase Text No (Empty) PASSPHRASE="passphrase" Specifies the passphrase used to authenticate 
connection. A passphrase is a password that 
comprises a whole phrase. 
This parameter is available only when the File(s) 
option is selected from the Client Certificate Source 
parameter. 

Certificate 
private key 

Text No (Empty) CERTIFICATEPRIVATEKEY= 
"C:\Temp\Private_Key" 

Specifies the path and filename of the Private key file. 
This parameter is available only when the File(s) 
option is selected from the Client Certificate Source 
parameter. 
In public/private key encryption, different keys are 
used to encrypt and decrypt information. The first key 
is a private key (a key that is known only to its owner), 
while the second key (called the public key) can be 
made known and available to other entities on the 
network. 
The two keys are different but complementary in 
function. For example, a user’s public key can be 
published in a certificate in a directory so that it is 
accessible to other people in the organization. The 
sender of a message can retrieve the user’s certificate 
from Active Directory, obtain the public key from the 
certificate, and then encrypt the message by using the 
recipient's public key. Information that is encrypted 
with the public key can be decrypted only by using the 
corresponding private key of the set, which remains 
with its owner, the recipient of the message. 
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Credentials Properties 

The Credentials properties allow you to set or link specific recommendations for this particular FTP activity such as Host, Username, Password, 
etc. 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Provide 
Credentials 

        Indicates where this activity's credentials should originate from. 
Different properties apply depending on the option selected. 
The available options are: 
• Custom (Default) - Specifies that a custom set of 

credentials will be entered for this FTP activity. Select this 
option if performing a single FTP activity. 

• Session Based - Specifies that credentials should derive 
from a session created in a previous step with the use of the 
FTP Log On activity. This allows several FTP activities to be 
linked to a specific session. 

Host Text Yes (Empty) a)SERVER="ftp.netauto.com" 
b)SERVER="123.456.789.012" 

Specifies the FTP server to connect to. This can be an IP 
address (i.e. xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx) or a server and domain name 
(i.e. server.domain.com). 
This property is active only if Custom is selected under the 
Provide Credentials property. 

Username Text Yes (Empty) USERNAME="ClarkKent" Specifies the username that should be used when logging on 
to the FTP Server. The Username should be pre-configured at 
the server level. 
This property is active only if Custom is selected under the 
Provide Credentials property. 

Password Text Yes (Empty) PASSWORD="password" Specifies the password that should be used when logging on to 
the FTP Server. When the step is created using the Task 
Builder it is written to the task encrypted. 
This property is active only if Custom is selected under the 
Provide Credentials property. 

Use 
Anonymous 
Logon 

Yes/No No No ANONYMOUSLOGIN="YES" Specifies that the FTP server should be logged onto as an 
"Anonymous" user. The server must be configured to accept 
Anonymous connections. If set to YES, the 
Username/Password parameters are ignored. The default 
value is NO. 
This property is active only if Custom is selected under the 
Provide Credentials property. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Session Text Yes FTPSession SESSION="FTPSession2" Indicates the session name that this activity should originate 

from. This allows several FTP activities to be linked to a 
specific session. Numerous sessions can be used within a 
single task. 
This property is active only if Session Based is selected under 
the Provide Credentials property. 

File Attributes Properties 

This group of properties causes this activity to filter which files are uploaded based on the attribute settings of the source file(s). In visual mode, a 
group of controls are provided to assist in the selection of the available options. In markup mode, a single text item is specified that contains the 
attributes of the files you want to upload. 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Read-only 
attribute is 

Text 
(options) 

No Doesn't 
Matter 

a)ATTRFILTER="+R+S-
H" (include read-only 
and system files, 
exclude hidden files) 
b)ATTRFILTER="-S" 
(exclude system files) 

Filters which files to include based on Read-only attribute settings. The 
available options are: 

• Doesn't Matter (Default) - Causes this attribute to be ignored. 
• On (+R) - Causes files with this attribute turned on to be 

included. 
• Off (-R) - Causes files with this attribute turned off to be 

included. 
Archive 
attribute is 

Text 
(options) 

No Doesn't 
Matter 

a)ATTRFILTER="+R+S-
H" (include read-only 
and system files, 
exclude hidden files) 
b)ATTRFILTER="-S" 
(exclude system files) 

Filters which files to include based on Archive attribute settings. The 
available options are: 

• Doesn't Matter (Default) - Causes this attribute to be ignored. 
• On (+A) - Causes files with this attribute turned on to be 

included. 
• Off (-A) - Causes files with this attribute turned off to be 

included. 
System 
attribute is 

Text 
(options) 

No Doesn't 
Matter 

a)ATTRFILTER="+R+S-
H" (include read-only 
and system files, 
exclude hidden files) 
b)ATTRFILTER="-S" 
(exclude system files) 

Filters which files to include based on System attribute settings. The 
available options are: 

• Doesn't Matter (Default) - Causes this attribute to be ignored. 
• On (+S) - Causes files with this attribute turned on to be 

included. 
• Off (-S) - Causes files with this attribute turned off to be 

included. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Hidden 
attribute is 

Text 
(options) 

No Doesn't 
Matter 

a)ATTRFILTER="+R+S-
H" (include read-only 
and system files, 
exclude hidden files) 
b)ATTRFILTER="-S" 
(exclude system files) 

Filters which files to include based on Hidden attribute settings. The 
available options are: 

• Doesn't Matter (Default) - Causes this attribute to be ignored. 
• On (+H) - Causes files with this attribute turned on to be 

included. 
• Off (-H) - Causes files with this attribute turned off to be 

included. 
Compression 
attribute is 

Text 
(options) 

No Doesn't 
Matter 

a)ATTRFILTER="+R+S-
H" (include read-only 
and system files, 
exclude hidden files) 
b)ATTRFILTER="-S" 
(exclude system files) 

Filters which files to include based on Compression attribute settings. 
The available options are: 

• Doesn't Matter (Default) - Causes this attribute to be ignored. 
• On (+C) - Causes files with this attribute turned on to be 

included. 
• Off (-C) - Causes files with this attribute turned off to be 

included. 
Encryption 
attribute is 

Text 
(options) 

No Doesn't 
Matter 

a) 
ATTRFILTER="+R+S-
H" (include read-only 
and system files, 
exclude hidden files) 
b) ATTRFILTER="-S" 
(exclude system files) 

Filters which files to include based on Encryption attribute settings. The 
available options are: 

• Doesn't Matter (Default) - Causes this attribute to be ignored. 
• On (+E) - Causes files with this attribute turned on to be 

included. 
• Off (-E) - Causes files with this attribute turned off to be 

included. 

File Options Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Include 
Subfolders 

Yes/No No (Empty) SUBFOLDERS="YES" When set to YES, specifies that, if present, subfolders should be 
searched for files matching the mask specified in the Remote Files 
parameter. The default value is NO. 

Preserve 
Folder 
Structure 

Yes/No No No KEEPFOLDERSTRUCT="YES" When set to YES, specifies that subfolders found in the source 
folder should be created in the destination folder and source files 
should be copied into their respective folders rather than directly 
into the root of the target folder specified in the Local File 
parameter. The default value is NO. This option is available only if 
the Include Subfolders parameter is set to YES. 

Only 
Folder 
Structure 

Yes/No No No ONLYFOLDERSTRUCT="YES" When set to YES, indicates that subfolders found in the source 
folder should be created in the destination folder but no files will be 
copied. Enabling this option causes any file-specific parameters to 
be ignored. The default value is NO. This parameter is available 
only if the Include Subfolders parameter is set to YES. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Overwrite 
if exists 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITE="YES" When set to YES, specifies that, if files already exist in the 
destination, they should be overwritten. The default value is NO. 

Only if 
exists in 
destination 

Yes/No No No ONLYIFEXIST="YES" When set to YES, indicates that only files that already exist in the 
destination will be copied from the source. All other files, 
regardless of whether they match the mask or other parameter 
settings will be bypassed. The default value is NO. Valid only if the 
Overwrite if exists parameter is set to YES. 

Resume 
Download 

Yes/No No No RESUME="YES" When set to YES, specifies that downloads will resume on files that 
are partially downloaded (if the server supports resuming 
transfers). 

Match 
Case 

Yes/No No No MATCHCASE="YES" Indicates whether the properties set within this activity should be 
case sensitive in relation to the FTP server. The default value is 
NO. 

Transfer 
Type 

Options Yes Binary TRANSFERTYPE="ASCII" Specifies whether the transfer type should be set to binary or 
ASCII mode. The default is binary. 
Binary mode refers to transferring files as a binary stream of data. 
Where ASCII mode may use special control characters to format 
data, binary mode transmits the raw bytes of the file being 
transferred. In this way, the file is transferred in its exact original 
form. 
When files are transferred in ASCII mode, the transferred data is 
considered to contain only ASCII formatted text. The party that is 
receiving the transferred data is responsible for translating the 
format of the received text to one that is compatible with their 
operating system. 

Validate 
Checksum 

Yes/No No No VALIDATECHECKSUM="YES" Indicates whether to validate the integrity of data being transferred 
by calculating a checksum using the selected algorithm. The 
default value is NO. 

Checksum 
Type 

Options No CRC CHECKSUMTYPE="sha1" Specifies the checksum algorithm to use. 
The available options are: 

• CRC (Default) 
• MD5 
• SHA1 

Include 
Mask 

Text No *.* INCLUDE="*.jpg" Specifies a wildcard mask (such as * or ?) representing the files 
that should be synchronized. The default value is *.* which 
specifies all files. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Exclude 
Mask 

Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="*.txt" Causes this activity to omit any files matching the mask(s) 
specified. Filenames or wildcard masks (i.e. * or ?) may be used.  

Only if 
Newer 

Date No (Empty) ISNEWERTHAN= 
"%DateAdd("s",-30, 
CStr(Now()))%" 

Causes this activity to only upload file(s) if the source is newer than 
the date/time specified. If this parameter is left empty, the date of 
the file(s) will be ignored. 
Click Custom to select one of several available date/time ranges. 
Enable the Expression option to enter a date expression. 

Only if 
Older 

Date No (Empty) ISOLDERTHAN= 
"%DateAdd("s",-30, 
CStr(Now()))%" 

Causes this activity to only upload file(s) if the source is older than 
the date/time specified. If this parameter is left empty, the date of 
the file(s) will be ignored. 
Click Custom to select one of several available date/time ranges. 
Enable the Expression option to enter a date expression. 

Regular 
Expression 

Yes/No No No RE="YES" Specifies whether the value in the Exclude Mask parameter is a 
regular expressions. Regular Expression, also referred to as regex 
or regexp, provide a concise and flexible means for matching 
strings of text. 

File Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Local 
File(s) 

Text Yes (Empty) a)SOURCE="c:\foldername\file.txt" 
b)SOURCE="c:\foldername\*.txt" 

Specifies the file(s) to upload. This can be a fully 
qualified UNIX style path and filename 
(preferred) or a single file (requires use of the 
FTP Change Folder action). Wildcards (i.e. *.* or 
?) may be used to download files matching a 
certain mask.  

Remote 
File(s) 

Text Yes (Empty) a)SOURCE="/sourcefoldername/file.txt" 
b)SOURCE="/sourcefoldername/*.txt" 
c)SOURCE="file.txt" 

Indicates the file(s) to delete. This can be a fully 
qualified UNIX style path and filename 
(preferred) or a single file (requires use of the 
FTP Change Folder action). Wildcards 
(Example: *.* or ?) may be used to delete files 
matching a certain mask.  

Source 
Server 
File(s) 

Text Yes (Empty) a)SOURCE="/sourcefoldername/file.txt" 
b)SOURCE="/sourcefoldername/*.txt" 
c)SOURCE="file.txt" 

Specifies the file(s) from the source server to 
transfer. This can be a fully qualified UNIX style 
path and filename (preferred) or a single file 
(requires use of the FTP Change Folder action). 
Wildcards (i.e. *.* or ?) may be used to download 
files matching a certain mask.  
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Destination 
Server 
File(s) 

Text Yes (Empty) a)DEST="/destinationfolder/file.txt" 
b)DEST="/destinationfolder/*.txt" 
c)DEST="/destinationfolder/*.txt|/sourcefolder/*.doc" 
d)DEST="file.txt" 

Specifies the location in the destination server to 
transfer the files to. This can be a fully qualified 
path or a filename. 

Create and 
Populate 
Dataset 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="theDataset" Specifies the name of a dataset to be populated 
with information regarding the files to be copied. 
Refer to the Datasets section below for more 
details about the dataset fields this activity 
creates. 

Folder Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Remote Folder Text Yes (Empty) FOLDER="/home/folder1" Specifies a fully qualified UNIX style 

path to the FTP server folder to change 
to. 

Remote File(s) Text Yes (Empty) MARKUP: 
a)SOURCE="/foldername/file.txt" 
b)SOURCE="/foldername/*.txt" 
c)SOURCE="file.txt" 

Indicates the file(s) to rename. This can 
be a fully qualified UNIX style path and 
filename (preferred) or a single file 
(requires use of the FTP Change Folder 
action). Wildcards (i.e. *.* or ?) may be 
used to rename files matching a certain 
mask.  

Local Folder Text Yes (Empty) LOCALFOLDER="c:\foldername\" Specifies the destination folder that 
resides locally. 

Create and 
populate 
dataset 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="theDataset" The name of a dataset to be populated 
with information regarding the 
folder/files to be synchronized. Refer to 
the Datasets section below for more 
details about created datasets. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Synchronization Options Yes Bidirectional SYNCHRONIZATION="remote_to_local" Specifies the method by which the files 

should be synchronized. 
The available options are: 

• Remote <-->Local 
(Bidirectional) - The files will 
be synchronized both ways, 
from the remote folder to the 
local folder and from the local 
folder to the remote folder. files 
from the FTP server that do not 
exist locally will be transferred 
to the folder specified in the 
Local Folder parameter and 
local files that do not exist in 
the FTP server will be 
transferred to the folder 
specified in the Remote Folder 
parameter. 

• Remote --> Local 
(Unidirectional) - The files will 
be synchronized one way, from 
remote folder to the local 
folder. Files from the FTP 
server that do not exist locally 
will be transferred to the folder 
specified in the Local Folder 
parameter. 

• Local --> Remote 
(Unidirectional) - The files will 
be synchronized one way, from 
local folder to the remote 
folder. Local files that do not 
exist in the FTP server will be 
transferred to the folder 
specified in the Remote Folder 
parameter. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Exact copy in 
remote/local 
folder 

Yes/No No No EXACTCOPY="YES" When set to YES, an exact copy of files 
in the source folder will be created in the 
destination folder. Files and folders that 
exist in the destination folder but do not 
exist in the source folder are removed. If 
a newer version of a file or folder exists 
in the source, it will be copied to the 
destination. The default value is NO. 
This parameter is available only if 
Remote --> Local (Unidirectional) or 
Local --> Remote (Unidirectional) is 
selected via the Synchronization 
parameter. 

If file exists at 
both locations 

Options No Newer 
Overwrites 

Older 

SYNCHOVERWRITE="ignore" Specifies what should be done if a file 
with the same name exists in both 
source and destination folders. 
The available options are: 

• Newer Overwrites Older 
(Default) - The file with the 
newer modified date will 
overwrite the matching file with 
an older modified date. 

• Ignore - The file with the same 
name that exists in the source 
folder will be ignored. No 
actions will be performed 
regarding this file whether it is 
newer or older than its 
counterpart. 

• Overwrite - The file with the 
same name that exists in the 
source folder will overwrite its 
counterpart that resides in the 
destination folder, whether it is 
newer or older. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
FTP Server 
Timezone 

Options No (GMT) 
Coordinated 

Universal 
Time [UTC] 

FTPSERVERTIMEZONE="Fiji [Fiji Standard 
Time]" 

Indicates the timezone to set for the 
FTP server. This is useful if file 
date/time specifications are set for this 
activity and the FTP server is in a 
different timezone than that of the local 
computer. This property converts the 
local time into the server timezone 
selected. 

New Name Text Yes (Empty) MARKUP: 
a)DEST="/foldername/newfilename.txt" 
b)DEST="/foldername/*.txt" 
c)DEST="newfilenamefile.txt" 

Specifies the new file name(s) for the 
files specified in the Remote File(s) 
parameter. 

Match Case         Indicates whether the properties set 
within this activity should be case 
sensitive in relation to the FTP server. 
The default value is NO. This is a visual 
mode parameter used only during 
design time, therefore, contains no 
markup. 

FTP Advanced Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
FTP 
Command 

Text Yes (Empty) FTPCOMMAND="connect" Specifies the command to execute. The available 
commands are described in the Available Commands 
table below. 

Parameters Text No (Empty) a)PARAMETER="c:\filename.txt 
b)PARAMETER="Foldername" 

Indicates the parameter for the command specified. The 
use of this parameter varies depending on the command 
selected and in certain cases is not used. 

Populate 
variable 
with sent 
data 

Text No (Empty) SENTDATAVARIABLE="variablename" Specifies the name of a variable to be populated with 
information regarding sent data. 

Populate 
variable 
with return 
data 

Text No (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="variablename" Specifies the name of a variable to be populated with 
information regarding return data (depending on the 
command sent). 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Create 
dataset 
with file 
listing 
information 

Text No (Empty) FTPLONGLISTDATASET="datasetname" Specifies the name of the dataset to be populated with 
information regarding file listing information. Only 
available if the GetLongFileList command is selected. 
This command is helpful because it can populate a 
dataset with the results. You can then loop through the 
dataset, which is a list of files on the server, and choose 
whether or not to download the current file. More on the 
exclusive column names that this dataset creates are 
detailed below under Datasets. 

Match 
Case 

Yes/No Yes No MATCHCASE="Yes" Indicates whether the properties set within this activity 
should be case sensitive in relation to the FTP server. 
The default value is NO. 

Proxy Properties 

These properties are active only if Custom is selected under the Provide Credentials property. 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Proxy 
Type 

Options No None PROXYTYPE="Socks5" The proxy protocol that should be used. If you are unsure of the 
value to use in this parameter, contact your network 
administrator. 
The available options are: 
• System Default -  
• None (Default) - Instructs the activity not to use a proxy 

server regardless of the system default. 
• Socks 4: Instructs the activity to go through a Socks 4 

compliant server. 
• Socks 4a: Instructs the activity to go through a Socks 4a 

compliant server. 
• Socks 5: Instructs the activity to go through a Socks 5 

compliant server. 
• HTTP - Instructs the activity to go through a HTTP 

compliant server. 
• FTPSite - Instructs the activity to go through a FTPSite 

compliant server. 
• FTPUser - Instructs the activity to go through a FTPUser 

compliant server. 
• FTPOpen - Instructs the activity to go through a FTPOpen 

compliant server. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Proxy 
Host 

Text No (Empty) PROXYSERVER="proxy.host.com" The hostname (i.e. server.domain.com) or IP address i.e. 
(xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx) of the proxy server. 

Proxy 
Port 

Text Yes 21 PORT="1000" The port that should be used to connect to the FTP server. Most 
standard FTP servers operate on port 21 (the default port 
specified) however, this parameter can be customized in case 
the FTP server operates on other ports. 
NOTE: Other default ports may be assigned depending on the 
server connection type selected. 

Proxy 
Username 

Text No (Empty) ROXYUSERNAME="username" The username that should be used to authenticate when 
connecting through the proxy server. This option is only valid 
when Socks 5 is specified in the Proxy type as it is the only 
version that supports authentication. 

Proxy 
Password 

text No (Empty) PROXYPASSWORD="encrypted" The password that should be used to authenticate when 
connecting through the proxy server. When the step is created 
using the Task Builder it is written to the task encrypted. This 
option is only valid when Socks 5 is specified in the Proxy type 
as it is the only version that supports authentication. 

Session Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Source 
Server 
Session 

Text Yes FTPSession SESSION="Server1" The session name used to log onto the source FTP server 
(created in a previous FTP Log On step). 

Destination 
Server 
Session 

Text Yes FTPSession DERSTINATIONSESSION="Server2" The session name used to log onto the destination FTP 
server (created in a previous FTP Log On step. 

Session Text Yes FTPSession SESSION="SessionName" Specifies the session name (created in a previous FTP Log 
On step) that this activity should originate from. This 
permits several FTP activities to be linked to a specific 
session, thus, allowing multiple simultaneous FTP transfers 
to take place within a single task. 

Available Commands 

Command DOS Description Sample Syntax (if applicable) 
Connect   Connect to an FTP server. ftp.domain.com or 207.46.133.140. 

Username USER Provide a username for logging in anonymous 

Password PASS Provide a password for logging in password 
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Command DOS Description Sample Syntax (if applicable) 
Help HELP Retrieve FTP help information N/A 

System information SYST Retrieve information about the remote FTP server N/A 

Site command SITE Issue server specific commands that are not part of 
the FTP RFC. 

CHMOD or DIRSTYLE 

Passive mode PASV Switch to passive mode to negotiate file transfers 
through firewalls 

N/A 

ASCII mode TYPE A Switch to ASCII transfer mode. Used when 
transferring text files with FTP servers that do not 
use ASCII as the base character set. One example 
is EBCDIC. 

N/A 

Binary mode TYPE I Switch to binary transfer mode. Used when 
transferring binary files. 

N/A 

Download file GET Download single file (PORT followed by RETR). \"/Remote FileName.exe\" [optional]\"C:\\Local FileName.exe\" 

Download multiple 
files 

MGET Download multiple files using a mask (multiple 
PORT and RETR). 

/*.exe 

Upload file PUT Upload one file (PORT followed by STOR). \"C:\\Local FileName.exe\" [optional]\"/Remote FileName.exe\" 

Upload multiple 
files 

MPUT Upload multiple files using a mask (multiple PORT 
and STOR). 

Example parameter: \"C:\\*.exe\" 

Delete single file DELE Delete a file located in the FTP server \"/FileName.exe\" 

Delete multiple files MDELET
E 

Delete files using a mask (multiple DELE). \"/*.exe\" 

Rename file RNFR Rename a file (RNFR followed by RNTO). FileName.exe \"New FileName.exe\" 

Create folder MKD Create a folder or directory. \"New Folder\" 

Remove folder RMD Remove a folder. \"Old Folder\" 

Change folder CWD Change the current folder \"New Folder\" 

Up one folder CDUP Change to the parent folder N/A 

Retrieve current 
folder 

PWD Retrieve the current folder N/A 

Get short file list NLST Retrieve a basic file listing (PORT followed by 
NLST). 

*.exe 

Get long file list LIST Retrieve a verbose file listing (PORT followed by 
LIST). 

*.exe 

Disconnect   Disconnect from an FTP server. N/A 
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Command DOS Description Sample Syntax (if applicable) 
User defined   Issue a custom command to an FTP server. N/A 

Description Tab 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description. 

Setting custom step description 
Error Handling Options 

Datasets 

A dataset is a multiple column, multiple row container object. This activity creates and populates a dataset containing a specific set of fields in 
addition to the standard dataset fields. The table below describes these fields (assuming the dataset name assigned was theDataset). 

Name Data Type Return Value 
theDataset.FTPFileName Text The name of the current file. 

theDataset.FTPFileSize Number The size of the current file. 

theDataset.FTPFileDate Date The date of the current file. 

theDataset.FTPFileType Boolean Whether the current file type is a folder or file. If it is a folder, 0 is returned. If it is a file, 1 is returned. 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 
Expressions 
The Expression Builder 

Get Email Action 
The Get E-mail action is a powerful solution for managing and streamlining the retrieval of inbound e-mail. It encompasses a variety of activities 
that can detect e-mail contents and automatically download specific messages from multiple servers and/or accounts as a result. Additionally, it 
can save attachments into selected folders and remove unnecessary messages directly from the server. This action supports all major protocols 
including POP3, IMAP, WEBDAV (Exchange 2003) and EWS (Exchange 2007/2010). When you apply criteria to an IMAP or WebDav mail 
request, it is sent as a query to the mail server and only the relative results are returned. POP3 now uses a regular expression-based filter. This 
action's advanced security features provide secure transport of data over SMTP, IMAP, and POP3 protocols via Explicit and Implicit Transport 
Layer Security (TLS) and/or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). 
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Actions 

Combined with the Send E-mail and Exchange actions, AWE presents a powerful e-mail attendant that allows you to automate common e-mail 
operations and simultaneously manage several e-mail accounts from as many mail servers as you want. For instance, Get E-mail along with the 
Send E-mail action can be used as an auto-responder or data could be written to a database (using SQL Query). Also provides the ability to send 
different auto-responses based on the content of the incoming e-mail. 

Retrieves and/or removes e-mail messages from a POP3/IMAP/WEBDAV (Exchange Server) mail box. A dataset is created and populated with 
the message information. The dataset can be scanned using the Loop Dataset action and accessed by referencing %datasetname.field%. Note 
that messages will be processed even if they have already been processed unless the Remove mail from server parameter is checked. 

See Also 

Send E-mail, Exchange, Twitter, MSMQ, FTP 

Properties Tab 

In the Activity to perform box, select an activity, then configure the properties for that activity. The available properties depend on the activity 
selected.  

To set properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Network folder and double-click the Get Email action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. On the Properties tab, select an Activity to perform. 

3. Specify the properties that appear, depending on the activity selected. 

4. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

5. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

6. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

Available Activities 

The following table briefly describes the available activities for this action as specified in the Activity to perform box. 

Activity Description 
Delete 
Messages 

Deletes one or more messages from the specified server. This activity contains a filtering function that allows removal of specific messages 
based on the filter specified. 

Delete Single 
Message 

Deletes/removes a single message as designated in the Message ID / Message sequence number parameter. 

Get all 
headers 
(faster) 

Retrieves all message headers (subject, date, to and from information). If the task in question does not need the full message to accomplish 
the goal, downloading only the header of messages is faster than retrieving the full email message content. 

Get Messages Retrieves all messages, including message headers, bodies and attachments. 
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Activity Description 
Get Single 
Message 

Retrieves a single message as indicated in the Message ID / Message sequence number parameter. 

Email Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Create and 
populate 
dataset 

        Specifies a name for the dataset to be populated with the downloaded data. You can 
then access the data using this dataset name by placing it between percent signs in 
subsequent actions (% datasetname.fieldname%). 

Remove 
mail from 
server 

        Removes the files from the server after downloading.  If you download all messages 
and select Remove mail from server, all attachments will be lost unless Save 
attachment is selected. 

Message id 
or 
Message 
sequence 
no 

        Specifies the sequential number of a single message among the messages on the mail 
server. This property is only used in conjunction with Get single message or Delete 
single message. The number can be obtained by downloading the message headers. 

Save 
attachment 

check 
box 

Yes Selected   Saves the attachment attached to the downloaded email.  If you download all messages 
and select Remove mail from server, all attachments will be lost unless this option is 
selected. 

Save 
attachments 
in folder 

    Empty   Specifies the directory into which to save the attachment(s). 

If filename 
already 
exist 

Text 
(options) 

  Do not 
save 

  Options include Do not save, Save with unique filename, or overwrite existing file 
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Server Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Protocol Text 

(options) 
Yes POP3 PROTOCOLTYPE="IMAP" The type of protocol to communicate with. Certain 

parameters may or may not be available depending on 
the protocol type selected. The available options are: 

• POP3 
• IMAP 
• Exchange 2003 (WEBDAV) 
• Exchange 2007 (EWS) 
• Exchange 2010 (EWS) 

When you apply criteria to an IMAP or WebDav mail 
request, it is sent as a query to the mail server and only 
the relative results are returned. POP3 now uses a 
regular expression-based filter. 

Server Text Yes     Specifies the mail server to access. 

Port Number No 110   The port that should be used to connect to the mail 
server. If the protocol type selected is POP3, this value 
is 110 by default. If the protocol type selected is IMAP, 
this value is 143 by default. This parameter is 
unavailable if the protocol type selected is Exchange 
2003 (WEBDAV), Exchange 2007 (EWS) or 
Exchange 2010 (EWS). 

Security Text 
(options) 

  No 
Security 

  Specifies the type of security protocol the mail server 
uses, if any. This parameter is unavailable if the 
protocol type selected is Exchange 2003 (WEBDAV), 
Exchange 2007 (EWS), Exchange 2010 (EWS). The 
available options are: 

• No security (default) 
• Explicit TLS/SSL 
• Implicit TLS/SSL 

Email address Text Yes (Empty) EMAILADDRESS="test@netauto.com" The e-mail address to perform the selected activity on. 

Exchange 
server 

Text Yes (Empty) SERVER="server.domain.com" The name of the Exchange server to perform the 
selected activity on. 

HTTPS/HTTP Yes/No No HTTPS USEHTTP="yes" Indicates whether to use HTTP or HTTPS as the 
Exchange server protocol type. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Autodiscover 
service URL 

Yes/No No No AUTODISCOVERURL="yes" If set to YES, turns on Autodiscover service. The 
Autodiscover service makes it easier to configure 
Outlook 2007, 2010 and some mobile phones by using 
a user's e-mail address and password to automatically 
configure a user's profile. This parameter is set to NO 
by default and only available if the Protocol parameter 
is set to EWS2007 or EWS2010. 

Allow 
redirection 

Yes/No No No ALLOWREDIRECTION="yes" If set to YES, allows redirection of incoming requests to 
another file or URL. This parameter is set to NO by 
default and only available if the Autodiscover service 
URL parameter is set to YES. 

Ignore invalid 
server 
certificates 

Yes/No No No IGNOREINVALIDCERTIFICATE="yes" If set to YES, invalid server certificates are ignored. In 
some cases the SSL certificate may be expired or 
become invalid and an exception is thrown due to 
invalid SSL certificate. You may avoid such SSL 
certificate errors by choosing to ignore invalid server 
certificates. This parameter is set to NO by default and 
only available if the Protocol parameter is set to 
EWS2007 or EWS2010. 

Current folder Text Yes (Empty) CURRENTFOLDER="Contact" The Exchange folder in which to perform the selected 
activity on. 

Timeout Number No 100 TIMEOUT="120" The total amount of time in seconds that this activity 
should be allowed to execute before a time out error 
occurs. 

Authentication 
type 

Text 
(options) 

No Basic AUTHTYPE="Default" The Exchange server authentication type. The 
available options are: 

• Basic 
• Default - The authentication type set globally. 
• Form (Exchange 2003 - WEBDAV only) - A 

security feature in Exchange 2003 that 
disables the Remember my password check 
box and allows inactive sessions to expire 
requiring re-authentication. 

Domain name Text Yes (Empty) DOMAINNAME="domain" The domain name corresponding to the e-mail address 
to perform the selected action on. 

Username Text Yes (Empty) USERNAME="username" The username corresponding to the e-mail address to 
perform the selected action on. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Password Text Yes (Empty) PASSWORD="password" The password corresponding to the e-mail address to 

perform the selected action on. 

Filter Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
From Text Yes (Empty) EMAILADDRESS="test@netauto.com" Specify a From address to filter 

To Text Yes (Empty) EMAILADDRESS="test@netauto.com" Specify a To address to filter 

Subject Text Yes (Empty)   Specify a Subject  to filter 

Body Text Yes (Empty)   Specify Body text to filter 

Cc Text Yes (Empty) EMAILADDRESS="test@netauto.com" Specify a Cc address to filter 

Bcc Text Yes (Empty) EMAILADDRESS="test@netauto.com" Specify a Bcc address to filter 

Has 
attachments 

        Specify Yes, No, or Doesn't matter 

Has been 
read 

        Specify Yes, No, or Doesn't matter 

Only if 
newer than 

        Select the check box then specify  a date and time or a 
Custom period (Now, Last 30 seconds, Last 30 minutes, Last 
24 hours, Last 30 days, Last 12 months, Last 5 years, Next 
30 seconds, Next 30 minutes, Next 24 hours, Next 30 days, 
Next 12 months, or Next 5 years) 

Only if older 
than 

        Select the check box then specify  a date and time or a 
Custom period (Now, Last 30 seconds, Last 30 minutes, Last 
24 hours, Last 30 days, Last 12 months, Last 5 years, Next 
30 seconds, Next 30 minutes, Next 24 hours, Next 30 days, 
Next 12 months, or Next 5 years) 
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Proxy Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Proxy Type Options No None PROXYTYPE="Socks5" The proxy protocol that should be used. If you are unsure of 

the value to use in this parameter, contact your network 
administrator. 
The available options are: 

• System Default  
• None (Default) - Instructs the activity not to use a 

proxy server regardless of the system default. 
• Socks 4: Instructs the activity to go through a 

Socks 4 compliant server. 
• Socks 4a: Instructs the activity to go through a 

Socks 4a compliant server. 
• Socks 5: Instructs the activity to go through a 

Socks 5 compliant server. 
• HTTP - Instructs the activity to go through a HTTP 

compliant server. 

Proxy Host Text No (Empty) PROXYSERVER="proxy.host.com" The hostname (i.e. server.domain.com) or IP address i.e. 
(xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx) of the proxy server. 

Proxy Port Text Yes 21 PORT="1000" The port that should be used to connect to the FTP server. 
Most standard FTP servers operate on port 21 (the default 
port specified) however, this parameter can be customized 
in case the FTP server operates on other ports. 
NOTE: Other default ports may be assigned depending on 
the server connection type selected. 

Use 
authentication 

        Available only when Socks 5 or HTTP is specified for Proxy 
type. 

Proxy 
Username 

Text No (Empty) PROXYUSERNAME="username" The username that should be used to authenticate when 
connecting through the proxy server. This option is only valid 
when Socks 5 is specified in the Proxy type as it is the only 
version that supports authentication. 

Proxy 
Password 

text No (Empty) PROXYPASSWORD="encrypted" The password that should be used to authenticate when 
connecting through the proxy server. When the step is 
created using the Task Builder it is written to the task 
encrypted. This option is only valid when Socks 5 is 
specified in the Proxy type as it is the only version that 
supports authentication. 
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HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) Action 
HTTP stands for Hypertext Transfer Protocol. It's the network protocol used to transmit files and other data (collectively called resources) on the 
World Wide Web, whether they're HTML files, images, query results, or anything else. Usually, HTTP takes place through TCP/IP sockets. 

AWE's HTTP action contains activities that perform basic HTTP related operations, such as GET, PUT, POST, and DELETE. It supports Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) protocols, which is a combination of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol with the SSL/TLS protocol to provide 
encrypted communication and secure identification of a network web server. 

See Also 

FTP, Connect to Network, Execute Web Service, Get Email, Map Drive, MSMQ, Send E-mail, Twitter 

Properties Tab 

In the Activity to perform box, select an activity, then configure the properties for that activity. The available properties depend on the activity 
selected.  

To set HTTP properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Network folder and double-click the HTTP action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. On the Properties tab, select an Activity to perform. 

3. Specify the properties that appear, depending on the activity selected. 

4. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

5. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

6. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 
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Available Activities 

The following table briefly describes the available activities for this action as specified in the Activity to perform box. 

Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Delete Deletes the specified resource and optionally 

populates a variable with the results and/or a 
dataset with information about request and 
response data. 

NOTE: HTTP DELETE is not widely supported 
on public servers due to security risks. Before 
using the DELETE activity, it may be worth 
checking if the DELETE method is supported 
by the server using the OPTIONS activity. 

Used by supplying a URL to delete the 
resource at and reading the response 
from the server. 

<AMHTTP ACTIVITY="delete" 
URL="text" COOKIEFILE="text" 
OVERWRITECOOKIEFILE="YES/NO" 
RESULTVARIABLE="text" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
AUTHENTICATION="text (options)" 
USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="text" 
VERSION="text (options)" 
CERTIFICATE="text" 
CERTIFICATEPASSPHRASE="text" 
IGNOREINVALIDCERTIFICATE="YES/N
O"><HEADER NAME="text" 
VALUE="text" /><COOKIE 
NAME="text" VALUE="text" 
/></AMHTTP> 

This sample code deletes url 
"www.sampleURL.com". It is set to block 
cookies and ignore invalid server certificates. 
It creates and populates dataset "theDataset" 
and stores result data in automate variable 
"theVar". 

<AMHTTP ACTIVITY="delete" 
URL="www.sampleURL.com" 
BLOCKCOOKIES="YES" 
RESULTVARIABLE="theVar" 
RESULTDATASET="theDataset" 
IGNOREINVALIDCERTIFICATE="YES" 
/> 

 
Get Requests a representation of the specified 

resource or downloads a file using the HTTP 
protocol from the specified URL. Optionally 
populates a variable with the results and/or a 
dataset request and response data as well as 
other relevant information about the action 
performed. 

Useful when specific data or a file must 
be downloaded via the HTTP protocol 
and HTML does not need to be rendered 
inside an external browser. File data can 
be saved to a file or put into a variable for 
further processing. 

<AMHTTP URL="text" 
COOKIEFILE="text" 
OVERWRITECOOKIEFILE="YES/NO" 
RESULTVARIABLE="text" 
RESULTDATASET="rwxt" 
AUTHENTICATION="text (options)" 
USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="text" 
VERSION="HTTP10" 
CERTIFICATE="text" 
CERTIFICATEPASSPHRASE="text" 
IGNOREINVALIDCERTIFICATE="YES/N
O" FILE="text"><HEADER 
NAME="text" VALUE="text" 
/><COOKIE NAME="text" 
VALUE="text" /></AMHTTP> 

<AMHTTP 
URL="http://www.networkautomati
on.com/index.htm" 
FILE="c:\temp\index.htm" 
RESULTVARIABLE="theResult" 
AUTHENTICATION="digest" 
USERNAME="text" 
PASSWORD="AM1bsEv2xlC2N9qWN7qDp
hOEw==aME" 
IGNOREINVALIDCERTIFICATE="YES" 
/> 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Head Identical to the HTTP Get activity except that 

the server does not return a message-body in 
the response. The meta information 
contained in the HTTP headers in response 
to an HTTP Head request is identical to the 
information sent in response to a HTTP Get 
request. This activity can be used for 
obtaining information about the entity implied 
by the request without transferring the entity-
body itself. 

Often used for testing hypertext links for 
validity, accessibility, and recent 
modification. 

    

Options Returns the HTTP methods that the server 
supports for specified URL. This allows the 
client to determine the options and/or 
requirements associated with a resource, or 
the capabilities of a server, without implying a 
resource action or initiating a resource 
retrieval. This can be used to check the 
functionality of a web server by requesting '*' 
instead of a specific resource. 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Post Submits data to be processed (i.e. from an 

HTML form) to the identified resource. The 
data is included in the body of the request. 
This may result in the creation of a new 
resource or the updates of existing resources 
or both. Optionally populates a variable with 
result data and/or populates a dataset with 
request and response information. 

The difference between POST and PUT 
is reflected in the different meaning of the 
request URL. The URL in a POST 
request identifies the resource that will 
handle the enclosed entity. That resource 
might be a data-accepting process, a 
gateway to some other protocol, or a 
separate entity that accepts annotations. 
In contrast, the URL in a PUT request 
identifies the entity enclosed with the 
request. 

Useful when data must be posted or 
uploaded via HTTP protocol without using 
an external browser. 

<AMHTTP ACTIVITY="post" 
URL="text" DATA="text" 
ACTION="text (options)" 
BLOCKCOOKIES="YES/NO" 
CLEARCOOKIES="YES/NO" 
RESULTVARIABLE="text" 
AUTHENTICATION="text (options)" 
USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="text 
(encrypted) TIMEOUT="number" 
CONTENTTYPE="text" 
USERAGENT="text" 
CERTIFICATE="text" 
CERTIFICATEPASSPHRASE="text 
(encrypted)" 
IGNOREINVALIDCERTIFICATE="YES/N
O" PROXYTYPE="text )options)" 
PROXYSERVER="text" 
PROXYPORT="number" 
PROXYUSERNAME="text" 
PROXYPASSWORD="text 
(encrypted)" /> 

 

Put Uploads a representation of the specified 
resource. The difference between POST and 
PUT is reflected in the different meaning of 
the request URL. The URL in a POST 
request identifies the resource that will 
handle the enclosed entity. That resource 
might be a data-accepting process, a 
gateway to some other protocol, or a 
separate entity that accepts annotations. In 
contrast, the URL in a PUT request identifies 
the entity enclosed with the request. 
NOTE: HTTP Put is not widely supported on 
public servers due to security concerns. 

<AMHTTP ACTIVITY="put" 
URL="text" COOKIE="text 
(options)" COOKIEFILE="text" 
RESULTVARIABLE="text" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
AUTHENTICATION="digest" 
USERNAME="text" 
PASSWORD="AM2T0ncdJ4XqLI7Sbl05h
fcsg==aME" TIMEOUT="number" 
USERAGENT="text" 
CERTIFICATE="text" 
CERTIFICATEPASSPHRASE="text 
(options)" TYPE="text 
(options)" DATA="text" 
CONTENTTYPE="text" /> 

You can designate a remote URL and a 
filename (path) to offload; however, you 
MUST also specify the remote PATH to 
which you want to offload the file. On the 
Properties tab, under General, in the drop-
down box click File, then in the text box 
designate the source file. In the URL box, 
append the destination path + filename to the 
remote host URL. For example: 
http://192.168.101.117/path/desti
nationname.ext. 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Trace Echoes back the received request, so that a 

client can see what (if any) changes or 
additions have been made by intermediate 
servers. 

Can be used as a debug tool by 
resounding input back to the user. 

<AMHTTP ACTIVITY="trace" 
URL="text" COOKIEFILE="text" 
OVERWRITECOOKIEFILE="YES/NO" 
RESULTVARIABLE="text" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
AUTHENTICATION="text (options)" 
USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="text 
(encrypted)" TIMEOUT="number" 
USERAGENT="text" 
CERTIFICATE="text" 
CERTIFICATEPASSPHRASE="text 
(encrypted)" 
IGNOREINVALIDCERTIFICATE="YES/N
O" HEADER NAME="text" 
VALUE="text" /><COOKIE 
NAME="text" VALUE="text" 
/></AMHTTP> 

  

General Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
URL Text Yes (Empty) URL="www.google.com" The URL (Uniform Resource Locator) to the resource that should 

be deleted. 

Local File Text Yes (Empty) FILE="c:\downloadfile.htm" A valid path and filename in which to save the file that is 
downloaded. If the file does not exist, it will be created during 
runtime. 

Overwrite Yes/No No Yes OVERWRITE="YES" If set to YES (default), specifies that, if files already exist locally, 
they should be overwritten. 

Type Text 
(options) 

No Text TYPE="file" Indicates the type of data to post. The available options are: 
• Text: Data type to post is a text string. Requires entry 

of the text string to post in the provided data field. 
• File: Data type to post is a specific file. Requires entry 

of the path and file name in the provided data field. 
• Field: Data type to post is a field. Typically used to 

submit form data to an HTTP server. 

Data 
(text box) 

Text Yes (Empty) DATA="The text string" If the data type selected in the Type parameter is Text, this 
parameter specifies the string of data to post. If the data type 
selected is File, this parameter specifies the path and file name 
to post. This parameter is active only if Type is set to Text or 
File. If Field is selected, this parameter is ignored. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
File field Text Yes (Empty) FILEFIELD=" The field (i.e. HTML form data) to upload. This parameter is 

available only of the Type parameter is set to Field. 

File Text Yes (Empty) DATA="a" The file that contains the field or form data to upload. This 
parameter is available only of the Type parameter is set to Field. 

Request 
fields 

Text No (Empty) NAME="theName" 
VALUE="theValue" 

Allows you to add custom fields to the request. Required 
parameters are: 

• Name - String that specifies the field/form name. 
• Value - String that specifies the field/form value. 

Populate 
variable 
with 
result 
data 

Text No (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="myVar" The name of an existing variable to populate with the header 
information. 

Dataset 
to 
populate 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="theDataset" The name of the dataset to populate with request and response 
data as well as other relevant information about the action 
performed. More details regarding the fields that this dataset 
creates can be found below under Datasets. 

Block 
cookies 

Yes/No No No BLOCKCOOKIES="YES" If set to YES, HTTP cookies are automatically blocked. If set to 
NO (default) cookies are allowed. 
NOTE: Blocking cookies can help protect your privacy but it 
might limit your experience on some websites/servers. 

Cookie 
file 

Text No (Empty) COOKIEFILE="myCookie.Text The cookie file that this activity should use to identify and/or 
authenticate a server-based session. Cookies can be stored in 
different locations, depending on the version of explorer and 
Windows you are using. This parameter is available only if the 
Block Cookies parameter is set to NO. 

Overwrite 
cookie 
file 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITECOOKIEFILE="YES" HTTP requests and responses are written to the same cookie 
file. By default, new request/response data is added to the end 
of the file as a new line. If this parameter is set to YES, new 
request/response data will overwrite existing data. Set to NO by 
default. 
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Credentials Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Authentication 
Type 

Text 
(options) 

No None AUTHENTICATION="digest" The type of authentication that this activity should use. The 
available options are: 

• None (default) 
• Basic - Based on a username and password, this is 

the authentication mechanism defined in the 
HTTP/1.0. 

• Digest - Like Basic, Digest Authentication authenticates 
a user based on a username and a password. However 
the authentication is performed by transmitting the 
password in an ENCRYPTED form which is much MORE 
SECURE than the simple base64 encoding used by 
Basic Authentication. 

• NTLM - A challenge-response scheme, consisting of 
three messages, commonly referred to as Type 1 
(negotiation), Type 2 (challenge) and Type 3 
(authentication). 

Username Text No (Empty) USERNAME="Coolguy" A valid user name to be used during the authentication. If the 
Authentication Type parameter is set to None, this parameter is 
ignored. 

Password Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="encrypted" The password to be used during the authentication. If created in 
visual mode, this value is automatically encrypted. If the 
Authentication Type parameter is set to None, this parameter is 
ignored. 

Advanced Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Protocol 
Version 

Text 
(options) 

No HTTP 1.1 VERSION="HTTP10" The protocol version to use. The available options are: 
• HTTP/1.0 - Uses a separate connection to the same 

server for every request-response transaction. 
• HTTP/1.1 - Can reuse a connection multiple times 

allowing less latency. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
User Agent Text 

(options) 
Yes AutoMate USERAGENT="text" Sometimes it's necessary for a website to understand how it is 

being viewed, so most user agents identify themselves by sending 
a User Agent String to the website. The User-Agent request-
header field contains information about the user agent originating 
the request. This is for statistical purposes, the tracing of protocol 
violations, and automated recognition of user agents for the sake 
of tailoring responses to avoid particular user agent limitations 
(the default User Agent entered is AutoMate). 

Timeout Number No 10 TIMEOUT="50" The maximum time that the step should wait for a response from 
the HTTP server before failing with a time out error. It may be 
useful to increase this value when posting extremely large 
amounts of data or if waiting for a long transaction to complete. 
(default value is 10 seconds). 

Measure Text 
(options) 

No seconds Measure="minutes" The time measure that should be used in combination with the 
value entered in the Timeout parameter. The available options 
are: 

• Milliseconds 
• Seconds (default) 
• Minutes 
• Hours 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Certificate 
File 

Text No (Empty) CERTIFICATE="certfile" The path and file name of the certificate file used to validate 
connection. AWE supports the following certificate file types: 

• Internet Security Certificate (.cer) - Security file 
provided by a third party such as VeriSign or Thwate that 
confirms the authenticity of a website; installed on a Web 
server (such as Apache or Windows Advanced Server) 
to authenticate the validity of a certain website hosted on 
the server. 

• Privacy Enhanced Mail Certificate (.pem) - Base64-
encoded certificate file, such as a PEM-encoded X509 
certificate; used to authenticate a secure website; 
typically imported from a Unix-based Apache Web server 
and compatible with OpenSSL applications. PEM 
certificate files are generated automatically and are not 
meant to be opened or edited manually. 

• PKCS #12 Certificate File (.pfx) - Encrypted security file 
that stores secure certificates used to authenticate a 
person or device, such as a computer or Web server; 
requires a password to be opened; can be installed by 
right-clicking the file and selecting "Install PFX." 

• Personal Information Exchange (.p12) - SSL certificate 
used to authenticate a secure website on a Microsoft IIS 
Web server. 

Passphrase Text No (Empty) PASSPHRASE="encrypted" The passphrase used to authenticate connection. A passphrase is 
a password that may comprise of a whole phrase. 

Ignore 
invalid 
server 
certificate 

Yes/No No No IGNOREINVALIDCERTIFIC
ATE="yes" 

If set to YES, specifies that this step will ignore invalid certificates 
when connecting to a server using SSL. This parameter is set to 
NO by default. 

Request 
Headers 

Text No (Empty) NAME="theName" 
VALUE="theValue" 

Allows you to add custom HTTP headers to the request. Required 
parameters are: 

• Name - String that specifies the header name. 

• Value - String that specifies the header value. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Request 
Cookies 

Text No (Empty) NAME="theName" 
VALUE="theValue" 

Allows you to add custom HTTP cookies to the request. Required 
parameters are: 

• Name - String that specifies the cookie name. 

• Value - String that specifies the cookie value. 

Proxy Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Proxy 
Type 

Text 
(options) 

No System 
Default 

PROXYTYPE="Socks5" The proxy protocol that should be used. If you are unsure of 
the value to use in this parameter, contact your network 
administrator. The available options are: 

• System Default (default, recommended): The 
settings specified globally in the system 
preferences are used. 

• None: Explicitly instructs the action not to use a 
proxy server regardless of the system default 

• Socks 4: Instructs the action to go through a 
Socks 4 compliant server 

• Socks 4a: Instructs the action to go through a 
Socks 4a compliant server 

• Socks 5: Instructs the action to go through a 
Socks 5 compliant server 

• HTTP: Instructs the action to go through an HTTP 
compliant server 

NOTE: To create the most portable tasks, it is best to 
specify System Default and specify proxy settings globally 
in the system settings By proceeding in this manner, tasks 
created in one environment that may have a proxy server 
will be portable to others that do not - and vice-versa. 

Proxy 
Host 

Text No (Empty) a)PROXYSERVER="proxy.host.com" 
b)PROXYSERVER="123.456.789.123" 

The host name (server.domain.com) or IP address 
(xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx) of the proxy server. 

Proxy 
Port 

Number No 1028 PROXYPORT="3000" The port that should be used to connect to the proxy server. 
Most proxy servers operate on port 1028 (the default) 
however the proxy server can be customized to operate on 
other ports. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Proxy 
Username 

Text No (Empty) PROXYUSERNAME="HulkHogan" The user name that should be used to authenticate when 
connecting through the proxy server. This option is only 
valid when Socks 5 or HTTP is specified in the Proxy type 
parameter as they are the only versions that support 
authentication. 

Proxy 
Password 

Text No (Empty) PROXYPASSWORD="encrypted" The password that should be used to authenticate when 
connecting through the proxy server. When the step is 
created in visual mode using the Task Builder it is written to 
the task encrypted. This option is only valid when Socks 5 
or HTTP is specified in the Proxy type parameter. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Datasets 

A dataset is a multiple column, multiple row container object. This activity creates and populates a dataset containing a specific set of fields in 
addition to the standard dataset fields. The table below describes these fields (assuming the dataset name assigned was theDataset). 

Name Type Return Value 
theDataset.RequestHeader Text Returns the request header. The header fields define various characteristics of the data transfer that is requested or 

the data that is provided in the message body. HTTP request header fields contain the parameters of an HTTP 
request operation. 

theDataset.RequestCookies Text Gets a collection of cookies sent by the client. 

theDataset.Data Text The progress of the snapshot, in percentage. 

theDataset.ResponseHeader Text Returns the response header. HTTP response header fields contain the parameters of an HTTP response 
operation. 

theDataset.ResponseCookies Text Gets the response cookie collection. 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 
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Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

MSMQ Action 
MSMQ (Microsoft Message Queuing) is a messaging protocol that allows applications running on separate servers/processes to communicate in a 
fail-safe manner. A queue is a temporary storage location from which messages can be sent and received reliably, as and when conditions permit. 
This enables communication across networks and between computers which may not always be connected. 

MSMQ activities supply reliable and secure automated message delivery and retrieval, efficient routing, and priority-based messaging. A user-
friendly interface contains a variety of activities that allow you to create, send, retrieve, clear, delete or wait for MSMQ messages on a local or 
remote computer. 

IMPORTANT: MSMQ must be installed on the system (local or remote) in order to perform MSMQ actions. MSMQ is bundled with Windows 2000, 
Windows XP (Excluding Home Edition), Windows Server 2003 and Vista operating systems, however, they are not installed by default. 

To install Message Queuing on a computer running Windows 2000, Windows XP, or Windows Server 2003, administrators use the Add/Remove 
Windows Components feature of Add or Remove Programs in the Windows Control Panel. No other software is required. To install Message 
Queuing on a computer running Windows Vista or Windows 7, administrators use the Turn Windows Features On or Off feature in the Control 
Panel. Also refer to MSMQ Overview and Installation. 

Declaration 
<AMMSMQ QUEUENAME="myQueue" PRIVATE="YES" RESULTDATASET="theDataset" /> 

See Also 

Loop Dataset Action 

Properties Tab 

In the Activity to perform box, select an activity, then configure the properties for that activity. The available properties depend on the activity 
selected.  

To set MSMQ properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Network folder and double-click the MSMQ action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. On the Properties tab, select an Activity to perform. 

3. Specify the properties that appear, depending on the activity selected. 

4. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

5. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

6. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 
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Available Activities 

The following table briefly describes the available activities for this action as specified in the Activity to perform box. 

Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Clear 
Queue 

Clears existing messages from the specified 
queue. The Retrieve Message and Wait for 
Message activities can also be used to 
remove a message from the queue. 

<AMMSMQ ACTION="clear" 
REMOTEMACHINE="text" 
QUEUENAME="text" /> 

This example clears a queue named 
"VMWINVX64\private$\myQueue" on the 
local computer. 

<AMMSMQ ACTION="clear" 
QUEUENAME="VMWINVX64\private$\m
yQueue" /> 

Create 
Queue 

Creates a message queue with the specified 
name on the local or remote computer and 
populates a dataset with information about 
the newly created queue. 

<AMMSMQ REMOTEMACHINE="text" 
QUEUENAME="text" 
TRANSACTIONAL="YES/NO" 
RESULTDATASET="text (dataset 
name)" /> 

This example creates a private queue named 
"myQueue" on the local computer. Queue 
information is stored in a dataset named 
"myDataset". 

<AMMSMQ QUEUENAME="myQueue" 
PRIVATE="YES" 
RESULTDATASET="myDataset" /> 

Delete 
Queue 

Deletes the specified message queue located 
locally or on a remote computer. 

<AMMSMQ ACTION="delete" 
QUEUENAME="text" /> 

This example delete's the queue 
"VMWINVX64\private$\myQueue" located on 
the local computer. 

<AMMSMQ ACTION="delete" 
QUEUENAME="VMWINVX64\private$\m
yQueue" /> 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Retrieve 
Message 

Retrieves a message from the specified 
queue. A dataset is populated with specific 
information about the message and a 
variable is populated with the message text. 

<AMMSMQ 
ACTION="retrieve_message" 
REMOTEMACHINE="text" 
QUEUENAME="text" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
RETRIEVEBY="text (options)" 
MESSAGEID="text" 
MESSAGEFILE="text" 
OVERWRITEFILE="YES/NO" 
REMOVEMESSAGE="YES/NO" /> 

This example retrieves the first message from 
queue "vmwinvx64\Private$\myQueue" on 
the local computer and removes the message 
from the queue upon arrival. Queue 
information is stored in dataset 
"theMessageInfo". The message body is 
stored in variable "theMessageText".   

<AMMSMQ 
ACTION="retrieve_message" 
QUEUENAME="vmwinvx64\Private$\m
yQueue" 
RESULTDATASET="theMessageInfo" 
RESULTVARIABLE="theMessageText" 
ENCODING="ASCII" 
REMOVEMESSAGE="YES" /> 

This example retrieves a message by lookup 
ID from queue "vmwinvx64\myQueue" on a 
remote computer. Queue information is 
stored in dataset "theMessageInfo". The 
message body is stored in file 
""c:\temp\theMessage.txt". 

 <AMMSMQ 
ACTION="retrieve_message" 
REMOTEMACHINE="computername" 
QUEUENAME="vmwinvx64\myQueue" 
RESULTDATASET="theMessageInfo" 
RETRIEVEBY="LookupID" 
MESSAGEID="1234567890" 
MESSAGEFILE="c:\temp\theMessage
.txt" OVERWRITEFILE="YES" 
REMOVEMESSAGE="YES" /> 

Send 
Message 

Sends a message to the specified queue 
located locally or on a remote computer. 

<AMMSMQ ACTION="send_message" 
REMOTEMACHINE="text" 
QUEUENAME="text" 
MESSAGELABEL="text" 
MESSAGETEXT="text" /> 

This example sends a message to queue 
"vmwinvx64\Private$\myQueue" on the local 
computer with message label "myMessage". 

<AMMSMQ ACTION="send_message" 
QUEUENAME="vmwinvx64\Private$\m
yQueue" 
MESSAGELABEL="myMessage" 
MESSAGETEXT="This is the 
message. " ENCODING="ASCII" 
TRANSACTIONAL="YES" /> 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Wait for 
Message 

Suspends task execution and waits for a 
specified message to exist in the selected 
queue. Upon arrival, the message is retrieved 
and task execution continues. A dataset is 
populated with specific information about the 
message and a variable is populated with the 
message text. 
The Retrieve Message activity throws an 
error if the specified message does not exist 
in the queue. Use this activity in place of the 
Retrieve Message activity to allow the task to 
wait at the current step until a message 
arrives. 

<AMMSMQ ACTION="wait_message" 
REMOTEMACHINE="text" 
QUEUENAME="text" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
MESSAGELABEL="text" 
TIMEOUT="number" 
RESULTVARIABLE="text" 
ENCODING="text (options)" 
REMOVEMESSAGE="YES/NO" /> 

This example waits for the message labeled 
"Message10" from queue 
"vmwinvx64\Private$\myQueue" on the local 
computer and removes the message from the 
queue upon arrival. Queue information is 
stored in dataset "theMessageInfo". The 
message body is stored in variable 
"theMessageText".   

<AMMSMQ ACTION="wait_message" 
QUEUENAME="VMWINVX64\private$\m
yQueue" 
RESULTDATASET="theMessageInfo" 
MESSAGELABEL="Message10" 
TIMEOUT="7" 
RESULTVARIABLE="theMessageText" 
REMOVEMESSAGE="YES" /> 

General Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Local 
Machine 

Yes/No No Enabled NULL If enabled, specifies that this activity will be 
performed on the local computer. If selected, the 
Remote Machine parameter is ignored. This 
parameter is enabled by default. 

Remote 
Machine 

Text No (Empty) REMOTEMACHINE="hostname" If enabled, specifies the host name or IP address 
of the remote computer that this activity will be 
performed on. If this parameter is enabled, the 
Local Machine parameter is ignored. 

Message 
Queue Name 

Text Yes (Empty) QUEUENAME="ComputerName\QueueName" The name of the message queue to create. The 
message queue name consists of the compute 
name, an optional PRIVATE$ keyword that 
indicates whether it is a private queue and the 
name of the queue. 
Public queue example: 
ComputerName\QueueName 
Private queue example: 
ComputerName\PRIVATE$\QueueName 

Message 
Label 

Text Yes (Empty) LABEL="theCoolMessage" The label of the message to send. This label can 
be used in the Wait for Message activity to allow 
for a specific message to wait for. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Message 
Text 

Text No (Empty) MESSAGETEXT="This is the message" If enabled, specified the text message to send. If 
this parameter is enabled, the Message File 
parameter is ignored. 

Message 
Body Type 

Text 
(options) 

No Text NULL Indicates whether the message contents should 
be retrieved as text populated into a variable or 
saved to a specific text file. Different parameters 
become active depending on which option is 
selected. The available options are: 

• Text (default): Message will be in text 
format and saved to a variable. 

• File: Message will be saved directly to a 
text file. 

Retrieve 
message by 

Text 
(options) 

No First RETRIEVEBY="ID" The criteria in which to retrieve the message by. 
The available options are: 

• First: The first message found in the 
queue will be retrieved. 

• ID: The message will be retrieved 
according to its message identifier, 
which is a 20-byte Message Queuing-
generated identifier composed of the 
GUID of the sending computer and the 
sequential number of that particular 
message on the sending computer. By 
combining these two components, the 
message identifier is unique within your 
enterprise. 

• LookupID: The message will be 
retrieved according to its lookup 
identifier, which is a 64-bit ID that is 
assigned to the message when the 
message is placed in the queue. Each 
identifier in the queue is unique, and is 
greater than the identifier of the previous 
message and less than the identifier of 
the next message in the queue. 

Remove 
message 
from queue 

Yes/No No No REMOVEMESSAGE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the message being 
retrieved will be removed from the queue upon 
arrival. This parameter is set to NO by default. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Private Yes/No No No PRIVATE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the newly created 

queue should be set as private. This parameter is 
set to NO by default and available only if the 
Local Machine parameter is enabled. 
A private queue is a queue registered on the 
local computer (not in the directory service) that 
typically cannot be located by other applications. 
Private queues have the advantage of no 
directory service overhead (no latency, and no 
replication), and they can be created and deleted 
when the directory service is not working. 

Timeout 
(minutes) 

Number No 5 TIMEOUT="7" The maximum number of minutes that this activity 
will wait for the specified message to arrive 
before throwing a time out error. 

Transactional Yes/No No No TRANSACTIONAL="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the newly created 
queue should be set as transactional. This 
parameter is set to NO by default. 
Transactional queues can only contain 
transactional messages, which are messages 
sent within a transaction. 

Populate 
dataset with 
message 
information 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="theDataset" The dataset name in which to create and 
populate with information regarding the message 
being retrieved. More information regarding this 
parameter can be found below under Dataset. 

Encoding Text 
(options) 

No UTF8 ENCODING="ASCII" The character encoding method to use. This 
parameter is only available if the Message body 
type parameter is set to Text. The available 
options are: 

• UTF8 (Default) 
• UTF7 
• ASCII 

Populate 
variable with 
message text 

Text Yes if 
message 
saved to 
variable. 

(Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="theVar" Indicates an existing variable in which to populate 
the contents of the message body. This 
parameter is only available if the Message body 
type parameter is set to Text. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Message File Text Yes if 

message 
saved to 
file. 

(Empty) MESSAGEFILE="c:\temp\Message.txt" The path and file name of the text file in which to 
save the body of the message. If the file does not 
exist. It will be created at runtime. This parameter 
is only available if the Message body type 
parameter is set to File. 

Overwrite if 
exists 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITE="YES" Specifies that if a file with the same name already 
exists, it will be overwritten with the new message 
body. This parameter is only available if the 
Message body type parameter is set to File. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Dataset 

A dataset is a multiple column, multiple row container object. This activity creates and populates a dataset containing a specific set of fields. The 
table below describes these fields (assuming the dataset name assigned was theDataset). 

Name Type Return Value 

theDataset.QueuePath Text Returns the path to the newly created queue. 

theDataset.ID Text Returns the unique ID for the queue. 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (Example: %myVariable% or 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent sign (%) or 
pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 
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Map Drive Action 
Connects a drive letter to a network path or disconnects a currently connected drive from a network path. Some networks require a network user 
name and password to connect. Used to map a network share to a drive letter. 

Declaration 
<AMNETDRIVE ACTION="text {options]" DRIVELETTER="text" NETPATH="text" USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="text"> 

Example 
<AMNETDRIVE ACTION="connect" DRIVELETTER="G:" NETPATH="\\server\Publicshare1" USERNAME="myusername" 
PASSWORD="mypassword"> 

See Also 

Send Email, Dial Up, HTTP, Ping 

To set Map Drive properties for connecting a network drive 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Network folder and double-click the Map Drive action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. In the Option box, select Connect using current user or Connect using different user. 

3. In the Drive letter box, enter or select the drive letter to which you want to connect. 

4. In the Network path box enter a UNC (Universal Naming Convention) path. Example: //SERVER1/ Sharename 

5. If you are connecting using a different user, enter the user name and password in the applicable boxes. 

6. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

7. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

8. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

To set Map Drive properties for disconnecting a network drive 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Network folder and double-click the Map Drive action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. In the Option box, select Disconnect. 

3. In the Drive letter box, enter or select the drive letter from which you want to disconnect. 

4. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

5. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

6. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Option Text 
(options) 

Yes   ACTION="disconnect" Specifies the action that should take place on the drive letter. 
• Connect using current user 
• Connect using different user 
• Disconnect 

Reconnect 
at logon 

Check 
box 

No Cleared   Available only when Connect using current user is specified. Select the 
check box if you want to reconnect to the drive when logged on. 

Drive 
Letter 

Text Yes   DRIVELETTER="X:" Specifies the drive letter that should be mapped or disconnected depending on 
the value of ACTION=. 

  

Network 
Path 

Text 
  

Yes   NETPATH="//SERVER1/Sharename" Specifies a UNC (Universal Naming Convention - e.g. 
//SERVER1/Sharename) path to the network share that should be mapped. 
This option is only valid if the action parameter is set to "connect". 

User 
Name 

Text No   USERNAME="MyUserName" Specifies a valid network username that has access to map the requested 
share. 

  

Password Text No   PASSWORD="mypassword" Specifies a valid password for the user account specified in the User Name 
parameter [USERNAME=]. If the step is edited in Visual Mode the password is 
automatically encrypted. 

  

Description Tab 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Handling Options 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 
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Ping Machine 
Sends a "ping" request to a computer. Ping is used to test server response times on a TCP/IP network. If the computer does not respond within 
the time specified, the step generates an error. Used to check response times of servers connected to the Internet or private TCP/IP network. 

Declaration 
<AMPING HOST="text/number" TIMEOUT="number" MEASURE="text (options)" RESULTVARIABLE="text" IPADDRESSVARIABLE="text" 
/> 

Example 
<AMPING HOST="123.456.789.123" TIMEOUT="2" MEASURE="minutes" RESULTVARIABLE="theRelayTime" IPADDRESSVARIABLE="theIP" 
/> 

See Also 

Send Email, Connect to Network Action, HTTP, Map Drive 

To set Ping Machine properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Network folder and double-click the Ping Machine action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. Enter the host name or IP address of the computer to be pinged. 

3. In the Time to wait box, enter the time in seconds that you want AWE to wait for a response before generating a step error. The default is 
10 seconds. 

4. In the Populate variable with relay time and Populate variable with IP address boxes, use the drop-down lists to select the variables. 

5. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

6. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

7. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Hostname or 
IP 

Text or 
Number 

Yes (Empty) a)HOST="server.domain.com" 
b)HOST="xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx" 

The hostname or IP Address that should be "pinged". This 
value can be a hostname such as server.domain.com or 
an IP address such as 555.555.555.555. 

Time to Wait Number No 10 TIMEOUT="2" The length of time this step should wait for a response 
from the server being "pinged" before generating an error. 
This value is used along with the Measure parameter. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Measure Text 

(options) 
No seconds MEASURE="minutes" The time measure to use along with the Time to Wait 

parameter. The available options are: 
• Milliseconds 
• Seconds (default) 
• Minutes 
• Hours 

Populate 
variable with 
relay time (in 
milliseconds) 

Text No (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="theRelayTime" The name of an existing variable to populate with the total 
relay time (in milliseconds). 

Populate 
variable with 
IP address 

Text No (Empty) IPADDRESSVARIABLE="theIP" The name of an existing variable to populate with the 
"pinged" IP address. 

Send E-mail 
Sends an e-mail message with or without attachments to the specified recipient via SMTP, Exchange 2003 (WebDav), Exchange 2007 (EWS) or 
Exchange 2010 (EWS) protocol. This action supports Explicit and Implicit Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) 
security. It also supports the sending of plain text or HTML formatted e-mail, the use of file contents as the e-mail body, requesting of delivery 
reports and read receipts (if the recipient's e-mail program supports delivery reports and/or read receipts). Used to send an e-mail message plain 
text or HTML formatted, with or without attachments, using SMTP or Exchange Server Protocol. System administrators frequently use this action 
to perform system notifications or conveniently package data retrieved from any other source such as databases or web sites. 

Example 
<AMSMTPMAIL SUBJECT="This is a test of the email action of AutoMate 5" TO="webmaster@networkautomation.com" 
SERVER="mail.server.com" FROM="me@networkautomation.com">Hello this is the body of my message 
</AMSMTPMAIL> 

See Also: Get Email, Twitter, HTTP, MSMQ 

Properties Tab 

To set Send E-mail properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Network folder and double-click the Send E-mail action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. On the Properties tab, select an Activity to perform. 

3. Specify the properties that appear, depending on the activity selected. 

4. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 
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5. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

6. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

Email Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
From Text Yes (Empty) a)FROM="me@netauto.com" 

b)Network Automation 
Webmaster 
<webmaster@netauto.com> 
(Exchange protocol only) 

The e-mail address information about who the mail should be sent 
from. This parameter can be in any of the following formats: 
a. me@netauto.com 
b. Network Automation Webmaster <webmaster@netauto.com> 
(Exchange protocol only) 
NOTE: This parameter is empty by default but usually required by 
most servers. 

To Text Yes (Empty) a)you@netauto.com 
b)bob@netauto.com;amy@net
auto.com 
c)Network Automation 
Webmaster 
<webmaster@netauto.com> 
(Exchange protocol only) 

The recipient(s) in which to send the message to. Multiple recipients 
can be specified by separating each entry with a semi-colon (;). This 
parameter accepts the following formats: 
a. me@mycompany.com 
b. bob@companyname.com;amy@companyname.com; 
sue@companyname.com 
c. MyCompany Webmaster <webmaster@mycompany.com> 
(Exchange protocol only) 

Subject Text No (Empty) SUBJECT="Weekly Report" The subject of the message. 

Body Text No (Empty) >This is the 
body</AMSENDEMAIL> 

The body of the message. If the Is HTML parameter is set to YES, this 
section should be properly formatted HTML, otherwise this parameter 
should contain a plain text version of the message. 

Is HTML Yes/No No No HTML="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the body of the message is formatted 
HTML and should be displayed by the recipient's mail client as such (if 
supported). Also causes the following mail header data to be inserted: 
Content-Type: multipart; boundary="xxxxx". If set to NO (default), the 
message is formatted in plain text. 

Use file 
contents 
as body 

Text No Disable
d 

BODYFILE="c:\foldername\bo
dy.txt" 

If enabled, indicates that the body of the message should be obtained 
from the specified text file. You may enter the path and file name of 
the desired file manually or click the folder icon to navigate to the 
desired file. This parameter is disabled by default. 
NOTE: This parameter only accepts contents of a single file. It does 
not support multiple file contents. 
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Server Properties 

These properties provide the option to enter custom mail server settings or attempt to use the default mail server settings as specified in the 
system properties. Different parameters become available depending on the option selected. The available options are: 

• Default server settings - Specifies that the AWE will attempt to use the default mail server settings as specified in SMTP options. 

• Custom server settings - Specifies that custom mail server settings will be entered manually for this action. 

NOTE: This parameter only supports SMTP mail servers. 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Protocol Text 

(options) 
Yes SMTP PROTOCOLTYPE="IMAP" The protocol type to use. This parameter is 

available only if the Custom server settings 
parameter is enabled. Different parameters 
become available depending on which option is 
chosen. The available options are: 

• SMTP 
• Exchange 2003 (WebDav) 
• Exchange 2007 (EWS) 
• Exchange 2010 (EWS) 

Server Text Yes (Empty) SERVER="mail.server.com" The SMTP server that should be used to send the 
message. This parameter is available only if the 
Protocol parameter is set to SMTP. 

Exchange 
Server 

Text Yes if Protocol 
is set to 
Exchange 

(Empty) SERVER="mail.server.com" The Exchange server that should be used to send 
the message. This parameter is available only if 
the Protocol Type parameter is set to Exchange 
2003 (WebDav), Exchange 2007 (EWS) or 
Exchange 2010 (EWS). 

Port Number No 25 PORT="3333" The port that should be used when connecting to 
the SMTP server. Most SMTP servers run on port 
25 (default port number) however, this parameter 
can be customized to connect to another port. This 
parameter is available only if the Protocol 
parameter is set to SMTP. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Security Text 

(options) 
Yes if Protocol 
is set to SMTP 

No 
security 

SECURITY="EXPLICIT" The type of security that this action should use. 
This parameter is available only if the Protocol 
parameter is set to SMTP. The available options 
are: 

• No Security (default) - Specifies that no 
security will be administered. 

• Explicit TLS/SSL - Indicates that Explicit 
Transport Layer (TLS) and Secure 
Sockets Layer (SSL) security will be 
administered. 

• Implicit TLS/SSL - Indicates that Implicit 
Transport Layer (TLS) and Secure 
Sockets Layer (SSL) security will be 
administered. 

Disable 
chunking and 
pipelining 

Yes/No No No DISABLECHUNKING="YES" If set to YES, chunking and pipelining will be 
disabled (set to NO NO by default). This parameter 
is available only if the Protocol Type parameter is 
set to SMTP. 
Chunking refers to the ability to allow 
inconveniently large messages to be broken into 
conveniently-sized smaller "chunks." Pipelining 
reduces the time it takes to send multiple 
messages. A sending server would use pipelining 
to send all the messages it has to a receiver in one 
go. It sends all the commands "down the pipe" 
without waiting for a response from the remote 
server. Once all the commands have been 
received, only then will the remote server issue all 
its responses at once. Chunking and pipelining can 
possibly speed up transmissions. 
NOTE: Some anti-virus programs may cause e-
mail transmission issues when chunking and 
pipelining is enabled. 

Use 
authentication 

Yes/No No No AUTHENTICATION="YES" If set to YES, indicates that a username/password 
is used to authenticate with the server. Other 
parameters become available if this parameter is 
set to YES. Set to NO by default. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Authentication 
Type 

Text 
(options) 

No (Empty) AUTHTYPE="DigestMD5" Specifies the authentication type to administer. If 
the Protocol Type selected is SMTP, the following 
options are available: 

• Auto 
• Plain 
• DigestMD5 
• CramMD5 
• Login 
• NTLM - NTLM (NT Lan Manager) is an 

authentication protocol used by many 
Microsoft servers which uses encryption 
to securely transmit passwords 

• GssAPI 

Username Text Yes if Use 
Authentication 
is set to YES. 

(Empty) USERNAME="theUser" A valid user name used to logon to the mail server 
and authenticate the mail transaction. This 
parameter is available only if the Use 
Authentication parameter is set to YES. 
NOTE: The From address entered should belong 
to the authenticated user. 

Password Text Yes if Use 
Authentication 
is set to YES. 

(Empty) PASSWORD="encryptedtext" A valid password used to logon to the mail server 
and authenticate the mail transaction. This 
parameter is available only if the Use 
Authentication parameter is set to YES. 
NOTE: The From address entered should belong 
to the authenticated user. 

Certificate Text Yes if Security 
is set to 
Explicit or 
Implicit 
TLS/SSL 

(Empty) CERTIFICATE= 
"c:\folder\certname.pfx" 

The full path and filename of the certificate (.cer 
or.pfx extension) used to authenticate with. This 
parameter is available only if the Security 
parameter is set to Explicit TLS/SSL or Implicit 
TLS/SSL. 

Password Text Yes if Security 
is set to 
Explicit or 
Implicit 
TLS/SSL 

(Empty) CERTIFICATEPASSPHRASE= 
"encrypted" 

The password or passphrase which corresponds to 
the certificate entered (certificates with.pfx 
extensions may include a password/passphrase). 
This parameter is available only if the Security 
parameter is set to Explicit TLS/SSL or Implicit 
TLS/SSL. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Ignore invalid 
server 
certificates 

Yes/No No No IGNOREINVALIDCERTIFICATE= 
"YES" 

If set to YES, AWE will automatically ignore any 
invalid server certificate it detects. If set to NO 
(default) a server SSL certificate issued by 
unknown or invalid certificate authority may cause 
this step to generate an error. This parameter is 
available only if the Security parameter is set to 
Explicit TLS/SSL or Implicit TLS/SSL. 

          If the Protocol Type selected is Exchange 
2003/2007/2010, the following options are 
available: 

• Basic 
• Default 
• Form 

Domain 
Name 

Text Yes if Use 
Authentication 
is set to YES. 

(Empty) DOMAINNAME="domain.com" The domain name to authenticate with. This 
parameter is available only if the Use 
Authentication parameter is selected. 

Username Text Yes if Use 
Authentication 
is set to YES. 

(Empty) USERNAME="text" The user name to use to logon to the mail server 
and authenticate the mail transaction. This 
parameter is available only if the Use 
Authentication parameter is selected. 
NOTE: The From address entered should belong 
to the authenticated user. 

Password Text Yes if Use 
Authentication 
is set to YES. 

(Empty) PASSWORD="encryptedtext" The password which corresponds to the certificate 
entered (certificates with.pfx extensions may 
include a password/passphrase). This parameter is 
available only if the protocol selected in the Server 
tab under the Security parameter is Explicit 
TLS/SSL or Implicit TLS/SSL.This parameter is 
available only if the Use Authentication 
parameter is selected. 

Ignore invalid 
certificates 

Yes/No No No IGNOREINVALIDCERTIFICATE="yes" If a server SSL certificate is issued by unknown or 
invalid certificate authority, AWE may generate an 
error. If this parameter is set to YES, AWE will 
automatically ignore any invalid server certificate it 
detects. This parameter is available only if: 

a. The Protocol parameter selected is 
SMTP. 

b. The Security parameter selected is 
Explicit TLS/SSL or Implicit TLS/SSL. 
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Attachments Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Attachment Text Yes (Empty) a)ATTACH= 

"c:\folder\file.zip 
b)ATTACH= 
"c:\file1zip;c:\file2.zip" 

Specifies file(s) to attach to the e-mail message. Files will be MIME encoded 
automatically. In Markup mode, multiple file attachments must be separated by 
semi-colons (;), in visual mode add the files to the list by clicking the Folder icon 
to select the appropriate file to attach then click Add to add the attachment 
selected. Added attachments will be shown under Current Attachments. To 
edit or remove an attachment from the Current Attachments list, select the 
attachment and click Edit or Remove. 

Advanced Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
CC Text No (Empty) CC="admin@mycompany.com" The addresses that the message should be sent "carbon-copies" 

to. Multiple recipients must be separated by semi-colons (;). This 
parameter will accept the following formats: 

a. webmaster@mycompany.com 
b. My Company Webmaster 

<webmaster@mycompany.com> 
c. webmaster@mycompany.com;sales@mycompany.com 

Reply to Text No (Empty) REPLYTO="me@mycompany.co
m 

The address information about who the mail should be from. 

BCC Text No (Empty) BCC="sales@mycompany.com" The addresses that the message should be sent "blind-carbon-
copies" to. Use of the "blind-carbon-copies" hides the addresses 
from the target users. Multiple recipients must be separated by 
semi-colons (;). This parameter will accept the following formats: 

a. webmaster@mycompany.com 
b. My Company Webmaster 

<webmaster@mycompany.com> 
c. webmaster@mycompany.com;sales@mycompany.com 

XMailer Text No AutoMate XMAILER="AM8" The X-Mailer header identifies the software that created the e-
mail message. By default, this parameter is set to AWE. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Priority Text 

(options
) 

No Normal PRIORITY="high" The level of importance that the message being sent should be 
marked as. The recipient's e-mail client might in some way 
indicate the importance you assigned to a message. For 
example, messages carrying highest importance may be bolded 
in the Inbox or marked red, while less important messages can 
be grayed out or moved down the list. The available options are: 

• Low - The message is set to low importance. 
• Normal (Default) - No importance level is assigned, 

therefore, no alerts will be seen by the recipient. 
• High - The message is set to high importance. 

Sensitivit
y 

Text 
(options
) 

No Normal   The level of sensitivity that the message being sent should be 
marked as. For each of the sensitivity settings, the recipient will 
see specific text in the InfoBar of the message. The available 
options are: 

• Normal (Default) - No sensitivity level is assigned to the 
message, so no text is displayed in the InfoBar. 

• Personal - The recipient will see Please treat this as 
Personal in the InfoBar. 

• Private - The recipient will see Please treat this as 
Private in the InfoBar. 

• Confidential - The recipient will see Please treat this 
as Confidential in the InfoBar. 

NOTE: Each of these sensitivity settings is only an advisory. 
Recipients can take any action on the message that they want 
to, such as forwarding a confidential message to another person. 

Request 
delivery 
report 

Yes/No No No REQUESTDELIVERYREPORT=
"YES" 

If set to YES, specifies that a delivery receipt will be received 
upon delivery of the e-mail message to the recipient's mailbox. 
This option is set to NO by default. 
NOTE: A delivery receipt may not be received if the recipient's e-
mail program does not support delivery receipts. 

Read 
receipt 

Yes/No No No READRECEIPT="YES" If set to YES, specifies that a read receipt will be received when 
the e-mail message has been opened. This option is set to NO 
by default. 
NOTE: In Microsoft Office Outlook, the message recipient has 
the option to decline to send read receipts. Additionally, read 
receipts are not sent if the recipient's e-mail program does not 
support read receipts. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Custom 
Headers 

Text No (Empty) CUSTOMHEADERS="Descriptio
n;Daily Report" 

Specifies one or more custom headers to send, which can be a 
useful way to exchange information using a standardized 
approach. To specify a custom header, click the Click here to 
add new item link and enter the desired header name and value 
in the Name and Value field. 

Proxy Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Proxy 
Type 

Text 
(options) 

No (Empty) PROXYTYPE="Socks5" Specifies proxy protocol that should be used. If you are unsure 
of the value to use in this parameter, contact your network 
administrator. The available options are: 
System Default  
None:  Explicitly instructs the action not to use a proxy server 
regardless of the system default 
Socks 4:  Instructs the action to go through a Socks 4 compliant 
server 
Socks 4a:  Instructs the action to go through a Socks 4a 
compliant server 
Socks 5:  Instructs the action to go through a Socks 5 compliant 
server 

Proxy 
Port 

Number No 1028 PROXYPORT="3000" The port that should be used to connect to the proxy server. 
Most proxy servers operate on port 1028 (the default) however 
the proxy server can be customized to operate on other ports 

Proxy 
Host 

Text No (Empty) PROXYSERVER="proxy.host.com" The host name (server.domain.com) or IP address 
(xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx) of the proxy server. 

Username Text No (Empty) PROXYUSERNAME="username" The username that should be used to authenticate when 
connecting through the proxy server. This option is only valid 
when Socks 5 is specified in the Proxy type as it is the only 
version that supports authentication. 

Password Text No NULL PROXYPASSWORD="encrypted" The password that should be used to authenticate when 
connecting through the proxy server. When the step is created 
using the Task Builder it is written to the task encrypted. This 
option is only valid when Socks 5 is specified in the Proxy type 
as it is the only version that supports authentication. 
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Description Tab 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Handling Options 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

SharePoint Action 
Microsoft SharePoint collaboration software is emerging as one of the more powerful tools for companies that need to design and implement 
enterprise-scale solutions to meet business-critical needs such as managing content, administering business processes and streamlining how 
people find and share information across the network. The SharePoint system is composed of a full range of applications and tools that allow 
document management, workflow design and collaboration, which helps teams stay connected and productive by providing easy access to the 
people, documents, and information that can help in decision making and getting work done.   

With the use of AWE's SharePoint activities, organizations have the power to automate the creation, management, and implementation of 
SharePoint sites that are discoverable throughout the organization. By further streamlining and automating SharePoint processes, a company's 
resources can be allocated to other areas, which can lead to reduced costs and greater operational efficiency. 

 

The SharePoint activities are performed using SharePoint Client Object Model/Web Services. Therefore, you must have SharePoint Server 
2003/2007/2010 installed for these activities to work. 

See Also 

Twitter, Services, Exchange, FTP, HTTP, MSMQ 

Properties Tab 

In the Activity to perform box, select an activity, then configure the properties for that activity. The available properties depend on the activity 
selected.  

To set properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Network folder and double-click the SharePoint action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. On the Properties tab, select an Activity to perform. 
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3. Specify the properties that appear, depending on the activity selected. 

4. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

5. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

6. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

Available Activities 

The following table briefly describes the available activities for this action as specified in the Activity to perform box. 

Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Add 
Attachment 

Adds an attachment to the specified 
SharePoint list. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="add_attachment" 
TITLE="text" ID="text" 
ATTACHMENT="text" 
OVERWRITE="yes/no" 
PROVIDER="text (options)" /> 

Add Sharepoint attachment 
"C:\Temp\attachment_file.txt" to item id 
"item_id" in list "the_List". Session is 
"SharePointSession1". 

  
<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="add_attachment" 
TITLE="the_List" ID="item_id" 
ATTACHMENT="C:\Temp\attachment_
file.txt" OVERWRITE="yes" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

Add List Item Adds an item to an existing list on a 
SharePoint Services site. Lists usually 
appear in a multi-column/multi-row table 
of information which are basic buildings 
blocks of Web pages on a Windows 
SharePoint Services site. The columns 
represent lists and the rows represent 
items in those lists. If the specified list 
(column) does not exist, it will be created 
during runtime along with its associated 
value. If the column already exists, the 
specified value will be added to the next 
available row in that column. A Microsoft 
Windows SharePoint Services site can 
include a variety of lists — from contacts 
and calendars to announcements and 
issue-tracking lists. This activity is 
commonly used to add items to such 
lists. To create a new list, use the Create 
List activity. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="add_listitem" 
LIST="text (options)" 
SITE="text" AUTHTYPE="text 
(options)" USERNAME="text" 
PASSWORD="text (encrypted)" 
DOMAIN="text" 
IGNOREINVALIDCERTIFICATE="yes/n
o" CERTIFICATE="text" 
TIMEOUT="number" 
PROXYTYPE="text (options)" 
PROXYSERVER="text" 
PROXYPORT="number" 
PROXYUSERNAME="text" 
PROXYPASSWORD="text 
(encrypted)"><SharePointCellDat
a Name="text" Value="text" 
/><SharePointCellData 
/></AMSHAREPOINT> 

Add an item to Sharepoint list "myList". 
Session is "SharePointSession1". 

  
<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="add_listitem" 
LIST="myList" 
PROVIDER="session_based"><Share
PointCellData Name="Contacts" 
Value="David" /></AMSHAREPOINT> 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
 Add to Role 
(Permission 
Level) 

Adds the user to the specified role 
definition. 
This activity is only supported in 
SharePoint Server 2010. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="add_to_role" 
NAME="text" ID="text" 
SITE="text" 
IGNOREINVALIDCERTIFICATE="yes/n
o" CERTIFICATE="text" 
TIMEOUT="number" /> 

Example 1 - Adding a group to a role 
assignment. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="add_to_role" 
NAME="Developer Role" ID="14" 
PROVIDER="session_based" 
SESSION="mySession" /> 

Example 2 - Adding a user to a role 
assignment. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="add_to_role" 
NAME="User Role" 
LOGIN="WINSERV0082D\the_User_Na
me" PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

Add User to 
Group 

Adds a user to the specified group. <AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="add_user" ID="text" 
TITLE="text" LOGIN="text" 
EMAIL="text" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

Add user "Senior Tech" to group with id "15". 
Session is "SharePointSession1". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="add_user" ID="15" 
TITLE="Senior Tech" 
LOGIN="PeterParker" 
EMAIL="peterparker@dailybugle.c
om" PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

 Check In Checks in a document. Checking 
documents in and out allows users to 
obtain exclusive write access to a 
document, eliminating the need to merge 
changes from multiple authors. When a 
user checks a document out, that user is 
the only user who can save changes to 
the document. Other users can read the 
document, but they cannot make 
changes. The user who has the 
document checked out can update the 
document, and see the latest version of 
the document, but other users will not 
see the updates until the document has 
been checked back in. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="checkin" 
SOURCE="text" URL="text" 
COMMENT="text" 
CHECKINTYPE="OverwriteCheckIn" 
PROVIDER="text (options)" /> 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Check Out Checks out a document. Checking 

documents in and out allows users to 
obtain exclusive write access to a 
document, eliminating the need to merge 
changes from multiple authors. When a 
user checks a document out, that user is 
the only user who can save changes to 
the document. Other users can read the 
document, but they cannot make 
changes. The user who has the 
document checked out can update the 
document, and see the latest version of 
the document, but other users will not 
see the updates until the document has 
been checked back in. 
If you want to make changes to a file that 
resides in a SharePoint library, the safest 
way to do it is to check the file out. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="checkout" URL="text" 
PROVIDER="text (options)" /> 

Check out file "/my/Shared 
Documents/install.log". Session is 
"SharePointSession1". 

  
<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="checkout" 
URL="/my/Shared 
Documents/install.log" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 
  

Copy File 
(Document) 

Copies a file from the source URL to the 
destination URL. Used to copy a file from 
one SharePoint location to another. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="copy_file" URL="text" 
DESTINATION="text" 
OVERWRITE="yes/no" 
PROVIDER="text (options)" /> 

Copy file "/my/Shared Documents/install.log" 
to "/my/SharedDocuments/wow/install.log". 
Session is "SharePointSession1". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="copy_file" 
URL="/my/Shared 
Documents/install.log" 
DESTINATION="/my/Shared 
Documents/wow/install.log" 
OVERWRITE="yes" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

Create Folder Creates a folder in an existing document 
library. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="create_folder" 
LIBRARY="text" FOLDER="text" 
URL="text" PROVIDER="text 
(options)" /> 

Create folder "folder_name" in library 
"library_name". Session is 
"SharePointSession1". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="create_folder" 
LIBRARY="library_name" 
FOLDER="folder_name" 
URL="http://myServer/folder-
name" PROVIDER="session_based" 
/> 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Create Group Creates a new group. <AMSHAREPOINT 

ACTIVITY="create_group" 
TITLE="text" DESC="text" 
ROLETYPE="text" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

  

Create List Creates a new list. 
A SharePoint list is a collection of similar 
items. A list contains columns or fields 
that define the item data or metadata 
schema. Each item stored in a list shares 
the same schema. 
Technically lists also include libraries, but 
libraries are often seen as separate from 
lists or at least specialized forms of lists. 
In lists items are defined by metadata or 
the columns of a list with documents 
being attached to that metadata. In a 
library a document is the item with library 
metadata supporting the document. 
Lists in SharePoint resemble database 
tables in structure and behavior. Lists 
support various field or data types, and 
can have triggers that react to list events 
such as creating, updating or deleting 
items. In addition lists can be configured 
to filter, sort or group items based on 
item data or properties. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="create_list" 
LIST="text" DESC="text" 
QUICKLAUNCH="text (options)" 
ENABLEATTACHMENTS="yes/no" 
ENABLEFOLDER="yes/no" 
ENABLEVERSIONING="yes/no" 
PROVIDER="text 
(options)"><ColumnConstruct 
SchemaXml="text" 
AddToDefaultView="True/False" 
/></AMSHAREPOINT> 

Create Sharepoint list "List_Title" of type 
"Meetings". Session is "SharePointSession1". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="create_list" 
LIST="List_Title" 
DESC="Meetings" 
TEMPLATETYPE="Meetings" 
QUICKLAUNCH="On" 
ENABLEATTACHMENTS="yes" 
ENABLEFOLDER="yes" 
ENABLEVERSIONING="yes" 
PROVIDER="session_based"><Colum
nConstruct SchemaXml="column1" 
AddToDefaultView="True" 
/><ColumnConstruct 
SchemaXml="column2" 
AddToDefaultView="False" 
/></AMSHAREPOINT> 

Create Role 
(Permission 
Level) 

Creates a new role assignment in which 
to add items to. 
This activity is only supported in 
SharePoint Server 2010. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="get_roles" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
PROVIDER="text (options)" 
SESSION="text" /> 

Get Sharepoint role(s) and store information 
in dataset "myRoleAssignments". Session is 
"mySharePointSession". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="get_roles" 
RESULTDATASET="myRoleAssignment
s" PROVIDER="session_based" 
SESSION="mySharePointSession" 
/> 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Create 
Session 

Creates a new SharePoint session in 
which to attach subsequent SharePoint 
related activities to. This allows multiple 
sessions to exist within the same task. 
To end a session, use the End Session 
activity. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="create_session" 
SITE="text" AUTHTYPE="text 
(options)" USERNAME="text" 
PASSWORD="text (encrypted)" 
DOMAIN="text" 
IGNOREINVALIDCERTIFICATE="yes/n
o" CERTIFICATE="text" 
TIMEOUT="number" SESSION="text" 
/> 

Create Sharepoint session "mySession". Site 
url is "http://winserv08r2/my/personal/qa". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="create_session" 
SITE="http://winserv08r2/my/per
sonal/qa" SESSION="mySession" 
/> 

Create Site Creates a new SharePoint site. 
SharePoint sites are, functionally, 
ASP.NET 2.0 web applications that are 
served using IIS and a SQL Server 
database as a data storage back end. All 
site content data, such as items in 
document libraries and lists, are stored 
within an SQL database named by 
default as "WSS_Content_[ID]". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="create_site" 
TITLE="text" URL="text" 
DESC="text" TEMPLATETYPE="text" 
LANGUAGE="number" 
USESITEPERMISSION="yes/no" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

Create Sharepoint site "temp" of type "Blog : 
BLOG#0". Session is "SharePointSession1". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="create_site" 
TITLE="temp" URL="punam" 
DESC="it works" 
TEMPLATETYPE="Blog : BLOG#0" 
USESITEPERMISSION="yes" 
RESULTDATASET="test" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

Delete 
Attachment 

Deletes an existing attachment from the 
specified SharePoint list. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="delete_attachment" 
TITLE="text" ID="text" 
ATTACHMENT="text" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

Delete Sharepoint attachment 
"Attachment_Name" from item id "the list item 
identifier. " in list "temp". Session is 
"SharePointSession1". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="delete_attachment" 
TITLE="temp" ID="the list item 
identifier. " 
ATTACHMENT="Attachment_Name" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

Delete File 
(Document) 

Deletes an existing file or document in a 
SharePoint library. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="delete_file" 
URL="text" PROVIDER="text 
(options)" /> 

Delete file "SourceURL". Session is 
"SharePointSession1". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="delete_file" 
URL="SourceURL" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

Delete Folder Deletes a folder in an existing document 
library. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="delete_folder" 
FOLDER="text" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

Delete folder "myFolder.URL". Session is 
"SharePointSession1". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="delete_folder" 
FOLDER="myFolder.URL" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
 Delete 
Group 

Deletes an existing group. <AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="delete_group" 
ID="text" PROVIDER="text 
(options)" /> 

Delete Sharepoint group whose id is 
"alphanumeric_value". Session is 
"SharePointSession1". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="delete_group" 
ID="alphanumeric_value" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

Delete List Deletes an existing list. <AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="delete_list" 
LIST="text" PROVIDER="text 
(options)" /> 

Delete Sharepoint list "myList". Session is 
"SharePointSession1". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="delete_list" 
LIST="myList" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

Delete Role 
(Permission 
Level) 

Deletes an existing role. 
This activity is only supported in 
SharePoint Server 2010. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="delete_role" 
NAME="text" PROVIDER="text 
(options)" /> 

Delete Sharepoint role "myRole". Session is 
"SharePointSession1". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="delete_role" 
NAME="myRole" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

Delete Site Deletes an existing SharePoint site. <AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="delete_site" 
URL="text" PROVIDER="text 
(options)" /> 

Delete Sharepoint site "site.URL". Session is 
"SharePointSession1". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="delete_site" 
URL="site.URL" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

Discard 
Check Out 

Discards an existing check out. 
If you check out a file and make no 
changes to it, you can discard the 
checkout, rather than saving it. If your 
organization tracks versions, a new 
version is created each time you check a 
file back into the library. By discarding 
the checkout, you can avoid making new 
versions when you have not made any 
changes to the file. 
In some cases, you might make changes 
that you do not want to keep. Rather 
than saving the file, you can discard the 
checkout and thereby lose the changes. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="discard_checkout" 
URL="text" 
PROVIDER="text.(options)" /> 

Discard check out of file "site.URL". Session 
is "SharePointSession1". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="discard_checkout" 
URL="site.URL" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Download 
attachment 

Downloads an attachment from a list 
item in a Microsoft Windows SharePoint 
Service. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="download_attachment" 
TITLE="text" ID="text" 
ATTACHMENT="text" 
DESTINATION="text" 
OVERWRITE="yes/no" 
PROVIDER="text (options)" /> 

Download Sharepoint attachment "myFile.txt" 
into "C:\Temp\myFile.txt" from item id 
"item_ID" in list "myList". Session is 
"SharePointSession1". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="download_attachment" 
TITLE="myList" ID="item_ID" 
ATTACHMENT="myFile.txt" 
DESTINATION="C:\Temp\myFile.txt
" OVERWRITE="yes" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

Download 
File 
(Document) 

Downloads a file from a SharePoint 
library. 

<AMSHAREPOINT URL="text" 
DESTINATION="text" 
OVERWRITE="yes/no" 
PROVIDER="text (options)" /> 

Download file "/my/personal/myFile.txt" to 
"C:\Temp\myFile.txt". Session is 
"SharePointSession1". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
URL="/my/personal/myFile.txt" 
DESTINATION="C:\Temp\myFile.txt
" OVERWRITE="yes" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

End Session Ends a SharePoint session initially 
created with the use of the Create 
Session activity. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="end_session" 
SESSION="text" /> 

End Sharepoint session 
"mySharePointSession". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="end_session" 
SESSION="mySharePointSession" 
/> 

Get 
attachments 

Retrieves attachments from the specified 
list item and populates a dataset with the 
results. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="get_attachments" 
TITLE="text" ID="text" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
PROVIDER="text (options)" /> 

Get Sharepoint attachments from item id 
"Item_ID" in list "List_Title" and store 
information in dataset "dataset_name". 
Session is "SharePointSession1".. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="get_attachments" 
TITLE="List_Title" ID="Item_ID" 
RESULTDATASET="dataset_name" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Get Files 
(Documents) 

Retrieves files from a SharePoint library. <AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="get_files" 
LIBRARY="text" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
PROVIDER="session_based">text</
AMSHAREPOINT> 

Get Sharepoint library "Shared Documents" 
file(s) and store information in dataset "test". 
Site url is 
"http://winserv201/my/personal/files". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="get_files" 
LIBRARY="Shared Documents" 
RESULTDATASET="test" 
SITE="http://winserv201/my/pers
onal/files" AUTHTYPE="Basic" 
USERNAME="administrator" 
PASSWORD="AM2RzswreJs0SU=aME" 
DOMAIN="winserv08r2">&lt;Where&
gt;&lt;Eq&gt;&lt;FieldRef 
Name='Country' /&gt;&lt;Value 
Type='Lookup'&gt;Belgium&lt;/Va
lue&gt;&lt;/Eq&gt;&lt;/Where&gt
;</AMSHAREPOINT> 

Get Folder(s) Retrieves folders from a SharePoint 
library. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="get_folders" 
LIBRARY="text" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
PROVIDER="text (options)" /> 

Get Sharepoint library "myLibrary" folders and 
store information in dataset "myDataset". 
Session is "SharePointSession1". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="get_folders" 
LIBRARY="myLibrary" 
RESULTDATASET="myDataset" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

Get Groups Retrieves information regarding one or 
more SharePoint groups and populates a 
dataset with the results. 
This activity is only supported in 
SharePoint Server 2010. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="get_groups" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
PROVIDER="text (options)" 
SESSION="text" /> 

Get Sharepoint groups(s) and store 
information in dataset "mygroups". Session is 
"SharePointSession3". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="get_groups" 
RESULTDATASET="mygroups" 
PROVIDER="session_based" 
SESSION="SharePointSession3" /> 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Get List Items Retrieves list items and populates a 

dataset with the results.   
<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="get_listitems" 
LIST="text" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
PROVIDER="text (options)" 
SESSION="text" /> 

Get Sharepoint list "Calendar" items(s) and 
store information in dataset "myListItems". 
Session is "SharePointSession3". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="get_listitems" 
LIST="Calendar" 
RESULTDATASET="myListItems" 
PROVIDER="session_based" 
SESSION="SharePointSession3" /> 

Get Lists Retrieves available lists and populates a 
dataset with the results. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="get_lists" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
PROVIDER="text (options)" 
SESSION="text" /> 

Get Sharepoint list(s) and store information in 
dataset "myListItems". Session is 
"SharePointSession3". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="get_lists" 
RESULTDATASET="myListItems" 
PROVIDER="session_based" 
SESSION="SharePointSession3" /> 

Get Roles 
(Permission 
Levels) 

Retrieves available roles and populates a 
dataset with the results. 
This activity is only supported in 
SharePoint Server 2010. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="create_role" 
NAME="text" PERMISSIONS="text 
(options)" DESC="text" 
ORDER="Number" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

Create Sharepoint role "Role_Name" with 
"CreateGroups" permissions. Session is 
"SharePointSession1". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="create_role" 
NAME="Role_Name" 
PERMISSIONS="CreateGroups" 
DESC="Meetings" ORDER="2" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

Get Sites Retrieves available sites and populates a 
dataset with the results. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="get_sites" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
PROVIDER="text (options)" 
SESSION="text" /> 

Get Sharepoint site(s) and store information 
in dataset "myListItems". Session is 
"SharePointSession3". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="get_sites" 
RESULTDATASET="mysites" 
PROVIDER="session_based" 
SESSION="mySharePointSession" 
/> 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Get Users Retrieves available users from the 

specified group and populates a dataset 
with the results. 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="get_users" ID="text" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
PROVIDER="text (options)" 
SESSION="text" /> 

Get Sharepoint user(s) from group with id "ID" 
and store information in dataset "myusers". 
Session is "mySharePointSession". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
ACTIVITY="get_users" ID="ID" 
RESULTDATASET="myusers" 
PROVIDER="session_based" 
SESSION="mySharePointSession" 
/> 

Move File 
(Document) 

Moves a file from the source URL to the 
destination URL. 

<AMSHAREPOINT URL="text" 
DESTINATION="text" 
OVERWRITE="yes/no" 
PROVIDER="text (options)" /> 

Download file "/my/personal/myFile.txt" to 
"C:\Temp\myFile.txt". Session is 
"SharePointSession1". 

<AMSHAREPOINT 
URL="/my/personal/myFile.txt" 
DESTINATION="C:\Temp\myFile.txt
" OVERWRITE="yes" 
PROVIDER="session_based" /> 

 
Activity Description 
Remove from Role (Permission Level) Removes the specified user from the specified role definition. 

This activity is only supported in SharePoint Server 2010. 

Remove List Item Removes an item from the specified list. 

Remove User from Group Removes the specified user from the specified group. 

Rename Folder Renames a folder from the specified SharePoint library. 

Update Group Updates information for the specified group. 

Update List Updates a list based on the specified field definitions and list properties. 

Update List Item Updates an item from the specified list. 

Update Role (Permission Level) Updates information for the specified role definition. This activity is only supported in SharePoint Server 2010. 

Update Site Updates information for the specified site. 

Upload File (Document) Uploads a file to the specified site. 

Attachment Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Attachment 
name 

Text No (Empty) ATTACHMENT="C:\Temp\file.txt" The path and file name of the attachment to add. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Create and 
populate 
dataset with 
SharePoint 
Attachments(s) 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="dataset_name" The name of the dataset to create and populate with 
information regarding the data retrieved. 

Destination           
Group ID Text Yes (Empty) TITLE="relative.URL" Specifies the member identifier for the group to delete. 

List title Text Yes (Empty) TITLE="listtle" The title of the role to create. 

List item ID Text Yes (Empty) ID="the_item_ID" The list item identifier of the list that contains the attachment 
to delete. 

Overwrite Yes/No No No OVERWRITE="yes" If set to YES, existing attachments with the same name will 
be overwritten with the newly added attachment. 
NOTE: This option is only supported in SharePoint 2010. 
  

Source (Server 
relative URL) 

Text Yes (Empty) TITLE="relative.URL" The relative URL of the file based on the URL for the 
server. 

File Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
CAML 
Query 

Text Yes (Empty) LIBRARY="text" The CAML Query to run. 
NOTE: This option is only supported in SharePoint 2010. 

Comment Text No (Empty) COMMENT="text" A user defined comment regarding the checkin. 

Checkin 
type 

Text 
(options) 

No (Empty) CHECKINTYPE="OverwriteCheckIn" The type of checkin. This parameter is only supported in 
Sharepoint 2010 Server. The available options are: 

• MinorCheckIn 
• MajorCheckIn 
• OverwriteCheckIn 

Create and 
populate 
dataset 
with 
SharePoint 
file(s) 
information. 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="dataset_name" The name of the dataset to create and populate with 
information about the files that were queried. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Destination Text Yes (Empty) DESTINATION="C:\Temp\File.txt" The destination folder and file name that the file should be 

downloaded to. This requires an absolute path/file name. 

Destination 
(server 
relative 
URL) 

Text Yes (Empty) URL="text" The destination URL. 

Document 
library title 

Text Yes (Empty) TITLE="library_title" The title of the document library from which to retrieve file 
information. Click GO to populate this field with available 
libraries. 

Overwrite Yes/No No No OVERWRITE="yes" If set to YES, files with the same name as the copied file will 
be overwritten. If set to NO, this step fails with an error if files 
with the same name are found. This parameter is set to NO by 
default. 

Source Text Yes (Empty) SOURCE="text" The source location. 

Source 
(server 
relative 
URL) 

Text No (Empty) URL="/my/Shared 
Documents/install.log" 
URL="install.log" 

The source URL of the file to check out. 

Folder Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Create and 
populate 
dataset with 
SharePoint 
Folder 
information 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="dataset_name" The name of the dataset to create and populate with information 
regarding the role assignments that are retrieved. 

Document 
Library Title 

Text Yes (Empty) LIBRARY="Shared Documents" The title of the document library in which to create a folder. 

Folder 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) FOLDER="folder_name" The name of the folder. 

Parent 
Folder URL 
(optional) 

Text No No URL="http://myServer/folder_name" The URL of the parent folder in which to create a subfolder. This 
is required only if you want to create a subfolder within an existing 
folder. If left blank, a subfolder will be created from the root 
directory. 
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Group Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Create and 
populate 
dataset with 
SharePoint 
Folder 
information 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="dataset_name" The name of the dataset to create and populate with information 
regarding the role assignments that are retrieved. 

Description Text Yes (Empty) DESC="group_description" A user defined description of the group to create. 

Email Text No (Empty) EMAIL="user@company.com" The email address associated with the user to add to the group. 

Group ID Text Yes (Empty) ID="theGroupID" The group ID in which to add the existing user. 

Login name Text Yes (Empty) LOGIN="LoginName" The login name of the user to add to the group. 

Role Type Text No (Empty) ROLETYPE="read" The group's role definition. Use the Get Roles activity to retrieve 
a list of role definitions. 

Title Text Yes (Empty) TITLE="group_title" The title of the group to create. 

List Item Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Add column Text No (Empty)   You can add columns to sites and lists, and reference 

them in content types. A column represents an 
attribute, or piece of metadata, that the user wants to 
manage for the items in the list or content type to 
which they added the column. To add a column, click 
the Click here to add a new item link and 
enter  values. 

Add list item Text Yes (Empty)   To add a new item, click the Click here to add a new 
item link and enter a value for the Column and Value 
fields. 

Column Text Yes (Empty) Name="columnName" The column name in which to add a value to. 

Create and 
populate 
dataset with 
SharePoint 
Folder 
information 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="dataset_name" 
The name of the dataset to create and populate with 
information regarding the role assignments that are 
retrieved. 

Description Text No (Empty) DESC="group_description" A user defined description of the group to create. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Default view Yes/No No No AddToDefaultView="False" Specifies whether the column should be set as the 

default view. The default value is FALSE. 

Enable 
attachments 

Text Yes (Empty) ENABLEATTACHMENTS="yes" Specify whether to enable attachments 

Enable 
versioning 

Text No (Empty) ENABLEVERSIONING="yes" Specify whether to enable versioning 

Enable 
folder 
creation 

Text Yes (Empty) ENABLEFOLDER="yes" Specify whether to enable folder creation 

List title Text Yes (Empty) TITLE="group_title" The displayed title for the list. Click Go to populate 
this field with all available list titles. Thereafter, select 
the desired list title from the drop-down. 

Schema 
XML 

Text No (Empty) SchemaXml="column2" The name of the column to add. 

Template 
type 

Text 
(options) 

No GenericList TEMPLATETYPE="DiscussionBoard" Numerous SharePoint templates available in a drop-
down list 

Quick 
launch 

Text 
(options) 

No DefaultValue QUICKLAUNCH="on" On, Off, or DefaultValue, Doesn't matter 

Value Text Yes (Empty) Value="theValue" The value to add under the specified list (column). 

Proxy Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Proxy 
Password 

Text No (Empty) PROXYPASSWORD="encrypted" The proxy password to authenticate with. This parameter 
is available only if the Use Authentication parameter is 
enabled. 

Proxy Port Number No 8080 PROXYPORT="8080" The port that should be used to connect to the proxy 
server. The default port is 808. This parameter is 
available only if the Proxy Type parameter is set to 
HTTP. 

Proxy Server Text No (Empty) PROXYSERVER="proxy.host.com" The host name (server.domain.com) or IP address 
(xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx) of the proxy server. This parameter is 
available only if the Proxy Type parameter is set to 
HTTP. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Proxy Type Text 

(options) 
No Default PROXYTYPE="http" The proxy type to use. The available options are: 

• Default (default parameter) 
• None 
• HTTP 

Proxy 
Username 

Text No (Empty) PROXYUSERNAME=username The proxy username to authenticate with. This 
parameter is available only if the Use Authentication 
parameter is enabled. 

Use 
Authentication 

If enabled, specifies that proxy  authentication is required, enabling authentication-based parameters. This parameter is disabled by default 
and only available if the Proxy Type parameter is set to HTTP. NOTE: This is a design time parameter and therefore does not contain any 
markup. 

Role Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Create and 
populate 
dataset with 
SharePoint 
Folder 
information 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="dataset_name" The name of the dataset to create and populate with 
information regarding the role assignments that are retrieved. 

Description Text Yes (Empty) DESC="role_description" A user defined description assigned for the role. 

Group ID Text No (Empty) ID="theGroupID" If this option is enabled, specifies the group ID of the group in 
which to add to the role assignment. If this option is selected, 
the User Logon parameter is ignored.   

Order Number No (Empty) ROLETYPE="read"  Specifies the order in which roles are displayed. 

Permissions Text 
(options) 

No (Empty) PERMISSIONS="Open" The permissions set for the role. Click the drop-down list. 

Role name Text Yes (Empty) TITLE="group_role" The name of the role to create/edit/delete. 

User Logon Text No (Empty) LOGIN="theLoginName" If this option is enabled, specifies the user login name of the 
user in which to add to the role assignment. If this option is 
selected, the Group ID parameter is ignored.  
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Server Properties 

These properties allow you to create a custom session for this activity or link this activity to an existing session. 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Authentication 
Type 

Text 
(options) 

No Default AUTHTYPE="Form" The method of authentication to use. 
Certain parameters become active 
depending on which authentication method 
is selected. The available options are: 

• Default (default) 
• Basic 
• Forms 
• Anonymous 

This parameter is active only if the Provide 
Settings parameter is set to Custom. 

Certificate Text No (Empty) CERTIFICATE="C:\Temp\file.cer" The (DER encoded) certificate to use for 
SharePoint authentication. This parameter 
is active only if the Provide Settings 
parameter is set to Custom and the 
Authentication Type parameter is set to 
Basic or Form. 

Domain Text Yes if 
Auth 
Type is 
set to 
Basic or 
Form 

(Empty) DOMAIN="myServer" The domain that the username/password 
belongs to. This parameter is active only if 
the Provide Settings parameter is set to 
Custom and the Authentication Type 
parameter is set to Basic or Form. 

Ignore invalid 
certificate 

Yes/No No No IGNOREINVALIDCERTIFICATE="yes" If set to YES, specifies that invalid 
certificates will be automatically ignored. 
Set to NO by default. This parameter is 
active only if the Certificate parameter is 
set to YES. 

Password Text Yes if 
Auth 
Type is 
set to 
Basic or 
Form 

(Empty) PASSWORD="encryptedText" The SharePoint password. This parameter 
is active only if the Provide Settings 
parameter is set to Custom and the 
Authentication Type parameter is set to 
Basic or Form. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Provide 
Settings 

Text 
(options) 

Yes Custom PROVIDER="session_based" Indicates where this activity's credentials 
should originate from. Different properties 
apply depending on the option selected. 
The available options are: 

• Custom (default parameter) - 
Specifies that a custom set of 
credentials will be entered for 
activity. Select this option if 
performing a single activity. 

• Session Based - Specifies that 
credentials should derive from a 
session created in a previous step 
with the use of the Create Session 
activity. This allows several 
activities to be linked to a specific 
session. 

Session Text No SharePointSession1 SESSION="mySession1" The session name to be created. This 
allows several SharePoint activities to be 
linked to this session, eliminating 
redundancy. Numerous sessions can be 
used within a single task. The default value 
is SharePointSession1. This parameter is 
active only if Provide Settings parameter 
is set to Session Based. 
NOTE: Use the End Session activity to end 
an active SharePoint session. 

Site Text Yes (Empty) SITE="http://myServer/tech" An existing SharePoint site. SharePoint 
sites are, functionally, ASP.NET 2.0 web 
applications that are served using IIS and a 
SQL Server database as a data storage 
back end. This parameter is active only if 
the Provide Settings parameter is set to 
Custom. 

Timeout 
(seconds) 

Number No 600 TIMEOUT="500" The total number of seconds that this 
activity is allowed to complete, otherwise a 
time out error is generated. The default 
value is 600 seconds. This parameter is 
active only if Provide Settings parameter 
is set to Custom. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Username Text Yes if 

Auth 
Type is 
set to 
Basic or 
Form 

(Empty) USERNAME="theUserName" The SharePoint username. This parameter 
is active only if the Provide Settings 
parameter is set to Custom and the 
Authentication Type parameter is set to 
Basic or Form. 

Version Text 
(options) 

Yes SharePoint 2010 VERSION="SharePoint2010" The SharePoint version. This parameter is 
active only if Provide Settings parameter 
is set to Custom. 

Site Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Create and 
populate 
dataset with 
Sharepoint 
site(s) 
information 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="datasetName" The name of the dataset to create and populate with 
information about SharePoint sites. 

Description Text Yes (Empty) DESC="text_description" A user defined description of the new site. 

Language Number Yes 1033 LANGUAGE="1033"  The locale ID that specifies the language of the new site. 
The default value is 1033. 

Template 
Type 

Text 
(options) 

No Blank 
Site : 
STS#1 

TEMPLATETYPE="STS#1" The name of the site template to be used for creating the 
new site. Click Go to populate the list with available 
templates. The default value is Blank Site : STS#1. 

Title Text Yes (Empty) TITLE="site_title" The title of the site. 

URL Text Yes   URL="http://server_name/sites" The URL leaf name of the new site. 

Use same 
permissions 
as parent 
site 

Yes/No No No USESITEPERMISSION="yes" If set to YES, the new site will use the same permissions set 
for the parent site. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 
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Expressions, Variables and Functions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions such as variables, functions or AWE extended functions, which can be entered by surrounding the 
expression in percentage signs (example: %FileDateTime(myVar)% or %myVar%, % Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you 
can open Expression Builder from these fields by clicking the percent sign (%) or by pressing F2. 

Expressions 

Variables 

Function 

Extended functions 

The Expression Builder 

Twitter Action 
Twitter is a free social networking and micro-blogging service that enables its users to send and read other users' updates known as tweets. 
Although Twitter was originally intended for communication among individuals, a number of organizations have begun to actively participate on the 
platform. In a business standpoint, Twitter allows customers the ability to get instant access pertaining to products, services, competitors, brands 
or real-time information about the organization itself. Twitter can be used to share important information, statistics, updates, or ideas with others 
within a particular department, organization, business, or industry. AWE's Twitter action can perform automated status message updates on a 
valid Twitter account. This action can update a status message on a schedule or when a certain event occurs. For example, the Twitter action can 
be used to perform internal updates on network issues for IT staff or external Twitter communications on new products or other subjects for 
marketing purposes. This action can also be used to perform a variety of other Twitter operations, such as Get Status, Delete Status, Send Direct 
Message, Get Friends, Get Followers and much more. 

 

Use of this action requires a valid Twitter account. 

Example 

This example code gets the current Twitter status: 
<!-- <AMTWITTER ACTION="get_status" ID="3414059487" RESULTVARIABLE="status" RESULTDATASET="stsusdataset" 
USERNAME="username" PASSWORD="AM1KvnS5zvUCNIFdwmKwWQOKA==aME" /> --> 

See Also 

Send Email, HTTP, MSMQ, FTP, Get Email, Web Browser 

General Tab 

In the Activity box, select an activity, then configure the properties for that activity. The available properties depend on the activity selected.  
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To set properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Network folder and double-click the action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. On the General tab, select an Activity. 

3. Specify the properties that appear, depending on the activity selected. 

4. On the Authentication tab, specify the parameters as described below. 

5. On the Parameters tab, specify the parameters as described below. 

6. On the Proxy tab, specify the parameters as described below. 

7. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

8. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

9. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

Available Activities 

The following table briefly describes the available activities for this action as specified in the Activity to perform box. 

Activity Description Declaration Examples 

Delete 
Status 

Deletes a status. 
The returned 
status will have 
the complete 
status details. 

<AMTWITTER 
ACTIVITY="delete_status" 
ID="number" RESULTVARIABLE="text" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
CONSUMERKEY="text" 
CONSUMERSECRET="text (encrypted)" 
SCREENNAME="text" 
ACCESSTOKEN="text" 
SECRETTOKEN="text" 
ENABLESSL="yes/no" 
PROXYSERVER="text" PROXYPORT="300" 
PROXYUSERNAME="text" 
PROXYPASSWORD="text (encrypted)" 
/> 

<AMTWITTER ACTIVITY="delete_status" 
RESULTVARIABLE="theVar" 
RESULTDATASET="theDataset" 
SCREENNAME="TweetyBird" 
ACCESSTOKEN="138893066-
pcQPBQlFnI8exepSZPaQcnljQJNg4tB6mUfGAywz" 
SECRETTOKEN="pL1IdTedxHU6JFd6HHRlkncy98R5PQLwK
yrESGGM" /> 

Follow 
User 

Follow a specific 
user. 

<AMTWITTER ACTIVITY="follow_user" 
USER="text" SCREENNAME="text" 
ACCESSTOKEN="text" 
SECRETTOKEN="text" ENABLESSL="yes" 
PROXYSERVER="text" 
PROXYPORT="number" 
PROXYUSERNAME="text" 
PROXYPASSWORD="text (encrypted)" 
/> 

<AMTWITTER ACTIVITY="follow_user" 
USER="tweetybird" SCREENNAME="Tarzan" 
ACCESSTOKEN="138893066-
pcQPBQlFnI8exepSZPaQcnljQJNg4tB6mUfGAywz" 
SECRETTOKEN="pL1IdTedxHU6JFd6HHRlkncy98R5PQLwK
yrESGGM" /> 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 

Get Direct 
Messages 

Get direct 
messages 
sent/received by 
user. 

<AMTWITTER 
ACTIVITY="get_directmessages" 
TYPE="text (options)" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
SCREENNAME="text" 
ACCESSTOKEN="text" 
SECRETTOKEN="text" 
PROXYSERVER="text" 
PROXYPORT="text" 
PROXYUSERNAME="text" 
PROXYPASSWORD="text"><Parameter 
Name="since_id" Value="number" 
/><Parameter Name="max_id" 
Value="number" /><Parameter 
Name="count" Value="number" 
/><Parameter Name="page" 
Value="number" /></AMTWITTER> 

<AMTWITTER ACTIVITY="get_directmessages" 
TYPE="received" RESULTDATASET="theDataset" 
SCREENNAME="BatmanandRobin" 
ACCESSTOKEN="138893066-
pcQPBQlFnI8exepSZPaQcnljQJNg4tB6mUfGAywz" 
SECRETTOKEN="pL1IdTedxHU6JFd6HHRlkncy98R5PQLwK
yrESGGM" /> 

Get 
Followers 

Gets a list of 
followers 
(accepts 
parameters). 

<AMTWITTER 
ACTIVITY="get_followers" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
CONSUMERKEY="text" 
CONSUMERSECRET="text" 
SCREENNAME="text" 
ACCESSTOKEN="text" 
SECRETTOKEN="text" 
PROXYSERVER="text" 
PROXYPORT="number" 
PROXYUSERNAME="text" 
PROXYPASSWORD="text"><Parameter 
Name="text (options)" Value="text" 
/></AMTWITTER> 

Sample 1 - Get information about follower with screen name 
"Superman". Store user information into AutoMate dataset 
"myDataset. 

<AMTWITTER ACTIVITY="get_followers" 
RESULTDATASET="theDataset" SCREENNAME="text" 
ACCESSTOKEN="138893066-
pcQPBQlFnI8exepSZPaQcnljQJNg4tB6mUfGAywz" 
SECRETTOKEN="pL1IdTedxHU6JFd6HHRlkncy98R5PQLwK
yrESGGM"><Parameter Name="screen_name" 
Value="Superman" /></AMTWITTER> 

Get 
Friends 

Gets a list of 
friends (accepts 
parameters). 

<AMTWITTER ACTIVITY="get_friends" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
SCREENNAME="text" 
ACCESSTOKEN="text" 
SECRETTOKEN="text"><Parameter 
Name="text (options)" Value="text" 
/></AMTWITTER> 

Sample 1 - Get information about friend with screen name 
"Superman". Store user information into a dataset "myDataset. 

<AMTWITTER ACTIVITY="get_friends" 
RESULTDATASET="theDataset" 
SCREENNAME="ankurkumarpatel" 
ACCESSTOKEN="138893066-
pcQPBQlFnI8exepSZPaQcnljQJNg4tB6mUfGAywz" 
SECRETTOKEN="pL1IdTedxHU6JFd6HHRlkncy98R5PQLwK
yrESGGM"><Parameter Name="screen_name" 
Value="Superman" /></AMTWITTER> 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 

Get 
Mentions 

Returns a list of 
the most recent 
statuses that 
mention the 
authenticated 
user (accepts 
parameters). 

<AMTWITTER ACTIVITY="get_mentions" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
SCREENNAME="text" 
ACCESSTOKEN="text" 
SECRETTOKEN="text" 
PROXYSERVER="text" 
PROXYPORT="number" 
PROXYUSERNAME="text" 
PROXYPASSWORD="text"><Parameter 
Name="text" Value="text" 
/></AMTWITTER> 

<AMTWITTER ACTIVITY="get_mentions" 
RESULTDATASET="theDataset" 
SCREENNAME="ronneylovely" 
ACCESSTOKEN="133348295-
PORXRI8G89z6oQBklBYE8JN98VffugsRPAsnEKtw" 
SECRETTOKEN="DtemBbytOZERrkUBYFagHV1e5jju1APQ5
cMo1GZMU"><Parameter Name="page" Value="2" 
/></AMTWITTER> 

Get Status Returns a single 
status with all the 
useful 
information. 

<AMTWITTER ACTIVITY="get_status" 
RESULTVARIABLE="theVar" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
SCREENNAME="text" 
ACCESSTOKEN="text" 
SECRETTOKEN="text" /> 

Sample 1 - Get specific status by status ID 1047468972. Store 
status into AutoMate variable "theVar". Store status information 
into AutoMate dataset "theDataset". 

<AMTWITTER ACTIVITY="get_status" 
ID="1047468972" RESULTVARIABLE="theVar" 
RESULTDATASET="theDataset" 
SCREENNAME="ronneylovely" 
ACCESSTOKEN="133348295-
Eg6hurc2YWpqdZrgbzsoXpWoQtT5D0vSn3UnhpME" 
SECRETTOKEN="lqNo7BuRHBeDfWAvSTsZg4B3UqQGXNAN9
hynYCC5M" /> 

Sample 2 - Get current status. Store status into AutoMate variable 
"theVar". Store status information into AutoMate dataset 
"theDataset". 

<AMTWITTER ACTIVITY="get_status" 
RESULTVARIABLE="theVar" 
RESULTDATASET="theDataset" 
SCREENNAME="ronneylovely" 
ACCESSTOKEN="133348295-
Eg6hurc2YWpqdZrgbzsoXpWoQtT5D0vSn3UnhpME" 
SECRETTOKEN="lqNo7BuRHBeDfWAvSTsZg4B3UqQGXNAN9
hynYCC5M" /> 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 

Get 
Timeline 

Gets Friends, 
Users or Public 
timeline. Returns 
a list of most 
recent statuses 
from a user, 
friend or by any 
non-protected 
user (Public 
timelines accept 
parameters). 

<AMTWITTER ACTIVITY="get_timeline" 
TYPE="text (options)" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
SCREENNAME="text" 
ACCESSTOKEN="text" 
SECRETTOKEN="text" 
PROXYSERVER="text" 
PROXYPORT="number" 
PROXYUSERNAME="text" 
PROXYPASSWORD="text" /> 

Sample 1 - A simple step that gets the timeline of type "user" and 
stores status information into a dataset named "theDataset". 

<AMTWITTER ACTIVITY="get_timeline" TYPE="user" 
RESULTDATASET="theDataset" 
SCREENNAME="ronneylovely" 
ACCESSTOKEN="133348295-
PORXRI8G89z6oQBklBYE8JN98VffugsPPAsnEKtw" 
SECRETTOKEN="BtemBbytOZERrkUBYFagHV1e5jju1APQ5
cMo1GZMU" /> 

 Sample 2 - Get timeline of type "public". Store status information 
into AutoMate dataset named "theDataset". Loop through the 
dataset named "theDataset" . Dataset is sorted in ascending 
alphabetical order on the "TwitterUser" column. Within each 
iteration, display the following information: 

• Twitter User Name 
• User Creation Date 
• User ID 
<AMTWITTER ACTIVITY="get_timeline" 
TYPE="public" RESULTDATASET="theDataset" 
SCREENNAME="ronneylovely" 
ACCESSTOKEN="133348295-
Eg6hurc2YWpqdZrgbzsoXpWoQtT5D0vSn3UnhpME" 
SECRETTOKEN="lqNo7BuRHBeDfWAvSTsZg4B3UqQGXNAN9
hynYCC5M" /> 
<AMLOOP TYPE="DATASET" DATASET="theDataset" 
SORT="ascending" SORTEDCOLUMN="TwitterUser"> 
     <AMSHOWDIALOG>Twitter User Name = 
%theDataset.TwitterUser% 
User Creation Date = %theDataset.Created% 
User ID = %theDataset.ID%</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMLOOP> 

Search Search a Twitter 
feed. 

<AMTWITTER ACTIVITY="search" 
RESULTDATASET="text" 
SCREENNAME="text" 
ACCESSTOKEN="text" 
SECRETTOKEN="text">text<Parameter 
Name="until" Value="date" 
/></AMTWITTER> 

<AMTWITTER ACTIVITY="search" 
RESULTDATASET="theDataset" 
SCREENNAME="ronneylovely" 
ACCESSTOKEN="133348295-
PORXRI8G89z6oQBklBYE8JN98VffugsRPAsnEKtw" 
SECRETTOKEN="DtemBbytOZERrkUBYFagHV1e5jju1APQ5
cMo1GCMU">love OR hate<Parameter Name="until" 
Value="2010-01-01" /></AMTWITTER> 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 

Send 
Direct 
Message 

Sends a direct 
message. 

<AMTWITTER 
ACTIVITY="send_directmessage" 
USER="text" RESULTDATASET="text" 
SCREENNAME="text" 
ACCESSTOKEN="text" 
SECRETTOKEN="text">text</AMTWITTER
> 

<AMTWITTER ACTIVITY="get_directmessages" 
TYPE="received" RESULTDATASET="theDataset" 
SCREENNAME="BatmanandRobin" 
ACCESSTOKEN="138893066-
pcQPBQlFnI8exepSZPaQcnljQJNg4tB6mUfGAywz" 
SECRETTOKEN="pL1IdTedxHU6JFd6HHRlkncy98R5PQLwK
yrESGGM" /> 

Stop 
Following 
User 

Stop following a 
specific user. 

<AMTWITTER 
ACTIVITY="stop_following_user" 
USER="text" SCREENNAME="text" 
ACCESSTOKEN="text" 
SECRETTOKEN="text" 
PROXYSERVER="text" 
PROXYPORT="text" 
PROXYUSERNAME="text" 
PROXYPASSWORD="text (encrypted)" 
/></AMTWITTER> 

<AMTWITTER ACTIVITY="stop_following_user" 
USER="Superman" SCREENNAME="Batman" 
ACCESSTOKEN="138893066-
pcQPBQlFnI8exepSZPaQcnljQJNg4tB6mUfGAywz" 
SECRETTOKEN="pL1IdTedxHU6JFd6HHRlkncy98R5PQLwK
yrESGGM" /> 

Update 
Status 

Posts the Status 
string as the 
body of a tweet 
on behalf of the 
authenticated 
user. 

<AMTWITTER RESULTDATASET="text" 
SCREENNAME="text" 
ACCESSTOKEN="text" 
SECRETTOKEN="text">text</AMTWITTER
> 

<AMTWITTER RESULTDATASET="theDataset" 
SCREENNAME="theScreenName" 
ACCESSTOKEN="theToken" 
SECRETTOKEN="theTokenSecret">The status to 
update</AMTWITTER> 

Delete Status: 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Current 
Status 

        If enabled, specifies that the current status of the authenticated user 
will be deleted. This is a visual mode parameter used only during 
design time, therefore, contains no markup. It is enabled by default. If 
this parameter is enabled, the Specific Status by ID parameter is 
ignored. 

Specific 
Status by 
ID 

Number No (Empty) ID="123456789" If enabled, specifies the status ID to delete. If this parameter is 
enabled, the Current Status parameter is ignored. 

Populate 
variable 
with status 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="theVar" The name of an existing variable to populate with the status that 
should be deleted. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Create and 
populate 
dataset 
with status 
information 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="myStatus" The name of the dataset to create and populate with specific 
information about the status that should be deleted. 

Follow User: 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
User 
(Screen 
Name) 

Text Yes (Empty) USER="tweetybird The screen name of the user you want to follow. 

Get Direct Messages: 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Type Text 

(options) 
Yes Sent TYPE="received" The type of Twitter direct messages to retrieve. The following 

options are: 
• Sent - Direct messages sent by the authenticating user. 
• Received - Direct messages received by the 

authenticating user. 

Create and 
populate 
dataset 
with status 
information 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="theDataset" The name of the dataset to create and populate with specific 
information about the messages that should be retrieved. More on 
the dataset that this activity creates can be found under Notes 
below. 

Get Followers: 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Create and 
populate 
dataset 
with user 
information 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="theDataset" The name of the dataset to create and populate with specific 
information about the followers that should be retrieved. More on the 
dataset that this activity creates can be found  below. 
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Get Friends: 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Create and 
populate 
dataset 
with user 
information 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="theDataset" The name of the dataset to create and populate with specific 
information about the followers that should be retrieved. More on the 
dataset that this activity creates can be found under Notes below. 

Get Mentions: 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Create and 
populate 
dataset 
with status 
information 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="theDataset" The name of the dataset to create and populate with specific 
information about the mentions that should be retrieved. More on the 
dataset that this activity creates can be found under Notes below. 

Get Status: 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Current 
status 

        If enabled, specifies that the current status will be retrieved. This 
is a visual mode parameter used only during design time, 
therefore, contains no markup. If this parameter is enabled, the 
Specific status by ID parameter is ignored. 

Specific 
status by 
ID 

Number No (Empty) ID="1047468972" If enabled, specifies that the current status will be retrieved. This 
is a visual mode parameter used only during design time, 
therefore, contains no markup. If this parameter is enabled, the 
Specific status by ID parameter is ignored. 

Populate 
variable 
with status 

Text Yes (Empty) RESUTLVARIABLE="theVarName" The name of an existing variable in which to populate with the 
retrieved status. 

Create and 
populate 
dataset 
with user 
information 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="theDataset" The name of the dataset to create and populate with specific 
information about the followers that should be retrieved. More 
on the dataset that this activity creates can be found under 
Notes below. 
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Get Timeline: 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Type Text 

(options) 
No Friends TYPE="public" The type of timeline in which to retrieve. The available options 

are: 
• Friends (default) - Returns the 20 most recent statuses 

posted by the authenticating user. The timeline returned 
is the equivalent of the one seen when you view a user's 
profile on twitter.com. 

• Public - Returns the 20 most recent statuses, including 
retweets if they exist, from non-protected users. 

• Home - Returns the 20 most recent statuses, including 
retweets if they exist, posted by the authenticating user 
and the users they follow. This is the same timeline seen 
by a user when they login to twitter.com. 

• User - Returns the 20 most recent statuses posted by 
the authenticating user. 

Create and 
populate 
dataset 
with user 
information 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="theDataset" The name of the dataset to create and populate with specific 
information about the timeline that should be retrieved. More on 
the dataset that this activity creates can be found under Notes 
below. 

Search: 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Query Text Yes (Empty) SearchText</AMTWITTER> The search query to execute. This parameter supports most search 

operators which can be typed directly into the search box. Valid 
search operators are listed below under Notes. 

Create and 
populate 
dataset 
with user 
information 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="theDataset" The name of the dataset to create and populate with information 
resulting from the specified query. More on the dataset that this 
activity creates can be found under Notes below. 

Send Direct Messages: 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Status 
message 

Text Yes (Empty) textMessage</AMTWITTER> The direct message to send. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Create and 
populate 
dataset 
with status 
information 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="theDataset" The name of the dataset to create and populate with specific 
information about the messages that should be retrieved. More on 
the dataset that this activity creates can be found under Notes 
below. 

Stop Following User: 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
User 
(Screen 
Name) 

Text Yes (Empty) USER="tweetybird The screen name of the user you want to stop following. 

Update Status: 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
User 
(Screen 
Name) 

Text Yes (Empty) USER="tweetybird The screen name of the user you want to stop following. 

Authentication Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Default 
Keys 

        If enabled, specifies that the default consumer/secret key 
combination used to authorize AWE access to Twitter API will 
be used. This also determines the text status that appears via 
Twitter application. Selecting this option would show AWE as 
the default application used to perform status updates. This is a 
visual mode parameter used only during design time, therefore, 
contains no markup. If this parameter is enabled, the Custom 
Keys parameter is ignored. It is enabled by default. 

Custom 
Keys 

        If enabled, specifies that a custom consumer/secret key 
combination should be entered. This also determines the text 
status that appears via Twitter application. Selecting this option 
would show the specified application name as the one used to 
perform status updates. This is a visual mode parameter used 
only during design time, therefore, contains no markup. If this 
parameter is enabled, the Default Keys parameter is ignored. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Consumer 
Key 

Text No (Empty) CONSUMERKEY="text" The consumer key to authenticate with. To use the Twitter API, 
each client application you register will be provisioned a 
consumer key and secret. This parameter is available only if the 
Custom Keys parameter is enabled. More information about 
OAuth authentication can be found below. 

Consumer 
Secret 

Text No (Empty) CONSUMERSECRET="encrypted" The consumer key secret to authenticate with. To use the 
Twitter API, each client application you register will be 
provisioned a consumer key and secret. This parameter is 
available only if the Custom Keys parameter is enabled. More 
information about OAuth authentication can be found below . 

Get PIN         You must initially register AWE (or the desired application) to 
allow it to use the Twitter API. If you have not done so already, 
click Get Pin. This will open your Twitter account site. Follow 
the instructions and copy the provided pin. Thereafter, return to 
the AWE Twitter authentication properties dialog and paste it in 
the Pin text box. Click Authenticate Pin to produce a 
consumer key and secret, thus, completing the token exchange. 
This is a visual mode parameter used only during design time, 
therefore, contains no markup. 
NOTE: This is a one-time process. Once authenticated, the 
information will be stored on your system. More information 
about OAuth authentication can be found below. 

Pin         The pin in which to authorize AWE to allow it to use the Twitter 
API. This is a visual mode parameter used only during design 
time, therefore, contains no markup. 

Authenticate 
Pin 

        Click Authentication Pin to authenticate the provided PIN. This 
is a visual mode parameter used only during design time, 
therefore, contains no markup. 
NOTE: This is a one-time process. Once authenticated, the 
information will be stored on your system. 

Screen 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) SCREENNAME="Catwoman" The screen name of the authenticating user. This is a visual 
mode parameter used only during design time, therefore, 
contains no markup. 

Enable SSL Yes/No No (Empty) ENABLESSL="yes" If set to YES, SSL is enabled. This parameter is set to NO by 
default. 

Access 
Token 

Text No (Empty) SECRETTOKEN= 
"pL1IdTedxHU6JFd6HHRlknM" 

The Oauth Access Token. This allows OAuth applications to 
directly exchange Twitter user names and passwords for OAuth 
access tokens and secrets. More information can be found 
below. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Access 
Token 
Secret 

Text No (Empty) SECRETTOKEN="text" The Oauth Token Secret. This allows OAuth applications to 
directly exchange Twitter user names and passwords for OAuth 
access tokens and secrets. More information can be found 
below. 

Proxy Tab 

NOTE: Only the HTTP proxy is supported. 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Proxy 
Host 

Text No (Empty) PROXYSERVER="host.domain.com" The host name (i.e. server.domain.com) or IP address (i.e. 
xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx) of the proxy server. 

Proxy 
Port 

Number No (Empty) PROXYPORT="300" The port that should be used to connect. 

Proxy 
Username 

Text No (Empty) PROXYUSERNAME="user" The user name that should be used to authenticate when 
connecting through the proxy server. 

Proxy 
Password 

Text No (Empty) PROXYPASSWORD="encrypted" The password that should be used to authenticate when 
connecting through the proxy server. 

Description Tab 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Handling Options 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 
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Security Actions 
• Authenticate  

• Generate Password Action 

 

Authenticate 
Stops task execution at a specific line until the user authenticates in the specified manner. Ideal when particular tasks contain sensitive information 
should only be run by specific users or when specific. This action provides a few authentication techniques. 

Declaration 
<AMAUTHENTICATE PASSWORD="text (encrypted)" /> 
or 
<AMAUTHENTICATE USERNAME="text" /> 

Example 1 - Authentication via password entry. At runtime, a valid password must be entered in the provided dialog). 
<AMAUTHENTICATE PASSWORD="text (encrypted)" /> 

Example 2 - Authentication via specified user. A specific user must be logged on in order to pass authentication. 
<AMAUTHENTICATE PASSWORD="text (encrypted)" /> 

See Also 

Generate Password, Lock Workstation, Log Off, Restart, Shut Down, Suspend/Hibernate 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Must 
pass a 
standard 
Windows 
logon 

If enabled, a valid user name and password normally used to log onto the system must be entered in order for the task to continue. During runtime, 
an Authentication Required dialog will appear prompting you to enter the user name/password. This parameter is enabled by default and only 
used in Visual Mode during design time. It contains no properties or markups. 

Must 
enter this 
password 

Text No (Empty) PASSWORD="EncryptedText" 
If enabled, specifies a valid password that the user must enter before the 
task continues. In Visual Mode, enter the password in the provided field. 
This value is automatically encrypted during entry. 

This user 
must be 
logged 
on 

Text Yes (Empty) USERNAME="Ron.Artest" If enabled, specifies a valid Windows user name. The user specified must 
be logged on in order for the task to continue. 
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Generate Password Action 
Generates a random string using any possible printable character between the specified minimum and maximum sizes and stores it as an AWE 
variable. This string conforms to the standard for strong passwords. Used to build a strong password. 
Declaration 

<AMGENERATEPASSWORD MINLENGTH="number" MAXLENGTH="number" RESULTVARIABLE="text [variable name]" /> 

Example 
<AMGENERATEPASSWORD MINLENGTH="7" MAXLENGTH="11" RESULTVARIABLE="VariableName" /> 

See Also 

Authenticate 

To set properties of the Generate Password action: 

1. In the Available Actions pane, expand the Security folder and double-click the Create Password action or drag the action into the Steps 
pane. 

2. In the General tab properties of this action, enter the minimum length of characters that the generated password should contain under the 
Min length parameter. 

3. Enter the maximum length of characters that the generated password should contain under the Max length parameter. 

4. Under the parameter labeled Populate variable with password, select a pre-existing variable that you want to save the password 
information to. 

5. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

6. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

7. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Min Length Number Required   MINLENGTH="7" Specifies the minimum length of characters that will be used to 

generate the password. 

Max Length Number Required   MAXLENGTH="11" Specifies the maximum length of characters that will be used to 
generate the password. 

Populate 
variable 
with 
password 

Text Required   RESULTVARIABLE="varname" Specifies an existing variable to populate with the newly generated 
password. 
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Standard Error Handling Options 

This action also includes the standard "Error Causes" and "On Error" failure handling options/tabs 

Error Handling Options 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, %Left('Text',2)%). To 
help construct these expressions, a popup expression builder is available in all these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

See Also 

About Actions 

Adding Task Steps  
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Session Actions 
• Log Off  

• Restart 

• Shut Down  

• Suspend/Hibernate 

Log Off 
Ends the Windows session for the current user, leaving the computer running in full power mode. 

Declaration 
<AMLOGOFF FORCE="yes/no"> 

Example 
<AMLOGOFF FORCE="YES"> 

See Also 

Log Off, Restart, Shut Down, Suspend/Hibernate 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Force log 
off without 
notifying 
applications 

Yes/No No No FORCE="YES" Specifies that the system should log off immediately without notifying and waiting 
for applications to return that they are ready to close. 

Restart 
Restarts the computer. On Windows NT/2000/XP any computer on the network may be specified. Windows 95/98/ME supports restarting the 
current computer only. 

Declaration 
<AMRESTART FORCE="YES/NO" PROMPT="YES/NO" DELAY="number" MEASURE="text (options)" MESSAGE="text" COMPUTER="text" /> 

Example 1 - Restart a remote computer 
<AMRESTART FORCE="YES" PROMPT="YES" DELAY="6" MEASURE="minutes" MESSAGE="This computer will shut down soon." 
COMPUTER="COMPUTERNAME" /> 

Example 2 - Restart the local computer 
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<AMRESTART /> 

See Also 

Log Off, Shut Down, Suspend/Hibernate 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Restart 
local 
machine 

        If enabled, indicates that the local computer will be restarted. 
This visual mode parameter contains no markup and only 
available during design time. It is enabled by default. 

Restart a 
remote 
computer 

        If enabled, specifies that a remote computer will be restarted. 
This visual mode parameter contains no markup and only 
used during design time. If this parameter is enabled, the 
Restart local machine parameter is ignored. 

Computer 
to restart 

Text Yes (Empty) COMPUTER="COMPUTERNAME" The computer name to restart. This can be any valid 
computer name on the Windows network. In visual mode a 
drop-down is provided for convenience in selecting a 
computer name. If not specified, the current computer is 
assumed. AWE must also be running under a user account 
that has privileges/rights to shut down other computers (such 
as an administrator account). Active only if the Restart a 
remote computer parameter is selected. 

Prompt 
user to log 
off 

Yes/No No No PROMPT="YES" If set to YES, specifies that Windows should display a dialog 
to the user with a countdown notifying that the system is 
about to be restarted in order to give the user time to save 
his/her work. Active only if the Restart a remote computer 
parameter is selected. 
NOTE: Due to operating system limitations this parameter is 
not supported on Windows 95/98/ME systems. 

Shutdown 
after 

Number No 5 DELAY="6" Used in combination with the Measure parameter to specify 
the total amount of time that Windows should delay before 
shutting down. This parameter is active only if the Prompt 
user to log off parameter is set to YES. 
NOTE: Due to operating system limitations this parameter is 
not supported on Windows 95/98/ME systems. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Measure Text 

(options) 
No seconds MEASURE="minutes" Specifies the time measure that should be used in 

combination with the value entered in the Shutdown after 
parameter. This parameter is active only if the Prompt user 
to log off parameter is set to YES. The available options are: 

• Milliseconds 
• Seconds (default) 
• Minutes 
• Hours 

Message to 
display in 
the shut 
down 
dialog box 

Text No (Empty) MESSAGE="Please begin to panic 
now" 

A user-defined message that windows should display on the 
restart notification dialog. This parameter is active only if the 
Prompt user to log off parameter is set to YES. The 
message will be displayed for the number of seconds, 
minutes or hours specified in the Shutdown after parameter. 
NOTE: Due to operating system limitations this parameter is 
not supported on Windows 95/98/ME systems. 

Force the 
system to 
shut-down 
without 
notifying 
applications 

Yes/No No No FORCE="YES" If set to YES, Specifies that the system should shut down 
immediately without notifying and waiting for applications to 
return that they are ready to close. This parameter is set to 
NO by default. 

Shut Down 
Closes Windows and shuts down the computer. Any computer on the network may be specified.  

Declaration 
<AMSHUTDOWN FORCE="yes/no" DELAY="number" MESSAGE="text" COMPUTER="text"> 

Example 1 - Shut down a remote computer. 
<AMSHUTDOWN FORCE="YES" PROMPT="YES" DELAY="5" MEASURE="minutes" MESSAGE="Save all your work immediately." 
COMPUTER="COMPUTER1" /> 

Example 2 - Shut down the local computer. 
<AMSHUTDOWN FORCE="YES" /> 

See Also 

Log Off, Restart, Suspend/Hibernate 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Shut down 
local 
machine 

        If enabled, specifies that the local computer will be shut 
down. If the Shut down a remote computer parameter is 
enabled, this parameter is ignored. This is a visual mode 
parameter only used during design time, thus, contains no 
markup. It is enabled by default. 

Shut down 
a remote 
computer 

        If enabled, specifies that a remote computer will be restarted. 
If the Shut down local machine parameter is selected, this 
parameter is ignored. This is a visual mode parameter only 
used during design time, thus, contains no markup. It is 
disabled by default. 

Computer 
to shut 
down 

Text Yes (Empty) COMPUTER="COMPUTERNAME" The computer name to shut down. This can be any valid 
computer name on the Windows network. In visual mode a 
drop-down is provided for convenience in selecting a 
computer name. If not specified, the current computer is 
assumed. AWE must also be running under a user account 
that has privileges/rights to shut down other computers (such 
as an administrator account). This parameter is active only if 
the Shut down a remote computer parameter is selected. 

Prompt 
user to log 
off 

Yes/No No No PROMPT="YES" Specifies that Windows should display a dialog to the user 
with a countdown notifying the user that the system is about 
to be shut down. This will give the user time to save his/her 
work. Active only if the Shut down a remote computer 
parameter is selected. 
NOTE: Due to operating system limitations this parameter is 
not supported on Windows 95/98/ME systems. 

Shutdown 
after 

Number No 5 DELAY="6" The amount of time that Windows should display the shut 
down notification dialog. This parameter is active only if the 
Prompt user to log off parameter is set to YES. 
NOTE: Due to operating system limitations this parameter is 
not supported on Windows 95/98/ME systems. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Measure Text 

(options) 
No seconds MEASURE="minutes" Specifies the time measure that should be used in 

combination with the value entered in the Shutdown after 
parameter. This parameter is active only if the Prompt user 
to log off parameter is set to YES. The available options are: 

• Milliseconds 

• Seconds (default) 

• Minutes 

• Hours 

Message to 
display in 
the shut 
down 
dialog box 

Text No (Empty) MESSAGE="Please begin to panic 
now" 

A user-defined message that windows should display on the 
shut down notification dialog. This parameter is active only if 
the Prompt user to log off parameter is set to YES. The 
message will be displayed for the number of seconds, 
minutes, or hours specified in the Shutdown after 
parameter. 
NOTE: Due to operating system limitations this parameter is 
not supported on Windows 95/98/ME systems. 

Force the 
system to 
shut-down 
without 
notifying 
applications 

Yes/No No No FORCE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the system should shut down 
immediately without notifying and waiting for applications to 
return that they are ready to close. This parameter is set to 
NO by default. 

Suspend/Hibernate 
Suspends or hibernates the local computer with the possibility to wake up at a specified time. This action can be used to automate power saving 
routines on certain computers or servers that do not need to be on during non-use periods. This action could be placed at the end of a task to 
reduce or eliminate power consumption when the computer is not doing anything, furthermore the action could set the computer to wake up 
immediately before the next task run time (if known). 

Declaration 
<AMSUSPEND ACTION="options" WAKEDELAY="text" WAKETIME="time" MEASURE="options" FORCE="yes/no"> 

Example 1 - Suspend computer. System will wake up after 1 hours. 
<AMSUSPEND WAKEDELAY="1" /> 

Example 2 - Set computer in hibernate mode. System will wake up at 11:00:00 AM. Hibernate system immediately without requesting permission 
to running applications. 
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<AMSUSPEND ACTION="hibernate" WAKETIME="110000" FORCE="YES" /> 

See Also 

Log Off, Shut Down, Restart 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Action Text 

(options) 
Yes Suspend ACTION="hibernate" Specifies whether the computer should go into suspend 

mode or hibernation mode. The available options are: 
• Suspend: Specifies that the system should go into 

suspend mode. Suspend mode is a special session 
state that causes windows to consume less power, 
by powering down certain devices. 

• Hibernate: Specifies that the system should go into 
hibernation mode. Hibernation mode is a special 
session state that causes windows to write the 
contents of all system memory to the hard disk and 
the power is shut off. The session will be restored 
the next time the system powers on. 

Wake Delay Number No 0 WAKEDELAY="5" If enabled, specifies the amount of time that should elapse 
after the system goes into suspend or hibernate, before the 
system should automatically resume normal operation. 

Wake Measure Text 
(options) 

No Minutes MEASURE="hours"" Specifies the wake measure. The available options are: 
• Minutes: The number specified in the Wake Delay 

parameter is represented in minutes. 
• Hours: The number specified in the Wake Delay 

parameter is represented in hours. 

Wake Time Number No current 
time 

WAKETIME="120002" Denotes that the computer should wake at the time specified 
rather than after a certain delay. 

Ignore step if 
specified time has 
passed 

Yes/Not No No IGNOREWHENLATE="YES" If set to YES, the step will be ignored if the time specified in 
the Wake Time parameter has already passed. This 
parameter is set to NO by default. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Message to 
display in the shut 
down dialog box 

Text No (Empty) MESSAGE="Please begin to 
panic now" 

A user-defined message that windows should display on the 
restart notification dialog. This parameter is active only if the 
Prompt user to log off parameter is set to YES. The 
message will be displayed for the number of seconds, 
minutes or hours specified in the Shutdown after 
parameter. 
NOTE: Due to operating system limitations this parameter is 
not supported on Windows 95/98/ME systems. 

Force the 
suspend/hibernate 
(do not send 
permission 
request to 
applications) 

Yes/No No No FORCE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the system should hibernate or 
suspend immediately without notifying and waiting for 
applications to return that they are ready to close. 

SNMP Actions 
• SNMP Get  

• SNMP Get Bulk  

• SNMP Get Next  

• SNMP Send Trap  

• SNMP Set  

• SNMP Walk 

SNMP Get 
Issues a SNMP Get message to a SNMP agent in order to inspect the value of a variable. SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) is a 
UDP-based protocol used mostly in network management systems to monitor network-attached devices for conditions that warrant administrative 
attention. Used to get the value of an SNMP variable on an SNMP capable agent such as a router. 

Declaration 
<AMSNMPGETREQUEST HOST="text" NAME="text" COMMUNITY="text" REMOTEPORT="text" TIMEOUT="text" BROADCASTDELAY="text" 
OIDSTRINGNOTATION="yes/no" TIMETICKSTRINGNOTATION="yes/no" SNMPVERSION="options" RESULTDATASET="text"> 

Example 

This sample issues a SNMP Get message to a SNMP agent in order to inspect the value of a variable. This action can be used to get the value of 
an SNMP Variable on an SNMP capable agent such as a router. In order for the task to work, make sure to modify the settings to fit your network 
environment. 
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<AMVARIABLE NAME="snmpGet"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMSNMPGETREQUEST HOST="192.168.015.4" NAME="snmpGet" COMMUNITY="theCommunity" REMOTEPORT="883" TIMEOUT="60" 
BROADCASTDELAY="30" RESULTDATASET="theDataset" /> 
<AMLOOP TYPE="DATASET" DATASET="theDataset"> 
</AMLOOP> 

See Also 

SNMP Get, SNMP Get Next, SNMP Set, SNMP Walk, SNMP Send Trap 

 

Use of the SNMP actions require a fundamental comprehension of SNMP, its required protocol data units (PDU) and other related terms, 
such as NMS or MIB. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Agent IP 
Address Text Yes (Empty) HOST="xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx" The IP Address or host name of the SNMP agent to communicate with. 

Variable 
Name Text Yes (Empty) 

a)NAME="1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0" 
b)NAME="system.sysDescr.0" 

The SNMP variable to set. This value can be an OID (Object Identifier) 
in either numeric or human-readable format. 
NOTE: This is not a variable. 

Community Text Yes (Empty) COMMUNITY="NetAuto" The SNMP community name. 

Create and 
populate 
dataset 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="myData" The name of the dataset that should be created and populated with the 
results of the request. 

Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Timeout 
After Text Yes 30 TIMEOUT="500" The amount of time that the action should wait for a response 

before generating a timeout error. The default is 30 seconds. 

Timeout 
measure 

Text 
(options) Yes seconds TIMEOUTMEASURE="minutes" 

The time measurement that corresponds to the timeout 
measure value. The available options are: 

• milliseconds 
• seconds (default) 
• minutes 
• hours 

Broadcast 
delay Number No 3 BROADCASTDELAY="10" The amount of time that the action should wait for a response 

when broadcasting. The default is 3 seconds. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Broadcast 
Measure 

Text 
(options) No seconds BROADCASTMEASURE="minutes" 

The time measurement that corresponds to the broadcast 
delay value. The available options are: 

• milliseconds 
• seconds (default) 
• minutes 
• hours 

SNMP 
version 

Text 
(options) No SNMPv1 SNMPVERSION="snmpv2c" 

The version of the SNMP protocol to use. The default is SNMP 
version 1 as it is the most prevalent. The available options are: 

• SNMPv1 (default) 
• SNMPv2c 
• SNMPv3 

Remote 
port Number No 161 REMOTEPORT="555" The TCP/IP port that should be used for the SNMP request. 

The default port is 161. 

Data Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Use 
string 
notation 
for OIDs 

Yes/No No Yes OIDSTRINGNOTATION="no" 

Specifies whether the variable should contain the returning OID 
in numeric or "human readable" format. If set to YES, the value 
will be returned in human readable format. If set to NO, the 
value will be returned in numeric format. This parameter is set to 
YES by default. 

Use 
string 
notation 
for 
timetick 
values 

Text 
(options) Yes seconds TIMETICKSTRINGNOTATION="no" 

Timetick variable types are normally a 32-bit number but they 
can be returned in string notation. If this parameter is set to 
YES, the step will return the value in string notation. If set to 
NO, this step will return the value in 32-bit number format. This 
parameter is set to YES by default. 

Description Tab 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Handling Options 
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Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

SNMP Get Bulk 
Issues a SNMP Get Bulk message to a SNMP agent to inspect a group of variables in a single transaction. This action is particularly useful for 
retrieving large tables. The GETBULK operation performs a GETNEXT operation for the first number of variable bindings in the request and 
performs a GETNEXT operation (continuous) for each of the remaining variable bindings in the request list. 

 

Use of the SNMP actions require a fundamental comprehension of SNMP, its required protocol data units (PDU) and other related terms, 
such as NMS or MIB.The SNMP GetBulk command is not supported on devices using SNMPv1. 

Declaration 
<AMSNMPGETBULKREQUEST HOST="text" COMMUNITY="text" SNMPVERSION="text (options)" RESULTDATASET="text" 
NONREPEATERS="number" MAXREPETITIONS="number" VARBINDNAMES="text" /> 

Example 
<AMSNMPGETBULKREQUEST HOST="192.168.110.133" COMMUNITY="public" SNMPVERSION="snmpv2c" RESULTDATASET="theDataset" 
NONREPEATERS="3" MAXREPETITIONS="3" VARBINDNAMES="1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.1.1" /> 

See Also 

SNMP Get, SNMP Get Next, SNMP Set, SNMP Walk, SNMP Send Trap 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Agent IP 
Address 

Text Yes (Empty) HOST="xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx" The IP Address or host name of the SNMP agent to communicate 
with. 

Return 
variable for 
the first [ ] 
variable 
bindings 

Number Yes (Empty) NONREPEATERS="3" The number of variables in the variable list for which a simple 
GETNEXT operation will initially be performed. This is similar to the 
Non-repeaters value. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Max 
number of 
variables 
to be 
returned 
for the rest 
of the 
variable 
bindings 

Number Yes (Empty) MAXREPETITIONS="3" The maximum amount of GETNEXT operations for the rest of the 
variables. This is similar to the Max-Repetitions value. 

Community Text Yes Public COMMUNITY="netauto" The SNMP community name. 

Create and 
populate 
dataset 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="myData" The name of the dataset that should be created and populated with 
the results of the request. 

Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Timeout 
After 

Text Yes 30 TIMEOUT="500" The amount of time that the action should wait for a response 
before generating a timeout error. The default is 30 seconds. 

Timeout 
measure 

Text 
(options) 

Yes seconds TIMEOUTMEASURE="minutes" The time measurement that corresponds to the timeout 
measure value. The available options are: 

• milliseconds 
• seconds (default) 
• minutes 
• hours 

Broadcast 
delay 

Number No 3 BROADCASTDELAY="10" The amount of time that the action should wait for a response 
when broadcasting. The default is 3 seconds. 

Broadcast 
Measure 

Text 
(options) 

No seconds BROADCASTMEASURE="minutes" The time measurement that corresponds to the broadcast 
delay value. The available options are: 

• milliseconds 
• seconds (default) 
• minutes 
• hours 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
SNMP 
version 

Text 
(options) 

No SNMPv1 SNMPVERSION="snmpv2c" The version of the SNMP protocol to use. The default is 
SNMP version 1 as it is the most prevalent. The available 
options are: 

• SNMPv1 (default) 
• SNMPv2c 
• SNMPv3 

Remote 
port 

Number No 161 REMOTEPORT="555" The TCP/IP port that should be used for the SNMP request. 
The default port is 161. 

Data Bindings Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Variable 
name 

Text Yes (Empty) VARBINDNAMES="1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.1.1" Variable bindings are entered in the Data Bindings tab. 
To add a variable name, click Add. This will present a 
dialog titled Define variable binding in which the proper 
variable(s) can be entered. Added variable bindings are 
displayed in the Variable name parameter. To edit a 
variable, highlight it from the list and click Edit. To delete 
an existing variable, highlight the variable and click 
Delete. 

Use 
string 
notation 
for OIDs 

Yes/No No Yes OIDSTRINGNOTATION="no" Specifies whether the variable should contain the 
returning OID in numeric or "human readable" format. If 
set to YES, the value will be returned in human readable 
format. If set to NO, the value will be returned in numeric 
format. This parameter is set to YES by default. 

Use 
string 
notation 
for 
timetick 
values 

Text 
(options) 

Yes seconds TIMETICKSTRINGNOTATION="no" Timetick variable types are normally a 32-bit number but 
they can be returned in string notation. If this parameter is 
set to YES, the step will return the value in string notation. 
If set to NO, this step will return the value in 32-bit number 
format. This parameter is set to YES by default. 

Description Tab 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Handling Options 
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Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

SNMP Get Next 
Issues a SNMP Get Next message to a SNMP agent to inspect the value of the next variable.This action can be used to get the value of an SNMP 
Variable on an SNMP capable agent such as a router. 

 

Use of the SNMP actions require a fundamental comprehension of SNMP, its required protocol data units (PDU) and other related terms, 
such as NMS or MIB. 

Declaration 
<AMSNMPGETNEXTREQUEST HOST="text" NAME="text" COMMUNITY="text" REMOTEPORT="text" TIMEOUT="text" 
BROADCASTDELAY="text" OIDSTRINGNOTATION="yes/no" TIMETICKSTRINGNOTATION="yes/no" SNMPVERSION="options" 
RESULTDATASET="text"> 

Example 
<AMSNMPGETNEXTREQUEST HOST="157.119.203.154" NAME="1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0" COMMUNITY="public" RESULTDATASET="theDataset" 
/> 

See Also 
SNMP Get, SNMP Get Next, SNMP Set, SNMP Walk, SNMP Send Trap 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Agent IP 
Address Text Yes (Empty) HOST="xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx" The IP Address or host name of the SNMP agent to communicate with. 

Variable 
Name Text Yes (Empty) 

a)NAME="1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0" 
b)NAME="system.sysDescr.0" 

The SNMP variable to set. This value can be an OID (Object Identifier) 
in either numeric or human-readable format. 
NOTE: This is not a variable. 

Community Text Yes Public COMMUNITY="NetAuto" The SNMP community name. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Create and 
populate 
dataset 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="myData" The name of the dataset that should be created and populated with the 
results of the request. 

Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Timeout 
After Text Yes 30 TIMEOUT="500" The amount of time that the action should wait for a response 

before generating a timeout error. The default is 30 seconds. 

Timeout 
measure 

Text 
(options) Yes seconds TIMEOUTMEASURE="minutes" 

The time measurement that corresponds to the timeout 
measure value. The available options are: 

• milliseconds 
• seconds (default) 
• minutes 
• hours 

Broadcast 
delay Number No 3 BROADCASTDELAY="10" The amount of time that the action should wait for a response 

when broadcasting. The default is 3 seconds. 

Broadcast 
Measure 

Text 
(options) No seconds BROADCASTMEASURE="minutes" 

The time measurement that corresponds to the broadcast 
delay value. The available options are: 

• milliseconds 
• seconds (default) 
• minutes 
• hours 

SNMP 
version 

Text 
(options) No SNMPv1 SNMPVERSION="snmpv2c" 

The version of the SNMP protocol to use. The default is SNMP 
version 1 as it is the most prevalent. The available options are: 

• SNMPv1 (default) 
• SNMPv2c 
• SNMPv3 

Remote 
port Number No 161 REMOTEPORT="555" The TCP/IP port that should be used for the SNMP request. 

The default port is 161. 
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Data Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Use 
string 
notation 
for OIDs 

Yes/No No Yes OIDSTRINGNOTATION="no" 

Specifies whether the variable should contain the returning OID 
in numeric or "human readable" format. If set to YES, the value 
will be returned in human readable format. If set to NO, the 
value will be returned in numeric format. This parameter is set to 
YES by default. 

Use 
string 
notation 
for 
timetick 
values 

Text 
(options) Yes seconds TIMETICKSTRINGNOTATION="no" 

Timetick variable types are normally a 32-bit number but they 
can be returned in string notation. If this parameter is set to 
YES, the step will return the value in string notation. If set to 
NO, this step will return the value in 32-bit number format. This 
parameter is set to YES by default. 

Description Tab 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Handling Options 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

SNMP Send Trap 
Simulates a SNMP trap message being sent from a SNMP agent. Used to notify a Network Management System (NMS) of an event or condition 
that took place on a SNMP agent. 

 

Use of the SNMP actions require a fundamental comprehension of SNMP, its required protocol data units (PDU) and other related terms, 
such as NMS or MIB. 
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Declaration 
<AMSNMPSENDTRAP HOST="text" COMMUNITY="text" REMOTEPORT="number" SNMPVERSION="text [options]" ENTERPRISE="text" 
GENERICTYPE="text [options]" SPECIFICTYPE="number" TIMESTAMP="number" TIMESTAMPMEASURE="text [options]" 
VARBINDNAMES="text" VARBINDVALUES="text" VARBINDSYNTAXES="text [options]" /> 

Example 
<AMSNMPSENDTRAP HOST="127.0.0.1" COMMUNITY="CommunityName" REMOTEPORT="178" SNMPVERSION="snmpv2c" 
ENTERPRISE="1.3.16.1.5.1.311.1.1.3" SPECIFICTYPE="60" TIMESTAMP="20" TIMESTAMPMEASURE="milliseconds" 
VARBINDNAMES="1.3.16.1.5.1.311.1.1.3.1.1" VARBINDVALUES="450" VARBINDSYNTAXES="integer" /> 

See Also 

SNMP Get, SNMP Get Next, SNMP Set, SNMP Walk 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Agent IP 
Address 

Text Yes (Empty) HOST="xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx" The IP Address or host name of the SNMP agent to 
communicate with. 

Community Text Yes Public COMMUNITY="NetAuto" The SNMP community name. 

Enterprise 
OID 

Text Yes (Empty) a)NAME="system.sysDescr.0" 
b)NAME="1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0" 

The OID for the network management system. This can 
be entered in either numeric or string notation format. 

Trap 
Generic 
Type 

Text 
(options) 

No enterprisespecific GENERICTYPE="coldstart" The generic type of the trap message. The available 
options are: 

• enterprisespecific (default): the type is 
specified by the trap specific code in the Trap 
Specific Number parameter 

• coldstart: agent is booting 
• warmstart: agent is rebooting 
• linkdown: an interface has gone down 
• linkup: an interface has come up 
• authenticationfailure: an invalid community 

was received in a message 
• egpneighborloss: an egp peer has gone down 

Trap 
Specific 
Number 

Number No (Empty) SPECIFICTYPE="60" The specific trap code. Valid only when the Trap Generic 
Type parameter is set to the default, enterprise specific. 
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Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Use 
custom 
time for 
time stamp 

Number No (Empty) TIMESTAMP="100" If enabled, specifies a custom time stamp. This parameter is 
disabled by default. 

Timestamp 
measure 

Text 
(options) 

No seconds TIMESTAMPMEASURE="minutes" The increment to use for the custom time stamp. The 
available options are: 

• milliseconds 
• seconds (default) 
• minutes 
• hours 

Remote 
Port 

Number No 162 REMOTEPORT="170" The TCP/IP port that should be used for the message. The 
default is 162. 

Trap 
Specific 
Number 

Text 
(options) 

No SNMPv1 SNMPVERSION="snmpv2c" The version of the SNMP protocol to use. The default is 
SNMP version 1. The available options are: 

• SNMPv1 (default) 
• SNMPv2c 
• SNMPv3 

Data Bindings Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Variable 
name 

Number No (Empty) a)VARBINDNAMES="system.sysDescr.0" 
b)VARBINDNAMES="1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0" 

The name/OID for a variable to be associated with a 
value in order to further define the trap notification. This 
can be entered in either numeric or string notation 
format. 

Variable 
Value 

Text No (Empty) VARBINDVALUES="the data" The value to assign to the variable. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Variable 
Syntax 

Text 
(options) 

No integer VARBINDSYNTAXES="ipaddress" The data type The available options are: 
• integer (default): an integer 
• octetstring: an octet string 
• objectid: an object identifier 
• null: a null value 
• ipaddress: an IP Address 
• counter32: a 32-bit counter 
• gauge32: a 32-bit gauge 
• timeticks: a time tick 
• opaque: opaque 
• counter64: a 64-bit counter 
• unsignedinteger32: a 32-bit unsigned integer 

Trap 
Specific 
Number 

Text 
(options) 

No SNMPv1 SNMPVERSION="snmpv2c" The version of the SNMP protocol to use. The default is 
SNMP version 1. The available options are: 

• SNMPv1 (default) 
• SNMPv2c 
• SNMPv3 
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SNMP Set 
Issues a SNMP message to a SNMP agent in order to alter the value of a variable. Can be used to set the value of a SNMP variable on a SNMP 
capable agent such as a router. 

 

Use of the SNMP actions require a fundamental comprehension of SNMP, its required protocol data units (PDU) and other related terms, 
such as NMS or MIB. 

Declaration 
<AMSNMPSETREQUEST HOST="text" NAME="text" COMMUNITY="text" TIMEOUT="number" TIMEOUTMEASURE="text (options)" 
BROADCASTDELAY="number" VALUE="text" RESULTDATASET="text (dataset name)" /> 

Example 
<AMVARIABLE NAME="snmpSet"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMSNMPSETREQUEST HOST="192.168.0.465" NAME="snmpSet" COMMUNITY="theCommunity2" REMOTEPORT="841" BROADCASTDELAY="20" 
VALUE="192.168.0.851" SYNTAX="ipaddress" /> 

See Also 

SNMP Get, SNMP Get Next, SNMP Set, SNMP Walk, SNMP Send Trap 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Agent IP 
Address Text Yes (Empty) HOST="xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx" The IP Address or host name of the SNMP agent to communicate 

with. 

Variable 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) a)NAME="1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0" 
b)NAME="system.sysDescr.0" 

The SNMP variable to set. This value can be an OID (Object 
Identifier) in either numeric or human-readable format. 
NOTE: This is not a variable. 

Community Text Yes Public COMMUNITY="NetAuto" The SNMP community. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Variable 
Syntax 

Text 
(options) 

No integer SYNTAX="ipaddress" Specifies the type of data that will be set in the variable value 
parameter. The available options are: 
• integer (default): Specifies that value is an integer (number) 
• octetstring: Specifies that value is an octet string 
• objectid: Specifies that the value is an object identifier 
• null: Specifies that the value is a null value 
• ipaddress: Specifies that the value is an IP Address 
• counter32: Specifies that the value is a 32-bit counter 
• gauge32: Specifies that the value is a 32-bit gauge 
• timeticks: Specifies that the value is a time tick 
• opaque: Specifies that the value is opaque 
• counter64: Specifies that the value is a 64-but counter 
• unsignedinteger32: Specifies that the value is a 32-bit 

unsigned integer 
Variable 
Value 

Text Yes (Empty) VALUE="the data" The new value to set. 

Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Timeout 
After 

Text Yes 30 TIMEOUT="500" The amount of time that the action should wait for a response 
before generating a timeout error. The default is 30 seconds. 

Timeout 
measure 

Text 
(options) 

Yes seconds TIMEOUTMEASURE="minutes" The time measurement that corresponds to the timeout 
measure value. The available options are: 
• milliseconds 
• seconds (default) 
• minutes 
• hours 

Broadcast 
delay 

Number No 3 BROADCASTDELAY="10" The amount of time that the action should wait for a response 
when broadcasting. The default is 3 seconds. 

Broadcast 
Measure 

Text 
(options) 

No seconds BROADCASTMEASURE="minutes" The time measurement that corresponds to the broadcast 
delay value. The available options are: 
• milliseconds 
• seconds (default) 
• minutes 
• hours 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
SNMP 
version 

Text 
(options) 

No SNMPv1 SNMPVERSION="snmpv2c" The version of the SNMP protocol to use. The default is 
SNMP version 1 as it is the most prevalent. The available 
options are: 
• SNMPv1 (default) 
• SNMPv2c 
• SNMPv3 

Remote 
port 

Number No 161 REMOTEPORT="555" The TCP/IP port that should be used for the SNMP request. 
The default port is 161. 

Data Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Create 
and 
populate 
dataset 
(optional) 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="myData" The name of the dataset that should be created and populated with the 
results of the request. 

Description Tab 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Handling Options 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

SNMP Walk 
Issues a SNMP Walk message to a SNMP agent in order to inspect a group of variables. Commonly used to get the value of a group of SNMP 
variables on an SNMP capable agent such as a router. 
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Use of the SNMP actions require a fundamental comprehension of SNMP, its required protocol data units (PDU) and other related terms, 
such as NMS or MIB. 

Declaration 
<AMSNMPWALKREQUEST HOST="text" NAME="text" COMMUNITY="text" REMOTEPORT="text" TIMEOUT="text" BROADCASTDELAY="text" 
OIDSTRINGNOTATION="yes/no" TIMETICKSTRINGNOTATION="yes/no" SNMPVERSION="options" RESULTDATASET="text"> 

Example 

This sample issues a SNMP Walk message to a SNMP agent in order to inspect a group of variables. This action can be used to get the value of a 
group of SNMP variables on an SNMP capable agent such as a router. In order for the task to work, make sure to modify the settings to fit your 
network environment. 

<AMVARIABLE NAME="SNMPMessage"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMSNMPWALKREQUEST HOST="192.168.0.152" NAME="SNMPMessage" COMMUNITY="public" RESULTDATASET="theDataset" /> 
<AMLOOP TYPE="DATASET" DATASET="theDataset"> 
</AMLOOP> 

See Also 

SNMP Get, SNMP Get Next, SNMP Set, SNMP Walk, SNMP Send Trap 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Agent IP 
Address Text Yes (Empty) HOST="xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx" The IP Address or host name of the SNMP agent to communicate 

with. 

Variable 
Name Text Yes (Empty) 

a)NAME="1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0" 
b)NAME="system.sysDescr.0" 

The SNMP variable to set. This value can be an OID (Object Identifier) 
in either numeric or human-readable format. 
NOTE: This is not a variable. 

Community Text Yes Public COMMUNITY="NetAuto" The SNMP community name. 

Create and 
populate 
dataset 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="myData" The name of the dataset that should be created and populated with the 
results of the request. 

Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Timeout 
After 

Text Yes 30 TIMEOUT="500" The amount of time that the action should wait for a response 
before generating a timeout error. The default is 30 seconds. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Timeout 
measure 

Text 
(options) 

Yes seconds TIMEOUTMEASURE="minutes" The time measurement that corresponds to the timeout 
measure value. The available options are: 

• milliseconds 
• seconds (default) 
• minutes 
• hours 

Broadcast 
delay 

Number No 3 BROADCASTDELAY="10" The amount of time that the action should wait for a response 
when broadcasting. The default is 3 seconds. 

Broadcast 
Measure 

Text 
(options) 

No seconds BROADCASTMEASURE="minutes" The time measurement that corresponds to the broadcast 
delay value. The available options are: 

• milliseconds 
• seconds (default) 
• minutes 
• hours 

SNMP 
version 

Text 
(options) 

No SNMPv1 SNMPVERSION="snmpv2c" The version of the SNMP protocol to use. The default is 
SNMP version 1 as it is the most prevalent. The available 
options are: 

• SNMPv1 (default) 
• SNMPv2c 
• SNMPv3 

Remote 
port 

Number No 161 REMOTEPORT="555" The TCP/IP port that should be used for the SNMP request. 
The default port is 161. 

Data Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Use 
string 
notation 
for OIDs 

Yes/No No Yes OIDSTRINGNOTATION="no" Specifies whether the variable should contain the returning 
OID in numeric or "human readable" format. If set to YES, the 
value will be returned in human readable format. If set to NO, 
the value will be returned in numeric format. This parameter is 
set to YES by default. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Use 
string 
notation 
for 
timetick 
values 

Text 
(options) 

Yes seconds TIMETICKSTRINGNOTATION="no" Timetick variable types are normally a 32-bit number but they 
can be returned in string notation. If this parameter is set to 
YES, the step will return the value in string notation. If set to 
NO, this step will return the value in 32-bit number format. This 
parameter is set to YES by default. 

Description Tab 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Handling Options 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 
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System Actions 
• Change Printer  

• Empty Recycle Bin Action 

• End Process 

• Environment Variables 

• Get Process Information 

• Get Volume Information  

• Log Event  

• Print  

• Registry 

• Services 

• Set Date and Time  

Change Printer 
Changes the default printer. Be aware that some applications check for the default printer on start up, so using this action may not change the 
default printer for applications that are already running. In this case you may need to restart the application. To ensure reliable operation, this 
action should be used before the application that will be used to print is started. To do this, use the Run action. 

Declaration 
<AMCHANGEPRINTER PRINTER="text" /> 

Example 
<AMCHANGEPRINTER PRINTER="Epson Stylus" /> 

See Also 
Empty Recycle Bin, End Process, Get Process Information, Get Volume Information, Log Event, Print, Registry, Run, Set Date and Time 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Printer Text Yes (Empty) PRINTER="HP 
LaserJet 6000" 

The name of the printer device that should become the new default printer. The printer 
must exist on the target system at runtime. 

Empty Recycle Bin 
Empties the recycle bin of all drives on the system. Can be used as a subsequent step to empty deleted contents resulting from a Remove Folder 
or Delete File action. This action is irreversible. 

Declaration 
<AMEMPTYRECYCLEBIN SHOWCONFIRMATION="YES/NO" SHOWPROGRESSUI="YES/NO" /> 
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Example 
<AMEMPTYRECYCLEBIN SHOWCONFIRMATION="YES" SHOWPROGRESSUI="YES" /> 

See Also 

Change Printer, End Process, Get Process Information, Get Volume Information, Log Event, Print, Registry, Run, Set Date and Time 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Show 
Confirmation Yes/No No No SHOWCONFIRMATION="YES" 

If set to YES, a prompt will appear confirming whether you want 
to empty the recycle bin. If set to NO (default), the action does not 
prompt you before emptying the recycle bin. 

Show 
Progress UI Yes/No No No SHOWPROGRESSUI="YES" If set to YES, a progress bar will appear during deletion. If set to 

NO, the action will take place without showing a progress bar. 

End Process 
Forcibly ends the running instance of the process specified. Used to force a process (usually a program file or EXE) to shut down. This action can 
be used if the target process is frozen, not responding, or unable to be shut down any other way (as is the case with certain applications that run in 
the task-bar). 

 

Any data entered or any changes made in the program that have not been saved, will be lost. 

Declaration 
<AMENDPROCESS FILE="text" SAMEPROCESS="text [options]"> 

Examples 

Example 1 - End process Notepad.exe. 
<AMENDPROCESS PROCESS="Notepad.exe" /> 

Example 2 - End all instances of Internet Explorer process. 
<AMENDPROCESS PROCESS="C:\Program Files (x86)\Internet Explorer\iexplore.exe" SAMEPROCESS="all" /> 

See Also 

Change Printer, Empty Recycle Bin, Get Process Information, Get Volume Information, Log Event, Print, Registry, Run, Set Date and Time 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Use 
process 
name 

Text No (Empty) a)PROCESS="NOTEPAD.EXE" 
b)PROCESS="C:\WINNT\system32\NOTEPAD.EXE" 

If enabled, specifies the name of the 
executable to terminate. It may be specified 
with or without the path. If this parameter is 
enabled, the Use process ID parameter is 
ignored. This parameter is enabled by 
default. 

Use 
process ID 

Text 
(options) 

No Upper 
Case 

PROCESSID="11452" If enabled, specifies the process ID of the 
executable to terminate. If this parameter is 
enabled, the Use process name parameter 
is ignored. 

Try to 
send a 
close 
message 
to the 
application 
first 

Yes/No No Yes CLOSEMESSAGE="NO" If set to YES (default), a close message will 
be sent to the application before termination. 
If set to NO, the application will be 
terminated immediately. 

If more 
than one 
matching 
process 
found then 

Text 
(options) 

No (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="varname" If more than one matching process is found 
at runtime, specifies what action to take. The 
available options are: 

• Terminate oldest process (default) 
• Terminate newest process 
• Do not do anything 
• End all matching processes 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Provided List of running processes 

When in visual mode, a list of running process is displayed by clicking the arrow on the dropdown box in the Filename parameter. This is to assist 
in selecting a valid process. 
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Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Environment Variables 
Windows Environment variables are strings that contain information about various system components as well as certain basic system information 
(i.e. drive, path, and filename). They control the behavior of the system, various programs, and the currently logged on user. Environment 
variables are very convenient in scripts where certain standard directories and parameters need to be referenced but where the actual locations or 
names can vary from computer to computer. 

AWE encompasses a number of activities aimed to automate the creation, manipulation, and management of environment variables in a 
Windows-based operating system without the use of scripts or the command line. Activities include the ability to get, set, list and delete 
environment variables as well as append data to an existing environment variable. 

 

Basic knowledge about Windows system and user level environment variables and their functionality are required in order to properly use 
these activities. 

See Also 

Create Array, Create Object, Create Variable, Define Type, ReDim Array, Set Variable, Services, Connect to Network, Exchange, Run, Execute 
DLL Function 

Properties Tab 

In the Activity to perform box, select an activity, then configure the properties for that activity. The available properties depend on the activity 
selected.  

To set properties 
1. In the Available Actions pane, open the System folder and double-click the action or drag it into the Steps pane. 
2. On the Properties tab, select an Activity to perform. 
3. Specify the properties that appear, depending on the activity selected. 
4. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 
5. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 
6. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 
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Available Activities 

The following table briefly describes the available activities for this action as specified in the Activity to perform box. 

Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Append Appends text to a system or 

user-level environment 
variable. Optionally, this action 
can populate a variable with 
the resulting value. 

<AMAPPENDENVIRONMENT NAME="text" 
TYPE="text(options)" VALUE="text" 
RESULTVARIABLE="text" /> 

This example creates a variable named "theVar". 
Next, it appends text "\subtemp" to environment 
variable "TEMP" of type "user". Finally, a message 
box displays the value of the "%theVar%" (which is 
the value of the TEMP environment variable with the 
newly appended text). 

<AMVARIABLE 
NAME="theVar"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMENVVARS ACTIVITY="append" 
TYPE="USER" NAME="TEMP" 
VALUE="\subtemp" 
RESULTVARIABLE="theVar" /> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>%theVar%</AMSHOWDIALOG
> 

Delete Removes a system or user-
level environment variable. 

<AMREMOVEENVIRONMENT NAME="text" 
TYPE="text(options)" /> 

This example demonstrates a number of activities 
related to environment variables. An Environment 
Variable - Set activity creates a new environment 
variable of type "User" named "AMTemp" along with 
the value of "Training". A Create Variable action 
creates a  variable named "EnvironmentVarValue". 
An Environment Variable - Get activity populates the 
variable with the value of the newly created 
environment variable. Thereafter, a Message Box 
activity displays the value of the created 
environment variable. The final step deletes the 
environment variable with the use of the 
Environment Variables - Delete activity. 

<AMENVVARS ACTIVITY="set" 
TYPE="USER" NAME="AMTemp" 
VALUE="Training" /> 
<AMVARIABLE 
NAME="EnvironmentVarValue"></AMVARIA
BLE> 
<AMENVVARS TYPE="USER" NAME="AMTemp" 
RESULTVARIABLE="EnvironmentVarValue" 
/> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>The value of 
environment variable 'AMTemp' is 
'%EnvironmentVarValue%'.</AMSHOWDIAL
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
OG> 
<AMENVVARS ACTIVITY="delete" 
TYPE="USER" NAME="AMTemp" /> 

Get Retrieves the value of a 
system-level or user-level 
environment variable and 
places it into a variable. 

<AMGETENVIRONMENT NAME="text" 
TYPE=text(options)" 
RESULTVARIABLE="text" /> 

This example demonstrates a number of activities 
related to environment variables. An Environment 
Variable - Set activity creates a new environment 
variable of type "User" named "AMTemp" along with 
the value of "Training". A Create Variable action 
creates a variable named "EnvironmentVarValue". 
An Environment Variable - Get activity populates the 
variable with the value of the newly created 
environment variable. Thereafter, a Message Box 
activity displays the value of the created 
environment variable. The final step deletes the 
environment variable with the use of the 
Environment Variables - Delete activity. 

<AMENVVARS ACTIVITY="set" 
TYPE="USER" NAME="AMTemp" 
VALUE="Training" /> 
<AMVARIABLE 
NAME="EnvironmentVarValue"></AMVARIA
BLE> 
<AMENVVARS TYPE="USER" NAME="AMTemp" 
RESULTVARIABLE="EnvironmentVarValue" 
/> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>The value of 
environment variable 'AMTemp' is 
'%EnvironmentVarValue%'.</AMSHOWDIAL
OG> 
<AMENVVARS ACTIVITY="delete" 
TYPE="USER" NAME="AMTemp" /> 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
List Populates a dataset with the 

names and values of a 
specified type of environment 
variable. 

<AMLISTENVIRONMENTVARIABLES 
RESULTDATASET="Text" TYPE="Text" /> 

This example uses an Environment Variables - List 
activity (step 1) to retrieve all "user" level 
environment variables and populates a dataset with 
the results. A Loop Dataset action loops through the 
dataset. A Message Box activity displays each 
environment variable retrieved during each loop 
process. 

<AMENVVARS ACTIVITY="list" 
TYPE="USER" 
RESULTDATASET="theDataset" /> 
<AMLOOP TYPE="DATASET" 
DATASET="theDataset"> 
     <AMSHOWDIALOG 
WINDOWTITLE="ENVIRONMENT VARIABLE 
NAME/VALUE">Environment Variable 
Name: 
%theDataset.VarName% 
Environment Variable Value: 
%theDataset.VarValue%</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMLOOP> 

Set Sets the value of a system-
level or user-level environment 
variable, and optionally creates 
the variable if it does not exist. 

<AMSETENVIRONMENT NAME="text" 
TYPE="text(options)" VALUE="text" /> 

This example demonstrates a number of activities 
related to environment variables. An Environment 
Variable - Set activity creates a new environment 
variable of type "User" named "AMTemp" along with 
the value of "Training". A Create Variable action 
creates a variable named "EnvironmentVarValue". 
An Environment Variable - Get activity populates the 
variable with the value of the newly created 
environment variable. Thereafter, a Message Box 
activity displays the value of the created 
environment variable. The final step deletes the 
environment variable with the use of the 
Environment Variables - Delete activity. 

<AMENVVARS ACTIVITY="set" 
TYPE="USER" NAME="AMTemp" 
VALUE="Training" /> 
<AMVARIABLE 
NAME="EnvironmentVarValue"></AMVARIA
BLE> 
<AMENVVARS TYPE="USER" NAME="AMTemp" 
RESULTVARIABLE="EnvironmentVarValue" 
/> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>The value of 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
environment variable 'AMTemp' is 
'%EnvironmentVarValue%'.</AMSHOWDIAL
OG> 
<AMENVVARS ACTIVITY="delete" 
TYPE="USER" NAME="AMTemp" /> 

Environment Variable Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Variable 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) NAME="TEMP" The name of the environment variable to which the text will be 
appended. 

Variable 
Scope 

Text Yes User TYPE="USER" The scope of the environment variable. The available options 
are: 

• User 
• Machine 
• Process 

Text to 
append 

Text Yes (Empty) VALUE="new text" The text to be appended to the value of the environment 
variable. 

Populate 
variable 
with value 

Text No (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="VarName" The name of an already created variable in which to populate 
with the resulting value. 

Create and 
populate 
dataset 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="datasetname" The name of the dataset that should be created and populated 
with the names and values of the environment variables. More 
on the dataset fields that this activity creates can be found 
below. 

New value Text Yes   VALUE="C:\Documents and 
Settings\Users\Temp" 

The new value of the environment variable. 

Overwrite 
environment 
variable 
value 

Yes/No No Yes OVERWRITE="NO" If set to YES, the new value will overwrite the current value of 
an existing environment variable. 

 Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step when it appears in the Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 
Error causes properties 
On error properties 
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Datasets 

A dataset is a multiple column, multiple row container object. This activity creates and populates a dataset containing a specific set of fields in 
addition to the standard dataset fields. The table below describes these fields (assuming the dataset name assigned was theDataset). 

Name Type Return Value 
theDataset.VarName Text Returns the name of the environment variable. 

theDataset.VarValue Text Returns the value of the environment variable. 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Get Process Information 
Creates and populates a dataset with information about the specified Windows process, such as Process Name, ID, start time, thread/handle 
count, system resource usage by the process, etc. (a full list is entered below). Useful for gathering am assortment of information regarding a 
specified process. This action can get process information from the local computer or a remote computer. 

This action creates and populates a dataset with property information about the specified Windows process. If getting information about a process 
that resides on the local computer, the information populated by the specified dataset differ depending on whether the Use WMI option is 
enabled/disabled. If enabled, AWE retrieves process information via the Win32_Process WMI class. If disabled, AWE retrieves the information via 
the.NET Framework Class Library. Refer to the table in Dataset Columns, below. 

Declaration 
<AMGETPROCESSINFO REMOTEMACHINE="209.223.157.132" DOMAINNAME="netauto" USERNAME="user" PASSWORD="password" 
PROCESSNAME="firefox.exe" RESULTDATASET="theProcess"/> 

Example 

This example retrieves process information regarding Internet Explorer (iexplore) and displays the information in a message box. 
<AMGETPROCESSINFO USEWMI="YES" PROCESSNAME="iexplore.exe" RESULTDATASET="theProcess"/> 

See Also 

Change Printer, Empty Recycle Bin, End Process, Get Process Information, Get Volume Information, Log Event, Print, Registry, Run, Set Date 
and Time 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Local 
machine 

        If enabled, specifies that the process to retrieve 
information about resides on the local computer. 
This parameter is enabled by default. 
This property has no markup. It is used in Visual 
Mode during design time only. 

Remote 
machine 

        If enabled, specifies that the process to retrieve 
information about resides on a remote computer. 
Other parameters become active if this parameter is 
enabled. 
This property has no markup. It is used in Visual 
Mode during design time only. 

Use WMI Yes/No No No CLOSEMESSAGE="NO" WMI is the communication layer that Microsoft 
servers use to interact with remote computers on 
the network, however, it can be used to 
communicate with the local computer as well. If set 
to YES, specifies to use WMI (Windows 
Management Instrumentation) to get the process 
information on the local computer. If set to NO 
(default),.Net is used instead. When the Remote 
computer option is selected, the Use WMI 
parameter is automatically enabled and grayed out. 
This is because only WMI can be used to get 
process information from a remote computer. 

Machine 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) a)REMOTEMACHINE="machine.domain.com" 
b)REMOTEMACHINE="xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx" 

The host name or IP address of the remote 
computer from which to retrieve process 
information. This parameter is available only if the 
Remote Machine parameter is enabled. 

Domain 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) DOMAINNAME="netauto" The domain name of the remote computer to get 
process information from. This parameter is 
available only if the Remote Machine parameter is 
enabled. 

Username Text Yes (Empty) USERNAME="Bruce.Wayne" A valid user name used to log onto the remote 
computer from which to get process information. 
This parameter is available only if the Remote 
Machine parameter is enabled. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Password Text Yes (Empty) PASSWORD="batman" The password corresponding to the username 

entered in the Username field. This parameter is 
available only if the Remote Machine parameter is 
enabled. 

Get 
process by 
process 
name 

Text No (Empty) PROCESSNAME="firefox.exe" If enabled, specifies the name of the process to get 
information about. This can be entered manually or 
it can be selected from the drop-down menu. 

Get 
process by 
process ID 

Number No (Empty) PROCESSID="23432" If enabled, specifies the unique identifier (a number 
used to uniquely identify a process) of the process 
to get information about. 

Create and 
populate 
dataset 
with 
process 
information 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="ProcessInfo" The name of a dataset to be created and populated 
with information about the specified process. More 
information about the dataset that this action 
creates can be found below. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Dataset Columns 

The table below represents the complete list of dataset columns populated during runtime and their description as derived from the 
Win32_Process WMI class (populated when Use WMI option is enabled). 

Name Description 
Caption Short description of an object—a one-line string. 

CommandLine Command line used to start a specific process, if applicable. This property is new for Windows XP. 

CreationClassName Name of the first concrete class in the inheritance chain that is used to create an instance. You can use this property with 
other key properties of the class to uniquely identify all of the instances of the class and its subclasses. 

CreationDate Date the process begins executing. 

CSCreationClassName Creation class name of the scoping computer system. 
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Name Description 
CSName Name of the scoping computer system.. 

Description Description of an object. 

ExecutablePath Path to the executable file of the process. 

ExecutionState This property is not implemented and does not get populated for any instance of this class. This property is always NULL. 

Handle Process identifier. 

HandleCount 
Total number of open handles owned by the process. HandleCount is the sum of the handles currently open by each 
thread in this process. A handle is used to examine or modify the system resources. Each handle has an entry in a table 
that is maintained internally. Entries contain the addresses of the resources and data to identify the resource type. 

InstallDate Date a process is installed. The process may be installed without a value being written to this property. 

KernelModeTime Time in kernel mode, in 100 nanosecond units. If this information is not available, use a value of 0 (zero). 

MaximumWorkingSetSize Maximum working set size of the process. The working set of a process is the set of memory pages visible to the process 
in physical RAM. These pages are resident, and available for an application to use without triggering a page fault. 

MinimumWorkingSetSize Minimum working set size of the process. The working set of a process is the set of memory pages visible to the process 
in physical RAM. These pages are resident and available for an application to use without triggering a page fault. 

Name Label for an object. When inherited by a subclass, the property can be overridden to be a key property. 

OSCreationClassName Creation class name of the scoping operating system. 

OSName Name of the scoping operating system. 

OtherOperationCount Number of I/O operations performed that are not read or write operations. 

OtherTransferCount Amount of data transferred during operations that are not read or write operations. 

PageFaults Number of page faults that a process generates. 

PageFileUsage Amount of page file space that a process is using currently. This value is consistent with the VMSize value in 
TaskMgr.exe. 

ParentProcessId 

Unique identifier of the process that creates a process. Process identifier numbers are reused, so they only identify a 
process for the lifetime of that process. It is possible that the process identified by ParentProcessId is terminated, so 
ParentProcessId may not refer to a running process. It is also possible that ParentProcessId incorrectly refers to a 
process that reuses a process identifier. You can use the CreationDate property to determine whether the specified parent 
was created after the process represented by this Win32_Process instance was created. 

PeakPageFileUsage Maximum amount of page file space used during the life of a process. 

PeakVirtualSize The peak paged memory size. 

PeakWorkingSetSize Peak working set size of a process. 

Priority Scheduling priority of a process within an operating system. The higher the value, the higher priority a process receives. 
Priority values can range from 0 (zero), which is the lowest priority to 31, which is highest priority. 

PrivatePageCount Current number of pages allocated that are only accessible to the process represented by this Win32_Process instance. 
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Name Description 

ProcessId Global process identifier that is used to identify a process. The value is valid from the time a process is created until it is 
terminated. 

QuotaNonPagedPoolUsage Quota amount of nonpaged pool usage for a process. 

QuotaPagedPoolUsage Quota amount of paged pool usage for a process. 

QuotaPeakNonPagedPoolUsage Peak quota amount of nonpaged pool usage for a process. 

QuotaPeakPagedPoolUsage Peak quota amount of paged pool usage for a process. 

ReadOperationCount Number of read operations performed. 

ReadTransferCount Amount of data read. 

SessionId Unique identifier that an operating system generates when a session is created. A session spans a period of time from 
logon until logoff from a specific system. 

Status This property is not implemented and does not get populated for any instance of this class. It is always NULL. 

TerminationDate Process was stopped or terminated. To get the termination time, a handle to the process must be held open. Otherwise, 
this property returns NULL. 

ThreadCount Number of active threads in a process. An instruction is the basic unit of execution in a processor, and a thread is the 
object that executes an instruction. Each running process has at least one thread. 

UserModeTime Time in user mode, in 100 nanosecond units. If this information is not available, use a value of 0 (zero). 

VirtualSize 

Current size of the virtual address space that a process is using, not the physical or virtual memory actually used by the 
process. Using virtual address space does not necessarily imply corresponding use of either disk or main memory pages. 
Virtual space is finite, and by using too much, the process might not be able to load libraries. This value is consistent with 
what you see in Perfmon.exe. 

WindowsVersion Version of Windows in which the process is running. 

WorkingSetSize 

Amount of memory in bytes that a process needs to execute efficiently—for an operating system that uses page-based 
memory management. If the system does not have enough memory (less than the working set size), thrashing occurs. If 
the size of the working set is not known, use NULL or 0 (zero). If working set data is provided, you can monitor the 
information to understand the changing memory requirements of a process. 

WriteOperationCount Number of write operations performed. 

WriteTransferCount Amount of data written. 

The table below contains the complete list of dataset columns populated during runtime and their description as derived from the.NET Framework 
Class Library (populated when Use WMI option is disabled). 

Name Description 
BasePriority The base priority of the associated process. 

CanRaiseEvents A value indicating whether the component can raise an event. 
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Name Description 
Container The IContainer that contains the Component. 

DesignMode A value that indicates whether the Component is currently in design mode. 

EnableRaisingEvents Gets or sets whether the Exited event should be raised when the process terminates. 

Events The list of event handlers that are attached to this Component. 

ExitCode The value that the associated process specified when it terminated. 

ExitTime The time that the associated process exited. 

Handle The native handle of the associated process. 

HandleCount The number of handles opened by the process. 

HasExited A value indicating whether the associated process has been terminated. 

Id The unique identifier for the associated process. 

MachineName The name of the computer the associated process is running on. 

MainModule The main module for the associated process. 

MainWindowHandle The window handle of the main window of the associated process. 

MaxWorkingSet Gets or sets the maximum allowable working set size for the associated process. 

MinWorkingSet Gets or sets the minimum allowable working set size for the associated process. 

Modules The modules that have been loaded by the associated process. 

NonpagedSystemMemorySize The nonpaged system memory size allocated to this process. 

NonpagedSystemMemorySize64 The amount of nonpaged system memory allocated for the associated process. 

PagedMemorySize The paged memory size. 

PagedMemorySize64 The amount of paged memory allocated for the associated process. 

PagedSystemMemorySize The paged system memory size. 

PagedSystemMemorySize64 The amount of pageable system memory allocated for the associated process. 

PeakPagedMemorySize The peak paged memory size. 

PeakPagedMemorySize64 The maximum amount of memory in the virtual memory paging file used by the associated process. 

PeakVirtualMemorySize The peak virtual memory size. 

PeakVirtualMemorySize64 The maximum amount of virtual memory used by the associated process. 

PeakWorkingSet The peak working set size for the associated process. 

PeakWorkingSet64 The maximum amount of physical memory used by the associated process. 

PriorityBoostEnabled Gets or sets a value indicating whether the associated process priority should temporarily be boosted by the operating 
system when the main window has the focus. 
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Name Description 
PriorityClass Gets or sets the overall priority category for the associated process. 

PrivateMemorySize Gets the private memory size. 

PrivateMemorySize64 Gets the amount of private memory allocated for the associated process. 

PrivilegedProcessorTime PrivilegedProcessorTime Gets the privileged processor time for this process. 

ProcessName Gets the name of the process. 

ProcessorAffinity Gets or sets the processors on which the threads in this process can be scheduled to run. 

Responding A value indicating whether the user interface of the process is responding. 

SessionId The Terminal Services session identifier for the associated process. 

Site Gets or sets the ISite of the Component. (Inherited from Component.) 

StandardError A stream used to read the error output of the application. 

StandardInput A stream used to write the input of the application. 

StandardOutput A stream used to read the output of the application. 

StartInfo Gets or sets the properties to pass to the Start method of the Process. 

StartTime The time that the associated process was started. 

SynchronizingObject Gets or sets the object used to marshal the event handler calls that are issued as a result of a process exit event. 

Threads The set of threads that are running in the associated process. 

TotalProcessorTime The total processor time for this process. 

UserProcessorTime The user processor time for this process. 

VirtualMemorySize The size of the process's virtual memory. 

VirtualMemorySize64 The amount of the virtual memory allocated for the associated process. 

WorkingSet The associated process's physical memory usage. 

WorkingSet64 The amount of physical memory allocated for the associated process. 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 
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Get Volume Information 
Retrieves specific information about a drive (volume type, volume label, user quota, capacity, available space, used space) and populates variable 
with the result or creates and populates a dataset that contains all parameters about all drives on the system. Volume sizes are expressed in KB. 

Declaration 
<AMGETDRIVEINFO VOLUME="SINGLE" DRIVENAME="text" DRIVEINFO="text (options)" RESULTVARIABLE="text (variable name)" /> 

See Also 

Change Printer, Empty Recycle Bin, End Process, Get Process Information, Log Event, Print, Registry, Run, Set Date and Time 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
One 
Volume 

Text No Enabled VOLUME="SINGLE" If enabled, specifies that this action will get a single volume's 
specific information and populate a variable with the results. 

Volume Text No A:\ DRIVENAME="C:\" The volume from which to get data. This parameter is valid 
only if One Volume parameter is enabled. 

Information 
to retrieve 

Text 
(options) 

No Volume 
Type 

DRIVEINFO="VOLUMELABEL" The type of information with which to populate the variable. 
This parameter is valid only if One Volume parameter is 
enabled. The available options are: 
Volume type (default) 
Volume label 
File system 
Current user's available space 
Total available space 
Total capacity 
Used space 

Populate 
Variable 
With 
Result 

Text No (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="VarName" The name of an already created variable to be populated with 
the specified drive data. This parameter is valid only if One 
Volume parameter is enabled. 

All 
Volumes 

Text No Disabled VOLUME="ALL" If enabled, specifies that this action will get information 
regarding all available volumes and populate a dataset with 
the results. 

Dataset to 
Populate 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="VolumeInfo" The name of the dataset to be created and populated with all 
volume data. This parameter is valid only if All Volumes 
parameter is enabled. More information about the dataset 
that this action creates can be found below under Notes. 
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Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Dataset 

A dataset is a multiple column, multiple row container object. This activity creates and populates a dataset containing a specific set of fields in 
addition to the standard dataset fields. The table below describes these fields (assuming the dataset name assigned was theDataset). 

Name Type Return Value 
theDataset.Drive Text Returns the drive from which corresponding data is retrieved. 

theDataset.VolumeType Text Returns the volume type (i.e. Removable) 

theDataset.VolumeLabel Text Returns the volume label. 

theDataset.FileSystem Text Returns the file system (i.e. NTFS) 

theDataset.AvailableSpaceforUser Number Returns the current user's available space. 

theDataset.TotalAvailableSpace Number Returns the total available space. 

theDataset.TotalSizeofDrive Number Returns the total size of the drive. 

theDataset.UsedSpace Number Returns the used space. 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Log Event 
Logs an event to the Windows Event Log (not supported on Windows 95/98/ME). Can be used to write an event to the Windows Event Log in 
order to launch another task set with an Event Log trigger monitoring the specified Event. 
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To enter Log Event properties: 

1. From the Available Actions pane of the Task Builder, expand the System folder and double-click the 'Log Event' action or drag it onto the 
Steps pane.  

2. In the Message field, enter the message to be logged. If you want to enter an expression, click the percent sign (%)and use the 
Expression Builder to create the expression. 

3. Under Message type, select whether the event is to be logged as Information, Warning, or Error. 

4. To set the Description tab properties, please refer to Description Tab Options. 

5. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, please refer to Step Error Handling. 

6. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

Declaration 
<LOGEVENT MESSAGE="text (message to log)" TYPE="text (options)" /> 

Example 
<LOGEVENT MESSAGE="Be advised - Task C failed." TYPE="error" /> 

See Also 
Change Printer, Empty Recycle Bin, End Process, Get Process Information, Get Volume Information, Log Event, Print, Registry, Run, Set Date and Time 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Message Text Yes (Empty) MESSAGE="Task 
C failed" The text message that should be logged. 

Message 
Type 

Text 
(options) No Information TYPE="warning" 

How the message should be classified in the Windows Event Log. The 
available options are: 

• Information: The event will be classified as an informational 
message. 

• Warning: The event will be classified as a warning. 
• Error: The event will be classified as an error. 

See Also 

About Actions 

Adding Task Steps  
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Print 
Prints the document specified using the default printer or optionally, using a specific printer. Used to instruct an application to print a document. It 
is similar to right-clicking on a file in explorer and selecting print. The application must support printing in this manner. The document must have an 
application associated with it that can perform printing externally such as Notepad for.TXT files, or a word processor for.DOC files. 

Declaration 
<AMPRINT FILE="text" /> 
OR 
<AMPRINT FILE="text" PRINTER="text (printer name)" /> 

Example 1 - Print an Excel file on a specific printer. 
<AMPRINT FILE="C:\Temp\Book1.xlsx" PRINTER="Brother MFC-9840CDW Printer" /> 

Example 2 - Print a Word document on all available printers. 
<AMPRINT FILE="C:\Documents\FAQs\faq.doc" PRINTER="allavailable" /> 

See Also 
Change Printer, Empty Recycle Bin, End Process, Get Process Information, Get Volume Information, Log Event, Registry, Run, Set Date and Time 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Document Text Yes (Empty) a)FILE="C:\folder\readme.txt" 

b)FILE="C:\folder\report.doc" 
The document that should be printed. AWE will look up the application 
that is associated with the specified file and request that it prints the 
document. The application must support printing in this manner. 

Use 
default 
printer 

Text No Enabled null If enabled, specifies that the default printer will be used to print the 
document. This option is enabled by default. 

Use 
specific 
printer 

Text No Disabled PRINTER="Brother MFC-
9840C" 

If enabled, specifies the name of the printer that should be used to 
print the document. 

Print on all 
available 
printers 

Text No Disabled PRINTER="allavailable" If enabled, specifies that the document will be printed on all available 
printers. 
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Registry 
Used to store, retrieve, modify, or delete settings either for the task itself or for another application. For example, you may want a task to save data 
collected during one session so that it can be retrieved and used the next time the task is run. In another possible use, you may want to collect 
data about an external application by retrieving it from the applications registry branch. Additionally, since the registry contains features that 
improve system integrity, this action can also Ideal tool. 

Using the HKEY_CURRENT_USER section of the registry is especially useful for storing "user-specific" data because each user on the Windows 
system has his/her own HKEY_CURRENT_USER structure that Windows loads in at log on, thus the data can be different depending on which 
user is logged on to the system. Use HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE for settings that are not "user-specific" and are "global" to the computer. 

 

Because the registry stores important system configuration settings, improper use of this action can cause irreversible damage to your 
operating system. Use this action with caution and always backup your registry. 
This action is intended for advanced users; improper use could damage your Windows installation and or the installation of other 
software on your system. 

To enter Registry properties: 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Advanced folder and double-click the Registry action or drag it into the Steps pane.  

2. In the General tab properties under the parameter labeled Action to take, select the desired action. The properties below this parameter 
changes depending on the action selected. 

3. In the Registry key field, click Open Folder  and navigate to the desired key in the registry structure. 

4. In the Value name field, enter the value name if applicable to the chosen action. 

5. If the action is Read value data, select the variable to populate with the data in the Populate variable with value data box. 

6. If the action is Create/Change value data, enter the data in the Value data field. 

7. If the action is Rename value or Rename key, enter the new name in the New name field. 

8. To set the Description tab properties, please refer to Description Tab Options. 

9. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, please refer to Step Error Handling. 

10. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

Declaration 
<AMREGISTRY ACTION="text [options]" TYPE="string" KEY="text" VALUE="text" VALUEDATA="text" RESULTVARIABLE="text"> 

See Also 

Change Printer, Empty Recycle Bin, End Process, Get Process Information, Get Volume Information, Log Event, Print, Run, Set Date and Time 

Modifies the Windows Registry according to the settings you specify. 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Action to 
take 

Text 
(options) 

Yes Read 
value 
data 

ACTION="write_value" The action that should be performed. The 
available options are: 

• Read value data: Read a value from the 
registry. 

• Delete value: Delete a value from the 
registry. 

• Rename value: Rename a value in the 
registry. 

• Create key: Create a key in the registry. 
Multiple levels can be specified - any 
that do not exist will be created. 

• Delete key: Delete a key in the registry. 
Any sub-keys will also be deleted - BE 
CAREFUL USING THIS OPTION 

• Rename key: Rename a key in the 
registry. 

• Create/change value data: Used to 
write a value and optional data to the 
registry. Necessary keys will be 
automatically created. 

Type Text 
(options) 

No String TYPE="STRING" The data type to use. This parameter is available 
only if the Action to take parameter is set to 
Create/change value data. The available options 
are: 

• String (default) 
• DWORD 

Registry 
Key 

Text Yes (Empty) HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Network 
Automation\AutoMate 8\\AMSERVICES 

The registry key (folder) that should be acted 
upon. What takes place in the key depends on 
which option was selected in the Action to take 
parameter. 
NOTE: Use the Folder icon to navigate to the 
desired registry key, value name and optionally, 
value data. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Populate 
Variable 
with 
Value 
Data 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="myvarname" The name of an already created variable which 
should be populated with the value that is read 
from the registry. This parameter is valid only if 
the Read value data option is selected in the 
Action to Take parameter. 

Value 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) VALUE="Width" The registry value that should be acted upon. 

Value 
Data 

Text Yes (Empty) VALUEDATA="600" The Registry value data to write. Valid only if the 
Create\Change Value Data option is selected in 
the Action to Take parameter. The Registry Key 
and Value Name must also be specified for 
proper functioning. 

Run 
Runs the program, application, or document specified. If a document is specified, the application associated with the document will be used to 
open it. Commonly used to start an application or open a document. This action has built in conveniences such as waiting for the application to be 
ready for input (finished loading) before moving on to the next step. The properties dialog box has a built in Start menu for easy selection of the 
application.  

Declaration 
<AMRUN FILE="text" DEFAULTFOLDER="text" PROCESSIDVARIABLE="text" WAITFORINPUT="YES/NO" WAITFOREND="YES/NO" 
OUTPUTVARIABLE="text" OUTPUTFILE="text" OVERWRITEOUTPUTFILE="YES/NO" TERMINATEAFTERTIMEOUT="YES/NO" 
TERMINATEAFTERTIMEOUTLENGTH="number" TERMINATEAFTERTIMEOUTSCALE="test (options)" RESULTVARIABLE="text" 
WINDOWSTARTUP="text (options)" SINGLEINSTANCE="YES/NO" DOS="YES/NO" RESULTDATASET="text" /> 

Example 
Run Adobe Photoshop. 

<AMRUN FILE="&quot;C:\Program Files (x86)\Adobe\Adobe Photoshop CS3\Photoshop.exe&quot; " 
PROCESSIDVARIABLE="processID" WINDOWTITLEVARIABLE="theTitle" WINDOWSTARTUP="minimized" SINGLEINSTANCE="YES" 
RESULTDATASET="theDataset" /> 

See Also 
Change Printer,Empty Recycle Bin, End Process, Get Process Information, Get Volume Information, Log Event, Print, Registry, Set Date and Time 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Run Text Yes (Empty) a)FILE="C:\WINNT\system32 

\NOTEPAD.EXE" 
b)FILE="NOTEPAD.EXE" 

The command line to run. This parameter should specify the full 
path and file name to the EXE, COM, BAT, or CMD file you want 
to run. To specify a document, use Browse or Start menu 
emulator and select the document. The properly formatted 
command line including the associated application for the 
document will be automatically built. 
NOTE: For easy navigation, click Start. 

Run only 
if 
another 
instance 
is not 
running 

Yes/No No No SINGLEINSTANCE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the program specified on the Run 
parameter should not be run if another instance of it is already 
running on the current system. If another instance is running 
when this option is enabled, the step will be ignored and it will not 
generate an error. If set to NO (default), the specified program 
will run despite other running instances. 

Initial 
Window 
State 
  

Text 
(options) 

No Normal WINDOWSTARTUP="minimized" The state that the application's window should be set to at 
startup. The available options are: 

• Normal (Default): The application will start normally. 
• Maximized: The application will be requested to start 

maximized. 
• Minimized: The application will be requested to start 

minimized. 
• Hidden: The application will be requested to start 

hidden. 

Startup 
Folder 

Text No (Folder 
of the 
program 
specified 
in Run) 

DEFAULTFOLDER= 
"C:\Program Files\Network 
Automation\AutoMate 8\" 

Certain applications require a startup folder. This option is not 
required and is available primarily for legacy (older) applications. 
When not specified, the folder that the application resides in is 
used. 
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Wait Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Do not 
wait 

Yes/No No No WAITFORINPUT="NO" If set to YES, the step will not wait until the application is 
finished loading. Selecting this option could result in the task 
moving to the next line too early which would cause any 
interactive steps to be sent into nothing. This parameter is set 
to NO by default. 
If the Wait until application completes parameter is set to 
YES then this parameter is ignored. 

Wait until 
application 
is ready 
for input 

Yes/No No Yes WAITFORINPUT="NO" If set to YES (default), the step will wait until the application is 
finished loading and is ready to receive input.  Setting this 
parameter to NO could result in the task moving to the next 
line too early which would cause any interactivity steps to be 
sent into nothing (because the application would not be loaded 
yet). 
If the Wait until application completes parameter is set to 
YES then this parameter is ignored. 
NOTE: DOS applications, batch files, and certain console 
applications may not function correctly with this parameter set 
to YES because such applications do not support standard 
Windows event messaging that enables this kind of 
integration. For these applications, you may need to use a 
Pause action or other method of waiting for the application to 
be ready for input. 

Wait until 
application 
completes 

Yes/No No No WAITFOREND="YES" If set to YES, the step should wait until after the application 
has either closed itself (in the case of batch files, scripts, or 
console applications) or is closed by the user (in the case of 
Windows applications). 

Populate 
variable 
with return 
code 

Text No (Empty) RETURNCODEVARIABLE="code" Specifies an already existing variable to be populated with the 
application-provided return code. This parameter is only 
available if the Wait until application completes parameter is 
set to YES. Not all applications use return codes, so the 
functionality of this action may vary depending on the 
application. 

Terminate 
process 
after 

Yes/No No No TERMINATEAFTERTIMEOUT="YES" If set to YES, the running process will be terminated within the 
specified amount of time. This parameter is set to NO by 
default. 
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Data Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Populate 
variable 
with 
process 
ID 

Text No (Empty) ROCESSIDVARIABLE="ID" If enabled, specifies an already existing variable to be 
populated with the application's process ID. 

Create 
and 
Populate 
Dataset 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="myDataset" If enabled, specifies the name of a dataset to be created and 
populated with data from the window of the application that 
was run. More information about the dataset that this action 
creates can be found below. 

Populate 
variable 
with 
window 
class 

Text No (Empty) WINDOWCLASSVARIABLE="myvar" If enabled, specifies an already existing variable to be 
populated with the window class of the application that is 
launched. This parameter is available only if the Wait until 
application is ready for input parameter is set to YES. 

Populate 
variable 
with 
window 
handle 

Text No (Empty) WINDOWHANDLEVARIABLE="handle" If enabled, specifies an already existing variable to be 
populated with the window handle of the application that is 
launched. This parameter is available only if the Wait until 
application is ready for input parameter is set to YES. 

Populate 
variable 
with 
window 
title 

Text No (Empty) WINDOWTITLEVARIABLE="title" If enabled, specifies an already existing variable to be 
populated with the window title of the application that is 
launched. This parameter is available only if the Wait until 
application is ready for input parameter is set to YES. 

Advanced Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Run 
application 
as 

Yes/No No No DOS="YES" Specifies whether a standard Windows application, document 
or console application is being launched. The available drop-
down options are: 

• Standard Windows application 
• Document 
• Console application 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Capture 
output and 
populate 
variable 

Text No (Empty) OUTPUTVARIABLE="theVariable" If enabled, specifies an already existing variable to be 
populated with the console output. Valid only if Run 
application as is set to Console application. 
NOTE: The Console output settings have no effect unless the 
Wait for application to complete option is enabled in the Wait 
properties. 

Capture 
output and 
write to file 
  

Text No (Empty) OUTPUTFILE="C:\Temp\filename.txt If enabled, specifies a file to which the console output should be 
written. Valid only if Run application as is set to Console 
application. 
NOTE: The Console output settings have no effect unless the 
Wait for application to complete option is enabled in the Wait 
properties. 

Overwrite 
if file 
already 
exists 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEOUTPUTFILE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that if the file being written to already 
exists, it will be overwritten. If set to NO (default) and the file 
already exists, the step will fail. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Datasets 

A dataset is a multiple column, multiple row container object. This activity creates and populates a dataset containing a specific set of fields in 
addition to the standard dataset fields. The table below describes these fields (assuming the dataset name assigned was theDataset). 

Name Type Return Value 
theDataset.Title Text Returns the window title. 

theDataset.Class Text Returns the window title class. 

theDataset.Handle Text Returns the window handle. 

theDataset.ProdcessID Text Returns the process ID. 

theDataset.ReturnCode Number Returns the Return Code. 
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Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Services Action 
On Microsoft Windows operating systems, a Windows service is a long-running executable that performs specific functions and which is designed 
not to require user intervention. Windows services can be configured to start when the operating system is booted and run in the background as 
long as Windows is running, or they can be started manually when required. This action provides various ways to automate the management of 
local services or services that reside on a remote computer. Activities include starting, stopping, installing and uninstalling services. 

Properties Tab 

In the Activity to perform box, select an activity, then configure the properties for that activity. The available properties depend on the activity 
selected.  

To set properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the System folder and double-click the action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. On the Properties tab, select an Activity to perform. 

3. Specify the properties that appear, depending on the activity selected. 

4. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

5. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

6. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

Available Activities 

The following table briefly describes the available activities for this action as specified in the Activity to perform box. 

Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Get 
State 

Populates n variable with the current state of 
the specified service (i.e. Stopped, Running, 
Paused etc.) 

<AMSERVICES ACTIVITY="state" 
SERVICE="text" 
REMOTEMACHINE="text" 
REMOTEDOMAIN="text" 
REMOTEUSERNAME="text" 
REMOTEPASSWORD="text=aME" 
RESULTVARIABLE="text" /> 

<AMSERVICES SERVICE="Task 
Scheduler" /> 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Install Installs the specified service into the SCM 

(Service Control Manager) so that it can be 
started and stopped. 

<AMSERVICES ACTIVITY="install" 
EXECUTABLE="text" 
DISPLAYNAME="text" 
USERNAME="text" PASSWORD="text" 
/> 

<AMSERVICES ACTIVITY="install" 
EXECUTABLE="c:\servicesname.exe
" DISPLAYNAME="service name" 
USERNAME="username" 
PASSWORD="AM1H2tpzU1xiDLOlojMcS
Am1fn5M3MxiXeEaME" /> 

List Creates and populates the specified dataset 
with the services installed on the system 
along with their current state. 

<AMSERVICES ACTIVITY="list" 
RESULTDATASET="text" /> 

<AMSERVICES ACTIVITY="list" 
RESULTDATASET="theDataset" /> 

Pause Pauses the specified service.   <AMSERVICES ACTIVITY="pause" 
SERVICE="text" /> 

<AMSERVICES ACTIVITY="pause" 
SERVICE="Task Scheduler" /> 

Resume Resumes the specified service.  Only 
"paused" services can be resumed. 

<AMSERVICES ACTIVITY="resume" 
SERVICE="textr" 
REMOTEMACHINE="text" 
REMOTEDOMAIN="text" 
REMOTEUSERNAME="text" 
REMOTEPASSWORD="text" /> 

<AMSERVICES ACTIVITY="resume" 
SERVICE="Task Scheduler" 
REMOTEMACHINE="machineName" 
REMOTEDOMAIN="domainName" 
REMOTEUSERNAME="User" 
REMOTEPASSWORD="AM1OiXpJbSzJyjO
lojMcSAm1fn5M3MxiXeEaME" /> 

Start Starts the specified service. <AMSERVICES SERVICE="text" /> <AMSERVICES SERVICE="Task 
Scheduler" /> 

Stop Stops the specified service. <AMSERVICES ACTIVITY="stop" 
SERVICE="text" 
STOPIFMASTER="YES/NO" /> 

<AMSERVICES ACTIVITY="stop" 
SERVICE="Task Scheduler" 
STOPIFMASTER="YES" /> 

Uninstall Uninstalls the specified service. <AMSERVICES 
ACTIVITY="uninstall" 
SERVICE="text" 
REMOTEMACHINE="text" 
REMOTEDOMAIN="text" 
REMOTEUSERNAME="text" 
REMOTEPASSWORD="text" /> 

<AMSERVICES 
ACTIVITY="uninstall" 
SERVICE="Task Scheduler" 
REMOTEMACHINE="machine_name" 
REMOTEDOMAIN="domain.name" 
REMOTEUSERNAME="user" 
REMOTEPASSWORD="AM1H2tpzU1xiDL5
+TNzMYl3hA==aME" /> 

Service Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Create and 
populate 
dataset 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="theDataset" The name of the dataset to create and populate the list 
of services. More on the fields that this dataset creates 
can be found below. 

Display name Text Yes (Empty) DISPLAYNAME="My Service" The name of the service as it should appear in the 
Service Control Manager (SMC). 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Error Severity Text 

(options) 
No Normal ERROR="critical" If the service generates an error, specifies how the error 

should be written to the system event log. The available 
options are: 

• Normal: Errors are logged as normal. 
• Ignore: Errors are ignored. 
• Critical: Errors are logged as critical. 
• Severe: Errors are logged as severe. 

Force-stop 
dependent 
services as well 

Yes/No No No STOPIFMASTER="YES" If set to YES, dependent services will be forced to stop 
as well. This parameter is set to NO by default. 

Include devices 
in the list of 
services (local 
connection 
only) 

        If enabled, indicates that device services will be 
included in the drop-down list of services. This 
parameter is set to NO by default and is not available if 
a remote computer is specified. 

Interactive 
Service 

Yes/No No No INTERACT="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the service should be able 
to interact with the desktop. This parameter is set to NO 
by default. Although typically services do not have a 
user interface, developers can add forms and other UI 
components. In such cases, this parameter should be 
set to YES. 

Path to service 
executable 

Text Yes (Empty) EXECUTABLE="c:\service.exe" The full path and file name of the service to install. 
NOTE: The executable file must be present on the 
target computer prior to installation. 

Place result into 
variable 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="VariableNa
me" 

The variable to populate with the status of the service. 
Possible values for a service state are: 

• Stopped - The service is not running. 
• StartPending - The service is starting. 
• StopPending - The service is stopping. 
• Running - The service is running. 
• ContinuePending - The service continue is 

pending. 
• PausePending - The service pause is 

pending. 
• Paused - The service is paused. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Run type Text 

(options) 
No Automat

ic 
RUNTYPE="manual" The service run type. The available options are: 

• Automatic: The service starts automatically 
when the system starts. 

• Manual: The service is not automatically 
started, it must be started manually through 
the SCM 

• Disabled: The service is disabled. 
• Boot: Driver specific setting. 
• System: Driver specific setting. 

Service account 
password 

Text Yes (Empty) PASSWORD="password" The password corresponding to the service account 
username. 

Service account 
username 

Text Yes (Empty) USERNAME="username" The username that the service should use to log on. 
The service automatically inherits the rights of the user 
specified in this field. 

Service name Text Yes (Empty) SERVICENAME="Task 
Scheduler" 

The name of the service in which to retrieve status 
information about. The value can be entered manually 
or a drop-down arrow is included to allow selection from 
a list of currently running services. This parameter 
supports entry of the 'service name' or 'display name' as 
specified in the General tab properties of the service. 

Service type Text 
(options) 

No Own 
Process 

SERVICETYPE="shared_proces
s" 

The type of service to install. The available options are: 
• Runs in own process: The service runs in it's 

own process space. 
• Shared process: The service runs in a shared 

process space. 
• Kernel driver: The service is a kernel driver. 
• File system: The service is a file system 

driver. 

Computer Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Local 
computer 

        If enabled, indicates that the specified activity will be performed 
on a service located on the local computer. This parameter is 
enabled by default. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Another 
computer 

        If enabled, indicates that the selected activity will be performed 
on a service located on a remote computer. If this parameter is 
enabled, the Local computer parameter is ignored.  This 
parameter is disabled by default. 
NOTE: Other parameters become active if this parameter is 
enabled. 
When installing to another computer, the path to the service 
executable should be expressed in terms of the file's location on 
that computer (e.g., "C:\Service.exe" not 
"\\computer\c$\Service.exe") 

Machine 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) REMOTEMACHINE="MachineName" The computer name of the remote computer in which to connect 
to. 

Machine 
Domain 

Text Yes (Empty) REMOTEDOMAIN="DomainName" The domain that the remote computer belongs to. 

Username Text Yes (Empty) REMOTEUSERNAME="Username" A valid user name used to log onto the remote computer. This 
user must have proper permissions to modify services on the 
remote computer. 

Password Text Yes (Empty) REMOTEPASSWORD="password" The password associated with the user name entered above. 

Description Tab 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Handling Options 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Set Date and Time 
Sets the system clock to the date and time referenced by a specific Internet time server (a dedicated time server that distributes accurate time) or 
sets the system clock to the date and time specified. 
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Often used to set the system date and time to an accurate value. Also a practical way to synchronize the date and time in a multi-computer 
environment. 

To set System Time properties: 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Network folder and double-click the System Time action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. Set General properties in one of the following ways: 

• To synchronize using the default internet time server, you do not need to change any properties. 

• To use a specific time server, select the Use a specific time server check box and then select or enter the host name or IP 
address in the Time server box.  If necessary, change the port number. The default port is 123, but if that port is unavailable, you 
may need to enter an alternate port. 

• To specify a particular date and time, select the Set to a specified date and time check box. Then enter or select the date and 
time in the boxes below, or select Expression and enter the date and time in the expression that appears in the box. 
 
You can also click Custom to create the expression or click the percent sign (%) and use the Expression builder.   

3. To set the Description tab properties, please refer to Description Tab Options. 

4. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, please refer to Step Error Handling. 

5. When finished, click OK to save settings. 

Declaration 
<AMSETSYSTEMTIME SERVER="text (server name)" /> 
OR 
<AMSETSYSTEMTIME SETTIME="Date/Time" /> 

Example 1 - Use specific time server to set date and time. 
<AMSETSYSTEMTIME SERVER="navobs2.usnogps.navy.mil" /> 

Example 2 - Set to a specific date and time. 
<AMSETSYSTEMTIME SETTIME="%DateSerial(2010,12,25) + TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" /> 

See Also 
Change Printer, Empty Recycle Bin, End Process, Get Process Information, Get Volume Information, Log Event, Print, Registry 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Set to Internet 
time server 

Text No (Empty) null Sets the date and time using the Internet time 
server. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Use a specific 
time server 

Text No time.chu.
nrc.ca 

SERVER="tick.ucla.edu" If enabled, provides a list of time servers to 
select from. The available options are: 

• time.chu.nrc.ca 
• time.nrc.ca 
• navobs1.usnogps.navy.mil 
• navobs2.usnogps.navy.mil 
• tick.ucla.edu 
• tock.ucla.edu 
• time-a.nist.gov 
• time-b.nist.gov 

Port Number No 123 PORT="142" The Internet port to use. The default port is 
123. 

Set to specific 
date and time 

Text No (Current) SETTIME="%DateSerial(2010,08,04) + 
TimeSerial(08,09,30)%" 

If enabled, allows you to set a specific date 
and time. 

See Also 

About Actions 

Adding Task Steps 

Terminal Actions 
• Connect Terminal  

• Control Terminal  

• Disconnect Terminal  

• Get Terminal Text 

• Send Terminal Text 

• Wait Terminal  
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Connect Terminal 
Connects to a terminal using the specified emulation type and establishes a new terminal session name which can be used in subsequent 
Terminal actions. Used to begin a transaction with a terminal. This action is used in conjunction with the other terminal actions such as Get 
Terminal Text, Control Terminal or Send Terminal Text actions. These actions are used in leu of terminal emulation software. Using AWE's 
terminal actions, legacy systems can be automated in the background without the use of 3rd party software. 

Declaration 
<AMCONNECTTERM TYPE="text (options)" SESSION="text" PROMPT="text" EMULATION="text (options)" BAUDRATE="number" 
PARITY="text (options)" STOPBITS="number" DATABITS="number" FLOWCONTROL="text (options)" SHOWTERMINALWINDOW="YES/NO" 
WAITFORPROMPT="YES/NO" PROMPTTIMEOUT="number" MEASURE="text (options)" PROMPTISRE="YES/NO" /> 

Example 1 - Connect to terminal at linux.networkautomation.com port 23. The session name will be TermSess1. Wait 233 seconds for default 
prompt. 

<AMCONNECTTERM RESOURCENAME="a" PROMPT="as" EMULATION="TN3270" HOST="linux.networkautomation.com" 
SHOWTERMINALWINDOW="YES" WAITFORPROMPT="YES" PROMPTTIMEOUT="233" MEASURE="seconds" PROMPTISRE="YES" /> 

Example 2 - A example that uses all available terminal actions. Examining the step parameters and properties of this task may assist you in 
creating your own terminal emulation task. 

<AMVARIABLE NAME="thePassword">password</AMVARIABLE> 
<AMCONNECTTERM EMULATION="VT220" HOST="linux.networkautomation.com" SHOWTERMINALWINDOW="YES" /> 
<AMWAITFORTERMTEXT TYPE="TEXT">login:</AMWAITFORTERMTEXT> 
<AMSENDTERMTEXT>%theUsername%{ENTER}</AMSENDTERMTEXT> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>OK to proceed?</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMWAITFORTERMTEXT TYPE="TEXT">Password:</AMWAITFORTERMTEXT> 
<AMSENDTERMTEXT>%thePassword%{ENTER}</AMSENDTERMTEXT> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>OK to proceed?</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMDISCONNECTTERM /> 

See Also 

Disconnect Terminal, Send Terminal Text, Get Terminal Text, Wait Terminal, Control Terminal 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Connection 
type 

Text 
(options) 

No TCP/IP TYPE="SSH" The type of terminal connection to perform. If unsure which 
to use, check with the administrator of the terminal. The 
available options are: 

• TCP/IP: Connection is established using TCP/IP. 
• SSH: Connection is established using a secure 

socket. 

• COM1: Connection is established through the 
serial COM1 port. 

• COM2: Connection is established through the 
serial COM2 port. 

Hostname Text Yes (Empty) HOST="ftp.netauto.com" The IP address (i.e. xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx) or a server / domain 
name (i.e. server.domain.com) of the host server to 
connect to. 

Username Text Yes (Empty) USERNAME="Anonymous" The username that should be used when logging onto an 
SSH server. The Username should be pre-configured at 
the server level. This parameter is valid only if the 
Connection Type parameter is set to SSH. 

Password Text Yes (Empty) PASSWORD="myPassword" The password that corresponds to the username that is to 
be used when logging onto the an SSH server. This 
parameter is valid only if the Connection Type parameter 
is set to SSH. 

Baud rate Number 
(options) 

No 9600 BAUDRATE="921600" The speed of transmission between the local computer and 
terminal. The available values range from 110 to 921600. 
The default value is set to 9600. 

Data bits Number 
(options) 

No 8 DATABITS="5" The number of bits containing data in a transmission 
(because 8 bits make up a character, data bits are often 
referred to as character bits). The available values are 5 
(default), 6, 7, and 8 bits. 

Stop bits Number 
(options) 

No 1 STOPBITS="1.5" The number of bits that signals the end of a character. The 
available values are 1, 1.5 or 2 bits. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Parity Text 

(options) 
No None PARITY="Odd" Whether the parity bit is set to even or odd. Parity bits are 

used as the simplest form of error detecting code. The 
available options are: 

• None (default) 

• Even 

• Odd 

Flow 
control 

Text 
(options) 

No None FLOWCONTROL="Hardware" Flow control is the process of managing the rate of data 
transmission between two nodes to prevent a fast sender 
from outrunning a slow receiver. The available options are: 

• None (default) 

• Hardware 

• Software 

Port Number No 23 PORT="25" The port that should be used to connect to the TCP/IP or 
SSH server. This usually takes place on port 23 for TCP/IP 
and port 22 for SSH, however it is possible to customize 
this setting on the server. 

Session 
name 

Text No TermSess1 SESSION="mySession" The session name to identify this terminal connection 
request in subsequent terminal steps. This allows several 
terminal sessions to be active simultaneously. 
NOTE: If you are only using one connection at a time, you 
do not need to specify a value other than the default, which 
is TermSess1. 

Show 
terminal 
window 

Yes/No No No SHOWTERMINALWINDOW="YES" If set to YES, a window will be displayed at runtime 
showing the results of the terminal transaction. This option 
is normally enabled while debugging the task so that you 
can see what is occurring in the session. It is normally 
disabled during production use so that the transaction 
occurs in the background and does not interfere with other 
tasks. This parameter is set to NO by default. 
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Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Emulation No No ANSI EMULATION="TTY" The emulation type that should be used. If you are unsure of the 

value to use in this parameter, contact the server administrator or 
developer of the system. The available options are: 

• TTY: Use the TTY terminal emulation standard 
• ANSI (default): Use the ANSI terminal emulation 

standard 
• VT52: Use the VT52 terminal emulation standard 
• VT100: Use the VT100 terminal emulation standard 
• VT220: Use the VT220 terminal emulation standard 
• VT320: Use the VT320 terminal emulation standard 
• TN3270: Use the TN3270 terminal emulation standard 
• TN5250: Use the TN5250 terminal emulation standard 

Resource 
Name 

Text No (Empty) RESOURCENAME="Text>" A resource name (LU name, device name or device pool name) 
for a session. This parameter is available only when TN3270 or 
TN5250 is selected from the Emulation Type parameter. 

Default 
prompt 

Text No (Empty) PROMPT="READY>" The prompt that is utilized on the target terminal system. This 
allows the terminal actions to wait until a certain prompt appears 
before moving on to the next step. For example, on some terminal 
systems, the prompt is the text "READY>". By specifying this 
value, AWE will know to wait until that text appears before moving 
on. 

Regular 
expression 

Yes/No No No PROMPTISRE="YES" If set to YES, indicates that the text specified in Default Prompt 
parameter is a regular expression and not literal text. This is 
useful in cases where the prompt may not always be the same 
but some portion of it is. This parameter is set to NO by default. 

Wait for 
default 
Prompt 

Yes/No No No WAITFORPROMPT="YES" If set to YES, indicates that the step will wait the for the default 
prompt to appear until the specified amount of time. If the default 
prompt does not appear within the amount of time specified, 
execution halts with a time-out error. If set to NO (default), the 
step will wait indefinitely. 

Time to 
wait 

Number No 10000 PROMPTTIMEOUT="233" The wait value. This parameter corresponds with the measure 
selected (i.e. milliseconds, seconds) 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Measure Text 

(options) 
No milliseconds MEASURE="seconds" The time measurement that corresponds with the value entered in 

the Time to wait parameter. The available options are: 
• Milliseconds (Default) 
• Seconds 
• Minutes 
• Hours 

Control Terminal 
Changes the properties of a currently established terminal session including window visibility or cursor position. Generally used to make the 
terminal window visible or hidden, or to clear the window or set the cursor position. Commonly used with the Get Terminal Text or Send Terminal 
Text actions to prepare the terminal window to receive text, or to clear it after text has been retrieved. The terminal actions are used in lieu of 
terminal emulation software. Using the terminal actions, legacy systems can be automated in the background without the use of 3rd party 
software. 

Declaration 
<AMCONTROLTERM SESSION="text" ACTION="SETCURSORPOSITION" CURSORROW="number" CURSORCOL="number" /> 

Example 

Example 1 - This step sets the cursor to position 2,3 in terminal "TermSess3". 
<AMCONTROLTERM SESSION="TermSess3" ACTION="SETCURSORPOSITION" CURSORROW="2" CURSORCOL="3" /> 

Example 2 - A example that uses all available terminal actions. Examining the step parameters and properties of this task may assist you in 
creating your own terminal emulation task. 

<AMVARIABLE NAME="thePassword">password</AMVARIABLE> 
<AMCONNECTTERM EMULATION="VT220" HOST="linux.networkautomation.com" SHOWTERMINALWINDOW="YES" /> 
<AMWAITFORTERMTEXT TYPE="TEXT">login:</AMWAITFORTERMTEXT> 
<AMSENDTERMTEXT>%theUsername%{ENTER}</AMSENDTERMTEXT> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>OK to proceed?</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMWAITFORTERMTEXT TYPE="TEXT">Password:</AMWAITFORTERMTEXT> 
<AMSENDTERMTEXT>%thePassword%{ENTER}</AMSENDTERMTEXT> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>OK to proceed?</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMDISCONNECTTERM /> 

See Also 

Disconnect Terminal, Send Terminal Text, Get Terminal Text, Wait Terminal, Control Terminal 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Action Text 

(options) 
No Show 

terminal 
window 

ACTION="CLEARTERMINAL" Specifies the action to perform on the terminal window. The 
available options are: 

• Show terminal window (default): Displays the terminal 
window. 

• Hide terminal window: Hides the terminal window. 
• Clear terminal window: Clears all text from the terminal 

window. 
• Set cursor position: Sets the position of the cursor in 

the terminal window. Specify position in Row and 
Column fields. 

Cursor 
Row 

Number Yes if 
Action is 
Set 
cursor 
position 

1 ROW="1" Specifies the row number for the cursor position. This parameter 
is available only if the Action parameter is set to Set cursor 
position. 

Cursor 
Column 

Number Yes if 
Action is 
Set 
cursor 
position 

1 COLUMN="2" Specifies the column number for the cursor position. This 
parameter is available only if the Action parameter is set to Set 
cursor position. 

Session 
Name 

Text No TermSess1 SESSION="TermSess2" The session name that this action should correspond to. This 
session name must have been previously created with a prior 
Connect Terminal step. This allows several connections to be 
active simultaneously. If you are only using one connection at a 
time, you can leave this parameter set to the default value -
TermSess1. 
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Disconnect Terminal 
Disconnect from a Terminal session previously established with the Connect Terminal action. Used to disconnect from a transaction with a 
terminal. This step is always used in conjunction with other terminal actions such as Connect Terminal and Send Terminal Text. The terminal 
actions are used in leu of terminal emulation software. Using the terminal actions, legacy systems can be automated in the background without the 
use of 3rd party software. 

Declaration 
<AMDISCONNECTTERM SESSION="text" /> 

Example 1 - Disconnect terminal session named myTerminalSession. 
<AMDISCONNECTTERM SESSION="myTerminalSession" /> 

Example 2 - A example that uses all available terminal actions. Examining the step parameters and properties of this task may assist you in 
creating your own terminal emulation task. 

<AMVARIABLE NAME="thePassword">password</AMVARIABLE> 
<AMCONNECTTERM EMULATION="VT220" HOST="linux.networkautomation.com" SHOWTERMINALWINDOW="YES" /> 
<AMWAITFORTERMTEXT TYPE="TEXT">login:</AMWAITFORTERMTEXT> 
<AMSENDTERMTEXT>%theUsername%{ENTER}</AMSENDTERMTEXT> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>OK to proceed?</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMWAITFORTERMTEXT TYPE="TEXT">Password:</AMWAITFORTERMTEXT> 
<AMSENDTERMTEXT>%thePassword%{ENTER}</AMSENDTERMTEXT> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>OK to proceed?</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMDISCONNECTTERM /> 

See Also 

Connect Terminal, Send Terminal Text, Get Terminal Text, Wait Terminal, Control Terminal 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Session 
Name 

Text 
(options) 

No TermSess1 SESSION="terminalsession2" Specifies the session name to disconnect. This session must 
have been created in a prior step using Connect Terminal. 
Session names allow several connections to be active 
simultaneously. If you are only using one connection at a time, do 
not specify a value other than the default. 
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Get Terminal Text 
Retrieves text from the terminal during an established terminal session and populates a variable with the results. This action can be set to retrieve 
text from the entire screen, the current line, a specified line, or a specified range. Generally used to get text from an existing terminal session that 
was previously created by a Connect Terminal step. The terminal actions are used in lieu of terminal emulation software. With the use of the 
terminal actions, legacy systems can be automated in the background without the use of 3rd party software. 

Declaration 
<AMGETTERMTEXT SESSION="text" RESULTVARIABLE="text" ACTION="RANGE" BEGINROW="number" BEGINCOL="number" 
ENDROW="number" ENDCOL="number" /> 

Example 1 - Get the contents of line 3 on terminal "mySession" and place into the variable "var1". 
<AMGETTERMTEXT SESSION="mySession" RESULTVARIABLE="var1" ACTION="LINE" LINE="3" /> 

Example 2 - A example that uses all available terminal actions. Examining the step parameters and properties of this task may assist you in 
creating your own terminal emulation task. 

<AMVARIABLE NAME="thePassword">password</AMVARIABLE> 
<AMCONNECTTERM EMULATION="VT220" HOST="linux.networkautomation.com" SHOWTERMINALWINDOW="YES" /> 
<AMWAITFORTERMTEXT TYPE="TEXT">login:</AMWAITFORTERMTEXT> 
<AMSENDTERMTEXT>%theUsername%{ENTER}</AMSENDTERMTEXT> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>OK to proceed?</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMWAITFORTERMTEXT TYPE="TEXT">Password:</AMWAITFORTERMTEXT> 
<AMSENDTERMTEXT>%thePassword%{ENTER}</AMSENDTERMTEXT> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>OK to proceed?</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMDISCONNECTTERM /> 

See Also 

Connect Terminal, Disconnect Terminal, Send Terminal Text, Wait Terminal, Control Terminal 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Text to 
Get 

Text 
(options) 

No Entire 
screen 

ACTION="CURRENTLINE" The location from which to retrieve the text. The available options 
are: 

• Current line: Retrieves the line of text from the current 
cursor position. 

• Entire screen (default): Retrieves text from the full 
displayed screen. 

• Specific line: Retrieves text from the specified line. 
• Range: Retrieves a range specified by Beginning row, 

Beginning column, Ending row, and Ending column 
parameters. 

Line Number Yes if 
Text to 
Get 
parameter 
is set to 
Specific 
line. 

(Empty) LINE="4" The line number to retrieve text from. This parameter is available 
only if the Text to Get parameter is set to Specific line. 

Beginning 
Row 

Number Yes if the 
Text to 
Get 
parameter 
is set to 
Range. 

(Empty) BEGINROW="11" The beginning row of the range of text to get. This parameter is 
available only if the Text to Get parameter is set to Range. 

Beginning 
Column 

Number Yes if the 
Text to 
Get 
parameter 
is set to 
Range. 

(Empty) BEGINCOL="3" The beginning (left) column of the range of text to get. This 
parameter is available only if the Text to Get parameter is set to 
Range. 

Ending 
Row 

Number Yes if the 
Text to 
Get 
parameter 
is set to 
Range. 

(Empty) ENDROW="24" The ending row of the range. This parameter is available only if the 
Text to Get parameter is set to Range. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Ending 
Column 

Number Yes if the 
Text to 
Get 
parameter 
is set to 
Range. 

(Empty) ENDCOL="20" The ending (right) column of the range. This parameter is available 
only if the Text to Get parameter is set to Range. 

Place 
Buffer 
into 
Variable 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="Var1" The name of the variable in which to place the retrieved text. 

Session 
Name 

Text No TermSess1 SESSION="TermSess2" The session name from which to get the text. This session name 
must have been previously created with a Connect Terminal step. 
This allows several connections to be active simultaneously. If you 
are only using one connection at a time, do not specify a value 
other than the default. 

Send Terminal Text 
Sends text to the terminal starting at the current cursor position during an established Terminal session. This action can be set to wait until the 
terminal is ready to receive the next command before sending text. Used to send text into an existing terminal session that was previously created 
by Connect Terminal action. The terminal actions are used in leu of terminal emulation software. Using the terminal actions, legacy systems can 
be automated in the background without the use of 3rd party software. 

Declaration 
<AMSENDTERMTEXT SESSION="text" WAITFORDEFAULTPROMPT="text [options]">text</AMSENDTERMTEXT> 

Example 1 - This sample step sends the following text "This is the text to send" to terminal session "MyTermSess." It is set to wait before and after 
the default prompt appears. 

<AMSENDTERMTEXT SESSION="MyTermSess" WAITFORDEFAULTPROMPT="BOTH">This is the text to send.</AMSENDTERMTEXT> 

Example 2 - A example that uses all available terminal actions. Examining the step parameters and properties of this task may assist you in 
creating your own terminal emulation task. 

<AMVARIABLE NAME="thePassword">password</AMVARIABLE> 
<AMCONNECTTERM EMULATION="VT220" HOST="linux.networkautomation.com" SHOWTERMINALWINDOW="YES" /> 
<AMWAITFORTERMTEXT TYPE="TEXT">login:</AMWAITFORTERMTEXT> 
<AMSENDTERMTEXT>%theUsername%{ENTER}</AMSENDTERMTEXT> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>OK to proceed?</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMWAITFORTERMTEXT TYPE="TEXT">Password:</AMWAITFORTERMTEXT> 
<AMSENDTERMTEXT>%thePassword%{ENTER}</AMSENDTERMTEXT> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>OK to proceed?</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMDISCONNECTTERM /> 
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See Also 

Connect Terminal, Disconnect Terminal, Send Terminal Text, Wait Terminal, Control Terminal 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Text Text Yes (Empty) >Smith</AMSENDTERMTEXT> The text to send to the terminal. For example, if the 

terminal prompt was requesting a last name, this 
parameter could be "Smith" (no quotes). 

Session 
Name 

Text No TermSess1 SESSION="MyTermSession" The session name to send this text to. This session 
name must have been previously created with a prior 
Connect Terminal step. This allows several 
connections to be active simultaneously. If you are 
only using one connection at a time, you can leave this 
parameter set to the default value -TermSess1. 

Wait for 
default 
prompt 

Text 
(options) 

No Do not wait WAITFORDEFAULTPROMPT="BEFORE" Specifies whether task execution should pause before 
and/or after text is sent to the terminal and wait for the 
appearance of the default prompt. Often, this option is 
needed to cause the task to wait until the terminal is 
ready to receive the next command before sending 
text. The available options are: 

• Do not wait (default): The task will not wait 
for the default prompt. 

• Before sending text: The task will delay 
sending text until the default prompt appears. 

• After sending text: The task will wait for the 
default prompt after sending text. The 
following step will not execute until the 
appearance of the default prompt. 

• Before and after sending text: The task will 
delay sending text until the default prompt 
appears and wait again for the default prompt 
after sending text. 

Wait Terminal 
Causes task execution to pause at the current line until the specified condition exists at the terminal. Commonly used to wait for a condition that 
indicates the terminal is ready for the next step of the task. Waits for text, a blank screen, a default prompt, or a cursor position to exist in a 
terminal session. If the condition is met, the task continues. Otherwise it fails. The terminal actions are used in lieu of terminal emulation software. 
Using these actions, legacy systems can be automated in the background without the use of 3rd party software. 
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Declaration 
<AMWAITFORTERMTEXT SESSION="TermSess1s" TIMEOUT="number" MEASURE="text (options)" USECASE="YES/NO" USERE="YES/NO" 
FOUNDTEXTVARIABLE="text" TYPE="TEXT">theText</AMWAITFORTERMTEXT> 

Example 1 - This sample step waits for the text "Wait for this text to appear" to appear in terminal session "TermSess1s." Use case sensitivity. 
Wait times out after 10 seconds. 

<AMWAITFORTERMTEXT SESSION="TermSess1s" TIMEOUT="10" MEASURE="seconds" USECASE="YES" USERE="YES" 
FOUNDTEXTVARIABLE="theVar" TYPE="TEXT">Wait for this text to appear.</AMWAITFORTERMTEXT> 

Example 2 - A example that uses all available terminal actions. Examining the step parameters and properties of this task may assist you in 
creating your own terminal emulation task. 

<AMVARIABLE NAME="thePassword">password</AMVARIABLE> 
<AMCONNECTTERM EMULATION="VT220" HOST="linux.networkautomation.com" SHOWTERMINALWINDOW="YES" /> 
<AMWAITFORTERMTEXT TYPE="TEXT">login:</AMWAITFORTERMTEXT> 
<AMSENDTERMTEXT>%theUsername%{ENTER}</AMSENDTERMTEXT> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>OK to proceed?</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMWAITFORTERMTEXT TYPE="TEXT">Password:</AMWAITFORTERMTEXT> 
<AMSENDTERMTEXT>%thePassword%{ENTER}</AMSENDTERMTEXT> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>OK to proceed?</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMDISCONNECTTERM /> 

See Also 

Connect Terminal, Disconnect Terminal, Send Terminal Text, Wait Terminal, Control Terminal 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Wait for Text 

(options) 
No Text to 

appear 
TYPE="BLANKSCREEN" Specifies the condition to wait for. The available options 

are: 
• Text to appear: Wait for specific text to appear. 

Specify text in Text field. 
• Text to disappear: Wait for specific text to 

disappear. Specify text in Text field. 
• Cursor moved to: Wait for cursor to move to 

specified coordinates. Specify position in Row and 
Column fields. 

• Cursor moved out of: Wait for cursor to move to 
out of specified coordinates. Specify position in 
Row and Column fields. 

• Screen to blank: Wait for screen to be blank. 
• Screen to contain text: Wait for screen to contain 

any text. 
• Default prompt: Wait for default prompt as 

specified in the Default prompt parameter of the 
Connect Terminal step. 

Text Text Yes (Empty) >text</AMWAITFORTERMTEXT> The text that is to appear or disappear. Only valid if Text to 
appear or Text to disappear is the selected Wait for 
option. 

Regular 
Expression 

Yes/No No No USERE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the value entered in the Text 
parameter is a regular expression. If set NO, specifies that 
the Text parameter contains literal text. This parameter is 
set to NO by default. 

Case 
Sensitive 

Yes/No No No USECASE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the value entered in the Text 
parameter is case sensitive. If set NO, the Text parameter 
is case insensitive. This parameter is set to NO by default. 

Cursor 
Row 

Number No (Empty) ROW="1" Indicates the row number for the cursor position to wait for. 
This parameter is available only if the Wait for parameter is 
set to Cursor moved to or Cursor moved out of. 

Cursor 
column 

Number No (Empty) COLUMN="2" Indicates the column number for the cursor position to wait 
for. This parameter is available only if the Wait for 
parameter is set to Cursor moved to or Cursor moved 
out of. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Timeout Number No 5000 TIMEOUT="50" The number of milliseconds, seconds, minutes, or hours 

that this step should wait before timing out. The value 
entered corresponds to the time scale selected in the 
Measure parameter below. 

Measure Text 
(options) 

No Milliseconds MEASURE="seconds" The time scale that corresponds to the value entered 
in the Timeout field. The available options are: 

• milliseconds (default) 

• seconds 

• minutes 

• hours 

Session 
name 

Text No TermSess1 SESSION="TermSess1s" The session name to associate with this action. This 
session name must have been previously created with a 
prior Connect Terminal step. This allows several 
connections to be active simultaneously. The default value 
is TermSess1. 

Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Populate 
variable 
with 
found 
text 

Text No (Empty) FOUNDTEXTVARIABLE="VariableName" 

Indicates the name of an existing variable in which to 
populate with the found text. This parameter is available only 
if the Wait for parameter is set to Text to appear or Screen 
to contain text. 
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Text Actions 
• Convert Case  

• Find Text  

• Format Date/Time  

• Get Subtext  

• Insert Text  

• Pad Text  

• Replace Text  

• Trim Text 

Convert Case 
Converts the specified text to upper case or lower case letters and places the result in a variable. Commonly used as a text manipulation tool. 

Declaration 
<AMTEXTCONVERTCASE TEXT="text" RESULTVARIABLE="text" /> 

See Also 

Find Text, Format Date/Time, Get Subtext, Insert Text, Pad Text, Replace Text, Trim Text 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Text to 
Convert Text Yes (Empty) TEXT="convert to upper case" 

The target text in which to convert to upper case. As with every text 
parameter, if the data you want to convert is contained in a variable, 
enter the variable name surrounded by percentage signs to resolve 
it to it's contents at runtime (i.e. %VarName%). 

Convert Text 
(options) No Upper 

Case CASE="upper_case" 

The case to convert the text to. The available options are: 
• Upper case (default): The text will be converted to 

"UPPER CASE". 
• Lower case: The text will be converted to "lower case". 

Populate 
variable 
with 
result 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="varname" The variable in which to populate the newly converted text. 
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Find Text 
Finds each or every occurrence of a text pattern and places the result into a variable. Regular expressions may be used for added power and 
flexibility. Mainly used to locate a word or phrase inside of a larger piece of text. 

Declaration 
<AMFINDTEXT TEXT="text(target text)" FIND="text(text to find)" RESULTVARIABLE="text" USERE="YES/NO" USECASE="YES/NO" 
FOUNDTEXTVARIABLE="text" TOTALMATCHESVARIABLE="number" /> 

See Also 

Get Subtext, Insert Text, Pad Text, Replace Text, Trim Text, Format Date/Time, Convert Case, Pad Text 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Text Text Yes (Empty) TEXT="My name is Joe" The target text to be searched. As with every text parameter, if the 

data you want to enter is contained in a variable, enter the variable 
name surrounded by percentage signs to resolve it to it's contents 
at runtime (i.e. %VarName%). 

Find Text Yes (Empty) FIND="name" The text to search for. 

Case 
Sensitive 

Yes/No No No USECASE="YES" Specifies whether the search performed should be case sensitive. 
If set to YES, the search is case sensitive. This parameter is set to 
NO by default. 

Regular 
Expression 

Yes/No No No USERE="YES" Specifies whether the Find parameter is a regular expression. If 
set to NO (default), the Find parameter contains literal text. If set to 
YES, the Find parameter contains a regular expression. 

Populate 
variable 
with first 
index 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="varname" The variable to receive the first position of the text, if found. 

Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Starting 
at the 
following 
instance 

Number No 1 INDEX="2" Indicates that the target text should be searched starting at 
the following instance. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Total 
Find 
Count 
into 
Variable 

Text No (Empty) TOTALMATCHESVARIABLE="varname" The variable to receive the total instances found. 

Populate 
Variable 
with 
found 
text 

Text No (Empty) FOUNDTEXTVARIABLE="varname" The variable to receive the text that was found. This 
parameter is useful if a regular expression is used to find 
text. 

 

Format Date Time 
Converts a date and/or time into the specified format. Used to modify a date value so that it matches a required format. For example, the 
application being automated may require a date to be input in a specific format such as yyyy-dd-mm. This action would be used to modify the 
value accordingly. 

Declaration 
<AMTEXTFORMATDATETIME DATETIMEFORMAT="text" INCLUDEAMPM="YES/NO" RESULTVARIABLE="text" ACTION="text(options)" 
SPECIFIEDDATETIME="date" SPECIFIEDFORMAT="date format" ADJUSTYEAR="number" ADJUSTDAY="number" /> 

See Also 

Find Text, Get Subtext, Insert Text, Pad Text, Replace Text, Trim Text, Introduction to Functions, Introduction to Extended Functions 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Date time 
format 

Text Yes (Empty) DATETIMEFORMAT="dd/mm/yyyy 
hh:nn:ss" 

The format that should be used when the date is output. Click the 
provided drop-down arrow to select a specific format from the list 
that appears or you can manually enter a custom format using 
valid characters. The following special characters are used to 
create a date format: 
y = year 
m = month 
d = day 
h = hour 
n = minute 
s = second 

hh = leading zero (Example: 03) 

h = no leading zero (Example: 3) 
NOTE: The result will appear in its entirety in the Formatted date 
time field. 

12 hour 
format 

Yes/No No Yes SPECIFIED12HOUR="no" Specifies whether hours of the day will be based on a 12 or 24 
hour clock. If set to YES (default), a 12 hour clock format will be 
used. If set to NO, a 24 hour clock format will be used. 

Include 
AM/PM 
in result 

Yes/No No No INCLUDEAMPM="yes" Indicates whether an AM or PM indicator should be added to the 
end of the formatted date time value. If set to YES, the formatted 
date will be followed with an AM or PM indicator. If set to NO 
(default), no AM/PM indicator will be included. This option is only 
available if the 12 hour format parameter is set to YES. 

Populate 
Variable 
with 
Result 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="varname" Indicates an already existing variable in which to populate with the 
formatted date/time. 
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Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Action Text (options) No Use 

current 
date time 

ACTION="specified" Specifies the source of the date time value to be 
formatted. Different parameters become available 
depending on the option selected. The available options 
are: 

• Use current date time (default): The current 
date and time will be used. 

• Use specified date time: The specified date 
and time will be used. 

• Prompt user: At runtime, a dialog is presented 
prompting the user to select a date/time. 

Specified 
Date 
Time 

Text Yes if 
Action is 
set to 
Use 
specified 
date 
time 

Current 
date/time 

PECIFIEDDATETIME="6/12/2005 
1:42:40 PM" 

Indicates the date/time to format. This parameter is 
available only if the Action parameter is set to Use 
specified date time. 

Will be in 
the 
format 

Text Yes if 
Action is 
set to 
Use 
specified 
date 
time 

m/d/yyyy 
h:nn:ss 

SPECIFIEDFORMAT="dd/mm/yy 
hh:nn:ss" 

The format that should be applied when attempting to 
read the date/time entered in the Specified Date Time 
parameter. This parameter is available only if the Action 
parameter is set to Use specified date time. 

Prompt 
Message 

Text Yes if 
Action is 
set to 
Prompt 
user 

(Empty) PROMPTMESSAGE="Please 
select the date/time" 

The message that should appear along with the date/time 
prompt dialog box during runtime. This is useful in 
providing the user proper instructions (Example: Please 
select the date/time). This parameter is available only if 
the Action parameter is set to Prompt user. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Prompt 
Type 

Text (options) No Prompt 
for date 
and time 

PROMPTTYPE="date" Specifies whether the prompt dialog box should prompt 
for the date, the time, or both. The available options are: 

• Prompt for date and time: The user will be 
prompted for both the date and the time. A 
date/time calendar will appear allowing the user 
to select a specific date and time. 

• Prompt for time only: The user will be 
prompted for the time only. A time calendar will 
appear allowing the user to select a specific 
time. 

• Prompt for date only: The user will be 
prompted for the date only. A date calendar will 
appear allowing the user to select a specific 
date. 

Adjust 
Year 

Number No 0 ADJUSTYEAR="-4" Specifies the number of years the date should be 
adjusted by. A positive or negative number may be used 
(Example: entering "4" indicates plus 4 years, entering "-
4" indicates minus 4 years). 

Adjust 
Hour 

Number No 0 ADJUSTHOUR="4" Specifies the number of hours the date should be 
adjusted by. A positive or negative number may be used 
(Example: entering "4" indicates plus 4 hours, entering "-
4" indicates minus 4 hours). 

Adjust 
Month 

Number No 0 ADJUSTMONTH="4" Specifies the number of months the date should be 
adjusted by. A positive or negative number may be used 
(Example: entering "4" indicates plus 4 months, entering 
"-4" indicates minus 4 months). 

Adjust 
Minute 

Number No 0 ADJUSTMINUTE="-5" Specifies the number of minutes the date should be 
adjusted by. A positive or negative number may be used 
(Example: entering "4" indicates plus 4 minutes, entering 
"-4" indicates minus 4 minutes). 

Adjust 
Day 

Number No 0 ADJUSTDAY="-4" Specifies the number of days the date should be adjusted 
by. A positive or negative number may be used 
(Example: entering "4" indicates plus 4 days, entering "-
4" indicates minus 4 days). 

Adjust 
Second 

Number No 0 ADJUSTSECOND="-30" Specifies the number of seconds the date should be 
adjusted by. A positive or negative number may be used 
(Example: entering "30" indicates plus 30 seconds, 
entering "-30" indicates minus 30 seconds). 
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Get Sub Text 
Retrieves a part of the text specified and places the result in a variable. Generally used as a text manipulation tool to retrieve specific text from a 
text value. 

Declaration 
<AMTEXTGETSUBTEXT TEXT="text" STARTPOSITION="number" LENGTH="number" RESULTVARIABLE="text(variable name)" /> 

See Also 

Find Text, Get Subtext, Insert Text, Pad Text, Replace Text, Trim Text, Format Date/Time, Convert Case, Pad Text 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Original 
Text 

Text Yes (Empty) TEXT="My name is Joe" The target text to retrieve the subtext from. As with every text 
parameter, if the data you want to enter is contained in a variable, 
enter the variable name surrounded by percentage signs to resolve 
it to it's contents at runtime (i.e. %VarName%). 

Starting 
Position 

Number Yes (Empty) POSITION="24" The position in the text in which retrieval should begin. 

Length of 
text to 
get 

Number No (Empty) LENGTH="3" The number of characters to retrieve. 

Populate 
variable 
with 
result 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="varname" The variable to be populated with the new value. 

Insert Text 
Inserts characters into the specified text and places the result in a variable. Mainly used as a text manipulation tool to insert new text into an 
already existing text value. 

Declaration 
<AMTEXTINSERT ACTION="text(options)" INSERTTEXT="text" TARGETTEXT="text" RESULTVARIABLE="text(variable name)" /> 

See Also 

Find Text, Get Subtext, Pad Text, Replace Text, Trim Text, Format Date/Time 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Text to 
insert into 

Text Yes (Empty) TEXT="My name is Joe" The target text to insert the new text into. As with every 
text parameter, if the data you want to write is contained 
in a variable, enter the variable name surrounded by 
percentage signs to resolve it to it's contents at runtime 
(i.e. %VarName%). 

Action to 
Take 

Text 
(options) 

No insert_beginning ACTION="insert_end" Indicates the location in the target text in which 
characters should be inserted into. The available options 
are: 

• Insert at beginning: The text is inserted at the 
beginning of the target text. 

• Insert at end: The text is inserted at the end of 
the target text. 

• Insert at position: The text is inserted at a 
specific position of the target text. 

Position to 
insert text 

Number No (Empty) LENGTH="3" The position in the text to perform the insert. This 
parameter is available only if the Action to take 
parameter is set to Insert at position. 

Characters 
to be 
inserted 

Text Yes (Empty) INSERTTEXT="Hello" The characters that should be inserted. 

Populate 
Variable 
with Result 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="varname" The name of the variable to receive the new value after 
character insertion is performed. 

Pad Text 
Adds a single character to the beginning and/or end of the specified text and places the result in a variable. 

Declaration 
<AMTEXTPAD ACTION="pad_both" TEXT="text" PADDINGCHAR="text" LENGTH="number" RESULTVARIABLE="text (variable name)" /> 

See Also 

Find Text, Format Date/Time, Get Subtext, Insert Text, Replace Text, Trim Text 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Text to 
pad Text Yes (Empty) TEXT="My Name is Joe" The target text to be padded. 

Pad Text 
(options) 

No pad_beginning ACTION="pad_end" The location that the padding should be applied. The 
available options are: 

• Beginning (default): Padding will be applied to the 
beginning of the text. 

• End: Padding will be applied to the end of the text. 
• Beginning and End: Padding will be applied to the 

beginning and end of the text. 

Character 
to pad 
with 

Text Yes (Empty) PADDINGCHAR=" " Character to use as the padding item. 

Padding 
type 

Text 
(options) 

No length PADTYPE="amount" The padding type that should be applied. The available 
options are: 

• Until text is specific length (default): The 
padding will be repeated until the text reaches a 
certain length. 

• A specified number of times: The padding will be 
repeated x number of times regardless of the text 
length. 

Length of 
text 

Number Yes if 
Padding 
Type is 
length 

(Empty) LENGTH="10" The total length of the text in which padding should end. This 
parameter is available only if the Padding Type parameter 
is set to Until text is specific length. 

Number 
of times 
to add 

Number Yes if 
Padding 
Type is 
amount 

(Empty) AMOUNT="5" The total amount of times that the padding should be 
repeated. This parameter is available only if the Padding 
Type parameter is set to A specified number of times. 

Populate 
variable 
with 
result 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="varname" The name of the variable to receive the new value after 
character insertion is performed. 
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Replace Text 
Finds and replaces each or every occurrence of a text pattern and places the result into a variable. Regular expressions may be used for added 
power and flexibility. Generally used to find and replace a word or phrase inside of a larger piece of text. 

Declaration 
<AMREPLACE TEXT="test" FIND="test" REPLACE="test" RESULTVARIABLE="text [variable name]" USERE="YES" USECASE="YES" 
INDEX="6" MAXMATCHES="6" TOTALMATCHESVAR="text [variable name]"> 

See Also 

Find Text, Format Date/Time, Get Subtext, Insert Text, Pad Text, Trim Text 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Text Text Yes (Empty) TEXT="My Name is Joe" The target text to be searched. 

Find Text Yes (Empty) FIND="Joe" The text to search for. 

Replace 
With Text Yes (Empty) REPLACE="Jim" The text to replace the found text with. 

Case 
Sensitive Yes/No No No USECASE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that the search performed should be case 

sensitive. This parameter is set to NO by default. 

Regular 
Expression Yes/No No No USECASE="YES" 

If set to YES, specifies that the FIND parameter contains a regular 
expression. If set to NO (default), the Find parameter contains 
literal text. 

Populate 
variable 
with result 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="varname" The name of the variable to receive the new text after replacement. 

Advanced Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Starting at 
the following 
instance 

Number No 1 INDEX="5" Specifies at what instance text replacement should be applied. 

Maximum 
replacements 

Number No 0 MAXMATCHES="6" Specifies the maximum number of replacements that should be 
made. If 0 (default) is specified, all instances of the found text 
will be replaced. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Total 
replacement 
count into 
variable 

Text No (Empty) TOTALMATCHESVAR="varname" The name of the variable to receive the total number of 
replacements that were made. 

Trim Text 
Removes characters from the beginning and/or end of the specified text and places the result in a variable. Used to take spaces off of the 
beginning or end of a value text value. These spaces can sometimes be cause by data-entry error or a formatting routines from external 
applications. 

Declaration 
<AMTEXTREMOVE TEXT="text" REMOVE="text" CHARACTERS="text" ACTION="text [options]" RESULTVARIABLE="text [varibable 
name]"> 

See Also 

Find Text, Get Subtext, Insert Text, Pad Text, Replace Text, Format Date/Time, Convert Case, Pad Text 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Text to 
remove 
from 

Text Yes (Empty) TEXT="My Name is Joe" The target text to be trimmed. 

Remove 
from 

Text 
(options) 

No beginning 
and end 

ACTION="remove_end" Specifies where the text is trimmed. The available options are: 
• beginning and end: The text is stripped from the 

beginning and end of the target text. 
• beginning: The text is stripped from the beginning of 

the target text. 
• from end: The text is stripped from the end of the 

target text. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Remove Text 

(options) 
No Whitespace REMOVE="returns" The character(s) to remove from the string. The available 

options are: 
• Whitespace: All whitespace characters are removed 

from the string 
• Carriage returns: Carriage returns are removed 

from the string 
• Spaces: Spaces are removed from the string 
• Tabs: Tabs are removed from the string 
• User defined: The text entered in the Characters to 

Remove parameter are removed from the string. 

Characters 
to remove 

Text Yes if 
Remove 
parameter 
is User 
defined 

(Empty) CHARACTERS="x" The user defined characters to remove. This parameter is 
active only if the Remove parameter is set to User defined. 

Populate 
variable 
with result 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="varname" The name of the variable to receive the new formatted text 
value. 

Timer Actions 
• Read Timer 

• Start Timer 

• Stop Timer 

Read Timer 
Reads the value of a timer previously started in an established session. The current time value is put into the specified variable without stopping 
the timer. Timer sessions can be used to gauge the execution time between Start Timer and Stop Timer steps.  

Declaration 
<AMREADTIMER SESSION="Text" RESULTVARIABLE="Text" SCALE="Text" /> 

See Also 

Start Timer, Stop Timer, Pause Task, Wait for File, Wait for Pixel, Wait for Window, Wait for Pointer, Wait for Process 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Timer 
Name 

Text Yes TimerSession1 SESSION="TimeSess2" The name of the timer session previously established by a 
Start Timer step that should be read. Timer sessions allow 
several timers to be running simultaneously. The default value 
is TimerSession1. 

Populate 
Variable 
With 
Elapsed 
Time 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="myVar" The variable to populate with the timer reading. 

Time 
Scale 

Text 
(options) 

No Seconds SCALE="minutes" The scale to be used in calculating the time. The available 
options are: 

• Hours 
• Minutes (default) 
• Seconds 
• Milliseconds 

Start Timer 
Starts a timer and creates a session to which other timer actions can link. Timer sessions can be used to gauge the execution time between Start 
Timer and Stop Timer steps. Commonly used to start a timer to record the execution time of one or more task steps that may perform time 
sensitive operations. This action is used with the Stop Timer action, which reads the time and stops the timer or optionally the Read Timer action, 
which reads the time without stopping the timer. 

Declaration 
<AMSTARTTIMER SESSION="text" /> 

See Also 

Read Timer, Stop Timer, Pause Task, Wait for File, Wait for Pixel, Wait for Window, Wait for Pointer, Wait for Process 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Timer 
Name Text Yes TimerSession1 SESSION="TimeSess2" 

the timer session name to identify this timer in subsequent timer steps. 
This allows several timers to be running simultaneously. If only working 
with one timer in the task, use the default session name, which is 
TimerSession1. 
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Stop Timer 
Stops a timer session that was previously started using a Start Timer action. The elapsed time is output to a user specified variable using a 
specified time scale. Used in conjunction with the Start Timer action to record the elapsed execution time of a step or series of steps that may 
perform time sensitive operations.  

This action stops the timer and records the elapsed time in a variable. To record the elapsed time without stopping the timer, use the Read Timer 
action. 

Declaration 
<AMSTOPTIMER SESSION="Text" RESULTVARIABLE="Text" SCALE="Text" /> 

See Also 

Start Timer, Pause Task, Wait for File, Wait for Pixel, Wait for Window, Wait for Pointer, Wait for Process 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Timer 
Name 

Text Yes TimerSession1 SESSION="TimeSess2" The name of the timer session previously established by a Start 
Timer step that should be stopped. Timer sessions allow several 
timers to be running simultaneously. The default value is 
TimerSession1. 

Populate 
Variable 
With 
Elapsed 
Time 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="myVar" The variable to populate with the timer reading. 

Time 
Scale 

Text 
(options) 

No Seconds SCALE="minutes" The scale to be used in calculating the time. The available 
options are: 

• Hours 
• Minutes (default) 
• Seconds 
• Milliseconds 

Variables Actions 
• Create Array 

• Create Object 

• Create Variable 
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• Decrement Variable  

• Define Type 

• Increment Variable  

• ReDim Array  

• Return Action 

• Set Variable  

Create Array 
Creates a one or two dimensioned array for storing multiple items in sequential order with the same variable name. A one-dimensional array has 
one column, a two-dimensional array has multiple columns, and a three-dimensional array could be thought of as having multiple pages, each 
containing multiple rows and columns. 

An array is a special type of AWE variable used to store data with multiple rows and/or columns. It could be useful to create an array to store data 
read from a text file or other system containing customer data. If there were 10 customers, the array would need to have 10 rows, if the data 
consisted of first name, last name, and company name it would need 3 columns and would need to be a two dimensional array. An array can also 
be a simple list of text values (multiple rows only, one column), called a one-dimensional array. 

To set Create Array properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Variables folder and double-click the Create Array action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. In the Array Name box, enter a name for the array. Be sure the name is unique and does not conflict with any BASIC scripting keywords 
such as date, day, week, etc. One safe way to do this is to always include identifying characters, such as AR, in array names (for example, 
DayAr). 

3. If the array is to have only one dimension, enter the number of rows in the One dimension box. 

4. If the array is to have multiple dimensions, select the applicable specification and enter the dimensions in the boxes provided. 

5. If you want to include a description for the array, enter it in the Description box. The description will be displayed in the Variables tab of 
the Task Builder debug window. 

6. To specify the variable type, click the Advanced tab and select from the following: 

• Auto: AWE will auto-detect whether the array contains numbers or text. The array will adapt to the proper type when possible 
depending on the operation being performed. 

• Text: The array will always be treated as text regardless of its contents. An error will be generated if an operation is attempted that 
is only valid for numbers. 

• Number: The array will always be treated as a number regardless of its contents. An error will be generated if an operation is 
attempted that is only valid for text. 
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7. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

8. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

9. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

Declaration 
<AMARRAY NAME="text" ROWS="text" COLUMNS="text" DEPTH="text" DESCRIPTION="text" ISPARAMETER="YES" PRIVATE="YES" /> 

See Also 

Create Array, Create Object, Create Variable, Decrement Variable, Define Type, Increment Variable, ReDim Array, Set Variable 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Array 
Name Text Yes (Empty) NAME="myarray" 

The name of the array to create. It is important that this value is unique, 
descriptive and does not conflict with any BASIC scripting keywords 
(examples of common conflicts include: date, day, week, etc). 

Rows Number Yes 0 ROWS="4" 
The number of rows that should be allocated in the variable. If only the ROWS 
parameter is specified and columns is omitted, a one dimensional array is 
created. 

Columns Number Yes 0 COLUMNS="4" 
The number of rows that should be allocated in the variable. If only the ROWS 
parameter is specified and columns is omitted, a one dimensional array is 
created. 

Description Text No (Empty) 
DESCRIPTION="This 
variable holds the 
date" 

An optional text description that describes the purpose of the variable, this 
information will be displayed at design time in the Variables information 
window. 

Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Variable 
Type 

Text 
(options) No Auto TYPE="TEXT" 

Causes the variable to assume a specific type. The available options are: 
• Auto: Variable will auto-detect whether it contains a number or text. Variable 

will adapt to the proper type when possible depending on the operation 
being performed. 

• Text: Variable will always be treated as text regardless of it's contents. If an 
operation is attempted that is only valid for numbers, an error will be thrown. 

• Number: Variable will always be treated as a number regardless of it's 
contents. If an operation is attempted that is only valid for numbers, an error 
will be thrown. 
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Create Object 
Creates an AWE object from the defined custom type or web service. Often used in conjunction with the Define Type action in order to create an 
AWE Object from the defined custom type or web service. 

Declaration 
<AMCREATEOBJECT TYPENAME="text" RESULTSTRUCTURE="text"><Property Name="text" Value="text" /></AMCREATEOBJECT> 

Example 
<AMCREATEOBJECT TYPENAME="CompanyAddress" RESULTSTRUCTURE="theObject"><Property Name="addr.Street" Value="Here" 
/></AMCREATEOBJECT> 

See Also 

Create Array, Create Object, Create Variable, Decrement Variable, Define Type, Increment Variable, ReDim Array, Set Variable 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Type 
Name Text Yes (Empty) TYPENAME="CustomType" 

The type name from which to create an object. Click Load 
Properties to populate this field with existing defined custom 
types. 

Object 
Name Text Yes (Empty) RESULTSTRUCTURE="ObjectName" The name of the object to create. 

Property Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Name Text No (Empty) NAME="String" 

The property name(s) of the object to create. Click Add to add a property type. 
To delete an existing property type/name, select the entry and click Delete. 
Additionally, items can be moved up / down the list by selecting the entry you 
want to move and clicking Move Up or Move Down. 

Value Text No (Empty) VALUE="ValueName" The property value(s) of the object to be created. 
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Create Variable 
Creates a variable that can be used to store dynamic values for use in subsequent steps. Variables are used as a storage mechanism to store 
data while a task is running. Once a variable is created, its contents can be viewed, set, or modified within any step parameter. The value of a 
variable can be specified at runtime by placing the variable name in percent signs (i.e. %myvarname% will automatically be converted to its 
contents at runtime). For more information see Variables. 

To set Create Variable properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Variables folder and double-click the Create Variable action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. In the Variable Name box, enter a name for the variable. Be sure the name is unique and does not conflict with any BASIC scripting 
keywords such as date, day, week, etc. One safe way to do this is to always include identifying characters, such as VAR, in variable 
names (for example, DateVar). 

3. If you want to give the variable an initial value, enter it in the Initial Value box. You can enter a literal value or click the percent sign (%) 
and use the Expression Builder to enter an expression. 

4. If you want to include a description for the variable, enter it in the Description box. The description will be displayed in the Variables tab 
of the Task Builder debug window. 

5. To specify additional properties, click the Advanced tab and enter the properties as described in the tables below. 

6. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

7. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

8. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

Declaration 
<AMVARIABLE NAME="text" READONLY="yes/no" PRIVATE="yes/no" ISPARAMETER="yes/no" DESCRIPTION="text">text</AMVARIABLE> 

Example 

This example performs a Create Variable action to create a variable named "theSampleVariable" with an initial value of "Hello world!". A Message 
Box action is then used to display the message "%theSampleVariable%": 

<AMVARIABLE NAME="theSampleVariable">Hello world!</AMVARIABLE> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>Variable Value - %theSampleVariable%</AMSHOWDIALOG> 

See Also 

Create Array, Create Object, Decrement Variable, Define Type, Increment Variable, ReDim Array, Set Variable 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Variable 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) NAME="theVarName" The name of the variable to create. It is important that this value is 
unique, descriptive and does not conflict with any BASIC scripting 
keywords (examples of names that would cause a conflict include: 
date, day or week, etc.). 

Initial Value Text No (Empty) >The Current 
Value</AMVARIABLE> 

The value that the variable should be set to initially. As with all 
parameters, this value may be literal or an expression (if 
surrounded by percent % signs). 

Description 
(optional) 

Text No (Empty) DESCRIPTION="theDescription" An optional text description that describes the purpose of the 
variable. This information will be displayed at design time in the 
Debug pane of the Task Builder under the Variables tab. 

Advanced Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Variable 
Type 

Text 
(options) No Auto TYPE="number" 

Causes the variable to assume a specific type. 
The available options are: 

• Auto: Variable will auto-detect whether it contains a number 
or text. The variable will adapt to the proper type when 
possible depending on the operation being performed. 

• Text: Variable will always be treated as text regardless of it's 
contents. If an operation is attempted that is only valid for 
numbers, an error will be thrown. 

• Number: Variable will always be treated as a number 
regardless of it's contents. If an operation is attempted that is 
only valid for numbers, an error will be thrown. 

Variable 
is Read 
Only 

Yes/No No No READONLY="yes" 

If set to YES, specifies that the variable cannot be set to a value other 
than that specified in the Initial Value parameter. Selecting this option 
is equivalent to creating a task specific constant. This parameter is set 
to NO by default. 

Variable 
is private Yes/No No No PRIVATE="yes" 

If set to YES, specifies that the variable is only available to the current 
(or parent) task and not to any sub-tasks (or child tasks) that were 
started with the Start Task action. If this value is set to NO, the 
variable will be available to sub-tasks. Set to NO by default. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 

Treat as 
parameter Yes/No No No ISPARAMETER="YES" 

If set to YES, specifies that the variable will only be created if it does 
not already exist. This is particularly useful when a task may have 
parameters passed to it at runtime (that is, variables of the same 
name will be created automatically) but a default value should be 
assumed when debugging and parameters are not present. 

Disguise 
initial 
value 

Yes/No No No >encrypted</AMVARIABLE> If set to YES, the value entered in the Initial Value field will be 
encrypted. 

Decrement Variable 
Decrements a variable by the specified amount. The variable must contain a valid number. If the variable is blank, zero is the number assumed. 
Used to decrease the value of a "counter" variable. Normally, counters are used inside of a loop. 

All variables must be created before they can be used. This is done using the Create Variable action. Once created, variables can be set using the 
Set Variable action, or by certain actions that support populating variables. To get data out of the variables in any action parameter, surround the 
variable name with percentage % signs (i.e. %varname%). Remember not to use percentage signs when specifying the name of a variable to 
populate, percentage signs are only needed to get data out. 

To enter Decrement Variable properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Variables folder and double-click the Decrement Variable action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. In the Variable Name box, select the variable to increment. 

3. In the Decrement by box, enter the amount by which to decrease the variable. If the variable is blank when the decrement step runs, zero 
value is assumed. If you want to use an expression, click the percent sign (%) and use the Expression Builder to create it. 

4. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

5. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

6. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

Declaration 
<AMDECREMENTVARIABLE RESULTVARIABLE="text [variable name]" AMOUNT="number"> 

Example 

This task decrements the specified variable's initial value of 100 by 20 during each loop. 
<AMVARIABLE NAME="thecounter">100</AMVARIABLE> 
<AMLOOP TOTALLOOPS="5"> 
<AMDECREMENTVARIABLE RESULTVARIABLE="thecounter" AMOUNT="20" /> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG WINDOWTITLE="CURRENT VALUE">%thecounter%</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
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</AMLOOP> 

See Also 

Create Array, Create Object, Create Variable, Decrement Variable, Define Type, Increment Variable, ReDim Array, Set Variable 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Variable 
to 
decrement 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="thecurrentdate" The name of the variable to decrement. 

Amount Text No 1 AMOUNT="5" The value that the variable should be decreased by. 

Define Type 
Defines a custom object type or object types defined in a Web Service. Usually used in conjunction with the Create Object action in order to 
create an AWE Object from the defined custom type or web service. 

Declaration 
<AMDEFINETYPE CUSTOMTYPENAME="text"><Property Type="text" Name="text" /><Property Type="text" Name="text" 
/><Property Type="text" Name="text" /></AMDEFINETYPE> 

Example 

 Define all types in WSDL file "http://www.dataaccess.com/webservicesserver/textcasing.wso?WSDL." 
<AMDEFINETYPE WSDLURL="http://www.dataaccess.com/webservicesserver/textcasing.wso?WSDL"/> 

See Also 

Create Array, Create Object, Create Variable, Decrement Variable, Define Type, Increment Variable, ReDim Array, Set Variable 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Custom 
Type 

Text No (Empty) TYPENAME="CustomType" If enabled, specifies the name of the custom type to be 
created. If this parameter is enabled, the Web Service 
Type(s) parameter is ignored. 

Web 
Service 
Type(s) 

Text No (Empty) WSDLURL= 
"http://www.domain.com/service.wso?WSDL" 

If enabled, specifies the WSDL URL or a file location to a 
WSDL file from which to retrieve the object type(s). If this 
parameter is enabled, the Custom Type parameter is 
ignored. 
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Property Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Type Text No (Empty) TYPE="Company" Specifies the property type of the custom type specified in the Custom Type 

parameter. This parameter is only available if the Custom Type parameter is 
selected in the General properties. Click Add to add a property type. To delete an 
existing property type/name, select the entry and click Delete. Additionally, items can 
be moved up / down the list by selecting the entry you want to move and clicking 
Move Up or Move Down. 

Name Text No (Empty) NAME="address" Specifies the name to correspond with the property type. This parameter is only 
available if the Custom Type parameter is selected in the General properties. 

Increment Variable 
Increments a variable by the specified amount. The variable must contain a valid number. If the variable is blank, zero is assumed. Used to 
increase the value of a "counter" variable. Normally, counters are used inside of a loop. 

All variables must be created before they can be used. This is done using the Create Variable action. Once created, variables can be set using the 
Set Variable action, or by certain actions that support populating variables. To get data out of the variables in any action parameter, surround the 
variable name with percentage % signs (i.e. %varname%). Remember not to use percentage signs when specifying the name of a variable to 
populate, percentage signs are only needed to get data out. 

To enter Increment Variable properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Variables folder and double-click the Increment Variable action or drag it into the Steps pane. 

2. In the Variable Name box, select the variable to increment. 

3. In the Increment by box, enter the amount by which to increase the variable. If the variable is blank when the increment step runs, zero 
value is assumed. If you want to use an expression, click the percent sign (%) and use the Expression Builder to create it. 

4. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

5. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

6. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

Declaration 
<AMINCREMENTVARIABLE RESULTVARIABLE="text (variable name)" AMOUNT="number" /> 

Example 

This example Increments the specified variable's initial value of 0 by 10 during each loop. 
<AMVARIABLE NAME="thecounter">0</AMVARIABLE> 
<AMLOOP TOTALLOOPS="10"> 
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<AMINCREMENTVARIABLE RESULTVARIABLE="thecounter" AMOUNT="10" /> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG WINDOWTITLE="CURRENT VALUE">Current Value is %thecounter%.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMLOOP> 

See Also 

Create Array, Create Object, Create Variable, Decrement Variable, Define Type, ReDim Array, Set Variable 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Variable 
to 
increment 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="thecurrentdate" The name of the variable to increment. 

Amount Text No 1 AMOUNT="5" The value that the variable should be increased by. 

ReDim Array 
Changes the size of the right-most (least significant) boundary of an array. The array must have already been created using the Create Array 
action. 

To set ReDim Array properties: 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Variables folder and double-click the ReDim Array action or drag it into the Steps pane.  

2. In the Array Name box, enter the name of the array. 

3. In the New Size box, enter the new value of the right-most (least significant) boundary of the array. 

4. To set the Description tab properties, please refer to Description Tab Options. 

5. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, please refer to Step Error Handling. 

6. When finished, click OK to save settings. 

Declaration 
<AMREDIMARRAY NAME="text (array name)" SIZE="number" /> 

Example 

Change the size of the right-most boundary of array "Array_Name" to 6. 
<AMREDIMARRAY NAME="Array_Name" SIZE="6" /> 

See Also 

Create Array, Create Object, Create Variable, Decrement Variable, Define Type, Increment Variable, ReDim Array, Set Variable 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Array 
name Text Yes (Empty) NAME="Array_Name" The name of the array to modify. 

New size Number Yes 0 SIZE="23" The new size of the right-most boundary of the array. 

Return 
Exits the current function and returns task execution to the calling function. A return value can also be specified to the caller. 

Declaration 
<AMRETURN TYPE="VALUE" VALUE="text" /> 

Example 
<AMRETURN TYPE="VALUE" VALUE="This is the value to return." /> 

See Also 

Create Array, Create Object, Create Variable, Decrement Variable, Define Type, Increment Variable, ReDim Array, Set Variable 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Value Text No (Empty) VALUE="return value" If enabled, specifies a text return value. Enabling this parameter 

automatically disables the Contents of variable/dataset/array 
and Nothing parameters. 

Contents of 
variable/dataset/array 

Text No (Empty) VARIABLE="varName" If enabled, denotes contents of the variable, dataset or array as 
the return value. Enabling this parameter disables the Value and 
Nothing parameters. This parameter is enabled by default. 

Nothing Yes/No No Yes Null If enabled, specifies no contents as the return value. Enabling this 
parameter disables the Value and Contents of 
variable/dataset/array parameters. This parameter is enabled by 
default. 

Set Variable 
Changes the contents of an already existing variable. Variables are used as storage mechanism to store data while a task is running. For more 
information see Variables. Once a variable is created, its contents can be displayed at runtime by placing the variable name in percent signs (e.g., 
%myvarname% will automatically be converted it it's contents at runtime). 
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To enter Set Variable properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Variables folder and double-click the Set Variable action or drag it into the Steps pane. 
2. In the Variable Name box, select the variable to populate. 
3. In the New Value box, enter the value for the variable. If you want to use an expression, click the percent sign (%) and use the Expression 

Builder to create it. 
4. If you do not want the initial value visible in the AML file, select Disguise initial value. If this is selected, the initial value displays as 

random characters in the AML file. 
5. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 
6. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 
7. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

Declaration 
<AMSET VARIABLENAME="text (variable name)">text (value to set)</AMSET> 
OR 
<AMSET VARIABLENAME="te">AM125QfdSMYkv0zoNy+RdvlmA==aME</AMSET> 

Example 1 - A Set Variable action used to change the initial value of an existing variable. 
<AMVARIABLE NAME="myVariable">AutoMate</AMVARIABLE> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG WINDOWTITLE="CURRENT VALUE">The current value of myVariable is: 
%myVariable%</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMSET VARIABLENAME="myVariable">Business Process Automation</AMSET> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG WINDOWTITLE="NEW VALUE">The new value of myVariable is: 
%myVariable%</AMSHOWDIALOG> 

Example 2 - A Set Variable action used to populate a value into a variable created with no initial value. 
<AMVARIABLE NAME="myVariable"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG WINDOWTITLE="CURRENT VALUE">The current value of myVariable is: 
%myVariable%</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMSET VARIABLENAME="myVariable">Business Process Automation</AMSET> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG WINDOWTITLE="NEW VALUE">The new value of myVariable is: 
%myVariable%</AMSHOWDIALOG> 

Example 3 - Variable multiplication - This task describes how to multiply the initial value of two variables using the Set Variable action and display 
the results in a message box. 

<AMSHOWDIALOG>This task describes how to multiply the initial value of two variables using the 
‘Set Variable’ action and display the results in a message box. This action changes 
the contents of an already existing variable. As with all parameters, this value 
may be literal or an expression (if surrounded by percent signs). This will work with 
other calculations as well (i.e. addition "+", subtraction "-", division "/").</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMVARIABLE NAME="var1">30</AMVARIABLE> 
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<AMVARIABLE NAME="var2">10</AMVARIABLE> 
<AMVARIABLE NAME="var3"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMSET VARIABLENAME="var3">%var1 * var2%</AMSET> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>%var1% multiplied by %var2% results is %var3%</AMSHOWDIALOG> 

See Also 

Create Array, Create Object, Create Variable, Decrement Variable, Define Type, Increment Variable, ReDim Array, Set Variable 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Variable 
to 
increment 

Text Yes (Empty) VARIABLENAME="thecurrentdate" The name of the variable to change. 

Value Text Yes (Empty VALUE="The current date is 
%Now()%" 

The value that the variable should be changed to. As with all 
parameters, this value may be literal or an expression (if 
surrounded by percent % signs). 

Using Variables 

All variables must be created before they can be used. This is done using the Create Variable action. Once created, variables can be set using the 
Set Variable action, or by certain actions that support populating variables. To get data out of the variables in any action parameter, surround the 
variable name with percentage % signs (i.e. %varname%). Remember not to use percentage signs when specifying the name of a variable to 
populate, percentage signs are only needed to get data out. 

Wait Actions 
• Pause Task  

• Wait for File  

• Wait for Process  

Pause Task 
Pauses task execution at the current step for a specified number of hours, minutes, seconds, milliseconds or until a specific day and/or time has 
been reached. Usually used to pause execution of a task until a process has completed. If the process completion time is variable, other wait 
actions such as Wait for File should be considered as they would be more precise. 

Declaration 
<AMPAUSE ACTION="text (options)" TIME="TimeSerial" DAY="text (options)" /> 
or 
<AMPAUSE ACTION="text (options)" SCALAR="number" /> 
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Example 1 - Pause task until tomorrow at 12:00:00 PM. 
<AMPAUSE ACTION="waituntil" TIME="%TimeSerial(12,00,00)%" DAY="nextday" /> 

Example 2 - Pause task for 30 seconds. 
<AMPAUSE ACTION="waitfor" SCALAR="30" /> 

See Also 

Wait for File,  Wait for Process, Pause Task, Read Timer, Start Timer, Stop Timer 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Wait For Text No Enabled ACTION="waitfor" If enabled, instructs the system to wait for a specific amount of 

time. 

Delay to 
wait for 

Text No Seconds SCALAR="30" The amount of time to wait. This parameter is available only if 
the Wait for parameter is enabled. The available drop-down 
options are: 

• Milliseconds 
• Seconds (default) 
• Minutes 
• Hours 

Wait 
Until 

Text No Disabled ACTION="waituntil" If enabled, instructs the system to wait until the specified 
date/time. 

Time Text No (Empty) TIME="%TimeSerial(17,00,00)%" The time to wait until. This parameter is available only if the 
Wait Until parameter is enabled. 

Day Text No Any Day DAY="sameday" The day to wait until. This parameter is available only if the Wait 
Until parameter is enabled. The available drop-down options 
are: 

• Any Day (default) 
• Same day the action runs 
• Day after the action runs 
• Specific day of the week 
• Specific date 

Specific 
Date 

Date No (Empty) DATE="%DateSerial(2010,07,15)%" The specific date that the step will wait until. This parameter is 
available only if the Day parameter is set to Specific Date. 
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Wait for File 
Causes task execution to pause at the current line until the specified file exists, no longer exists or has been modified. This action is also capable 
of waiting until a file is no longer in a locked state (or in use). The file to wait for may be a local file or one that exists on the network. This action 
accepts wildcard characters (* or ?). Commonly used to wait for a file generated by an external application to exist or wait until a file has been 
closed indicating a process has completed successfully. For example, you may have a task that opens and modifies data in an Excel workbook. If 
that workbook is currently open and in use by someone else, the task won't be able to save changes made to it. This action can pause execution 
to wait for the workbook to be closed before continuing, allowing modifications to be properly saved. 

 

If specifying a file that exists on the network, make sure to enter the path in UNC (Universal Naming Convention) format as opposed to a 
mapped drive. For example: z:\share\Book1.xls should be entered as \\server\share\Book1.xls. A mapped drive is only accessible when a 
user is logged on, whereas, a file specified in UNC format is accessible even if the computer is locked or the user logged off. 

Declaration 
<AMWAITFORFILE ACTION="text (options)" FILE="text" RESULTVARIABLE="text" RESULTDATASET="text" /> 

See Also 

Wait for Process, Pause Task, Read Timer, Start Timer, Stop Timer, Pause Task 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Action Text 

(options) 
Yes Wait 

until file 
exists 

ACTION="not_exist" The file action to wait for. The available options are: 
• Wait until file exists - Wait until the file exists on the 

system. This can be a file that has been copied onto the 
system or one that is newly created. 

• Wait until file does not exist - Wait until the file does 
not exist (i.e. file moved or deleted). 

• Wait until file has changed - Wait until changes are 
made to the file. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
File(s) Text Yes (Empty) a)FILE="C:\Folder\File.txt" The name of the file(s) to perform a wait on. This should be a fully 

qualified file name, containing the complete drive and path. 
Wildcard characters (* or ?) may be used to wait for files matching 
a certain mask. Assume that C:\FolderName\*.txt is entered in this 
field. 

• If the Action parameter is set to Wait until file exists, 
this step will wait until ANY text file to exist in 
C:\FolderName. 

• If the Action parameter is set to Wait until file does not 
exist, this step will wait until ALL text files no longer exist 
in C:\FolderName. 

• If the Action parameter is set to Wait until file has 
changed, this step will wait until ANY text file located in 
C:\FolderName has been modified. 

Wait until 
file is not 
in use 

Yes/No No Yes INUSE="NO" If set to YES (default), the step should continue waiting until the 
file has not only met the condition but is also no longer in a locked 
state (or in use). If set to NO, execution continues once the file 
condition has been met, even though it is still locked or in use. 
NOTE: It is useful to set this option to YES to ensure, for example, 
that the task does not continue until a file is done being 
transferred or written. 

Populate 
filename 
into 
variable 

Text No (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="myvarname" The name of an already created variable that should be populated 
with the file name that caused this step to continue. This is 
especially useful if wildcard characters are used in the File 
parameter so that the file itself may be referenced in later steps. 
NOTE: If the Action parameter is set to Wait until file does not 
exist, this variable will be populated with the last file name 
matching the chosen mask. In all other cases, the first file name 
will be populated. 

Create 
and 
populate 
dataset 

Text No (Empty) DAY="sameday" The name of a dataset to be created and populated with the file 
data for the file that caused this step to continue. 
NOTE: If the Action parameter is set to Wait until file does not 
exist, this variable will be populated with the last file name 
matching the file mask. In all other cases, the first file name will be 
populated. In addition to the standard fields, this dataset will 
contain the fields listed below. 
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Options Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Exclude 
Mask 

Text No (Empty) EXCLUDE="*.txt" Causes this action to ignore files matching the mask(s) specified. File 
names or wildcard masks may be used.  

Only if 
Newer 
Than 

Date No No ISNEWERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2001,10,12) 
+ TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

If enabled, only files that are newer than the date specified will be 
monitored. If disabled (default), file dates are ignored. 

Only if 
Older 
Than 

Date No No ISOLDERTHAN= 
"%DateSerial(2001,10,12) 
+ TimeSerial(00,00,00)%" 

If enabled, only files that are older than the date specified will be monitored. 
If disabled (default), file dates are ignored. 
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Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Attributes Text 

(Options) 
No (Empty) ATTRFILTER="+R+A-

H" (copy read-only & 
archive files but not 
hidden files) 

This group of settings causes the action to filter which files are affected by 
the attribute change based on the original attribute settings of the source 
files. 
In visual mode, a group of controls are provided to assist in the selection of 
this parameter. In AML mode, a single text item must be specified that 
contains the original attribute mask of the files you want to affect. 
Available Options: 

• R — Read-only: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-R" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

• A — Archive: Specifying "+A" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-A" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

• S — System: Specifying "+S" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-S" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• H — Hidden: Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute turned 
on to be included, "-H" causes files with this attribute turned off to 
be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute 
to be ignored. 

• C — Compression: Specifying "+C" causes files with this attribute 
turned on to be included, "-C" causes files with this attribute turned 
off to be included, not specifying the letter (default) causes this 
attribute to be ignored. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 
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Datasets 

A dataset is a multiple column, multiple row container object. This activity creates and populates a dataset containing a specific set of fields. The 
table below describes these fields (assuming the dataset name assigned was theDataset). 

Name Type Return Value 
theDataset.Name Text Returns the name of the file. 

theDataset.Size Number Returns the file size. 

theDataset.CreatedOn Date Returns the file creation date. 

theDataset.ModifiedOn Date Returns the date the file was last modified. 

theDataset.AccessedOn Date Returns the date the file was last accessed. 

theDataset.IsFolder Yes/No Returns YES if the file is a folder. Returns NO if it's not. 

theDataset.IsReadOnly Yes/No Returns YES if the file's attribute is set to Read Only. Otherwise, returns NO. 

theDataset.IsArchive Yes/No Returns YES if the file's attribute is set to Archive. Otherwise, returns NO. 

theDataset.IsSystem Yes/No Returns YES if the file's attribute is set to System. Otherwise, returns NO. 

theDataset.IsHidden Yes/No Returns YES if the file's attribute is set to Hidden. Otherwise, returns NO. 

theDataset.IsCompressed Yes/No Returns YES if the file is compressed. Otherwise, returns NO. 

theDataset.IsAccessible Yes/No Returns YES if the file is accessible. Otherwise, returns NO. 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 
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Wait for Process 
Causes task execution to pause at the current line until the specified process starts or ends. Commonly used to wait for an external application to 
start or end which could indicate that a process has completed successfully. If the process started/ended then the task could move on. 

Declaration 
<AMWAITFORPROCESS PROCESS="text" RESULTDATASET="text" /> 

Example Task 1 - Wait for Internet Explorer process to start. 
<AMWAITFORPROCESS PROCESS="C:\Program Files (x86)\Internet Explorer\iexplore.exe" RESULTDATASET="theDataset" /> 

Example 2 - Wait for Internet Explorer process to end. 
<AMWAITFORPROCESS ACTION="end" PROCESS="C:\Program Files (x86)\Internet Explorer\iexplore.exe" 
RESULTDATASET="theDataset" /> 

See Also 

Wait for File, Close Window 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Action Text 

(options) 
Yes Match ACTION="start" Specifies whether the step should wait for the process to start or 

end. The available options are: 
• Wait for process to start: The action will wait for the 

specified process to start. 
• Wait for process to end: The action will wait for the 

specified process to end. 

Use 
Process 
Name 

Text No (Empty) a)PROCESS="c:\folder\iexplore.exe" 
b)PROCESS="iexplore.exe" 

the executable of the process that AWE should wait for. Partial 
matches are allowed (either the full path or the EXE name only 
may be specified). 
NOTE: The process may be specified either by process name 
or by process ID— see below. 

Use 
Process 
ID 

Number No (Empty) PROCESSID="3932" The process ID of the process that AWE should wait for. 
NOTE: The process may be specified either by process name 
or by process ID. 

Create 
and 
populate 
dataset 

Text No (Empty) RESULTDATASET="DatasetName" The name of a dataset to be created and populated with 
process data. More on the fields that this dataset creates can be 
found below. 
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Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 

Datasets 

A dataset is a multiple column, multiple row container object. This activity creates and populates a dataset containing a specific set of fields in 
addition to the standard dataset fields. The table below describes these fields (assuming the dataset name assigned was theDataset). 

Name Type Return Value 
theDataset.ProcessName Text Returns the path and file name of the process's.exe file. 

theDataset.ProcessID Number Returns the ID of the process. 

theDataset.WindowTitle Text Returns the title of the process's main window. 

theDataset.WindowClass Text Returns the class of the process's main window. 

theDataset.WindowHandle Number Returns the handle of the process's main window. 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Window Actions 
Dialog Action 
A dialog box is most often used to provide the user with the means for specifying how to implement a command, or to respond to a question or an 
"alert." AWE's Dialog action contains a variety of activities that allows you to use different types of dialog boxes in your task. The type of dialog 
displayed is dependent upon the desired user interaction. 

To set properties 

1. In the Available Actions pane, open the Network folder and double-click the Dialog action or drag it into the Steps pane. 
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2. On the Properties tab, select an Activity to perform. 

3. Specify the properties that appear, depending on the activity selected. 

4. To set the Description tab properties, refer to Description Tab Options. 

5. To set the Error Causes and On Error tab properties, refer to Step Error Handling. 

6. When finished, click OK to save settings and close the properties dialog box. 

Properties Tab 

In the Activity to perform box, select an activity, then configure the properties for that activity. The available properties depend on the activity 
selected.  

Available Activities 

The following table briefly describes the available activities for this action as specified in the Activity to perform box. 

Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Browse for 
Folder 

Displays a standard 'Browse for 
Folder' dialog box. The folder 
specified is stored in a variable for 
use in subsequent steps. Execution 
is paused while the user makes a 
selection. Commonly used to allow 
a user to manually select a folder to 
open during task execution. 

<AMSHOWDIALOG ACTIVITY="folder" 
WINDOWTITLE="text" 
RESULTVARIABLE="text" 
DEFAULTFOLDER="text" 
ONCANCEL="text (options)" /> 

This example demonstrates use of the Browse for 
Folder activity (step 2) by saving the path and name 
of the folder selected by the user then displaying the 
text in a separate Message Box (step 3). 

<AMVARIABLE 
NAME="theFolder"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG ACTIVITY="folder" 
WINDOWTITLE="Please select a folder" 
RESULTVARIABLE="theFolder" 
DEFAULTFOLDER="C:\" /> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG WINDOWTITLE="FOLDER 
SELECTED" COUNTDOWNDELAY="20">The 
folder selected is 
%theFolder%.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 

Input Box Displays an input box allowing the 
user to enter a value. The value 
entered is saved to the variable 
specified. Execution is paused 
while the task waits for a value to 
be entered. Useful for asking a 
question that requires a text 
response at runtime. This action is 
similar to the Message Box action 
except this action allows the user to 
enter a text value in response to a 
question. The text value is 

<AMSHOWDIALOG ACTIVITY="input" 
DEFAULTVALUE="text" 
RESULTVARIABLE="text" 
WINDOWTITLE="text" XPOS="number" 
YPOS="number" ICON="text 
(options)" ONCANCEL="text 
(options)" 
COUNTDOWNDELAY="number" 
MASKINPUT="YES/NO">text</AMSHOWD
IALOG> 

Example 1 - This sample task demonstrates use of 
the Input Box activity (step 2) by saving the text 
entered in the input box that appears and then 
displaying the text in a separate Message activity 
(step 3). 

<AMVARIABLE 
NAME="textEntered"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG ACTIVITY="input" 
RESULTVARIABLE="textEntered" 
WINDOWTITLE="ENTER TEXT">Please 
enter some text here.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG WINDOWTITLE="TEXT 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
populated into a variable. ENTERED">The text that was entered: 

%textEntered%</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 2 - This example demonstrates the 
following: 

1. Use of the Input Box activity to ask the 
user a question and retrieve the answer 

2. Use of Custom BASIC Functions 
3. Use of the IF action 
4. Use of Expressions 
5. Use of Message Box activity to display the 

answer. 
<AMVARIABLE NAME="theanswer" 
DESCRIPTION=""></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMSCRIPT>Function 
SquareNumber(thenum) 
SquareNumber = thenum * thenum 
End Function</AMSCRIPT> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG ACTIVITY="input" 
RESULTVARIABLE="theanswer">What 
number would you like to 
square?</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMIF 
EXPRESSION="IsNumeric(theanswer) = 
true"> 
     <AMSHOWDIALOG>The number 
%theanswer% squared  is 
%SquareNumber(theanswer)%</AMSHOWDIA
LOG> 
<AMELSE /> 
     <AMSHOWDIALOG>The text 
"%theanswer%" is not a valid number. 
Please re-run and enter a valid 
number.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMIF> 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Message 
Box 

Displays a message box using the 
settings specified. A message box 
is useful when notification and/or 
user input is required in a task. 
Commonly used to provide 
informative feedback to the user 
during task execution. 

<AMSHOWDIALOG WINDOWTITLE="text" 
BUTTONS="text (options)" 
ONFIRSTBUTTONCLICK="text 
(options)" 
ONFIRSTBUTTONCLICKTASK="text" 
ONSECONDBUTTONCLICK="text 
(options)" 
ONTHIRDBUTTONCLICK="text 
(options)" RESULTVARIABLE="text" 
COUNTDOWNDELAY="number" 
XPOS="number" YPOS="number" 
ICON="text (options)">text 
(message to 
display)</AMSHOWDIALOG> 

Example Task 1 - This example demonstrates use 
of the Input Box activity (step 2) by saving the text 
entered in the input box that appears and then 
displaying the text in a separate Message Box (step 
3). 

<AMVARIABLE 
NAME="textEntered"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG ACTIVITY="input" 
RESULTVARIABLE="textEntered" 
WINDOWTITLE="ENTER TEXT">Please 
enter some text here.</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG 
WINDOWTITLE="TEXT ENTERED">The 
text that was entered: 
%textEntered%</AMSHOWDIALOG> 

Example 2 - This example opens a message box 
that displays the version of your AWE installation. 

<AMSHOWDIALOG 
WINDOWTITLE="AutoMate Version" 
BUTTONS="yes_no_cancel" 
ONSECONDBUTTONCLICK="stop" 
ONTHIRDBUTTONCLICK="fail" 
COUNTDOWNDELAY="10" 
ICON="information">%GetAutoMateVersion
()%</AMSHOWDIALOG> 

Example 3 - This example demonstrates the 
following: 

1. Use of the Input Box activity to ask the 
user a question and retrieve the answer 

2. Use of Custom BASIC Functions 
3. Use of the IF action 
4. Use of Expressions 
5. Use of Message Box activity to display the 

answer. 

<AMVARIABLE NAME="theanswer" 
DESCRIPTION=""></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMSCRIPT>Function 
SquareNumber(thenum) 
SquareNumber = thenum * thenum 
End Function</AMSCRIPT> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG ACTIVITY="input" 
RESULTVARIABLE="theanswer">What 
number would you like to 
square?</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
<AMIF 
EXPRESSION="IsNumeric(theanswer) = 
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Activity Description Declaration Examples 
Open File Displays a standard Windows 

Explorer dialog box allowing the 
user to select a specific file. The file 
selected is stored in a variable for 
use in subsequent steps. Execution 
is paused while the user makes a 
selection. Commonly used to allow 
a user to manually select a file to 
open during task execution. 

<AMSHOWDIALOG ACTIVITY="open" 
WINDOWTITLE="text" 
RESULTVARIABLE="text" 
FILTER="text" 
DEFAULTFOLDER="text" 
ONCANCEL="text (options)" /> 

This example demonstrates use of the Open File 
activity (step 2) by prompting the user to select a file 
to open. A separate Message Box appears in step 3 
displaying the path and file name of the file 
selected. 

<AMVARIABLE 
NAME="theFile"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG ACTIVITY="open" 
WINDOWTITLE="Please select file to 
open" RESULTVARIABLE="theFile" 
DEFAULTFOLDER="C:\" /> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG WINDOWTITLE="SELECTED 
FILE" MODAL="NO">The file selected 
is %theFile%</AMSHOWDIALOG> 

Save File Displays a standard Windows 'Save 
As' dialog box allowing the user to 
save a specific file. The file name 
and location specified is stored in a 
variable for use in subsequent 
steps. Execution is paused while 
the user makes a selection. 
Commonly used to allow a user to 
manually save a file during task 
execution. 

<AMSHOWDIALOG ACTIVITY="save" 
WINDOWTITLE="text" 
RESULTVARIABLE="text" 
FILTER="text" 
DEFAULTFOLDER="text" 
ONCANCEL="text (options)" /> 

Open "Save File As" dialog.  Populate the variable 
"theVar" with the selected filename. 

<AMSHOWDIALOG ACTIVITY="save" 
WINDOWTITLE="Please select file to 
save" RESULTVARIABLE="theVar" 
DEFAULTFOLDER="C:\Temp" /> 

Selection 
Box 

Displays an auto-generated 
multiple choice dialog box based 
the options you specify. Choice is 
useful when a multiple-choice 
selection is needed or the user 
must make a decision that will 
affect which subsequent actions 
should be executed by the task. 
The value associated with the item 
that the user selects is placed into 
a variable where it can be 
evaluated and acted on. 

<AMSHOWDIALOG ACTIVITY="select" 
MESSAGETEXT="text" 
RESULTVARIABLE="text" 
ITEMS="text (caption1),text 
(caption2),text (caption3)" 
VALUES="text (value1),text 
(value2),text (value3)" 
INDEXSELECTED="1" 
WINDOWTITLE="text" 
ONCANCEL="continue" 
COUNTDOWNDELAY="number" /> 
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General Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Array Text Yes if list 

items are 
gathered 
from an 
array 

(Empty) ARRAY="arrayName" The name of the array that the list items should be gathered from. 
NOTE: The first column of the array will be used as the caption. 
This parameter is valid only if Array is selected from the Use 
items from parameter. 

Bring 
dialog to 
front 

Yes/No No Yes WINDOWINFRONT="NO" If set to YES (default value), specifies that the input box will 
appear in front of all other open windows. 

Caption Text Yes if 
items 
derive 
from a list 

(Empty) ITEMS="FTP,HTTP,Backup" Specifies a comma-delimited list of items that appear at runtime 
during execution of this action. There must be an equivalent 
number of captions to value items. Each caption must have a 
corresponding item in the Value parameter. This parameter is 
valid only if List is selected from the Item Source parameter. 

Caption 
Column 

Text Yes if list 
items are 
gathered 
from a 
dataset 

(Empty) COLUMN="Drive" Specifies the dataset column that should be used as the caption 
(list of items that appear at runtime during execution of this 
action). This parameter is valid only if Dataset is selected from the 
Use items from parameter. 

Dataset Text Yes if list 
items are 
gathered 
from a 
dataset 

(Empty) DATASET="theDataset" The name of the dataset that the list items should be gathered 
from. This parameter is valid only if Dataset is selected from the 
Item Source  parameter. 

Default 
Value 

Text No (Empty) DEFAULTVALUE="Question" The default text that should appear in the input box. This 
parameter is optional.   

Descriptive 
Text (will 
be 
displayed 
above the 
folder tree) 

Text No (Empty) TITLE="Select Folder" The title that the dialog box should display (i.e. "Please Browse for 
the target folder"). 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Index 
selected 

Number Yes if list 
items are 
gathered 
from a 
dataset 
or array 

(Empty) INDEXSELECTED="3" Specifies the index number(s) of the items that should be checked 
or selected by default. Depending on the option selected under 
the List Type parameter, the requirements for this parameter 
differ. In the case of a Dropdown or Options list type, one item 
must be selected. In the case of a List or Checkbox list type, no 
items or multiple items may be specified. To specify multiple 
options the numbers should be comma-delimited. This parameter 
is valid only if Dataset or Array is selected from the Item 
Source  parameter. 

Item 
Source 

Text 
(options) 

No List ITEMS="item1, item2" Specifies where the list items should derive from. Different 
parameters appear depending on which option is selected. The 
available options are: 

• List: Allows the option to manually enter a list by clicking 
Add. 

• Dataset: Allows the list to derive from an existing 
dataset. 

• Array: Allows the list to derive from an existing array. 

List Type Text 
(options) 

Yes Dropdown LISTTYPE="checkbox" Specifies the manner by which the list will be displayed on the 
auto-generated form at runtime. This selection is relevant not only 
for aesthetics but will also affect the ability of the user to make a 
multiple choice selection (see below). The available options are: 

• Dropdown: The items in the list will be placed into a 
drop-down box. (This option does not allow multiple 
selections.) 

• Checkbox: The items in the list will be represented as a 
collection of checkboxes. (This option allows multiple 
selections.) 

• Option: The items in the list will be represented as a 
collection of option buttons - also known as radio 
buttons. (This option does not allow multiple selections.) 

• List: The items in the list will be represented as a list 
box. (This option allows multiple selections.) 

Mask input Yes/No No No 
  

 MASKINPUT="YES" If set to YES, for security purpose, specifies that the information 
entered in the input box will be masked by the number sign (i.e. 
######). This parameter is set to NO by default. 
  

Message 
to Display 

Text Yes (Empty) MESSAGETEXT="What's your 
answer to the question?" 

The text message to be displayed in the input box during runtime. 
This is usually a question that the user should input an answer to. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Populate 
variable 
with return 
code 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="varname" The name of an already created variable that should be populated 
with the folder selected by the user. 

Selected 
index 

Number Yes if 
items 
derive 
from a list 

(Empty) SELECTED="3" Specifies the index number of the item(s) that should be checked 
or selected by default. Depending on the option selected under 
the List Type parameter, the requirements for this parameter 
differ. In the case of a Dropdown or Options list type, one item 
must be selected. In the case of a List or Checkbox list type, no 
items or multiple items may be specified. To specify multiple 
options the numbers should be comma-delimited. This parameter 
is valid only if List is selected from the Item Source parameter. 

Dialog title 
Title of 
input box 
Title of the 
message 
box 

Text No (Empty) WINDOWTITLE="QUESTION" The title that the dialog box should display. 

Use 
column as 
value 

Text Yes if list 
items are 
gathered 
from a 
dataset 

(Empty) COLUMNVALUE="Drive" If enabled, indicates that the value of a specific dataset column 
should be used as the value. The default option is Return index 
as value, which returns the index (row number) as the value.   

Value Text Yes if 
items 
derive 
from a list 

(Empty) VALUES="FTP Upload,HTTP 
Put,Backup Files" 

Specifies a comma-delimited list of values. They represent 
value(s) that will be returned by the item if selected at runtime by 
the user. There must be an equivalent number of values to 
caption items. Each value must have a corresponding item in the 
Caption parameter. This parameter is valid only if List is selected 
from the Item Source  parameter. 

Buttons Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Automatically 
select [the 
default 
button] after 

Number/Options No Disabled COUNTDOWNDELAY="1" 
MEASURE="minutes" 

The delay time for this action. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Buttons 
contained in 
the message 
box 

Text (options) No Ok BUTTONS="yes_no" 
BUTTONS="ok_cancel" 
  

The button or array of buttons that should be 
displayed on the message box. Different 
parameters appear depending on the option 
chosen. The available options are: 

• OK (Default): The message box 
will contain an OK button only. 

• OK, Cancel: The message box will 
contain an OK and CANCEL 
button. 

• Abort, Retry, Ignore: The 
message box will contain Abort, 
Retry and Ignore buttons. 

• Retry, Cancel: The message box 
will contain a RETRY and CANCEL 
button. 

• Yes, No: The message box will 
contain a YES and NO button. 

• Yes, No, Cancel: The message 
box will contain YES, NO, and 
CANCEL buttons. 

Button 
selected by 
default 

Number No 0 DEFAULTBUTTON=2 The number of the button (from left to right) 
that should be focused by default. The 
number specified must be the same as or 
lower than the total number of buttons on 
the message box. For example, if Yes, No is 
selected from the Buttons contained in the 
message box parameter, first (1) specifies 
the Yes button and second (2) specifies the 
No button. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
On Abort 
On Cancel 
On Ignore 
On OK 
On Retry 

Text (options) No (Empty) ONCANCEL="fail" 
ONFIRSTBUTTONCLICK="stop" 
ONSECONDBUTTONCLICK="stop" 
ONTHIRDBUTTONCLICK="stop" 

Specifies how this activity will react if the 
user clicks the button. The available options 
are: 

• Continue: The task will continue to 
the next step. 

• Stop: The task will stop. No error is 
generated. 

• Fail: The task fail with an error.   
• Start Task - The specified task will 

start if the Cancel button is pressed 
by the user. 

• Set Variable - The selected 
variable will be set to the specified 
value  if the Cancel button is 
pressed by the user. 

Pause task 
execution 
until a button 
is clicked 

Yes/No No Yes MODAL="NO" Specifies whether task execution should 
pause until a button is clicked (i.e. "modal") 
or the task moves on to the next step 
immediately (i.e. "modeless"). 

Populate 
variable with 
return code 

Text No Disabled RESULTVARIABLE="varname" If enabled, indicates the name of an already 
created variable that should be populated 
with the number of the button (from left to 
right) that has been clicked. This option is 
valid only if MODAL=YES. 

Task to start Text No (Empty) ONFIRSTBUTTONCLICKTASK= 
"c:\foldername\taskname.aml" 
ONSECONDBUTTONCLICKTASK= 
"c:\foldername\taskname.aml" 
ONTHIRDBUTTONCLICKTASK= 
"c:\foldername\taskname.aml" 

The task that should be run when the first 
button is clicked. Click the Folder icon to 
navigate to the desired task (.aml) file. Valid 
only if the Start task parameter is selected. 
Available when Start a task is selected in 
On Cancel box. 

Variable 
name 
Variable 
value 

Text No (Empty) ONFIRSTBUTTONCLICK="set_variable" 
ONFIRSTBUTTONCLICKVARNAME="USE
R_GROUPS" 
ONFIRSTBUTTONCLICKVARVALUE="%M
ESSAGE_ID%" 

Available when Set a variable is selected in 
On [button] box. 
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Advanced Properties 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Allow 
multiple 
selections 

Yes/No No No MULTIPLE="YES" Specifies that multiple selections are allowed. This option is 
only valid if the List Type parameter is set to Checkbox or 
List as only those controls support multiple-selection. 

Capture 
mouse 
position 

          

Dialog 
title icon 

Text No (Empty) ICON="exclamation" If enabled, specifies the icon that should be displayed on the 
input box next to the title. This helps to determine what type 
of message is being displayed. The available options are: 

• None: 
• Exclamation point: An exclamation point icon is 

displayed. 
• Information: The standard Windows information 

icon is displayed. 
• Question mark: The standard Windows question 

icon is displayed. 
• Stop sign: The standard Windows stop icon is 

displayed. 

Filter Text 
(options) 

No All files 
(*.*)|*.* 

FILTER="All files (*.*)|*.*" The file filters for the dialog box that appears. Filters 
represent the masks that are listed in the File Type drop-
down. For example, to include only text files, enter *.txt. 

Force 
selection 

Yes/No No Yes FORCESELECT="NO" Specifies that the user must make a valid selection before 
continuing. This option is only valid if the List Type 
parameter is set to Checkbox or List. Other list types 
automatically force selection. 

Initial 
Folder 

Text No (Empty) DEFAULTFOLDER="c:\foldername\" The starting folder that the user sees when the dialog box 
appears. 

On 
Cancel 

Text 
(options) 

No (Empty) ONCANCEL="fail" Specifies how this activity will react if the user clicks Cancel. 
The available options are: 

• Continue: The task will continue to the next step. 
• Stop: The task will stop. No error is generated. 
• Fail: The task fail with an error.  
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Position Text 

(options) 
No Centered 

on 
screen 

POSITION="upper_left" The button or array of buttons that should be displayed on 
the input box. The available options are: 

• Upper left corner of the screen: The message box 
will be displayed at the upper left of the screen. 

• Centered on the screen (default): The message 
box will be displayed at the center of the screen 
(default). 

• Lower left corner of the screen: The message 
box will be displayed at the lower left of the screen. 

• Upper right corner of the screen: The message 
box will be displayed at the upper right of the 
screen. 

• Lower right corner of the screen: The message 
box will be displayed at the lower right of the 
screen. 

• Customized: The message box will be displayed at 
the pixel coordinates specified at X Pos and Y Pos 
parameters. 

X Pos Number No (Empty) XPOS="55" The X (horizontal) coordinates of the position that the upper 
left corner of the input box should be displayed on the 
screen. Move the mouse cursor to the desired location on 
the screen and press INSERT to capture the position. This 
option is available only if Custom is selected from the 
Position parameter. 

Y Pos Number No (Empty) YPOS="55" The Y (vertical) coordinates of the position that the upper left 
corner of the input box should be displayed on the screen. 
Move the cursor to the desired location on the screen and 
press INSERT to capture the position. This option is 
available only if Custom is selected from the Position 
parameter. 

Description Tab 

The Description tab allows you to customize the text description of any step as it appears in the Task Builder's Steps Pane. 

Setting custom step description 

Error causes properties 

On Error properties 
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Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

XML Actions 
• Create XML Node  

• Dataset to XML  

• Delete XML Node  

• Edit XML Node  

• End XML Session 

• Evaluate Xpath Expression 

• Extract XML Fragment 

• Merge XML Files  

• Output XML  

• Read XML Node  

• Sign XML Document  

• Start XML Session  

• Transform XML 

• Validate XML File  

• Verify XML Document  

• XML Node to Dataset 

Create XML Node 
Creates a new node in an existing XML file. Optionally assigns a value and attribute to the node. Used to create a new node or modify an existing 
node in a document tree. 

 

AWE's XML actions require a basic understanding of XML and related terms, such as XPath, DTD, and XSLT. 

Declaration 
<AMXMLCREATENODE XPATH="text" NEWNODE="text" NEWVALUE="text" NODEWITHSAMENAMEEXISTTHEN="test (options)" 
DEFAULTNAMESPACE="text" DEFAULTNSPREFIX="text" INSERTAT="text (options)"><Attribute Name="text" Value="text" 
/></AMXMLCREATENODE> 

Example 

This sample step creates a node with name "Euro" and value "10" at XPath location "/bookstore/book/price". Session name is "XMLSession1". If a 
node with the same name already exists as a child, add the node anyway. 

<AMXMLCREATENODE XPATH="/bookstore/book/price" NEWNODE="Euro" NEWVALUE="10" INSERTASFIRSTCHILD="YES" /> 
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See Also 

Dataset to XML, Delete XML Node, Edit XML Node, End XML Session, Evaluate Xpath Expression, Extract XML Fragment, Merge XML Files, 
Output XML, Read XML Node, Sign XML Document, Start XML Session, Transform XML, Validate XML File, Verify XML Document, XML Node to 
Dataset 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
XPath 
Expression 

Text Yes (Empty) XPATH="/bookstore/book" The XPath expression to the XML node in 
which to create. 

Name Text Yes (Empty) NEWNODE="NodeName" The name of the new node to be created. 

Value Text No (Empty) VALUE="theValue" The value of the new node to be created. 

If node 
already 
exists 

Text 
(options) 

No Ignore NODEWITHSAMENAMEEXISTTHEN="Skip" Specifies what to do if a node with same name 
as the one being inserted at the current location 
already exists. The available options are: 

• Ignore (default): Directs the action to 
create a new node regardless of 
whether other nodes with the same 
name exist. Ignore is the Default 

• Skip: Directs the action to skip a child 
node if any child nodes exist with the 
same name as the new node. 

• Overwrite: Directs the action to 
overwrite any child nodes it finds that 
have the same name as the new node. 
If multiple child nodes with the same 
name exist, the action creates only 
one of them and erases the rest. 

• Fail: Tells the action that if any child 
nodes exist with the same name, the 
action will fail. 

Insert as 
first child 
node 

Yes/No No No INSERTASFIRSTCHILD="YES" If set to YES, allows you to insert the new node 
as a first child of the parent node found using 
Xpath Expression. The default value is set to 
NO.. 

Session 
Name 

Text No XMLSession1 SESSIONNAME="FirstXMLSession" The session name to identify the in-memory 
XML document to use in subsequent XML 
steps. This allows several in-memory XML 
documents to be active simultaneously. 
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Attributes Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Default 
namespace 
(optional) 

Text No (Empty) DEFAULTNAMESPACE="default" The default namespace. This parameter is optional. 

Prefix for 
default 
namespace 
(optional) 

Text No (Empty) DEFAULTNSPREFIX="thePrefix" The prefix associated to the default namespace. 

Insert node 
at 

Text 
(options) 

No Beginning 
of child 
nodes 

INSERTAT="after" Specifies where to insert the node onto the child node. Other 
parameters may become active depending on which option 
is selected. The available options are: 

• Beginning of child nodes (default) 
• End of child nodes 
• After specified child node 
• Before specified child node 

Specified 
child node 
name 

Text No (Empty) SPECIFIEDNODE="nodeName" The name of the child node. This option is active only if the 
Insert node at parameter is set to After specifies child 
node or Before specified child node. 

If specifies 
child node 
does not 
exist 

Text 
(options) 

No Skip SPECIFIEDNODENOTEXIST="fail" Specifies what to do if the specified child node does not 
exist. This option is active only if the Insert node at 
parameter is set to After specifies child node or Before 
specified child node. The available options are: 

• Skip 
• Fail 
• Insert at beginning of child nodes 
• Insert at end of child nodes 
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Attributes Tab 

Use these properties to insert attributes into the new node. 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Attribute 
Name 

Text No (Empty) Name="AttributeName" The name of the attribute to insert. Once you have specified an attribute 
name/value, use the following buttons if needed: 

• Move Up - Move the attribute up one line. 
• Move Down - Move the attribute down one line. 
• Add - Once you have given the Attribute Name and Value, click this 

button to add them to list. 
• Remove - Use this to remove existing attribute names/values. 

Attribute 
value 

Text No (Empty) Value="AttributeValue" The value of the attribute. Once you have specified an attribute name/value, use 
the following buttons if needed: 

• Move Up - Move the attribute up one line. 
• Move Down - Move the attribute down one line. 
• Add - Once you have given the Attribute Name and Value, click this 

button to add them to list. 
• Remove - Use this to remove existing attribute names/values. 

Namespace Tab 

Use these properties to insert namespace prefix and URI into the new node. 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Prefix Text No (Empty) PREFIX="PrefixName" The prefix associated to the added namespace. Once you have specified 

namespace properties, use the following buttons if needed: 
• Move Up - Move the namespace up one line. 
• Move Down - Move the namespace down one line. 
• Add - Add the namespace to the list. 
• Remove - Remove existing namespce from the list. 

Namespace 
URI 

Text No (Empty) URI="URIName" The URI associated to the added namespace. Once you have specified 
namespace properties, use the following buttons if needed: 

• Move Up - Move the namespace up one line. 
• Move Down - Move the namespace down one line. 
• Add - Add the namespace to the list. 
• Remove - Remove existing namespce from the list. 
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Dataset to XML 
Allows a dataset to be stored into XML text. The dataset must first be created in a previous step and must exist in the task in order for this action 
to work. Used to get the XML representation of a dataset. 

Declaration 
<AMDATASETTOXML RESULTDATASET="text" RESULTVARIABLE="text" /> 

Example 

Stores dataset "theDataset" into variable "theVar" as XML 
<AMDATASETTOXML RESULTDATASET="theDataset" RESULTVARIABLE="theVar" /> 

See Also 

Create XML Node, Delete XML Node, Edit XML Node, End XML Session, Evaluate Xpath Expression, Extract XML Fragment, Merge XML Files, 
Output XML, Read XML Node, Sign XML Document, Start XML Session, Transform XML, Validate XML File, Verify XML Document, XML Node to 
Dataset 

 

AWE's XML actions require a basic understanding of XML and related terms, such as XPath, DTD, and XSLT. 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Dataset 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="theDataset" The name of the dataset in which to store into XML text. 

Populate 
variable 
with XML 
value 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTVARIABLE="varname" The name of an already existing variable in which to store the in 
memory XML values. 

Delete XML Node or Attribute 
Deletes all the nodes/attributes that match the Xpath expression in a given XML file. Used to remove a specified node. When a node is removed, 
all its child nodes are also removed. 

 

AWE's XML actions require a basic understanding of XML and related terms, such as XPath, DTD, and XSLT. 

Declaration 
<AMXMLDELETENODE XPATH="text" /> 
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Example 

Delete nodes at XPath "/bookstore/book/price/Euro". Session name is "XMLSession1" 
<AMXMLDELETENODE XPATH="/bookstore/book/price/Euro" /> 

See Also 

Create XML Node, Delete XML Node, Edit XML Node, End XML Session, Evaluate Xpath Expression, Extract XML Fragment, Merge XML Files, 
Output XML, Read XML Node, Sign XML Document, Start XML Session, Transform XML, Validate XML File, Verify XML Document, XML Node to 
Dataset 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
XPath 
Expression Text Yes (Empty) XPATH="/BookStore/Books/Price" The Xpath expression to the XML node in which to delete. 

Attribute 
(optional) Text No (Empty) ATTRNAME="attributeName" The attribute in which to delete. 

Session 
Name Text Yes (Empty) SESSIONNAME="FirstXMLSession" 

The session name to identify the in-memory XML document to 
use in subsequent XML steps. This allows several in memory 
XML documents to be active simultaneously. 

Edit XML Node 
Edits a node value or its attribute in a given file. Select the appropriate node using Xpath expression. The action will edit the first node if Xpath 
evaluates to more than one node. 

 

AWE's XML actions require a basic understanding of XML and related terms, such as XPath, DTD, and XSLT. 

Declaration 
<AMXMLEDITNODE XPATH="text" XMLATTRIBUTE="text" NEWVALUE="text" /> 

Example 

Edit XML node at XPath location "/BookStore/Book". Session name is "XMLSession1". Edit first node(s). 
<AMXMLEDITNODE XPATH="/BookStore/Book" NEWVALUE="Who moved my Cheese" /> 

See Also 

Create XML Node, Delete XML Node, End XML Session, Evaluate Xpath Expression, Extract XML Fragment, Merge XML Files, Output XML, 
Read XML Node, Sign XML Document, Start XML Session, Transform XML, Validate XML File, Verify XML Document, XML Node to Dataset 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
XPath 
Expression 

Text Yes (Empty) XPATH="/BookStore/Books/Price" The Xpath expression to the XML node in which to edit. 

Attribute 
(optional) 

Text No (Empty) XMLATTRIBUTE="Price" Tells the XML node the value of the attribute to edit. 

Value Text No (Empty) NEWVALUE="NewValue" The XML node's attribute to edit. 

Edit Node Text 
(options) 

No First EDITNODE="All" Specifies whether the first node or all nodes are to be edited. 
The available options are: 

• First (default) - The first node will be edited. 
• All - All nodes will be edited. 

Session 
Name 

Text No (Empty) SESSIONNAME="FirstXMLSession" The session name to identify the in-memory XML document 
to use in subsequent XML steps. This allows several in 
memory XML documents to be active simultaneously. 

End XML Session 
Ends the specified XML session. This unlocks the XML file bound to the XML session (if a file was used) and frees the session name to be used in 
a different session started by the Start XML Session action. Used to end an XML session created in a previous step with the use of the Start XML 
Session action. 

 

AWE's XML actions require a basic understanding of XML and related terms, such as XPath, DTD, and XSLT. 
When creating an XML task, it is required that an XML session name is initially generated using the Start XML Session action. This session 
can be identified by subsequent XML steps which include the same session name. This allows several XML documents to be active 
simultaneously within the same task. When an XML session is created, the XML file bound by that session becomes locked. An End XML 
Session action can be used to end the current session. This frees the session name to be used in a different session and unlocks the XML 
file bound to that session. 
During an XML session, modifications are not performed on the original XML file bound by that session. Rather, as a safety measure, a copy 
of the file is saved to memory upon the creation of a session. Any modifications performed by subsequent XML steps are performed on the 
copy of the XML data saved to memory. The Output XML File action can be used to output the in-memory representation of the XML session 
to a file or variable before ending the XML session. Using this action does not change the XML or end the session, thus allowing subsequent 
XML steps to continue using the session. 

Declaration 
<AMXMLENDSESSION SESSIONNAME="text" /> 

Example 
<AMXMLENDSESSION SESSIONNAME="mySession" /> 
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See Also 

Delete XML Node, Evaluate Xpath Expression, Extract XML Fragment, Merge XML Files, Output XML, Read XML Node, Sign XML Document, 
Start XML Session, Transform XML, Validate XML File, Verify XML Document, XML Node to Dataset 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Session 
Name 

Text Yes (Empty) SESSIONNAME="FirstXMLSession" The session name to end. 

Evaluate Xpath Expression 
Evaluates an XPath expression using XPath functions. The Evaluate action takes an XPath expression, evaluates it, and returns a typed result of 
Boolean (Boolean), Number (Double), String (String), or Node Set (XPathNodeIterator). 

 

AWE's XML actions require a basic understanding of XML and related terms, such as XPath, DTD, and XSLT. 

Declaration 
<AMXMLEVALUATEXPATHEXPR XPATH="text" RESULTVARIABLE="varname"/> 

Example 
<AMXMLEVALUATEXPATHEXPR XPATH="sum(//price/text())" RESULTVARIABLE="TotalPrice" /> 

See Also 

Delete XML Node, Extract XML Fragment, Merge XML Files, Output XML, Read XML Node, Sign XML Document, Start XML Session, Transform 
XML, Validate XML File, Verify XML Document, XML Node to Dataset 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
XPath 
Expression 

Text Yes (Empty) XPATH="/BookStore/Books/Price" The Xpath Expression from the current XML document to use to 
evaluate a value. 

Populate 
Variable 
with value 

Text Yes (Empty) XMLATTRIBUTE="Price" The name of an existing variable to receive the evaluated Xpath 
expression's value. 

Session 
Name 

Text No (Empty) SESSIONNAME="FirstXMLSession" The session name to identify the in-memory XML document to 
use in subsequent XML steps. This allows several in memory 
XML documents to be active simultaneously. 
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Extract XML Fragment 
Extracts an XML fragment (i.e. a collection of nodes) located at the specified XPath and saves it to a new file. 

 

AWE's XML actions require a basic understanding of XML and related terms, such as XPath, DTD, and XSLT. 

Declaration 
<AMXMLEXTRACTFRAGMENT XPATH="text" XMLDESTINATION="text" ROOTNODENAME="text" OVERWRITEFILE="text [options]" /> 

Example 
<AMXMLEXTRACTFRAGMENT XPATH="/BookMarks/Money" XMLDESTINATION="C:\Output.xml" OVERWRITEFILE="YES" 
ROOTNODENAME="Automate" SESSIONNAME="XML1" /> 

See Also 

Create XML Node, Delete XML Node, Edit XML Node, End XML Session, Evaluate Xpath Expression, Merge XML Files, Output XML, Read XML 
Node, Sign XML Document, Start XML Session, Transform XML, Validate XML File, Verify XML Document, XML Node to Dataset 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
XPath 
Expression 

Text Yes (Empty) XPATH="/BookStore/Books/Price" The Xpath expression to the node which you want to 
fragment from the current XML document. 

Output File Text Yes (Empty) XMLDESTINATION="C:\ExtractedXML.xml" The file in which you want to store the fragment as a first 
child of root node. 

Root node 
name of 
output 

Text Yes (Empty) ROOTNODENAME="RootNodeName" The name of the root node for the new XML file. 

Overwrite 
if File 
Exists 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEFILE="YES" If set to Yes, specifies that if the file already exists, it will 
be overwritten with the new document. If set to NO 
(default), the step fails if the file already exists. 

Session 
Name 

Text No (Empty) SESSIONNAME="FirstXMLSession" The session name to identify the in-memory XML 
document to use in subsequent XML steps. This allows 
several in memory XML documents to be active 
simultaneously. 
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Merge XML Files 
Merges two XML files together into one XML file. XPaths can be provided to customize both insertion points into the host XML file as well as node 
offsets from the file being merged. If the user provides the Xpath expression for File 2 then that XML fragment from File 2 is appended to File 1. 

 

AWE's XML actions require a basic understanding of XML and related terms, such as XPath, DTD, and XSLT. 

Declaration 
<AMXMLMERGEFILES FILEB="text" XPATH1="text" XPATH2="text"/> 

Example 
<AMXMLMERGEFILES FILEB="C:\Automate\Append.xml" /> 

See Also 

Create XML Node, Delete XML Node, Edit XML Node, End XML Session, Evaluate Xpath Expression, Read XML Node, Sign XML Document, 
Start XML Session, Transform XML, Validate XML File, Verify XML Document, XML Node to Dataset 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
File 2 Text Yes (Empty) FILEB="C:\Automate\Append.XML" The file in which to merge into the current XML document. 

Xpath 
Expression 
for XML 
Document 
(Optional) 

Text No (Empty) XPATH1="/Root1" The file in which you want to store the fragment as a first child of 
root node. 

Xpath 
Expression 
for File2 
(Optional) 

Text Yes (Empty) XPATH2="/Root2" The Xpath expression identifying the offset node for second file. 

Session 
Name 

Text No (Empty) SESSIONNAME="FirstXMLSession" The session name to identify the in-memory XML document to 
use in subsequent XML steps. This allows several in memory 
XML documents to be active simultaneously. 
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Output XML 
DOutputs the in-memory representation of the XML session, for example, to a file or variable before ending the XML session. Using this action 
does not end the session, thus allowing subsequent XML steps to continue using the session. Outputs XML data currently saved onto a document 
or variable. 

 

AWE's XML actions require a basic understanding of XML and related terms, such as XPath, DTD, and XSLT. 
When creating an XML task, it is required that an XML session name is initially generated using the Start XML Session action. This session 
can be identified by subsequent XML steps which include the same session name. This allows several XML documents to be active 
simultaneously within the same task. When an XML session is created, the XML file bound by that session becomes locked. An End XML 
Session action can be used to end the current session. This frees the session name to be used in a different session and unlocks the XML 
file bound to that session. 
During an XML session, modifications are not performed on the original XML file bound by that session. Rather, as a safety measure, a copy 
of the file is saved to memory upon the creation of a session. Any modifications performed by subsequent XML steps are performed on the 
copy of the XML data saved to memory. The Output XML File action can be used to output the in-memory representation of the XML session 
to a file or variable before ending the XML session. Using this action does not change the XML or end the session, thus allowing subsequent 
XML steps to continue using the session. 

eclaration 
<AMXMLOUTPUT OUTPUTTYPE="text [options]" XMLFILETYPE="text [options]" XMLDESTINATION="text" OVERWRITEFILE="text 
[options]" /> 

Example 
<AMXMLOUTPUT OUTPUTTYPE="File" XMLFILETYPE="Original" /> 
Note : Outputting the changes into same file 
<AMXMLOUTPUT OUTPUTTYPE="Variable" RESULTVARIABLE="OutputXML" / 
Note : Putting the XML document data into Variable. 

See Also 

Delete XML Node, Evaluate Xpath Expression, Extract XML Fragment, Merge XML Files, Read XML Node, Sign XML Document, Start XML 
Session, Transform XML, Validate XML File, Verify XML Document, XML Node to Dataset 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Output to Text 

(options) 
Yes File OUTPUTTYPE="Variable" Specifies where to store the XML document after you have 

modified it using different XML actions. The available options 
are: 

• File - Use this option if you want to store it in new file 
or an original file. 

• Variable - Use this option if you want to store XML 
data into a variable. 

Save 
XML 
Document 
To 

Text 
(options) 

No New 
File 

XMLFILETYPE="Original" Specifies the file you want to save the XML document into. 
This option only appears if you select the File option under the 
Output To drop-down. The available options are: 

• New File - Stores the current XML document into 
new file 

• Original File - During Start XML Session if new file is 
created or existing file is used, then this option will 
use that file to store the modified XML document. 

Output 
XML File 

Text No (Empty) XMLDESTINATION="a" The destination XML file. This parameter is active only if the 
Save XML Document To parameter is set to New File. 

Overwrite 
if file 
exists 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEFILE="YES" If set to YES, any output XML file that already exists will be 
overwritten. This parameter is set to NO by default and 
becomes active only if the Save XML Document To 
parameter is set to New File. 

Session 
Name 

Text No (Empty) SESSIONNAME="FirstXMLSession" The session name to identify the in-memory XML document to 
use in subsequent XML steps. This allows several in memory 
XML documents to be active simultaneously. 
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Read XML Node 
Retrieves the XML node value (or attribute value, if specified) located at the position expressed by the XPath and places it into a variable. 
Commonly used to read and validate an XML document by node type. 

 

AWE's XML actions require a basic understanding of XML and related terms, such as XPath, DTD, and XSLT. 

Declaration 
<AMXMLREADNODE XPATH="text" ATTRNAME="text" RESULTVARIABLE="text" /> 

Example 

Read node value at XPath location "/bookstore/book/price" and place it into variable "BookPrice". Sessionname is "XMLSession1". 
<AMXMLREADNODE XPATH="/bookstore/book/price" RESULTVARIABLE="BookPrice" /> 

See Also 

Delete XML Node, Evaluate Xpath Expression, Extract XML Fragment, Merge XML Files, Sign XML Document, Start XML Session, Transform 
XML, Validate XML File, Verify XML Document, XML Node to Dataset 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
XPath 
Expression 

Text Yes (Empty) XPATH="/BookStore/Books/Price" The Xpath expression to the XML node in which to read. 

Attribute 
(optional) 

Text No (Empty) XMLATTRIBUTE="Price" The XML node's attribute name. 

Populate 
variable 
with value 

Text No (Empty) NEWVALUE="NewValue" The variable to populate with the node or attribute value. 

Session 
Name 

Text No (Empty) SESSIONNAME="FirstXMLSession" The session name to identify the in-memory XML document to 
use in subsequent XML steps. This allows several in memory 
XML documents to be active simultaneously. 
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Sign XML Document 
Signs an XML file with the specified key. Signing an XML file provides a means of verification that the file has not been modified. Use the Verify 
XML action to verify a previously signed XML file. Signatures can be added using Key Container or Public/Private Key file generated using 
Generate Key Files action in the Cryptography Plug-in. The user can tell if anyone has changed the original XML file. 

 

AWE's XML actions require a basic understanding of XML and related terms, such as XPath, DTD, and XSLT. 

Declaration 
<AMXMLSIGN SIGNUSING="text [options]" KEYCONTAINERNAME="text" KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="text" KEYPAIRFILE="text" 
PASSWORD="text"/> 

Example 1 - Sign XML document using key container (level USER). 
<AMXMLSIGN SIGNUSING="KEYCONTAINER" KEYCONTAINERNAME="myContainer" KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="USER" SESSION="myXMLSession" 
/> 

Example 2 - Sign XML file using a public/private key pair file. 
<AMXMLSIGN SIGNUSING="KEYFILE" KEYPAIRFILE="C:\Temp\myKey.pri" PASSWORD="AM2h7iOD6MfRFWVuJkPsR9EVea4/Q/CHyVVaME" 
SESSION="myXMLSession" /> 

See Also 

Create XML Node, Delete XML Node, End XML Session, Evaluate Xpath Expression, Extract XML Fragment, Merge XML Files, Output XML, 
Read XML Node, Transform XML, Validate XML File, Verify XML Document, XML Node to Dataset 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Sign 
using 

Text 
(options) 

No Key 
Container 

SIGNUSING="Keyfile" The method in which to sign the XML document. The 
available options are: 

• Key Container (default) - Signing will be 
performed using a key container. 

• Key File - Signing will be performed using a 
key file (normally a pri or.pfx file). You can 
generate a key file using the Generate Key 
File action. 

NOTE: Different parameters become available 
depending on which option is selected. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Key 
container 
name 

Text Yes if 
signing 

method is 
Key 

Container 

(Empty) KEYCONTAINERNAME="AWE" The name of the key container to identify which private 
or public key to use. You can select the key container 
by clicking Select Key Container. This opens a key 
container browser allowing you to select from a list of 
available keys. This parameter is available only if the 
Sign Using parameter is set to Key Container. 

Key 
container 
level 

Text No User KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="Computer" Specifies the level in which the keys are stored. This 
parameter is available only if the Sign Using 
parameter is set to Key Container. The available 
options are: 

• User Level (Default) 
• Machine Level 

Keypair 
file 

Text Yes if 
signing 

method is 
Key File 

(Empty) KEYPAIRFILE="c:\temp\secret.pri" The path and file name of the public key (.pfx or.pri) 
file on your system in which to sign the document with. 
This parameter is available only if the Sign Using 
parameter is set to Key File. 

Password Text Yes if 
signing 

method is 
Key File 

(Empty) PASSWORD="encrypted" The password used to authenticate the public key. 
This is normally required during creation of the private 
key (usually used for.pfx file). This parameter is 
available only if the Sign Using parameter is set to 
Key File. 

Session 
Name 

Text No XMLSession1 SESSIONNAME="FirstXMLSession" The session name created by a previous Start XML 
Session step that this action should identify with. This 
allows several in-memory XML documents to be active 
simultaneously within the same task. 

Comparing Computer-Level and User-Level RSA Key Containers 

User-level RSA key containers are stored with the Windows user profile for a particular user and can be used to encrypt and decrypt information 
for applications that run under that specific user identity. User-level RSA key containers can be useful if you want to ensure that the RSA key 
information is removed when the Windows user profile is removed. However, because you must be logged in with the specific user account that 
makes use of the user-level RSA key container in order to encrypt or decrypt protected configuration sections, they are inconvenient to use. 

Computer-level RSA key containers are available to all users that can log in to a computer, by default, and are the most useful as you can use 
them to encrypt or decrypt protected configuration sections while logged in with an administrator account. A computer-level RSA key container can 
be used to protect information for a single application, all the applications on a server, or a group of applications on a server that run under the 
same user identity. Although computer-level RSA key containers are available to all users, they can be secured with NTFS Access Control Lists 
(ACLs) so that only required users can access them. 
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Description Tab 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description.  

Setting custom step description 

Error Handling Options 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Start XML Session 
Creates a new XML session based on an XML file or specified text. This session can be used in subsequent XML steps to modify an in-memory 
(saved to memory) copy of the XML data. Multiple XML documents can be saved to memory simultaneously allowing several sessions to exist 
within a single task. Since the XML data is saved to memory, no modifications are made to the original document. Use the Output XML action to 
output the final XML data to the original XML file or optionally, a new file. Use the End XML Session action to end an active session. Used to 
create an in-memory XML document to be used in subsequent XML actions. 

 

AWE's XML actions require a basic understanding of XML and related terms, such as XPath, DTD, and XSLT. When creating an XML task, it 
is required that an XML session name is initially generated using the Start XML Session action. This session can be identified by subsequent 
XML steps which include the same session name. This allows several XML documents to be active simultaneously within the same task.  
When an XML session is created, the XML file bound by that session becomes locked. An End XML Session action can be used to end the 
current session. This frees the session name to be used in a different session and unlocks the XML file bound to that session. 
During an XML session, modifications are not performed on the original XML file bound by that session. Rather, as a safety measure, a copy 
of the file is saved to memory upon the creation of a session. Any modifications performed by subsequent XML steps are performed on the 
copy of the XML data saved to memory. The Output XML File action can be used to output the in-memory representation of the XML session 
to a file or variable before ending the XML session. Using this action does not change the XML or end the session, thus allowing subsequent 
XML steps to continue using the session. 

Declaration 
<AMXMLSTARTSESSION XMLDOCUMENTFROM="NewFile" FILE="text" ROOTNODENAME="text" NEWVALUE="text" OVERWRITEFILE="YES/NO" 
DEFAULTNAMESPACE="text" DEFAULTNSPREFIX="text"><Attribute Name="text" Value="text" /><Attribute Name="text" 
Value="text" /></AMXMLSTARTSESSION> 
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Example 1 - Start an XML session that originates from an existing XML file. 
<AMXMLSTARTSESSION XMLDOCUMENTFROM="ExistingFile" FILE="C:\Tutorials\XML Data\book.xml" /> 

Example 2 - Start an XML session that originates from a newly created XML file. 
<AMXMLSTARTSESSION XMLDOCUMENTFROM="NewFile" FILE="C:\Tutorials\XML Data\NewFile.xml" ROOTNODENAME="Automate" 
NEWVALUE="AWE" OVERWRITEFILE="YES" DEFAULTNAMESPACE="http://netauto.com/schema" DEFAULTNSPREFIX="edi"><Attribute 
Name="Version" Value="7" /><Attribute Name="License" Value="Standard" /></AMXMLSTARTSESSION> 

Example 3 - Start an XML session that originates from the specified text. 
<AMXMLSTARTSESSION XMLDOCUMENTFROM="Text" XMLTEXT="&lt;?xml version=&quot;1.0&quot; encoding=&quot;UTF-
8&quot;?&gt;&#xD;&#xA;&lt;Automate&gt;No Code No Limit!&lt;/Automate&gt;" /> 

See Also 

Create XML Node, Delete XML Node, End XML Session, Evaluate Xpath Expression, Extract XML Fragment, Merge XML Files, Output XML, 
Read XML Node, Sign XML Document, Transform XML, Validate XML File, Verify XML Document, XML Node to Dataset 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Start XML 
session 
from 

Text 
(options) 

Yes Existing 
File 

XMLDOCUMENTFROM="NewFile" Specifies where the XML data should derive from in order to 
start the new session. The XML data will be saved into 
memory. Different parameters become active depending on 
which option is selected. The available options are: 

• Existing File (Default) - The XML data originates 
from an existing file. This option allows you to 
browse for an existing XML file to use. 

• New File - Creates a new XML file to use. 
• Text - The XML data originates from specific text. 

Save XML 
document 
to 

Text Yes if 
XML 

session 
derives 
from a 
new or 
existing 

file 

(Empty) FILE="c:\foldername\file.XML" The path and file name of the new or existing XML file. This 
parameter is active only if the Start XML session from 
parameter is set to Existing File or New File. 

Overwrite if 
file exists 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEFILE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that if an XML file with the same 
name already exists at the specified location, it will be 
overwritten with the new file. If set to NO (default), the step 
fails if the file already exists. This parameter is active only if 
the Start XML session from parameter is set to New File. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Root node 
name 

Text Yes if 
XML 

session 
derives 
from a 
new file 

(Empty) ROOTNODENAME="Automate" The root node name for new XML file. This parameter is 
active only if the Start XML session from parameter is set 
to New File. 

Root node 
value 
(optional) 

Text No (Empty) NEWVALUE="Value" The root node value for the new XML file. This parameter is 
active only if the Start XML session from parameter is set 
to New File. 

Default 
namespace 
(optional) 

Text No (Empty) DEFAULTNAMESPACE= 
"http://net.com/schema" 

The default namespace for the new XML file. An XML 
namespace is a collection of element type and attribute 
names that are uniquely identified by the name of the unique 
XML namespace of which they are a part. This parameter is 
active only if the Start XML session from parameter is set 
to New File. 

Prefix for 
default 
namespace 
(optional) 

Text No (Empty) DEFAULTNSPREFIX="edi" The prefix of the default namespace for the new XML file. A 
namespace prefix is a text string assigned as an element 
name prefix to a namespace. When an element name is 
preceded by the prefix and a colon, then that element is in 
that assigned namespace. This parameter is active only if 
the Start XML session from parameter is set to New File. 

Text Text Yes if 
XML 

session 
derives 

from text 

(Empty) XMLTEXT="theText" The text that the XML data should originate from. This 
parameter is active only if the Start XML session from 
parameter is set to Text. 

Session 
Name 

Text No (Empty) SESSIONNAME="FirstXMLSession" The session name to identify the in-memory XML document 
to use in subsequent XML steps. This allows several in 
memory XML documents to be active simultaneously. 
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Attributes Tab 

Use these properties to insert attributes into the new node. 

NOTE: These properties become active only if the Start XML session from parameter is set to New File. 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Attribute 
Name 

Text No (Empty) Name="AttributeName" The name of the attribute to insert. 

Attribute 
value 

Text No (Empty) Value="AttributeValue" The value of the attribute. 

Available 
buttons 

        Use the following buttons in visual mode if needed: 
• Move Up - Move the attribute name/value up one line. 
• Move Down - Move the attribute name/value down one line. 
• Add - Add a new attribute name/value to the list. 
• Remove - Remove an existing attribute name/value. 

Namespace Tab 

Use these properties to insert a namespace prefix and URI into the new node. 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Prefix Text No (Empty) PREFIX="PrefixName" The prefix associated to the namespace. 

Use the following buttons in visual mode if needed: 
• Move Up - Move the namespace up one line. 
• Move Down - Move the namespace down one line. 
• Add - Add a namespace to the list. 
• Remove - Remove an existing namespace from the list. 

Namespace 
URI 

Text No (Empty) URI="URIName" The URI associated to the namespace. 
Use the following buttons in visual mode if needed: 

• Move Up - Move the namespace up one line. 
• Move Down - Move the namespace down one line. 
• Add - Add a namespace to the list. 
• Remove - Remove an existing namespace from the list. 
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Transform XML 
Transforms an XML file into HTML using an XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation) file. You can also provide the XSLT 
parameter which will be replaced by its value dynamically. XSLT is an XML-based language used for the transformation of XML documents into 
other XML documents. The original document is not changed; rather, a new document is created based on the content of an existing one. The 
new document can be output to HTML or plain text. Often used to convert XML data into HTML documents for display as a web page. 

 

AWE's XML actions require a basic understanding of XML and related terms, such as XPath, DTD, and XSLT. 

Declaration 
<AMXMLTRANSFORM XSLTFILE="text" HTMLFILE="text" OVERWRITEFILE="YES/NO" SESSIONNAME="Text"><XSLTParameter Name="text" 
Value="text" /></AMXMLTRANSFORM>> 

Example 

This example demonstrates how AWE transforms an XML file into HTML. It performs the following steps: 

1. Starts an XML session 

2. Transforms the XML file into HTML using an XSLT file. 

3. Ends the XML session. 
<AMXMLSTARTSESSION XMLDOCUMENTFROM="ExistingFile" FILE="C:\Tutorials\XML Data\XSLT Files\order.xml" 
SESSIONNAME="One" /> 
<AMXMLTRANSFORM XSLTFILE="C:\Tutorials\XML Data\XSLT Files\order.xsl" HTMLFILE="C:\Tutorials\XML Data\XSLT 
Files\Order.html" OVERWRITEFILE="YES" SESSIONNAME="One"><XSLTParameter Name="discount" Value="10th May 2008" 
/></AMXMLTRANSFORM> 
<AMXMLENDSESSION SESSIONNAME="One" /> 

See Also 

Create XML Node, Delete XML Node, End XML Session, Evaluate Xpath Expression, Extract XML Fragment, Merge XML Files, Output XML, 
Read XML Node, Sign XML Document, Validate XML File, Verify XML Document, XML Node to Dataset 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
XSLT 
File 

Text Yes (Empty) XSLTFILE="C:\Log\Auto.xsl" The path and file name of XSLT file that resides on the local 
system which will be used to transform the specified XML file. 

HTML 
File 

Text Yes (Empty) HTMLFILE="C:\Log\Output.html" The path and file name on the local system in which to output 
the HTML file. If the file does not exist, it will be created at 
runtime. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Overwrite 
if File 
Exists 

Yes/No No No OVERWRITEFILE="YES" If set to YES, specifies that if the HTML file already exists, it will 
be overwritten with the new file. If set to NO, the step will fail if 
the file already exists. 

Session 
Name 

Text No (Empty) SESSIONNAME="FirstXMLSession" The session name created by a previous Start XML Session 
step that this action should identify with. This allows several in-
memory XML documents to be active simultaneously within the 
same task. 

XSLT Parameter Tab 

(Optional) If the XSLT file has parameters that can be dynamically replaced in the HTML file during transformation, you can specify them using 
these properties. This also adds a new node parameter into the AML code. (Example: <Parameter Name="Make" Value="BMW" />). 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Parameter 
Name 

Text No (Empty) Name="Make" The path and file name of XSLT file that resides on the local system which will be used 
to transform the specified XML file. 
Use the following buttons in visual mode if needed: 

• Move Up - Move the parameter name/value up one line. 
• Move Down - Move the parameter name/value down one line. 
• Add - Add a parameter name/value to the list. 
• Remove - Remove an existing parameter name/value from the list. 

Parameter 
Value 

Text No (Empty) Value="BMW" The path and file name on the local system in which to output the HTML file. If the file 
does not exist, it will be created at runtime. 
Use the following buttons in visual mode if needed: 

• Move Up - Move the parameter name/value up one line. 
• Move Down - Move the parameter name/value down one line. 
• Add - Add a parameter name/value to the list. 
• Remove - Remove an existing parameter name/value from the list. 

Validate XML File 
Validates that an XML file in session is well-formed, schema compliant or DTD compliant. 

 

AWE's XML actions require a basic understanding of XML and related terms, such as XPath, DTD, and XSLT. 

Declaration 
<AMXMLVALIDATION VALIDATIONTYPE="text [options]"><Schema FileName="text" /></AMXMLVALIDATION> 
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Example 
Validate that XML file adheres to the specified schema. Sessionname is "Two". 

<AMXMLVALIDATION VALIDATIONTYPE="SCHEMA" SESSION="Two"><Schema FileName="C:\Tutorials\XML Data\Schema 
Files\booksSchema.xsd" /></AMXMLVALIDATION> 

See Also 

Create XML Node, Delete XML Node, End XML Session, Evaluate Xpath Expression, Extract XML Fragment, Merge XML Files, Output XML, 
Read XML Node, Sign XML Document, Validate XML File, Verify XML Document, XML Node to Dataset 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Validation 
Type 

Text 
(options

) 

Yes Key 
Contain

er 

VALIDATIONTYPE="Schema" The type of validation in which the in-memory XML document 
should pass through. The available options are: 

• Well-Formed (Default) - Specifies that the XML file 
conforms to the rules that govern a well-formed 
document. 

• Schema - Choose this option to activate the schema 
(.xsd) file(s) option. 

• DTD - Choose this option to activate DTD validation. 

Schema 
Files 

Text Yes (Empty
) 

<Schema FileName= 
"C:\Schema\database.xsd" 

Specifies the schema files to validate in-memory XML document 
against. This parameter is available only if the Validation Type 
parameter is set to Schema. 
Click Add to add a new schema file to the list which the in 
memory xml file will be validated against. 
Click Remove to remove a schema file from the list. 

Session 
Name 

Text No (Empty
) 

SESSIONNAME="FirstXMLSes
sion" 

The session name created by a previous Start XML Session step 
that this action should identify with. This allows several in-
memory XML documents to be active simultaneously within the 
same task. 

Description Tab 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Handling Options 
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XML Levels of Accuracy 

An XML document has two levels of accuracy: 
1. Well-formed. A well-formed document conforms to all of XML's syntax rules. For example, if an element has an opening tag with no closing tag and is 

not self-closing, it is not well-formed. A document that is not well-formed is not considered to be XML and a conforming parser is not allowed to process 
it. 

2. Valid. A valid document additionally conforms to some semantic rules. These rules are either user-defined, or included as an XML schema or DTD. For 
example, if a document contains an undefined tag, then it is not valid; a validating parser is not allowed to process it 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 

Verify XML Document 
Verifies whether the signature of the specified XML file is valid. If the XML file has been signed, this action can detect modifications made to that 
file that may invalidate the signature. Commonly used to verify the integrity of an XML file. 

 

AWE's XML actions require a basic understanding of XML and related terms, such as XPath, DTD, and XSLT. 

Declaration 
<AMXMLVERIFY VERIFYUSING="KEYFILE" PUBKEYFILE="text" /> 

- or - 
<AMXMLVERIFY VERIFYUSING="KEYCONTAINER" KEYCONTAINERNAME="text" KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="text (options)" /> 

Example 1 - Verify an XML document using a key container. 
<AMXMLVERIFY VERIFYUSING="KEYCONTAINER" KEYCONTAINERNAME="David" KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="USER" SESSIONNAME="Session4" /> 

Example 2 - Verify an XML document using a key file. 
<AMXMLVERIFY VERIFYUSING="KEYFILE" PUBKEYFILE="C:\Sing.pfx" PASSWORD="AM17o9+6JHieFc=aME" /> 

See Also 

Create XML Node, Delete XML Node, End XML Session, Evaluate Xpath Expression, Extract XML Fragment, Merge XML Files, Output XML, 
Read XML Node, Sign XML Document, Transform XML, Validate XML File, XML Node to Dataset 
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General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Verify 
Using 

Text 
(options) 

Yes Key 
Container 

VERIFYUSING="Keyfile" The method in which to verify the XML document. The 
available options are: 

• Key Container (default) - Verification will be 
performed using a key container. 

• Key File - Verification will be performed using a 
key file. 

NOTE: Different parameters become active depending on 
which option is selected. 

Key 
container 
name 

Text Yes (Empty) KEYCONTAINERNAME="Automate" The name of the key container to identify which private or 
public key to use. You can select the key container by 
clicking Select Key Container. This opens a key container 
browser allowing you to select from a list of available keys. 
This parameter is available only if the Verify Using 
parameter is set to Key Container. 

Key 
container 
level 

Text Yes User KEYCONTAINERLEVEL="Machine" Specifies the level in which the keys are stored. This 
parameter is available only if the Verify Using parameter is 
set to Key Container. The available options are: 

• User Level (Default) 
• Machine Level 

Public 
key file 

Text Yes (Empty) KEYPAIRFILE="c:\secret.pri" The path and file name of the public key (.pfx or.pri) file on 
your system. This parameter is available only if the Verify 
Using parameter is set to Key File. 

Password Text Yes (Empty) PASSWORD="password" The password used to authenticate the public key. This is 
normally required during creation of the private key (usually 
used for.pfx file). This parameter is available only if the 
Verify Using parameter is set to Key File. 

Session 
Name 

Text No (Empty) SESSIONNAME="FirstXMLSession" The session name created by a previous Start XML Session 
step that this action should identify with. This allows several 
in-memory XML documents to be active simultaneously 
within the same task. 

Comparing Computer-Level and User-Level RSA Key Containers 

User-level RSA key containers are stored with the Windows user profile for a particular user and can be used to encrypt and decrypt information 
for applications that run under that specific user identity. User-level RSA key containers can be useful if you want to ensure that the RSA key 
information is removed when the Windows user profile is removed. However, because you must be logged in with the specific user account that 
makes use of the user-level RSA key container in order to encrypt or decrypt protected configuration sections, they are inconvenient to use. 
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Computer-level RSA key containers are available to all users that can log in to a computer, by default, and are the most useful as you can use 
them to encrypt or decrypt protected configuration sections while logged in with an administrator account. A computer-level RSA key container can 
be used to protect information for a single application, all the applications on a server, or a group of applications on a server that run under the 
same user identity. Although computer-level RSA key containers are available to all users, they can be secured with NTFS Access Control Lists 
(ACLs) so that only required users can access them. 

For more information, refer to http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/f5cs0acs.aspx 

XML Node to Dataset 
Retrieves the text value or XPath expression of each node in a document tree or the value of a specific attribute and populates a dataset with the 
results. Used to gather information regarding node objects or attributes in a document tree. 

 

AWE's XML actions require a basic understanding of XML and related terms, such as XPath, DTD and XSLT. 

Declaration 
<AMXMLNODEITERATOR XPATH="text" RESULTDATASET="theDataset" /> 

Example 

This example creates a dataset named "NodeSet" containing XML node values of type "AttributeValue" at XPath location "/bookstore/book." The 
dataset is then looped and a message box appears within each iteration displaying the value. 

<AMXMLNODEITERATOR XPATH="/bookstore/book" RESULTDATASET="NodeSet" VARVALUETYPE="AttributeValue" ATTRNAME="category" 
/> 
<AMLOOP TYPE="DATASET" DATASET="NodeSet"> 
<AMSHOWDIALOG>%NodeSet.Value%</AMSHOWDIALOG> 
</AMLOOP> 
<AMXMLENDSESSION /> 

See Also 

Create XML Node, Delete XML Node, End XML Session, Evaluate Xpath Expression, Extract XML Fragment, Merge XML Files, Output XML, 
Read XML Node, Sign XML Document, Transform XML, Validate XML File 

General Tab 

Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
XPath 
Expression 

Text Yes (Empty) XPATH="sum(//price/text())" The XPath Expression from the current XML document 
from which to retrieve values. 

Create the 
dataset of 
node 
values 

Text Yes (Empty) RESULTDATASET="theDataset" The name of the dataset in which to create and 
populate with the node or attribute values. 
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Property Type Required Default Markup Description 
Session 
Name 

Text No XMLSession1 SESSIONNAME="MainXMLSession" The name the session created in a previous Start XML 
Session step in which to identify the in-memory XML 
document that this step should reference. Sessions 
allow several in-memory XML documents to be active 
simultaneously. 

Populate 
dataset 
with 

Text 
(options) 

No Text value of 
each node 

VARVALUETYPE="XpathValue" Indicates the type of information to populate the 
specified dataset with. The available options are: 

• Text value of each node (default) 
• Value of a specific attribute 
• XPath expression of each node 

Attribute 
name 

Text No No ATTRNAME="v" The name of the attribute in which to retrieve values 
from. This parameter is available only if the Populate 
dataset with parameter is set to Value of a specific 
attribute. 

Description Tab 

This action includes the Description tab for entering a custom step description. 

Setting custom step description 

Error Handling Options 

Variables and Expressions 

All text fields allow the use of expressions, which can be entered by surrounding the expression in percentage signs (example: %MYVARIABLE%, 
% Left('Text',2)%). To help construct these expressions, you can open Expression Builder from these fields by pressing F2. 

Variables 

Expressions 

The Expression Builder 
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Introduction to AML 
AML (Automation Markup Language) is the primary internal language used by AWE Tasks. It is a 
markup language similar to HTML or XML that it is designed to facilitate the building of automation 
solutions in Windows. Powerful, scalable, and easy to use, AML is comprised of over 230 actions and 
hundreds of functions and instructions with built-in support for variables, constants, and expressions. 

Actions (also known as steps or tags), are objects which encapsulate common things that a user may 
need to automate in Windows. These include running a program, opening a web page, sending 
keystrokes to an application, clicking a button, downloading a file, running a database query, and much 
more. 

BASIC Scripting encompasses all available functions that may be used either as expressions inside any 
task step by surrounding the function in % signs, or inside a BASIC script by using the BASIC Script 
action. It is not necessary to use BASIC scripting to use AML. BASIC scripting is only available to extend 
the built-in capabilities of AML. 

Arrays 
Arrays are used to represent data in a task that may be different each time a task runs. But unlike 
standard variables, arrays can contain multiple rows and optionally multiple columns. Unlike datasets, 
arrays are accessed by number. For example, to retrieve the element in Row 2, Column 10, use the 
expression %arrayname(2,10)%. 

An array can be used to store data read from a text file or other system containing customer data. For 
instance, if there are 10 customers, the array would need to have 10 rows, and if the data consisted of 
firstname, lastname, and company name, it would need 3 columns and would need to be a two 
dimensional array. An array can also be a simple list of text or numeric values (multiple rows only, one 
column). This is called a one-dimensional array. 

What is the difference between a one and two dimensional array? 

An array with only one dimension is linear; it contains a list of data that can be referenced by a number. 
For example if my one dimensional array named myArray had 3 values, then: 

myArray(1) = value1 
myArray(2) = value2 
myArray(3) = value3 

In a two dimensional array, you have both rows and columns. It works like a spreadsheet. You reference 
a cell by row and column, like this: 

%Myarray(1,5)% 

Creating Arrays 

To create an array, use the Create Array action. You give your array a name and set its size. You also 
choose whether you want your array to be a one-dimensional array or two-dimensional array, sometimes 
called a matrix. 

To set a value in an array, use the Set Variable action, and for the variable name specify arrayname(row, 
column [only if two dimensional]). 

Examples 

NOTE: The code below can be copied and pasted directly into the Steps pane of the Task Builder. 

Example 1 - This is a simple task that associates each array with a color. 
<AMARRAY NAME="myarray" TYPE="TEXT" ROWS="3" /> 
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<AMSET VARIABLENAME="myarray(1)">Red</AMSET> 
<AMSET VARIABLENAME="myarray(2)">Blue</AMSET> 
<AMSET VARIABLENAME="myarray(3)">Green</AMSET> 

Example 2 - This task is a more complex task that performs loops (requires a folder called C:\test\ with a 
few files in it). 

<AMVARIABLE NAME="thefilename"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMVARIABLE NAME="counter"></AMVARIABLE> 
<AMARRAY NAME="myarray" TYPE="TEXT" ROWS="%FileCount('c:\test\')%" /> 
<AMLOOP TYPE="FOLDER" FOLDER="c:\test\" RESULTVARIABLE="thefilename"> 
<AMINCREMENTVARIABLE RESULTVARIABLE="counter" /> 
<AMSET VARIABLENAME="myarray(%counter%)">%thefilename%</AMSET> 
</AMLOOP> 
<AMLOOP TOTALLOOPS="%UBound(myarray, 1)%" RESULTVARIABLE="counter"> 
</AMLOOP> 

Datasets 
Like variables, datasets are used to represent data in a task that may be different each time a task runs. 
But unlike standard variables, datasets can contain multiple rows and columns. This is useful when 
retrieving data that describes an object or objects, or that represents a collection of data such as a 
database or spreadsheet. 

Conceptually, the data in a dataset is laid out like a table and is accessed in much the same way (i.e., by 
specifying the column and row where the data resides). Several actions in AWE create and populate 
datasets, including SQL Query, SNMP Get, Get Email actions, and many others. 

Using Datasets 

Every dataset created and used must have a unique name, much like variables. But because datasets 
are more like tables (as opposed to variables, which can be thought of more like containers that hold one 
value), they are referenced differently than other objects. When using datasets, the column name must be 
specified using the format: %datasetname.columnname%. Typically, one references a value of the 
current row at a given column (i.e., a column named "address") using an expression: 

%MyDataset.Address% 

When a dataset is created, the current row is automatically set to 1 (assuming that the dataset has any 
data, since it is possible for a dataset to have 0 rows, such as when a SQL Query returns no data). A 
dataset is of minimal use, however, unless one can access the other rows. Typically this is accomplished 
by using the Loop Dataset action. 

The Loop Dataset action takes a dataset name as a parameter and automatically increments the current 
row with each iteration. The loop continues until all the rows have been accessed. In this way, one could 
make an AWE task that performs operations on each row of the dataset while using the same expression. 

Using a 'Loop Dataset' step is not the only way to access dataset rows, however. It is possible to directly 
access a particular row of a dataset by supplying the row number within the expression. For example, if 
the dataset contains five rows and you need to get the address of row 2, use this expression: 

%MyDataset(2).Address% 

In fact, AWE allows the previous expression (i.e., %MyDataset.Address%) by assuming you mean the 
current row if an index is not specified. 
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Dataset Fields 

Most of the columns that are returned in a dataset are dictated by the action creating and populating the 
dataset. For example, when using the SQL Query action, the column names are controlled by the 
columns returned by the query. In the SNMP Get action, the column names are related to the SNMP 
information being returned. However, all datasets have a common set of columns that can be used to 
work with the dataset. These columns can be accessed the same way as other columns, though some of 
their values are read only. Also, the values of these columns are the same regardless of the row being 
accessed. 

The Datasets folder in the Expression Builder is only populated if you've created datasets, and only after 
you have run the action at least once. Only then can the Task Builder decide what type of data will be 
contained in the dataset.  

For example, if you create a dataset in the FTP action: 

 

Then run the action in the Task Builder: 
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Then the folder is populated in the Expression Builder: 

 

Common Name Description 

The table below describes the common set of columns that a dataset creates (assuming the dataset 
name assigned was theDataset). 

Name Data 
Type Return Value 

theDataset.CurrentRow Number The current row that will be accessed in the dataset by an 
expression that does not contain a specific row index. 

theDataset.TotalRows Number The total number of rows in the dataset 

theDataset.TotalColumns Number The total number of columns (not including the static columns) in the 
dataset. 

theDataset.ExecutionDate Date The date and time the dataset was created and populated 

theDataset.RowsAffected Number The number of rows affected by an update. 

theDataset.SQLQuery Text The SQL Query that was used to generate this dataset (If a SQL 
Query was not used, this value is empty). 

theDataset.Datasource Text The datasource used for the SQL Query, if applicable. 

theDataset.ColumnNames Text A comma-delimited list of the column names in the dataset 

Exclusively for the If File Exists Actions, the following columns are created (assuming the dataset name 
assigned was theDataset): 

Name Data Type Return Value 
theDataset.Name Text The name of the file. 

theDataset.Size Number The size of the file. 

theDataset.CreatedOn Date The file creation date. 

theDataset.ModifiedOn Date The date the file was last modified. 

theDataset.AccessedOn Date The date the file was last accessed. 

theDataset.IsFolder Yes/No Whether the file is a folder. 

theDataset.IsReadOnly Yes/No Whether the file's attribute is Read Only. 
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Name Data Type Return Value 
theDataset.IsArchive Yes/No Whether the file's attribute is Archive. 

theDataset.IsSystem Yes/No Whether the file's attribute is System. 

theDataset.Hidden Yes/No Whether the file's attribute is Hidden. 

theDataset.IsCompressed Yes/No Whether the file is compressed. 

theDataset.IsAccessible Yes/No Whether the file is accessible. 

Example using SQL Query action 

The SQL Query action is an example of an action that creates and populates a dataset. The fields 
contained within that dataset are determined by the query that was executed. For example if the following 
query is executed: 

SELECT firstname, lastname, company from customer where city='Los Angeles'; 

Then the following data set would be generated: 

Then the following dataset would be generated (where datasetname specifies the name of the dataset): 
datasetname.firstname 
datasetname.lastname 
datasetname.company 

A record (row) is created for each record (row) that is retrieved from the server. To access this data use 
the Loop Dataset Action to loop through the records, inside the loop you can extract the data from the 
field of your choice (from the current record) by using an embedded expression such as the one that 
follows: 

%datasetname.firstname% 

or you could combine two fields together like this: 
%datasetname.firstname + " " + datasetname.lastname% 

Embedded Expressions such as these can be used in any parameter in any action. At runtime the text 
%datasetname.firstname% is replaced by the contents of the subject of the current record. 

The percent signs (%) at the beginning and end of the variable name tell AWE that the text between the 
percent signs is an expression and should not be taken literally. Instead, it is replaced with the current 
contents of that column in the current row at runtime. 

Example 

(To use these examples, copy and paste the text below into the Task Builder.) 
<!--- Demonstrates using SQL query with Loop Dataset. Gets all customer where city 
field is San Diego. Then writes names to a file, to make this task work change the 
SQL Query connection string and query to match your database---> 
<AMSQLQUERY 
CONNECTIONSTRING="19y9I4LjuL6U1z5kWV9qNz7f2GrLdS16HzZ2IABihh5oydIvZvKxirNVsXfr02s5+
YSmraH478OnG3fyNDrnr4k2lmJKCFqoQ/poQgCblLO4gyfnpETTF3SS5ARqugxsajhx7hYL0OypO7YoBsI0
EMMvOE56AM64O" RESULTDATASET=" myresults">SELECT firstname, lastname from customer 
where city='San Diego';</AMSQLQUERY> 
<AMLOOPDATASET DATASET="myresults"> 
<AMFILEWRITE FILE="c:\ customerlist.txt">%myresults.firstname% 
%myresults.lastname%</AMFILEWRITE> 
</AMLOOP> 
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<!--- This example checks the pop3 mailbox and if a message contains the subject 
'Get out of Debt' then it is deleted. To make this task work - modify both POP3 
steps with the proper server and account information ---> 
<AMPOP3MAIL RESULTDATASET="themessages" SERVER="mail.server.com" 
USERNAME="username" PASSWORD="1Zb00y6hQv2ZqWN7qDphOEw=="> 
<AMLOOPDATASET DATASET="themessages"> 
<AMIFCONTAINS TEXT="%themessages.Subject%" SUBSTRING="get out of debt"> 
<AMPOP3MAIL ACTION="remove_message" MESSAGE="%themessages.currentrow%" 
RESULTDATASET="themessages" SERVER="mail.server.com" USERNAME="username" 
PASSWORD="1Zb00y6hQv2ZqWN7qDphOEw=="> 
</AMIF> 
</AMLOOP> 

Expressions 
An expression, in programming, is a combination of symbols that represents a value. The expression is 
interpreted according to the rules of the programming language and a value is returned. 

AWE's Expressions feature provides a quick and easy way to evaluate a simple BASIC expression right 
inside a step’s parameters. Expressions work by taking the text found between percentage signs and 
passing it to the BASIC expression interpreter. The result of the expression is then returned and replaces 
the expression (including the percentage signs) at runtime. 

Using Expressions 

Many actions you might want to perform with expressions are already contained in AWE Actions. 
However, you can use expressions to expand on the available actions. You can build expressions to 
resolve dynamic data at run time using functions, variables, constants, and operators. 

Example 1: simple mathematical expression 

In this example, we want a task to do a simple mathematical calculation and display the results in a 
message box. 

1. In the Task Builder, add the Message Box action to the task. 

2. Specify %4+4% in the Message Box action’s Message to display parameter. 
 
Since the phrase 4+4 is surrounded in percentage signs, AWE knows that it should try to resolve 
this value and not display it literally. To resolve the expression, the value between the percentage 
signs is passed to the expression evaluator, where it is processed and the result is returned. At 
runtime, only the result (8) will be displayed. 

Example 2: expression with variable 

Expressions can also contain variables inside the expression. Taking the previous example a step further, 
assume we now want the task to give the user the ability to enter a number he would like squared. 

1. Use the Create Variable action to create a variable, NUMTOSQUARE, that will contain the user's 
response to the question. 

2. Create an Input Box step to display the question What number would you like squared? and 
populate the NUMTOSQUARE variable with the answer. 

3. Create a Message Box step that displays the result by use of an expression multiplying the 
variable by itself. %NUMTOSQUARE * NUMTOSQUARE% 
 
The task is shown below. You can copy and paste this into the Task Builder and click Run to see 
how it works. 
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<!--- Create the variable ---> 
< AMVARIABLE NAME="NUMTOSQUARE">1</ AMVARIABLE> 
<!--- Ask the user to enter a number ---> 
< AMINPUTBOX WINDOWTITLE="Enter a number" RESULTVARIABLE="NUMTOSQUARE">Which number 
would you liked squared?</ AMINPUTBOX> 

Notice that we first had to create the variable we intend to use. All variables to be passed into a scripting 
language, either explicitly through the use of a BASIC script step or implicitly through the use of an 
expression, need to be created first. You can accomplish this using the Create Variable action. 

Variable names are not case sensitive; the variables are capitalized here for clarity. 

Because each expression is passed to the scripting language engine, any command available from a 
common BASIC script is available to you for use in expressions in your step parameters. Refer to the 
BASIC Language Reference for more details on these powerful commands. 

Variables 
A variable (or local variable) is a place holder for a changeable value. Variables allow you to set up 
actions to be performed on values that will not be known until the task is run. You set up variables in Task 
Builder when you create the steps of a task. 

Variables are commonly used when a task involves collecting data from a source and then performing 
some action on it. You use the variable to contain the collected data, and then set up the actions to be 
performed on the data by referencing the variable. For example you could create a variable that will be 
populated with the user's input in a form or message box. In another step you could perform a calculation 
on the data the user entered by referencing the variable. Variables can also be used to represent data in 
a task that may be different from computer to computer or data that may be different every time the task 
executes. 

Creating Variables 

The Create Variable action generates a local variable which can be used to store dynamic values for use 
in any step of the task or any sub-tasks started with the Start Task action. You can enter a value to 
initially populate the variable during creation or the value field can be left blank. Instead, variables can be 
set with a value using the Set Variable action, which adds or changes the contents of an already existing 
variable. Certain available actions that support populating variables can also set or modify a variable's 
contents, such as the Input Box action. This action displays an input box that allows you to enter a value, 
which is saved to the variable specified. 

Once a variable is created, it becomes available for use in subsequent steps of the task. It will appear on 
drop-down lists in places where a variable can be entered, and it can be used in expressions by placing 
the variable name between percent signs (%). For example %UserInput% tells AWE to populate the 
expression with the current value of the variable named UserInput. 

It is important to note that in order for a variable to be used in a task step, it must initially be created within 
an earlier step. 

Variable Naming Conventions 

Variable names must contain only alphanumeric characters, must start with a letter, and cannot contain 
spaces. Variable names are not case-sensitive. When choosing a variable name, it is good practice to 
select a name that is descriptive of what the variable holds. For example, if a variable holds the size of a 
shoe, then name it ShoeSize or TheSize. This makes the task more comprehensible. Also, be sure to 
avoid using BASIC keywords, functions, or instructions. Names such as DATE or TIME would create a 
conflict. One way to avoid this is to include distinguishing characters in the variable name such as VAR, 
THE, or MY. For example, a date variable could be named MyDate, DateVar, or theDate. 

Variable names must be unique within a task, but can be repeated from one task to the next. For 
example, if you create a variable in one task named UserInput, you can create a variable of the same 
name in another task without any conflict occurring. 
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NOTE: You can duplicate not only variables, but whole blocks of steps and even entire tasks. For further 
information, see Copying Task Steps and Duplicating Tasks. 

Scoping & Accessibility 

Local variables created within a task function (i.e., by using Create Variable, Create Array, etc.) are 
scoped to that function. Local variables, therefore, are not visible and thus cannot be used outside the 
function in which they are created. If a variable is created within a function with the same name as a task 
variable, the local variable “hides” the task variable and takes precedence. 

Scoping a created variable to the function in which it is created has the following advantages: 

• Variables are only created when required - Because functions are distinct units designed for a 
single purpose, variables created within them are typically only needed to serve that purpose 
before returning an end result. Scoping the variables to the function keeps these variables 
localized to where they are needed. Once their purpose is complete, they are discarded. 

• Keeps temporary variables where they are needed - Many functions make use of temporary 
variables, for example when indexing an array, looping, etc. Local variables provide a means to 
create indexing or temporary variables that are only available within that function without creating 
a global variable that can be trampled on by other functions. An example of the danger of using a 
common index variable without local scoping is creating an index variable named 'I' that, in a 
loop, calls another function which itself uses a variable 'I' as an index. When the second function 
is finished, the first function will have the wrong value! Local variables avoid this problem. 

• It does not preclude the use of task variables - A function can still set and retrieve the value of 
a task variable, or assign a task variable the value of a local variable. This improves readability 
and keeps the number of variables a user needs to remember or debug to a minimum. 

• Makes tasks easier to debug - The use of local variables and task variables means there are 
less variables the user needs to keep in their head at any given time. The less you have to keep 
in mind, the smaller the chance that you’ll make an error because you forgot one of the many 
details you needed to remember. Additionally, it provides a means to separate variables in a 
debugger or other visual display. 

• Allows recursion - Recursion is impossible without local variables. Recursion relies on local 
variables to store the state of the function during each call. If a variable is scoped outside the 
function, each call of that function will overwrite the data of the previous call, thus rendering the 
recursion useless. 

A local variable’s or local array's accessibility is defined by the Variable is private option on the Create 
Variable or Create Array step. By default, this option is set to OFF and therefore the variable's default 
accessibility is public. This means that an external task can access a public local variable. 

Sub-tasks 

Sub-tasks are task files run synchronously at the step level using the Start Task action. Sub-tasks are 
treated as individual modules that maintain their own scope and accessibility. Sub-tasks can access 
public variables, functions, and extended functions of the parent task, but not vice versa. Functions and 
variables contained in the sub-task, however, whether private or public, are accessible to functions called 
within the sub-task while the sub-task is executing, exactly as if the sub-task were running independently. 
An important point to note regarding this is how events (which are functions that are optionally 
implemented by a task and called implicitly by the task engine) are scoped; a sub-task’s events are fired 
during sub-task execution, not the parent’s. This follows the rules of variable and function scoping and 
accessibility. 
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Task Variables 
Task variables are visible to all functions within a task. They provide a means of sharing common data 
between more than one function. Task variables are similar to function parameters in that they are 
composed of a name, type, and accessibility descriptor. The types supported by task variables are (and 
must remain) identical to those supported by a task function. Task variables also support optional 
descriptions. However, unlike function parameters, a task variable cannot be marked as optional. 
Advantages of Task Variables are: 

• Preservation of task-centric values - Data that is common to the entire task, and more than 
one function needs to use its contents, are candidates for elevation to a task variable. An 
example could be a variable to indicate whether or not the task is being run by particular way, or if 
the task is in “normal” or “error recovery” mode. 

• Can be used as a “named constant” - In AWE, a constant is defined at the system level. 
However, there are situations where a value is meant to be preserved throughout the lifetime of a 
task, regardless of function or external task, but not dictated by the system configuration. A Task 
Variable can accomplish this, optionally with the read-only option set. 

• Provides consistent and predictable access with external tasks - When an external task is 
called, for example by using the Start Task action, the Task Variables public variables of both 
tasks are merged together and accessible by both tasks. This allows the creation of, for example, 
utility tasks that share common data (such as a company name, version number, etc.) See the 
“External Tasks” section for more details. 

• Allows information-protection and controls access by external tasks - This can be 
accomplished by using the accessibility options of a task variable. They control which task 
variables are merged into a parent task or accessible through a task object. 

NOTE: Task variables are different from local variables which are created using the Create Variable 
action. 

Creating and Managing Task Variables 

Task variables are created and presented in a separate panel located on the Steps pane. 

 
To create a new Task Variable: 

1. In the Steps pane, click the icon to open the Task Functions/Variables table.  

 
2. This expands the panel where you can set specific parameters. 
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2. Click Add. The Task Variable dialog box appears. 

 
3. Specify the variable name, variable type, access type value, and optional description, then click 

OK. 

4. Click the new variable icon to collapse the panel. 

To edit an existing Task Variable: 

1. In the Steps pane, open the Task Functions/Variables table. 

2. Select the variable you want to edit and click Edit. 

3. Make the desired modifications then click OK when finished. Reflected changed appear in the 
main panel. 

To delete an existing Task Variable: 

1. In the Steps pane, open the Task Functions/Variables table. 

2. Select the variable you want to delete and click Remove. 

The following table describes the parameters available during task variable creation/modification. 
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Property Type Description 
Variable 
Name 

Text The name of the task variable to create. 

Variable Type Text 
(options) 

The type of task variable to create. The available options are: 
• Variable - 
• Array - 
• Dataset - 

Access Type Text (options The task variable's access type. The available options are: 
• Public - The variable is visible and accessible to external tasks. 
• Private - The variable is not visible or accessible to external 

tasks. 

Value Text The value of the task variable. 

Description Text An optional description of the task variable. 

Task Functions 
In programming, a function normally performs a calculation and returns a value. For example, the SUM 
function adds the sum of a range of values. Each function does its thing and returns a value. The power 
of functions comes from their ability to provide logical structure to an otherwise disorganized collection of 
task steps or statements and supply variable protection and modularity. This is accomplished through two 
distinct yet complimentary standards. 

NOTE: Users can continue to build tasks as they did before and may choose to use these new features at 
their own pace. 

Creating & Managing Task Functions 

Task functions exist at the root of a task structure, and thus their scoping is to the entire task. Their 
accessibility, however, can be either public or private (accessibility defines whether or not the function is 
accessible and visible to an external task). This is done by setting the ACCESS attribute of the 
AMFUNCTION element to either public or private. By default task functions have public accessibility. 

 
To create a new Task Function: 

1. In the Task Builder's Steps pane, click Make new Function. This expands the panel and displays 
specific parameter fields. 

2. Enter the name, access type, and return type of the function. By default a newly created function 
is named NewFunction. 
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3. Click Click to add new line to add a new line of parameters for the function. Multiple parameters 
can be added for a single function. 

4. Click Expand/Collapse after completion. 

To edit an existing Task Function: 

1. In the Task Builder's Steps pane, click the drop-down list that displays existing functions. 

2. Select the function you want to edit. 

3. Make the desired modifications. 

4. Click Expand/Collapse after completion. 

To delete an existing Task Function: 

1. In the Task Builder's Steps pane, click the drop-down list that displays existing functions. 

2. Select the function you want to delete. 

3. Click Delete Function. 

The following table describes the parameters available during task function creation/modification. 

Property Type Description 
Name Text The name of the function to create. This parameter defaults to the name 

NewFunction. 

Access 
Type 

Text 
(options) 

The task function's access type. The available options are: 
• Public - The function is visible and accessible to external tasks. 
• Private - The function is not visible or accessible to external tasks. 

Return Text 
(options) 

The return value. The available options are: 
• Nothing 
• Variable 
• Array 
• Dataset 

The following table describes the parameters available when adding new parameters to a task function. 

Property Type Description 
Name Text The name of the parameter to create. 

Type Text (options) The parameter type. The available options are: 
• Variable  
• Array  
• Dataset  

Optional Yes/No Whether the variable is optional or required. If set to NO (default). 

Default Value Text The variable's default value. 
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Using Functions / Extended Functions 
In computer programming, a function is predefined code which can generate various kinds of values 
depending on certain input from the user. Most programming languages such as VBScript come with a 
pre-written, built-in range of functions that perform various procedures or routines. Functions can be used 
as an expression in any task step, thus, adding more intelligence to a task and further broadening the 
functionality of AWE. Additionally, AWE contains an extensive collection of additional functions that 
increase the functionality of the AWE Scripting Engine which are called AWE extended functions. 

Function Syntax 

Most functions require other parameters in order to properly complete a procedure or routine. The general 
format of a function is its name followed by any arguments contained between parentheses: 

FunctionName (arguments) 

An argument (sometimes referred to as parameters) is a value sent to the function when it is called upon. 
By passing an argument to a function, the function is given information to work on. 

Certain functions may not need arguments to properly perform its duty. A function without arguments 
must include an empty set of parentheses (). For example, the Date() function returns the current system 
date and the Now() function returns the current date along with the time. These functions requires no 
arguments or parameters in which they need to perform any procedures on, therefore the proper syntax 
are the functions themselves, with nothing entered between the parentheses. For instance, if this was 
entered: 

Date() 

The returned result would be the current date value such as 1/1/2010. 

An example of a function which requires arguments is the Len() function, which returns the number of 
characters in a string. The syntax for this function is Len(“string”), which requires a string inside the 
parentheses on which it will perform calculations. For example, if this was entered: 

Len(“Hello”) 

The returned value would be 5. 

Another example is the AWE extended function, ExtractFileName(), which requires a path and filename 
between the parentheses from which it will extract the file name. So, if the following was entered: 

ExtractFileName("c:\foldername\filename.txt") 

The returned value would be filename.txt. 

An example of a function requiring more elaborate arguments is the Left() function, which returns a 
specified number of characters from the left side of a string. The syntax for this function is Left(“string”, 
length) which requires a valid string followed by the amount of characters to return inside the 
parentheses. If the following was entered: 

Left("AutoMate", 4) 

The return value would be Auto. 

Another example is the InsStr() function which returns the position of the first occurrence of one string 
within another. The search begins at the first character of the string. The syntax for this function is 
InStr(“string1”,“String2”). So, if the following was entered: 

InStr("Hello","o") 

The return value would be 5 signifying that the letter “o” is the fifth character in the word “Hello”. 

NOTE: Sample syntax for each function and AWE extended function can be found in the AWE Help 
document. 
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Using Functions in Steps 

Built-in VBScript functions along with AWE extended functions can be used to return data inside any 
action parameter of a task that accepts expressions by surrounding the function with percent signs. The 
percent signs tell AWE that the contents between the percent signs should not be taken literally, but used 
as an expression instead. 

Expressions such as variables, constants or other functions can be used as arguments or parameters 
entered inside the parentheses of a function. In such cases, the specified expression needs to be entered 
by itself (omitting any percent signs, quotes, or other characters). 

See Also 

Introduction to Scripting 

Introduction to Functions 

Introduction to Extended Functions 

The BASIC Language Grouped by Type 

More on Operators 

Order of Precedence 
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Introduction to BASIC Scripting 
The BASIC Scripting engine is designed to extend the functionality available in the primary AML 
language. AWE's built-in AML language is much easier to use, drag-and-drop, and very robust, however 
there may be occasions when it is necessary to use BASIC scripting to access advanced objects or 
increase execution time. All functions, instructions, and definitions are designed to be compatible with 
Microsoft Visual BASIC for Applications. The BASIC language is used for expressions inside AML task 
steps and for Multi-line BASIC scripts. 

• BASIC Expressions—BASIC scripting functions can be used to return data inside of an action 
parameter by surrounding a valid expression with percent signs. This is called an expression. 

Example: 
%left(varname,2)% 

• Multi-line BASIC Scripts—A BASIC script may be executed by using the BASIC Script action 
which allows creation of multi-line BASIC compatible scripts. 

When to use BASIC scripts: 

• To access the Windows API 

• To access COM objects, OLE objects, ActiveX objects 

• When fast execution time is a priority 

• Advanced File/Read/Write/Seek operations 

• Advanced text parsing 

The BASIC Language, All Groups 

Declaration: 

#Reference, #Uses, Attribute, Class Module, Code Module, Const, Declare, Deftype, Dim, Enum...End 
Enum, Function...End Function, Object Module, Option, Private, Property...End Property, Public, ReDim, 
Static, Sub...End Sub, Type...End Type. WithEvents 

Data Type: 

Any, Boolean, Byte, Currency, Date, Decimal, Double, Integer, Long, Object, PortInt, Single, String, 
String*n, Variant, obj type, user enum, user type. 

Assignment: 

Erase, Let, LSet, RSet, Set. 

Flow Control: 

Call, CallByName, Do...Loop, End, Exit, For...Next, For Each...Next, GoTo, If...ElseIf...Else...End If, 
MacroRun, MacroRunThis, Select Case...End Select, Stop, While...Wend. 

Error Handling: 

Err, Error, On Error, Resume. 

Conversion: 

Array, CBool, CByte, CCur, CDate, CDec, CDbl, CInt, CLng, CSng, CStr, CVar, CVDate, CVErr, Val. 
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Variable Info: 

IsArray, IsDate, IsEmpty, IsError, IsMissing, IsNull, IsNumeric, IsObject, LBound, TypeName, UBound, 
VarType. 

Constant: 

Empty, False, Nothing, Null, True, Win16, Win32. 

Math: 

Abs, Atn, Cos, Exp, Fix, Int, Log, Randomize, Rnd, Round, Sgn, Sin, Sqr, Tan. 

String: 

Asc, AscB, AscW, Chr, ChrB, ChrW, Format, Hex, InStr, InStrB, InStrRev, Join, LCase, Left, LeftB, Len, 
LenB, LTrim, Mid, MidB, Oct, Replace, Right, RightB, RTrim, Space, Split, String, Str, StrComp, StrConv, 
StrReverse, Trim, UCase. 

Object: 

CreateObject, GetObject, Me, With...End With. 

Time/Date: 

Date, DateAdd, DateDiff, DatePart, DateSerial, DateValue, Day, Hour, Minute, Month, MonthName, Now, 
Second, Time, Timer, TimeSerial, TimeValue, Weekday, WeekdayName, Year. 

File: 

ChDir, ChDrive, Close, CurDir, Dir, EOF, FileAttr, FileCopy, FileDateTime, FileLen, FreeFile, Get, GetAttr, 
Input, Input, Kill, Line Input, Loc, Lock, LOF, MkDir, Name, Open, Print, Put, Reset, RmDir, Seek, Seek, 
SetAttr, Unlock, Write. 

User Input: 

Dialog, GetFilePath, InputBox, MsgBox. ShowPopupMenu 

User Dialog: 

Begin Dialog...End Dialog, CancelButton, CheckBox, ComboBox, DropListBox, GroupBox, ListBox, 
OKButton, OptionButton, OptionGroup, Picture, PushButton, Text, TextBox. 

Dialog Function: 

DlgControlId, DlgCount, DlgEnable, DlgEnd, DlgFocus, DlgListBoxArray, DlgName, DlgNumber, 
DlgSetPicture, DlgText, DlgType, DlgValue, DlgVisible. 

DDE: 

DDEExecute, DDEInitiate, DDEPoke, DDERequest, DDETerminate, DDETerminateAll. 

Settings: 

DeleteSetting, GetAllSettings, GetSetting, SaveSetting 

Miscellaneous: 

AppActivate, Attribute, Beep, CallersLine, Choose, Clipboard, Command, Debug.Print, DoEvents, 
Environ, Eval, IIf, KeyName, MacroDir, QBColor, Rem, RGB, SendKeys, Shell, Wait. 
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Operator: 

Operators: +, -, ^, *, /, \, Mod, +, -, &, =, <>, <, >, <=, >=, Like. Not, And, Or, Xor, Eqv, Imp, Is. 

See Also 

Introduction to BASIC Scripting 

More on Operators 

Order of Precedence 

BASIC Scripts and Custom Functions 

Subroutines 

Although the library of available actions provides a robust set of functionality that may be configured 
visually, occasionally it may be necessary to use straight BASIC scripting to access API calls or COM 
objects or to perform other complex tasks. This can be done using the built-in BASIC scripting engine. 
These BASIC scripts may be embedded directly into a task file, or alternatively may reference an external 
BAS file. 

An example of this type of usage is shown below. (These task steps may be copied and pasted into the 
Task Builder.) 

<!--- Create the variable ---> 
< AMVARIABLE NAME=" NUMTOSQUARE">1</ AMVARIABLE> 
< AMVARIABLE NAME=" theresult"></ AMVARIABLE> 
<!--- Ask the user to enter a number ---> 
< AMINPUTBOX WINDOWTITLE="Enter a number" RESULTVARIABLE=" NUMTOSQUARE">Which 
number would you liked squared?</ AMINPUTBOX> 
<!--- Perform the calculation and add a string to result using a BASIC Script ---> 
< AMSCRIPT>Sub Main 
theresult = NUMTOSQUARE * NUMTOSQUARE 
theresult = &quot;The result is&quot; &amp; Str(theresult) 
End Sub</ AMSCRIPT> 

Custom Functions 

BASIC scripting can also be used for creating Custom Functions. A custom function performs a 
calculation, and may be used as many times as needed as an expression in future steps. In fact, the 
above task would be more efficient if created in this manner. 

An example of the same task restructured with a custom function is shown below: 
<!--- Create the variable ---> 
< AMVARIABLE NAME=" NUMTOSQUARE">1</ AMVARIABLE> 
< AMVARIABLE NAME=" theresult"></ AMVARIABLE> 
<!--- Ask the user to enter a number ---> 
< AMINPUTBOX WINDOWTITLE="Enter a number" RESULTVARIABLE=" NUMTOSQUARE">Which 
number would you liked squared?</ AMINPUTBOX> 
<!--- Perform the calculation and add a string to result using a BASIC Script ---> 
< AMSCRIPT>Function SquareNumber(thenumber) 
SquareNumber = thenumber * thenumber 
End Function</ AMSCRIPT> 

As you can see, the basic script was converted into a custom function so that it can be called multiple 
times in the task and so that different values may be passed to it for processing. The function will of 
course yield a different result depending on the value passed to it. 

See Also 

BASIC Script Action 

Introduction to BASIC scripting 
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The BASIC Language Grouped by Type 

Introduction to Extended Functions 

Comments 
Reference Comment 
Syntax 

'#Reference {uuid}#vermajor.verminor#lcid#[path[#name]] 

Description 
The Reference comment indicates that the current macro/module references the type library identified. 
Reference comment lines must be the first lines in the macro/module (following the global Attributes). 
Reference comments are in reverse priority (from lowest to highest). The IDE does not display the 
reference comments. 

Parameter Description 

uuid Type library's universally unique identifier. 

• vermajor Type library's major version number. 

• verminor Type library's minor version number. 

lcid Type library's locale identifier. 

path Type library's path. 

name Type library's name. 

Example 
'#Reference {00025E01-0000-0000-C000-000000000046}#4.0#0#C:\PROGRAM FILES\COMMON 
FILES\MICROSOFT SHARED\DAO\DAO350.DLL#Microsoft DAO 3.5 Object Library 

Uses Comment 
Syntax 

'#Uses "module" [Only:[Win16|Win32]] 

-or- 
'$Include: "module" 

Description 

The Uses comment indicates that the current macro/module uses public and friend symbols from the 
module. The Only option indicates that the module is only loaded for that Windows platform. 

Parameter Description 

Module Public and Friend symbols are accessible from this module. If the module name is a relative path 
then the path is relative to the macro/module containing the Uses comment. For example, if module 
"A:\B\C\D.BAS" has this uses comment: 

'#Uses "E.BAS" 

then it uses "A:\B\C\E.BAS". 

See Also: Class Module, Code Module, Object Module. 

Example 
'Macro A.WWB 
'#Uses "B.WWB" 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print BFunc$("Hello") '"HELLO" 
End Sub 
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'Module B.WWB 
Public Function BFunc$(S$) 
BFunc$ = UCase(S$) 
End Sub 

BASIC Script IDE 
BASIC Script IDE Overview 
The Basic Script action encompasses a BASIC Script IDE, which is an Interactive Design Environment 
used for developing, examining, testing and executing BASIC scripts.  

To access the BASIC Script IDE 

• In the BASIC Script action's General tab properties, click Edit Script. 

The Basic Script IDE consists of four interfaces 

• Main IDE (Interactive Design Environment): The main IDE (shown below) is the primary 
interface where a macro or module can be created, loaded from disk, or edited. Other interfaces 
can be accessed from the main IDE. 

• References Dialog: The References dialog shows the current macro/module's references. For 
more details, see References Dialog. 

• Object Browser: The Object Browser displays information about any special data types that are 
available. For more details, see Object Browser. 

• UserDialog: The UserDialog can be used to create custom dialog boxes for use in the task. For 
more details, see UserDialog Editor. 

 
The BASIC Script IDE contains four window views separated by tabs. These views can be displayed or 
hidden by clicking View and then toggling the desired view. Certain views only appear in particular 
situations. 

• Immediate: 
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The Immediate tab view can be used to evaluate an expression, assign a variable, or call a 
subroutine. 

• Type "?expr" <Enter> to show the value of "expr". 

• Type "var = expr" <Enter> to change the value of "var". 

• Type "Set var = expr" <Enter> to change the reference of "var". 

• Type "subname args" <Enter> to call a subroutine or built-in instruction. 

• Type "Trace" <Enter> to toggle trace mode. Trace mode prints each statement in the 
immediate window when a macro/module is running. 

• Watch: 

 
The Watch tab view lists the variables, functions and expressions that are calculated and 
displayed. 

• Each time execution pauses the value of each line in the window is updated. 

• The expression to the left of "->" may be edited. 

• Pressing Enter updates all the values immediately. 

• Pressing Ctrl-Y deletes the line. 

• Stack: 

 
The Stack tab view lists the lines which called the current statement. 

• The first line is the current statement. The second line is the one that called the first. 
And so on. 
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• Clicking on a line brings that macro/module into a sheet and highlights the line in the 
edit window. 

• Loaded: 

 
The Loaded tab view lists all of the currently active macros and loaded modules. 

• These macros/modules are locked and can only be viewed (not edited). 

• Clicking on a line brings that macro/module into a sheet and activates the sheet. 

The BASIC IDE contains other sections that assist in developing, examining, and testing BASIC scripts: 

• Object and Proc Lists: 

 
The Object list-box shows all the objects for the current module and the Proc list-box displays 
the procedures for the current object. 

• The (General) object groups all of the procedures which are not part of any specific 
object. 

• Selecting a procedure that is not bold inserts the proper procedure definition for that 
procedure. 

• Sheet Tabs: 

 
Each sheet has its own Sheet tab. 

• Clicking once on a tab focuses the corresponding sheet. 

• Double-clicking closes that sheet. 
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• Break Bar 

 
The Break Bar shows which lines have break points. It also shows which line is next to execute. 
A dot at the front of the line indicates a break point. 

• Clicking on the break bar toggles the break point for that line. 

• Clicking an existing breakpoint removes it from that line. 

The BASIC Script IDE contains a list of general menu items. Each menu item and its list of options is 
below. All available menu items can also be accessed by right-clicking the mouse. 

• File Menu 

The File menu includes options to update added or modified data, and to close the BASIC IDE. 

Item Description 
Update Saves new information and updates modified information. 

Close Closed the BASIC IDE Window. If data has been entered or modified and the Update 
option was not selected, a dialog will appear promoting whether to save changes to the 
script. 

• Edit Menu 

The Edit provides the normal editing options, such as Cut, Copy, Paste, Delete, Select All, etc. 

Item Description Hot Key 
Undo Undo the last edit. Hot Key: Ctrl+Z Ctrl+Z 

Redo Redo the last undo. Ctrl+Y 

Cut Move the selected text to the Clipboard. Ctrl+X 

Copy Copy the selected text to the Clipboard. Ctrl+C 

Paste Paste the Clipboard text over the selected text. Ctrl+V 

Delete Delete the selected text. Del 

Select All Select all of the text.   

Indent Move selected lines right. Tab 

Outdent Move selected lines left. Shift+Tab 

Tab As Spaces Toggle the insert tab as spaces mode on/off.   

Find Show the parameter information. Ctrl+F 

Replace Replace a string with another. Ctrl+R 

Again Repeat last find or replace. F3 

Complete 
Word 

Complete the word. Ctrl+Space 

Parameter Info Displays the parameter information. Ctrl+I 

UserDialog Edit a UserDialog with the use of the UserDialog Editor.   
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Item Description Hot Key 
References Edit the macro/module's references.   

Properties Edit the module's properties.   

• View Menu 

The View menu provides options that alter the look of the BASIC IDE interface. 

Item Description Hot Key 
Macro Activate the macro editing window. Ctrl+A 

Immediate Show the Immediate Output tab. Ctrl+E 

Watch Show the Watch expressions window. Ctrl+X 

Stack Show the Call Stack window. Ctrl+T 

Loaded Show the Loaded macros/modules window. Ctrl+L 

Toolbar Toggle the toolbar on/off.   
Status Bar Toggle the status bar on/off.   
Edit Buttons Toggle Edits on/off.   
Always Split Toggle the split on/off. Split separates the tabbed windows from the edit area.   
Font Sets the display font.   
Tab Width Set the tab width.   
Object/Proc Select the Object/Procedures list display mode.   

• Macro Menu 

The Macro menu provides options for starting macros, stopping macros and extending the Basic 
language. 

Item Description Hot Key 
Run Run the macro to completion F5 

Pause Stop the macro/module. If this option is selected, execution can be continued. Esc 

End Terminate the macro/module. If this option is selected, execution cannot be continued.   

• Debug Menu 

The Debug menu provides the options for debugging macros/modules. 

Item Description Hot Key 

Step Into Execute the current line. If the current line is a subroutine or function call, stop 
on the first line of that subroutine or function. (If the macro is not active, start it.) F8 

Step Over Execute to the next line. If the current line is a subroutine or function call, 
execute that subroutine of function completely. Shift+F8 

Step Out Step out of the current subroutine or function call. Ctrl+F8 

Step to Cursor Execute until the line the cursor is on is the current line. (If the macro is not 
active, start it.) F7 

Toggle Break Toggle the break point on the current line. Ctrl+L 

Clear All Breaks Clear all break points. Shift+Ctrl+F9 

Quick Watch Show the value of the expression under of the cursor in the immediate window. Shift+F9 

Add Watch Add the expression under of the cursor in the watch window.   
Browse Show the methods of the expression under of the cursor. (See Object Browser)   
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Item Description Hot Key 
Set Next 
Statement 

Set the next statement to be executed. Only statements in the current 
subroutine/function can be selected.   

Show Next 
Statement Show the next statement to be executed.   

• Help Menu 

The Help menu provides BASIC IDE help as well as current version. 

Item Description Hot Key 
Editor Help Show the Basic Editor Help. F5 

Language Help Show Basic language Help. Shift+F1 

Topic Search Show Basic language help for the keyword under the cursor. F1 

About Show the current version   

References Dialog Box 
The References dialog box is one of three sub-interfaces contained in the BASIC Script IDE. The 
References dialog box displays the current macro/module's references. References to type libraries may 
be added or removed by selecting or clearing the corresponding check boxes, and the relative priority can 
be modified. Selected references are available to the current macro/module. Each selected reference is 
searched in order from top to bottom. A selected reference's name can be changed using the Name text 
box. The priority of each reference can be modified by selecting the desired reference then clicking the 
Up/Down Arrow.  

To open the References dialog box 

• In the BASIC Script IDE, click Edit > References. 
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Object Browser 
The Object Browser is one of three sub-interfaces contained in the BASIC Script IDE. It displays 
information about any special data types that are available. Auto-completion in the IDE uses the Object 
Browser information to show the current object's methods and properties.  

To access the Object Browser from the main IDE 

• Click Browse Object located on the main IDE's toolbar.  

To see language extensions, built-in instructions/functions, and user-defined procedures/variables, press 
Ctrl-Space on a blank line in the main IDE. 

 

UserDialog Editor 
The UserDialog Editor is one of three sub-interfaces contained in the BASIC Script IDE. This dialog can 
be used to create custom dialog boxes for use in the task. A UserDialog is described by a Begin 
Dialog...End Dialog block.  

To graphically edit a UserDialog 
• Place the current selection in a UserDialog block and click Edit > UserDialog. 

- or -  
• On the main IDE's toolbar, click Edit UserDialog.  

Use the provided toolbar buttons to create the custom dialog. Placing the cursor over a button displays a 
description of that button. 
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Definitions 
Definition Name Description 
Arglist Definition 
 

[ | expr | param:=expr ][,] 
A list of zero or more exprs that are assigned to the parameters of the procedure. 
A positional parameter may be skipped by omitting the expression. Only optional 
parameters may be skipped. 
Positional parameter assignment is done with expr. Each parameter is assigned in 
turn. By name parameter assignment may follow. 
By name parameter assignment is done with param:=expr. All following parameters 
must be assigned by name. 

Array Variable Definition 
 

A variable that holds an array of values. A Variant variable can hold an array. 
Dynamic arrays can be ReDimensioned. 

As [New] Type Definition 
 

Dim, Private, Public and Static statements may declare variable types using As type 
or As New objtype. A variable declared using As New objtype is automatically 
created prior to use, if the variable is Nothing. 

As Type Definition Variable and parameter types, as well as, function and property results may be 
specified using As type: Boolean, Byte, Currency, Date, Double, Integer, Long, 
Object, PortInt, Single, String, String*n, UserDialog, Variant, objtype, userenum, 
usertype. 

Attribute 
Definition/Statement 
 

Syntax: 
Attribute attributename = value 
Attribute varname.attributename = value 
Attribute procname.attributename = value 
Group: Declaration 
Description: 
All attribute definitions and statements are ignored except for: 
Form 1: Module level attribute 
Attribute VB_Name = "name" 
Attribute VB_GlobalNameSpace = bool 
Attribute VB_Creatable = bool 
Attribute VB_PredeclaredId = bool 
Attribute VB_Exposed = bool 
Attribute VB_HelpID = int 
Attribute VB_Description = "text" 
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Definition Name Description 
VB_Name - Declares the name of the class module or object module. 
VB_GlobalNameSpace - Declares the class module as a global class. (ignored) 
VB_Creatable - Declares the module as creatable (True), non-creatable (False). 
(ignored) 
VB_PredeclaredId - Declares the module as a predeclared identifier (True). 
(ignored) 
VB_Exposed - Declares the module as public (True). (ignored) 
VB_HelpID - Declares the module's help context displayed by the object browser. 
VB_Description - Declares the module's help text displayed by the object browser. 
Form 2: Macro/Module level variable attribute 
Public varname As Type 
Attribute varname.VB_VarUserMemId = 0 
Attribute varname.VB_VarHelpID = int 
Attribute varname.VB_VarDescription = "text" 
VB_VarUserMemID - Declares Public varname as the default property for a class 
module or object module. 
VB_VarHelpID - Declares the variable's help context displayed by the object 
browser. 
VB_VarDescription - Declares the variable's help text displayed by the object 
browser. 
• Form 3: User defined procedure attribute 
[Sub | Function | Property [Get|Let|Set]] procname 
Attribute procname.VB_UserMemId = 0 
Attribute procname.VB_HelpID = intAttribute procname.VB_Description = "text" 
 
End [Sub | Function | Property] 
VB_UserMemID - Declares Property procname as the default property for a class 
module or object module. 
VB_HelpID - Declares the procedure's help context displayed by the object browser. 
VB_Description - Declares the procedure's help text displayed by the object 
browser. 
HelpFile: 
Each macro/module can define the HelpFile for the object browser: 
'#HelpFile "helpfile" 
where "helpfile" is a full path to the help file associated with the help text and help 
context. 

Attribute Definition 
 

A file attribute is zero or more of the following values added together. 
Attribute Value Description 
vbNormal 0 Normal file. 
vbReadOnly 1 Read-only file. 
vbHidden 2 Hidden file. 
vbSystem 4 System file. 
vbVolume 8 Volume label. 
vbDirectory 16 MS-DOS directory. 
vbArchive 32 File has changes since last backup. 
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Definition Name Description 
Begin Dialog Definition 
 

Syntax: 
Begin Dialog UserDialog [X, Y,] DX, DY[, Title$] _ 
[,.dialogfunc] 
User Dialog Item 
[User Dialog Item] 
End Dialog 
Group: User Dialog 
Description: 
Define a UserDialog type to be used later in a Dim As UserDialog statement. 
Parameters: 
• X This numeric value is the distance from the left edge of the screen to the 
left edge of the dialog box. It is measured in 1/8th of the average character width for 
the dialog's font. If this is omitted then the dialog will be centered. 
• Y This numeric value is the distance from the top edge of the screen to the 
top edge of the dialog box. It is measured in 1/12th of the average character width 
for the dialog's font. If this is omitted then the dialog will be centered. 
• DX This number value is the width. It is measured in 1/8th of the average 
character width for the dialog's font. 
• DY This number value is the height. It is measured in 1/12th of the character 
height for the dialog's font. 
• Title$ This string value is the title of the user dialog. If this is omitted then 
there is no title. 
• dialogfunc This is the function name that implements the DialogFunc for this 
UserDialog. If this is omitted then the UserDialog doesn't have a dialogfunc. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120 
Text 10,10,180,15,"Please push the OK button" 
OKButton 80,90,40,20 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
Dialog dlg ' show dialog (wait for ok) 
End Sub 

Big-Endian Definition 
 

Multiple byte data values (not strings) are stored with the highest order byte first. For 
example, the long integer &H01020304 is stored as this sequence of four bytes: 
&H01, &H02, &H03 and &H04. A Binary or Random file written using Put uses little-
endian format so that it can be read using Get on any computer. (Big-endian 
computers, like the Power-PC, reverse the bytes as they are read by Get or written 
by Put.) See Also: Dir( ), GetAttr( ), SetAttr( ). 

CancelButton Dialog Item 
Definition 
 

Syntax: 
CancelButton X, Y, DX, DY[,.Field] 
Group: User Dialog 
Description: 
Define a cancel button item. Pressing Cancel from a Dialog instruction causes a run-
time error. (Dialog( ) function call returns 0.) 
Parameter  
X This number value is the distance from the left edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/8th of the average character width for the dialog's font. 
Y This number value is the distance from the top edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/12th of the character height for the dialog's font. 
DX This number value is the width. It is measured in 1/8th of the average character 
width for the dialog's font. 
DY This number value is the height. It is measured in 1/12th of the character height 
for the dialog's font. 
Field This identifier is the name of the field. The dialogfunc receives this name as 
string. If this is omitted then the field name is "Cancel". 
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Definition Name Description 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120 
Text 10,10,180,30,"Please push Cancel" 
OKButton 40,90,40,20 
CancelButton 110,90,60,20 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
Dialog dlg ' show dialog (wait for cancel) 
Debug.Print "Cancel was not pressed" 
End Sub 

Charlist Definition 
 

A group of one or more characters enclosed by [ ] as part of Like operator's right 
string expression. 
This list contains single characters and/or character ranges which describe the 
characters in the list. 
A range of characters is indicated with a hyphen (-) between two characters. The 
first character must be ordinally less than or equal to the second character. 
Special pattern characters like ?, *, # and [ can be matched as literal characters. 
The ] character can not be part of charlist, but it can be part of the pattern outside 
the charlist. 

CheckBox Dialog Item 
Definition 
 

Syntax: 
CheckBox X, Y, DX, DY, Title$,.Field[, Options] 
Group: User Dialog 
Description: 
Define a checkbox item. 
Parameter Description 
X This number value is the distance from the left edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/8th of the average character width for the dialog's font. 
Y This number value is the distance from the top edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/12th of the character height for the dialog's font. 
DX This number value is the width. It is measured in 1/8th of the average character 
width for the dialog's font. 
DY This number value is the height. It is measured in 1/12th of the character height 
for the dialog's font. 
Field The value of the check box is accessed via this field. Unchecked is 0, checked 
is 1 and grayed is 2. 
Options This numeric value controls the type of check box. Choose one value from 
following table. (If this numeric value omitted then zero is used.) 

Option Description 

0 Check box is selected or cleared. 

1 Check box is selected, cleared, or grayed, and it switches between selected     

2 Check box is selected, cleared, or grayed, and it cycles through all three stat       

Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120 
Text 10,10,180,15,"Please push the OK button" 
CheckBox 10,25,180,15,"&Check box",.Check 
OKButton 80,90,40,20 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
dlg.Check = 1 
Dialog dlg ' show dialog (wait for ok) 
Debug.Print dlg.Check 
End Sub 
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Definition Name Description 
ComboBox Dialog Item 
Definition 
 

Syntax: 
ComboBox X, Y, DX, DY, StrArray$( ),.Field$[, Options] 
Group: User Dialog 
Description: 
Define a combo box item. Combo boxes combine the functionality of an edit box and 
a list box. 
Parameter Description 
X This number value is the distance from the left edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/8th of the average character width for the dialog's font. 
Y This number value is the distance from the top edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/12th of the character height for the dialog's font. 
DX This number value is the width. It is measured in 1/8th of the average character 
width for the dialog's font. 
DY This number value is the height. It is measured in 1/12th of the character height 
for the dialog's font. 
StrArray$( ) This one-dimensional array of strings establishes the list of choices. All 
the non-null elements of the array are used. 
Field$ The value of the combo box is accessed via this field. This is the text in the 
edit box. 
Options This numeric value controls the type of combo box. Choose one value from 
following table. (If this numeric value omitted then zero is used.) 

Option Description 

0 List is not sorted. 

2 List is sorted. 

Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim combos$(3) 
combos$(0) = "Combo 0" 
combos$(1) = "Combo 1" 
combos$(2) = "Combo 2" 
combos$(3) = "Combo 3" 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120 
Text 10,10,180,15,"Please push the OK button" 
ComboBox 10,25,180,60,combos$(),.combo$ 
OKButton 80,90,40,20 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
dlg.combo$ = "none" 
Dialog dlg ' show dialog (wait for ok) 
Debug.Print dlg.combo$ 
End Sub 

Condexpr Definition An expression that returns a numeric result. If the result is zero then the conditional 
is False. If the result is non-zero then the conditional is True. 
0 'false 
-1 'true 
X > 20 'true if X is greater than 20 
S$ = "hello" 'true if S$ equals "hello" 
Const Definition 
Syntax: 
[ | Private | Public ] _ 
Const name[type] [As Type] = expr[,] 
Group: Declaration 
Description: 
Define name as the value of expr. The expr may be refer other constants or built-in 
functions. If the type of the constants is not specified, the type of expr is used. 
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Definition Name Description 
Constants defined outside a Sub, Function or Property block are available in the 
entire macro/module. 
 
Private is assumed if neither Private nor Public is specified. 
 
Note: Const statement in a Sub, Function or Property block may not use Private or 
Public. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Const Pi = 4*Atn(1), e = Exp(1) 
Debug.Print Pi ' 3.14159265358979 
Debug.Print e ' 2.71828182845905 
End Sub 

Dateexpr Definition An expression that returns a date result. Use #literal-date# to express a date value. 
#1/1/2000# ' Jan 1, 2000 
Now+7 ' seven days from now 
DateSerial(Year(Now)+1,Month(Now),Day(Now)) 
' one year from now 

Declare Definition Syntax: 
[ | Private | Public ] _ 
Declare Sub name Lib "dll name" _ 
[Alias "module name"] [([param[,...]])] 
-or- 
[ | Private | Public ] _ 
Declare Function name[type] Lib "dll name" _ 
[Alias "module name"] [([param[,...]])] [As type[()]] 
Group: Declaration 
Description: 
Interface to a DLL defined subroutine or function. The values of the calling arglist are 
assigned to the params. 
 
Declare defaults to Public if neither Private nor Public is specified. 
 
WARNING! Be very careful when declaring DLL subroutines or functions. If you 
make a mistake and declare the parameters or result incorrectly then Windows 
might halt. Save any open documents before testing new DLL declarations. 
 
Err.LastDLLError returns the error code for that last DLL call (Windows 32 bit 
versions only). 
Parameter Description 
name This is the name of the subroutine or function being defined. If Alias "module 
name" is omitted then this is the module name, too. 
"dll name" This is the DLL file where the module's code is. 
"module name" This is the name of the module in the DLL file. If this is #number 
then it is the ordinal number of the module. If it is omitted then name is the module 
name. 
The DLL is searched for the specified module name. If this module exists, it is used. 
All As String parameters are converted from Unicode to ASCII prior to calling the 
DLL and from ASCII to Unicode afterwards. (Use "Unicode:module name" to prevent 
ASCII to Unicode conversion.) 
If the module does not exist, one or two other module names are tried: 
1) For Windows NT only: The module name with a "W" appended is tried. All As 
String parameters are passed as Unicode to calling the DLL. 
2) For Windows NT and Windows 95: The module name with an "A" appended is 
tried. All As String parameters are converted from Unicode to ASCII prior to calling 
the DLL and from ASCII to Unicode afterwards. 
If none of these module names is found a run-time error occurs. 
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Definition Name Description 
params A list of zero or more params that are used by the DLL subroutine or 
function. (Note: A ByVal string's value may be modified by the DLL.) 
Example: 
Declare Function GetActiveWindow& Lib "user32" () 
Declare Function GetWindowTextLengthA& Lib "user32" (ByVal 
hwnd&) 
Declare Sub GetWindowTextA Lib "user32" (ByVal hwnd&, ByVal 
lpsz$, ByVal cbMax&) 
Function ActiveWindowTitle$() 
ActiveWindow = GetActiveWindow() 
TitleLen = GetWindowTextLengthA(ActiveWindow) 
Title$ = Space$(TitleLen) 
GetWindowTextA ActiveWindow,Title$,TitleLen+1 
ActiveWindowTitle$ = Title$ 
End Function 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print ActiveWindowTitle$() 
End Sub 

Def Definition Syntax: 
Def{Bool|Cur|Date|Dbl|Int|Lng|Obj|Sng|Str|Var} letterrange[,...] 
Group: Declaration 
Description: 
Define untyped variables as: 
• DefBool - Boolean 
• DefByte - Byte 
• DefCur - Currency 
• DefDate - Date 
• DefDbl - Double 
• DefInt - Integer 
• DefLng - Long 
• DefObj - Object 
• DefSng - Single 
• DefStr - String 
• DefVar - Variant 
Parameter Description 
letterrange letter, or letter-letter: A letter is one of A to Z. When letter-letter is used, 
the first letter must be alphabetically before the second letter. Variable names that 
begin with a letter in this range default to declared type. 
 
If a variable name begins with a letter not specific in any letterrange, then the 
variable is a Variant. The letterranges are not allowed to overlap. 
Example: 
DefInt A,C-W,Y' integer 
DefBool B ' boolean 
DefStr X ' string 
' all others are variant 
Sub Main 
B = 1 ' B is an boolean 
Debug.Print B ' True 
X = "A" ' X is a string 
Debug.Print X '"A" 
Z = 1 ' Z is a variant (anything) 
Debug.Print Z ' 1 
Z = "Z" 
Debug.Print Z '"Z" 
End Sub 

Dialogfunc Definition A dialog function executes while a UserDialog is visible. 
Dim Definition Syntax: 
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Definition Name Description 
Dim [WithEvents] name[type][([dim[,...]])][As [New] type][,...] 
Group: Declaration 
Description: 
Dimension var array(s) using the dims to establish the minimum and maximum index 
value for each dimension. If the dims are omitted then a scalar (single value) 
variable is defined. A dynamic array is declared using ( ) without any dims. It must 
be ReDimensioned before it can be used. 
Example: 
Sub DoIt(Size) 
Dim C0,C1(),C2(2,3) 
ReDim C1(Size) ' dynamic array 
C0 = 1 
C1(0) = 2 
C2(0,0) = 3 
Debug.Print C0;C1(0);C2(0,0) ' 1 2 3 
End Sub 
Sub Main 
DoIt 1 
End Sub 

Dim Definition [lower To] upper 
 
Array dimension. If lower is omitted then the lower bound is zero or one depending 
on the Option Base setting. (The lower bound of an array element in a Type 
definition is not affected by the Option Base setting.) upper must be at least as big 
as lower. 
Dim A(100 To 200) '101 values 
Note: For ReDim the lower and upper may be any valid expression. Otherwise, 
lower and upper must be constant expressions. 

Dlgvar Definition A dialog variable holds values for fields in the dialog. Dialog variables are declared 
using Dim dlgvar As UserDialog. 

DropListBox Dialog Item 
Definition 

Syntax: 
DropListBox X, Y, DX, DY, StrArray$( ),.Field[, Options] 
Group: User Dialog 
Description: 
Define a drop-down listbox item. 
Parameter Description 
X This number value is the distance from the left edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/8th of the average character width for the dialog's font. 
Y This number value is the distance from the top edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/12th of the character height for the dialog's font. 
DX This number value is the width. It is measured in 1/8th of the average character 
width for the dialog's font. 
DY This number value is the height. It is measured in 1/12th of the character height 
for the dialog's font. 
StrArray$( ) This one-dimensional array of strings establishes the list of choices. All 
the non-null elements of the array are used. 
Field The value of the drop-down list box is accessed via this field. It is the index of 
the StrArray$( ) var. 
Options This numeric value controls the type of drop-down list box. Choose one 
value from following table. (If this numeric value omitted then zero is used.) 

Option Description 

0 Text box is not editable and list is not sorted. 

1 Text box is editable and list is not sorted. 

2 Text box is not editable and list is sorted 
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Definition Name Description 

3 Text box is editable and list is sorted. 

Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim lists$(3) 
lists$(0) = "List 0" 
lists$(1) = "List 1" 
lists$(2) = "List 2" 
lists$(3) = "List 3" 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120 
Text 10,10,180,15,"Please push the OK button" 
DropListBox 10,25,180,60,lists$(),.list1 
DropListBox 10,50,180,60,lists$(),.list2,1 
OKButton 80,90,40,20 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
dlg.list1 = 2 ' list1 is a numeric field 
dlg.list2 = "xxx" ' list2 is a string field 
Dialog dlg ' show dialog (wait for ok) 
Debug.Print lists$(dlg.list1) 
Debug.Print dlg.list2 
End Sub 

Enum Definition Syntax: 
[ | Private | Public ] Enum name 
elem [ = value] 
[...] 
End Enum 
Group: Declaration 
Description: 
Define a new userenum. Each elem defines an element of the enum. If value is 
given then that is the element's value. The value can be any constant integer 
expression. If value is omitted then the element's value is one more than the 
previous element's value. If there is no previous element then zero is used. 
 
Enum defaults to Public if neither Private nor Public is specified. 
Example: 
Enum Days 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
End Enum 
Sub Main 
Dim D As Days 
For D = Monday To Friday 
Debug.Print D ' 0 through 4 
Next D 
End Sub 

Expr Definition An expression that returns the appropriate result. 
Field Definition Use.field to access individual fields in a dialog variable. 

dlg.LastName$ 
dlg.ZipCode 

Function Definition Syntax: 
[ | Private | Public | Friend ] [ Default ] Function name[type][([param[,...]])] [As 
type[()]] 
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statements 
End Function 
Group: Declaration 
Description: 
User defined function. The function defines a set of statements to be executed when 
it is called. The values of the calling arglist are assigned to the params. Assigning to 
name[type] sets the value of the function result. 
 
Function defaults to Public if Private, Public or Friend are not is specified. 
Example: 
Function Power(X,Y) 
P = 1 
For I = 1 To Y 
P = P*X 
Next I 
Power = P 
End Function 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Power(2,8) ' 256 
End Sub 

GroupBox Dialog Item 
Definition 

Syntax: 
GroupBox X, Y, DX, DY, Title$[,.Field] 
Group: User Dialog 
Description: 
Define a groupbox item. 
Parameter Description 
X This number value is the distance from the left edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/8th of the average character width for the dialog's font. 
Y This number value is the distance from the top edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/12th of the character height for the dialog's font. 
DX This number value is the width. It is measured in 1/8th of the average character 
width for the dialog's font. 
DY This number value is the height. It is measured in 1/12th of the character height 
for the dialog's font. 
Title$ This string value is the title of the group box. 
Field This identifier is the name of the field. The dialogfunc receives this name as 
string. If this identifier is omitted then the first two words of the title are used. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120 
Text 10,10,180,15,"Please push the OK button" 
GroupBox 10,25,180,60,"Group box" 
OKButton 80,90,40,20 
End Dialog 
 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
Dialog dlg ' show dialog (wait for ok) 
End Sub 

Instruction Definition A single command. 
Beep 
Debug.Print "Hello" 
Today = Date 
Multiple instructions may be used instead of a single instruction by separating the 
single instructions with colons. 
X = 1:Debug.Print X 
If X = 1 Then Debug.Print "X=";X:Stop 
Beep ' must resume from Stop to get to here 
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Label Definition An identifier that names a statement. Identifiers start with a letter. Following chars 

may be a letter, an underscore, or a digit. 
ListBox Dialog Item 
Definition 

Syntax: 
ListBox X, Y, DX, DY, StrArray$( ),.Field[, Options] 
Group: User Dialog 
Description: 
Define a listbox item. 
Parameter Description 
X This number value is the distance from the left edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/8th of the average character width for the dialog's font. 
Y This number value is the distance from the top edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/12th of the character height for the dialog's font. 
DX This number value is the width. It is measured in 1/8th of the average character 
width for the dialog's font. 
DY This number value is the height. It is measured in 1/12th of the character height 
for the dialog's font. 
StrArray$( ) This one-dimensional array of strings establishes the list of choices. All 
the non-null elements of the array are used. 
Field The value of the list box is accessed via this field. It is the index of the 
StrArray$( ) var. 
Options This numeric value controls the type of list box. Choose one value from 
following table. (If this numeric value omitted then zero is used.) 

Option Description 

0 List is not sorted. 

1 List is not sorted and horizontally scrollable 

2 List is sorted. 

3 List is sorted and horizontally scrollable. 

Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim lists$(3) 
lists$(0) = "List 0" 
lists$(1) = "List 1" 
lists$(2) = "List 2" 
lists$(3) = "List 3" 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120 
Text 10,10,180,15,"Please push the OK button" 
ListBox 10,25,180,60,lists$(),.list 
OKButton 80,90,40,20 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
dlg.list = 2 
Dialog dlg ' show dialog (wait for ok) 
Debug.Print dlg.list 
End Sub 

Little-Endian Definition Multiple byte data values (not strings) are stored with the lowest order byte first. For 
example, the long integer &H01020304 is stored as this sequence of four bytes: 
&H04, &H03, &H02 and &H01. A Binary or Random file written using Put uses little-
endian format so that it can be read using Get on any computer. (Big-endian 
computers, like the Power-PC, reverse the bytes as they are read by Get or written 
by Put.) 

Method Definition An object provides methods and properties. Methods can be called as subs (the 
return value is ignored), or used as functions (the return value is used). 
If the method name contains characters that are not legal in a name, surround the 
method name with []. 
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App.[Title$] 

Name Definition An identifier that names a variable or a user defined procedure. Identifiers start with 
a letter. Following chars may be a letter, an underscore. or a digit. 
Count 
DaysTill2000 
Get_Data 

Num Definition An expression that returns a numeric result. Use &O to express an octal number. 
Use &H to express a hex number. 

Numvar Definition A variable that holds one numeric value. The name of a numeric variable may be 
followed by the appropriate type char. 

Objexpr Definition A expression that returns a reference to an object or module. 
CreateObject("WinWrap.CDemoApplication") 

Objtype Definition A specific ActiveX Automation type defined by your application, another application 
or by an object module or class module. 

Objvar Definition A variable that holds an objexpr which references an object. Object variables are 
declared using As Object in a Dim, Private or Public statement. 

OKButton Dialog Item 
Definition 

Syntax: 
OKButton X, Y, DX, DY[,.Field] 
Group: User Dialog 
Description: 
Define an OK button item. Pressing the OK button updates the dlgvar field values 
and closes the dialog. (Dialog( ) function call returns -1.) 
Parameter Description 
X This number value is the distance from the left edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/8th of the average character width for the dialog's font. 
Y This number value is the distance from the top edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/12th of the character height for the dialog's font. 
DX This number value is the width. It is measured in 1/8th of the average character 
width for the dialog's font. 
DY This number value is the height. It is measured in 1/12th of the character height 
for the dialog's font. 
Field This identifier is the name of the field. The dialogfunc receives this name as 
string. If this is omitted then the field name is "OK". 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120 
Text 10,10,180,30,"Please push the OK button" 
OKButton 80,90,40,20 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
Dialog dlg ' show dialog (wait for ok) 
End Sub 

Option Definition Syntax: 
Option Base [0|1] 
-or- 
Option Compare [Binary | Text] 
-or- 
Option Explicit 
-or- 
Option Private Module 
Group: Declaration 
Description: 
Form 1: Set the default base index for array declarations. Affects Dim, Static, 
Private, Public and ReDim. Does not affect Array, ParamArray or arrays declare in a 
Type. Option Base 0 is the default. 
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Form 2: Set the default comparison mode for string. 
• Option Compare Binary - compare string text using binary data (default) 
• Option Compare Text - compare string text using the collation rules 
String comparison using <, <=, =, >, >=, <>, Like and StrComp are affected by this 
mode's setting. 
 
Form 3: Require all variables to be declared prior to use. Variables are declared 
using Dim, Private, Public, Static or as a parameter of Sub, Function or Property 
blocks. 
 
Form 4: Public symbols defined by the module are only accessible from the same 
project. 
Example: 
Option Base 1 
Option Explicit 
Sub Main 
Dim A 
Dim C(2) ' same as Dim C(1 To 2) 
Dim D(0 To 2) 
A = 1 
B = 2 ' B has not been declared 
End Sub 

OptionButton Dialog Item 
Definition 

Syntax: 
OptionButton X, Y, DX, DY, Title$[,.Field] 
Group: User Dialog 
Description: 
Define an option button item. 
Parameter Description 
X This number value is the distance from the left edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/8th of the average character width for the dialog's font. 
Y This number value is the distance from the top edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/12th of the character height for the dialog's font. 
DX This number value is the width. It is measured in 1/8th of the average character 
width for the dialog's font. 
DY This number value is the height. It is measured in 1/12th of the character height 
for the dialog's font. 
Title$ The value of this string is the title of the option button. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120 
Text 10,10,180,15,"Please push the OK button" 
OptionGroup.options 
OptionButton 10,30,180,15,"Option &0" 
OptionButton 10,45,180,15,"Option &1" 
OptionButton 10,60,180,15,"Option &2" 
OKButton 80,90,40,20 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
dlg.options = 2 
Dialog dlg ' show dialog (wait for ok) 
Debug.Print dlg.options 
End Sub 

OptionGroup Dialog Item 
Definition 

Syntax: 
OptionGroup.Field 
OptionButton X, Y, DX, DY, Title$[,.Field] 
OptionButton X, Y, DX, DY, Title$[,.Field] 
Group: User Dialog 
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Description: 
Define a optiongroup and option button items. 
Parameter Description 
Field The value of the option group is accessed via this field. This first option button 
is 0, the second is 1, etc. 
X This number value is the distance from the left edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/8th of the average character width for the dialog's font. 
Y This number value is the distance from the top edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/12th of the character height for the dialog's font. 
DX This number value is the width. It is measured in 1/8th of the average character 
width for the dialog's font. 
DY This number value is the height. It is measured in 1/12th of the character height 
for the dialog's font. 
Title$ The value of this string is the title of the option button. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120 
Text 10,10,180,15,"Please push the OK button" 
OptionGroup.options 
OptionButton 10,30,180,15,"Option &0" 
OptionButton 10,45,180,15,"Option &1" 
OptionButton 10,60,180,15,"Option &2" 
OKButton 80,90,40,20 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
dlg.options = 2 
Dialog dlg ' show dialog (wait for ok) 
Debug.Print dlg.options 
End Sub 

Param Definition [ [Optional] [ | ByVal | ByRef ] | ParamArray ] param[type][( )] [As type] [ = 
default value ] 
The param receives the value of the associated expression in the Declare, Sub, 
Function or Property call.  
An Optional param may be omitted from the call. It may also have a default value. 
The parameter receives the default value if a value is not specified by the call. If the 
default value is omitted, the parameter is a Variant and no value is specified in the 
call then IsMissing will return True. 
All parameters following an Optional parameter must also be Optional. 
ParamArray may be used on the final param. It must be an array of Variant type. It 
must not follow any Optional parameters. The ParamArray receives all the 
expressions at the end of the call as an array. If LBound(param) > UBound(param) 
then the ParamArray didn't receive any expressions. 
If the param is not ByVal and the expression is merely a variable then the param is a 
reference to that variable (ByRef). (Changing param changes the variable.) 
Otherwise, the parameter variable is local to the procedure, so changing its value 
does not affect the caller. 
Use param( ) to specify an array parameter. An array parameter must be referenced 
and can not be passed by value. The bounds of the parameter array are available 
via LBound( ) and UBound( ). 

Picture Dialog Item 
Definition 

Syntax: 
Picture X, Y, DX, DY, FileName$, Type[,.Field] 
Group: User Dialog 
Description: 
Define a picture item. The bitmap is automatically sized to fit the item's entire area. 
Parameter Description 
X This number value is the distance from the left edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/8th of the average character width for the dialog's font. 
Y This number value is the distance from the top edge of the dialog box. It is 
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measured in 1/12th of the character height for the dialog's font. 
DX This number value is the width. It is measured in 1/8th of the average character 
width for the dialog's font. 
DY This number value is the height. It is measured in 1/12th of the character height 
for the dialog's font. 
FileName$ The value of this string is the.BMP file shown in the picture control. 
Type This numeric value indicates the type of bitmap used. See below. 
Field This identifier is the name of the field. The dialogfunc receives this name as 
string. If this identifier is omitted then the first two words of the title are used. 

Type Effect 

0 FileName is the name of the bitmap file. If the file does not exist then "(missing   
displayed. 

3 The clipboard's bitmap is displayed. Not supported. 

+16 Instead of displaying "(missing picture)" a run-time error occurs. 

Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120 
Picture 10,10,180,75,"SAMPLE.BMP",0 
OKButton 80,90,40,20 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
Dialog dlg ' show dialog (wait for ok) 
End Sub 

Order of Precedence When several operators are used in an expression, each operator is evaluated in a 
predetermined order. Operators are evaluated in this order: 
^ (power) 
- (negate) 
* (multiply), / (divide) 
\ (integer divide) 
Mod (integer remainder) 
+ (add), - (difference) 
& (string concatenate) 
= (equal), <> (not equal), < (less than) > (greater than), <= (less than or equal to), >= 
(greater than or equal to), Like, (string similarity) Is (object equivalence) 
Not (logical bitwise invert) 
And (logical bitwise and) 
Or (logical or bitwise or) 
Xor (logical or bitwise exclusive-or) 
Eqv (logical or bitwise equivalence) 
Imp (logical or bitwise implication) 
Operators shown on the same line are evaluated from left to right. 

Private Definition Syntax: 
Private [WithEvents] name[type][([dim[,...]])] [As [New] type][,...] 
Group: Declaration 
Description: 
Create arrays (or simple variables) which are available to the entire macro/module, 
but not other macros/modules. Dimension var array(s) using the dims to establish 
the minimum and maximum index value for each dimension. If the dims are omitted 
then a scalar (single value) variable is defined. A dynamic array is declared using ( ) 
without any dims. It must be ReDimensioned before it can be used. The Private 
statement must be placed outside of Sub, Function or Property blocks. 
Example: 
Private A0,A1(1),A2(1,1) 
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Sub Init 
A0 = 1 
A1(0) = 2 
A2(0,0) = 3 
End Sub 
Sub Main 
Init 
Debug.Print A0;A1(0);A2(0,0) ' 1 2 3 
End Sub 

Procedure Definition A subroutine, function, or property. 
Property Definition An object provides methods and properties. Properties may be used as values (like 

a function call) or changed (using assignment syntax). 
 
If the property name contains characters that are not legal in a name, surround the 
property name with []. 
App.[Title$] 
Syntax: 
[ | Private | Public | Friend ] [ Default ] Property Get name[type][([param[,...]])] 
[As type[()]] 
statements 
End Property 
-or- 
[ | Private | Public | Friend ] Property [Let|Set] name[([param[,...]])] 
statements 
End Property 
Group: Declaration 
Description: 
User defined property. The property defines a set of statements to be executed 
when its value is used or changed. A property acts like a variable, except that getting 
its value calls Property Get and changing its value calls Property Let (or Property 
Set). Property Get and Property Let with the same name define a property that holds 
a value. Property Get and Property Set with the same name define a property that 
holds an object reference. The values of the calling arglist are assigned to the 
params. (For Property Let and Property Set the last parameter is the value on the 
right hand side of the assignment operator.) 
Property defaults to Public if Private, Public or Friend are not is specified. 
Example: 
Dim X_Value 
Property Get X() 
X = X_Value 
End Property 
Property Let X(NewValue) 
If Not IsNull(NewValue) Then X_Value = NewValue 
End Property 
Sub Main 
X = "Hello" 
Debug.Print X 
X = Null 
Debug.Print X 
End Sub 

Public Definition Syntax: 
Public [WithEvents] name[type][([dim[,...]])] [As [New] type][,...] 
Group: Declaration 
Description: 
Create arrays (or simple variables) which are available to the entire macro/module 
and other macros/modules. Dimension var array(s) using the dims to establish the 
minimum and maximum index value for each dimension. If the dims are omitted then 
a scalar (single value) variable is defined. A dynamic array is declared using ( ) 
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without any dims. It must be ReDimensioned before it can be used. The Public 
statement must be placed outside of Sub, Function or Property blocks. 
Example: 
Public A0,A1(1),A2(1,1) 
Sub Init 
A0 = 1 
A1(0) = 2 
A2(0,0) = 3 
End Sub 
Sub Main 
Init 
Debug.Print A0;A1(0);A2(0,0) ' 1 2 3 
End Sub 

PushButton Dialog Item 
Definition 

Syntax: 
PushButton X, Y, DX, DY, Title$[,.Field] 
Group: User Dialog 
Description: 
Define a push button item. Pressing the push button updates the dlgvar field values 
and closes the dialog. (Dialog( ) function call returns the push button's ordinal 
number in the dialog. The first push button returns 1.) 
Parameter Description 
X This number value is the distance from the left edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/8th of the average character width for the dialog's font. 
Y This number value is the distance from the top edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/12th of the character height for the dialog's font. 
DX This number value is the width. It is measured in 1/8th of the average character 
width for the dialog's font. 
DY This number value is the height. It is measured in 1/12th of the character height 
for the dialog's font. 
Title$ The value of this string is the title of the push button control. 
Field This identifier is the name of the field. The dialogfunc receives this name as 
string. If this identifier is omitted then the first two words of the title are used. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120 
Text 10,10,180,30,"Please push the DoIt button" 
OKButton 40,90,40,20 
PushButton 110,90,60,20,"&Do It" 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
Debug.Print Dialog(dlg) 
End Sub 

Statement Definition Zero or more instructions. A statement is at least one line long. Begin Dialog, Do, 
For, If (multiline), Select Case, While and With statements are always more than one 
line long. A single line statement continues on the next line if it ends a line with a 
space and an underscore ' _'. 
S$ = "This long string is easier to read, " + "if it is broken across two lines." 
Debug.Print S$ 

Static Definition Syntax: 
Static name[type][([dim[,...]])][As [New] type][,...] 
Group: Declaration 
Description: 
A static variable retains it value between procedure calls. Dimension var array(s) 
using the dims to establish the minimum and maximum index value for each 
dimension. If the dims are omitted then a scalar (single value) variable is defined. A 
dynamic array is declared using ( ) without any dims. It must be ReDimensioned 
before it can be used. 
Example: 
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Sub A 
Static X 
Debug.Print X 
X = "Hello" 
End Sub 
Sub Main 
A 
A ' prints "Hello" 
End Sub 

Str Definition An expression that returns a string result. 
"Hello" 
S$ 
S$ + " Goodbye" 
S$ & " Goodbye" 
Mid$(S$,2) 

Strarray Definition A variable that holds an array of string values. The name of a string variable may be 
followed by a $. 

StreamNum Definition An expression that returns a numeric result. Streams 1 through 255 are private to 
each macro. Streams 256 through 511 are shared by all macros. 

Strvar Definition A variable that holds one string value. The name of a string variable may be followed 
by a $. FirstName$ 

Sub Definition Syntax: 
[ | Private | Public | Friend ] Sub name[([param[,...]])] 
statements 
End Sub 
Group: Declaration 
Description: 
User defined subroutine. The subroutine defines a set of statements to be executed 
when it is called. The values of the calling arglist are assigned to the params. A 
subroutine does not return a result. 
 
Sub defaults to Public if Private, Public or Friend are not is specified. 
Example: 
Sub IdentityArray(A()) ' A() is an array of numbers 
For I = LBound(A) To UBound(A) 
A(I) = I 
Next I 
End Sub 
Sub CalcArray(A(),B,C) ' A() is an array of numbers 
For I = LBound(A) To UBound(A) 
A(I) = A(I)*B+C 
Next I 
End Sub 
Sub ShowArray(A()) ' A() is an array of numbers 
For I = LBound(A) To UBound(A) 
Debug.Print "(";I;")=";A(I) 
Next I 
End Sub 
Sub Main 
Dim X(1 To 4) 
IdentityArray X() ' X(1)=1, X(2)=2, X(3)=3, X(4)=4 
CalcArray X(),2,3 ' X(1)=5, X(2)=7, X(3)=9, X(4)=11 
ShowArray X() ' print X(1), X(2), X(3), X(4) 
End Sub 

Text Dialog Item 
Definition 

Syntax: 
Text X, Y, DX, DY, Title$[,.Field][, Options] 
Group: User Dialog 
Description: 
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Define a text item. 
Parameter Description 
X This number value is the distance from the left edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/8th of the average character width for the dialog's font. 
Y This number value is the distance from the top edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/12th of the character height for the dialog's font. 
DX This number value is the width. It is measured in 1/8th of the average character 
width for the dialog's font. 
DY This number value is the height. It is measured in 1/12th of the character height 
for the dialog's font. 
Title$ The value of this string is the title of the text control. 
Field This identifier is the name of the field. The dialogfunc receives this name as 
string. If this identifier is omitted then the first two words of the title are used. 
Options This numeric value controls the alignment of the text. Choose one value 
from following table. (If this numeric value omitted then zero is used.) 

Option Description 

0 Text is left aligned. 

1 Text is right aligned. 

2 Text is centered. 

Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120 
Text 10,10,180,15,"Please push the OK button" 
OKButton 80,90,40,20 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
Dialog dlg ' show dialog (wait for ok) 
End Sub 

TextBox Dialog Item 
Definition 

Syntax: 
TextBox X, Y, DX, DY,.Field$[, Options] 
Group: User Dialog 
Description: 
Define a textbox item. 
Parameter Description 
X This number value is the distance from the left edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/8th of the average character width for the dialog's font. 
Y This number value is the distance from the top edge of the dialog box. It is 
measured in 1/12th of the character height for the dialog's font. 
DX This number value is the width. It is measured in 1/8th of the average character 
width for the dialog's font. 
DY This number value is the height. It is measured in 1/12th of the character height 
for the dialog's font. 
Field The value of the text box is accessed via this field. 
Options This numeric value controls the type of text box. Choose one value from 
following table. (If this numeric value omitted then zero is used.) 

Option Description 

0 Text box allows a single line of text to be entered. 

1 Text box allows multiple lines of text can be entered. 

-1 Text box allows a hidden password can be entered. 

Example: 
Sub Main 
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Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120 
Text 10,10,180,15,"Please push the OK button" 
TextBox 10,25,180,20,.Text$ 
OKButton 80,90,40,20 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
dlg.Text$ = "none" 
Dialog dlg ' show dialog (wait for ok) 
Debug.Print dlg.Text$ 
End Sub 

Type Definition Syntax: 
[ | Private | Public ] Type name 
elem [([dim[,...]])] As [New] type 
[...] 
End Type 
Group: Declaration 
Description: 
Define a new usertype. Each elem defines an element of the type for storing data. 
As [New] type defines the type of data that can be stored. A user defined type 
variable has a value for each elem. Use.elem to access individual element values. 
 
Type defaults to Public if neither Private nor Public is specified. 
Example: 
Type Employee 
FirstName As String 
LastName As String 
Title As String 
Salary As Double 
End Type 
Sub Main 
Dim e As Employee 
e.FirstName = "John" 
e.LastName = "Doe" 
e.Title = "President" 
e.Salary = 100000 
Debug.Print e.FirstName '"John" 
Debug.Print e.LastName '"Doe" 
Debug.Print e.Title '"President" 
Debug.Print e.Salary ' 100000 
End Sub 

Type Symbols Variable and parameter types, as well as, function and property results may be 
specified using a type character as the last character in their name. 
Type char As Type 
% Integer 
? PortInt 
& Long 
! Single 
# Double 
@ Currency 
$ String 

Userenum Definition User defined enums are defined with Enum. 
Usertype Definition User defined types are defined with Type. 
Usertypevar Definition A user defined type variable holds values for elements of the user defined type. User 

defined types are defined using Type. 
Declare with Dim, Private, Public or Static. 
Declare as a parameter of Sub, Function or Property definition. 

Var Definition A variable holds either a string, a numeric value or an array of values depending on 
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its type. 

ariantvar Definition A variant variable can hold any type of value (except String*n or usertypevar). or it 
can hold an array. 

WithEvents Definition Syntax: 
[Dim | Private | Public] WithEvents name As objtype[,...] 
Group: Declaration 
Description: 
Dimensioning a module level variable WithEvents allows the macro to implement 
event handling Subs. The variable's As type must be a type from a referenced type 
library (or language extension) which implements events. 
Example: 
Dim WithEvents X As Thing 
Sub Main 
Set X = New Thing 
X.DoIt ' DoIt method raises DoingIt event 
End Sub 
Private Sub X_DoingIt 
Debug.Print "X.DoingIt event" 
End Sub 
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Extended Functions 
Introduction to Extended Functions 
AWE provides a library of additional functions that extend the functionality of the AWE Scripting Engine 
beyond the capabilities that the basic VBA-compatible engine provides. These functions, collectively 
referred to as Extended Functions, provide operations in several areas to provide more functionality and 
make formulating AWE scripts even easier. These functions provide a more straightforward approach to 
file-related operations, date/time manipulation, and viewing or modifying attributes of a running task. The 
extended functions can be used from within any AWE Action just like the normal VBA-compatible 
functions. 

AWE extended functions can be extremely useful because they provide added functionality to a given 
task. The extended functions are capable of returning multiple attributes in regard to the task currently 
being executed, such as returning the path and filename of the presently running task; returning the 
amount of time the task or particular step within the task took to execute in minutes, seconds, or 
milliseconds; or returning the last error generated by a task step. They can supply system information, 
such as returning the computer name that AWE is running on, returning the IP address of the specified 
host name or local computer, or returning the amount of space remaining on a specific drive. The 
extended functions can perform extensive date/time and file-related procedures as well, such as returning 
the first or last day of the specified month, quarter, or year, returning the number of files found in the 
specified folder or extracting the file name or the path within a particular string. 

The general format of a function is its name followed by any arguments contained between parentheses. 
For example: FunctionName (arguments). 

Similar to the regular VBA-compatible functions, some extended functions may or may not require other 
parameters to properly complete a procedure or routine. A function without arguments must include an 
empty set of parentheses (). 

For more details regarding the use of functions, see Using Functions. 

A full library of pre-defined AWE extended functions can be found in the lower left pane of the Expression 
Builder under the Extended Functions folder. Help regarding each extended function can be accessed 
by first clicking the Extended Functions folder, then clicking the desired extended function from the 
lower right pane, and pressing the F1 key; or right-clicking the extended function, and then clicking Help. 

Extended Function Name Description 
ArrayAvg Syntax: 

ArrayAvg(array) 
Description: 
Calculates the average of the values in an array. 
Return Value: 
Number. If the array parameter value is an empty array, returns zero. 

ArrayMax Syntax: 
ArrayMax(array) 
Description: 
Array maximum function. Returns the largest numeric value in an array. If the 
array parameter value is an empty array, returns zero. 
Parameters: 
Array—Name of an array 
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ArrayMin Syntax: 

ArrayMin(array) 
Description: 
Array minimum function. The smallest numeric value in an array. If the array 
parameter value is an empty array, returns zero. 
Parameters: 
Array—Name of an array 

ArraySum Syntax: 
ArraySum(array) 
Description: 
Array sum function. Returns the sum of values in an array. If the array 
parameter value is an empty array, returns zero. 
Parameters: 
Array—Name of an array  
Example: 
Dim arr As Integer() = {3, 7, 8, 2, 0, 9} 
MessageBox.Show(ArraySum(arr)) 

ArrayToList Syntax: 
ArrayToList(array [, delimiter ]) 
Description: 
Converts a one-dimensional array to a list. Returns delimited list, as a string. 
Parameters: 
Array—Name of an array  
Delimiter—Character or multicharacter string to separate list elements. The 
default value is comma. 

CreateGUID 
 

Syntax: 
ArraySum(array) 
Description: 
Array sum function. Returns the sum of values in an array. If the array 
parameter value is an empty array, returns zero. 
Parameters: 
array—Name of an array 
Example: 
Dim arr As Integer() = {3, 7, 8, 2, 0, 9} 
MessageBox.Show(ArraySum(arr)) 

CreateODBCDate 
 

Syntax: 
CreateODBCDate(dateexpr) 
Description: 
To use dates in a SQL language query, the date must be formatted properly. 
CreateODBCDate converts a BASIC date type to a string of text that is valid for 
use in a SQL Query through ODBC or OLEDB. 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—A valid data type or variant that can be converted to a date. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
CreateOdbcDate(Date()) 
End Sub 
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CreateODBCDateTime Syntax: 

CreateODBCDateTime(dateexpr) 
Description: 
To use dates in a SQL language query, the date must be formatted properly. 
CreateODBCDateTime converts a BASIC datetime type to a string of text that 
is valid for use in a SQL Query through ODBC or OLEDB. 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—A valid data + time type or variant that can be converted to a date + 
time value 
Example: 
Sub Main 
myodbcdatetime = CreateOdbcDateTime(Now()) 
'is the same as 
myodbcdatetime = CreateOdbcDateTime(Date() + Time()) 
End Sub 

CreateODBCTime Syntax: 
CreateODBCTime(dateexpr) 
Description: 
To use dates in a SQL language query, the date must be formatted properly. 
CreateODBCTime converts a BASIC time type to a string of text that is valid for 
use in a SQL Query through ODBC or OLEDB. 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—A valid time type or variant that can be converted to a time value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
myodbcdatetime = CreateOdbcTime(Time()) 
End Sub 

DaysInMonth Syntax: 
DaysInMonth(dateexpr) 
Description: 
Returns the number of days in the month of the date specified. 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—A valid time type or variant that can be converted to a date value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
'display the number of days in the current month 
numberofdaysthismonth = DaysInMonth(Now()) 
'display the number of days in next month  
numberofdaysnextmonth = DaysInMonth(DateAdd("m",1, Now())) 
'display the number of days in month of a custom date 
numberofdayscustommonth = 
DaysInMonth(DateSerial(2004,02,34)) 
End Sub 
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DaysInYear Syntax: 

DaysInYear(dateexpr) 
Description: 
Returns the number of days in the year of the date specified. 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—A valid time type or variant that can be converted to a date value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
'display the number of days in the current year 
numberofdaysthisyear = DaysInYear(Now()) 
'display the number of days in next year 
numberofdaysnextyear = DaysInYear(DateAdd("y",1, Now())) 
'display the number of days in a year of a custom date 
numberofdayscustomyear = 
DaysInYear(DateSerial(2004,02,34)) 
End Sub 

DriveAvailableSpace Syntax: 
DriveAvailableSpace(Str) 
Description: 
Returns, in megabytes (MB), the amount of space remaining on the specified 
drive letter. 
Parameters: 
Str—A text string containing the drive letter to be checked for available space. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox DriveAvailableSpace("c:") 
End Sub 

DriveExists Syntax: 
DriveExists(Str) 
Description: 
Returns true if the specified drive letter exists and false if it does not. 
Parameters: 
Str—A text string containing the drive letter to check for existence. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox DriveExists("c:") 
End Sub 

ExtractFileName Syntax: 
ExtractFileName(Str) 
Description: 
Extracts the name and extension parts of a file name. The resulting string is the 
rightmost characters of FileName, starting with the first character after the 
colon or backslash that separates the path information from the name and 
extension. The resulting string is equal to FileName if FileName contains no 
drive and folder parts. 
Parameters: 
Str—A text string containing the full path from which the filename should be 
extracted. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
'will return filename.txt 
MsgBox ExtractFileName("c:\foldername\filename.txt") 
End Sub 
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ExtractFilePath Syntax: 

ExtractFilePath(Str) 
Description: 
Returns the drive and folder portions of a file name. The resulting string is the 
leftmost characters of FileName, up to and including the colon or backslash 
that separates the path information from the name and extension. The resulting 
string is empty if FileName contains no drive and folder parts. 
Parameters: 
Str—A text string containing the full path from which the path should be 
extracted. 
 
 
Example: 
Sub Main 
'will return c:\foldername 
MsgBox ExtractFilePath("c:\foldername\filename.txt") 
End Sub 

FileCount Syntax: 
FileCount(Str) 
Description: 
Returns the number of files found in the specified folder. 
Parameters: 
Str—A text string containing the folder that should be scanned for number of 
files. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox FileCount("c:\foldername") 
End Sub 

FileExists Syntax: 
FileExists(Str) 
Description: 
Returns true if the specified file exists and false if it does not. 
Parameters: 
Str—A text string containing the path and filename of the file to check for 
existence. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox FileExists("c:\foldername\filename.txt") 
End Sub 
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FirstDateOfDayInQuarter Syntax: 

FirstDateOfDayInQuarter(dateexpr, NumZ{day}) 
Description: 
Returns the date of the first instance of the specified day in the quarter of the 
date specified. For example, this function could return the date of the first 
Monday of the next quarter. 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—The date to be used when determining the first instance of the day. 
NumZ{day}—Value—Description 
vbSunday—1—Sunday 
vbMonday—2—Monday 
vbTuesday—3—Tuesday 
vbWednesday—4—Wednesday 
vbThursday—5—Thursday 
vbFriday—6—Friday 
vbSaturday—7—Saturday  
Example: 
Sub Main 
'return the date of the first Sunday of this quarter. 
firstSundayofthisquarter = 
FirstDateOfDayInQuarter(Now(),1) 
'return the date of the first Monday of next quarter. 
firstMondayofnextquarter = 
FirstDateOfDayInQuarter(DateAdd(1,"q",Now()),2) 
End Sub 
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FirstDateOfDayInYear Syntax: 

FirstDateOfDayInYear(dateexpr, NumZ{day}) 
Description: 
Returns the date of the first instance of the specified day in the year of the date 
specified. For example, this function could return the date of the first Monday of 
next year. 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—The date to be used when determining the first instance of the day. 
NumZ{day}—Value—Description 
vbSunday—1—Sunday 
vbMonday—2—Monday 
vbTuesday—3—Tuesday 
vbWednesday—4—Wednesday 
vbThursday—5—Thursday 
vbFriday—6—Friday 
vbSaturday—7—Saturday 
Example: 
Sub Main 
'return the date of the first Sunday of this year. 
firstSundayofthisyear = FirstDateOfDayInYear(Now(),1) 
'return the date of the first Monday of next year. 
firstMondayofnextyear = FirstDateOfDayInQuarter(DateAdd(1, 
"yyyy",Now()),2) 
End Sub 

FolderCount Syntax: 
FolderCount(Str) 
Description: 
Returns the number of subfolders found in the specified folder. 
Parameters: 
Str—A text string containing the folder that should be scanned for number of 
sub-folders. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox FolderCount("c:\foldername") 
End Sub 

FolderExists Syntax: 
FolderExists(Str) 
Description: 
Returns true if the specified folder exists and false if it does not. 
Parameters: 
Str—A text string containing the path of the folder to check for existence. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox FolderExists("c:\foldername\") 
End Sub 
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GetAutoMateDirectory Syntax: 

GetAutoMateDirectory() 
Description: 
Returns folder of the current installation. 
Parameters 
(No parameters needed) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
'usually c:\program files\AutoMate 7\ 
MsgBox GetAutoMateDirectory() 
End Sub 

GetAutoMateLogfile Syntax: 
GetAutoMateLogfile() 
Description: 
Returns the path and name of the AWE text log file. Events are logged to this 
text file when the logging preferences are set to "Text file" or "Both" in the AWE 
Configuration Manager logging options. 
Parameters: 
(No parameters needed) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetAutoMateLogfile() 
End Sub 

GetAutoMateVersion 
 

Syntax: 
GetAutoMateVersion() 
Description: 
Returns the version of the current installation. 
Parameters 
(No parameters needed) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetAutoMateVersion() 
End Sub 

GetComputerName Syntax: 
GetComputerName() 
Description: 
Returns the name of the computer that AWE is running on. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetComputerName() 
End Sub 

GetCurrentLineNumber Syntax: 
GetCurrentLineNumber() 
Description: 
Returns the step number of the currently running task. The step number 
returned is in the context of the Task not the BASIC script (if any). 
Parameters: 
(No parameters needed) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetCurrentLineNumber() 
End Sub 
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GetCurrentTagText Syntax: 

GetCurrentTagText() 
Description: 
Returns the AML tag currently being executed. 
Parameter: 
(no parameters) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetCurrentTagText() 
End Sub 

GetDesktopDirectory Syntax: 
GetDesktopDirectory() 
Description: 
Returns folder of the Windows Desktop. 
Parameter: 
(No parameters needed) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetDesktopDirectory() 
End Sub 

GetEnvironmentVariable Syntax: 
GetEnvironmentVariable(Str) 
Description: 
GetEnvironmentVariable returns the value of the EnvVar environment variable. 
If the specified variable does not exist or EnvVar is empty, an empty string is 
returned. This function can retrieve either a system environment variable or a 
user environment variable. 
Example: 
Dim variable As String 
Dim returnValue As String 
returnValue = 
Environment.GetEnvironmentVariable(variablename) 

GetErrorText Syntax: 
GetErrorText(ErrorNumber) 
Description: 
Returns the error message corresponding to the specified error ID or number. 
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GetFileAttr Syntax: 

GetFileAttr(Str) 
Description: 
Returns a string representing the attributes of the specified file. Although the 
standard BASIC language contains the GetAttr function to retreive file 
attributes, this function is superior because the attributes are returned in a 
format that is human readable and may be used directly in any AML action 
parameter that supports attribute filters. Examples of such actions include Copy 
File and Delete File. 
Parameters: 
Str—A text string containing the full path and filename from which the attributes 
should be extracted. 
The return value string is comprised of any combination of the following 
attribute indicators: 
Attribute—Indicators 
R - Read only—Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute turned on to be 
included, "-R" causes files with this attribute turned off to be included, not 
specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute to be ignored. 
A - Archive—Specifying "+A" causes files with this attribute turned on to be 
included, "-A" causes files with this attribute turned off to be included, not 
specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute to be ignored. 
S - System—Specifying "+S" causes files with this attribute turned on to be 
included, "-S" causes files with this attribute turned off to be included, not 
specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute to be ignored. 
H - Hidden—Specifying "+R" causes files with this attribute turned on to be 
included, "-H" causes files with this attribute turned off to be included, not 
specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute to be ignored. 
C - Compression—Specifying "+C" causes files with this attribute turned on to 
be included, "-C" causes files with this attribute turned off to be included, not 
specifying the letter (default) causes this attribute to be ignored. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetFileAttr("c:\foldername\filename.txt") 
End Sub 

GetFocusedWindowHandle Syntax: 
GetFocusedWindowHandle() 
Description: 
Returns the "handle" of the currently focused Window. 
A "handle" is a unique number assigned by the operating system to every 
window on the system. The return value may be used in either the 
GetWindowCaption extended function or in any of the actions that have a" 
handle" parameter to identify a window. 
Parameter: 
(No parameters needed) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetDesktopFolder() 
End Sub 
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GetFontDirectory Syntax: 

GetFontDirectory() 
Description: 
Returns the folder path of the Windows "fonts" folder. 
Parameter: 
(no parameters) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetFontDirectory() 
End Sub 

GetIPAddress Syntax: 
GetIPAddress (hostname) 
Description: 
Returns the IP address of the computer specified by hostname. Use an empty 
string to return the IP address of the local computer. 
Parameters: 
Hostname (optional)—The hostname of the computer for which to return the IP 
address. If this parameter is an empty string, the IP address of the current 
computer is returned. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
' Display the IP address of the current computer 
MsgBox GetIPAddress () 
' Display the IP address of Yahoo! 
MsgBox GetIPAddress ("www.yahoo.com") 
End Sub 

GetLastError Syntax: 
GetLastError() 
Description: 
Returns the last error generated by a task step in the AML language. The error 
is returned as a number that uniquely identifies the error. This is very important 
function as it allows conditional execution based on the error generated by a 
step. If the last step did not generate an error GetLastError returns 0. 
NOTE: This function returns errors for AML only - it does not work with BASIC 
functions or methods. 
Parameters: 
(No parameters needed) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetLastError() 
End Sub 

GetLastErrorText Syntax: 
GetLastErrorText() 
Description: 
Returns a text string describing the last error encountered by the task (the error 
string corresponds to the error code returned by GetLastError) 
Parameter: 
(No parameters) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
' Display the last error code and text 
strError = "Error Code: " & GetLastError() & " Error: " & 
GetLastErrorText() 
MsgBox strError  
End Sub 
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GetLastStepExecutionTimeMin Syntax: 

GetLastStepExecutionTimeMin() 
Description: 
Returns the amount of time the last step took to execute in minutes. If the step 
took less than one minute the function returns 0 
Parameters: 
(no parameters needed) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetLastStepExecutionTimeMin() 
End Sub 

GetLastStepExecutionTimeMS Syntax: 
GetLastStepExecutionTimeMS() 
Description: 
Returns the amount of time the last step took to execute in milliseconds. 
Parameters: 
(no parameters) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetLastStepExecutionTimeMS() 
End Sub 

GetLastStepExecutionTimeSec Syntax: 
GetLastStepExecutionTimeSec() 
Description: 
Returns the amount of time the last step took to execute in seconds. If the step 
took less than one second the function returns 0 
Parameters: 
(no parameters) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetLastStepExecutionTimeSec() 
End Sub 

GetMousePosX Syntax: 
GetMousePosX() 
Description: 
Returns the x coordinate of the current mouse position. The very left of the 
screen is 0. 
Parameters: 
(No parameters needed) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
' Display the position of the mouse 
strMousePos = GetMousePosX() & "," & GetMousePosY() 
MsgBox strMousePos  
End Sub 
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GetMousePosY Syntax: 

GetMousePosY() 
Description: 
Returns the y coordinate of the current mouse position. The very top of the 
screen is 0. 
Parameters: 
(No parameters needed) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
' Display the position of the mouse 
strMousePos = GetMousePosX() & "," & GetMousePosY() 
MsgBox strMousePos  
End Sub 

GetParentTaskName Syntax: 
GetParentTaskName() 
Description: 
Returns the name of the task that launched the current task. The function 
returns a blank string if the task was not started by another task. 
Parameters: 
(no parameters) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
' Display the name of the parent task 
strParentTask = GetParentTaskName() 
if (strParentTask == "") 
MsgBox "Not started by another task" 
else 
MshBox "Task was started by " & strParentTask 
End Sub 

GetProgramsDirectory Syntax: 
GetProgramsDirectory() 
Description: 
Returns the folder path of the Windows "Program Files" folder. 
Parameters: 
(No parameters needed) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetProgramsDirectory() 
End Sub 

GetStartupDirectory Syntax: 
GetStartupDirectory() 
Description: 
Returns the folder path of the Windows "Startup" folder. The startup folder is a 
special folder in Windows. Any program files located in this folder are 
automatically started when the user logs on. 
Parameters: 
(No parameters needed) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetStartupDirectory() 
End Sub 
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GetSystemDirectory Syntax: 

GetSystemDirectory() 
Description: 
Returns the folder path of the Windows "System" folder. 
Parameters: 
(No parameters) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetSystemDirectory() 
End Sub 

GetTaskExecutionTimeMin Syntax: 
GetTaskExecutionTimeMin() 
Description: 
Returns the amount of time the task took to execute in minutes. If the task took 
less than one minute the function returns 0 
Parameter: 
(no parameters) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetTaskExecutionTimeMin() 
End Sub 

GetTaskExecutionTimeMS Syntax: 
GetTaskExecutionTimeMS() 
Description: 
Returns the amount of time the task took to execute in milliseconds. 
Parameter: 
(No parameters) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetTaskExecutionTimeMS() 
End Sub 

GetTaskExecutionTimeSec Syntax: 
GetTaskExecutionTimeSec() 
Description: 
Returns the amount of time the task took to execute in seconds. If the task took 
less than one second the function returns 0 
Parameter: 
(No parameters) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetTaskExecutionTimeSec() 
End Sub 

GetTaskName Syntax: 
GetTaskName() 
Description: 
Returns the path and filename of the currently running task. 
Parameter: 
(no parameters) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetTaskName() 
End Sub 
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GetTasksDirectory Syntax: 

GetTasksDirectory() 
Description: 
Returns the folder path of the default location for new AWE task files.  
Parameters: 
(No parameters) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetTasksDirectory() 
End Sub 

GetUsername Syntax: 
GetUsername() 
Description: 
Returns the user name of the currently logged on Windows user. 
Parameter: 
(No parameters) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetUsername() 
End Sub 

GetVar Syntax: 
GetVar (iIndex) 
Description: 
Returns the name of the variable at enumerated variable list index iIndex. 
(Note: this function returns valid results only from within a running task). 
Parameters: 
index—The index number of the variable name to return from the list of 
enumerated variable names. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
' Display the names of all the variables and their 
' contents 
Dim iTotalVariables As Integer 
iTotalVariables = GetVarCount() 
For iIndex=0 to iTotalVariables 
MsgBox GetVar(iIndex) 
MsgBox GetVarValueByVarName(GetVar(iIndex)) 
Next iIndex 
End Sub 
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GetVarCount Syntax: 

GetVarCount() 
Description: 
Returns the total number of variables created by the current task. (Note: this 
function returns valid results only from within a running task). 
Parameters: 
(No parameters needed) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
' Display the names of all the AWE variables and their 
' contents 
Dim iTotalVariables As Integer 
iTotalVariables = GetVarCount() 
For iIndex=0 to iTotalVariables 
MsgBox GetVar(iIndex) 
MsgBox GetVarValueByVarName(GetVar(iIndex)) 
Next iIndex 
End Sub 

GetVarValueByVarName Syntax: 
GetVarValueByVarName (strVarName) 
Description: 
Returns the contents of the variable whose name is strVarName. strVarName 
is a string of the Autoate variable name, and not the variable name itself. (Note: 
this function returns valid results only from within a running task) 
Parameters: 
strVarName—String of the name of the variable whose contents are to be 
returned. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
' Display the contents of an variable named "test" 
MsgBox GetVarValueByVarName("test") 
End Sub 
Sub Main 
' Display the names of all the variables and their 
' contents 
Dim iTotalVariables As Integer 
iTotalVariables = GetVarCount() 
For iIndex=0 to iTotalVariables 
MsgBox GetVar(iIndex) 
MsgBox GetVarValueByVarName(GetVar(iIndex)) 
Next iIndex 
End Sub 

GetWindowCaption Syntax: 
GetWindowCaption(Num) 
Description: 
Returns the caption from the Window title bar) of the Window with the handle 
specified. 
To obtain the handle of the current top level window use the 
GetFocusedWindowHandle function. 
The Run action can also return a Window handle. 
Parameters: 
(No parameters) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetDesktopFolder() 
End Sub 
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GetWindowsDirectory Syntax: 

GetWindowsDirectory() 
Description: 
Returns the folder path of the Windows folder. 
Parameter: 
(no parameters) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetWindowsDirectory() 
End Sub 

GetWindowsVersion Syntax: 
GetWindowsVersion() 
Description: 
Returns a string with the version number of Windows. 
Parameter: 
(no parameters) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetWindowsVersion() 
End Sub 
IsDefined 
Syntax: 
IsDefined (str) 
Description: 
Tests a str expression to determine whether it is the name of a product or 
platform constant at run time. IsDefined returns TRUE (-1) if str is the name of 
a product or platform constant at run time. Otherwise IsDefined returns FALSE 
(0). 
Parameters: 
str—Name of variable to test for. 
Notes: 
The constants can define platforms at different levels and are not mutually 
exclusive. For example, on WinNT, the platform returned can be WIN32_X86, 
WINNT, WIN32, or WINDOWS. 
Product constants are defined by, and are specific to, the host product, for 
example Notes, 1-2-3, ESB, and so on. Refer to the product's documentation 
for a list of product-defined constants. 

IsLeapYear Syntax: 
IsLeapYear(date) 
Description: 
Returns true if date is in a leap year, and false otherwise. 
Parameters: 
date—A valid date string or date variable. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
If IsLeapYear (Now()) Then 
MsgBox "This is a leap year" 
Else 
MsgBox "This is not a leap year" 
End Sub 
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IsLocked Syntax: 

IsLocked(Str) 
Description: 
Returns a true if the file is locked and/or currently in use by another application, 
and false otherwise. 
Parameters: 
Str—A text string containing the full path and filename to be checked. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox GetFileAttr("c:\foldername\filename.txt") 
End Sub 

LastDateOfDayInMonth Syntax: 
LastDateOfDayInMonth(dateexpr, NumZ{day}) 
Description: 
Returns the date of the last instance of the specified day in the month of the 
date specified. For example, this function could return the date of the last 
Monday of next month. 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—The date to be used when determining the last instance of the day 
in the month. 
NumZ{day}—The day to check for. 
NumZ{day}—Value—Description 
vbSunday—1—Sunday 
vbMonday—2—Monday 
vbTuesday—3—Tuesday 
vbWednesday—4—Wednesday 
vbThursday—5—Thursday 
vbFriday—6—Friday 
vbSaturday—7—Saturday 
Example: 
Sub Main 
'return the date of the last Sunday of this month. 
lastSundayofthismonth= LastDateOfDayInMonth(Now(),1) 
'return the date of the last Friday of next month. 
lastMondayofnextmonth = 
LastDateOfDayInMonth(DateAdd(1,"m",Now()),6) 
End Sub 
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LastDateOfDayInQuarter Syntax: 

LastDateOfDayInQuarter(dateexpr, NumZ{day}) 
Description: 
Returns the date of the last instance of the specified day in the quarter of the 
date specified. For example, this function could return the date of the last 
Monday of the next quarter. 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—The date to be used when determining the last instance of the 
quarter. 
NumZ{day}—Value—Description 
vbSunday—1—Sunday 
vbMonday—2—Monday 
vbTuesday—3—Tuesday 
vbWednesday—4—Wednesday 
vbThursday—5—Thursday 
vbFriday—6—Friday 
vbSaturday—7—Saturday 
Example: 
Sub Main 
'return the date of the last Sunday of this quarter. 
lastSundayofthisquarter= LastDateOfDayInQuarter(Now(),1) 
'return the date of the last Friday of next quarter. 
lastMondayofnextquarter = 
LastDateOfDayInQuarter(DateAdd(1,"q",Now()),6) 
End Sub 

LastDateOfDayInYear 
 

Syntax: 
LastDateOfDayInYear(dateexpr NumZ{day}) 
Description: 
Returns the date of the last instance of the specified day in the year of the date 
specified. For example, this function could return the date of the last Monday of 
next year. 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—The date to be used when determining the last instance of the day 
in the year. 
NumZ{day}—The day to check for. 
NumZ{day}—Value—Description 
vbSunday—1—Sunday 
vbMonday—2—Monday 
vbTuesday—3—Tuesday 
vbWednesday—4—Wednesday 
vbThursday—5—Thursday 
vbFriday—6—Friday 
vbSaturday—7—Saturday 
Example: 
Sub Main 
'return the date of the last Sunday of this year. 
lastSundayofthisyear= LastDateOfDayInYear(Now(),1) 
'return the date of the last Friday of next year. 
lastMondayofnextyear = 
LastDateOfDayInYear(DateAdd(1,"yyyy",Now()),6) 
End Sub 
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Extended Function Name Description 
LastDateOfWeek Syntax: 

LastDateOfWeek(dateexpr, NumZ{day}) 
Description: 
Returns the date of the last instance of the specified day in the week of the 
date specified. 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—The date to be used when determining the last instance of the day 
in the week. 
NumZ{day}—The day to check for. 
NumZ{day}—Value—Description 
vbSunday—1—Sunday 
vbMonday—2—Monday 
vbTuesday—3—Tuesday 
vbWednesday—4—Wednesday 
vbThursday—5—Thursday 
vbFriday—6—Friday 
vbSaturday—7—Saturday 
Example: 
Sub Main 
'return the date of the last Sunday of this week. 
lastSundayofthisweek = LastDateOfWeek(Now(),1) 
'return the date of the last Friday of this week. 
lastMondayofthisweek = LastDateOfWeek(Now(),6) 
End Sub 

LastDayOfMonth Syntax: 
LastDayOfMonth(dateexpr) 
Description: 
Returns the last day (i.e. Sunday, Monday, etc.) of the month specified by 
dateexpr. For example, this function could return the name of last day of the 
current month. 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—The date to be used when determining the last day of the current 
month. 
The return integer is one of the following: 
NumZ{day}—Value—Description 
vbSunday—1—Sunday 
vbMonday—2—Monday 
vbTuesday—3—Tuesday 
vbWednesday—4—Wednesday 
vbThursday—5—Thursday 
vbFriday—6—Friday 
vbSaturday—7—Saturday 
Example: 
Sub Main 
'return the name of the last day of this month 
lastDayOfTheMonth = LastDayOfTheMonth (Now()) 
End Sub 
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Extended Function Name Description 
LastDayOfQuarter 
 

Syntax: 
LastDayOfQuarter(dateexpr) 
Description: 
Returns the last day (i.e. Sunday, Monday, etc.) of the quarter specified by 
dateexpr. For example, this function could return the name of last day of the 
second quarter of the current year. A quarter occurs every three months 
starting in January. 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—The date to be used when determining the last day of the quarter. 
The return integer can be one of the following: 
NumZ{day}—Value—Description 
vbSunday—1—Sunday 
vbMonday—2—Monday 
vbTuesday—3—Tuesday 
vbWednesday—4—Wednesday 
vbThursday—5—Thursday 
vbFriday—6—Friday 
vbSaturday—7—Saturday 
Example: 
Sub Main 
'return the name of the last day of this quarter 
lastDayOfThisQuarter = LastDayOfQuarter (Now()) 
End Sub 
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Extended Function Name Description 
LastDayOfYear Syntax: 

LastDayOfYear(dateexpr) 
Description: 
Returns the last day (i.e. Sunday, Monday, etc.) of the year specified by 
dateexpr. For instance, this function could return the name of last day of the 
current year. 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—A date which contains the year to be examined. 
The return integer can be one of the following: 
Firstday—Value—Description 
vbSunday—1—Sunday 
vbMonday—2—Monday 
vbTuesday—3—Tuesday 
vbWednesday—4—Wednesday 
vbThursday—5—Thursday 
vbFriday—6—Friday 
vbSaturday—7—Saturday 
Example: 
Sub Main 
'return the name of the last day of this year 
lastDayOfYear = LastDayOfYear (Now()) 
End Sub 

RndEx Syntax: 
RndEx() 
Description: 
Returns a random number between 0 and 1. This function should be used in 
place of Rnd() as its results are more widely distributed in repeated calls than 
Rnd(). 
Parameter: 
(No parameters) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox Rnd() 
End Sub 

RndFloat Syntax: 
RndFloat (Floor as Double, Ceiling As Double) 
Description: 
Returns a random floating point number between Floor and Ceiling. 
Parameters: 
Floor—The lowest random number possible. This cannot be a negative value. 
Ceiling—The highest random number possible. This cannot be a negative 
value and must be greater than Floor. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim MyRandomNumber As Double 
MyRandomNumber = RndFloat (1, 100) 'Random number between 
1 and 100 
MsgBox Str(MyRandomNumber) 
End Sub 
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Extended Function Name Description 
RndInt Syntax: 

RndInt (Floor as Integer, Ceiling As Integer) 
Description: 
Returns a random number between Floor and Ceiling. 
Parameters: 
Floor—The lowest random number possible. This cannot be a negative value. 
Ceiling—The highest random number possible. This cannot be a negative 
value and must be greater than Floor. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim MyRandomNumber As Integer 
MyRandomNumber = RndInt (1, 100) 'Random number between 1 
and 100 
MsgBox Str(MyRandomNumber) 
End Sub 

TaskId Syntax: 
TaskId() 
Description: 
Returns the ID number of the currently running task. Each running AWE task 
has a unique number assigned to it at runtime to differentiate it from other tasks 
running with the same name. The TaskID is a read-only property of the running 
task. 
Parameter: 
(no parameters) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
' Display the task ID of the currently running task 
MsgBox TaskId() 
End Sub 

 

Functions 
In computer programming, a function is a predefined formula which automatically generates various kinds 
of output. Its main purpose is to accept certain input from the user and return a value which is passed 
onto the main program to finish the execution. Functions can reduce code repetition and increase code 
readability. 

Most programming languages such as VBScript come with a built-in range of functions that perform 
various actions or routines and return a specific value. AWE encompasses a VBA-compatible engine 
designed to extend the functionality available in AML (AWE Markup Language), the primary internal 
language that it uses. Not only does this allow multi-line BASIC scripts to be included in a task (with the 
use of the BASIC Script action), it allows all built-in, pre-defined Visual Basic functions to be used as an 
expression in text fields of any step of a task as well by surrounding the function with percent signs. 

Some VBA-compatible functions require other parameters in order to properly complete a procedure or 

routine. The general format of a function is its name followed by any arguments contained between 

parentheses: 

FunctionName (arguments) 

For more details regarding the use of functions, see Using Functions. 

A full library of pre-defined VBA functions can be found in the lower left pane of the Expression Builder 
under the Functions folder. Help regarding each function can be accessed by first expanding the 
Functions folder, then selecting the desired function from the lower right pane and pressing the F1 key or 
by right-clicking the function and selecting Help from the popup menu that appears. 
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Furthermore, AWE includes a large collection of additional functions that extend the functionality of the 
AWE Scripting Engine beyond the capabilities of what the basic VBA-compatible engine provides. These 
functions are collectively referred to as AWE Extended Functions. 

Function Name Description 
Abs  Syntax: 

Abs(Num) 
Group: 
Math 
Description: 
Return the absolute value. 
Parameters: 
Num—Return the absolute value of this numeric value. If this value is Null then Null is 
returned. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Abs(9) ' 9 
Debug.Print Abs(0) ' 0 
Debug.Print Abs(-9) ' 9 
End Sub 

Array  Syntax: 
Array([expr[,]]) 
Group:r 
Conversion 
Description: 
Return a variant value array containing the exprs. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
X = Array(0,1,4,9) 
Debug.Print X(2) ' 4 
End Sub 

Asc  Syntax: 
Asc(S$) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return the ASCII value. 
Note: A similar function, AscB, returns the first byte in S$. Another similar function, AscW, 
returns the Unicode number. 
Parameters: 
S$—Return the ASCII value of the first char in this string value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Asc("A") ' 65 
End Sub 
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Function Name Description 
Atn  Syntax: 

Atn(Num) 
Group: 
Math 
Description: 
Return the arc tangent. This is the number of radians. There are 2*Pi radians in a full circle. 
Parameters: 
Num—Return the arc tangent of this numeric value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Atn(1)*4 ' 3.1415926535898 
End Sub 

CallersLine  Syntax: 
CallersLine[(Depth)] 
Group: 
Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Return the caller's line as a text string. 
The text format is: "[macroname|subname#linenum] linetext". 
Parameters: 
Depth—This integer value indicates how deep into the stack to get the caller's line. If Depth 
= -1 then return the current line. If Depth = 0 then return the calling subroutine's current line, 
etc.. If Depth is greater than or equal to the call stack depth then a null string is returned. If 
this value is omitted then the depth is 0. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
A 
End Sub 
Sub A 
Debug.Print CallersLine '"[(untitled 1)|Main# 2] A" 
End Sub 

CBool  Syntax: 
CBool(Num|$) 
Group: 
Conversion 
Description: 
Convert to a boolean value. Zero converts to False, while all other values convert to True. 
Parameters: 
Num|$—Convert a number or string value to a boolean value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print CBool(-1) 'True 
Debug.Print CBool(0) 'False 
Debug.Print CBool(1) 'True 
End Sub 
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Function Name Description 
CByte  Syntax: 

CByte(Num|$) 
Group: 
Conversion 
Description: 
Convert to a byte value. 
Parameters: 
Num|$—Convert a number or string value to a byte value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print CByte(1.6) ' 2 
End Sub 

CChar  Syntax: 
CChar(expr) 
Group: 
Conversion 
Description: 
Convert a number or string value to an single character value. 
Parameters: 
expr—Convert a number or string value to an single character value. This is the first 
character of the string conversion. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print CChar(33) '"!" 
End Sub 

CCur  Syntax:  
CCur(Num|$) 
Group: 
Conversion 
Description: 
Convert to a currency value. 
Parameters: 
Num|$—Convert a number or string value to a currency value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print CCur("1E6") ' 1000000 
End Sub 

CDate  Syntax:  
CDate(Num|$) 
-or- 
CVDate(Num|$) 
Group: 
Conversion 
Description: 
Convert to a date value. 
Parameters: 
Num|$—Convert a number or string value to a date value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print CDate(2) ' 1/1/00 
End Sub 
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Function Name Description 
CDbl  Syntax:  

CDbl(Num|$) 
Group: 
Conversion 
Description: 
Convert to a double precision real. 
Parameters: 
Num|$—Convert a number or string value to a double precision real. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print CDbl("1E6") ' 1000000 
End Sub 

CDec  Syntax:  
CDec(Num|$) 
Group: 
Conversion 
Description: 
Convert to a decimal (96 bit scaled real). 
Parameters: 
Num|$—Convert a number or string value to a 96 bit scaled real. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print CDec("1E16")+0.1 ' 10000000000000000.1 
End Sub 

Choose  Syntax:  
Choose(Index, expr[,]) 
Group: 
Flow Control 
Description: 
Return the value of the expr indicated by Index. 
Parameters: 
Index—The numeric value indicates which expr to return. If this value is less than one or 
greater than the number of exprs then Null is returned. 
expr—All expressions are evaluated. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Choose(2,"Hi","there") '"there" 
End Sub 

Chr  Syntax:  
Chr[$](Num) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return a one char string for the ASCII value. 
Note: A similar function, ChrB, returns a single byte ASCII string. Another similar function, 
ChrW, returns a single char Unicode string. 
Parameters: 
Num—Return one char string for this ASCII numeric value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Chr$(48) '"0" 
End Sub 
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Function Name Description 
CInt  Syntax: 

CInt(expr) 
Group: 
Conversion 
Description: 
Convert to a 16 bit integer. If the expr is too big (or too small) to fit then an overflow error 
occurs. 
Parameters: 
expr—Convert a number or string value to an integer. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print CInt(1.6) ' 2 
End Sub 

Clipboard 
Instruction/Function 

Syntax: 
Clipboard Text$ 
Or 
Clipboard[$][( )] 
Group: 
Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Form 1: Set the clipboard to Text$. This is like the Edit|Copy menu command. 
Form 2: Returns the text in the clipboard. 
Parameters: 
Text$—Put this string value into the clipboard. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Clipboard$() 
Clipboard "Hello" 
Debug.Print Clipboard$() '"Hello" 
End Sub 

CLng  Syntax: 
CLng(Num|$) 
Group: 
Conversion 
Description: 
Convert to a 32 bit long integer. If Num|$ is too big (or too small) to fit then an overflow error 
occurs. 
Parameters: 
Num|$—Convert a number or string value to a 32 bit integer. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print CLng(1.6) ' 2 
End Sub 
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Function Name Description 
CObj  Syntax: 

CObj(expr) 
Group: 
Conversion 
Description: 
Convert to an Object. The object contains the value. 
Parameters: 
expr—Convert to an object. If the parameter is already an object, return it. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print CObj(Sqr(2)) ' 1.4142135381699 
End Sub 

Command  Syntax: 
Command[$] 
Group: 
Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Contains the value of the MacroRun parameters. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print "Command line parameter is: """; 
Debug.Print Command$; 
Debug.Print """" 
End Sub 

Cos  Syntax: 
Cos(Num) 
Group: 
Math 
Description: 
Return the cosine. 
Parameters: 
Num—Return the cosine of this numeric value. This is the number of radians. There are 
2*Pi radians in a full circle. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Cos(1) ' 0.54030230586814 
End Sub 

CreateObject  Syntax: 
CreateObject(Class$) 
Group: 
Object 
Description: 
Create a new object of type Class$. Use Set to assign the returned object to an object 
variable. 
Parameters: 
Class$—This string value is the application's registered class name. If this application is not 
currently active it will be started. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim App As Object 
Set App = CreateObject("WinWrap.CppDemoApplication") 
App.Move 20,30 ' move icon to 20,30 
Set App = Nothing 
App.Quit ' run-time error (no object) 
End Sub 
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Function Name Description 
CSng  Syntax: 

CSng(expr) 
Group: 
Conversion 
Description: 
Convert to a single precision real. If expr is too big (or too small) to fit then an overflow error 
occurs. 
Parameters: 
expr—Convert a number or string value to a single precision real. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print CSng(Sqr(2)) ' 1.4142135381699 
End Sub 

CShort  Syntax: 
CShort(Num|$) 
Group: 
Conversion 
Description: 
Convert to a 16 bit signed integer Short value. If expr is too big (or too small) to fit then an 
overflow error occurs. 
Parameters: 
expr—Convert a number or string value to a 16 bit signed integer. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print CShort(1.6) ' 2 
End Sub 

CType  Syntax: 
CShort(expr ) 
Group: 
Conversion 
Description: 
Convert an expr to the specified objtype type. Conversion include inheritance, 
implementation and value conversion. If the expr can't be converted, a "type mismatch 
error" will occur. 
Parameters: 
expr—Convert the value of this expression. 
objtype—Convert to this type. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print CType(1.1, Integer) ' 1 
Dim V As Object 
V = Err 
Debug.Print TypeName(CType(V, ErrObject)) ' ErrObject 
End Sub 
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Function Name Description 
CStr  Syntax: 

CStr(expr) 
Group: 
Conversion 
Description: 
Convert to a string. 
Parameters: 
expr—Convert a number or string value to a string value using the current locale 
(GetLocale). 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print CStr(Sqr(2)) '"1.4142135623731" - US English locale 
End Sub 

CUInt  Syntax: 
CUInt(expr) 
Group: 
Conversion 
Description: 
Convert to an UInteger. If expr is too big (or too small) to fit then an overflow error occurs. 
Parameters: 
expr—Convert a number or string value to an UInteger. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print CUInt(1.6) ' 2 
End Sub 

CULng  Syntax: 
CULng(expr) 
Group: 
Conversion 
Description: 
Convert to a ULong. If expr is too big (or too small) to fit then an overflow error occurs. 
Parameters: 
expr—Convert a number or string value to a ULong. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print CULng(1.6) ' 2 
End Sub 

CurDir  Syntax: 
CurDir[$]([Drive$]) 
Group: 
File 
Description: 
Return the current directory for Drive$. 
Parameters: 
Drive$—This string value is the drive letter. If this is omitted or null then return the current 
directory for the current drive. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print CurDir$() 
End Sub 
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Function Name Description 
CVar  Syntax: 

CVar(expr) 
Group: 
Conversion 
Description: 
Convert to a variant value. 
Parameters: 
expr—Convert a number or string value (or object reference) to a variant value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print CVar(Sqr(2)) ' 1.4142135623731 
End Sub 

CVErr  Syntax: 
CVErr(expr) 
Group: 
Conversion 
Description: 
Convert to a variant that contains an error code. An error code can't be used in 
expressions. 
Parameters: 
expr—Convert a number or string value to an error code. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print CVErr(1) ' Error 1 
End Sub 

Date  Syntax: 
Date[$] 
Group: 
Time/Date 
Description: 
Return today's date as a date value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Date ' Example: 1/1/1995 
End Sub 
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Function Name Description 
DateAdd  Syntax: 

DateAdd(interval, number, dateexpr) 
Group: 
Time/Date 
Description: 
Return a date value a number of intervals from another date. 
Parameters: 
interval—This string value indicates which kind of interval to add. 
number—Add this many intervals. Use a negative value to get an earlier date. 
dateexpr—Calculate the new date relative to this date value. If this value is Null then Null is 
returned. 
Interval—Description 
yyyy—Year 
q—Quarter 
m—Month 
y—Day of year 
d—Day 
w—Weekday 
ww—Week 
h—Hour 
n—Minute 
s—Second 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print DateAdd("yyyy",1,#1/1/2000#) '1/1/2001 
End Sub 

DateDiff  Syntax: 
DateDiff(interval, dateexpr1, dateexpr2) 
Group: 
Time/Date 
Description: 
Return the number of intervals between two dates. 
Parameters: 
interval—This string value indicates which kind of interval to add. 
number—Add this many intervals. Use a negative value to get an earlier date. 
dateexpr—Calculate the new date relative to this date value. If this value is Null then Null is 
returned. 
Interval—Description 
yyyy—Year 
q—Quarter 
m—Month 
y—Day of year 
d—Day 
w—Weekday 
ww—Week 
h—Hour 
n—Minute 
s—Second 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print DateDiff("yyyy",#1/1/1990#,#1/1/2000#) ' 10 
End Sub 
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Function Name Description 
DatePart  Syntax: 

DatePart(interval, dateexpr) 
Group: 
Time/Date 
Description: 
Return the number from the date corresponding to the interval. 
Parameters: 
interval—This string value indicates which kind of interval to add. 
dateexpr—Calculate the new date relative to this date value. If this value is Null then Null is 
returned. 
Interval—Description (Return value range) 
yyyy—Year (100-9999) 
q—Quarter (1-4) 
m—Month (1-12) 
y—Day of year (1-366) 
d—Day (1-31) 
w—Weekday (1-7) 
ww—Week (1-53) 
h—Hour (0-23) 
n—Minute (0-59) 
s—Second (0-59) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print DatePart("yyyy",#1/1/2000#) ' 2000 
End Sub 

DateSerial  Syntax: 
DateSerial(Year, Month, Day) 
Group: 
Time/Date 
Description: 
Return a date value. 
Parameters: 
Year—his numeric value is the year (0 to 9999). (0 to 99 are interpreted by the operating 
system.) 
Month—This numeric value is the month (1 to 12). 
Day—This numeric value is the day (1 to 31). 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print DateSerial(2000,7,4) '7/4/2000 
End Sub 

DateValue  Syntax: 
DateValue(Date$) 
Group: 
Time/Date 
Description: 
Return the day part of the date encoded as a string. 
Parameters: 
Date$—Convert this string value to the day part of date it represents. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print DateValue("1/1/2000 12:00:01 AM") '1/1/2000 
End Sub 
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Function Name Description 
Day  Syntax: 

Day(dateexpr) 
Group: 
Time/Date 
Description: 
Return the day of the month (1 to 31). 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—Return the day of the month for this date value. If this value is Null then Null is 
returned. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Day(#1/1/1900#) ' 1 
Debug.Print Day(#1/2/1900#) ' 2 
End Sub 

DDEInitiate  Syntax: 
DDEInitiate(App$, Topic$) 
Group: 
DDE 
Description: 
Initiate a DDE conversation with App$ using Topic$. If the conversation is successfully 
started then the return value is a channel number that can be used with other DDE 
instructions and functions. 
Parameters: 
App$—Locate this server application. 
Topic$—This is the server application's topic. The interpretation of this value is defined by 
the server application. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
ChanNum = DDEInitiate("PROGMAN","PROGMAN") 
DDEExecute ChanNum,"[CreateGroup(XXX)]" 
DDETerminate ChanNum 
End Sub 

DDERequest  Syntax: 
DDERequest[$](ChanNum, Item$[, Timeout]) 
Group: 
DDE 
Description: 
Request information for Item$. If the request is not satisfied then the return value will be a 
null string. 
Parameters: 
ChanNum—This is the channel number returned by the DDEInitiate function. Up to 10 
channels may be used at one time. 
Item$—This is the server application's item. The interpretation of this value is defined by 
the server application. 
Timeout—The command will generate an error if the number of seconds specified by the 
timeout is exceeded before the command has completed. The default is five seconds. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
ChanNum = DDEInitiate("PROGMAN","PROGMAN") 
Debug.Print DDERequest$(ChanNum,"Groups") 
DDETerminate ChanNum 
End Sub 
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Function Name Description 
Decode64  Syntax: 

Decode64[$](Data) 
-or- 
Decode64B(Data) 
Group: 
Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Returns a string using the base 64 decoding algorithm. 
Decode64B returns a Byte array. 
Parameters: 
Data—Return this string's base 64 decoding.  
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Decode64("SGVsbG8gV29ybGQhIQ==") '"Hello World!!" 
End Sub 

Decrypt64  Syntax: 
Decrypt64[$](Data [,Password]) 
-or- 
Decrypt64B(Data [,Password]) 
Group: 
Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Returns a string using the RC4 stream decryption algorithm. 
Decrypt64B returns a Byte array. 
Parameters: 
Data—Return this string's decryption. (The string is first decoded using base 64 decoding.) 
Password—Decrypt using this password.  
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Decrypt64("Y4GFrF+k1YUHwjEzsg==", "abc") '"Hello 
World!!" 
End Sub 
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Function Name Description 
Dialog 
Instruction/Function 

Syntax: 
Dialog dialogvar[, default] 
-or- 
Dialog(dialogvar[, default]) 
Group: 
User Input 
Description: 
Display the dialog associated with dialogvar. The initial values of the dialog fields are 
provided by dialogvar. If any button is clicked, the fields in the dialog are copied to the 
dialogvar. The Dialog( ) function returns a value indicating which button was pressed. (See 
the result table below.) 
Parameters: 
dlgvar—This variable that holds the values of the fields in a dialog. Use field to access 
individual fields in a dialog variable. 
default—This numeric value indicates which button is the default button. (Pressing the 
Enter key on a non-button pushes the default button.) Use -2 to indicate that there is no 
default button. Other possible values are shown the result table below. If this value is 
omitted then the first PushButton, OKButton or CancelButton is the default button. 
Result—Description 
-1—This variable that holds the values of the fields in a dialog. Use field to access 
individual fields in a dialog variable. 
0—This numeric value indicates which button is the default button. (Pressing the Enter key 
on a non-button pushes the default button.) Use -2 to indicate that there is no default 
button. Other possible values are shown the result table below. If this value is omitted then 
the first PushButton, OKButton or CancelButton is the default button. 
>0—Nth push button was pressed. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120 
Text 10,10,180,15,"Please push the OK button" 
OKButton 80,90,40,20 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
Dialog dlg ' show dialog (wait for ok) 
End Sub 

Dir  Syntax: 
Dir[$]([Pattern$][, AttribMask]) 
Group: 
File 
Description: 
Scan a directory for the first file matching Pattern$. 
Parameters: 
Pattern$—This string value is the path and name of the file search pattern. If this is omitted 
then continue scanning with the previous pattern. Each macro has its own independent 
search. A path relative to the current directory can be used. 
AttribMask—This numeric value indicates which button is the default button. (Pressing the 
Enter key on a non-button pushes the default button.) Use -2 to indicate that there is no 
default button. Other possible values are shown the result table below. If this value is 
omitted then the first PushButton, OKButton or CancelButton is the default button. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
F$ = Dir$("*.*") 
While F$ <> "" 
Debug.Print F$ 
F$ = Dir$() 
Wend 
End Sub 
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DirectCast  Syntax: 

DirectCast(expr, objtype) 
Group: 
Conversion 
Description: 
Return expr's type is related to objtype type. If it is not, a "type mismatch error" will occur. 
Parameters: 
expr—Cast the value of this expression. 
objtype—Cast to this type.  
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim V As Object 
V = Err 
Debug.Print TypeName(DirectCast(V, ErrObject)) ' ErrObject 
End Sub 

DlgControlId  Syntax: 
DlgControlId(DlgItem) 
Group: 
Dialog Function 
Description: 
Return the field's window id. 
This instruction/function must be called directly or indirectly from a dialogfunc. 
Parameters: 
DlgItem—If this is a numeric value then it is the dialog item number. The first item is 0, 
second is 1, etc. If this is a string value then it is the dialog item's field name. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120,.DialogFunc 
Text 10,10,180,15,"Please push the OK button" 
TextBox 10,40,180,15,.Text 
OKButton 30,90,60,20 
PushButton 110,90,60,20,"&Hello" 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
Debug.Print Dialog(dlg) 
End Sub 
Function DialogFunc%(DlgItem$, Action%, SuppValue%) 
Debug.Print "Action=";Action% 
Select Case Action% 
Case 1 ' Dialog box initialization 
Beep 
Case 2 ' Value changing or button pressed 
If DlgItem$ = "Hello" Then 
DialogFunc% = True 'do not exit the dialog 
End If 
Case 4 ' Focus changed 
Debug.Print "DlgFocus=""";DlgFocus();"""" 
Debug.Print "DlgControlId(";DlgItem$;")="; 
Debug.Print DlgControlId(DlgItem$) 
End Select 
End Function 
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DlgCount  Syntax: 

DlgCount() 
Group: 
Dialog Function 
Description: 
Return the number of dialog items in the dialog. 
This instruction/function must be called directly or indirectly from a dialogfunc. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120,.DialogFunc 
Text 10,10,180,15,"Please push the OK button" 
TextBox 10,40,180,15,.Text 
OKButton 30,90,60,20 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
Dialog dlg 
End Sub 
Function DialogFunc%(DlgItem$, Action%, SuppValue%) 
Debug.Print "Action=";Action% 
Select Case Action% 
Case 1 ' Dialog box initialization 
Beep 
Debug.Print "DlgCount=";DlgCount() ' 3 
End Select 
End Function 
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DlgEnable 
Instruction/Function 

Syntax: 
DlgEnable DlgItem, Enable] 
-or- 
DlgEnable(DlgItem) 
Group: 
Dialog Function 
Description: 
• Instruction: Enable or disable DlgItem. 
• Function: Return True if DlgItem is enabled. 
This instruction/function must be called directly or indirectly from a dialogfunc. 
Parameters: 
DlgItem—If this is a numeric value then it is the dialog item number. The first item is 0, 
second is 1, etc. If this is a string value then it is the dialog item's field name. 
Note: Use -1 to enable or disable all the dialog items at once. 
default—IF this numeric value is True then enable DlgItem|$. Otherwise, disable it. If this 
omitted then toggle it. 
Enable It this numeric value is True then enable DlgItem|$. Otherwise, disable it. If this 
omitted then toggle it. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120,.DialogFunc 
Text 10,10,180,15,"Please push the OK button" 
TextBox 10,40,180,15,.Text 
OKButton 30,90,60,20 
PushButton 110,90,60,20,"&Disable" 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
Debug.Print Dialog(dlg) 
End Sub 
Function DialogFunc%(DlgItem$, Action%, SuppValue%) 
Debug.Print "Action=";Action% 
Select Case Action% 
Case 1 ' Dialog box initialization 
Beep 
Case 2 ' Value changing or button pressed 
Select Case DlgItem$ 
Case "Disable" 
DlgText DlgItem$,"&Enable" 
DlgEnable "Text",False 
DialogFunc% = True 'do not exit the dialog 
Case "Enable" 
DlgText DlgItem$,"&Disable" 
DlgEnable "Text",True 
DialogFunc% = True 'do not exit the dialog 
End Select 
End Select 
End Function 
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DlgFocus 
Instruction/Function 

Syntax: 
DlgFocus DlgItem 
or 
DlgFocus[$]() 
Group: 
Dialog Function 
Description: 
• Instruction: Move the focus to this DlgItem. 
• Function: Return the field name which has the focus as a string. 
This instruction/function must be called directly or indirectly from a dialogfunc. 
Parameters: 
DlgItem—If this is a numeric value then it is the dialog item number. The first item is 0, 
second is 1, etc. If this is a string value then it is the dialog item's field name. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120,.DialogFunc 
Text 10,10,180,15,"Please push the OK button" 
TextBox 10,40,180,15,.Text 
OKButton 30,90,60,20 
PushButton 110,90,60,20,"&Hello" 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
Debug.Print Dialog(dlg) 
End Sub 
Function DialogFunc%(DlgItem$, Action%, SuppValue%) 
Debug.Print "Action=";Action% 
Select Case Action% 
Case 1 ' Dialog box initialization 
Beep 
Case 2 ' Value changing or button pressed 
If DlgItem$ = "Hello" Then 
MsgBox "Hello" 
DialogFunc% = True 'do not exit the dialog 
End If 
Case 4 ' Focus changed 
Debug.Print "DlgFocus=""";DlgFocus();"""" 
End Select 
End Function 
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DlgListBoxArray 
Instruction/Function 

Syntax: 
DlgListBoxArray DlgItem, StrArray$( ) 
-or- 
DlgListBoxArray(DlgItem[, StrArray$( )]) 
Group: 
Dialog Function 
Description: 
• Instruction: Set the list entries for DlgItem. 
• Function: Return the number entries in DlgItem's list. 
This instruction/function must be called directly or indirectly from a dialogfunc. The 
DlgItem|$ should refer to a ComborBox, DropListBox or ListBox. 
Parameters: 
DlgItem—If this is a numeric value then it is the dialog item number. The first item is 0, 
second is 1, etc. If this is a string value then it is the dialog item's field name. 
StrArray$( )—Set the list entries of DlgItem|$. This one-dimensional array of strings 
establishes the list of choices. All the non-null elements of the array are used. 
Example: 
Dim lists$() 
Sub Main 
ReDim lists$(0) 
lists$(0) = "List 0" 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,119,.DialogFunc 
Text 10,7,180,14,"Please push the OK button" 
ListBox 10,21,180,63,lists(),.list 
OKButton 30,91,40,21 
PushButton 110,91,60,21,"&Change" 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
dlg.list = 2 
Dialog dlg ' show dialog (wait for ok) 
Debug.Print dlg.list 
End Sub 
Function DialogFunc%(DlgItem$, Action%, SuppValue%) 
Select Case Action% 
Case 2 ' Value changing or button pressed 
If DlgItem$ = "Change" Then 
Dim N As Integer 
N = UBound(lists$)+1 
ReDim Preserve lists$(N) 
lists$(N) = "List " & N 
DlgListBoxArray "list",lists$() 
DialogFunc% = True 'do not exit the dialog 
End If 
End Select 
End Function 
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DlgName  Syntax: 

DlgName[$](DlgItem) 
Group: 
Dialog Function 
Description: 
Return the field name of the DlgItem number. 
This instruction/function must be called directly or indirectly from a dialogfunc. 
Parameters: 
DlgItem—This numeric value is the dialog item number. The first item is 0, second is 1, etc. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120,.DialogFunc 
Text 10,10,180,15,"Please push the OK button" 
TextBox 10,40,180,15,.Text 
OKButton 30,90,60,20 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
Dialog dlg 
End Sub 
Function DialogFunc%(DlgItem$, Action%, SuppValue%) 
Debug.Print "Action=";Action% 
Select Case Action% 
Case 1 ' Dialog box initialization 
Beep 
For I = 0 To DlgCount()-1 
Debug.Print I;DlgName(I) 
Next I 
End Select 
End Function 

DlgNumber  Syntax: 
DlgNumber(DlgItem$) 
Group: 
Dialog Function 
Description: 
Return the number of the DlgItem$. The first item is 0, second is 1, etc. 
This instruction/function must be called directly or indirectly from a dialogfunc. 
Parameters: 
DlgItem$—This string value is the dialog item's field name. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120,.DialogFunc 
Text 10,10,180,15,"Please push the OK button" 
TextBox 10,40,180,15,.Text 
OKButton 30,90,60,20 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
Dialog dlg 
End Sub 
Function DialogFunc%(DlgItem$, Action%, SuppValue%) 
Debug.Print "Action=";Action% 
Select Case Action% 
Case 1 ' Dialog box initialization 
Beep 
Case 4 ' Focus changed 
Debug.Print DlgItem$;"=";DlgNumber(DlgItem$) 
End Select 
End Function 
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DlgText 
Instruction/Function 

Syntax: 
DlgText DlgItem, Text 
or 
DlgText[$](DlgItem|$) 
Group: 
Dialog Function 
Description: 
• Instruction: Set the text for DlgItem 
• Function: Return the text from DlgItem. 
This instruction/function must be called directly or indirectly from a dialogfunc. 
Parameters: 
DlgItem—If this is a numeric value then it is the dialog item number. The first item is 0, 
second is 1, etc. If this is a string value then it is the dialog item's field name. 
Note: Use -1 to access the dialog's title. 
Text—Set the text of DlgItem to this string value 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120,.DialogFunc 
Text 10,10,180,15,"Please push the OK button" 
TextBox 10,40,180,15,.Text 
OKButton 30,90,60,20 
PushButton 110,90,60,20,"&Now" 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
Debug.Print Dialog(dlg) 
End Sub 
Function DialogFunc%(DlgItem$, Action%, SuppValue%) 
Debug.Print "Action=";Action% 
Select Case Action% 
Case 1 ' Dialog box initialization 
Beep 
Case 2 ' Value changing or button pressed 
Select Case DlgItem$ 
Case "Now" 
DlgText "Text",CStr(Now) 
DialogFunc% = True 'do not exit the dialog 
End Select 
End Select 
End Function 
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DlgType  Syntax: 

DlgType[$](DlgItem) 
Group: 
Dialog Function 
Description: 
Return a string value indicating the type of the DlgItem|$. One of: "CancelButton", 
"CheckBox", "ComboBox", "DropListBox", "GroupBox", "ListBox", "OKButton", 
"OptionButton", "OptionGroup", "PushButton", "Text", "TextBox". 
This instruction/function must be called directly or indirectly from a dialogfunc. 
Parameters: 
DlgItem—If this is a numeric value then it is the dialog item number. The first item is 0, 
second is 1, etc. If this is a string value then it is the dialog item's field name. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120,.DialogFunc 
Text 10,10,180,15,"Please push the OK button" 
TextBox 10,40,180,15,.Text 
OKButton 30,90,60,20 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
Dialog dlg 
End Sub 
Function DialogFunc%(DlgItem$, Action%, SuppValue%) 
Debug.Print "Action=";Action% 
Select Case Action% 
Case 1 ' Dialog box initialization 
Beep 
For I = 0 To DlgCount()-1 
Debug.Print I;DlgType(I) 
Next I 
End Select 
End Function 
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DlgValue 
Instruction/Function 

Syntax: 
DlgValue DlgItem, Value 
-or- 
DlgValue(DlgItem) 
Group: 
Dialog Function 
Description: 
Instruction: Set the numeric value(S) DlgItem. 
Function: Return the numeric value for(S) DlgItem. (A MultiListBox user dialog item returns 
an array.) 
This instruction/function must be called directly or indirectly from a dialogfunc. The DlgItem 
should refer to a CheckBox, ComboBox, DropListBox, ListBox or OptionGroup. 
Parameters: 
DlgItem—If this is a numeric value then it is the dialog item number. The first item is 0, 
second is 1, etc. If this is a string value then it is the dialog item's field name. 
Text Set the text of DlgItem to this string value. 
Value—Set the text of DlgItem to this numeric value. (A MultiListBox user dialog item uses 
an array.) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 150,147,.DialogFunc 
GroupBox 10,7,130,77,"Direction",.Field1 
PushButton 100,28,30,21,"&Up" 
PushButton 100,56,30,21,"&Dn" 
OptionGroup.Direction 
OptionButton 20,21,80,14,"&North",.North 
OptionButton 20,35,80,14,"&South",.South 
OptionButton 20,49,80,14,"&East",.East 
OptionButton 20,63,80,14,"&West",.West 
OKButton 10,91,130,21 
CancelButton 10,119,130,21 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
Dialog dlg 
MsgBox "Direction=" & dlg.Direction 
End Sub 
Function DialogFunc%(DlgItem$, Action%, SuppValue%) 
Select Case Action% 
Case 1 ' Dialog box initialization 
Beep 
Case 2 ' Value changing or button pressed 
Select Case DlgItem$ 
Case "Up" 
DlgValue "Direction",0 
DialogFunc% = True 'do not exit the dialog 
Case "Dn" 
DlgValue "Direction",1 
DialogFunc% = True 'do not exit the dialog 
End Select 
End Select 
End Function 
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DlgVisible 
Instruction/Function 

Syntax: 
DlgVisible DlgItem[, Visible] 
or 
DlgVisible(DlgItem) 
Group: 
Dialog Function 
Description: 
Instruction: Show or hide DlgItem 
Function: Return True if DlgItem is visible. 
This instruction/function must be called directly or indirectly from a dialogfunc. 
Parameters: 
DlgItem—If this is a numeric value then it is the dialog item number. The first item is 0, 
second is 1, etc. If this is a string value then it is the dialog item's field name. 
Enable—If this numeric value is True then show DlgItem. Otherwise, hide it. If this omitted 
then toggle it. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120,.DialogFunc 
Text 10,10,180,15,"Please push the OK button" 
TextBox 10,40,180,15,.Text 
OKButton 30,90,60,20 
PushButton 110,90,60,20,"&Hide" 
End Dialog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
Debug.Print Dialog(dlg) 
End Sub 
Function DialogFunc%(DlgItem$, Action%, SuppValue%) 
Debug.Print "Action=";Action% 
Select Case Action% 
Case 1 ' Dialog box initialization 
Beep 
Case 2 ' Value changing or button pressed 
Select Case DlgItem$ 
Case "Hide" 
DlgText DlgItem$,"&Show" 
DlgVisible "Text",False 
DialogFunc% = True 'do not exit the dialog 
Case "Show" 
DlgText DlgItem$,"&Hide" 
DlgVisible "Text",True 
DialogFunc% = True 'do not exit the dialog 
End Select 
End Select 
End Function 

Encode64  Syntax: 
Encode64[$](Data) 
-or- 
Encode64B[$](Data) 
Group: 
Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Return a string using the base 64 encoding algorithm. 
Parameters: 
Data—Return this string's base 64 decoding. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Encode64("Hello World!!") '"SGVsbG8gV29ybGQhIQ==" 
End Sub 
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Encrypt64  Syntax: 

Encrypt64[$](Data[,Password]) 
Group: 
Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Return a string using the RC4 stream encryption algorithm. (The string is also encoded 
using base 64 encoding.) 
Parameters: 
Data—Return this string's encryption. 
Password—Encrypt using this password. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Encrypt64("Hello World!!", "abc") 
'"Y4GFrF+k1YUHwjEzsg==" 
End Sub 

Environ  Syntax: 
Environ[$](Index) 
-or- 
Environ[$](Name) 
Group: 
Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Return an environment string. 
Parameters: 
Index—Return this environment string's value. If there is no environment string at this index 
a null string is returned. Indexes start at one. 
Name—Return this environment string's value. If the environment string can't be found a 
null string is returned. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Environ("Path") 
End Sub 

EOF  Syntax: 
EOF(StreamNum) 
Group: 
File 
Description: 
Return True if StreamNum is at the end of the file. 
Parameters: 
StreamNum—Streams 1 through 255 are private to each macro. Streams 256 through 511 
are shared by all macros. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Open "XXX" For Input As #1 
While Not EOF(1) 
Line Input #1,L$ 
Debug.Print L$ 
Wend 
Close #1 
End Sub 
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Error 
Instruction/Function 

Syntax: 
Error ErrorCode 
- or - 
Error[$]([ErrorCode]) 
Group: 
Error Handling 
Description: 
• Instruction: Signal error ErrorCode. This triggers error handling just like a real error. The 

current procedure's error handler is activated, unless it is already active or there isn't 
one. In that case the calling procedure's error handler is tried. (Use Err.Raise to provide 
complete error information.) 

• Function: The Error( ) function returns the error text string. 
Parameters: 
ErrorCode—Return the absolute value of this numeric value. If this value is Null then Null is 
returned. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
On Error GoTo Problem 
Err.Raise 1 ' simulate error #1 
Exit Sub 
Problem: ' error handler 
Debug.Print "Error$=";Error$ 
Resume Next 
End Sub 

ErrorToString  Syntax: 
ErrorToString(ErrorCode) 
Group: 
Error Handling 
Description: 
The ErrorToString function returns the error text string. 
Parameters: 
ErrorCode—This is the error number. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
On Error GoTo Problem 
Error 1 ' simulate error #1 
Exit Sub 
Problem: ' error handler 
Debug.Print "Description="; ErrorToString(Err.Num) 
Resume Next 
End Sub 
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Eval  Syntax: 

Eval(Expr[, Depth]) 
Group: 
Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Return the value of the string expression as evaluated. 
Parameters: 
Expr—Evaluate this string value. 
Depth—This integer value indicates how deep into the stack to locate the local veriables. If 
Depth = 0 then use the current procedure. If this value is omitted then the depth is 0. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim X As String 
X = "Hello" 
Debug.Print Eval("X") 'Hello 
A 
End Sub 
Sub A 
Dim X As String 
X = "Bye" 
Debug.Print Eval("X") 'Bye 
Debug.Print Eval("X",1) 'Hello 
End Sub 

Exp  Syntax: 
Exp(Num) 
Group: 
Math 
Description: 
Return the exponential. 
Parameters: 
Num—Return e raised to the power of this numeric value. The value e is approximately 
2.718282.  
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Exp(1) ' 2.718281828459 
End Sub 

FileAttr  Syntax: 
FileAttr(StreamNum, ReturnValue) 
Group: 
File 
Description: 
Return StreamNum's open mode or file handle. 
Parameters: 
StreamNum—Streams 1 through 255 are private to each macro. Streams 256 through 511 
are shared by all macros. 
ReturnValue—1 - return the mode used to open the file: 1=Input, 2=Output, 4=Random, 
8=Append, 32=Binary 
2 - return the file handle 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Open "XXX" For Output As #1 
Debug.Print FileAttr(1,1) ' 2 
Close #1 
End Sub 
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FileDateTime  Syntax: 

FileDateTime(Name$) 
Group: 
File 
Description: 
Return the date and time file Name$ was last changed as a Date value. If the file does not 
exist then a run-time error occurs. 
Parameters: 
Name$—This string value is the path and name of the file. A path relative to the current 
directory can be used. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
F$ = Dir$("*.*") 
While F$ <> "" 
Debug.Print F$;" ";FileDateTime(F$) 
F$ = Dir$() 
Wend 
End Sub 

FileLen  Syntax: 
FileLen(Name$) 
Group: 
File 
Description: 
Return the length of file Name$. If the file does not exist then a run-time error occurs. 
Parameters: 
Name$—This string value is the path and name of the file. A path relative to the current 
directory can be used. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
F$ = Dir$("*.*") 
While F$ <> "" 
Debug.Print F$;" ";FileLen(F$) 
F$ = Dir$() 
Wend 
End Sub 

Fix  Syntax: 
Fix(Num) 
Group: 
Math 
Description: 
Return the integer value. 
Parameters: 
Num—Return the integer portion of this numeric value. The number is truncated. Positive 
numbers return the next lower integer. Negative numbers return the next higher integer. If 
this value is Null then Null is returned. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Fix(9.9) ' 9 
Debug.Print Fix(0) ' 0 
Debug.Print Fix(-9.9) '-9 
End Sub 
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Format  Syntax: 

Format[$](expr[, form$], [firstday], [firstweek]) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return the formatted string representation of expr. 
Parameters: 
expr—Return the formatted string representation of this numeric value. 
form—Format expr using to this string value. If this is omitted then return the expr as a 
string. 
firstday—Format using this day as the first day of the week. If this is omitted then the 
vbSunday is used. 
firstweek—Format using this week as the first week of the year. If this is omitted then the 
vbFirstJan1 is used. 
firstday—Value—Description (Return value range) 
vbUseSystemFirstDay—0—Use the systems first day of the week. 
vbSunday—1—Sunday (default) 
vbMonday—2—Monday 
vbTuesday—3—Tuesday 
vbWednesday—4—Wednesday 
vbThursday—5—Thursday 
vbFriday—6—Friday 
vbSaturday—7—Saturday 
firstweek—Value—Description (Return value range) 
vbUseSystem—0—Use the systems first day of the week. 
vbFirstJan1—1—Sunday (default) 
2—vbFirstFourDays—Monday 
3—vbFirstFullWeek—Tuesday 

FreeFile  Syntax: 
FreeFile[( )] 
Group: 
File 
Description: 
Return the next unused shared stream number (greater than or equal to 256). Streams 1 
through 255 are private to each macro. Streams 256 through 511 are shared by all macros. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print FreeFile ' 256 
FN = FreeFile 
Open "XXX" For Output As #FN 
Debug.Print FreeFile ' 257 
Close #FN 
Debug.Print FreeFile ' 256 
End Sub 
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GetAllSettings  Syntax: 

GetAllSettings(AppName$, Section$, Key$) 
Group: 
Settings 
Description: 
Get all of Section's settings in project AppName. Settings are returned in a Variant. Empty 
is returned if there are no keys in the section. Otherwise, the Variant contains a two 
dimension array: (I,0) is the key and (I,1) is the setting. Win16 and Win32s store settings in 
a.ini file named AppName. Win32 stores settings in the registration database. 
Parameters: 
AppName$—This string value is the name of the project which has this Section and Key. 
Section$—This string value is the name of the section of the project settings. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
SaveSetting "MyApp","Font","Size",10 
SaveSetting "MyApp","Font","Name","Courier" 
Settings = GetAllSettings("MyApp","Font") 
For I = LBound(Settings) To UBound(Settings) 
Debug.Print Settings(I,0); "="; Settings(I,1) 
Next I 
DeleteSetting "MyApp","Font" 
End Sub 

GetAttr  Syntax: 
GetAttr(Name$) 
Group: 
File 
Description: 
Return the attributes for file Name$. If the file does not exist then a run-time error occurs. 
Parameters: 
Name$—This string value is the path and name of the file. A path relative to the current 
directory can be used. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
F$ = Dir$("*.*") 
While F$ <> "" 
Debug.Print F$;" ";GetAttr(F$) 
F$ = Dir$() 
Wend 
End Sub 

GetChar  Syntax: 
GetChar(Str, Index) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return the character at Index. The first char is at Index=1. 
Parameters: 
Str—Index into this string value. 
Index—This is the index into the string value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print GetChar("abcd",2) '"b" 
End Sub 
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GetFilePath  Syntax: 

GetFilePath[$]([DefName$], [DefExt$], [DefDir$], [Title$], [Option]) 
Group: 
User Input 
Description: 
Put up a dialog box and get a file path from the user. The returned string is a complete path 
and file name. If Cancel is pressed then a null string is returned. 
Parameters: 
DefName$—Set the initial File Name in the to this string value. If this is omitted then 
*.DefExt$ is used. 
DefExt$—Initially show files whose extension matches this string value. (Multiple 
extensions can be specified by using ";" as the separator.) If this is omitted then * is used. 
A "filter" may be specified using "description|*.ext|". Multiple descriptions can be used by 
repeating this format. (e.g., "Bitmap files|*.bmp|PNG files|*.png|JPEG files|*.jpg") 
DefDir$—This string value is the initial directory. If this is omitted then the current directory 
is used. 
Title$—This string value is the title of the dialog. If this is omitted then "Get File Path" is 
used. 
Option—This numeric value determines the file selection options. If this is omitted then zero 
is used. See table below. 
Option—Effect 
0—Only allow the user to select a file that exists. 
1—Confirm creation when the user selects a file that does not exist. 
2—Allow the user to select any file whether it exists or not. 
3—Confirm overwrite when the user selects a file that exists. 
4—Selecting a different directory changes the application's current directory. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print GetFilePath$() 
End Sub 

GetLocale  Syntax: 
GetLocale 
Group: 
Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Get the locale ID for the current thread. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
SetLocale &H409 ' English, US 
Debug.Print Hex(GetLocale) '"409" 
End Sub 
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GetObject  Syntax: 

GetObject([File$][, Class$]) 
Group: 
Object 
Description: 
Get an existing object of type Class$ from File$. Use Set to assign the returned object to an 
object variable. 
Parameters: 
File$—This is the file where the object resides. If this is omitted then the currently active 
object for Class$ is returned. 
Class$—This string value is the application's registered class name. If this application is not 
currently active it will be started. If this is omitted then the application associated with the 
file's extension will be started. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim App As Object 
Set App = GetObject(,"WinWrap.CppDemoApplication") 
App.Move 20,30 ' move icon to 20,30 
Set App = Nothing 
App.Quit ' run-time error (no object) 
End Sub 

GetSetting  Syntax: 
GetSetting[$](AppName$, Section$, Key$[, Default$]) 
Group: 
Settings 
Description: 
Get the setting for Key in Section in project AppName. Win16 and Win32s store settings in 
a.ini file named AppName. Win32 stores settings in the registration database. 
Parameters: 
AppName$—This string value is the name of the project which has this Section and Key. 
Section$—This string value is the name of the section of the project settings. 
Key$—This string value is the name of the key in the section of the project settings. 
Default$—Return this string value if no setting has been saved. If this is omitted then a null 
string is used. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
SaveSetting "MyApp","Font","Size",10 
Debug.Print GetSetting("MyApp","Font","Size") ' 10 
End Sub 

Hex  Syntax: 
Hex[$](Num) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return a hex string. 
Parameters: 
Num—Return a hex encoded string for this numeric value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Hex$(15) 'F 
End Sub 
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Hour  Syntax: 

Hour(dateexpr) 
Group: 
Time/Date 
Description: 
Return the hour of the day (0 to 23). 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—Return the hour of the day for this date value. If this value is Null then Null is 
returned. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Hour(#12:00:01 AM#) ' 0 
End Sub 

IIf  Syntax: 
IIf(condexpr, TruePart, FalsePart) 
Group: 
Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Return the value of the parameter indicated by condexpr. Both TruePart and FalsePart are 
evaluated. 
Parameters: 
condexpr—If this value is True then return TruePart. Otherwise, return FalsePart. 
TruePart—Return this value if condexpr is True. 
FalsePart—Return this value if condexpr is False. 
See Also: 
If, Select Case, Choose( ). 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print IIf(1 > 0,"True","False") '"True" 
End Sub 

Input  Syntax: 
Input[$](N, StreamNum) 
Group: 
File 
Description: 
Return N chars from StreamNum. 
Parameters: 
N—Read this many chars. If fewer than that many chars are left before the end of file then 
a run-time error occurs. 
StreamNum—Streams 1 through 255 are private to each macro. Streams 256 through 511 
are shared by all macros. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Open "XXX" For Input As #1 
L = LOF(1) 
T$ = Input$(L,1) 
Close #1 
Debug.Print T$; 
End Sub 
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InputBox  Syntax: 

InputBox[$](Prompt$[, Title$][, Default$][, XPos, YPos]) 
Group: 
User Input 
Description: 
Display an input box where the user can enter a line of text. Clicking OK returns the string 
entered. Clicking Cancel returns a null string. 
Parameters: 
Prompt$—Use this string value as the prompt in the input box. 
Title$—Use this string value as the title of the input box. If this is omitted then the input box 
does not have a title. 
Default$—Use this string value as the initial value in the input box. If this is omitted then the 
initial value is blank. 
XPos—When the dialog is put up the left edge will be at this screen position. If this is 
omitted then the dialog will be centered. 
YPos—When the dialog is put up the top edge will be at this screen position. If this is 
omitted then the dialog will be centered. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
L$ = InputBox$("Enter some text:", "Input Box Example","asdf") 
Debug.Print L$ 
End Sub 

InputString  Syntax: 
InputString(StreamNum, N) 
Group: 
File 
Description: 
Return N chars from StreamNum. 
Parameters: 
StreamNum—Streams 1 through 255 are private to each macro. Streams 256 through 511 
are shared by all macros. 
N—Return a hex encoded string for this numeric value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
FileOpen 1, "XXX", OpenMode.Input 
DimL, T 
L = LOrF(1) 
T = InputString(1,L) 
FileClose 1 
Debug.Print T; 
End Sub 
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InStr  Syntax: 

InStr([Index, ]S1$, S2$) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return the index where S2$ first matches S1$. If no match is found return 0. 
NOTE: A similar function, InStrB, returns the byte index instead. 
Parameters: 
Index—Start searching for S2$ at this index in S1$. If this is omitted then start searching 
from the beginning of S1$. 
S1$—Search for S2$ in this string value. If this value is Null then Null is returned. 
S2$—Search S1$ for this string value. If this value is Null then Null is returned. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print InStr("Hello","l") ' 3 
End Sub 

InStrRev  Syntax: 
InStrRev(S1$, S2$[, Index]) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return the index where S2$ last matches S1$. If no match is found return 0. 
Parameters: 
S1$—Search for S2$ in this string value. If this value is Null then Null is returned. 
S2$—Search S1$ for this string value. If this value is Null then Null is returned. 
Index—Start searching for S2$ ending at this index in S1$. If this is omitted then start 
searching from the end of S1$. 
See Also: 
Left$( ), Len( ), Mid$( ), Replace$( ), Right$( ). 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print InStrRev("Hello","l") ' 4 
End Sub 

Int  Syntax: 
Int(Num) 
Group: 
Math 
Description: 
Return the integer value. 
Parameters: 
Num—Return the largest integer which is less than or equal to this numeric value. If this 
value is Null then Null is returned. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Int(9.9) ' 9 
Debug.Print Int(0) ' 0 
Debug.Print Int(-9.9) '-10 
End Sub 
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IsArray  Syntax: 

IsArray(var) 
Group: 
Variable Info 
Description: 
Return the True if var is an array of values. 
Parameters: 
var—A array variable or a variant var can contain multiple of values. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim X As Variant, Y(2) As Integer 
Debug.Print IsArray(X) 'False 
X = Array(1,4,9) 
Debug.Print IsArray(X) 'True 
X = Y 
Debug.Print IsArray(X) 'True 
End Sub 

IsDate  Syntax: 
IsDate(expr) 
Group: 
Variable Info 
Description: 
Return the True if expr is a valid date. 
Parameters: 
expr—A variant expression to test for a valid date. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim X As Variant 
X = 1 
Debug.Print IsDate(X) 'False 
X = Now 
Debug.Print IsDate(X) 'True 
End Sub 

IsDBNull  Syntax: 
IsDBNull(expr) 
Group: 
Variable Info 
Description: 
Returns True if expr is System.DBNull.Value.. 
Parameters: 
expr—A variant expression to test for System.DBNull.Value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
DimX As Object 
Debug.Print IsEmpty(X) 'True 
Debug.Print IsDBNull(X) 'False 
X = 1 
Debug.Print IsDBNull(X) 'False 
X = "1" 
Debug.Print IsDBNull(X) 'False 
X = System.DBNull.Value 
Debug.Print IsDBNull(X) 'True 
X = X*2 
Debug.Print IsDBNull(X) 'True 
End Sub 
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IsEmpty  Syntax: 

IsEmpty(variantvar) 
Group: 
Variable Info 
Description: 
Return the True if variantvar is Empty. 
Parameters: 
Name$—A variant var is Empty if it has never been assigned a value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim X As Variant 
Debug.Print IsEmpty(X) 'True 
X = 0 
Debug.Print IsEmpty(X) 'False 
X = Empty 
Debug.Print IsEmpty(X) 'True 
End Sub 

IsError  Syntax: 
IsError(expr) 
Group: 
Variable Info 
Description: 
Return the True if expr is an error code. 
Parameters: 
expr—A variant expression to test for an error code value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim X As Variant 
Debug.Print IsError(X) 'False 
X = CVErr(1) 
Debug.Print IsError(X) 'True 
End Sub 
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IsMissing  Syntax: 

IsMissing(expr) 
Group: 
Variable Info 
Description: 
Return the True if Optional parameter expr does not have a default value and it did not get 
a value. An Optional parameter may be omitted in the Sub, Function or Property call. 
Parameters: 
expr—Return True if this variant parameter's argument expression was not specified in the 
Sub, Function or Property call. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Opt 'IsMissing(A)=True 
Opt "Hi" 'IsMissing(A)=False 
Many 'No args 
Many 1,"Hello" 'A(0)=1 A(1)=Hello 
OptBye '"Bye" 
OptBye "No" '"No" 
End Sub 
Sub Opt(Optional A) 
Debug.Print "IsMissing(A)=";IsMissing(A) 
End Sub 
Sub Many(ParamArray A()) 
If LBound(A) > UBound(A) Then 
Debug.Print "No args" 
Else 
For I = LBound(A) To UBound(A) 
Debug.Print "A(" & I & ")=" & A(I) & " "; 
Next I 
Debug.Print 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub OptBye(Optional A As String = "Bye") 
Debug.Print A 
End Sub 

IsNothing  Syntax: 
IsNothing(expr) 
Group: 
Variable Info 
Description: 
Returns True if the expr contains an object reference which is Nothing. 
Parameters: 
var—If objexpr reference is Nothing returns True. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
DimX As Object 
DimX As Object 
X = 1 
Debug.Print IsNothing(X) 'False 
X = "1" 
Debug.Print IsNothing(X) 'False 
X = Nothing 
Debug.Print IsNothing(X) 'True 
End Sub 
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IsNull  Syntax: 

IsNull(expr) 
Group: 
Variable Info 
Description: 
Return the True if expr is Null. 
Parameters: 
expr—A variant expression to test for Null. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim X As Variant 
Debug.Print IsEmpty(X) 'True 
Debug.Print IsNull(X) 'False 
X = 1 
Debug.Print IsNull(X) 'False 
X = "1" 
Debug.Print IsNull(X) 'False 
X = Null 
Debug.Print IsNull(X) 'True 
X = X*2 
Debug.Print IsNull(X) 'True 
End Sub 

IsNumeric  Syntax: 
IsNumeric(expr) 
Group: 
Variable Info 
Description: 
Return the True if expr is a numeric value. 
Parameters: 
expr—A variant expression is a numeric value if it is numeric or string value that represents 
a number. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim X As Variant 
X = 1 
Debug.Print IsNumeric(X) 'True 
X = "1" 
Debug.Print IsNumeric(X) 'True 
X = "A" 
Debug.Print IsNumeric(X) 'False 
End Sub 
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IsObject  Syntax: 

IsObject(var) 
Group: 
Variable Info 
Description: 
Return the True if var contains an object reference. 
Parameters: 
var—A var contains an object reference if it is objexpr reference. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim X As Variant 
X = 1 
Debug.Print IsObject(X) 'False 
X = "1" 
Debug.Print IsObject(X) 'False 
Set X = Nothing 
Debug.Print IsObject(X) 'True 
End Sub 

IsReference  Syntax: 
IsReference(expr) 
Group: 
Variable Info 
Description: 
Returns True if the expr contains an object reference. 
Parameters: 
var—If expris an object reference return True. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim X As Object 
X = 1 
Debug.Print IsReference(X) 'False 
X = "1" 
Debug.Print IsReference(X) 'False 
X = Nothing 
Debug.Print IsReference(X) 'True 
End Sub 

Join  Syntax: 
Join(StrArray, [Sep]) 
Group: 
Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Return a string by concatenating all the values in the array with Sep between each one. 
Parameters: 
StrArray—Concatenate values from this array. 
Sep—Use this string value to separate the values. (Default: " ") 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Join(Array(1,2,3)) '"1 2 3" 
End Sub 
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KeyName  Syntax: 

KeyName(Key) 
Group: 
Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Return the key name for a key number. This is the name used by SendKeys. 
Parameters: 
Key—Key number. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print KeyName(&H270) '"^{F1}" 
End Sub 

LBound  Syntax: 
LBound(arrayvar[, dimension]) 
Group: 
Variable Info 
Description: 
Return the lowest index. 
Parameters: 
arrayvar—Return the lowest index for this array variable. 
dimension—Return the lowest index for this dimension of arrayvar. If this is omitted then 
return the lowest index for the first dimension. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim A(-1 To 3,2 To 6) 
Debug.Print LBound(A) '-1 
Debug.Print LBound(A,1) '-1 
Debug.Print LBound(A,2) ' 2 
End Sub 

LCase  Syntax: 
LCase[$](S$) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return a string from S$ where all the uppercase letters have been lowercased. 
Parameters: 
S$—Return the string value of this after all chars have been converted to lowercase. If this 
value is Null then Null is returned. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print LCase$("Hello") '"hello" 
End Sub 
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Left  Syntax: 

Left[$](S$, Len) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return a string from S$ with only the Len chars. 
NOTE: A similar function, LeftB, returns the first Len bytes. 
Parameters: 
S$—Return the left portion of this string value. If this value is Null then Null is returned. 
Len—Return this many chars. If S$ is shorter than that then just return S$. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Left$("Hello",2) '"He" 
End Sub 

Len  Syntax: 
Len(S$) 
- or - 
Len(usertypevar) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return the number of characters in S$. 
NOTE: A similar function, LenB, returns the number of bytes in the string. For a 
usertypevar, LenB returns the number of bytes of memory occupied by the variable's data. 
Parameters: 
S$—Return the number of chars in this string value. If this value is Null then Null is 
returned. 
usertypevar—Return the number of bytes required to store this user type variable. If the 
user type has any dynamic String and Variant elements the length returned may not be as 
big as the actual number of bytes required. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Len("Hello") ' 5 
End Sub 
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LineInput  Syntax: 

LineInput(StreamNum) 
Group: 
File 
Description: 
Get a line of input from StreamNum. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
FileOpen 1, "XXX", OpenMode.Input 
Dim S As String 
S = LineInput(1) 
Debug.Print S 
FileClose 1 
End Sub 

Loc  Syntax: 
Loc(StreamNum) 
Group: 
File 
Description: 
Return StreamNum file position. For Random mode files this is the current record number 
minus one. For Binary mode files it is the current byte position minus one. Otherwise, it is 
the current byte position minus one divided by 128. The first position in the file is 0. 
Parameters: 
StreamNum—Streams 1 through 255 are private to each macro. Streams 256 through 511 
are shared by all macros. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Open "XXX" For Input As #1 
L = Loc(1) 
Close #1 
Debug.Print L ' 0 
End Sub 

LOF  Syntax: 
LOF(StreamNum) 
Group: 
File 
Description: 
Return StreamNum file length (in bytes). 
Parameters: 
StreamNum—Streams 1 through 255 are private to each macro. Streams 256 through 511 
are shared by all macros. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Open "XXX" For Input As #1 
L = LOF(1) 
Close #1 
Debug.Print L 
End Sub 
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Log  Syntax: 

Log(Num) 
Group: 
Math 
Description: 
Return the natural logarithm. 
Parameters: 
Num—Return the natural logarithm of this numeric value. The value e is approximately 
2.718282. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Log(1) ' 0 
End Sub 

LSet  Syntax: 
LSet(S, var) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return a string from S with only the Len chars. 
Parameters: 
S—Return the left portion of this string value. 
var—Return this many chars. If S is shorter than that then fill the remainder with spaces 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print LSet("Hello",6) '"Hello " 
End Sub 

LTrim  Syntax: 
LTrim[$](S$) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return the string with S$'s leading spaces removed. 
Parameters: 
S$—Copy this string without the leading spaces. If this value is Null then Null is returned. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print ".";LTrim$(" x ");"." '".x." 
End Sub 

MacroCheck  Syntax: 
MacroCheck(MacroName$) 
Group: 
Flow Control 
Description: 
Check the syntax of a macro/module. Does not execute the macro/module. Returns an Err 
object if there is a syntax error, otherwise Nothing is returned. 
Parameters: 
MacroName$—Check the macro named by this string value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim E As ErrObject 
Set E = MacroCheck("Demo") 
If Not E Is Nothing Then Debug.Print E.Description 
End Sub 
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MacroCheckThis  Syntax: 

MacroCheckThis(MacroCode$) 
Group: 
MacroName$ 
Description: 
Return the True if expr is a numeric value. 
Parameters: 
MacroName$—Check the macro code in this string value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim E As ErrObject 
Set E = MacroCheckThis("bad macro") 
If Not E Is Nothing Then Debug.Print E.Description 
End Sub 

MacroDir  Syntax: 
MacroDir[$] 
Group: 
Flow Control 
Description: 
Return the directory of the current macro. A run-time error occurs if the current macro has 
never been saved. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
' open the file called Data that is in the 
' same directory as the macro 
Open MacroDir & "\Data" For Input As #1 
Line Input #1, S$ 
Debug.Print S$ 
Close #1 
End Sub 
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Mid 
Function/Assignment 

Syntax: 
Mid[$](S$, Index[, Len]) 
-or- 
Mid[$](strvar, Index[, Len]) = S$ 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Function: Return the substring of S$ starting at Index for Len chars. 
Instruction: Assign S$ to the substring in strvar starting at Index for Len chars. 
Note: A similar function, MidB, returns the Len bytes starting a byte Index. 
Parameters: (Mid Function) 
S$—Copy chars from this string value. If this value is Null then Null is returned. 
Index—Start copying chars starting at this index value. If the string is not that long then 
return a null string. 
Len—Copy this many chars. If the S$ does not have that many chars starting at Index then 
copy the remainder of S$. 
Parameters: (Mid Assignment) 
strvar—Copy chars from this string value. If this value is Null then Null is returned. 
Index—Change strvar starting at this index value. If the string is not that long then it is not 
changed. 
S$—Copy chars from this string value. 
Len—The number of chars copied is smallest of: the value of Len, the length of S$ and the 
remaining length of strvar. (If this value is omitted then the number of chars copied is the 
smallest of: the length of S$ and the remaining length of strvar.) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
S$ = "Hello There" 
Mid$(S$,7) = "?????????" 
Debug.Print S$ '"Hello ?????" 
Debug.Print Mid$("Hello",2,1) '"e" 
End Sub 

Minute  Syntax: 
Minute(dateexpr) 
Group: 
Time/Date 
Description: 
Return the minute of the hour (0 to 59). 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—Return the minute of the hour for this date value. If this value is Null then Null is 
returned. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Minute(#12:00:01 AM#) ' 0 
End Sub 
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ModuleLoad  Syntax: 

ModuleLoad(ModuleName$, CreateNew) 
Group: 
Flow Control 
Description: 
Load a module. Does not execute the module. Macro's can not be loaded. Returns an 
object if successful, otherwise Nothing is returned. 
Parameters: 
MacroName$—Check the macro named by this string value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim E As ErrObject 
Set E = MacroCheckThis("Demo") 
If Not E Is Nothing Then Debug.Print E.Description 
End Sub 

ModuleLoadThis  Syntax: 
ModuleLoadThis(ModuleCode$, CreateNew) 
Group: 
Flow Control 
Description: 
Load ModuleCode as a module. Does not execute the module. Macro's can not be loaded. 
Returns an object if successful, otherwise Nothing is returned. 
Parameters: 
ModuleCode$—Load the module code in this string value. 
CreateNew—Return a new instance if True. Otherwise return the default instance. A class 
module does not have a default instance. A code module can not have a new instance. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim Obj As Object 
Set Obj = ModuleLoadThis("Sub DoIt" & vbCrLf & "End Sub") 
Obj.DoIt ' call Demo's DoIt method 
End Sub 

Month  Syntax: 
Month(dateexpr) 
Group: 
Time/Date 
Description: 
Return the month of the year (1 to 12) 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—Return the month of the year for this date value. If this value is Null then Null is 
returned. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Month(#1/1/1900#) ' 1 
Debug.Print Month(#2/1/1900#) ' 2 
End Sub 
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MonthName  Syntax: 

MonthName(NumZ{month}[, CondZ{abbrev}]) 
Group: 
Time/Date 
Description: 
Return the localized name of the month. 
Parameters: 
month—Return the localized name of this month. (1-12) 
abbrev—If this conditional value is True then return the abbreviated form of the month 
name. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print MonthName(1) 'January 
Debug.Print MonthName(Month(Now)) 
End Sub 
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MsgBox 
Instruction/Function 

Syntax: 
MsgBox Message$[, Type][, Title$] 
-or- 
MsgBox(Message$[, Type][, Title$]) 
Group: 
User Input 
Description: 
Show a message box titled Title$. Type controls what the message box looks like (choose 
one value from each category). Use MsgBox( ) if you need to know which button was 
clicked.  
Result—Value—Button Pressed 
vbOK—1—OK button 
vbCancel—2—Cancel button 
vbAbort—3—Abort button 
vbRetry—4—Retry button 
vbIgnore—5—Ignore button 
vbYes—6—Yes button 
vbNo—7—No button 
Parameters: 
Message$—This string value is the text that is shown in the message box. 
Type—This numeric value controls the type of message box. Choose one value from each 
of the following tables. 
Title$—This string value is the title of the message box. 
Button—Value—Effect 
vbOkOnly—1—OK button 
vbOkCancel—2—OK and Cancel buttons 
vbAbortRetryIgnore—3—Abort, Retry, Ignore buttons 
vbYesNoCancel—4—Yes, No, Cancel buttons 
vbYesNo—5—Yes and No buttons 
vbRetryCancel—6—Retry and Cancel buttons 
Icon—Value—Effect 
 —0—No icon 
vbCritical—16—Stop icon 
vbQuestion—3—Question icon 
vbExclamation—4—Attention icon 
vbInformation—5—Information icon 
Default—Value—Effect 
vbDefaultButton1—0—First button 
vbDefaultButton2—256—Second button 
vbDefaultButton3—512—Third button 
Default—Value—Effect 
vbApplicationModal—0—Application modal 
vbSystemModal—4096—System modal 
vbMsgBoxSetForeground—&h10000—Show message box in front of all other windows 
Example: 
Sub Main 
MsgBox "Please press OK button" 
If MsgBox("Please press OK button",vbOkCancel) = vbOK Then 
Debug.Print "OK was pressed" 
Else 
Debug.Print "Cancel was pressed" 
End If 
End Sub 
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Now  Syntax: 

Now 
Group: 
Time/Date 
Description: 
Return the current date and time as a date value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Now ' Example: 1/1/1995 10:05:32 AM 
End Sub 

Oct  Syntax: 
Oct[$](Num) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return an octal string. 
Parameters: 
Num—Return an octal encoded string for this numeric value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Oct$(15) '17 
End Sub 
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QBColor  Syntax: 

QBColor(num) 
Group: 
Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Return the appropriate color defined by Quick Basic. 
num—color 
0—black 
1—blue 
2—green 
3—cyan 
4—red 
5—magenta 
6—yellow 
7—white 
8—gray 
9—light blue 
10—light green 
11—light cyan 
12—light red 
13—light magenta 
14—light yellow 
15—bright white 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Hex(QBColor(1)) '"800000" 
Debug.Print Hex(QBColor(7)) '"C0C0C0" 
Debug.Print Hex(QBColor(8)) '"808080" 
Debug.Print Hex(QBColor(9)) '"FF0000" 
Debug.Print Hex(QBColor(10)) '"FF00" 
Debug.Print Hex(QBColor(12)) '"FF" 
Debug.Print Hex(QBColor(15)) '"FFFFFF" 
End Sub 

Replace  Syntax: 
Replace[$](S$, Pat$, Rep$, [Index], [Count]) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Replace Pat$ with Rep$ in S$. 
Parameters: 
S$—This string value is searched. Replacements are made in the string returned by 
Replace. 
Pat$—This string value is the pattern to look for. 
Rep$—This string value is the replacement. 
Index—This numeric value is the starting index in S$. Replace(S,Pat,Rep,N) is equivalent 
to Replace(Mid(S,N),Pat,Rep). If this is omitted use 1. 
Count—This numeric value is the maximum number of replacements that will be done. If 
this is omitted use -1 (which means replace all occurrences). 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Replace$("abcabc","b","B") '"aBcaBc" 
Debug.Print Replace$("abcabc","b","B",,1) '"aBcabc" 
Debug.Print Replace$("abcabc","b","B",3) '"caBc" 
Debug.Print Replace$("abcabc","b","B",9) '"" 
End Sub 
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RGB  Syntax: 

RGB(red, green, blue) 
Group: 
Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Return a color. Some useful color constants are predefined: 
Color—RGB 
vbBlack—same as RGB(0,0,0) 
vbRed—same as RGB(255,0,0) 
vbGreen—same as RGB(0,255,0) 
vbYellow—same as RGB(255,255,0) 
vbBlue—same as RGB(0,0,255) 
vbMagenta—same as RGB(255,0,255) 
vbCyan—same as RGB(0,255,255) 
vbWhite—same as RGB(255,255,255) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Hex(RGB(255,0,0)) '"FF0000" 
End Sub 

Right  Syntax: 
Right[$](S$, Len) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return the last Len chars of S$. 
NOTE: A similar function, RightB, returns the last Len bytes. 
Parameters: 
S$—Return the right portion of this string value. If this value is Null then Null is returned. 
Len—Return this many chars. If S$ is shorter than that then just return S$. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Right$("Hello",3) '"llo" 
End Sub 

Rnd  Syntax: 
Rnd([Num]) 
Group: 
Math 
Description: 
Return a random number greater than or equal to zero and less than one. 
NOTE: This function does not return properly randomized numbers unless Randomize is 
called first with a suitable seed. To avoid this problem and generate random numbers with 
ease, use RndEx, RndInt, or RndFloat. 
Parameters: 
Num—See table below. 
Num—Description 
<0—Return the same number every time, using Num as the seed. 
>0—Return the next random number in the sequence. 
0—Return the most recently generated number. 
omitted—Return the next random number in the sequence. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Rnd() ' 0.?????????????? 
End Sub 
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Round  Syntax: 

Round([Num][, Places]) 
Group: 
Math 
Description: 
Return the number rounded to the specified number of decimal places. 
Parameters: 
Num—Round this numeric value. If this value is Null then Null is returned. 
Places—Round to this number of decimal places. If this is omitted then round to the nearest 
integer value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Round(.5) ' 0 
Debug.Print Round(.500001) ' 1 
Debug.Print Round(1.499999) ' 1 
Debug.Print Round(1.5) ' 2 
Debug.Print Round(11.11) ' 11 
Debug.Print Round(11.11,1) ' 11.1 
End Sub 

RSet  Syntax: 
RSet(S, Len) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return a string from S with only the Len chars. 
Parameters: 
S—Return this string value right justified. 
Len—Return this many chars. If S is shorter than that then fill the remainder with spaces. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print RSet("Hello",6) '"Hello " 
End Sub 

RTrim  Syntax: 
RTrim[$](S$) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return the string with Sr$'s trailing spaces removed. 
Parameters: 
S$—Copy this string without the trailing spaces. If this value is Null then Null is returned. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print ".";RTrim$(" x ");"." '". x." 
End Sub 
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Second  Syntax: 

Second(dateexpr) 
Group: 
Time/Date 
Description: 
Return the second of the minute (0 to 59). 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—Return the second of the minute for this date value. If this value is Null then Null 
is returned. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Second(#12:00:01 AM#) ' 1 
End Sub 

Seek  Syntax: 
Seek(StreamNum) 
Group: 
File 
Description: 
Return StreamNum current position. For Random mode files this is the record number. The 
first record is 1. Otherwise, it is the byte position. The first byte is 1. 
NOTE: Unicode text files opened with Input mode use character positions, not byte 
positions. 
Parameters: 
StreamNum—Streams 1 through 255 are private to each macro. Streams 256 through 511 
are shared by all macros. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Open "XXX" For Input As #1 
Debug.Print Seek(1) ' 1 
Line Input #1,L$ 
Debug.Print Seek(1) 
Close #1 
End Sub 

Sgn  Syntax: 
Sgn(Num) 
Group: 
Math 
Description: 
Return the sign. 
Parameters: 
Num—Return the sign of this numeric value. Return -1 for negative. Return 0 for zero. 
Return 1 for positive. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Sgn(9) ' 1 
Debug.Print Sgn(0) ' 0 
Debug.Print Sgn(-9) '-1 
End Sub 
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Shell  Syntax: 

Shell(Name$[, WindowType]) 
Group: 
Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Execute program Name$. This is the same as using File|Run from the Program Manager. 
This instruction can run.COM,.EXE,.BAT and.PIF files. If successful, return the task ID. 
Parameter Description 
Name$ This string value is the path and name of the program to run. Command line 
arguments follow the program name. (A long file name containing a space must be 
surrounded by literal double quotes.) 
WindowType This controls how the application's main window is shown. See the table 
below. 
WindowType—Value—Effect 
vbHide—0—Hide Window 
vbNormalFocus—1,5,9—Normal Window 
vbMinimizedFocus—2—Minimized Window (default) 
vbMaximizedFocus—3—Maximized Window 
vbNormalNoFocus—4,8—Normal Deactivated Window 
vbMinimizedNoFocus—6,7—Minimized Deactivated Window 
Example: 
Sub Main 
X = Shell("Calc") ' run the calc program 
AppActivate X 
SendKeys "% R" ' restore calc's main window 
SendKeys "30*2{+}10=",1 '70 
End Sub 
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ShowPopupMenu  Syntax: 

ShowPopupMenu(StrArray$( )[, PopupStyle][, XPos, YPos]) 
Group: User Input 
Description: 
Show a popup menu and return the number of the item selected. The item number is the 
index of the StrArray selected minus LBound(StrArray). The value -1 is returned in no menu 
item is selected. 
Parameter Description 
StrArray$( ) This one-dimensional array of strings establishes the list of choices. All the 
non-null elements of the array are used. 
PopupMenuStyle This controls how the popup menu is aligned. Any combination of styles 
may used together. See the table below. 
XPos When the menu is put up the alignment will be at this window position. If this is 
omitted then the current mouse position is used. 
YPos When the menu is put up the alignment will be at this window position. If this is 
omitted then the current mouse position is used. 
PopupStyle Value Effect 
vbPopupLeftTopAlign 0 Align menu left edge at XPos and top at YPos. (default) 
vbPopupUseLeftButton 1 User can select menu choices with the left mouse button only. 
vbPopupUseRightButton 2 User can select menu choices with the left or right mouse 
button. 
vbPopupRightAlign 4 Align menu with right edge at the XPos. 
vbPopupCenterAlign 8 Align menu center at the XPos. 
vbPopupVCenterAlign 16 Align menu center at the YPos. 
vbPopupBottomAlign 32 Align menu bottom at the YPos. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim Items(0 To 2) As String 
Items(0) = "Item &1" 
Items(1) = "Item &2" 
Items(2) = "Item &3" 
X = ShowPopupMenu(Items) ' show popup menu 
Debug.Print X ' item selected 
End Sub 

Sin  Syntax: 
Sin(Num) 
Group: 
Math 
Description: 
Return the sine. 
Parameters: 
Num—Return the sine of this numeric value. This is the number of radians. There are 2*Pi 
radians in a full circle. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Sin(1) ' 0.8414709848079 
End Sub 
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Space  Syntax: 

Space[$](Len) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return the string Len spaces long. 
Parameters: 
Len—Create a string this many spaces long. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print ".";Space$(3);"." '".." 
End Sub 

Split  Syntax: 
Split(Str, [Sep], [Max]) 
Group: 
Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Return a string array containing substrings from the original string. 
Parameters: 
Str—Extract substrings from this string value. 
Sep—Look for this string value to separate the substrings. (Default: " ") 
Max—Create at most this many substrings. (Default -1, which means create as many as 
are found.) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Split("1 2 3")(1) '"2" 
End Sub 

Sqr  Syntax: 
Sqr(Num) 
Group: 
Math 
Description: 
Return the square root. 
Parameters: 
Num—Return the square root of this numeric value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Sqr(9) ' 3 
End Sub 

Str$  Syntax: 
Str[$](Num) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return the string representation of Num. 
Parameters: 
Len—Return the string representation of this numeric value. Positive values begin with a 
blank. Negative values begin with a dash '-'. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Str$(9*9) ' 81 
End Sub 
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StrComp  Syntax: 

StrComp(Str1,Str2,Comp) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Compare two strings. 
Parameters: 
Str1—Compare this string with Str2. If this value is Null then Null is returned. 
Str2—Compare this string with Str1. If this value is Null then Null is returned. 
Comp—This numeric value indicates the type of comparison. See Comp table below. 
Result—Description 
-1—Str1 is less than Str2. 
0—Str1 is equal to Str2. 
1—Str1 is greater than Str2. 
Null—Str1 or Str2 is Null. 
Comp—Value—Effect 
vbUseCompareOption—-1—Performs the comparison using the Option Compare statement 
value. 
vbBinaryCompare—0—Compares the string's binary data. 
vbTextCompare—1—Compares the string's text using the collation rules. 
vbDatabaseCompare—2—Microsoft Access only. (Not supported.) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print StrComp("F","e") ' -1 
Debug.Print StrComp("F","e",1) ' 1 
Debug.Print StrComp("F","f",1) ' 0 
End Sub 
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StrConv  Syntax: 

StrConv[$](Str,Conv) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Convert the string. 
Parameters: 
Str—Convert this string value. If this value is Null then Null is returned. 
Conv—This numeric value indicates the type of conversion. See conversion table below. 
Conv—Value—Effect 
vbUpperCase—1—Convert a String to upper case. 
vbLowerCase—2—Convert a String to lower case. 
vbProperCase—3—Convert a String to proper case. (Not supported.) 
vbWide—4—Convert a String to wide. (Only supported for eastern locales.) 
vbNarrow—8—Convert a String to narrow. (Only supported for eastern locales.) 
vbKatakana—16—Convert a String to Katakana. (Only supported for Japanese locales.) 
vbHiragana—32—Convert a String to Hiragana. (Only supported for Japanese locales.) 
vbUnicode or vbFromANSIBytes—64—Convert an ANSI (locale dependent) byte array to a 
Unicode string. 
vbANSI—4160—Convert an ANSI (locale dependent) string to a Unicode string. 
vbFromUnicode or vbANSIBytes—128—Convert from Unicode to an ANSI (locale 
dependent) byte array. 
vbANSI—4224—Convert from Unicode to an ANSI (locale dependent) string. 
vbUTF8—4352—Convert a Unicode string to a UTF-8 byte array. 
vbUTF8Bytes—256—Convert a Unicode string to a UTF-8 string. 
vbFromUTF8—4608—Convert a UTF-8 string to a Unicode string. 
vbFromUTF8Bytes—512—Convert a UTF-8 byte array to a Unicode string. 
vbToBytes—1024—Convert a String to a byte array containing the low byte of each char. 
vbFromBytes—2048—Convert a byte array to a String by setting the low byte of each char. 
Conversion Rules: 
If multiple conversions are specified, the conversions occur in this order: 
vbFromBytes, vbUnicode, vbFromANSI, vbFromANSIBytes, vbFromUTF8 or 
vbFromUTF8Bytes (choose one, optional) 
vbUpperCase, vbLowerCase, vbWide, vbNarrow, vbKatakana or vbHiragana (choose one 
or more, optional) 
vbToBytes, vbFromUnicode, vbANSI, vbANSIBytes, vbUTF8 or vbUTF8Bytes (choose one, 
optional) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim B(1 To 3) As Byte 
B(1) = 65 
B(2) = 66 
B(3) = 67 
Debug.Print 
StrConv$(B,vbUnicode) '"ABC" 
End Sub 
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StrDup  Syntax: 

StrDup(Len, char) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return the string Len long filled with char or the first char of char. 
Parameters: 
Len—Create a string this many chars long. 
char—Fill the string with this char value. If this is a numeric value then use the ASCII char 
equivalent. If this is a string value, use the first char of that string. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print StrDup(4,65) '"AAAA" 
Debug.Print StrDup(4,"ABC") '"AAAA" 
End Sub 

String  Syntax: 
String[$](Len, Char) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return the string Len long filled with Char or the first char of Char$. 
Parameters: 
Len—Create a string this many chars long. 
Char—Fill the string with this char value. If this is a numeric value then use the ASCII char 
equivalent. If this is a string value use the first char of that string. If this value is Null then 
Null is returned. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print String$(4,65) '"AAAA" 
Debug.Print String$(4,"ABC") '"AAAA" 
End Sub 

StrReverse  Syntax: 
StrReverse[$](S) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return the string with the characters in reverse order. 
Parameters: 
S—Return this string with the characters in reverse order. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print StrReverse$("ABC") 'CBA 
End Sub 
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SystemTypeName  Syntax: 

SystemTypeName(Name) 
Group: 
Variable Info 
Description: 
Return a fully qualified Common Language Runtime type name corresponding to the VB 
type name. Return Nothing if the specified Name is not a valid VB type Name. 
Parameters: 
Name—This is the VB type name. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim X As Object 
Debug.Print SystemTypeName(X) '"Empty" 
X = 1 
Debug.Print SystemTypeName(X) '"Integer" 
End Sub 

Tan Function Syntax: 
Tan(Num) 
Group: 
Math 
Description: 
Return the tangent. 
Parameters: 
Num—Return the tangent of this numeric value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Tan(1) ' 1.5574077246549 
End Sub 

Time  Syntax: 
Time[$] 
Group: 
Time/Date 
Description: 
Return the current time as a date value. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Time ' Example: 09:45:00 am 
End Sub 

Timer  Syntax: 
Timer 
Group: 
Time/Date 
Description: 
Return the number of seconds past midnight. (This is a real number, accurate to about 
1/18th of a second.) 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Timer ' example: 45188.13 
End Sub 
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TimeSerial  Syntax: 

TimeSerial(Hour, Minute, Second) 
Group: 
Time/Date 
Description: 
Return a date value. 
Parameters: 
Hour—This numeric value is the hour (0 to 23). 
Minute—This numeric value is the minute (0 to 59). 
Second—This numeric value is the second (0 to 59). 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print TimeSerial(13,30,0) '1:30:00 PM 
End Sub 

TimeValue  Syntax: 
TimeValue(Date$) 
Group: 
Time/Date 
Description: 
Return the time part of date encoded as a string value. 
Parameters: 
Date$—Convert this string value to the time part of date it represents. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print TimeValue("1/1/2000 12:00:01 AM") '12:00:01 AM 
End Sub 

TryCast  Syntax: 
TryCast(expr, objtype) 
Group: 
Conversion 
Description: 
Return expr's type is related to objtype type. If it is not, nothing will be returned. 
Parameters: 
expr—Cast the value of this expression. 
objtype—Cast to this type. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim V As Object 
V = Err 
Debug.Print TypeName(TryCast(V, ErrObject)) ' ErrObject 
End Sub 

Trim  Syntax: 
Trim[$](S$) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return the string with S$'s leading and trailing spaces removed. 
Parameters: 
S$—Copy this string without the leading or trailing spaces. If this value is Null then Null is 
returned. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print ".";Trim$(" x ");"." '".x." 
End Sub 
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TypeName  Syntax: 

TypeName[$](var) 
Group: 
Variable Info 
Description: 
Return a string indicating the type of value stored in var. 
Parameters: 
var—Return a string indicating the type of value stored in this variable. 
Result—Description 
Empty—Variant variable is empty. It has never been assigned a value. 
Null—Variant variable is null. 
Boolean—Variable contains an integer value. 
Byte—Variable contains a single value. 
SByte—Variable contains a single value. 
Short—Variable contains a byte value. 
Integer—Variable contains an Integer value. 
Long—Variable contains a long value. 
Decimal—Variable contains a Decimal value. 
Single—Variable contains a single value. 
Double—Variable contains a double value. 
Currency—Variable contains a currency value. 
Date—Variable contains a date value. 
String—Variable contains a string value. 
Object—Variable contains an object reference that is not Nothing. (An object may return a 
type name specific to that type of object.) 
Nothing—Variable contains an object reference that is Nothing. 
Byte—Variable contains a byte value. 
Error—Variable contains a error code value. 
Variant—Variable contains a variant value. (Only used for arrays of variants.) 
Unknown—Variable contains a non-ActiveX Automation object reference. 
( )—Variable contains an array value. The TypeName of the element followed by ( ). 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim X As Variant 
Debug.Print TypeName(X) '"Empty" 
X = 1 
Debug.Print TypeName(X) '"Integer" 
X = 100000 
Debug.Print TypeName(X) '"Long" 
X = 1.1 
Debug.Print TypeName(X) '"Double" 
X = "A" 
Debug.Print TypeName(X) '"String" 
Set X = CreateObject("Word.Basic") 
Debug.Print TypeName(X) '"Object" 
X = Array(0,1,2) 
Debug.Print TypeName(X) '"Variant()" 
End Sub 
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UBound  Syntax: 

UBound(arrayvar[, dimension]) 
Group: 
Variable Info 
Description: 
Return the highest index. 
Parameters: 
arrayvar—Return the highest index for this array variable. 
dimension—Return the highest index for this dimension of arrayvar. If this is omitted then 
return the highest index for the first dimension. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim A(3,6) 
Debug.Print UBound(A) ' 3 
Debug.Print UBound(A,1) ' 3 
Debug.Print UBound(A,2) ' 6 
End Sub 

UCase  Syntax: 
UCase[$](S$) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return a string from S$ where all the lowercase letters have been uppercased. 
Parameters: 
S$—Return the string value of this after all chars have been converted to lowercase. If this 
value is Null then Null is returned. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print UCase$("Hello") '"HELLO" 
End Sub 

Val  Syntax: 
Val(S$) 
Group: 
String 
Description: 
Return the value of the S$. 
Parameters: 
S$—Return the numeric value for this string value. A string value begins with &O is an octal 
number. A string value begins with &H is a hex number. Otherwise it is decimal number. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Val("-1000") '-1000 
End Sub 
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VarType  Syntax: 

VarType(var) 
Group: 
Variable Info 
Description: 
Return a number indicating the type of value stored in var. 
Parameters: 
var—Return a number indicating the type of value stored in this variable. 
Result—Value—Description 
vbEmpty—0—Variant variable is empty. It has never been assigned a value. 
vbNull—1—Variant variable is null. 
vbInteger—2—Variable contains an integer value. 
vbLong—3—Variable contains a long value. 
vbSingle—4—Variable contains a single value. 
vbDouble—5—Variable contains a double value. 
vbCurrency—6—Variable contains a currency value. 
vbDate—7—Variable contains a date value. 
vbString—8—Variable contains a string value. 
vbObject—9—Variable contains an object reference. 
vbError—10—Variable contains a error code value. 
vbBoolean—11—Variable contains a boolean value. 
vbVariant—12—Variable contains a variant value. (Only used for arrays of variants.) 
vbDataObject—13—Variable contains a non-ActiveX Automation object reference. 
vbDecimal—14—Variable contains a 96 bit scaled real. 
vbByte—16—Variable contains a byte value. 
vbUserDefinedType—36—Variable contains a User Defined Type value. 
vbArray—8192—Variable contains an array value. Use VarType( ) And 255 to get the type 
of element stored in the array. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim X As Variant 
Debug.Print VarType(X) ' 0 
X = 1 
Debug.Print VarType(X) ' 2 
X = 100000 
Debug.Print VarType(X) ' 3 
X = 1.1 
Debug.Print VarType(X) ' 5 
X = "A" 
Debug.Print VarType(X) ' 8 
Set X = CreateObject("Word.Basic") 
Debug.Print VarType(X) ' 9 
X = Array(0,1,2) 
Debug.Print VarType(X) ' 8204 (8192+12) 
End Sub 
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VbTypeName  Syntax: 

VbTypeName(Name) 
Group: 
Variable Info 
Description: 
Returns a string indicating VB type name corresponding to the fully qualified Common 
Language Runtime type name. Returns Nothing if the specified Name is not a valid VB type 
name. 
Parameters: 
Name—This is Common Language Runtime type name. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim X As Object 
Debug.Print VbTypeName(X) '"Empty" 
X = 1 
Debug.Print VbTypeName(X) '"Integer" 
End Sub 

Weekday  Syntax: 
Weekday(dateexpr) 
Group: 
Time/Date 
Description: 
Return the weekday. 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—Return the weekday for this date value. If this value is Null then Null is returned. 
firstday—Value—Description (Return value) 
vbSunday—1—Sunday 
vbMonday—2—Monday 
vbTuesday—3—Tuesday 
vbWednesday—4—Wednesday 
vbThursday—5—Thursday 
vbFriday—6—Friday 
vbSaturday—7—Saturday 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Weekday(#1/1/1900#) ' 2 
Debug.Print Weekday(#1/1/2000#) ' 7 
End Sub 

WeekdayName  Syntax: 
WeekdayName(NumZ{day}[, CondZ{abbrev}]) 
Group: 
Time/Date 
Description: 
Return the localized name of the weekday. 
Parameters: 
day—Return the localized name of this weekday. (1-7) 
abbrev—If this conditional value is True then return the abbreviated form of the weekday 
name. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print WeekdayName(1) 'Sunday 
Debug.Print WeekdayName(Weekday(Now)) 
End Sub 
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Year  Syntax: 

Year(dateexpr) 
Group: 
Time/Date 
Description: 
Return the year. 
Parameters: 
dateexpr—Return the year for this date value. If this value is Null then Null is returned. 
Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Year(#1/1/1900#) ' 1900 
Debug.Print Year(#1/1/2000#) ' 2000 
End Sub 

Groups 
The table below lists each of the BASIC scripting Groups and the members of each Group. 

Group Name Description 
Assignment  Erase, Let, LSet, RSet, Set 

Constant  Empty Keyword—A variantvar that does not have any value. 
False Keyword—A condexpr is false when its value is zero. A function that returns False 
returns the value 0. 
Nothing Keyword—An objexpr that does not refer to any object. 
Null Keyword—A variant expression that is null. A null value propagates through an 
expression causing the entire expression to be Null. Attempting to use a Null value as a string 
or numeric argument causes a run-time error. A Null value prints as "#NULL#". 
Example: 

Sub Main 
X = Null 
Debug.Print X = Null '#NULL# 
Debug.Print IsNull(X) 'True 
End Sub 

True Keyword—A conditional expression is True when its value is non-zero. A function that 
returns True returns the value -1. 

Conversion   Array, CBool, CByte, CCur, CDate, CDec, CDbl, CInt, CLng, CSng, CStr, CVar, CVDate, 
CVErr, Val. 

Data Type   Below are the members of the Data Type group 
Any Data Type—Any variable expression (Declare only). 
Boolean Data Type—A True or False value. 
Byte Data Type—An 8 bit unsigned integer value. 
Currency Data Type—A 64 bit fixed point real. (A twos complement binary value scaled by 
10000.) 
Date Data Type—A 64 bit real value. The whole part represents the date, while the fractional 
part is the time of day. (December 30, 1899 = 0.) Use #date# as a literal date value in an 
expression. 
Decimal Data Type—Win32 only. A 96 bit scaled real value. Decimal is not a valid variable 
type, but Variant variables can contain decimal values (see CDec). A decimal number is of 
the form: s*m*10^-p where 

• s - sign (+1 or -1) 
• m - mantissa, unsigned binary value of 96 bits (0 to 

79,228,162,514,264,337,593,543,950,335) 
• p - scaling power (0 to +28) 

Double Data Type—A 64 bit real value. 
Integer Data Type—A 16 bit integer value. 
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Long Data Type—A 32 bit integer value. 
Object Data Type—An object reference value. 
PortInt Data Type—A portable integer value. 

• For Win16: A 16 bit integer value. 
• For Win32: A 32 bit integer value. 

Single Data Type—A 32 bit real value. 
String Data Type—An arbitrary length string value. Some useful string constants are 
predefined: 

• vbNullChar - same as Chr(0) 
• vbCrLf - same as Chr(13) & Chr(10) 
• vbCr - same as Chr(13) 
• vbLf - same as Chr(10) 
• vbBack - same as Chr(8) 
• vbFormFeed - same as Chr(12) 
• vbTab - same as Chr(9) 
• vbVerticalTab - same as Chr(11) 

String*n Data Type—A fixed length (n) string value. 
UserDialog Data Type—A usertype defined by Begin Dialog UserDialog. 
Variant Data Type—An empty, numeric, currency, date, string, object, error code, null or 
array value. 

DDE   DDEExecute, DDEInitiate, DDEPoke, DDERequest, DDETerminate, DDETerminateAll 

Declaration  #Reference, #Uses, Attribute, Class Module, Code Module, Const, Declare, Deftype, Dim, 
Enum...End Enum, FunctionEnd Function, Object Module, Option, Private, Property...End 
Property, Public, ReDim, Static, Sub...End Sub, Type...End Type. WithEvents 

Dialog 
Function  

DlgControlId, DlgCount, DlgEnable, DlgEnd, DlgFocus, DlgListBoxArray, DlgName, 
DlgNumber, DlgSetPicture, DlgText, DlgType, DlgValue, DlgVisible 

Error 
Handling  

Err, Error, On Error, Resume 

File  ChDir, ChDrive, Close, CurDir, Dir, EOF, FileAttr, FileCopy, FileDateTime, FileLen, FreeFile, 
Get, GetAttr, Input, Input, Kill, Line Input, Loc, Lock, LOF, MkDir, Name, Open, Print, Put, 
Reset, RmDir, Seek, Seek, SetAttr, Unlock, Write 

Flow Control  Call, CallByName, Do...Loop, End, Exit, For...Next, For Each...Next, GoTo, 
If...ElseIf...Else...End If, MacroRun, MacroRunThis, Select Case...End Select, Stop, 
While...Wend. 

Math   Abs, Atn, Cos, Exp, Fix, Int, Log, Randomize, Rnd, Round, Sgn, Sin, Sqr, Tan. 

Miscellaneous  AppActivate, Attribute, Beep, CallersLine, Choose, Clipboard, Command, Debug.Print, 
DoEvents, Environ, Eval, IIf, KeyName, MacroDir, QBColor, Rem, RGB, SendKeys, Shell, 
Wait 

Object  CreateObject, GetObject, Me, With...End With 

Operator  Operators: +, -, ^, *, /, \, Mod, +, -, &, =, <>, <, >, <=, >=, Like. Not, And, Or, Xor, Eqv, Imp, Is. 

Settings  DeleteSetting, GetAllSettings, GetSetting, SaveSetting 

String  Asc, AscB, AscW, Chr, ChrB, ChrW, Format, Hex, InStr, InStrB, InStrRev, Join, LCase, Left, 
LeftB, Len, LenB, LTrim, Mid, MidB, Oct, Replace, Right, RightB, RTrim, Space, Split, String, 
Str, StrComp, StrConv, StrReverse, Trim, UCase 

Time/Date  Date, DateAdd, DateDiff, DatePart, DateSerial, DateValue, Day, Hour, Minute, Month, 
MonthName, Now, Second, Time, Timer, TimeSerial, TimeValue, Weekday, WeekdayName, 
Year 

User Dialog  Begin Dialog...End Dialog, CancelButton, CheckBox, ComboBox, DropListBox, GroupBox, 
ListBox, OKButton, OptionButton, OptionGroup, Picture, PushButton, Text, TextBox 

User Input  Dialog, GetFilePath, InputBox, MsgBox, ShowPopupMenu 
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Group Name Description 
Variable Info  IsArray, IsDate, IsEmpty, IsError, IsMissing, IsNull, IsNumeric, IsObject, LBound, TypeName, 

UBound, VarType 

Instructions 
The table below lists each of the BASIC scripting instructions. 

Instruction Name Description 
AppActivate  
 

Syntax: 
AppActivate Title$ 

-or- 
AppActivate TaskID 

Group: Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Form 1: Activate the application top-level window titled Title$. If no window by that title exists 
then the first window with at title that starts with Title$ is activated. If no window matches 
then an error occurs. 
Form 2: Activate the application top-level window for task TaskID. If no window for that task 
exists then an error occurs. 
Parameters: 
Title$ The name shown in the title bar of the window. 
TaskID This numeric value is the task identifier. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
' make ProgMan the active application 
AppActivate "Program Manager" 
End Sub 

Beep  
 

Syntax: 
Beep 

Group: Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Sound the bell. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Beep ' beep the bell 
End Sub 

Call  
 

Syntax: 
Call name[(arglist)] 

-or- 
name [arglist] 

Group: Flow Control 
Description: 
Evaluate the arglist and call subroutine (or function) name with those values. Sub (or 
function) name must be previously defined by either a Sub, Function or Property definition. If 
name is a function then the result is discarded. If Call is omitted and name is a subroutine 
then the arglist must not be enclosed in parens. 

Example: 

Sub Show(Title$,Value) 
Debug.Print Title$;"=";Value 
End Sub 
Sub Main 
Call Show("2000/9",2000/9) ' 222.2222222222 
Show "1<2",1<2 'True 
End Sub 
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Instruction Name Description 
CallByName Syntax: 

CallByName(Obj,ProcName,CallType,[expr[,]]) 
Group: Flow Control 
Description: 
Call an Obj's method/property, ProcName, by name. Pass the exprs to the method/property. 
Parameters:  
Obj—Call the method/property for this object reference. 
ProcName—This string value is the name of the method/property to be called. 
CallType—Type of method/property call. See table below. 
expr—These expressions are passed to the obj's method/property. 
CallType Value Effect: 
- vbMethod 1 Call or evaluate the method. 
- vbGet 2 Evaluate the property's value. 
- vbLet 4 Assign the property's value. 
- vbSet 8 Set the property's reference. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
On Error Resume Next 
CallByName Err, "Raise", vbMethod, 1 
Debug.Print CallByName(Err, "Number", vbGet) ' 1 
End Sub 

ChDir Syntax: 
ChDir Dir$ 

Group: File 
Description: 
Change the current directory to Dir$. 
Parameter:  
Dir$ This string value is the path and name of the directory. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
ChDir "C:\" 
Debug.Print CurDir$() '"C:\" 
End Sub 

ChDrive  
 

Syntax: 
ChDrive Drive$ 

Group: File 
Description: 
Change the current drive to Drive$. 
Parameter:  
Drive$ This string value is the drive letter. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
ChDrive "B" 
Debug.Print CurDir$() '"B:\" 
End Sub 
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Instruction Name Description 
Close  
 

Syntax: 
Close [[#]StreamNum][,] 

Group: File 
Description: Close StreamNums. 
Parameter: StreamNum Streams 1 through 255 are private to each macro. Streams 256 
through 511 are shared by all macros. If this is omitted then all open streams for the current 
macro/module are closed. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
' read the first line of XXX and print it 
Open "XXX" For Input As #1 
Line Input #1,L$ 
Debug.Print L$ 
Close #1 
End Sub 

DDEExecute Syntax: 
DDEExecute ChanNum, Command$[, Timeout] 

Group: DDE 
Description: 
Send the DDE Execute Command$ string via DDE ChanNum. 
Parameters:  
ChanNum—This is the channel number returned by the DDEInitiate function. Up to 10 
channels may be used at one time. 
Command$—Send this command value to the server application. The interpretation of this 
value is defined by the server application. 
Timeout—The command will generate an error if the number of seconds specified by the 
timeout is exceeded before the command has completed. The default is five seconds. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
ChanNum = DDEInitiate("PROGMAN","PROGMAN") 
DDEExecute ChanNum,"[CreateGroup(XXX)]" 
DDETerminate ChanNum 
End Sub 

DDEPoke Syntax: 
DDEPoke ChanNum, Item$, Data$[, Timeout] 

Group: DDE 
Description: 
Poke Data$ to the Item$ via DDE ChanNum. 
Parameters:  
ChanNum—This is the channel number returned by the DDEInitiate function. Up to 10 
channels may be used at one time. 
Item$—This is the server application's item. The interpretation of this value is defined by the 
server application. 
Data$—Send this data value to the server application. The interpretation of this value is 
defined by the server application. 
Timeout—The command will generate an error if the number of seconds specified by the 
timeout is exceeded before the command has completed. The default is five seconds. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
ChanNum = DDEInitiate("PROGMAN","PROGMAN") 
DDEPoke ChanNum,"Group","XXX" 
DDETerminate ChanNum 
End Sub 
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Instruction Name Description 
DDETerminate Syntax: 

DDETerminate ChanNum 
Group: DDE 
Description: 
Terminate DDE ChanNum. 
Parameter: ChanNum—This is the channel number returned by the DDEInitiate function. Up 
to 10 channels may be used at one time. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
ChanNum = DDEInitiate("PROGMAN","PROGMAN") 
DDEExecute ChanNum,"[CreateGroup(XXX)]" 
DDETerminate ChanNum 
End Sub 

DDETerminateAll  Syntax: 
DDETerminateAll 

Group: DDE 
Description: Terminate all open DDE channels. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
ChanNum = DDEInitiate("PROGMAN","PROGMAN") 
DDEExecute ChanNum,"[CreateGroup(XXX)]" 
DDETerminateAll 
End Sub 

DeleteSetting Syntax: 
DeleteSetting AppName$, Section$[, Key$] 

Group: Settings 
Description: Delete the settings for Key in Section in project AppName. Win16 and Win32s 
store settings in a.ini file named AppName. Win32 stores settings in the registration 
database. 
Parameters:  
AppName$—This string value is the name of the project which has this Section and Key. 
Section$—This string value is the name of the section of the project settings. 
Key$—This string value is the name of the key in the section of the project settings. If this is 
omitted then delete the entire section. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
SaveSetting "MyApp","Font","Size",10 
DeleteSetting "MyApp","Font","Size" 
End Sub 
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Instruction Name Description 
DlgEnd  Syntax: 

DlgEnd ReturnCode 
Group: Dialog Function 
Description: Set the return code for the Dialog Function and close the user dialog. 
This instruction/function must be called directly or indirectly from a dialogfunc. 
Parameter: 
ReturnCode—Return this numeric value. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 210,120,.DialogFunc 
Text 10,10,190,15,"Please push the Close button" 
OKButton 30,90,60,20 
CheckBox 120,90,60,20,"&Close",.CheckBox1 
End Diarlog 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
Debug.Print Dialog(dlg) 
End Sub 
Function DialogFunc%(DlgItem$, Action%, SuppValue%) 
Debug.Print "Action=";Action% 
Select Case Action% 
Case 1 ' Dialog box initialization 
Beep 
Case 2 ' Value changing or button pressed 
Select Case DlgItem$ 
Case "CheckBox1" 
DlgEnd 1000 
End Select 
End Select 
End Function 
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Instruction Name Description 
DlgSetPicture Syntax: 

DlgSetPicture DlgItem|$, FileName, Type 
Group: Dialog Function 
Description: Set the file name for DlgItem|$. 
This instruction/function must be called directly or indirectly from a dialogfunc. 
Parameters:  
DlgItem|$—If this is a numeric value then it is the dialog item number. The first item is 0, 
second is 1, etc. If this is a string value then it is the dialog item's field name. 
FileName—Set the file name of DlgItem|$ to this string value. 
Type—This numeric value indicates the type of bitmap used: 
   0—FileName is the name of the bitmap file. If the file does not exist then "(missing 
picture)" is displayed. 
   3—The clipboard's bitmap is displayed. Not supported. 
  +16—Instead of displaying "(missing picture)" a run-time error occurs. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Begin Dialog UserDialog 200,120,.DialogFunc 
Picture 10,10,180,75,"",0,.Picture 
OKButton 30,90,60,20 
PushButton 110,90,60,20,"&View" 
End Dialog 
 
Dim dlg As UserDialog 
Debug.Print Dialog(dlg) 
End Sub 
 
Function DialogFunc%(DlgItem$, Action%, SuppValue%) 
Debug.Print "Action=";Action% 
Select Case Action% 
Case 1 ' Dialog box initialization 
Beep 
Case 2 ' Value changing or button pressed 
Select Case DlgItem$ 
Case "View" 
FileName = GetFilePath("Bitmap","BMP") 
DlgSetPicture "Picture",FileName,0 
DialogFunc% = True 'do not exit the dialog 
End Select 
End Select 
End Function 

DoEvents Syntax: 
DoEvents 

Group: Miscellaneous 
Description: This instruction allows other applications to process events. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
DoEvents ' let other apps work 
End Sub 
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Instruction Name Description 
End Syntax: 

End 
Group: Flow Control 
Description: 
The end instruction causes the macro to terminate immediately. If the macro was run by 
another macro using the MacroRun instruction then that macro continues on the instruction 
following the MacroRun. 
Example: 

Sub DoSub 
L$ = UCase$(InputBox$("Enter End:")) 
If L$ = "END" Then End 
Debug.Print "End was not entered." 
End Sub 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print "Before DoSub" 
DoSub 
Debug.Print "After DoSub" 
End Sub 

Erase  Syntax: 
Erase arrayvar[,...] 

-or- 
Erase usertypevar.elem[,...] 

Group: Assignment 
Description: 
Reset arrayvar or user defined type array element to zero. (Dynamic arrays are reset to 
undimensioned arrays.) String arrays values are set to a null string. arrayvar must be 
declared as an array. 
Declare with Dim, Private, Public or Static. 
Declare as a parameter of Sub, Function or Property definition. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Dim X%(2) 
X%(1) = 1 
Erase X% 
Debug.Print X%(1) ' 0 
End Sub 
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Instruction Name Description 
Exit  Syntax: 

Exit {All|Do|For|Function|Property|Sub|While} 
Group: Flow Control 
Description: 
The exit instruction causes the macro to continue with out doing some or all of the remaining 
instructions. 
All—Exit all macros. 
Do—Exit the Do loop. 
For—Exit the For of For Each loop. 
Function—Exit the Function block. Note: This instruction clears the Err and sets Error$ to 
null. 
Property—Exit the Property block. Note: This instruction clears the Err and sets Error$ to 
null. 
Sub—Exit the Sub block. Note: This instruction clears the Err and sets Error$ to null. 
While—Exit the While loop. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
L$ = InputBox$("Enter Do, For, While, Sub or All:") 
Debug.Print "Before DoSub" 
DoSub UCase$(L$) 
Debug.Print "After DoSub" 
End Sub 
Sub DoSub(L$) 
Do 
If L$ = "DO" Then Exit Do 
I = I+1 
Loop While I < 10 
If I = 0 Then Debug.Print "Do was entered" 
For I = 1 To 10 
If L$ = "FOR" Then Exit For 
Next I 
If I = 1 Then Debug.Print "For was entered" 
I = 10 
While I > 0 
If L$ = "WHILE" Then Exit While 
I = I-1 
Wend 
If I = 10 Then Debug.Print "While was entered" 
If L$ = "SUB" Then Exit Sub 
Debug.Print "Sub was not entered." 
If L$ = "ALL" Then Exit All 
Debug.Print "All was not entered." 
End Sub 

FileCopy Syntax: 
FileCopy FromName$, ToName$ 

Group: File 
Description: 
Copy a file. 
Parameters:  
FromName$—This string value is the path and name of the source file. A path relative to the 
current directory can be used. 
ToName$—This string value is the path and name of the destination file. A path relative to 
the current directory can be used. 
Example: 

Sub Main 
FileCopy "C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT","C:\AUTOEXEC.BAK" 
End Sub 
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Instruction Name Description 
Get  Syntax: 

Get StreamNum, [RecordNum], var 
Group: File 
Description: 
Get a variable's value from StreamNum. 
Parameters:  
StreamNum—Streams 1 through 255 are private to each macro. Streams 256 through 511 
are shared by all macros. 
RecordNrum—For Random mode files this is the record number. The first record is 1. 
Otherwise, it is the byte position. The first byte is 1. If this is omitted then the current position 
(or record number) is used. 
var—This variable value is read from the file. For a fixed length variable (like Long) the 
number of bytes required to restore the variable are read. For a Variant variable two bytes 
are read which describe its type and then the variable value is read accordingly. For a 
usertype variable each field is read in sequence. For an array variable each element is read 
in sequence. For a dynamic array variable the number of dimensions and range of each 
dimension is read prior to reading the array values. All binary data values are read from the 
file in little-endian format. 
Note: When reading a string (or a dynamic array) from a Binary mode file the length (or 
array dimension) information is not read. The current string length determines how much 
string data is read. The current array dimension determines how may array elements are 
read. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Dim V As Variant 
Open "SAVE_V.DAT" For Binary Access Read As #1 
Get #1,, V 
Close #1 
End Sub 

Goto Syntax: 
GoTo label 

Group: Flow Control 
Description: 
Go to the label and continue execution from there. Only labels in the current user defined 
procedure are accessible. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
X = 2 
Loop: 
X = X*X 
If X < 100 Then GoTo Loop 
Debug.Print X ' 256 
End Sub 
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Instruction Name Description 
Input Syntax: 

Input [#]StreamNum, var[,...] 
Group: File 
Description: 
Get input from StreamNum and assign it to vars. Input values are comma delimited. Leading 
and trailing spaces are ignored. If the first char (following the leading spaces) is a quote (") 
then the string is terminated by an ending quote. Special values #NULL#, #FALSE#, 
#TRUE#, #date# and #ERROR number# are converted to their appropriate value and data 
type. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Open "XXX" For Input As #1 
Input #1,A,B,C$ 
Debug.Print A;B;C$ 
Close #1 
End Sub 

Kill Syntax: 
Kill Name$ 

Group: File 
Description: 
Delete the file named by Name$. 
Parameter: 
Name$—This string value is the path and name of the file. A path relative to the current 
directory can be used. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Kill "c:\thefile.txt" 
End Sub 

Let Syntax: 
[Let] var = expr 

Group: Assignment 
Description: 
Assign the value of expr to var. The keyword Let is optional. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Let X = 1 
X = X*2 
Debug.Print X ' 2 
End Sub 

Line Input  Syntax: 
Line Input [#]StreamNum, S$ 

Group: File 
Description: 
Get a line of input from StreamNum and assign it to S$. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Open "XXX" For Input As #1 
Line Input #1,S$ 
Debug.Print S$ 
Close #1 
End Sub 
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Instruction Name Description 
Lock  Syntax: 

Lock StreamNum 

-or- 
Lock StreamNum, RecordNum 

-or- 
Lock StreamNum, [start] To end 

Group: File 
Description: 
Form 1: Lock all of StreamNum. 
Form 2: Lock a record (or byte) of StreamNum. 
Form 3: Lock a range of records (or bytes) of StreamNum. If start is omitted then lock 
starting at the first record (or byte). 
Note: Be sure to Unlock for each Lock instruction. 
Note: For sequential files (Input, Output and Append) lock always affects the entire file. 
Parameters: 
StreamNum—Streams 1 through 255 are private to each macro. Streams 256 through 511 
are shared by all macros. 
RecordNum—For Random mode files this is the record number. The first record is 1. 
Otherwise, it is the byte position. The first byte is 1. 
start—First record (or byte) in the range. 
end—Last record (or byte) in the range. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Dim V As Variant 
Open "SAVE_V.DAT" For Binary As #1 
Lock #1 
Get #1, 1, V 
V = "Hello" 
Put #1, 1, V 
Unlock #1 
Close #1 
End Sub 

LSet  Syntax: 
LSet strvar = str 

-or- 
LSet usertypevar1 = usertypevar2 

Group: Assignment 
Description: 
Form 1: Assign the value of str to strvar. Shorten str by removing trailing chars (or extend 
with blanks). The previous length strvar is maintained. 
Form 2: Assign the value of usertypevar2 to usertypevar1. If usertypevar2 is longer than 
usertypevar1 then only copy as much as usertypevar1 can handle. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
S$ = "123" 
LSet S$ = "A" 
Debug.Print ".";S$;"." '".A." 
End Sub 
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Instruction Name Description 
MacroRun  Syntax: 

MacroRun MacroName$[, Command$] 
Group: Flow Control 
Description: 
Play a macro. Execution will continue at the following statement after the macro has 
completed. 
Parameters:  
MacroName$—Run the macro named by this string value. 
Command$—Pass this string value as the macro's Command$ value. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Debug.Print "Before Demo" 
MacroRun "Demo" 
Debug.Print "After Demo" 
End Sub 

MacroRunThis  Syntax: 
MacroRunThis MacroCode$ 

Group: Flow Control 
Description: 
Play the macro code. Execution will continue at the following statement after the macro code 
has completed. The macro code can be either a single line or a complete macro. 
Parameters: 
MacroName$ Run the macro named by this string value. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Debug.Print "Before Demo" 
MacroRunThis "MsgBox ""Hello""" 
Debug.Print "After Demo" 
End Sub 

MkDir  Syntax: 
MkDir Name$ 

Group: File 
Description: 
Make directory Name$. 
Parameter:  
Name$—This string value is the path and name of the directory. A path relative to the 
current directory can be used. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
MkDir "C:\WWTEMP" 
End Sub 
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Instruction Name Description 
Name  Syntax: 

Name OldName$ As NewName$ 
Group: File 
Description: 
Rename file OldName$ as NewName$. 
Parameters:  
OldName$—This string value is the path and name of the file. A path relative to the current 
directory can be used. 
NewName$—This is the new file name (and path). A path relative to the current directory 
can be used. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Name "c:\AUTOEXEC.BAK" As "c:\AUTOEXEC.SAV" 
End Sub 

On Error  Syntax: 
On Error GoTo 0 

-or- 
On Error GoTo label 

-or- 
On Error Resume Next 

Group: Error Handling 
Description: 
Form 1: Disable the error handler (default). 
Form 2: Send error conditions to an error handler. 
Form 3: Error conditions continue execution at the next statement. 
On Error sets or disables the error handler. Each user defined procedure has its own error 
handler. The default is to terminate the macro on any error. The Err object's properties are 
set whenever an error occurs. Once an error has occurred and the error handler is executing 
any further errors will terminate the macro, unless the Err object has been cleared. 
Note: This instruction clears the Err and sets Error$ to null. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
On Error Resume Next 
Err.Raise 1 
Debug.Print "RESUMING, Err=";Err 
On Error GoTo X 
Err.Raise 1 
Exit Sub 
X: Debug.Print "Err=";Err 
Err.Clear 
Debug.Print "Err=";Err 
Resume Next 
End Sub 
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Instruction Name Description 
Open Syntax: 

Open Name$ For mode [Access access] [lock] As [#]StreamNum [Len = 
RecordLen] 

Group: File 
Description: 
Open file Name$ for mode as StreamNum. 
Parameters:  
Name$—This string value is the path and name of the file. A path relative to the current 
directory can be used. 
mode May be Input, Output, Append, Binary or Random. 
access—May be Read, Write or Read Write. 
lock—May be Shared, Lock Read, Lock Write or Lock Read Write. 
StreamNum—Streams 1 through 255 are private to each macro. Streams 256 through 511 
are shared by all macros. 
RecordLen—This numeric value is the record length for Random mode files. Other file 
modes ignore this value. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Open "XXX" For Output As #1 
Print #1,"1,2,""Hello""" 
Close #1 
End Sub 

Print  Syntax: 
Print #StreamNum, [expr[;...][;]] 

Group: File 
Description: 
Print the expr(s) to StreamNum. Use ; to separate expressions. A num is it automatically 
converted to a string before printing (just like Str$( )). If the instruction does not end with a ; 
then a newline is printed at the end. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
A = 1 
B = 2 
C$ = "Hello" 
Open "XXX" For Output As #1 
Print #1,A;",";B;",""";C$;"""" 
Close #1 
End Sub 
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Put 
 

Syntax: 
Put StreamNum, [RecordNum], var 

Group: File 
Description: 
Write a variable's value to StreamNum. 
Parameters:  
StreamNum—Streams 1 through 255 are private to each macro. Streams 256 through 511 
are shared by all macros. 
RecordNum—For Random mode files this is the record number. The first record is 1. 
Otherwise, it is the byte position. The first byte is 1. If this is omitted then the current position 
(or record number) is used. 
va—This variable value is written to the file. For a fixed length variable (like Long) the 
number of bytes required to store the variable are written. For a Variant variable two bytes 
which describe its type are written and then the variable value is written accordingly. For a 
usertype variable each field is written in sequence. For an array variable each element is 
written in sequence. For a dynamic array variable the number of dimensions and range of 
each dimension is written prior to writing the array values. All binary data values are written 
to the file in little-endian format. 
Note: When a writing string (or a dynamic array) to a Binary mode file the string length (or 
array dimension) information is not written. Only the string data or array elements are 
written. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Dim V As Variant 
Open "SAVE_V.DAT" For Binary Access Write As #1 
Put #1,, V 
Close #1 
End Sub 

Randomize Syntax: 
Randomize [Seed] 

Group: Math 
Description: 
Randomize the random number generator. 
Parameters:  
Seed—This numeric value sets the initial seed for the random number generator. If this 
value is omitted then the current time is used as the seed. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Randomize 
Debug.Print Rnd ' 0.?????????????? 
End Sub 
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ReDim Syntax: 

ReDim [Preserve] name[type][([dim[,...]])] [As type][,...] 

-or- 
ReDim [Preserve] usertypevar.elem[type][([dim[,...]])] [As 
type][,...] 

Group: Declaration 
Description: 
Redimension a dynamic arrayvar or user defined type array element. Use Preserve to keep 
the array values. Otherwise, the array values will all be reset. When using preserve only the 
last index of the array may change, but the number of indexes may not. (A one-dimensional 
array can't be redimensioned as a two-dimensional array.) 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Dim X() 
ReDim X(3) 
Debug.Print UBound(X) ' 3 
ReDim X(200) 
Debug.Print UBound(X) ' 200 
End Sub 

Rem Syntax: 
Rem... 

-or- 
'... 

Group: Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Both forms are comments. The Rem form is an instruction. The ' form can be used at the 
end of any line. All text from either ' or Rem to the end of the line is part of the comment. 
That text is not executed. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Debug.Print "Hello" ' prints to the Output tab 
Rem the macro terminates at Main's End Sub 
End Sub 

Reset  Syntax: 
Reset 

Group: File 
Description: 
Close all open streams for the current macro/module. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
' read the first line of XXX and print it 
Open "XXX" For Input As #1 
Line Input #1,L$ 
Debug.Print L$ 
Reset 
End Sub 
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Resume Syntax: 

Resume label 

-or- 
Resume Next 

Group: Error Handling 
Description: 
Form 1: Resume execution at label. 
Form 2: Resume execution at the next statement. 
Once an error has occurred, the error handler can use Resume to continue execution. The 
error handler must use Resume or Exit at the end. 
Note: This instruction clears the Err and sets Error$ to null. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
On Error GoTo X 
Err.Raise 1 
Debug.Print "RESUMING" 
Exit Sub 
X: Debug.Print "Err=";Err 
Resume Next 
End Sub 

RmDir  Syntax: 
RmDir Name$ 

Group: File 
Description: 
Remove directory Name$. 
Parameters:  
Name$—This string value is the path and name of the directory. A path relative to the 
current directory can be used. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
RmDir "C:\WWTEMP" 
End Sub 

RSet  Syntax: 
RSet strvar = str 

Group: Assignment 
Description: 
Assign the value of str to strvar. Shorten str by removing trailing chars (or extend with 
leading blanks). The previous length strvar is maintained. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
S$ = "123" 
RSet S$ = "A" 
Debug.Print ".";S$;"." '". A." 
End Sub 
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SaveSetting Syntax: 

SaveSetting AppName$, Section$, Key$, Setting 
Group: Settings 
Description: 
Save the Setting for Key in Section in project AppName. Win16 and Win32s store settings in 
a.ini file named AppName. Win32 stores settings in the registration database. 
Parameters:  
AppName$—This string value is the name of the project which has this Section and Key. 
Section$—This string value is the name of the section of the project settings. 
Key$—This string value is the name of the key in the section of the project settings. 
Setting—Set the key to this value. (The value is stored as a string.) 

Example: 

Sub Main 
SaveSetting "MyApp","Font","Size",10 
End Sub 

Seek Syntax: 
Seek [#]StreamNum, Count 

Group: File 
Description: 
Position StreamNum for input Count. 
Parameters:  
StreamNum—Streams 1 through 255 are private to each macro. Streams 256 through 511 
are shared by all macros. 
Count—For Random mode files this is the record number. The first record is 1. Otherwise, it 
is the byte position. The first byte is 1. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Open "XXX" For Input As #1 
Line Input #1,L$ 
Seek #1,1 ' rewind to start of file 
Input #1,A 
Close #1 
Debug.Print A 
End Sub 
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Instruction Name Description 
SendKeys  Syntax: 

SendKeys Keys$[, Wait] 
Group: Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Send Keys$ to Windows. 
Parameters:  
Keys$—Send the keys in this string value to Windows. (Refer to table below.) 
Wait—If this is not zero then the keys are sent before executing the next instruction. If this is 
omitted or zero then the keys are sent during the following instructions. 
Key - Description 
+ Shift modifier key: the following key is a shifted key 
^ Ctrl modifier key: the following key is a control key 
% Alt modifier key: the following key is an alt key 
(keys) Modifiers apply to all keys 
~ Send Enter key 
k Send k Key (k is any single char) 
K Send Shift k Key (K is any capital letter) 
{special n} special key (n is an optional repeat count) 
{mouse x,y} mouse key (x,y is an optional screen position) 
{k} Send k Key (any single char) 
{K} Send Shift k Key (any single char) 
{Cancel} Send Break Key 
{Esc} Send Escape Key 
{Escape} Send Escape Key 
{Enter} Send Enter Key 
{Menu} Send Menu Key (Alt) 
{Help} Send Help Key (?) 
{Prtsc} Send Print Screen Key 
{Print} Send 
{Execute} Send ? 
{Tab} Send 
{Pause} Send Pause Key 
{Tab} Send Tab Key 
{BS} Send Back Space Key 
{BkSp} Send Back Space Key 
{BackSpace} Send Back Space Key 
{Del} Send Delete Key 
{Delete} Send Delete Key 
{Ins} Send Insert Key 
{Insert} Send Insert Key 
{Left} Send Left Arrow Key 
{Right} Send Right Arrow Key 
{Up} Send Up Arrow Key 
{Down} Send Down Arrow Key 
{PgUp} Send Page Up Key 
{PgDn} Send Page Down Key 
{Home} Send Home Key 
{End} Send End Key 
{Select} Send ? 
{Clear} Send Num Pad 5 Key 
{Pad0..9} Send Num Pad 0-9 Keys 
{Pad*} Send Num Pad * Key 
{Pad+} Send Pad + Key 
{PadEnter} Send Num Pad Enter 
{Pad.} Send Num Pad. Key 
{Pad-} Send Num Pad - Key 
{Pad/} Send Num Pad / Key 
{F1..24} Send F1 to F24 Keys 
Mouse: 
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Instruction Name Description 
Set Syntax: 

Set objvar = objexpr 

-or- 
Set objvar = New objtype 

Group: Assignment 
Description: 
Form 1: Set objvar's object reference to the object reference of objexpr. 
Form 2: Set objvar's object reference to the a new instance of objtype. 
The Set instruction is how object references are assigned. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Dim App As Object 
Set App = CreateObject("WinWrap.CppDemoApplication") 
App.Move 20,30 ' move icon to 20,30 
Set App = Nothing 
App.Quit ' run-time error (no object) 
End Sub 

SetAttr Syntax: 
SetAttr Name$, Attrib 

Group: File 
Description: 
Set the attributes for file Name$. If the file does not exist then a run-time error occurs. 
Parameters:  
Name$—This string value is the path and name of the file. A path relative to the current 
directory can be used. 
Attrib—Set the file's attributes to this numeric value. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Attrib = GetAttr("XXX") 
SetAttr "XXX",1 ' readonly 
Debug.Print GetAttr("XXX") ' 1 
SetAttr "XXX",Attrib 
End Sub 

Stop Syntax: 
Stop 

Group: Flow Control 
Description: 
Pause execution. If execution is resumed then it starts at the next instruction. Use End to 
terminate the macro completely. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
For I = 1 To 10 
Debug.Print I 
If I = 3 Then Stop 
Next I 
End Sub 
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Instruction Name Description 
Unlock  Syntax: 

Unlock StreamNum 

-or- 
Unlock StreamNum, RecordNum 

-or- 
Unlock StreamNum, [start] To end 

Group: File 
Description: 
Form 1: Unlock all of StreamNum. 
Form 2: Unlock a record (or byte) of StreamNum. 
Form 3: Unlock a range of records (or bytes) of StreamNum. If start is omitted then unlock 
starting at the first record (or byte). 
Note: For sequential files (Input, Output and Append) unlock always affects the entire file. 
Parameters:  
StreamNum—Streams 1 through 255 are private to each macro. Streams 256 through 511 
are shared by all macros. 
RecordNum—For Random mode files this is the record number. The first record is 1. 
Otherwise, it is the byte position. The first byte is 1. 
start—First record (or byte) in the range. 
end—Last record (or byte) in the range. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Dim V As Variant 
Open "SAVE_V.DAT" For Binary As #1 
Lock #1 
Get #1, 1, V 
V = "Hello" 
Put #1, 1, V 
Unlock #1 
Close #1 
End Sub 

Wait  Syntax: 
Wait Delay 

Group: Miscellaneous 
Description: 
Wait for Delay seconds. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
Wait 5 ' wait for 5 seconds 
End Sub 
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Instruction Name Description 
Write Syntax: 

Write #StreamNum, expr[,...] 
Group: File 
Description: 
Write's expr(s) to StreamNum. String values are quoted. Null values are written as #NULL#. 
Boolean values are written as #FALSE# or #TRUE#. Date values are written as #date#. 
Error codes are written as #ERROR number#. 

Example: 

Sub Main 
A = 1 
B = 2 
C$ = "Hello" 
Open "XXX" For Output As #1 
Write #1,A,B,C$ 
Close #1 
End Sub 

  Keywords 
Keyword Name Description 
Friend  Group: Declaration 

Description: 
Friend Functions, Propertys and Subs in a module are available in all other 
macros/modules that access it. Friends are not accessible via Object variables. 

Private  Group: Declaration 
Description: 
Private Consts, Declares, Functions, Propertys, Subs and Types are only available in the 
current macro/module. 

Public Group: Declaration 
Description: 
Public Consts, Declares, Functions, Propertys, Subs and Types in a module are 
available in all other macros/modules that access it. 

Formatting Data 

Format Predefined Date 

The following predefined date formats may be used with the Format function. Predefined formats may not 
be combined with user defined formats or other predefined formats. 

Form Description 
General Date Same as user defined date format "c" 

Long Date Same as user defined date format "dddddd" 

Medium Date Not supported at this time. 

Short Date Same as user defined date format "ddddd" 

Long Time Same as user defined date format "ttttt" 

Medium Time Same as user defined date format "hh:mm AMPM" 

Short Time Same as user defined date format "hh:mm" 

Format Predefined Number 

The following predefined number formats may be used with the Format function. Predefined formats may 
not be combined with user defined formats or other predefined formats. 
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Form Description 
General Number Returns number as is. 

Currency 
Same as user defined number format "$#,##0.00;($#,##0.00)" 
Not locale dependent at this time. 

Fixed Same as user defined number format "#,##0.00". 

Percent Same as user defined number format "0.00%". 

Scientific Same as user defined number format "0.00E+00". 

Yes/No Returns "No" if zero, else returns "Yes". 

True/False Returns "True" if zero, else returns "False". 

On/Off Returns "On" if zero, else returns "Off". 

Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Format$(2.145,"Standard") ' 2.15 
End Sub 

Format User Defined Date 

The following date formats may be used with the Format function. Date formats may be combined to 
create the user defined date format. User defined date formats may not be combined with other user 
defined formats or predefined formats. 

Parameters Description 
: Insert localized time separator. 

/ Insert localized date separator. 

c Insert ddddd ttttt, insert date only if t=0, insert time only if d=0. 

d Insert day number without leading zero. 

dd Insert day number with leading zero. 

ddd Insert abbreviated day name. 

dddd Insert full day name. 

ddddd Insert date according to Short Date format. 

dddddd Insert date according to Long Date format. 

w Insert day of week number. 

ww Insert week of year number. 

m 
Insert month number without leading zero 
Insert minute number without leading zero (if follows h or hh) 

mm 
Insert month number with leading zero 
Insert minute number with leading zero (if follows h or hh) 

mmm Insert abbreviated month name 

mmmm Insert full month name 

q Insert quarter number 

y Insert day of year number 

yy Insert year number (two digits) 

yyyy Insert year number (four digits, no leading zeros) 

h Insert hour number without leading zero 

hh Insert hour number with leading zero 

n Insert minute number without leading zero 

nn Insert minute number with leading zero 
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Parameters Description 
s Insert second number without leading zero 

ss Insert second number with leading zero 

ttttt Insert time according to time format 

AM/PM Use 12 hour clock and insert AM (hours 0 to 11) and PM (12 to 23) 

am/pm Use 12 hour clock and insert am (hours 0 to 11) and pm (12 to 23) 

A/P Use 12 hour clock and insert A (hours 0 to 11) and P (12 to 23) 

a/p Use 12 hour clock and insert a (hours 0 to 11) and p (12 to 23) 

AMPM Use 12 hour clock and insert localized AM/PM strings 

\c Insert character c 

"text" Insert literal text 

Format User Defined Number 

The following number formats may be used with the Format function. Number formats may be combined 
to create the user defined number format. User defined number formats may not be combined with other 
user defined formats or predefined formats. 

User defined number formats can contain up to four sections separated by ';': 

• form - format for non-negative expr, '-'format for negative expr, empty and null expr return "" 

• form;negform - negform: format for negative expr 

• form;negform;zeroform - zeroform: format for zero expr 

• form;negform;zeroform;nullform - nullform: format for null expr 

Parameter Description 
# Digit, don't include leading/trailing zero digits (all the digits left of decimal point are returned). 

Example: Format(19,"###") returns "19" 
Example: Format(19,"#") returns "19" 

0 Digit, include leading/trailing zero digits. 
Example: Format(19,"000") returns "019" 
Example: Format(19,"0") returns "19" 

. Decimal, insert localized decimal point. 
Example: Format(19.9,"###.00") returns "19.90" 
Example: Format(19.9,"###.##") returns "19.9" 

, Thousands, insert localized thousand separator every 3 digits 
"xxx," or "xxx,." mean divide expr by 1000 prior to formatting two adjacent commas ",," means 
divide expr by 1000 again. 
Example: Format(1900000,"0,,") returns "2" 
Example: Format(1900000,"0,,.0") returns "1.9" 

% Percent, insert %, multiply expr by 100 prior to formatting. 

: Returns "No" if zero, else returns "Yes". 

/ Insert localized date separator. 

E+ e+ E- 
e- 

Use exponential notation, insert E (or e) and the signed exponent. 
Example: Format(1000,"0.00E+00") returns "1.00E+03" 
Example: Format(.001,"0.00E+00") returns "1.00E-03" 

- + $ ( ) 
space 

Insert literal char 
Example: Format(10,"$#") returns "$10." 
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Parameter Description 
\c Insert character c. 

Example: Format(19,"\####\#") returns "#19#" 

"text" Insert literal text. 
Example: Format(19,"""##""###""##""") returns "##19##" 

Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Format$(2.145,"#.00") ' 2.15 
End Sub 

Format User Defined Text 

The following text formats may be used with the Format function. Text formats may be combined to create 
the user defined text format. User defined text formats may not be combined with other user defined 
formats or predefined formats. 

User defined text formats can contain one or two sections separated by ';': 

• form - format for all strings 

• form;nullform - nullform: format for empty and null strings 

Parameter Description 
@ Char placeholder, insert char or space. 

& Char placeholder, insert char or nothing. 

< All chars lowercase. 

> All chars uppercase. 

! Fill placeholder from left-to-right (default is right-to-left). 

\c Insert character c. 

"text" Insert literal text. 

Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Format("123","ab@c") '" ab1c23" 
Debug.Print Format("123","!ab@c") '" ab3c" 
End Sub 

Modules 

Module Definition 

A file with public symbols that are accessible by other modules/macros via the #Uses comment. 

• A module is loaded on demand. 
• A code module is a code library. 
• An object module or class module implements an ActiveX Automation object. 
• A module may also access other modules with its own #Uses comments. 

Class Module 

Group: Declaration 

Description: 
A class module implements an ActiveX Automation object. 

• Has a set of Public procedures accessible from other macros and modules. 
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• These public symbols are accessed via an object variable. 

• Public Consts, Types, arrays, fixed length strings are not allowed. 

• A class module is similar to a object module except that no instance is automatically created. 

• To create an instance use: 
Dim Obj As classname 
Set Obj = New classname 

Example 
'A.WWB 
'#Uses "File.CLS" 
Sub Main 
Dim File As New File 
File.Attach "C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT" 
Debug.Print File.ReadLine 
End Sub 
'File.CLS 
'File|New Module|Class Module 
'Edit|Properties|Name=File 
Option Explicit 
Dim FN As Integer 
Public Sub Attach(FileName As String) 
FN = FreeFile 
Open FileName For Input As #FN 
End Sub 
Public Sub Detach() 
If FN <> 0 Then Close #FN 
FN = 0 
End Sub 
Public Function ReadLine() As String 
Line Input #FN,ReadLine 
End Function 
Private Sub Class_Initialize() 
Debug.Print "Class_Initialize" 
End Sub 
Private Sub Class_Terminate() 
Debug.Print "Class_Terminate" 
Detach 
End Sub 

Code Module 

Group: Declaration 

Description: 

A Code module implements a code library. 

• Has a set of Public procedures accessible from other macros and modules. 

• The public symbols are accessed directly. 

Example 
'A.WWB 
'#Uses "Module1.BAS" 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Value '"Hello" 
End Sub 
'Module1.BAS 
'File|New Module|Code Module 
'Edit|Properties|Name=Module1 
Option Explicit 
Private mValue As String 
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Property Get Value() As String 
Value = mValue 
End Property 
'this sub is called when the module is first loaded 
Private Sub Main 
mValue = "Hello" 
End Sub 

Object Module 

Group: Declaration 

Description: 

An object module implements an ActiveX Automation object. 

• It has a set of Public procedures accessible from other macros and modules. 

• These public symbols are accessed via the name of the object module or an object variable. 

• Public Consts, Types, arrays, fixed length strings are not allowed. 

• An object module is similar to a class module except that one instance is automatically created. 
That instance has the same name as the object module's name. 

• To create additional instances use: 
Dim Obj As objectname 
Set Obj = New objectname 

Example: 
'A.WWB 
'#Uses "System.OBM" 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print Hex(System.Version) 
End Sub 
'System.OBM 
'File|New Module|Object Module 
'Edit|Properties|Name=System 
Option Explicit 
Declare Function GetVersion16 Lib "Kernel" _ 
Alias "GetVersion" () As Long 
Declare Function GetVersion32 Lib "Kernel32" _ 
Alias "GetVersion" () As Long 
Public Function Version() As Long 
If Win16 Then 
Version = GetVersion16 
Else 
Version = GetVersion32 
End If 
End Function 

Objects 

Debug Object 

Syntax: 
Debug.Clear 

-or- 
Debug.Print [expr[;...][;]] 

Group: Miscellaneous 
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Description: 

Form 1: Clear the Output tab. 
 
Form 2: Print the expr(s) to the Output tab. Use ; to separate expressions. A num is it automatically 
converted to a string before printing (just like Str$( )). If the instruction does not end with a ; then a 
newline is printed at the end. 

Example: 
Sub Main 
X = 4 
Debug.Print "X/2=";X/2 ' 2 
Debug.Print "Start"; ' don't print a newline 
Debug.Print "Finish" ' print a newline 
End Sub 

Err Object 

Syntax: 
Err 

Group: Error Handling 

Description: 

Set Err to zero to clear the last error event. Err in an expression returns the last error code. Add 
vbObjectError to your error number in ActiveX Automation objects. Use Err.Raise or Error to trigger an 
error event. 

Err[.Number] 

This is the error code for the last error event. Set it to zero (or use Err.Clear) to clear the last error 
condition. Use Error or Err.Raise to trigger an error event. This is the default property. 

Err.Description 

This string is the description of the last error event. 
Err.Source 

This string is the error source file name of the last error event. 
Err.HelpFile 

This string is the help file name of the last error event. 
Err.HelpContext 

This number is the help context id of the last error event. 
Err.Clear 

Clear the last error event. 
Err.Raise [Number:=]errorcode [, [Source:=]source] [, [Description:=]errordesc] [, 
[HelpFile:=]helpfile] [, [HelpContext:=]context] 

Raise an error event. 
Err.LastDLLError 

For 32 bit windows this returns the error code for the last DLL call (see Declare). For 16 bit windows this 
always returns 0. 

Example: 
Sub Main 
On Error GoTo Problem 
Err = 1 ' set to error #1 (handler not triggered) 
Exit Sub 
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Problem: ' error handler 
Error Err ' halt macro with message 
End Sub 

Me Object 

Syntax: 
Me 

Group: Object 

Description: 

Me references the current macro/module. It can be used like any other object variable, except that its 
reference can't be changed. 

Example: 
Sub Main 
DoIt 
Me.DoIt ' calls the same sub 
End Sub 
Sub DoIt 
MsgBox "Hello" 
End Sub 

Operators 
Syntax: 

^ Not * / \ Mod + - & < <= > >= = <> Is And Or Xor Eqv Imp 

Description: 

These operators are available for numbers n1 and n2 or strings s1 and s2. If any value in an expression 
is Null then the expression's value is Null. The order of operator evaluation is controlled by operator 
precedence. 

Operator Description 

- n1 Negate n1. 

n1 ^ n2 Raise n1 to the power of n2. 

n1 * n2 Multiply n1 by n2. 

n1 / n2 Divide n1 by n2. 

n1 \ n2 Divide the integer value of n1 by the integer value of n2. 

n1 Mod n2 Remainder of the integer value of n1 after dividing by the integer value of n2. 

n1 + n2 Add n1 to n2. 

s1 + s2 Concatenate s1 with s2. 

n1 - n2 Difference of n1 and n2. 

s1 & s2 Concatenate s1 with s2. 

n1 < n2 Return True if n1 is less than n2. 

n1 <= n2 Return True if n1 is less than or equal to n2. 

n1 > n2 Return True if n1 is greater than n2. 

n1 >= n2 Return True if n1 is greater than or equal to n2. 

n1 = n2 Return True if n1 is equal to n2. 

n1 <> n2 Return True if n1 is not equal to n2. 
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s1 < s2 Return True if s1 is less than s2. 

s1 <= s2 Return True if s1 is less than or equal to s2. 

s1 > s2 Return True if s1 is greater than s2. 

s1 >= s2 Return True if s1 is greater than or equal to s2. 

s1 = s2 Return True if s1 is equal to s2. 

s1 <> s2 Return True if s1 is not equal to s2. 

Not n1 Bitwise invert the integer value of n1. Only Not True is False. 

n1 And n2 Bitwise and the integer value of n1 with the integer value n2. 

n1 Or n2 Bitwise or the integer value of n1 with the integer value n2. 

n1 Xor n2 Bitwise exclusive-or the integer value of n1 with the integer value n2. 

n1 Eqv n2 Bitwise equivalence the integer value of n1 with the integer value n2 (same as Not (n1 Xor 
n2)). 

n1 Imp n2 Bitwise implicate the integer value of n1 with the integer value n2 (same as (Not n1) Or n2). 

Like Operator 

Syntax: 
str1 Like str2 

Group: Operator 

Description: 

Return the True if str1 matches pattern str2. The pattern in str2 is one or more of the special character 
sequences shown in the following table. 

Char(s) Description 

? Match any single character. 
* Match zero or more characters. 
# Match a single digit (0-9). 

[charlist] Match any char in the list. 

[!charlist] Match any char not in the list. 

Example: 
Sub Main 
Debug.Print "abcdfgcdefg" Like "" ' False 
Debug.Print "abcdfgcdefg" Like "a*g" ' True 
Debug.Print "abcdfgcdefg" Like "a*cde*g" ' True 
Debug.Print "abcdfgcdefg" Like "a*cd*cd*g" ' True 
Debug.Print "abcdfgcdefg" Like "a*cd*cd*g" ' True 
Debug.Print "00aa" Like "####" ' False 
Debug.Print "00aa" Like "????" ' True 
Debug.Print "00aa" Like "##??" ' True 
Debug.Print "00aa" Like "*##*" ' True 
Debug.Print "hk" Like "hk*" ' True 
End Sub 
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Statements 

Do Statement 

Syntax: 
Do 
statements 
Loop 

-or- 
Do {Until|While} 
condexpr 
statements 
Loop 

-or- 
Do 
statements 
Loop {Until|While} condexpr 

Group: 

Flow Control 

Description: 

Form 1: Do statements forever. The loop can be exited by using Exit or Goto. 

Form 2: Check for loop termination before executing the loop the first time. 

Form 3: Execute the loop once and then check for loop termination. 

Loop Termination: 

• Until condexpr: Do statements until condexpr is True. 

• While condexpr: Do statements while condexpr is True. 

Example:  
Sub Main 
I = 2 
Do 
I = I*2 
Loop Until I > 10 
Debug.Print I ' 16 
End Sub 

For Each Statement 

Syntax:  
For Each var In items 
statements 
Next [var] 

Group: Flow Control 

Description: 

Execute statements for each item in items. 

Parameter Description 

Var - This is the iteration variable. 

Items - This is the collection of items to be done. 
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Example:  
Sub Main 
Dim Document As Object 
For Each Document In App.Documents 
Debug.Print Document.Title 
Next Document 
End Sub 

For Statement 

Syntax:  
For Num = First To Last [Step Inc] 
statements 
Next [Num] 

Group: Flow Control 

Description: 

Execute statements while Num is in the range First to Last. 

Parameter Description 

Num - This is the iteration variable. 

First - Set Num to this value initially. 

Last - Continue looping while Num is in the range.  

Step - If this numeric value is greater than zero then the 'for' loop continues as long as Num is less than 
or equal to Last. If this numeric value is less than zero then the 'for' loop continues as long as Num is 
greater than or equal to Last. If this is omitted then one is used. 

Example:  
Sub Main 
For I = 1 To 2000 Step 100 
Debug.Print I;I+I;I*I 
Next I 
End Sub 

If Statement 

Syntax:  
If condexpr Then [instruction] [Else instruction] 

-or- 
If condexpr Then 
statements 
[ElseIf condexpr Then 
statements]... 
[Else 
statements] 
End If 

-or- 
If TypeOf objexpr Is objtype Then... 

Group: Flow Control 

Description: 

Form 1: Single line if statement. Execute the instruction following the Then if condexpr is True. Otherwise, 
execute the instruction following the Else. The Else portion is optional. 
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Form 2: The multiple line if is useful for complex ifs. Each if condexpr is checked in turn. The first True 
one causes the following statements to be executed. If all are False then the Else's statements are 
executed. The ElseIf and Else portions are optional. 

Form 3: If objexpr's type is the same type or a type descended from objtype the Then portion is executed. 

Example: 
Sub Main 
S = InputBox("Enter hello, goodbye, dinner or sleep:") 
S = UCase(S) 
If S = "HELLO" Then Debug.Print "come in" 
If S = "GOODBYE" Then Debug.Print "see you later" 
If S = "DINNER" Then 
Debug.Print "Please come in." 
Debug.Print "Dinner will be ready soon." 
ElseIf S = "SLEEP" Then 
Debug.Print "Sorry." 
Debug.Print "We are full for the night" 
End If 
End Sub 

Select Case Statement 

Syntax: 
Select Case expr 
[Case caseexpr[,...] 
statements]... 
[Case Else 
statements] 
End Select 

Group: Flow Control 

Description: 

Select the appropriate case by comparing the expr with each of the caseexprs. Select the Case Else part 
if no caseexpr matches. (If the Case Else is omitted then skip the entire Select...End Select block.) 

expr - Execute if equal. 

Is < expr - Execute if less than. 

Is <= expr - Execute if less than or equal to. 

Is > expr - Execute if greater than. 

Is >= expr - Execute if greater than or equal to. 

Is <> expr - Execute if not equal to. 

expr1 To expr2 - Execute if greater than or equal to expr1 and less than or equal to expr2. 

Example: 
Sub Main 
S = InputBox("Enter hello, goodbye, dinner or sleep:") 
Select Case UCase(S) 
Case "HELLO" 
Debug.Print "come in" 
Case "GOODBYE" 
Debug.Print "see you later" 
Case "DINNER" 
Debug.Print "Please come in." 
Debug.Print "Dinner will be ready soon." 
Case "SLEEP" 
Debug.Print "Sorry." 
Debug.Print "We are full for the night" 
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Case Else 
Debug.Print "What?" 
End Select 
End Sub 

While Statement 

Syntax: 
While condexpr 
statements 
Wend 

Group: Flow Control 

Description: 

Execute statements while condexpr is True. 

Example: 
Sub Main 
I = 2 
While I < 10 
I = I*2 
Wend 
Debug.Print I ' 16 
End Sub 

With Statement 

Syntax: 
With objexpr 
statements 
End With 

Group: Object 

Description: 

Method and property references may be abbreviated inside a With block. Use.method or.property to 
access the object specified by the With objexpr. 

Example: 
Sub Main 
Dim App As Object 
Set App = CreateObject("WinWrap.CppDemoApplication") 
With App 
.Move 20,30 ' move icon to 20,30 
End With 
End Sub 
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Other Resources 

Data Link Properties 
Windows' Data Link Properties dialog box is the standard Windows system interface for configuring 
connection strings to data sources. This dialog box contains all of the properties that the selected OLE 
DB provider supports. This dialog contains four tabs: Provider, Connection, Advanced, and All. The 
settings available on the latter three tabs depend upon the provider selected. More details about the 
available tabs are as follows: 

• Provider Tab - Use the Provider tab of the Data Link Properties dialog box to select the 
appropriate OLE DB provider for the type of data you want to access. Not all applications make it 
possible for you to specify a provider or modify the current selection; this tab is displayed only if 
your application makes it possible for you to edit the choice of OLE DB provider. 

• Connection Tab - Use the Connection tab of the Data Link Properties dialog specify where your 
data is located and how to connect to it using an OLE DB provider. The connection information 
can be represented using a common string format. This tab opens by default when the Data Link 
Properties dialog. 

• NOTE: The fields displayed on this tab depend on the OLE DB Provider selected. For 
example, if you select the OLE DB Provider for Oracle, the Connection tab displays fields 
for the server name and login. If you select the OLE DB Provider for SQL Server, then 
the server name, type of authentication, and database must be furnished. 

• Advanced Tab - Use the Advanced tab of the Data Link Properties dialog to view and set other 
initialization properties. The Advanced tab is provider-specific and displays only the initialization 
properties required by the selected OLE DB provider. 

• All Tab - The All tab of the Data Link Properties dialog box is used to view and edit all OLE DB 
initialization properties available for your OLE DB provider. Properties can vary depending on the 
OLE DB provider you are using. For more information about the initialization properties, refer to 
the documentation provided with each specific OLE DB provider. 

The following table describes the most common connection parameters. 

Option Description 
Data Source Enter the name of the data source you want to access, typically a server name. 

Location Enter the location of the data source you want to access, typically a database name. 

Use Windows NT 
integrated security 

Click to use an authentication service to identify yourself. To use this feature, your OLE 
DB provider must support an authentication service. The OLE DB Provider for SQL 
Server is an example. You also must have permissions in the data source to use the 
authentication service. 

Use a specific user 
name and 
password 

Select to use a supplied user name and password to authenticate your logon information 
to the data source 

User name Enter the User ID to use for authentication when you log on to the data source. 

Password Enter the password to use for authentication when you log on to the data source. 

Blank password Enables the specified provider to return a blank password in the connection string. 

Allow saving 
password 

Allows the password to be saved with the connection string. Whether the password is 
included in the connection string depends on the functionality of the calling application. 
If saved, the password is returned and saved unmasked and unencrypted. 

Enter the initial 
catalog to use 

Enter the catalog that you want to access upon connection. 
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Option Description 
Test Connection Click this button to attempt a connection to the specified data source. If no connection is 

made, review the settings. 
NOTE: Spelling errors or case sensitivity can block connections. 

OLE DB connection instructions 

The process of setting up a connection to an external database via OLE DB using Data Link Properties 
dialog is explained in detail below. It contains step by step instructions for the more common database 
types. AWE supports the use of any database system, provided the computer running AWE has installed 
a valid OLE DB or ODBC driver that allows access to that database. 

The Data Link Properties dialog contains 4 sections (tabs) as explained above. In most situations, the 
first two tabs (Provider and Connection) contain all the information needed for proper connection. 
Although there appears to be a number of steps, the bulk of the work involves setting up an initial ODBC 
connection to the database, which is a necessary procedure in order to execute SQL statements on 
database engines provided by various database vendors. 

Requirements 

Some requirements must be met in order to ensure proper database configuration. They are listed below: 

• A properly configured and running compatible database system installation. 

• Any necessary information required to connect to the database, such as a valid username and 
password. 

• Proper installation of the compatible database system ODBC Drivers for Windows. 

Configuration 

1. From the Data Link Properties dialog, select the Provider tab as shown below. The list contains 
all OLE DB providers detected on your system. A provider is actually nothing more than a driver 
(in old terminology) with the exception of the ODBC provider because it bundles the functionality 
for all possible ODBC drivers. From the name of the provider it is usually clear which databases 
can be accessed through them. Select the appropriate provider from this list. 

2. Click Next. The Connection tab is displayed. The contents of the Connection section depends 
on which provider is chosen. What follows is a description of the contents of the Connection 
section required for the most common providers. 

Microsoft OLE DB Provider for ODBC Drivers 
• Use Data Source: Select your Data Source Name (DSN) from the list. Use Refresh to rebuild 

the list. 

• Use Connection String: Advice: use a DSN. It's easier. If you must you can create a connection 
string here or type it in. 

• Allow saving password: It is suggested to always tick this although I have only found it required 
for Oracle databases. 

• Test Connection: Always test the connection before you continue. 

Microsoft OLE DB Provider for SQL Server 
• Server Name: Select or type your server name. This is the PC name or IP address on which the 

database runs. 

• Use Windows NT Security: Requires you to be setup as a user on the server. 

• Use specific Username and password: Authentication is left to the database itself. 
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• Select database: Select a database to use. Leave blank to get the default database. 

• Test Connection: Always test the connection before you continue. 

Microsoft OLE DB Provider for Oracle 
• Server Name: Use the database alias as setup in your tnsnames.ora setup. Use the same 

database as you would use in SQL*Plus 

• Allow saving password: Important! Set this when connecting to Oracle databases. 

• Test Connection: Always test the connection before you continue. 

Microsoft Jet OLE DB Provider (MS Access Database) 
• Database Name: Type or browse to the location of your database file (*.mdb) 

• User Name: If not specified the user id for an access database is Admin and has no password. 

• Test Connection: Always test the connection before you continue. 

MSMQ Overview and Installation 
Microsoft Message Queuing (MSMQ) is a component of the Windows operating system that allows 
cooperating applications to send and receive messages to each other, even if the intended recipient 
application is not running or the computer on which the sender or recipient application is running is 
disconnected from the network. Messages are stored and forwarded by MSMQ until they reach the 
destination queue. Later, when a recipient application runs, it can retrieve the messages from the queue. 
MSMQ decouples sender and recipient applications so they do not need to run at the same time. 
Message Queuing provides built-in enhanced security, transaction support, and other features. 

MSMQ is useful when custom applications need to communicate reliably across potentially unreliable or 
occasionally connected networks. MSMQ is also useful as a persistent storage mechanism for a list of 
items. For example, a server-based application could use MSMQ to store queued orders that would be 
submitted as a batch to an order-processing system at the end of the day. MSMQ is also the 
underpinning infrastructure for reliable messaging in Windows Communication Foundation, first available 
in Windows Vista, the next version of the client operating system. 

Message Queuing can be accessed and used by any Windows application, including Windows Forms 
applications that present graphical user interfaces (GUIs), smart client applications built on top of the 
Microsoft Office System, server-side applications running within ASP.NET, Windows Services, and 
others. 

MSMQ is available as a component of Windows 2000 and later. Because Message Queuing is a 
component of Windows, its use is covered by the Windows license. If you have a valid license to use 
Windows, then you can use MSMQ. 

Refer to the MSDN article "Installing Message Queuing (MSMQ)" at http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/aa967729.aspx for details of installing MSMQ on your operating system. 
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